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Engineering; graduated from Catholic University of America in 1968 with a Master of
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While serving in the United States Air Force, monitored technical aspects of production
contracts involving communications equipment.

While employed by Bellcomm, Inc., developed mathematical models of Apollo Mission
related communications subsystems and computed pre-mission communications channel
performance estimates that were used in planning the lunar missions.

Now employed by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in the Systems
Development Division and serves as the Program Monitor for grant and contract programs
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COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH SYSTEMS
FOR PUBLIC SAFETY AGENCIES

Robert L. Sohn

ABSTRACT:  This paper reviews the application of Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD)
systems to police and other public safety operations.

CAD systems consist of keyboard-display terminals through which telephone operators
enter data regarding calls for service, and dispatchers enter and retrieve information on the
status of field units and dispatch messages; central processor units; data base files for
maintaining incident records; information and address verification files; and equipments for
integrating the CAD systems with telephone and communication networks.

The paper presents the results of a survey of CAD systems now in operation, and gives a
brief description of typical design concepts, costs, and cost/benefits for these systems.
Multi-community and combined police, fire and emergency medical service applications
are discussed.

BIOGRAPHY:  Mr. Sohn has B.S. and M.S. degrees in engineering and mathematics,
and has completed post graduate studies in operations research and urban service systems.

He joined the Caltech/Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1971, where he has performed
numerous studies for the Civil Systems Program Staff. He directed and performed analyses
of traffic projections and network design concepts for a LEAA sponsored study of a
National Criminal Justice Telecommunications Systems (NALECOM). He also prepared a
series of planning guidelines on computer-communications systems for police operations,
dealing with mobile digital communications, computer-aided dispatch and automatic
vehicle location. He suggested the use of digitized voice entry and response systems for
mobile police communications, and is currently involved in demonstration tests of these
techniques.

Prior to his involvement with law enforcement communications systems, Mr. Sohn
participated in numerous spacecraft programs.



His other professional activities include:

Lecturer in Propulsion, UCLA

Associate Fellow, AIAA

Invited Lecturer on planetary missions, XVth International Aerospace Federation
Conference, Athens

NASA commendation for Launch Vehicle Studies

Holder of 5 patents

Author of 40 technical papers



EVALUATING A POLICE-IMPLEMENTED AVM SYSTEM:
THE ST. LOUIS EXPERIENCE (PHASE I)

Richard C. Larson

ABSTRACT:  The St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department is the first major urban
police department to implement an automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) system. The
AVM technology incorporates computer-aided dead-reckoning, thus facilitating vehicle
tracking on individual streets in a city. Implemented as a Phase I prototype system in one
police district early in 1975, the test system is evaluated utilizing a three-pronged
approach. Focusing on 1) technology, 2) police operations and 3) attitudes and
organizational impact, attention is given to operational performance in Phase I, to
ameliorative action for Phase II, and to the affects of AVM on response time, officer
safety, voice-band congestion and command and control.

BIOGRAPHY:  Dr. Larson has a broad background in the fundamentals of urban
systems, operations research, engineering, and criminal justice systems. He is the founder
and President of Public Systems Evaluations, Inc., where he is directing and coordinating
the evaluation of an implemented Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) system in St.
Louis, Missouri. Dr. Larson has served on the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology since September, 1969, where he teaches courses in quantitative modelling
methods, as applied to urban and public systems. He directs a research team at MIT, under
an NSF-RANN grant, for a program entitled “Innovative Resource Planning in Urban
Public Safety Systems.” Dr. Larson also serves as a member of the Technical Advisory
Committee on Science and Technology of the Governor’s Committee (Commonwealth of
Massachusetts) on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice. He was a
full-time member of the Science and Technology Task Force of the President’s
Commission on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice (1966-67). Working with the
Boston Police Department, he published, in 1967, the first operational study of a “police
emergency response system.” Dr. Larson, author of the Lanchester Prize-winning book,
Urban Police Patrol Analysis (MIT Press, 1972), has undertaken analysis of a wide variety
of alternative patrol strategies. His experience with police departments has included the
cities of New York, Boston, Washington, D. C., St. Louis, Quincy, Cambridge, and
Rotterdam (the Netherlands). He has served as a consultant the Rand Corporation, has
published numerous papers and reports, and has conducted lectures and seminars
throughout the country. During the 1976 calendar year, while on sabbatical leave from
MIT, Dr. Larson is with the University of California at Berkeley, where he is teaching and
writing books in the field of operations research and urban systems.



VOICE DATA ENTRY TERMINAL SYSTEM

Joseph J. Kalinowski

ABSTRACT:  The topic centers around our Voice Data Entry Terminal System (VDETS)
and related products that recognize discrete commands. Schemes for entering criminal-
justice data by voice over standard mobile rf links will be explored..

BIOGRAPHY:  Mr. Kalinowski received the B.S. degree from Rutgers University in
1964 and the M.S. from the University of Illinois in 1965, both in electrical engineering.
His career includes experience in aerospace, contract research, system analysis, and
electronics development.

Mr. Kalinowski is a principal engineer with SCOPE Electronics Inc., Reston, Virginia. His
responsibilites include microprocessor design/applications and automatic speach-
recognition systems. He manages a program for development of the U. S. Army Word
Recognition System (WRS). The WRS provides direct, two-way verbal communication
between front-line personnel and the Army Tactical Data Systems using discrete word
recognition and voice response techniques.
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J. K. OMURA, Session Chairman

J. K. OMURA

Jim K. Omura is an associate professor in the System Science Department at UCLA. He
received the B.S. and M.S. degrees in electrical engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, in 1963, and the Ph.D. degree in electrical
engineering from Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, in 1966.

From 1963 to 1966 he was a National Science Foundation Fellow. From 1966 to 1969 he
was with the Stanford Research Institute. In September 1969 he joined the faculty of the
System Science Department, University of California, Los Angeles. His current interests
include probabilistic coding theory, channel modeling, channels with intersymbol
interference, and rate-distortion theory.

Dr. Omura is a member of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, and Eta Kappa Nu. He was chairman of
the San Francisco Area Information Theory Group of the IEEE and is currently a member
of the Administrative Committee of the IEEE Information Theory Group.



ON A CLASS OF CODES OF DELSARTE

L. R. WELCH
University of Southern California

Summary.  In reference [1], Delsarte generalized a class of codes due to Chien and Choy
[2] which, in turn, are a generalization of Goppa Codes [3]. Delsarte shows that almost all
of these codes meet the Gilbert-Varsharmov bound, a result which is also true of Goppa
codes [4]. Both of these results are obtained by showing that the actual minimum distance
is much larger than the “designed” distance and approaches the G-V bound for the
designed rate.

This talk raises the question as to how large the actual rate can be for fixed design
distance. No new theorems are presented but two well known theorems are proved in the
context of Delsarte’s presentation.

Introduction.  Let F0 = GF(q) be a finite field, F = GF(qm) an extension field and Fk[X] be
the set of polynomials over F of degree less than k. If S = {"1,...,"n} is an ordered set of n
distinct elements of F and a = (a1,..., an) is an n-tuple over F of weight n, then a code may
be defined:

(1)

where d = n-k+1. This definition is equivalent to Delsarte’s (see Theorem 1 [1]), however
the n-tuple a is his a'. The minimum distance of these codes is d = n-k+1. A subfield code
can be defined [5] by

It is this latter class of codes to which BCH and Goppa codes belong and for which the
Gilbert-Varsharmov bound theorems have been proven. The number of linearly
independent constraints on the n-tuples, c, is (d-1). In the subfield code, each constraint
becomes m constraints so that the apparent number of linearly independent constraints is
m(d-1) and the apparent dimension of the code is k* = n-m(d-1). However the m(d- 1)



constraints may be dependent, resulting in a larger code. In certain cases it is known that
the number of linearly independent constraints is at most ((d-1)/2)m. Before investigating
these cases, BCH and Goppa codes will be defined.

Let n divide qm-1 and let " be a primitive, nth root of unity in F. The ordered set S is S =
{"1,"2,..., "n} and a = ("1,..., "n). Then

(2)

Taking the powers of X as a basis for Fd-1[X] , the set of constraints become linear
combinations of

which can be readily seen to be the usual definition of a BCH code.

For the Goppa code with polynomial G(x), let d = deg(G) + 1 and let S contain no roots of
G. Define a1 = [G("i)]

-1. Then the Goppa code is

or

(3)

The proof of this will not be given. here.

Two Theorems Concerning Rate.  In this section GF(q) = GF(2), d is an odd integer and
the constraints ci ,GF(2) are always implied.

It is known that the binary BCH codes have only half the redundancy of other BCH codes;
that is, half of the constraint equations of Eq. (2) imply the other half. In the present
context a generalization of that result can be stated and proved as follows:



Theorem 1.  Let {"1,...,"n} be a set of n distinct elements of F-{0}. Then the code defined
by

is identical with the code

Proof:  Clearly C is contained in C'.

Now

Therefore the constraint corresponding to f(x) implies a constraint corresponding to
Xf2(X). Define (Tf)(X) = Xf2(X) and for a set of polynomials, P define TP to be the space
spanned by {Tf: f,P}. Then the constraints in F(d-1)/2[X

2]=F1 imply the constraints in F2 =
F1+TF1. (Here, V1+V2 = {v1+v2:vi,Vi}.) Proceeding by induction in the obvious way, F1

implies Fd. But Fd contains Fd-1[X]. Thus C' is contained in C. Q.E.D.

Berlekamp [4] has proven a similar result concerning Goppa codes. In the present context
it will be restated to emphasize code size instead of distance.

Theorem 2.  Let S = {"1,..., "n} be a set of n distinct elements of F and let H(X) be a
square free polynomial in F(d+1)/2[X] of degree d-1/2 with no roots in S. Let ' be the binary
Goppa code with polynomial [H(X)]2 and design distance d. Then ' is identical with the
code

Proof:  Since G has the same construction with a subset of the constraints, ' is contained
in G. Now



However H is square free, so that P2 must be of the form H(X)P3(X)2. The only such
polynomial of degree less than d-1 is 0.  Q. E. D.

Remark:  The size of each ' is thus at least n-((d-1)/2) m.



*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract N. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

TIMESHARING WITHOUT SYNCHRONIZATION*

ROBERT J. McELIECE and ARTHUR L. RUBIN
Caltech’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Summary.  The capacity region of a multiple-access channel has recently been identified
as the convex hull K̄ of a certain set K of points in the first quadrant of the (R1,R2) plane.
For a pair of rates in K, a more or less standard random coding argument can be used to
show the existence of a good pair of codes. But for points in K̄-K, it is apparently
necessary for the two senders to use some form of timesharing to achieve the desired rates.
However, in order to timeshare, at least one of the senders must have knowledge of the
other’s phase; and in many practical situations this knowledge does not exist. In this paper
we investigate the problems which arise in coding for multiple access channels when the
senders cannot synchronize with each other.

Introduction.  We begin with a brief summary of the main results about (discrete,
memoryless) multiple-access channels. A multiple access channel has two inputs x(1),A1,  
x(2),A2, and one output y,B, where A1,A2, and B are finite sets. The transition probability
p(y*x(1)x(2))represents the probability that y will be the output, given that x(1) and x(2) are the
two inputs. The appropriate block diagram for using this channel:

Figure 1.  Multiple-access communication system

The sources are assumed to be independent; note that since the channel has only one
output, there is no loss of generality in postulating a single decoder, although there may
actually be two receivers located in physically different places. Given a pair of codes for
this situation , C1 ={x1

(1),                                                                       and a decoding rule
):Bn6C1xC2, the rates are                            and the error probability is                                
                                 or                           (this assumes each of the codewords is equally



likely to be sent.) A pair of rates (R1,R2) is said to be achievable, if for each , > 0 there
exist a pair of codes of rates $ R1,-,, R2-, with PE < ,. The set of achievable pairs is
called the capacity region and it is described as follows.

For each pair of independent probability assignments p1 and P2 on A1 and A2, define the
following figure:

 Figure 2.
The Region K(p1,p2).

Here the random variables X(1),X(2), and Y represent the two inputs and the output when
the input distribution is P{X(1) = x(1), X(2) = x(2)} = p1(x

(1))p2(x
(2)). The capacity region is the

convex hull K& of K = cK(p1,p2) where the union is taken over all pairs p1, p2. (This result
is attributed by Wyner [1] to Liao; Ah1swede; and Slepian,and Wolf.)

It is possible to show that every point in K is achievable by random coding, i.e. by
computing the average of PE over all pairs of codes chosen according to the probability
assignments p1 and P2, etc. For points in K&- K, i.e. points that are convex combinations of
points in K but not in K, it is apparently necessary to use a timesharing argument. By this
we mean dividing the transmission time between a strategy which achieves (R1,R2) and
one that achieves(R1',R2') in the ratio 8 to 1-8 in order to achieve the rates (8R1+(1-8)R1',
8R72+(1-8)R2') . However, in order to timeshare, at least one of the senders must know
when the other is using the first strategy and when he is using the second, i.e. same kind of
synchronization between the senders must be possible. It is this assumption of
synchronization we wish to abandon.

To be precise, for the rest of the paper we will investigate the multiple-access channel
under the following assumption: The senders may agree ahead of time on the strategies
they will use, but neither can know when the other will begin transmission. The receiver,
however, can determine when each sender has begun transmission. (We assume the
receiver gets his synchronization information either through separate sync channels, or by
detecting synchronization prefixes used by the senders. The design of such prefixes
presents some interesting problems we do not propose to address in this paper.)

2.  Noiseless binary channels. In this section we shall illustrate the problems that arise in
the simple case of noiseless channels, i.e. channels for which the output is uniquely
determined by the inputs. If we disregard channels for which y depends only on x(1) or x(2)



but not on both, there are up to obvious equivalence, only five such channels with A1 = A2

= {0,1}. Their behavior is described by the following table.

Table 1.
Five Noiseless Channels

The capacity regions (assuming synchronization; cf. section 1) are given below:

Channel A presents no difficulty, since the inputs do not interfere with each other; each
sender can achieve rate 1 and PE = 0 without coding, and this does not require
synchronization.

Skipping channels B and C temporarily, we consider D. Here Y / x(1)+x(2) (mod 2). With
synchronization, a pair of rates R1 = k/n and R2 = (n-k)/n can be achieved as follows:



Without synchronization, this won’t work. However, if we assume that there exists an
(n,k) binary cyclic code, we can still achieve rates R1, and R2: #1 encodes its bits into a
codeword from the cyclic code, and #2 uses the same strategy as above.

Then whatever the relative phases of the two senders, out of every #1 codeword at least a
block of k (cyclically) consecutive symbols will be received accurately, and so since the
code is cyclic, it will be possible to reconstruct the entire codeword, and so also to
reconstruct the k information bits                          . Once this is done the information bits    
                            can be recovered. Finally, although (n,k) cyclic codes do not exist for all
values of (n,k), the set {k/n: there exists an (n,k) cyclic code} is dense in [0,1], so that
every point in the capacity region of figure 3 is achievable, without synchronization.

Channel E is more difficult. Here y =x(1) OR x(2), so if either input is 1, the other is
completely lost. In this case we do not know how to achieve explicitly every point in the
capacity region, but we can achieve every point that satisfies %R&&1 + %R&&2  # 1, as follows.
Let A be an (n,k) cyclic code of rate RA= k/n, and let B be a (m,j) cyclic code of rate RB =
j/m. Then #1 sends blocks of m interleaved codewords from A, the last j of which are all
zeroes.

 #2 sends n concatenated codewords from B, the last k of which are all zeroes. We
illustrate for the simple case k = j = 1, m = n = 2, where both codes are the (2,1) repetition
code:

It is easy to verify that whatever the relative phases of #1 and #2, the locations of the
zeroes in one encoded stream allow the recovery of the other. Furthermore the rates are R1

= RA(1-RB), R2= RB(1-RA). It is easy to verify that this implies  %R&&1 + %R&&2  # 1, with
equality iff RA+ RB = 1. Since as we pointed out above the possible rates RA and RB are
dense in [0,1], it follows that every pair (R1,R2) with %R&&1 + %R&&2  # 1, is achievable in this
way. In particular, the example above yields the point (¼,¼)

We conclude this section with some brief remarks about channels B and C. In channel B,
note that if #1 sends his data at R1 = 1 uncoded, #2 sees a binary erasure channel with
erasure probability ½. The capacity of this channel is ½, so #2 can achieve any rate



< ½ with PE < ,. Hence the point (1,½) is achievable without synchronization. Similarly
the points (1,½) and (½,1) are achievable for channel C. In the next section we will see
how to achieve some, but not all, of the remaining points in the capacity region.

3.  A General Result.  In this section we shall sketch a proof of the fact that even without
synchronization every point in K is achievable. We do not know whether points in K&- K
are or not.

The main idea is to let the senders use block codes whose lengths are relatively prime, for
example n and n+1; then, after a short initial period, a kind of quasi-synchronization will
be achieved between blocks of length n(n+1):

Once this quasi-synchronization is achieved, the decoder will base its estimate of X(1) and
X(2) on these long blocks, so we have, in effect,a pair of synchronized codes of length
n(n+1). If the desired rates (R1,R2) are in the region K, then for some particular choice of
input distributions (p1,p2), (R1,R2),K(p1,p2), and the random coding argument which is
used to prove the achievability of (R1,R2) in these synchronized case can be modified to
handle the quasi-synchronized case as well. (The two codes are chosen “at random”
according to the probability distributions p1,p2,etc.)

In the noiseless channels of section 2, it is relatively easy to verify that K& = K except for
channel C. In particular, the entire capacity region for channel E is achievable without
synchronization, though we know of no explicit scheme for doing this outside the region
%R&&1 + %R&&2  # 1. Thus what is possible trivially with synchronization--clearly any point on
the line R1 + R2 = 1 can be achieved on channel E with timesharing and no coding--is also
possible without.

However, for channel C the situation is different. Here K& … K, and the two regions K,K&
look like this:

Figure 4.
The ambiguous region

K&-K for channel C.



(The exact description of K&-K is complicated, but it is well approximated by the triangle
with vertices (1,½), (½,l), and (1/3,1/3).) We conjecture, but cannot yet prove, that every
point in K&-K is still achievable.

Reference

[1] Wyner, A. D.; Recent Results in the Shannon Theory, IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory IT-20 (1974), pp. 2-9).
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LOW COST DATA COMPRESSION

MARTIN E. HELLMAN
Stanford University

Summary.  The large volumes of raw data involved in telemetry often require
compression prior to transmission over a limited data rate channel. If the transmitter is
located in a remote location, power, reliability and cost considerations add the requirement
that the encoder be fairly simple, while the decoder can be much more complex. A similar
encoder-decoder complexity tradeoff exists if there are many sensing stations (and
encoders) but only one receiving station (and decoder). This paper describes a technique
which is well suited to such applications in that it places almost all of the computational
burden on the decoder, and requires only an extremely simple encoder.

Introduction.  This paper describes a method of source coding (also known as data
compression) which is ideally suited to communication problems where the encoding
devices must be extremely simple while the decoding devices may be much more complex.
Examples of such problems include space and satellite communications, remote telemetry,
and remotely piloted vehicles.

The purpose of source coding is to remove redundancy from the output of a source so that
less information need be stored or transmitted. In noiseless source coding, the operation
must be invertible so that the decoded data is equivalent to the original data. As a simple
example, dropping the letter u after the letter q in English text is invertible since the
recipient of the message can add it back in.

Although our primary interest is in source coding, it is easiest to understand the technique
when it is used for joint source and channel encoding. Also for ease of understanding, we
use written English as the data to be compressed. Channel coding adds redundancy to data
prior to transmission over a noisy channel. The redundancy is added in a controlled
manner so that most errors which occur on the channel can be corrected. Repetition of a
message is a crude form of channel coding.

If source coding removes redundancy and channel coding adds it back in, why not
dispense with both operations and use the natural redundancy of the source for error
correction? A simple example shows why this cannot be done. Suppose the message “I



AM NOT ABLE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT.” is transmitted directly and a single character
is received in error: “I AM NOW ABLE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT.” is received. Not only
is the error overlooked, but the meaning of the message has been reversed. This is in spite
of the fact that the amount of redundancy is more than sufficient to correct single errors.
Although the redundancy is large it is not evenly distributed

We have developed a very simple device to transform the redundancy of the source into a
usable form. This joint source and channel encoder is a convolutional encoder or
scrambler. It consists of a shift register and a number of mod-2 adders (EXCLUSIVE OR
gates). A typical encoder is shown below: This encoder has sixteen stages, and typically

25-100 stages will be more than adequate. The output bits are transmitted over the noisy
channel and placed through a descrambler which performs the inverse operation of the
encoder. The descrambler which corresponds to the above encoder is shown below.

Because of the feedback in the descrambler, even a single transmission error will cause
many errors in the descrambled information. If there are enough stages in the encoder then
the output following an error is complete gibberish. For example a single character error in
the message used above can cause the output: “I AM NOWJ.NXAAVWM,E
TYROVBGZ, RI”. It is easily seen that the characters most likely to be in error are the W
and the J of NOWJ... . A first attempt at decoding would be to change the J of NOWJ ... to
a blank, making the text “I AM NOW...”. This puts two errors in the descrambler, the first
being due to the channel, the second being due to our attempted correction. Thus the
output is again gibberish: “I AM NOW HU.CVKIWXRORBHUWTZHUIGK*”. When
we try correcting the W we find the output is meaningless except when the proper
correction to a T is tried. This example used a 5 bit code with star = 00000, A 00001,... Z 
= 11010, blank = 11011, period = 11100, comma 11101, quote = 11110, question mark =
11111. Low order bits are encoded first. This code has lower redundancy than most codes



in common use (e.g., ASCII) and therefore we expect even greater correction capabilities
with these other codes.

Note the simplicity of both the encoder and the feedback descrambler, each consisting of a
shift register and several EXCLUSIVE OR gates. The only complexity involved is in
recognizing what is and what is not a meaningful message and in deciding which errors are
most likely. It is the necessity of having such a capability which makes the receiver more
complex than the transmitter. However this requirement can be met by having a sequential
decoder available at the receiver. The sequential decoder need not have a complete
description of the source characteristics, but of course a less complete description doesn’t
allow as great an error correction capability.

If the channel is noiseless, or if separate source and channel coding operations are desired,
then the convolutional code can be used at rates above 1 to effect optimal, noiseless data
compression. To obtain a rate 2 code, for example, every other bit which is emitted by the
rate 1 code is not transmitted. Surprisingly, the compressed data allows reliable
reconstruction of the source output provided that a 2:1 compression ratio is possible with
any other form of noiseless source code. The details of the proof are contained in reference
[1]. Koshelev [2] and Blizard [3] independently realized the applicability of convolutional
codes to data compression. Reference [4] also provides useful insights.

Koshelev [2] indicates that the decoder’s computational burden will be excessive, and
efforts are under way to minimize this problem. There appears to be a gradual tradeoff
between encoder and decoder complexity and we hope to be able to find a reasonable
operating point for applications, such as remote telemetry, where a premium is placed on
keeping the encoder’s complexity small.

1. M. E. Hellman, “Convolutional source encoding,” IEEE Trans. on Info. Theory, vol.
IT-21, pp. 6Sl-656; November, 1975.

2. V. N. Koshelev, “Direct sequential encoding and decoding for discrete sources,”
IEEE Trans, on Info. Theory, vol. IT-19, pp. 340-343; May, 1973.

3. R. B. Blizard, “Convolutional source coding for data compression,” Martin Marietta
Corp. Denver Division, Report R-69-17, 1969.

4. M. E. Hellman, “On using natural redundancy for error detection.” IEEE Trans, on
Comm, Tech., vol. COM-22, pp. 1690-1693; October, 1974.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN CODING FOR MULTIPLE ACCESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

M. B. PURSLEY
University of Illinois

Summary.  During the past few years it has been demonstrated that coding can play a
major role in multiple-access communication systems. In addition to providing error-
control capability as in a single-user system, coding can actually provide the multiple-
access capability in a multi-user system. In this paper we concentrate on one such system,
the spread-spectrum multiple-access system in which the communication capacity of the
channel is shared by several asynchronous radio frequency signals that occupy the same
bandwidth. Recent results on the analysis of these systems and on the selection of codes
for multiple-access applications are presented.

Introduction.  Multiple-access communication theory is a relatively young research area
even when compared with related disciplines like information theory and coding theory
which are only twenty-eight years old now. Multiple-access communication theory was
perhaps first recognized as a major branch of communications in 1964 when the Institute
for Defense Analysis held its summer study on multiple-access techniques for satellite
communications. A summary of the Proceedings of the study can be found in [19].

One of the important conclusions of this study and a number of other publications that
appeared in the mid-1960’s was that coding can play a dual role in satellite multiple-access
systems. In addition to its usual error-control function in single-user systems, coding can
actually provide the multiple-access capability in multi-user systems. We will refer to any
multiple-access technique in which coding provides the primary multiple-access capability
as code-division multiple access (CDMA). Unlike traditional time-division multiple access
and frequency-division multiple access there is no requirement for precise time and
frequency coordination between the various transmitters in the system.

A specific example of a CDMA system which will be discussed in this paper is the spread-
spectrum multiple-access (SSMA) system in which a code sequence is modulated onto the
carrier along with the digital data. The various transmitted signals may occupy the full
channel bandwidth at all times. We will see that for asynchronous systems, the code
sequences should be selected to have good aperiodic cross-correlation properties in order



to enable the receiver to distinguish between the signals. Additional coding can be
employed to correct message errors that occur during transmission.

In addition to SSMA systems, there has been considerable recent interest in CDMA for
computer-communication network applications. Such applications of coding will not be
discussed here, but they are presented in [14] and in the references cited therein.

In recent years CDMA techniques have been considered for a variety of systems including
the NASA tracking and data-relay satellite system, systems to provide communication to
aircraft and other mobile users, and air traffic control systems. In addition, CDMA
techniques are very attractive for military satellite communication systems since they can
provide additional encryption and anti-jam benefits. In certain multiple-access satellite
communication systems CDMA techniques can be designed to simultaneously provide
multiple-access capability and to reduce the effects of multipath distortion.

Performance of Phase-Coded SSMA Systems.  The SSMA system model that will be
employed in this paper is described as follows. The kth user’s data signal bk(t) is a
sequence of unit amplitude, positive and negative, rectangular pulses of duration T. The kth

user is assigned a code waveform ak(t) which consists of a periodic sequence of unit am
amplitude, positive and negative rectangular pulses of duration Tc. If (aj

(k)) is a sequence of
elements of {+1,-1} then we can represent ak(t) as

where               = 1 for 02#t<Tc and                 = 0 otherwise. We assume that each
sequence (aj(k)) has period p = T/Tc so that there is one code period a0

(k), a1
(k),...,

per data symbol.

The data signal bk(t) is modulated onto the phase-coded carrier ck(t) given by

which produces the signal

In the above expressions 2k represents the phase of the kth carrier, Tc represents the
common center frequency, and P represents the common signal power.

If the SSMA system is completely synchronized then the time delays Jk representing the
propagation time for the k-th signal can be ignored (i.e., Jk = 0 for k = 1,2,...,K). This



would require a common timing reference for the K transmitters and it would necessitate
compensation for the different delays in the various transmission paths. For the majority of
SSMA communication systems such compensation is not feasible and the transmitters are
not time-synchronous. For asynchronous systems the received signal r(t) is given by

where Nk = 2k - TcJk and n(t) is the channel noise process which we assume to be a white
Gaussian process with two-sided spectral density N0/2. Since we are concerned with
relative phase shifts modulo 2B and a relative time delays modulo T, there is no loss in
generality in assuming 2i = 0 and Ji = 0 and considering only 0 # Jk < T and 0 # 2k < 2B
for k… i.

If the received signal r(t) is the input to a correlation receiver matched to si(t), the output is

In all that follows we assume TcT/2B is an integer. However, the results obtained are also
valid if Tc >> T-1 since the frequency response of a realistic hardware implementation of
the correlation receiver is such that the double frequency component of r(t) cos Tct will be
negligible under this condition. The condition Tc >> T-1 is always satisfied in a practical
SSMA communication system. The data signal bk(t) can be expressed as

where bk,R , {+1,-1). The output of the correlation receiver is given by

where Rk,i and Rˆ k,i are the continuous-time partial cross-correlation functions defined by

f or 0 # J # T. It is easy to show that for 0 # RTc# J(R+1)Tc#T, these two cross-correlation
functions can be written as

(1)



and
(2)

where the discrete partial cross-correlation functions Dk,i and D̂k,i are defined by

and Dk,i(0)=D̂k,i(p)=0. Notice that the periodic cross-correlation function is given by
2k,i(R)=D̂k,i(R)+Dk,i(R). We also define ˆ

2k,i(R)=D̂k,i(R)-Dk,i(R) which is called the odd cross-
correlation function by Massey and Uhran [12]. It is easy to see that Dk,i(p-R)=D̂k,i(R) and
D̂k,i(p-R)=Dk,i(R) and therefore 2k,i(p-R)=2i,k(R) and ˆ

2k,i(p-R)=- ˆ
2i,k(R).

Cross-correlation parameters can also be given in terms of the aperiodic cross-correlation
function D̃k,i defined by

which is related to the partial cross-correlation functions as follows. For nonnegative
values of RD̃k,i(R)=D̃k,i(R) and for negative values of R, D̂k,i(R=+Dk,ip+(R).

If vk,i(Jk) is defined by vk,i(Jk)=[bk,-1Rk,i(Jk)+bk,0R̂k,i(Jk)]cosNk then %&P /&2&vk,i(Jk) is the
contribution of the kth signal to the output Zi of the correlation receiver matched to si(t).
For fixed  Jk,vk,i(Jk) depends only on Nk, the data symbols bk,-1 and bk,0, and  the discrete
cross-correlation functions Dk,i and D̂k,i (or equivalently, 2k,i and ˆ

2k,i). Specifically, if Rk is an
integer for which RkTc # Jk # (Rk+1)Tc and bk,0 = bk,-1 then

(3)

On the other hand, if bk,0 … bk,-1 then

(4)

Up to this point we have not explicitly indicated which parameters of the partial cross-
correlation functions should be optimized. One approach is to search for a code for 



all values of the parameters Jk,Nk,bk,-1, and bk,0. It is clear from symmetry considerations
that for any code, the set of values that one of the two probabilities takes on as the
parameters are varied is the same as the corresponding set for the other probability. In
particular, the two probabilities have the same maximum value Pe

(i) for any given code.
One code selection procedure that is often suggested is to choose the code that gives the
smallest value of Pe

(i); that is, the maximum value of the error probability is minimized.

If bi,0=-1 Pe
(i) depends on the maximum value of the sum of the vk,i(Jk), where the sum is

over all k … i. Equations (3) and (4) imply the maximum value of  vk,i(Jk)is achieved for
some value of Jk in the set {0,Tc,2Tc,...,[p-1)Tc} and Nk=0. That is the maximum value of 
vk,i(Jk) is of the form [bk,-1Dk,i(R+bk,0D̂k,i(R)Tc. For a fixed integer R, this quantity has four
possible values, ±2k,i(R) and ± ˆ

2k,i(R). The maximum of these values over R is 8k,i = max
{µk,i,µ̂k,i} where µk,i = max {*2k,i(R)**0 # R # p-1}, µ̂k,i = max {* ˆ

2k,i (R)**0 # R # p-1}

From the above discussion we conclude that if bi,0 = -1, the maximum error probability for
the ith receiver corresponds to the maximum value of vk,i(Jk) for each k…i and that this
maximum value is 8k,i. The same argument can be applied for bi,0 = +1 in which case the
maximum error probability corresponds to the minimum value of vk,i(Jk) for each k … i and
min vk,i(Jk)=-8k,i. Thus, Pe

(i) is minimized if the quantity                          is minimized.

Of course, the goal in choosing a code is to simultaneously minimize the error probability
for all K receivers. Hence we might wish to minimize Pe,m = max Pe

(i), which is equivalent
to minimizing v = max vi since Pe

(i)= 1 - M([1-(vi/p)]%&2 E& /&N& o&) where M is the standard
(i.e., zero mean, unit variance) Gaussian cumulative distribution function and E = P/T is
the energy per data bit. It follows that

(5)
where 8 = max{8k,i*1 # i <k #K].

There are a few additional code parameters that are of interest. These are the maximum
magnitude of the periodic cross-correlation functions for the set of sequences 2C =
max{µk,i*1#i<k#K}, the maximum magnitude of the odd cross-correlation ˆ

2C, = max{µ̂k,i

*1# i < k # K}, and the maximum magnitude of the aperiodic cross-correlation D̃C =
max{*D̃k,i(R)**1-p # R # p-1, 1# i # k # K}. The relationships 8 = max (2C, ˆ

2C} and D̃C # 8
# 2 D̃C are easily established. It follows that (3) implies

(6)

It should be noted that it is impossible to obtain an upper bound on the error probability if
we know only the periodic cross-correlation function.



An alternate approach to SSMA system analysis and code evaluation is to treat the phase
shifts, time delays, and data symbols as mutually independent random variables. In this
approach the interference terms are random and are treated as additional noise. The signal-
to-noise ratio, SNRi, at the output of the ith correlation receiver is the most important
performance measure that can be obtained with a reasonable amount of computation.
Furthermore, bounds and approximations to the error probability can be given in terms of
SNRi.

As before, there is no loss of generality in assuming Nk = 0 and Jk =0 for k 0 … i when
considering Zi, the output of ith correlation receiver. Also, due to the symmetry involved
we need consider only bi,0 = +1. The desired signal component of Zi is then %P& /&2& T while
the variance of the noise component of Zi is

(7)

where we have assumed Nk is uniformly distributed on [0,2B) and Jk is uniformly
distributed on [0,T) for k … i. In addition, the data symbols bk,R are assumed to take values
+1 or -1 with equal probability. Equations (1) and (2) are then employed to show that (7)
is equivalent to

where

The signal-to-noise ratio is just %P& /&2& T divided by %V&A&R&&Z& i& which is

(8)

Note that for K =1 this gives SNR1 = %2&E& /&N& o& which has associated error probability Pe

= 1 - M(%2&E& /&N& o&. In general the error probability is not 1 - M(SNR1) but this is a good
approximation for large values of p and K. A more thorough discussion of the signal-to-
noise ratio as a performance measure and a numerical evaluation of (8) for Gold sequences
of period 511 can be found in [13] and [14]. Results on the accuracy of the approximation
Pe . 1-M(SNRi) for K << p have been obtained by Yao [23].



Binary Sequences with Good Aperiodic Correlation Properties.  It is clear from the
previous section that the aperiodic cross-correlation function D̃k,i and the odd cross-
correlation function 2̂k,i are at least as important as the usual periodic cross-correlation
function 2k,i Although this has been recognized for some time by communication
engineers, the functions D̃k,i and 2̂k,i have received very little attention in the literature. This
is primarily because the theory of linear cyclic codes, which provides most of the periodic
cross-correlation results (e.g., [4]-[9]), is considerably more difficult to apply to the design
of sequences with good aperiodic cross-correlation properties.

One of the first detailed investigations of SSMA system performance which included the
effects of the partial cross-correlation functions was published in 1969 by Anderson and
Wintz [1] who obtained a bound on the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the correlation
receiver for a SSMA system with a hard-limiter in the channel. Gold had previously
investigated partial correlation functions and had determined the mean and variance of the
partial autocorrelation function and the mean of the partial cross-correlation function
where the randomness is in the starting position and the phase shift [5]. A thorough
investigation of the odd cross-correlation function 2̂k,i was undertaken by Massey and
Urhan in 1969 as part of a study for the NASA tracking and data relay satellite system.
The role of the odd autocorrelation function 2̂i,i in the analysis and design of SSMA
systems for multipath channels was one of the main topics of their investigation [12].

Equation (5) shows that if we wish to minimize the maximum error probability, then an
optimum code is one for which the parameter v is smallest. The inequalities in (5) and (6)
suggest suboptimum code selection procedures based on minimization of the parameters 8
or D̃C. In practice it is common to first select a general class of codes which have good
periodic cross-correlation properties. Typically, if the class has such properties then µk,i #
µ̂k,i  for each k … i or at least 2C # 2̂C. If 2C # 2̂C then v # (K-1)2̂C. This suggests another
suboptimum method for selecting code sequences for phase-coded SSMA systems. A
family of sequences for which 2C is relatively small (e.g., the Gold sequences) is searched
in hope of finding a subfamily for which 2̂C is also small. This is basically the approach of
Massey and Urhan [121 and Sywyk [20] who consider a family of sequences which
consists of all distinct shifts of a set of K sequences of period p for which 2C, is small. The
goal is to minimize the parameter 2̂C by finding the best shift for each of the K sequences
in the set.

For many applications (e.g., multipath channels) it is important to also optimize aperiodic
autocorrelation parameters. It will be sufficient for our purposes to consider the parameters
D̃A = max*Dk,k(R)*, 2A = max*2k,k(R), and 2̂A= max*2̂k,k(R)  where the maximum in each case is
over 0 < R#p-1 and 1#k < K. For convenience we define D̃max = max{D̃A.D̃C}, 2max=
max{2A,2C} and 2̂max = max {2̂A,2̂C}. As part of the previously mentioned study, Massey
and Uhran have investigated minimization of the odd autocorrelation parameter 2̂A for a set



of sequences for which 2A is small. They found the parameter 2̂A was very sensitive to the
shifts of the sequences in the set. In particular they discovered there is unique optimum
shift for most of the 18 different m-sequences of period 127. This gave a set of 18
sequences for which 2̂A = 19 and, since they are m-sequences, 2A = 1. Massey and Uhran
computed the cross-correlation functions for these 18 sequences and found 2C = 2̂C = 41.
We should point out that some of these parameters can be improved (perhaps at the
expense of others) if a smaller set of sequences is acceptable. For instance, any maximal
connected set [3] of m-sequences of period 127 has 6 sequences with periodic cross-
correlation parameters 2C = 17. Roefs [16] has examined the partial cross-correlation
properties of some of these maximal connected sets and has found a set for which 2̂C  = 29
and 2̂A = 23. At least one of these two values can probably be decreased further if an
exhaustive search is carried out. Any set consisting of more than 6 m-sequences of period
127 must have 2C = 41. However, Massey and Uhran found a set of 14 m-sequences of
period 127 with odd autocorrelation parameter 2̂A = 17. Additional results on
autocorrelation properties can be found in [11], [17], and [21].

Two important analytical results on aperiodic cross-correlation properties have recently
appeared in the literature. The first of these, which was obtained by Welch [22], provides
lower bounds on the maximum correlation for a set of sequences of complex numbers. We
mention only the following special case.

Theorem 1: For a set of K binary sequences of period p
2max $ p[(K-1)/(pK-1)]½

and
D̃max $ p[(K-1)/(2pK-K-1)]½.

Note that for large values of K and p the lower bound on 2max is approximately %p& and the
lower bound on D̃max is approximately %p& /&2&. For the K = 2n+1 Gold sequences of period
p=2n-1 the lower bound on 2max is approximately 2n/2 for large n whereas the actual values
of 2max is 2[(n+2)/2]+1 which is greater than the bound by a factor of %2& for n odd and by
a factor of 2 for n even.

The second result, which is due to Massey and Uhran [12] provides a method for
constructing a set of sequences with a known bound on the odd cross-correlation function.
Furthermore, as a special case, it gives a bound on the odd cross-correlation function for
the Gold sequences.

Theorem 2: Suppose (1+x) does not divide f(x) and let h(x)=(1+x)f(x). Suppose the
sequences generated by h(x) have maximum periodic cross-correlation c. Then the set of
sequences generated by f(x) has correlation parameters 2max # c and 2̂max # (p+c+4)/2



where p is the least common multiple of the periods of the sequences generated by f(x).

Massey and Uhran [12] have also given a method of constructing an infinite sequence of
codes of increasing block length for which p-12max and p-1 2̂max can be made arbitrarily
small for large p. Note that even if we know p-1c 6 0, the bound on 2̂max obtained from
Theorem 2 implies only                                     . The stronger result p-1 2̂max 6 0 is obtained
by requiring f(x) = f1(x)ft(x) in Theorem 2 where f1(x) is the minimal polynomial of ", a
primitive element of GF(2n), and ft(x) is the minimal polynomial of "t for t = Kp[2(K-1)]-1.
It is required that p=2n-1 and that the number of codewords K is 2R where R is a nontrivial
divisor of n, so the codes have block lengths p = 22R-1, 23R-1, 24R-1,... . The diffficulty with
this code is that the bandwidth expansion coefficient pK-1 6 4 as the period increases.
Schneider and Orr [18] have demonstrated the existence of sequences of codes which do
not suffer from this difficulty but still achieve small values of p-12max and P-12̂max  only as   
p 6 4.

For Gold codes generated by f(x) = f1(x)ft(x) where (f1,ft) is a preferred pair of primitive
polynomials of degree n, the bounds of Theorem 2 become

Since D̃max # max{2max,2̂max}, the upper bound on D̃max for Gold codes is greater than p/2
which is approximately the square of the lower bound provided by Theorem 1.

There seems to be no justification for considering only the maximum correlation when
selecting sequences for SSMA applications. For instance, the number of different sets of
values for J1,J2,...,JK which yield the maximum correlation would seem to be as important
as the maximum value itself. In the remainder of this section we discuss criteria that are
related to the signal-to-noise ratio. These criteria offer a number of advantages over the
maximum correlation which will be pointed out in the discussion.

The analysis of the previous section shows that the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
ith correlation receiver depends on the parameters rk,i for k…i. We have observed
experimentally, and it can be shown analytically for random sequences, that for large
values of p

Therefore, rk,i . r̃k,i where



An attractive feature of using  r̃k,i as a code selection parameter is the computational saving
due to the fact that  r̃k,i can be computed from the aperiodic autocorrelation functions as
indicated in the following result which is from [15].

Theorem 3: Let (xj) and (yj) be any (not necessarily binary) sequences for which xj+p = yj. 
The aperiodic cross-correlation function D̃x,y is related to the aperiodic autocorrelation
functions D̃x,x and D̃y,y by

An application of Cauchy’s inequality gives the following bound on the sum of the squares
of the aperiodic cross-correlation values in terms of the sum of the squares of the aperiodic
autocorrelation values.

Corollary 3.1: For sequences (xj) and (yj) as in Theorem 7

We also get the following result for binary sequences (i.e., {+1,-1}-valued sequences).

Corollary 3.2: If the sequences (xj) and (yj) in Theorem 7 are binary sequences then

(9)

(10)

We get an interesting result if we apply these bounds to the Barker sequence of period 7
obtained by setting (x0,x1,...,x6) = (1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,-1). If (y0,y1,...,y6) = (x6,x5,...,x0) then the
inequalities in Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 are actually equalities, the common value being
p2+p-1 = 55. The sequences above are m-sequences. The sum of the squares of the
periodic cross-correlation values for any two m-sequences of period p is also p2+p-1 which
is equal to the sum of the squares of their periodic autocorrelation function. We note that



the right side of (10) is larger than p2+p-1 unless the sequences are Barker sequences.
Furthermore, since equality holds in the Cauchy inequality if and only if there exists a
number $ such that D̃x,x(R) = $ D̃y,y (R) for 1-p # R # p-1 and since D̃x,x(0) = D̃y,y(0) = p for
any binary sequences (xi) and (yi) of period p, then equality holds in (10) if and only if
D̃x,x(R) = D̃y,y (R) for 1-p # R # p-1. This will be the case when (x0,x1,...,xp-1)=(yp,yp-1,...,y0)
for example.
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PREDICTING PERFORMANCE OF CONVOLUTIONAL CODED
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

G. K. HUTH
Axiomatix

Marina del Rey, California

Summary.  The probability of error for a convolutional coded communication system can
be predicted using three approaches. The first approach is using Gallager’s [1] exponential
bound for random codes. The second technique is the use of transfer function union
bounds developed by Viterbi [2]. Finally, an approximation to the transfer function
developed by Huth and Weber [3] can be used. This paper compares the three approaches
for predicting performance and presents results for Viterbi decoding bit error probability,
burst error probability, and decoder memory length.

Introduction.  To design a convolutional coded communication system, techniques are
required to predict probability of bit error (Pb) versus energy per bit to single-sided noise
spectral density (Eb/N0) for the modulation/demodulation scheme employed. In addition, it
would be desirable to predict the nature of the errors out of the decoder. That is, do the
errors occur in bursts and, if so, what is the probability of an error burst of a given length.

There are three basic analytical techniques available for predicting Pb versus Eb/N0. The
first technique is using Gallager’s exponential bound for random codes [1]. This bound
allows quick comparisons of various modulation/demodulation and encoding/decoding
schemes in terms of the basic coding parameters of code rate (R) and encoding constraint
length (K). Therefore, it can be used as an initial optimization technique.

The second technique is to analyze the distance between codewords using a generating
function (transfer function) developed by Viterbi [2]. This analysis technique has been
used to obtain tight upper bounds on the error probability for the binary symmetric channel
(BSC), the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and general memoryless
channels. These bounds can be used to optimize the communication system parameters for
a particular convolutional code and Viterbi decoding. While the bounds on error
probability using the transfer function approach are very precise, the bounds are difficult to
calculate for long constraint codes. Also, for even moderate constraint lengths, the transfer
function bounds are evaluated in matrix form and the individual codeword distances are
not available to determine the effect of decoder memory truncation or to determine the
statistics of the errors at the output of the decoder.



The third technique uses an approximation of the transfer function developed by Huth and
Weber [3], which is easy to calculate even for long constraint length codes. The resulting
bounds are as tight as Viterbi transfer function bounds and the individual codeword
distances appear in the bound so that it is possible to determine decoder memory
truncation effects and output error statistics.

Random Coding Prediction Techniques.  Random coding bounds on error probability
were developed by Gallager as easily calculable functions that did not require detailed
knowledge of the code distance properties. Gallager’s function assumed that the decoder
matched its decoding rule to the channel statistics. However, when the actual channel
statistics are unknown at a given time, it is desirable: (a) to choose the modulation format
and the corresponding demodulation technique; and (b) to optimize the demodulation
parameters and the decoder metrics to minimize the probability of error for all possible
channel statistics. Considering the decoding metrics, let d(y,x) be a decoding metric
function where d(y,x) $ 0 for all received sequences y and all possible transmitted
sequences x. If xm is the transmitted codeword for message m and y is the received
sequence, then the decoder correctly chooses xm if

(1)

Let Pr[errorlm,xm,y] be the probability of error conditioned on the message m entering the
encoder, on the selection of a particular sequence xm. as the mth codeword, and on the
received sequence y. This probability can be upper bounded by using a random coding
argument similar to that of Gallager by letting the codeword  xm be chosen randomly with
probability Q(xm). The resultant bound is

(2)

where M is the number of possible codewords and P(y*x) is the channel transition
probability. For a memoryless channel, note that

(3)

where yn take s on the value s 0,1,...,J-1 and xn takes on the values 0,1,...,I-1. Let Q(k) be
an arbitrary probability assignment on the channel input alphabet and let each letter of each
codeword of length N be chosen independently so that

(4)

Upon substituting (3) and (4) into (2), we get



(5)

where

(6)

and 2NR = M. Note that R is the code information rate and RD is the largest rate such that
reliable communication is possible. Furthermore, RD = Rcomp = E0(1) (Gallager’s function)
when d(j,k) = P(jlk) which corresponds to a maximum likelihood decoder but requires
knowledge of the channel statistics.

Viterbi [2] has derived the bit error probability bound for Viterbi decoding using
Gallager’s function. For unknown channel statistics, Viterbi’s bound can be rewritten
using RD as follows:

(7)

where K is the convolutional constraint length and R is the code rate.

Using (6) and (7), an initial optimization of the communication system can be performed
since the modulation and channel characteristics determine P(j*k) and the decoder metrics
such as soft decision, hard decision, or list quantization used in the Viterbi decoder
determine d(j,k).

Transfer Function Union Bounds.  The transfer function of a convolutional code,
introduced by Viterbi [2] in 1971, is essentially a Hamming weight enumerator of certain
types of codewords. Specifically, it enumerates all the closed paths in the code’s state
diagram [3]. The general form of this function is

(8)

where fk(N) is a polynomial of the form

(9)

and df is the free distance of the code [2, 3]. The general term in (8) has the following
interpretation. For the given code, there are akckj codewords that diverge from the all-zeros



path at some point and remerge with it later, and these codewords have Hamming weight k
and are caused by input sequences with j “1” bits.

The transfer function has its usefulness in upper bounding the bit error probability of the
code. To derive this bound, let Pk be the probability of incorrectly choosing a weight k
codeword over the all-zeros codeword at the point of their remergence. If the weight k
codeword was caused by j input “1” bits, then the bit error probability for this event is jPk.
If there are akckj paths of this type, the probability of the union of these bit error events is
upper bounded by jakckjpk. Finally, the probability of the union of all possible bit error
events, PB, is upper bounded by the sum of the probabilities of these events,

(10_

From (9), note that the derivative term in (10) merely causes the remaining terms to be
multiplied by the exponents of the variable N, and these exponents are just the number of
bit errors.

Suppose there existed a bound on each Pk of the form
(11)

where x is the signal-to-noise ratio and " is a function of x and the modulation type.
Substituting (11) into (10) and rearranging terms gives

(12)

Comparing (12) and the derivative of (8) with respect to N yields

(13)

Thus, for the bound in (13), T(D,N) or its derivative need only be evaluated at some fixed
values of D and N, a possible task.

As an example of evaluating (8), consider the simple rate R=1/2, constraint length K=3
encoder in Figure 1. The contents of the last two register stages on the right constitute the
encoder state, hence there are four states defined by a = 00, b = 01, c = 10, and d = 11.
The state transition diagram for this code is shown in Figure 2 where the solid lines mark a
transition caused by an input “0”, the dotted lines mark a transition caused by an input “1”,



and the two binary symbols on each line represent the code output for that transition.
Looking at this diagram, the first few terms in the transfer function series can be written
down. The path abca has weight 5 and was caused by one input “1”. The two paths abcbca
and abdca have weight 6 and were caused by input sequences containing two input “1”
bits, so the next term in the series is 2D6N2.

This counting procedure could be continued, but it is easy to see that it is not too efficient,
especially for more complex codes. A better way is to obtain directly a closed form
expression for T(D,N). First, redraw Figure 2 so that state a is split into both source and
sink nodes. Next, label each transition with the dummy variable D raised to the weight of
the code output for that transition and N raised to the number of input “1” bits that caused
the transition. This construction yields the diagram shown in Figure 3. Now T(D,N) is just
the transfer function of this diagram regarded as a signal flow graph. Using standard signal
flow graph reduction techniques results in

(14)

which checks with the two terms gotten by counting.

Although the above method is straightforward, it is not suitable for computer computation.
For the present example, define the state variables xa,xb,xc,xd corresponding to the states a,
b, c, and d, respectively. Then, from Figure 3, the following node equations hold:

(15)

Next, define the state vector x = (xb, xc, xd)
T. Then (15) can be rewritten in compact form

as
(16)

where

(17)

is called the state transition matrix, and where

(18)
Solving for x in (16) gives



(19)
where I is the identity matrix. Equation (19) lends itself very easily to computer evaluation.
Obviously, the sum in (19) is truncated to a finite number of terms such that the truncation
error is, negligible compared to the sum. Now, once (19) and (16) have been evaluated,
T(D,N) is equal to xa.

These bounds have been shown to be extremely tight for the AWGN channel. In this case,
the bit error probability is bounded by

(20)

where Es/N0 is the binary coded symbol energy per single-sided noise spectral density, and

(21)

For bit error probability less than 10-3, the bound is within 0.1 dB of the actual measured
results for an AWGN channel.

Transfer Function Approximations.  The use of the state transition matrix to evaluate
the transfer function union bounds loses much of the information contained in the
individual terms of the transfer function series notation. An approximation developed by
Huth and Weber [3] alleviates the problem and allows additional useful results to be
obtained.

It has been shown [4] that the minimum weight DR of all codewords of length R which have
not returned to the all-zeros state (i.e. , urrmerged) is bounded by

(22)

where d0 is the minimum average weight per branch, b1 and bu are biases, [x] is the
smallest integer greater than or equal to x, and [x] is the largest integer less than or equal
to x.

For some length R, the path of smallest weight is lower bounded by d0R+ b1. The path with
the maximum weight is estimated by nR, where the code rate is R=1 /n. All intermediate
weight paths of length R are approximated by appropriate combinations of these two
extreme weights. The generating function for the weights of these unmerged codewords is



(23)

where

The probability of error due to truncation of the Viterbi decoder memory at length R has the
effect of causing the Viterbi decoder to choose among unmerged paths to determine the
correct path. Thus, the bit error probability of error due to truncation is

(24)

Using similar techniques, the probability of error due to the merged paths can be
estimated:

(25)

where the free distance df is the minimum distance of the merged paths, and R̄  is defined as 
              .

Thus, the approximation to the merged transfer function consists of the first few terms of
the transfer function in (8) and an approximation to the higher distance codewords similar
to the unmerged codewords.

Therefore, the bit error probability due to the merged paths is:

(26)

where r=b1 + [d0(1+i+j)] +n(k-i-j).



The total bit error probability is approximated by

(27)

Using (27), the bit error probability can be computed for arbitrary Viterbi decoder path
memory as shown in Figure 4. The convolutional code used is the rate 1/3, K=7 code
found by Odenwalder [5] to have df = 14. The measured distance values are d0 = 11/17
and b1 = 2. Figure 4 presents a family of curves for various information bit energy per
single-sided noise spectral density (Eb/N0). Note that the results agree very closely with the
results of simulation.

Figure 5 presents the bit error probability versus Eb/N0 for two decoder memory lengths
and compares the predicted results with measured results of a Viterbi decoder operating at
the output of a STDN receiver [6]. Also shown are the results for the Viterbi decoder
operating on digitally generated Gaussian noise. The Viterbi decoder quantizes the
received signal to eight levels while the Huth-Weber approximation is for infinite
quantization. Allowing for the 0.2-0.25 dB loss usually associated with 8-level
quantization, the Huth-Weber approximation is very close to the measured results for the
ideal Gaussian noise at large Eb/N0. At small Eb/N0, the union bound technique used to
derive the transfer function bound results in a somewhat pessimistic prediction. However,
for the region of Pb < 10-3, the agreement is very good. Note that measured STDN receiver
results are within 0.2 dB of the ideal Gaussian noise when the bit synchronizer degradation
is accounted for. Thus, the Huth-Weber approximation is an excellent prediction technique
for real channels.

The undetected errors of the Viterbi decoder tend to occur in bursts. This phenomenon has
been observed from the operation of Viterbi decoders but also can be predicted from (25).
Suppose an incorrect path is chosen by the Viterbi decoder that first differs from the
correct path at the ith bit and does not have K-1 identical consecutive bits until the
i+L+K-1 bit. Then, the decoder will make burst error of length L. But the sum of
undetected errors in (25) is just the sum of the various lengths of paths that remerge with
the correct path after L+K-1 bits. Therefore, the probability of a burst error greater than L
is the sum of those paths that remerge with the transmitted path in lengths greater than
L+K-1. Let P(b$L) be the probability of a burst error greater than or equal to L. Then,
from (25), for L#R̄ -K +1,

(28)



where gi(k) is the number of paths of length i and weight k and s = b1 + [d0(1+j)] +n(i-j).
For L$R̄ -K +1,

(29)

It is possible to simplify the approximation in (29) for large L by bounding Ps as in (20) for
the AWGN channel. Therefore, for large L, P(b$L) is of the form

(30)

Conclusions.  Three analytical techniques have been developed to predict the probability
of error for a convolutional coded communication system. Quick comparisons of
modulation and coding parameters can be performed with the Gallager random coding
exponential bounds. Finer parameter optimization can be obtained by using Viterbi transfer
function union bounds and the Huth-Weber approximations to these bounds. The Huth-
Weber approximations provide a technique to predict decoder memory truncation
degradation and burst error probability, as well as bit error probability. These analytical
approximations are important to optimize the modulation/coding parameters at very low
probability of error where measurements are impractical. It was noted that the
approximations are extremely accurate over the region 10-3$Pb$10-5 where measurements
have been made. Since analytical techniques are used to predict performance,
communication system optimization can be obtained with little effort.
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Summary.  The application of RF monopulse sensing techniques for communications
satellite attitude determination was investigated. An engineering model of a two channel
6 GHZ spaceborne RF monopulse attitude sensor capable of measuring roll, pitch and yaw
was developed. RF attitude sensing provide attitude measurements compatible with the
requirements of future body and spin stabilized satellites employing narrow antenna beams
without recourse to mechanical motion. Sensor alignment errors are greatly reduced since
the sensing element is a physical part of the antenna array. Troublesome operational
difficulties of sun and moon interference are also eliminated. Yaw angle is determined
through measurement of roll and pitch angle to two separated beacons. Experimental
results including a preferred design, reflecting future stabilization and long life
requirements are presented.

Introduction.  Future generation communications satellites will probably employ highly
directive spotbeams and provide frequency reuse via polarization isolation. Because of
these expected developments, improved accuracy pitch and roll attitude measurement is
needed, as well as the determination of yaw attitude. In the past INTELSAT satellites have
relied on infrared sensors to sense spacecraft attitude in synchronous equatorial orbit.
Improved accuracy attitude determination via RF sensing is believed both feasible and
desirable.

An RF Attitude Sensor employing a single antenna is capable of providing only two axis
attitude information (roll and pitch). However, the presence of two sensing antennae on a
spacecraft, operating with two widely separated earth stations allows for the determination
of yaw attitude as well, even though it cannot be directly measured.



The primary purpose of this development effort was to obtain an engineering model of an
attitude sensing receiver whose design stressed reliability, compactness and low power
consumption. A processor, antenna, and RF test set were included in the development in
order to facilitate the analysis of roll, pitch and yaw measurement accuracy.

In the system, two ground-based beacon transmitters provide point sources of RF energy
as an attitude reference. (1,2,3) These signals are received at the satellite via two main
communications antennae and are processed by the amplitude monopulse receiver. The
high gain communications antenna contains a two mode feed horn and monopulse
comparator, which generate an amplitude sum and two amplitude difference RF outputs.
The two difference channels, azimuth and elevation, are processed in the receiver to
determine offset angles from boresight. The two sets of offset angles from the two antenna
inputs are output from the receiver sequentially in a digital format every 500 ms. These
data are then fed into the processor which computes the roll, pitch and yaw about the
spacecraft axis.

Design Considerations.  In order to achieve the desired accuracy, low power
consumption, low weight and volume, the receiver employs only one difference channel,
one sum channel and one phase sensitive detector, which handle the four monopulse error
signals on a time sharing basis. To obtain sufficient isolation between the antennae a
6 MHz frequency separation between beacons is used.

The required sensitivity is obtained by utilizing a single stage of down conversion. This
requires a crystal controlled, switchable dual frequency, local oscillator. A difference and a
sum intermediate frequency amplifier and an automatic gain control circuit provide
controlled gain. Low power DC biased mixers minimize the required L.O. power output.
The antenna outputs are sampled by RF pindiode switches designed for low diode current
drain and accurate loss and phase tracking characteristics.

Improved accuracy is obtained by employing RF amplifier gain difference compensation
and video drift correction. The designs of the L.O., the IF amplifiers, the phase sensitive
detector, the DC-DC converter, the video circuit, the analog-to-digital converter, and the
timing circuits all emphasized low power consumption.

The monopulse antenna was designed for best linearity and a front feed was chosen for
simplicity. The variation of the antenna pattern with cross-axis off-boresight angle is
corrected via a computerized algorithm that was expressly designed for this purpose.

Sensing Receiver.  The location of the ground stations that transmit the two RF beacons
dictates an 8E separation between the axes of the two receive antennae onboard the
spacecraft. Due to this relatively close proximity and the 4E beamwidth specification of the



antennae, there is a distinct possibility of sidelobe “spillover” of one antenna’s pattern into
the other, which would cause interference. To minimize the effect of this interference two
beacon frequencies 6 MHz apart were chosen.

The RF Attitude Sensing Receiver may be seen in Figures 1 and 2. operation of the
receiver will be described with reference to the Block Diagram of Figure 3.

Antenna outputs are selected by the SP4T and SP2T switches. Thus, E1B1E1, are the
output signals from the satellite antenna pointed at ground station 1. E1 is the antenna
elevation difference signal, B1 is the antenna bearing difference signal, E1 is the antenna
reference (sum) signal. This channel operates at 6.181 GHz, with a local oscillator (L.O.)
frequency of 6.211 GHz, providing a 30 MHz intermediate frequency (IF). E2B2E2 are the
output signals from the satellite antenna pointed at ground station 2. This channel operates
at 6.175 GHz, with an L.O. frequency of 6.205 GHZ, also providing a 30 MHz IF.

One complete measurement cycle takes 500 msec. First the channel 1 signals are
measured, with the E1 and B1 inputs being successively applied to the receiver, and then
the channel 2 signals are applied in a like manner. At the beginning of each half of the
measurement cycle the signal is detected and applied to the sum and difference channels to
continuously provide automatic gain control (ABC).

The IF signals from the sum and difference channels are fed to two 30 MHz center
frequency amplifiers. To obtain the required accuracy, close gain tracking between these
amplifiers is required, and this is accomplished by an automatic gain tracking correction
circuit. The amplifiers also contain sharp cutoff bandpass filters that provide for channel
separation on a frequency basis.

The amplifier outputs go to a phase sensitive detector that successively compares the
reference signal from one channel with the two difference signals from that channel (E and
B). Each of these comparisons produces an error voltage which is then fed to the video
circuits.

The video circuits demultiplex and filter each error voltage and then pass it to a sample
and hold circuit. From here the error voltage is digitized by the analog-to-digital converter.
Inaccuracies caused by drift in the video circuits are compensated for by a drift correction
circuit. The inputs from the two antennae are processed successively in an identical
manner. The system operating conditions may be seen in Table 1.

Monopulse Antenna.  The monopulse antenna utilized with the sensing receiver is shown
in Figure 4. The antenna was provided purely to test the system with an antenna of proper
gain and beamwidth, and it is thus not a space flight design. The antenna consists of a 



Flux Density at Satellite -83 dBW/m2 to -43 dBW/m2

Scintillation Amplitude 5 dB

Scintillation Rate 5 dB/Sec.

Frequency Modulation Deviation ±400 KHz

Modulation Frequency 5 KHz to 30 KHz

Beacon 1 Frequency 6.181 GHz

Beacon 2 Frequency 6.175 GHz

Output Data Rate 2 samples/sec. of each elevation and
bearing measurement

Output Data Coding Two’s complement binary

Output Data Word Format 12 bit parallel word
10 data bits
2 identifier bits

1 read pulse
Maximum output corresponding to 20 off
boresight

Roll and Pitch Accuracy 0.06E

Yaw Accuracy 0.4E

Error Transfer Function Stability 0.06E maximum

Null Dead Zone ±0.01E maximum

Noise 0.001E (3 sigma)

Antenna Size 1 M diameter

Antenna Gain 30 dB

Antenna 3 dB Beamwidth 4E

Receiver Weight 2.3 kg. maximum

Receiver Dimensions 253 x 177 x 50 mm.

Operating Temperature Range -10EC to 50EC

Primary Power Input 28 VDC ±5% @ 180 ma. (5 watts max.)
Table 1. Sensing System Performance Specifications



polyester-glass reflector with a 550 mm focal distance, a two mode feed horn and a
monopulse comparator. The design parameters are given in Table 1. A 10 dB coupler is
included in the channel to provide isolation for the receiver from the communications path.

Test Set.  The test set is made up of two major parts -- an RF section and a processor
section. The purpose of the RF test set is to supply RF signals to the receiver that simulate
the outputs of the two satellite monopulse antennae. Refer to Figure 5 for a view of the RF
test set, and to Figure 6 for a block diagram of one of the two identical halves.

The output of a crystal controlled oscillator is fed via a variable attenuator to a four way
power divider. The outputs of the power divider are fed to a monopulse comparator via
phase shifters. By varying settings of the phase shifters, the comparator outputs are
capable of simulating the sum and difference channel antenna outputs.

The RF source is frequency modulated to simulate an actual communications channel;
there is also a circuit to amplitude modulate it to simulate scintillations in the transmission
path. A variable attenuator is provided to adjust the RF power level.

The processor section is built around a paper tape based Philips P855 computer with 8 K
of memory. Operator interaction with the processor is via an ASR-33 teletype. The task of
the processor is to convert the digitized azimuth and elevation error voltage outputs of the
receiver into satellite roll, pitch and yaw. To perform this conversion the processor must be
fed the receiver outputs, the satellite position (altitude and longitude), the ground station
positions (altitude, longitude and latitude), the RF test set scale factor, and the antenna
correction constants.

The major steps in the computation are as follows:

a. the RF Test Set output data are scaled,
b. the antenna output data are corrected to represent the true antenna angular offsets,

and
c. using the antenna angular offset data and the satellite and ground station position data

the satellite roll, pitch and yaw offsets are calculated.

Due to the fact that the patterns for each antenna are different in each of the four quadrants
(two in azimuth and two in elevation), antenna corrections have to be made for eight
quadrants with eight different sets of correction constants. The present system corrects
using only one set of constants which suffices to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept.
These corrections also compensate for cross-axis error variations in the antenna outputs
such that there is practically no error contribution from the antenna.
The test set also contains a display unit capable of displaying:



a. raw receiver outputs,
b. corrected receiver outputs, and
c. computed roll, pitch and yaw outputs.

Display selection is made by the operator via the teletype.

Results.  Roll, pitch and yaw calculation accuracy is dependent on the accuracies and
tolerances of the antennae, the receiver, the static data, and the iterative computation. The
limiting factor in the delivered system is the receiver. This is because the antenna
tolerances are corrected in the computer, as previously described, and the static data and
iterations may be made as accurate as required. The accuracy of the receiver is basically
limited by the phase tracking ability of the sum and difference channels.

In general it can be said that the accuracies of the roll and pitch calculations are of the
same order as the accuracy of the receiver azimuth and elevation outputs, while the
accuracy of the yaw calculation is approximately five times the accuracy of the receiver
azimuth and elevation outputs. Table 2 gives the available System Test results.

Theoretical Accuracy

Roll and Pitch
Yaw

±0.01E+±0.015 X
±0.05E  ±0.18 X

where X is degrees off boresight and -2E<X<+2E

Measured Accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation

Roll Pitch Yaw
0.01E 0.02E 0.17
0.01E 0.02E 0.15E

Error Transfer Function Stability 0.063E maximum

Null Dead Zone ±0.0067

Noise <0.0014 rms

Transfer Transient Time Constant 3 seconds

Receiver Power Consumption 4.3 watts

Receiver Weight 2.245 kg.

Table 2. System Test Results

Conclusions.  The test results have demonstrated that the RF Attitude Sensing System can
achieve accuracies on the same order of magnitude or better than current infrared sensing



systems. This means that the overall pointing error budget for the satellite is improved
because the RF Sensor measures, points and receives communication with the same
antennae and there are thus no alignment or transfer errors. All this is achieved with
minimum weight and power impact on the overall satellite system.

Several areas of possible improvement in the receiver and test set were noted during the
test phase, which, if incorporated in the next development cycle, would improve overall
performance.
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Figure 3.  RF Attitude Sensing Receiver Block Diagram





Figure 6.  RF Test Set Diagram
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Abstract.  Satellite-switched time division multiple access (SSTDMA) is a high efficiency
technique likely to be exploited soon in communications satellites. Besides needing special
equipment at the earth stations, two major units are required in the satellite to complete the
system, namely, a microwave switching matrix (MSM) and a distribution control unit
(DCU). The MSM connects any one uplink to any one downlink in a “telephone
exchange” arrangement and the DCU, which can be programmed from the ground,
controls the switching of the MSM connection patterns in real time. The DCU also
provides the master clock for the complete SSTDMA system. This paper describes an
implementation of a DCU using custom large scale integration (LSI), which employs only
four chips (two each of two types) for the entire logic to control an 8 x 8 MSM. This offers
considerable advantages in terms of mass, power consumption and reliability. Some of the
benefits and problems of the LSI implementation are also discussed.

1.   Introduction.  With the current exponential increase in international communications
traffic of all varieties, communications operators are looking for ever more sophisticated,
powerful and efficient ways of carrying traffic. In the satellite-link field, techniques have
so far been confined to offering what are effectively “transparent” repeaters, each
connecting an “uplink” (ground transmitter to satellite receiver) to a “downlink” (satellite
transmitter to ground receiver) in a hardwired manner. Several such repeaters may be
carried in a single satellite, and techniques such as FDMA, TDMA and antenna cross -
polarisation and spot-beaming (Space division multiplex) give each satellite a capability to
carry very many channels simultaneously. However, these channels are effectively hard-
wired links, with limited capability of re-allocation to allow for varying traffic patterns,
such as occur at different times of the day or with the adding of new users to the service,
and with only limited reconfiguration to re-optimise in failure situations.

In setting up channel allocations, a compromise has to be reached so that the channel
capacities provided for each separate route give the most efficient usage of satellite
resources, when averaged over all predicted traffic patterns during the lifetime of the
satellite. Thus on a spacecraft serving transatlantic traffic, the numbers of channels
allocated to, say, the New York - London route could be set to suit the traffic density in
the morning (New York time)/late afternoon (London time), when business hours at the



two ends coincide. This would mean that these channels would be considerably under-used
at other times of the day, leading to substantial inefficiency (and hence, indirectly,
increased service costs to users).

If these under-used channels could be re-allocated or adjusted at slack times to serve other
routes (e.g. intra -European or intra-American during their respective daytimes), this would
give a potential for raising channel usage, and hence “plant” efficiency, to nearer the 100%
mark. Re-allocation of channels within a satellite also gives considerably increased
capability for reconfiguration to bypass faulty units such as a failed repeater, so that the
useful channel capacity of the spacecraft can be optimised even when a significant part of
the “plant” is lost. This re-allocation calls for new techniques in communication, which are
currently being explored by satellite manufacturers, service operators and users; one such
technique which shows great promise is SSTDMA (Satellite Switched Time Division
Multiple Access).

To implement this technique of SSTDMA, not only did new theoretical studies have to be
pursued; new protocols and operating techniques had to be established between users and
operators; new equipments had to be developed for the ground communications stations
and the control stations; but some totally new and relatively sophisticated hardware had to
be developed for incorporation into the satellite, giving the spacecraft itself a measure of
“intelligence” and of overall system control which were not required with existing
“hardwired repeater link” techniques mentioned above. This satellite hardware became
possible with the adoption of technologies which are relatively new in the spacecraft
engineering world (with its own particular criteria of very low mass and size, very low
power consumption, and extremely high reliability), but which are finding wide application
in the commercial/industrial electronics market.

This paper gives a brief description of SSTDMA as a communications technique, and of
the major equipment units required by it. It then presents an analysis of the technical
problems associated with implementing one of these units, the satellite-borne Distribution
Control Unit (which contains all the logic in the satellite needed to control the channel
reallocation function and to programme new traffic patterns); and it describes a particular
implementation, the way in which the major technical problems are met, and the results
achieved.

2.   What is SSTDMA?  Satellite Switched TDMA is a technique for allocating
equipment-receiver, transmitters, repeaters - to establish communications links in a
programmable and variable manner, so as to optimise on equipment usage and provide
overall channel capabilities for the different communication links which most nearly reflect
their traffic densities at any given time. It does this by means of switching the
interconnections between receivers (uplinks) and transmitters (downlinks) in real time,



time division multiplexing the various uplink - downlink interconnection patterns in such a
way that in any period (say a second), not only can all links be usable, but the ratio of
channel carrying capabilities can be varied over a wide range (say up to 100:1) to suit
different traffic densities on the different uplink-downlink routes.

To examine the system of operation, consider an SSTDMA satellite with 4 repeaters, that
is to say 4 uplinks (comprising receiving antenna and receiver down-converter) and 4
downlinks (comprising amplifier, upconvertor/frequency translator, transmitter and
transmitting antenna). Each receiving or transmitting antenna would be arranged to serve
one of 4 pre-allocated geographical zones on earth (each of which contains one or more
ground-stations). Fig. 1 shows an “elevation view” of such a system, simplified to basic
essentials.

For convenience, call the 4 uplinks A, B, C, D, and the four downlinks W, X, Y, Z. Then
in a normal “hardwired repeater” (non SSTDMA) satellite, the links A - D would be
routed to W - Z in a fixed manner, for instance:

A 6 W
B 6 X
C 6 Y
D 6 Z

A - D and W - Z could be wide-coverage or spot-beams, and could have overlapping
service zones, so that a reasonable variety of links can be offered by this system, but once
the satellite is launched, only very minor variations can be made to this allocation.

In the SSTDMA satellite, instead of the uplinks and downlinks being hardwired together,
they are connected by a “matrix” of switches which allows any one of A - D to be routed
to any one of W - Z at a given time (as with a crossbar-switch). In fact four such 1 -to - 1
links can be supported simultaneously, so that at one time the routes may be A6W, B6X,
C6Y, D6Z (as before), and at another time they may be A6Y, B6W, C6Z, D6X, or any
one of 22 other possible patterns.

The strength of the SSTDMA system lies in the fact that this switching is controlled in
real-time, time-division-multiplexing the various connection patterns. This is achieved by
“framing”, whereby time is divided into main repetition periods or “frames”, each of which
is subdivided into a large number of time slots or “frame intervals”: for example, a frame
of 750µS, comprising 125 intervals each of 6µS.

This frame interval of 6 µs is the basic unit for establishing links; at the beginning of a 6µs
interval (say interval “m”) a pattern of switches is set up which provides paths for 4 links



(say A6W, B6X, C6Y, D6Z). These connections are maintained through the 6µs frame
interval to the next switching time, when a new set of paths may be established for interval
“m +1I” (say A6Y, B6W, C6Z, D6X). Thus within a 750/µs frame, up to 125 such sets of
paths will have been connected. (The number may be less than 125 if desired, since
individual paths or sets of paths can be left established for multiple frame intervals; this is
completely programmable to meet the needs of the user). Fig. 2 shows part of an example
connection pattern.

By repeating this frame of 125 connection time slots every 750µS, it is possible to
establish a useful protocol whereby the ground stations can match their traffic transmission
schedules and reception schedules with the programmed availability of connected paths.
Thus with the above example, a ground station in zone A will know to transmit traffic for
zone W in every time slot “m”, for zone Y in every slot “m + 1", and so on. Conversely,
receiver X will expect traffic from transmitters B and D respectively at these times.

For the ground transmitting and receiving stations and the satellite on-board hardware to
be able to cooperate in this way, so that the correct traffic is always sent through the
correct connection paths, two additional factors are needed. The first is a timing-reference,
so that all elements can synchronise frame and frame-interval timing exactly (including
compensating for transmission path delays). This is achieved by the satellite acting as the
master timing reference, and by allocating one fixed frame interval in every frame to
synchronisation activity (a discussion of this is outside the scope of this paper, but see refs.
4, 6, 8).

The second requirement is that all parties concerned (operators and users) should at all
times have full knowledge of the interconnection pattern currently employed. At present it
is envisaged that the patterns be reprogrammed only as required, so as to follow major
changes in traffic pattern, such as described above in the Introduction. This is the approach
adopted for the work described in this paper, where it is applied to an 8 x 8 switch matrix
situation (8 uplinks, 8 downlinks). There is no theoretical reason why in the future this
cannot be improved to something approaching on-demand assignment - however the
problems here will not be solved until at least one generation of satellites later.

A further discussion of the theory of SSTDMA is outside the scope of this paper. The
interested reader is referred to refs 1 - 10.



3.   Equipment Required.  The major equipment units required to operate SSTDMA are:

a) Data storage/multiplexer/transmitter )
b) Data receiver/storage/demultiplexer ) at ground stations
c) Ground station synchroniser
d) Microwave switching matrix (MSM) in satellite
e) Distribution Control Unit (DCU) in satellite
(This is in addition to the usual RF uplink and downlink units).

This paper is concerned with the satellite-borne equipment and in particular with the DCU.

4.   DCU Functions.  The DCU is shown in schematic form in Fig. (3) and has the
following major elements:

i) a memory to store the current up/down connection pattern for each frame interval;

ii) a second identical memory for use in reprogramming operations to avoid disturbance
of normal operation and to use in a degraded back-up mode in the event of a failure in
the first memory;

iii) reprogramming logic interfacing with the satellite telemetry and telecommand
(TT&C) system to receive new patterns from ground control and to echo these for
verification;

iv) a set of output decoders and drivers to convert the pattern data into a form suitable for
driving the individual switches of the MSM;

v) a system of “static junction control bits” (SJCBs); these override dynamic MSM
control signals for static control over MSM junctions thus allowing frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) for parts of the system;

vi) the system master clock and timing logic;

vii) a means of continuously checking for correct operation of the system in order to warn
the satellite operator of any equipment failures;

viii) a means of switching equipment states, both to bring into service a newly
programmed MSM switching pattern (in the correct synchronisation) and to recover
from equipment failures.



5.   DCU Major Requirements.  The DCU under development has been designed to
drive an 8 x 8 matrix, with a 750µsec frame of 125 x 6µsec frame intervals (as described
earlier). Switching times at the outputs of the unit are <75nsec including all jitter, risetime
and skew between outputs.

In order to achieve acceptable budgets for the satellite (which ultimately determine
whether it is economically viable to launch an SSTDMA system rather than one of the
simpler fixed systems) the complete DCU must be achievable in a unit which has the
following target parameters:

mass < 1.5kg
size <(200mm)3

power consumption < 1.5 watts
reliability >.88 for 7 years

and the unit must be able to withstand satellite environments, which include wide
temperature range (-15EC to +55EC), launch vibration and shock and high incident
radiation.

6.   Selection of means of implementation.  For the 8 x 8 MSM, 64 control signals are
required at the DCU/MSM interface and 125 patterns of these signals are required
sequencing at a rate of 160kHz. In order to achieve the reconfigurability discussed in
sections 1, 2 it must be possible to modify the sequence of patterns. The data storage
requirements of the DCU are then that the system shall be capable of reading, storing and
outputting 125 words of 64 bits. Because of the fact that only one microwave switch per
column of the MSM can be on at any one time, it is possible to eliminate redundant
information and store only 125 words of 24 bits; the 24 bits are organised as 8 x 3 bit
groups and each 3 bit group uniquely selects one switch from a particular column of the
MSM.

A storage requirement of 125 words x 24 bits is large in conventional medium scale
integration (MSI) and printed circuit board terms, when considering spacecraft budgets.
Alternative means of data storage must be considered, possibilities being: core memory,
plated wire memory, hybrid film packaging of “off the shelf” MSI and LSI elements, and
custom LSI design. The support circuitry overhead for core and plated wire systems are
too heavy for this size of memory; also the truly random access nature of core and plated
wire storage is not necessary or ideal for this application.

To build the system in hybrid film form using standard storage and logic elements is
feasible. However the memory support circuitry is fairly random in nature and requires a
large number of standard SSI, MSI and LSI chips and the number of pins required to



interconnect individual hybrid packages is high. An estimate based on the use of
conservative 40 pin packages is that five hybrid circuit designs would be required with
seven packages being used for the system. Additionally the output components would have
to be 54 series TTL consuming considerable power and having a poor overall MTBF. The
system would still require a highly reliable high stability oscillator.

To build the system with custom monolithic LSI is feasible with the present state of
advancement of this technique. To make full use of the ability to reduce package count it is
however advantageous to use LSI chips whose size is greater than that normally
considered acceptable for commercial viability based on a high volume market. It is then
possible to partition the system such that only two chip designs are required, again in
addition to a highly reliable high stability oscillator.

Within the field of custom monolithic LSI there are many different types of process each of
which has its own attributes. The possibilities considered for use in the DCU were CCD,
PMOS, NMOS, CMOs* and bipolar. CCD is a relatively new technique and is ideal for
serial type memories but is not capable of operating at the speeds required nor is it suitable
for the support logic. PMOS is the most established process; and the one furthest advanced
towards space qualification; it is capable of packing the largest number of circuit functions
on to a single chip but is slow in comparison to NMOS, CMOs and bipolar. Nevertheless
it is fast enough for operation at the speed required for the DCU. By use of the design
technique of dynamic logic, the power dissipation can be minimised and problems of
asynchronism and skew within the logic can be avoided; this requires a two phase-
clocking circuit as an overhead. NMOS has all the performance capabilities of PMOS but
it is not possible as yet to integrate as much circuit function on to one chip; it is capable of
faster operation than PMOS and is more easily interfaced to other types of component.
CMOs has the capability of very low power operation with no support circuit overhead; it
is inferior to NMOS on grounds of packing density of circuit function per chip. Bipolar
processes have the capability of extremely fast operation but this cannot readily be married
with high packing density per chip and low power consumption except by use of the
relatively unproven design technique of Injection Logic.

* CCD = Charge Coupled Device
PMOS = P-channel MOS
NMOS = N-channel MOS
CMOS = Complementary MOS

The process selected was PMOS since those areas in which it is inferior to the other
candidates are not important for this application. In the interest of power economy and
packing density the technique of four phase dynamic logic was adopted; the impact of 



requiring extra clocking circuitry is minimal in this application as the main part of this is
already required for the overall reference clock.

7.   Problems Associated with the use of Custom LSI.  There are various problems
associated with the combination of custom LSI design and space usage and these fall into
the two broad categories of purely technical problems and project management problems.
These are in addition to the more widely-recognised design considerations (such as pin
limitations, thermal design, chip area, new design methodology) associated with all LSI.

These are discussed in several standard works (ref. 11).

7.1   Technical Problems.  The problem of degradation of MOS devices due to radiation
damage has received considerable attention (refs. 12, 13, 14). However this tends to be
oriented towards short term nuclear environments and in particular electron bombardment
whereas the radiation environment of a geostationary orbit where a communications
satellite is likely to reside is relatively benign but of much longer term (7 years). The
philosophy of screening out incident radiation using the metal of the unit case has been
adopted, on the basis that a level of about 1gm/cm2 reduces the radiation experienced to an
acceptable level.

It is customary to assess the reliability of an electronic unit for use in spaceborne
equipment in numerical terms starting from the individual component level. The boundary
at which a specific circuit function has a numerical reliability attributed to it becomes much
more vague for LSI devices since the close proximity of individual devices on a chip
destroys the basic assumption of independence between one device and another. Early
attempts at determining the reliability of a chip were somewhat crude being based either on
chip size or number of “Gates” but the procedure now adopted (ref. 15, 16) attempts to
take account of environment, circuit complexity, chip temperature and the difference in
confidence levels between market standard devices and custom designed devices.

With the use of LSI the problem of rigorous commissioning and testing becomes far more
complex. This is due in part to the pure increase in amount of logic associated with a unit
of sensible physical size and in part to the fact that access to the internal paths of the LSI
device is extremely difficult and limited. To combat the problem of increased complexity it
is virtually essential to use a computer aided test system but it is still impracticable to test
the operation of the devices for all theoretical initial states, input sequences, and real-time
situations. The philosophy which has been followed is to test only from those conditions
which can be expected as initial states in operational use. As an aid to this, test reset inputs
have been included as extra circuitry on the chip. Also wherever possible the chip design
has been carried out to allow areas with identifiable forbidden states or lockout conditions
to count out of these conditions or be accessible to telecommand thus giving only a



temporary malfunction. This technique is however not always compatible with optimum
circuit design. An example of this is the use of a pseudo-random code generator as a
counter instead of the normal binary counter. This pseudo random generator consumes
considerably less silicon area but has a lock-out condition which does not count out; to
overcome this a reset input is included.

The sensitivity of the memory to various sequences of patterns on a memory of 125 words
by 24 bits cannot be checked out rigorously (it would take 1030 years to do this once).
There is no real way round this except to accept that any pattern sensitive failure will be
repeatable and can be combatted by rescheduling the pattern sequence in the memory. This
rescheduling would have no detrimental effect on the end user.

Malfunctions experienced during the commissioning phase of an LSI device can be
investigated to a limited extent by microprobing the chip but this action may itself so
modify chip operation due to capacitance loading as to render the results meaningless. In
this event a solution is to move away from the traditional method of bench testing and to
analyse a malfunction on a computer transient simulation or logic simulation by varying
circuit parameters to simulate the fault.

7.2   Project Management Problems.  The manufacturers of LSI are in general not
interested in using their design engineers to carry out low volume custom design work
since their priority inevitably lies with high volume long market lifetime products. One
alternative solution to this problem of device design is for the customer to buy in expertise
or receive training to a stage where he can carry out the specialised design work himself
(which may be a very expensive exercise, especially when the capital costs of special
equipment are added in). Another possibility is to employ one of the specialist custom LSI
design companies, although this can possibly present problems in that these companies
may not be familiar with spacecraft design disciplines, so that a close liaison between
system and subcontractor engineers is required. This last approach was employed in this
case. In all events it is necessary for the system design engineers to acquire for themselves
a knowledge of the new design methods of LSL

As discussed previously, complex test equipment is required to commission a system using
LSI adequately. If the proprietary systems are considered it must be realised that these are
very costly (£200K to £ 500K) and if special computerised test equipment is designed for a
particular application (as in this development) it must be remembered that the cost of this
may be high, possibly comparable to the cost of the design and manufacture of the LSI
devices.



Quality assurance of LSI devices for spacecraft use is a difficult problem. To qualify each
individual chip design would be prohibitively expensive. The alternative approach is to
qualify a particular process and a particular manufacturer of chips using that process and
then to establish a set of standard design layout rules and process parameters. Each
individual chip design is then carried out using these rules and parameters and is treated
much as the design of a unit from discrete components has been previously. Present
philosophy in the U. K. is to base work on the British Post Office D4000 or BS9400 series
specifications; these are blanket specifications with appendices added to cover particular
processes. A significant amount of work is also involved in the qualification of suitable
packages for LSI devices.

8.   Details of DCU System Design.  As discussed above, a system using custom-
designed four-phase PMOS chips was adopted. The detailed system design in this
technology will now be discussed. A total of 4 chips, two each of two types, is needed to
fulfil the requirements outlined earlier. These contain the whole of the logic function; in
addition two high-stability temperature-compensated crystal oscillators (TCXO’s) are
provided, one main and one standby in case of failure of the main; and a number of
discrete and analogue components are needed for power regulation and smoothing, level-
shifting etc. The whole unit (apart from two chips) is contained in a spacecraft type
housing measuring approximately 140mm x 240mm x 40mm. (The two chips not included
are the two custom decoder/driver chips, which are physically mounted within the
Microwave Switching Matrix unit, although logically they may be regarded as an extension
of the DCU.)

Fig. 4 shows the partition of the main function of the DCU among the four chips. There are
two Memory and Control chips, called A1 and A2, and two Decoder/Driver chips B1, B2.
Chips A1 and A2 form an online/standby pair: each is fully equipped to drive the chips B,
and hence the MSM unit, on its own. When chip A1 is “online”, its memory contains the
data pattern currently being used to control the matrix, while A2 is available offline for
reprogramming (to implement the next traffic change); or, if A2 is programmed with an
identical copy of A1's memory, it is able to act as a constant self-check of the correct
functioning of A1, and to flag the ground should any inconsistency occur. Similarly chip
A2 may be online and A1 offline - the chips are identical.

The two chips B1 and B2 provide line decoders and output drivers to convert the stored
output from the online chip A into the right levels, and on the right number of lines, to
control directly the individual switches of the MSM. Here the two chips B are not
online/standby, but are both online in direct parallel operation, each driving 32 of the 64
matrix points. (The chips could not readily be combined for practical reasons: their
combined pin count would exceed that on an acceptable space-approved package, and
their power consumption and size would present unacceptable problems.) Within chip A,



the memory section is required to output data patterns in a fixed sequence manner rather
than a random access manner. This allows the use of shift register type memory which is
ideally suited to MOS dynamic logic, and the memory has been designed as 24 shift
registers of 125 bit length; the principle of operation is shown in Fig. (5).

Circuit operation of the four phase dynamic logic allows data to be output from the
memory either at the beginning of each frame interval or half way through each frame
interval, and by alternating the output time for successive shift registers it is possible to
multiplex the 24 output signals on to 12 lines hence reducing the package pin count and
interconnecting cable mass. The clocked synchronous nature of the four-phase circuits also
overcomes all problems of asynchronism and logic skew.

9.   Results.  At the time of writing (April ’76), the DCU is in the process of manufacture;
the development version is scheduled to be commissioned by the autumn of 1976, and it is
likely that a development MSM unit (from another source) will be available by
summer/autumn 1977.

The main parameters arising from the DCU design are:

Mass 700 gms)  For the development version
Size    140mm x 240mm x 40mm              )  which is approximately flight-
Power consumption      0. 95 Watts) representative.
Reliability 0. 899 for 7 years (this is limited to a large extent by the failure rates of the
TCXO’s, and could be improved if necessary; it also includes the type B chips).

The Memory and Control chip A is approximately 7.1mm x 7.5mm (0. 28" x 0. 295") and
contains some 20,000 transistors, chip B being somewhat smaller (4mm x 4mm). The unit
design meets its functional specification completely, and offers small enhancements in one
or two areas to simplify in-operation use. A composite drawing of chip A is shown in
Fig. 6.

10.   Conclusions.  This paper has described the technique of SSTDMA and its
advantages for future generations of communications satellites (it is being considered for
versions both of the Intelsat range and of the ECS range of spacecraft).

To implement this technique, a number of technological advances in spacecraft engineering
are called for, and one of them, involving the use of custom LSI, has been described. This
may be seen as a forerunner of a series of applications for custom LSI in space, where its
advantages of low mass, size and power consumption and high unit reliability make it very
attractive.
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Summary.  This paper describes the hardware and software requirements for a
microprocessor-based onboard computer developmental system. In particular, it describes
the use of standardized modules which may be assembled in flight form to permit the
microprocessor to become a viable alternative to dedicated hard-wired logic
implementation in satellite electronic control applications. In addition, it addresses the
problem of using electronic control hardware which is common to a majority of
applications, with the uniqueness contained in the software.

The processor development system includes the basic characteristics of the onboard
processor as well as those of the ground-based software development system. The use of
these two components to realize a finished onboard processor system is described, and the
efficiency advantages of the developmental system are indicated.

Introduction.  In the past, INTELSAT satellites have relied on essentially dedicated hard-
wired logic for a variety of unique monitor and control applications. It is envisioned that
future generation communications satellites will require a significantly larger amount of
more complex control functions so that conventional special-purpose hardware will prove
to be an unattractive and unreliable method of implementation. Accordingly, the use of
large-scale integration (LSI) to provide a standardized onboard processor will significantly
enhance reliability and permit the accommodation of diverse tasks. This approach, in
which the software is customized to fit the particular application, will prove to be a most
effective way of dealing with future changing requirements.

This paper describes a proposed microprocessor-based onboard computer system being
investigated for INTELSAT. At this time the microprocessor and family of support
integrated circuits that will actually be used is still being investigated. It is expected that
the microprocessor will be selected from standard 8-, 12-, or 16-bit devices that are either
flight qualified or likely to be flight qualified at a later date.



System Requirements.  The onboard processor presently being developed is based on a
commercially available microprocessor which, together with selected compatible
hardware, comprises a viable microcomputer system. The processor system is capable of
modular expansion up to 32 K memory locations and 256 input/output (I/O)ports.
However, the initial system, which will be packaged as an engineering model of an actual
flight system unit, will have 8 K of memory and three input/output ports.

The engineering model onboard processor will be equipped with a mixture of read-only
and random access memories which contain the programmed instructions necessary for the
unit to be utilized in a dedicated application. A rack-mounted equivalent processor is also
available for software development work. The equivalent processor, which is very similar
to the general-purpose minicomputer, is equipped with an operator’s control front panel
and teleprinter input/output capabilities to be used in the required program development
work. Accordingly, an entire applications program can be checked to ensure correct
operation by utilizing the equivalent processor prior to loading the final program into the
engineering model. The onboard processor memories are loaded by using a separate
memory programming device. This device will enable the actual memories utilized in the
onboard processor to be directly programmed by the system programmer.

Onboard Processor.  The primary segments and capabilities of the reliable onboard
processor are as follows:

a. LSI processor,
b. control and timing,
c. 4 K nonvolatile program memory locations,
d. 4 K data memory locations,
e. two bidirectional parallel I/O ports,
f. direct memory access (DMA) controller,
g. programmable real-time clock interval counter facility,
h. multilevel external interrupt capability, and
i. one synchronous serial I/O integral port.

The engineering model makes extensive use of commercially available MOS/LSI-type
components and common signaling paths. Although it is not required to pass flight
qualification environmental testing, it includes no material or part which will preclude its
future use as a prototype onboard processor. In addition, the engineering model is
packaged so that repairs are feasible. It is specified to operate off a nominal 35-VDC
unregulated power bus, and its physical design objectives are as follows:

size: 13 x 15 x 8 cm
weight: 700 9



power: 1 W max at 35 VDC
operating temperature: -20EC to 100EC

The processor system configuration allows for ease of memory expansion in 1 K and 4 K
increments to a system total of 32 K locations. The architecture will allow for an I/O
expansion of 256 parallel bidirectional ports. It is capable of accommodating a minimum of
eight external interrupts. All expansion requirements are met by adding modular segments,
memory or otherwise, to a predefined system bus and control structure. The engineering
model has the necessary addressing and drive capabilities to accommodate the expanded
version with an attendant increase in packaging size and power specifications. The
developmental engineering model is provided with automatic power fail restart circuitry
and a nonvolatile bootstrap loader. In addition, it contains parallel transfer error detection
features and automatic restart for use during program malfunction. The overall
configuration is shown in Fig. 1.

The instructions which can be executed by the onboard processor are generally similar to
those which are available in standard commercial 8/12/16-bit microprocessors or
traditional minicomputers. Instruction execution times will vary between 2 and 12 µs
depending on the particular instruction being executed and the number of times the
processor must access its memory to complete the instruction.

The developmental onboard processor will be equipped with only one integral serial I/O
port. The external serial information format that is sent/received by this port is shown in
Fig. 2. It should be noted that, through its external serial bus structure, this serial port is
capable of communicating with as many as 16 similar remote devices. The onboard
processor’s system architecture permits more than one integral serial I/O port to be
incorporated into the system. If it is desired to adhere to the existing serial information
format, an additional external serial bus facility will be required for each serial I/O port
installed.

Input/Output Capabilities.  The bidirectional parallel I/O ports are individually
addressable from the processor software. Each port has a word width equal to that of the
processor’s internal accumulator and data registers so that it is capable of transferring a
processor data word to/from a peripheral device. Address decoding of a particular port is
achieved by means of built-in hard-wired decoding on the processor’s data, address, and
control bus structure.

Integral to the onboard processor, but connected and operated by one of the parallel I/O
ports, is a serial I/O facility. The operation of this facility is semiautonomous in that data
for remote destinations are output in parallel by the processor using a parallel I/O port to
the serial port. Once information from the processor is received by this device, it will be



shifted out serially with a sync word to an external serial bus structure for routing to
remote destinations. The information received from the computer will contain operational
and remote address data. Similarly, the incoming data from the external serial bus are
checked for sync and address information and, if verified, the subsequent data are
accumulated and loaded in parallel into the onboard processor.

The external serial bus structure essentially comprises transmit data, receive data, and
clock serial lines. Transmit clock generation of 24 kHz is provided by the integral serial
port facility. The data on the external serial bus structure can be transmitted to or received
from remote control and monitor points in the spacecraft or they can be utilized to receive
incoming program instructions from the ground by means of the satellite’s TT&C
command link. Accordingly, it is envisioned that some in-flight software changes can be
initiated from the ground, particularly in the case of changed parameters. It is understood
that software changes will be implemented in the random access area of the onboard
processor memory.

Direct Memory Access Controller.  A DMA controller, available for operation with a
parallel I/O port, may be software deployed to handle parallel block transfers of data
to/from memory. It is capable of receiving start and end address information from a
resident program. When initialized, the DMA controller will transfer data to/from memory
on a cycle-stealing basis until the last addressed memory location has been transferred or
filled. Upon completion of the memory transfer, it will interrupt the processor using an
available external interrupt line of the processor to notify the program. The DMA
controller is software assignable and does not inhibit the assigned parallel I/O port from
operating under direct software control if desired.

Real-Time Clock and Interrupts.  The real-time clock (RTC) provides flexible time
orientation that can be used for time of day accumulation and as an interval timer, and
generates known periods of time for program sequencing. A free-running counter that can
be initialized and read under program control is also available.

It is anticipated that the main program shall be periodically interrupted by the real-time
clock to initiate subroutines which accomplish the desired real-time function. The real-time
clock achieves these objectives by generating two types of interrupts. The first is a time-
based signal that increments a specific memory address when recognized by the processor.
The second type of interrupt occurs when the incremented memory address reaches a
specified count. The real-time clock facility can be software initialized and inhibited.

The interrupt structure is hardware vectored so that subroutines can be serviced at
maximum speed. The basic design allows for additions to the interrupt structure. Built into 



the interrupt structure is a hardware priority facility which further reduces software
overhead requirements.

External Serial Bus Facility.  Built into the engineering model onboard processor and the
development equivalent processor is the serial integral .I/O port facility. By means of this
facility the processor can serially generate a fixed sync pattern, a variable address pattern,
and eight bits of variable data to remote destinations. Alternatively, the serial port facility
can respond to a fixed sync and address bit pattern and thereby transfer the incoming
variable eight bits of data together with address and sync to the processor.

By means of the external serial bus facility and a single serial port, up to 16 different
remote points can be individually addressed by the processor. Since the processor serial
port occupies an address on the bus, these remote points may also communicate with the
processor on the external bus facility.

The variable data bits transmitted by the processor provide a capability of 256 switching
points to a particular addressed remote peripheral. In addition, the processor can monitor a
similar number of switching points from the same addressable remote peripheral.

Through the use of the external serial bus structure, a processor utilizing a single serial
integral port is capable of controlling and monitoring a considerable number of remote
points within a spacecraft. This is achieved with a simplified harness wiring requirement
that inherently provides a minimum weight penalty.

It is envisaged that remote peripheral points will be equipped with hardware logic similar
to that of the integral serial I/O port operating with special-purpose hardware that will
include either dedicated logic or a field programmable logic array (FPLA) to minimize the
parts count at the remote point. The use of remote serial I/O controllers and FPLAs will
also provide a measure of standardization of the hardware involved at the remote monitor
and/or control points within the spacecraft.

Equivalent Processor.  The equivalent processor has the same operational characteristics,
memory, and I/O capabilities as the engineering model. In addition, it has a teleprinter
interface facility for 110-baud operation. It is equipped with an operator control panel
capable of performing the following functions:

a. display of current address and related memory or input port contents in the halt
mode,

b. manual deposit of selected data to memory or output ports in the halt mode

c program single-step instruction sequence,



d. program execution from the last halted position,

e. program start-up and run,

f. manual generation of interrupts for the processor in the run mode, and

g. operation of the data deposit and data display facility of the front panel as a
program addressable I/O port in the run mode.

The memories employed within the equivalent processor may be identical to that which
exists in the engineering model. Alternatively, they may be provided with any combination
of RAM and ROM in 1 K or 4 K increments to a total of 8 K to allow for ease of program
development.

The equipment is fabricated for rack mounting in a standard RETMA 19-inch rack. Power
for the equivalent processor is derived from the 120-V 60-Hz AC line.

Peripheral Test Set.  A peripheral hardware item for use with the equivalent processor is
the I/O test set. The test set is not restricted to use with the equivalent processor,but may
also be utilized with the engineering model onboard processor. Its function is to provide
the system development personnel with a means of manually generating data to the
processor’s parallel or serial I/O ports. Accordingly, the program may input simulated
processing data to the equivalent processor, and the reaction of the program to these data
may be observed. It is envisaged that this feature will prove to be a valuable aid in the
debugging of real-time software applications.

In addition to transferring data to/from the processor, the test set provides the system
development personnel with a means of generating interrupts to the processor at will.
Hence, the programmer will more readily verify the real-time capabilities of the program.

Development Software.  The software provided for development work with the onboard
processor system includes a stand-alone symbolic language assembler, a binary loader, and
a dynamic debug and monitor program to aid in the generation of source programs. It is
anticipated that a cross assembler operating in BASIC, FORTRAN, or PL/I subsets will be
available in an external IBM 360/65 host computer.

System Verification.  As described previously, the equivalent processor allows the
programmer to develop the operating software required by the engineering model onboard
processor. The programs can usually be debugged to completion by using this processor.
Once the software appears to be operating satisfactorily, it can be permanently installed in 



the engineering model. A further level of testing in the development system is provided at
this point.

Due to the compatible mechanical I/O connection facilities between the onboard processor
and the equivalent unit, the programmer may write a spacecraft simulation program for the
equivalent unit. The processors may then be run together, and the performance of the
onboard processor in its dedicated application verified by the equivalent processor to
which it is connected. This in effect assigns different roles to the two computer systems.
Hence, the final version of the software can be guaranteed to operate satisfactorily in a
system simulation environment. This capability will have the overall effect of reducing the
interaction requirements between the programmer of the onboard processor and personnel
operating on hardware segments in other areas of the spacecraft system, thereby providing
for a smooth transition in the system integration phase of the assembled spacecraft.

Conclusion.  Due to the modular aspect of the system design, it will be relatively simple to
configure a processor-based system as a replacement for a direct hard-wired logic
application in various segments of the spacecraft. The processor-based control units may
be used in areas such as spacecraft telemetry and command, attitude control,
interconnectivity matrices, and other possible signal processing and switching applications.
It will then be possible for systems personnel to define the memory, I/O, power, and
physical requirements of the particular application. The modular construction of these units
also ensures expansion and compatibility for satisfactory operation. Use of the bench
equivalent processor allows software development work to proceed concurrently with the
fabrication of the application-oriented onboard processor hardware. Hence, a wide variety
of changes can be made and tested out at a late stage in the development cycle of a
finished processor system without adversely affecting the final hardware requirements.



Fig. 1-Onboard Processor System Configuration

Fig. 2-Onboard Processor System Serial Bit Format



PROCESSING COMMANDS FOR GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES

N. F. BATES and P. HARRIS
Aeronutronic Ford

Palo Alto, California

Summary.  This paper discusses command techniques that are employed for weather and
communication satellites. The introduction describes the essential requirements for a
command system. Detection of the baseband signal is analyzed with error budgets
assigned to the command receiver. Subsequent discussions consider the command
processor, low power, decrypters, critical commands, bus supply, remote command
distribution, and redundancy. Finally, the command function in an operational spacecraft is
presented.

Introduction.  The spacecraft command system under consideration is essentially typical
of that required to support launch and station keeping of weather and communication
satellites. It is characterized by command baseband signal structure, bit error performance,
command execution strategy, and control services to be provided to the spacecraft.

Figure 1 shows the required elements. The antenna feeds the modulated RF carrier to the
receiver where the command message baseband is detected and routed to the bit detector.
The bit detector reduces the baseband to binary digital data for subsequent decoding by the
command processor with a resulting output to the using spacecraft subsystem. Outputs are
typically pulses of relatively large amplitude, such as 28 volts to provide noise immunity,
or relay contacts that are appropriately switched.

The command baseband signal structure generally differs with each satellite program
depending on the customer. There are established standards for the Air Force Satellite
Control Facility and for NASA, preferred structures for commercial customers who have
some investment in ground stations, and designers choice for emerging customers. The
signal structure falls into the category of PCM/FSK/AM/FM. Basically, this translates to a
command baseband that employs frequency shift keying of two frequencies that represent
logic one and logic zero with bit clock amplitude modulated on those frequencies. This
baseband is then frequency modulated on the uplink RF carrier. Command systems have
successfully used this basic structure. Other programs have added a third tone, with or
without bit clock amplitude modulation, to provide for a command preamble or an execute
command independent of the logic one and logic zero data bits. The digital structure of the
baseband, which is usually PCM-NRZ or PCM-RZ, must of course, contain sufficient



command message bits to encompass the number of commands required by the spacecraft.
Additionally, bits are often required for command processor address when more than one
processor is used, for parity check of the received command, and for accompanying
instructions.

A specific example illustrating this discussion is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen there,
the basic two tone signal is amplitude modulated at the bit rate, the logic zero tone is used
for introduction to establish bit clock in the spacecraft bit detector, a bit transition is used
to flag data bit start, and twenty bits are used for command message. Continuing
transmission of the zero tones provides for sending subsequent commands without the
need for repeating the introduction. An address implies more than one spacecraft
processor.

Detection of the command message with low error probability and execution without error
is the prime requisite of the command system. This problem involves a ground station
effective isotropic radiated power and a space geometry imposed path loss that together
dictate the minimum flux density available at the command antenna. Spacecraft design
involves establishing antenna gain, line losses, receiver noise figure, and post detection
processes to achieve the desired bit error rate. The goal is to avoid receiving false
commands at the command processor and to have a high probability of successful
command execution.

The command execution strategy focuses most importantly on the need to avoid execution
of an unwanted command. To this end, an echo check of the transmitted command is
required via spacecraft telemetry before an execute command will be sent. This load,
verify, and then execute operation is not imposed by spacecraft hardware, but is part of
operational discipline.

The command to execute a verified command message may be accomplished by using a
third unmodulated tone as part of the baseband signal structure or by using part of the
command message word. The latter concept, vector execution, uses some of the message
bits for instructions to either store the accompanying command, or execute the previous
command. Vector execution has an intuitive advantage in dispelling the uneasiness
associated with the uncertainty of unwanted signals looking like the execute tone. For
spacecrafts that use an on board decrypter to process ground encrypted commands vector
execution is required because decrypters, located between the bit detector and message
processor of Figure 1, are digital devices.



Control services to the spacecraft subsystems are often tailored to arm critical commands
and to provide interlocks for configuration control. In the interest of reliability, these are
held to a minimum.

Command Detection.  The performance of a digital data channel is characterized by the
bit error rate (BER) of the demodulated data. The BER measured as a probability of data
error is determined by the S/N ratio at the input of a receiver.

The transmission of information in a PCM/FSK/AK/FM modulation system is contained in
the carrier frequency deviation from a nominal center frequency. As in other forms of
detection the recovery of the baseband information is achieved either by coherent detection
or non-coherent detection. The improvement in efficiency of coherent detection as
compared to noncoherent detection results in only a +1db improvement in S/N for
equivalent bit error rates. Detection methods used are generally non-coherent detection.

In the simple case of a detector which detects a serial data stream, determining the
presence of an envelope detected binary signal involves setting a threshold level at the
detector output. When the threshold is exceeded it is assumed that a signal is present.
When the threshold is not exceeded it is assumed that a signal is not present. There are
two conditions which give false outputs, namely, the probability that noise in the absence
of a signal exceeds the threshold and that additive noise when a signal is present results in
the composite being more negative in value then the threshold setting. Both of these
conditions will result in an error, i.e. in the first case (probability of false alarm) a zero will
be detected as a ONE and in the second case (probability of false dismissal) a ONE will be
detected as a ZERO. The probabilities of false alarm and false dismissal are determined
from the noise density distribution known as the Rayleigh Distribution, which is the output
of a diode when the input is corrupted by Gaussian noise. This is given by

Figure 3 shows the function P(R). When the circular normal distribution has its center at a
distance S from the origin, the distance R to the origin is distributed according to

where Io = Bessel function of zero order with imaginary argument. This is the distribution
of the envelope of a sine wave plus some Gaussian noise. Figure 4 shows the probability
density of a sine wave with additive Gaussian noise.



The three parameters of interest are: probability of detection, Pd, probability of false alarm,
Pfa, and probability of false dismissal, Pfd. These probabilities are shown in Figure 4. The
probability of false dismissal is equal to 1-P where Pd is the probability of detection.
Clearly a high order of Pd obtained with a low threshold level would produce a high Pfa

(probability of false alarm). It becomes apparent that an optimum threshold value is one
that provides for a Pfa equal to Pfd S. O. Rice derived expressions for relating Pd, threshold
level, and Pfa. These values are given by:

where $ is the threshold level and V is the envelope of the signal plus noise current
normalized by RMS noise current. S/N is the prededected S/N power ratio.

Now consider two channels of FSK in which the MARK or ONE channel is filtered and
envelope detected and the SPACE or ZERO channel is filtered and envelope detected. The
outputs of the two envelope detectors are differentially compared and a decision is made
as to which output is the greater. The block diagram is shown in Figure 5. The probability
of transmitting SPACE and receiving MARK is the same as the probability of transmitting
MARK and receiving SPACE. The BER is therefore the probability that the average false
alarm rate during the bit period from the no-signal channel exceeds the integrated carrier
level from the signal channel. It is assumed that the two channels are perfectly matched
and that the bit detector output is matched (i.e. BoJ = 0.5 where Bo is the output filter and J
is the bit period). The BER becomes

where K is the threshold factor and KA = $. For the two channel case K is 1. In terms of
the output Eb/No,

The BER performance is plotted in Figure 6.

The FSK demodulator as shown in Figure 5 contains SPACE and MARK filters preceded
by an IF filter. The S/N at (e) Figure 5 is



for a matched baseband filter. When the baseband filter is a practical two-pole filter

For a BER of 10-5

The S/N at the receiver input has been evaluated. With reference to Figure 7 the system
noise temperature (Ts) is

This reduces to Ts = 29OLt Fr when Ta = To 290EK and Tt = 0EK. Lt is typically -0.5db and
F = 7 db.

The total system noise temperature is 319E + 150E = 1469E equivalent to 7.9 db.

A C/No of 37.5db at the input to the receiver is required for a BER of 10-5 at 100 bps.

For a receiver antenna gain of -7db the transmitted EIRP is 38.7dbW.

Reduction in EIRP is difficult to obtain by improving receiver noise temperature and G/T,
due to the requirement for an isotropic antenna. Error correction coding may be employed
for weak satellite relay links. A Hamming 15, 11 block code provides a 1.5db gain
improvement at 10-5 BER. A convolutional code (constraint length 7) provides a 6.4db
gain improvement at 10-5 BER.

The Command Processor.  A simplified concept of a reliable command processor would
picture a unit consisting primarily of an address detector, an acquisition register, a decode
matrix, a power controller, and an output interface to using subsystems. In operation, an
enable signal from the bit detector applies power to the processor logic. The processor
logic verifies the address, loads the command message into the acquisition register, and
generates a signal enabling power to the output interface. On receipt of the execute signal,
the processor logic drives the output interface to provide pulse outputs and relay closures.



The principal requirement of the command processor is to minimize false outputs.
Techniques to accomplish this encompass using good logic design practice, such as
synchronous operation to avoid front and back porch signal transients and outputting large
amplitude pulses to the using subsystem so that pulse receiver thresholds can be set well
above noise levels. Spurious outputs during power-on or power-off transitions, such as
eclipse mode in orbit, are prevented by having power applied to output interface circuits
only when commands are processed.

While output signals are in general discrete commands, that is, a command message results
in a single pulse output or a single relay closure, the use of proportional commands is not
uncommon. Examples of this are digital words used for antenna positioning and for control
of thruster firing. Implementation of the command processor can provide for transfer of the
proportional work received as part of the command message to the using subsystem or for
reduction of the word to a series of pulse outputs. The choice is one of spacecraft system
design.

Achievement of Low Power.  Power switching upon receipt of a valid command message
provides a method of reducing power consumption. In the command unit, prior to the
receipt of a command, only the bit detector and the verification logic of the processor have
constant power. This standby mode typically requires four watts. On receipt of a command
transmission, a signal from the bit detector enables the rest of the unit with an increase in
power of about two watts. This operating mode of six watts continues as long as command
transmission is present, reaching a maximum with command execution which may add a
momentary four watts, as pulses or relay closures are distributed to the using subsystem. In
normal spacecraft operation, the standby mode predominates, saving two watts over a
continuously operating system in this example. When a decrypter is used in the spacecraft,
additional and significantly greater savings can be realized by having the decrypter under
similar control.

Considerations for a Decrypter.  The location of a decrypter in a spacecraft is shown in
Figure 8. As discussed earlier, use of the decrypter will dictate a vector execute system
and impost a greater urgency to use power switching. An additional problem that presents
itself is the reliability loss implied by the inclusion of the decrypter, which leads to
developing decrypter by-pass strategies. By-pass is indicated by the dotted line in Figure 8.
A non-exhaustive list of candidate solutions is:

1. Use a redundant decrypter to process a one-time command to bypass.
2. Use an on-board timer that will switch to by-pass if not periodically reset by

command.
3. Use an on-board fault monitor that will switch to by-pass.



Consideration of the above will soon lead to the conclusion that there is no strategy
without some unacceptable feature. Use of a redundant decrypter implies weight growth
that is not likely acceptable on present fully loaded satellites. Reducing the decrypter to a
single command decoder implies giving up command system security. Use of an on-board
timer poses the difficult problem of time-out period selection. If the decrypter fails just
after reset, command access is denied for the length of the timer. If the reset command is
required often, ground station discipline may thwart the implementation. An on-board fault
monitor requires some unambiguous detection of a non-working decrypter to avoid
switching a good decrypter off-line.

As the above discussion implies, widespread use of decrypters awaits the development of
an extremely reliable unit.

Considerations for Expendables.  Expendable fuel on the satellite is that required to fire
the apogee boost motor and control the thrusters. Firing of the boost motor is an
irrevocable one time event and firing of thrusters consumes irreplaceable fuel. In order to
protect against inadvertent ground command of those functions, an arming sequence may
be implemented in the command processor and an additional command required from the
ground station. In order to protect against unwanted pulse outputs from the command
processor during periods when an electromagnetic pulse (emp) may occur, circuit design to
negate the effects of circuit saturation are required. One way to accomplish this is to
control the power applied to the pulse output circuits with a series-shunt transistor switch
arrangement. In normal operation, the series switch closes to carry power to the output
circuits. This is followed by opening of the series switch and closing of the shunt switch to
discharge the output bus. With an emp disturbance both switches saturate to prevent a
sufficient amplitude pulse from developing.

The Bus Supply.  Like most spacecraft equipment, command units operate from dc/dc
converters. The dc/dc converter with fold-back current limiting provides for failure
isolation of the satellite power bus. Since the command unit must be on-line at standby at
all times, and the vehicle bus may be low when the satellite comes out of eclipse, the
converter is required to operate over a relatively wide voltage range. Typical bus
parameters might require maintaining secondary converter voltages to the command unit
with the primary bus in the range of 20 to 32 volts, with conducted interference of
0.5 volts peak-to-peak to 150 KHz, and in the presence of bus transients of ± 2 volts.
Noise fed back on the bus due to converter operation would be held to less than 150
milliamps peak-to-peak to 150 KHz.

Remote Command Units.  As satellites become larger and requirements for commands
increase, the use of a central unit to process commands and distribute pulse and relay
outputs appears cumbersome. Parallel interfacing with all using subsystems results in a



harness complexity and weight that draws attention for potential weight saving. An
alternative to the centralized implementation is a central command processor and remotely
located command distributors with a serial data exchange between the central and remotes.
This arrangement seeks judicial placement of the remotes in the satellite so as to minimize
total harness weight and complexity. The arrangement is indicated by Figure 9. Variations
of this arrangement would package remotes within chassis they service to further save
weight.

The benefits of this approach are clearly visible if one pictures a very large vehicle. In
reality, with the present size and complexity of the weather and communication satellites
considered here, use of the decentralized system does not offer any clearly visible weight
savings and does introduce additional complexity into test of the various satellite
subsystems. The problem with the decentralization concept is that in a general discussion it
is tacitly assumed that there is a central user of the commands in each subsystem.
Examination of say the communication subsystem could reveal a number of individual
receivers, rf switches, traveling wave tube amplifiers, and transmitters each requiring
commands. In these relatively small spacecrafts, the additional hardware required to
realize the remote and necessary harnessing in its dedicated subsystem does not warrant
the additional complexity and often does not return the expected weight savings.

Redundancy and Cross-Strapping.  The extent to which channelization, redundancy, and
cross-strapping are implemented in a command system determines its reliability. At one
end of the scale lies channelization, where system components such as the antenna,
receiver, bit detector, and command processor are implemented once and a failure in one
loses the system capability. Protection against this loss leads to redundancy, the providing
of a second identically channelized system on stand-by. A complication here is that failure
of the primary system, since it is the command system, may make it impossible to
command the stand-by system into operation. As a result, redundant command systems are
generally cross-strapped so that working components in the two channels can be interfaced
to provide processing paths in addition to the two channelized ones.

A closer look at cross-strapping reveals that it can be implemented between system
components or carried down to the circuit level. From a reliability viewpoint, the point of
no return is where the reliability of an intended cross-strap gives no improvement over a
baseline configuration.

A list of cross-strap techniques that could be used between system components include
using different frequencies for receiver selection, different tone frequencies for bit detector
selection, and digital addresses for command processor selection. One technique used in
the past was to include an autonomous on-board timer to periodically cycle stand-



by redundant units into operation. Circuit design techniques would focus on providing fail-
safe interfacing.

An interesting cross-strapping technique uses an active sampler to cross-strap two
receivers to two bit detectors. In essence, the bit detectors are connected by solid state
switches that alternately sample the receivers. An important consideration in this technique
is that when the bit detectors lock to the active receiver, having determined by a
recognition criteria that a command baseband output is present, the off switches present a
high impedance between that receiver and the bit detectors and provide for attenuating
noise that might be present.

A Flight System.  The command reception path of a recently launched communication
satellite is shown in Figure 10. By comparison with Figure 1, the simplified system
consisting of an antenna, bit detector, and command processor, additional components can
be identified. The diplexer provides for sharing of the antenna with other satellite
functions, specifically down link telemetry and ranging. The hybrid provides for frequency
selection of the redundant receivers. The bit detectors are redundant and cross-strapped to
the receivers by the active sampler discussed earlier. Redundant decrypters are included as
well as redundant command processors. The combiner shown contains the output pulse
drivers and relay contacts, pictured earlier as part of the command processor.

In operation, each of the bit detectors sequentially samples the outputs of the receivers.
Upon recognition of valid uplink command modulation, each bit detector stops on the
active receiver and enables power to its associated command decrypter. Since the
decrypters have different addresses, only one will accept and process the incoming
message. A preamble output from the processing decrypter enables power to be applied to
its associated command processor and combiner. A vector execute system is used, with
discrete commands requiring a two command transmission, store-execute. The command
process is monitored via telemetry so that erroneous commands can be erased by re-
transmission before an execute is sent. Error protection for the instruction vectors is
provided by separating the vectors by a suitable hamming distance. To eliminate the need
for reacquisition of the system due to momentary signal drop out, a turn-off delay of about
one second is built into the tracking receiver and the active sampler. As can be seen, the
system includes some channelization, redundancy, and cross-strapping. Figure 11 displays
the four equipment configuration modes possible with this arrangement.

The reliability of this system has been specified to a probability of survival of 0.9049 for
seven years on station and 0.9997 for the 55 hours required for launch and transfer orbit.
The bit error performance measured at the bit detector has been found to be typically 10-6

at Eb/No of 18db. This is about 2.5db worse than theoretical for this system using a two-
pole Butterworth filter.



FIGURE 1.  SIMPLIFIED COMMAND SYSTEM

FIGURE 2.  COMMAND SIGNAL STRUCTURE

FIGURE 3.  RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION



FIGURE 4.  PROBABILITY DENSITY SIGNAL PLUS NOISE

FIGURE 5.  F.S.K. DEMODULATION

FIGURE 6.  B.E.R. NONCONERENT F.S.K.



FIGURE 7.  SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 8.  DECRYPTER PLACEMENT

FIGURE 9.  DECENTRALIZED COMMAND SYSTEM



FIGURE 10.  COMMAND RECEPTION FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 11.  COMMAND RECEPTION OPERATIONAL MODES
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CALIBRATION OF ANALOG MEASUREMENT AND TELEMETRY
SYSTEMS
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Martin Marietta Aerospace

Orlando, Florida

Summary.  A basic requirement of modern telemetry and instrumentation is a reference or
standard to measure against. A brief survey of early flight tests and missile measurement
systems shows the development of analog calibration. Frequency Modulation (fm),
telemetry, Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), and commutator calibration will be
discussed, as well as measurement resistance calibration comparison and the newer actual
instrument stimulation techniques. Factors influencing calibration stability and accuracy
will be reviewed with a qualitative discussion of accuracy and frequency of calibration as a
function of system requirements and measurement accuracy. Digital techniques and
components now allow greater accuracy, stability and minaturization of calibration
systems. Low power Schottkey transistors, transistor logic (TTL) and Complementary
Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) circuitry allows ease of design of calibration
systems. With these newer calibrators, no measurement system should suffer from a lack
of accurate calibration.

Introduction.  From earliest time man has measured to a standard. The measurement of
length in cubits or travel gauged by a days journey, indicates that man has endeavored to
standardize his measurements. By these examples he was not always successful, but it was
a step in the right direction. In the late nineteen fifties, at the end of electron-tube telemetry
and the beginning of the era of solid-state devices, we find statements such as “An
absolute frequency measurement of a telemetry channel may vary as much as two to ten
percent of bandwidth over a period of one hour or more with the same stimulus applied.”1

With todays modern fm/fm telemetry and calibration during tests, a one-percent accuracy
figure is easily attainable. Subcarrier oscillators in the present state-of-the-art configuration
are now specified at 0.25 percent drift over an 8-hour period.2 The External Tank Program
of the Space Shuttle, is striving for four and three-quarters percent measurement of oxygen
and hydrogen tank pressures for control and telemetry. This with tanks pressurized in the
20 to 50 psia range and stand times at this pressure of possibly eight to ten hours. The
temperatures during this period may vary by a few hundred degrees. This indicates we



3 IRIG Document 106-76, Telemetry Standards, Revised January 1971.

have improved greatly from the capabilities described by the 1958 quotation. The advent
of pulse code modulation (PCM) telemetry has also opened up the resolution of telemetry
systems to a point where the instrument or sensor and the external rf telemetry system
noise may be the limiting factor rather than the analog readability in the telemetry system.

Calibration Requirements.  The accuracies and stabilities of todays telemetry systems
still do not preclude basic test measurement procedures of precalibration and, if possible,
post calibration of systems. In a fm/fm telemetry it is standard to calibrate dc voltage
controlled subcarrier oscillators by a dc voltage proportional to 0-25-50-75-100 percent of
the bandwidth or 0-50-100 percent of bandwidth dependent upon the stability and linearity
of the system to be calibrated. If a multiplexer or commutator is used in the system it
generally is calibrated in each frame by inserting a full scale and zero reading. In a return
to zero, (RZ) calibrator as shown in Figure l, data channels are used for calibration. In a
non-return-to-zero, (NRZ) calibrator the master pulse is used for calibration as shown in
Figure 2. In this case the master pulse may be enlarged by a sequence of voltage levels
built into the commutator. In the NRZ commutator, regulator and scaling resistors
determine the accuracy of the system. In the case of the RZ commutator, an external
regulator is used for full scale and zero and the accuracy is a function of the regulator and
system network parameters.3 A rule of thumb is that if possible, the calibration voltages
should be ten times more accurate than the accuracy required by the measurement system.
Assume that a two-percent commutator requirement with 5,000 volts full scale is needed.
The calibration voltage should be accurate to two-tenths of a percent or 10 millivolts. The
two-percent commutator mentioned above is a commutator with an error ±2 percent of full
scale. This means the complete error band is 4 percent of full scale. This is
“specsmanship”, a practice indulged in by most component manufacturers. When
specifying systems it is important to match the requirements to the specification. If all
requirements are standardized as ±, and this is understood, all is well. If in doubt inquire
and if possible test the component to be sure.

Calibration Power Supply.  One of the prime requirements of an analog system is a
power supply standard for calibration. This supply does not require high voltage or current
capability but does require excellent drift and stability specifications. If the calibration
system is used for field, flight or space tests, the supply must also have high environmental
specification requirements. The present day operational amplifier, (OA) and chip
regulators with one tenth percent external resistors and capacitors can make a very usable
and small calibration supply. A typical example of this type of supply flew on the SAM-D
missile during the 1970 through 1974 period. The unit performed as specified, Figure 3
shows an example of this type of supply. The supplies, manufactured by Vector
Corporation were used in the flight test series. Figure 3 and its table indicate the general



Figure 1.  RZ Commutator Wave Train

Figure 2.  NRZ Commutator Wave Train

characteristics and physical dimensions of the flight unit. This was the state of the art of
calibration power supplies in the early seventies. With present day TTL devices the
modular supplies are superseded by regulator/ power supplies of the type shown in
Figure 4. This type of monolithic device can be manufactured with a few dual inline chip
circuit packages and become part of a printed board or be potted as a module, depending
on the system requirements. The specifications of one of these new devices are shown in
Figure 4. A comparison between Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows a significant up-grading of
the specifications of the newer devices. This should leave the designer with better
components with which to design more stable and accurate power supplies and regulators.



Figure 3.  Typical Discrete Component Power Supply

Figure 4. Monolithic Regulator/ Power Supply (ANALOG DEVICES AD2700)

Methods of System and Measurement Calibration.  Most analog telemetry systems use
an FM transmitter, subcarrier oscillator multiplex and a PAM commutator. Figure 5 shows
a general system. The transmitter is generally crystal controlled and extremely stable and
linear; therefore, calibration is not required. The oscillators are voltage controlled so a
stable dc voltage will be used as a source for calibration. The individual measurements are
calibrated before they are installed. A shunt calibration around a bridge measurement
system is recommended if possible. Figure 7 shows a standard bridge type resistance
thermometer with a shunt resistor in one leg. This allows a single point check just prior to
test. If the measurement is linear this point and the zero or null will establish the integrety
of the original calibration curve. The SAM-D missile used an interesting calibration and
power regulator system for an air bearing fin torque measurement. The missile’s electrical
system was battery powered during flight and uses an external ground 



Figure 5. Instrumentation and Telemetry System

powered system during tests and preflight checkout. When the missile was on external
power, the measurements had a shunt resistor across the bridges; when the missile was on
battery power, the system was operational with no shunt resistor across the bridges. Figure
6 shows a schematic of this system. The unit had a power supply and series regulator for
the strain gage bridges. Switching was done by optical isolators instead of relays. The
isolators were picked because of high environments imposed on the system. Relays could
have been used but high environment relays are now more expensive than solid-state
devices with the same environmental qualifications.

The most important calibration of any instrument is the one just prior to installation. This is
the calibration that will be recorded for the instrument systems life. This calibration should
be done with as much of the complete system as possible. Sensors, amplifiers power
supplies, at proper settings, and any signal conditioning between the sensor and subcarrier
oscillator should be included. If possible, sensor calibration should not rely on supplier
data. Things may have changed between original factory sensor calibration and actual
installation. It is good policy to check temperature measurements in calibrated hot oil baths
or ice mixtures. Pressure transducers should be pressurized against known standards,
vibration measurements should be compared to a calibrated standard 



Figure 6.  Typical Hinge Moment Measurement Bridge with Short Calibration

Figure 7.  Typical Temperature Measurement



accelerometer. Shock and acceleration measurements should use calibrated test equipment
such as standard counters and scopes. There are enough variables in measurement systems
that calibration test equipment should be above reproach and always traceable back to the
National Bureau of Standards.

The SAM-D missile actually torqued and calibrated flight missile fins and supporting
systems prior to test flights in order to validate hinge moment measurements of the missile
system. Figures 8a and 8b show the test equipment used in the fin calibration. The fin is
held rigid while actual missile bell cranks twist the shafts with known amounts of torque.
Strain guages on the shafts are calibrated by this method. It is important not to skimp on
calibration, because an expensive instrumentation and telemetry system is all but useless if
not properly calibrated.

Figure 8.  Fin Torque Calibration Test Equipment



Measurement Switching and Scale Changing.  Many times it is useful to receive data
from one set of parameters for a time frame and then switch to a second set of parameters.
Missile staging is an excellent example of this situation. The Sprint missile is a two-stage
motor system with a warhead and a guidance section. The telemetry is located in the
warhead. The first stage motor burns for the initial time frame; is dropped off, and the
second stage ignites. The motor chamber pressures in each stage require monitoring during
the flight. This is accomplished by relays receiving power through the interface junction
between the stages. The powered-up first stage holds the relay in while the first stage
measurements are monitored. When the stages are separated the relay goes to the
unpowered mode and the second stage measurement is fed to the same voltage controlled
oscillator of the telemetry system. One critical function in this type of measurement
switching scheme is a clean electrical break at staging. Shorts or power transients could be
harmful to the calibration, measurement data, or transducer during or after staging. A
special breakaway, dead face, connector is used. This connector had a double set of spring
loaded in-line contacts. When the connector separates, a second set of spring loaded
contacts pulls back, leaving the outside connector pin not connected or touching the pulled
back recessed pins, thus ensuring that shorts or damage to the exposed pin will not affect
the inner connector pin. With this type of measurement, the question of calibration arises,
since the instrument is installed in a live-explosive, solid-propellent motor. A shunt
resistance calibration across one leg of the bridge could be used but it entails two extra
relay contacts and an added calibration command function. In this case the stability and
accuracy of the transducer type was evaluated and it was decided to use only the
instrument pressure calibration prior to installation. The telemetry voltage controlled
oscillator is calibrated just prior to flight. Therefore the instrument is the only item that is
not calibrated minutes before the missile flight.

Scale changing is a function that is often requested of an instrumentation system. Until the
advent of the operational amplifier this presented problems to an instrumentation and
telemetry designer. Gain changes were not quick and easy and sensor impedance matching
was a problem. With todays frequency compensated and high input impedance stable
operation amplifiers one feed back resistor can now easily change the amplifier gain. If a
pressure sensor has an output of 2 mV per psia, an amplifier with a gain of 250 will allow
10 psia to equal 5.0 volts. If the same sensor is used but the amplifier gain is dropped to 50
than 50 psia with a gain of 50 will give the full 5 volts of required subcarrier oscillator
swing. Thus if the amplifier gain can be easily selected by switching in one resistor one
sensor can be used to produce a varing scale as a function of amplifier gain. This will
allow more accurate function tracking of measured parameters. The question, of course, is
what initiates the commands for gain changes. Here again our modern technology with
long term counter and crystal clocks can easily be used to build small and accurate clocks
and timers to turn measurements on or off as required.



Extended Calibration Periods.  As noted in the previous paragraph, there are times when
measurements can not be calibrated as desired. In this case instruments and measurements
should be analyzed for optimum useage. As an example let us assume that we require a
measurement of skin air pressure over a missile surface. The sensor is mounted inside the
missile with a pressure port flush with the skin. Since we desire a continuous
measurement, a comutator or PCK system is not the thing to use. The analog capability is a
natural, especially if other dynamic measurements such as shock, vibration, acoustics and
movement are necessary. The analog system can be easily calibrated by the standard
techniques mentioned earlier; the problem is the transducer. A set of requirements must be
screened to determine if it is acceptable to have limited calibration; such as an initial
calibration, no calibration for a year, and then flight test. Prior to this test procedure the
following items must be reviewed:

1 Environment of stand time
2 Environment of flight
3 Temperature stability of transducer
4 Dynamic requirements of transducer
5 Material and atmospheric contamination of sensor
6 Transducer’s long term drift characteristics, both powered and unpowered

If these basic six parameters are met by the transducer specifications the candidate could
be considered for a non-calibration, one-year use. This unit, because of all its testing and
data research, would be a high reliability transducer and its cost would be comenserate
with the stringency of the requirements imposed. An example of this kind of situation is
found in the Space Shuttle External Tank measurements. A number of measurements are
permanently mounted under the thermal protective layer of the tanks. After the
manufacturers calibration, there are no plans or any possibility of calibration.
Measurements will be installed in the NASA facility in New Orleans, the tank will be
placed on a barge and shipped to Kennedy Space Center in Florida, where the tanks may
remain in holding areas for from two to nine months. After this time the Orbiter Shuttle
Craft will be attached to the tanks. The system will then undergo checkout, this will be a
functional test of instruments to verify that they are operational, and not a calibration. The
units will then fly. A year to a year and a half could lapse between calibration and flight.
The telemetry system on these measurements is expected to receive data with a 3½ percent
error capability. This plan was studied and approved by the Martin Marietta Corporation
and NASA. The conclusion can be drawn that with proper analysis, selection and design,
calibration can be omitted. However, it will not generally be a cost savings and data,
accuracy and reliability may suffer, if extreme care is not exercised in measurement
instrument selection.



Telemetry Calibration Systems.  The basic telemetry ground calibrator is shown in the
block diagram of Figure 9. It consists of an external, well-regulated and stable power
supply connected to a group of dividers with potentiometers at the pickoff points for
vernier adjustment. The calibration voltage should be set for the point of calibration at the
telemetry unit, so that long line voltage drops are eliminated. In the older units a stepper-
switch is used for selection of voltage. This motorized unit steps from level to level at a
settable rate. The calibrator has some facility to set the telemetry system into the
calibration mode. This is generally a switched power line. It is good practice to have an
interlock in the calibration command line so the active test can not be run while the system
is in the calibration mode. This insures data; not calibration voltages, during active tests.
The calibrations may occur before and after tests. Missile or dangerous test items
calibrators may include remote operation switches with indicator lights showing calibrator
status. Functions such as Ready, Calibrate, Calibrate Command and individual step
voltages may be displayed for ease of operation.

The airborne calibrator is identical to the ground version except it has no control panel and
all incoming commands are by remote voltages. There is a multivibrator clock and a
counter for step timing with voltage steps permanently set with precision resistors instead
of the potentiometers of the ground calibrator. An example of some typical airborne
calibrator specifications are shown in Table 1. This type of calibrator is build with
monolithic, MSI microcircuitry in hermatic packages. These dual inline type packages are
usually mounted to a printed board which may or may not be potted into a module
depending upon application.

Figure 9. Calibrator Block Diagram



Copperhead Ground Calibration.  The Copperhead missile, is a cannon launched laser
guided projectile manufactured by Martin Marietta. A Hi-G, fm/fm telemetry package is
part of the development test item. The-telemetry system is a solid potted module and is
calibratible. One part of the ground test equipment is a telemetry calibrator. During the
first series of flight tests, the ground equipment used an airborne calibrator as the base for
the ground system. This was done by designing and building a panel with switches and
indicators to control and supply power to the airborne unit which plugs into it. The system
was adequte but lacked the isolation and versitility of a ground-based system. The discreet
component airborne calibrator cost approximately seven hundred dollars. When the
Copperhead program went into its second phase of testing, new telemetry equipment was
required and it was decided to redesign the telemetry calibrator for greater compatibility
and, if possible, cut the cost of the procured item. As in most specialized telemetry ground
station equipment there are very few units built, therefore no production techniques were
employed. It was decided to build the system of CMOS, logic with direct wiring on
experimental perforiated boards. The prototype breadboard was fabricated in the
engineering model shop and temperature environmental tests were performed in the
engineering laboratory. The objective was to make a simple calibrator from readily
available lab stock parts. CMOS instead of TTL was used because of power
considerations and also the Copperhead system used mostly CMOS components. A



schematic of the calibrator is shown in Figure 10. The following system description refers
to the component marking shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Calibrator Schematic

The NOR gates U1 have two functions. Two gates are connected as a free-running
multivibrator with a one second period. The other two gates are connected as a one shot
multivibrator with a 5.0 second on time. The free-running multivibrator serves as a clock
for the Johnson counter U2. This counter drives the NOR gate U3 which gates successive
signals to an inverter and switch control lines of U5. This switches the voltages from
divider network R1 and R2 to a set of driver transistors Q1 and Q2 which will drive the
telemetry system to be calibrated. The rotary switch S1 selects the mode of calibration and
the voltage required when in the manual mode. A second deck of the switches, not shown
in the schematic is used to switch indicator panel lamps on and off as the mode or
calibration step in the manual mode is selected. When the S1 switch is in auto calibrate, a
calibrate command is initiated by pushing momentary switch S2. This energizes the 



oneshot of U1 which, in turn, switches on driver U4 and starts U2 counter. The one-shot
also pulls in the calibration signal Kl through the driver U6.

This relay illuminates the calibration light and pulls in the calibration command relay for
the missile. The breadboard of the calibrator was tested in the laboratory and the results
are shown in Table 2. As noted the calibrator was cycled through a span of 140EF. in one
hour and fifteen minutes. The worst case error is 52 millivolts. This translates to:

Table 2 shows the same setup with a temperature range of 72EF to 150EF in one hour and
twenty one minutes and then a calibration at 72EF 15 hours later. The stability factor was:

Experimental evidence has shown that the major drift in the system is in the discrete
transistor portion of the circuit. This could be improved if required. Another approach
would use a ladder network instead of discrete resistors for calibration steps. This
calibrator is far from the ultimate but it shows what can easily be accomplished with a
hardful of CMOS chips. It is quick, it is easy and it is basically cheap. The cost of the
calibrator in parts is as follows:



Part Number Number Required Cost Per Unit Total Cost

CHOSCS4001A 2 $2.35 $4.70
CMOSCD4017 1 $2.00 $2.00
CMOSCD4016 1 $2.00 $2.00
CKOSCD4050 1 $3.32 $3.32
CMOSCD4049 1 $3.32 $3.32
2N2222 2 $0.10 $0.20
50K Pots 2 $3.25 $6.50
10 MS Pots 1 $2.27 $2.27
2 MS Pots 1 $2.27 $2.27
1/8W Resistors 15 $0.35 $5.25
1 µF Capacitor 6 $0.31 $1.86
0.1 µF Capacitor 1 $0.35 $0.35
Perforated board  $3.75
and pins and wire           

TOTAL COST $44.49

A good technician could, in all probability, build this calibrator in from four to six hours.
So even with the cost of his labor added the total cost is less than half the $700 price of the
modular calibrator.

Conclusion.  Calibration methods have come a long way since the start of aerospace age.
The latest electronic technology gives the designer easy building blocks for
instrumentation and telemetry calibration systems; the modern operational amplifier allows
greater latitude in design, measurement switching and level comparison are now simply
accomplished, and new clock and timer circuits give access to measurement switching
when needed. Periodic calibration, although desirable, is not mandatory. Instrument
stability, evaluation of evnironment and specifications will allow intelligent use of
instruments and systems without frequent calibration. The CMOS calibrator used as an
example is easy to design and build. The test data shows its capabilities, and the cost
comparison shows one of the advantages of CMOS. The design task with CMOS, TTL, or
other logic systems is not difficult, and the hardware is readily producible.
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Summary

This paper describes the experimental Broadband Biomedical Communications network
being developed by the Public Health Service. This network will combine modern satellite
communications technology with modified television broadcast techniques to support
health experiments in decentralized education, research dissemination and
teleconferencing. Small satellite earth terminals will be located in six cities to transmit and
receive audiovisual programs. This network will incorporate the Canadian-American
Communications Technology Satellite (CTS) to evaluate the cost-effective use of
interactive broadband communications systems.

Introduction

As a follow-on to earlier satellite communications programs, the Public Health Service
(PHS) of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), is developing a
national experimental biomedical communications network. This network will be used to
conduct experiments in resource sharing, continuing health education, and
teleconferencing. A variety of programs will be designed to explore interactive video as a
tool for future use in health systems. Technical experiments will be conducted to evaluate
and identify parameters which are optimum for an operational network. However,
programmatic evaluation will focus on the use of simultaneous two-way (full-duplex)
audiovisual communications. The satellite is intended to be transparent to the
accomplishment of the latter objectives.

The experimental planning phase has included activities which respond to each of the
many design elements required to develop a balanced program. These include content
development, telecommunications design, program evaluation, and media development. An
understanding of the best and most cost-effective mixture of these elements is an important
objective of this experimental program.



A small-terminal satellite system will interconnect facilities in six cities distributed over a
broad geographical area to form the nucleus of the first experimental broadband
biomedical communications network. These locations are listed below:

Bethesda, Maryland
Lexington, Kentucky
Denver, Colorado
Seattle, Washington
Bozeman, Montana
Fairbanks, Alaska

Experimental Programs

The Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications, in its focal point role
within the Public Health Service, is coordinating programs with three of the six Public
Health Service agencies. The Health Resource Administration, presently the largest of the
experimental groups, is sponsoring programs in four health disciplines:

• Under the project management of the Division of Nursing, a program with the
University of Washington is being developed to disseminate research results in the
field of predictive nursing involving infants and parents.

• The American Dietetic Association is developing a continuing education program
for professional dietitians in long term care.

• The Division of Dentistry will present a series of dental programs in continuing
dental education and dental faculty development.

• The University of Washington’s WAMI program (Washington Alaska - Montana -
Idaho) is expanding its program under the Division of Medicine to include faculty
sharing, independent student learning, admissions, minority recruitment, student
consultation, and legislative process.

The second experimental group, the National Institutes of Health, is planning to produce
and distribute a series of continuing education programs for health professionals.

The third group, the National Institute on Drug Abuse under the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration, is exploring the use of teleconferencing to exchange
therapeutic information between drug treatment centers.



Telecommunications Network

Terminals installed and operated by the Public Health Service will form the nucleus of the
network. However, other United States CTS experimenters are requested to share their
facilities with the health community in their localities. With the extension made possible by
these CTS users, the experimental network could expand to include over 50
communications facilities distributed within the continental United States.

The complexity of coordinating such an interactive network requires that PHS limit its full-
duplex operations to the six nucleus sites (Figure 1). thus utilizing the extension sites for
simplex and half-duplex operations. Bethesda will be the Network Coordinating Center
(NCC) for the network. From this location, each of the PHS facilities will receive the
operational and maintenance coordination required to provide the programmatic support
for the experiments. Each terminal will be equipped to operate as an independent
transmission center once the network is operational. The main role of the NCC is to
provide a centralized control point for the network and a contact point for the NASA
Satellite Control Center.

Control of the satellite system is the responsibility of the Canadian Department of
Communications. The link between the United States experimenters and the Satellite
Control Center is provided by NASA’s Lewis Research Center at Cleveland. The
experimenter should not be impacted by this hierarchy of coordination centers since all
network coordination activities will be completed prior to the start of the experiment. Once
the experimental program begins, the key control functions should be related and
responsive to the programmatic requirements.

To support the program and network communications needs, the CTS earth terminals
(Figure 2) will be provided with three interconnected telecommunicationss systems:
program communications channels, an order-wire channel, and a beacon tracking channel.

Each terminal is designed to simultaneously transmit and receive one video and four audio
signals whose characteristics are listed below:

Video Channel

Input 1 Volt Peak-to-Peak (NTSC)
Output 1 Volt Peak-to-Peak
Bandwidth 30 Hz to 4.2 MHz
Impedance 75 Ohms
Modulation Deviation 13 MHz Peak



Audio Channel

Input 9 dBm
Output 9 dBm
Bandwidth 30 Hz to 15 MHz
Impedance 600 Ohms
Modulation Deviation 50 kHz Peak

The order-wire channel will allow coordination and control among the six PHS stations.
This link will also permit a third station to transmit audio during normal program
operation, thereby allowing three stations to have interactive participation.

Order-Wire Channel

Input 9 dBm
Output 9 dBm
Bandwidth 30 Hz to 15 kHz
Impedance 600 Ohms
Modulation Deviation 60 kHz

Since north-south stationkeeping is not maintained for the satellite, the stations could
suffer large pointing errors during the satellite maximum transitional period. To minimize
pointing errors, the earth terminals are equipped with beacon tracking systems. A
narrowband identification signal, which is continuously transmitted by the satellite, will be
used to control an automatic earth station antenna tracking system.

Network Implementation

Flexibility was strongly emphasized during the system design phase, but the key to a
successfully designed network lies in a compatible program-telecommunications-media
interface. To optimize this interface, the final network design is being completed with
careful consideration for the interactions of these components. Tradeoffs between the
satellite capabilities, the ground station parameters, the audiovisual production facilities,
and the programmatic requirements are being reflected in a network implementation plan.
This planning effort will evaluate the total communications process required to complete
the health experiments.

Media Development

When considering communications in the generic sense, we are faced with a multifaceted
discipline composed of unique factors. Just as we recognize that written text and face-to-



face encounter offer different communications modalities, we recognize that broadcast
television and videotape are modes distinct from interactive audiovisual communications.
The degree of their uniqueness will be explored during the evaluation of these experiments.
However, a priori recognition must be given to ensure that proper preparation is made
during the experiment development phase.

Each of the health experimenters selects origination and reception locations consistent with
their program objectives. However, their inherent differences will effect a natural variation
in the production facilities. These variations will provide useful data for the attendant
evaluation program.

Four of the six CTS terminals will use existing college audiovisual facilities which vary in
capability from newly upgraded black and white to color camera systems. The Alaskan
facility will be supported by educational television station KUAC. Bethesda is modifying
existing building space within the National Library of Medicine into an experimental video
facility.

The health experiments will attempt to avoid the slackness and cost of Broadway and
Hollywood productions, yet include programing which will ensure effective
communications. With experiments such as those being planned for the CTS program, the
health community will, hopefully, gain insight into the benefits of this interactive medium
and incorporate its use as they have other modes of communications in the past.



Figure 1
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Summary

This paper describes the earth terminals in the Biomedical Communications Experiment
via the Communications Technology Satellite (CTS). Important analyses performed in the
selection of the earth terminal parameters are summarized. In particular, analyses of the
link, inter-modulation products, and rain attenuation are presented as rationales for
selecting ground transmitter power, receiver G/T, frequency spacing, that are optimum for
TASO Grade 1 video quality, full-duplex color video/audio and an audio order-wire
capability.

1.0   Introduction

In recent years satellite systems have provided the capacity for, meeting many social needs
by greatly expanding and improving communications. The Communications Technology
Satellite (CTS), launched in January 1976 as a joint U.S.-Canadian venture and placed in
synchronous orbit at 116E West Longitude, is an important element in the continuing
development of such capability to fill a variety of social needs in an efficient and cost-
effective manner. A number of experiments with CTS will be coordinated by the National
Library of Medicine’s Lister Hill Center in the areas of medical education, health care
delivery and medical research dissemination.

The goal here is to document the analyses, assumptions, design considerations and
tradeoffs which establish the feasibility of operation. First, a description of CTS is
presented, highlighting those relevant characteristics assumed in the design of the
communications system. This is followed by a frequency plan, operating points, signal
parameters, link analyses, performance analyses and rain margin considerations.



2.0   CTS Spacecraft Characteristics

2.1   Communications Transponder

The CTS communications subsystem consists basically of two steerable antennas, a high-
power traveling wave tube amplifier (TWT) capable of a maximum output of 200 W,
redundant 20 W TWT’s, and a highly sensitive high-gain parametric amplifier receiver
with a Tunnel Diode Amplifier (TDA) backup. A schematic of the transponder switched to
its primary mode, is shown in Fig. 1. The transponder has two 85 MHz passband channels,
two transmit bands (TB1 and TB2) in the 11.7 - 12.2 GHz range, interfaced with two
receive bands (RB1 and RB2) in the 14.0 - 14.3 GHz range.

To describe duplex operation, briefly, in the primary operational mode the transponder will
receive 14 GHz signals (RB1) via antenna No. 1, and amplify and re-radiate the signals
through antenna No. 2 as TB1. In this mode the 20 watt TWT is used as a driver amplifier
for the 200 watt TWT which drives antenna No. 2. The transponder can simultaneously
receive other 14 GHz signals (RB2) via antenna No. 2, amplify and frequency translate
them to 12 GHz, then send them through antenna No. 1 as TB2.

2.2   Communications Antenna System

The characteristics of the antenna system for communications are summarized in Fig. 2.
The transponder has two, gimballed, 28-inch diameter antennas with parabolic reflectors.
Each antenna provides a 2.5 degree beam of circular cross-section for the simultaneous
transmission and reception of orthogonal, linearly polarized signals. Isolation between the
two polarizations is expected to be at least 25 dB. The electrical boresight of each antenna
can be positioned anywhere within a 14.5 degree cone about the normal to the satellite
forward deck. Transmit and receive gains are approximately equal with minimum
transmission values of 36.2 dB along the electrical axes. First and second sidelobe levels
are expected to be -14 dB and -25 dB respectively.

The antennas can be steered to cover different parts of Canada and the United States
(including Alaska and Hawaii) to support various CTS communications-oriented
experiments. Three boresight pierce points typical for the Biomedical Communications
Experiment were selected and the corresponding footprints appear in Fig. 3. The dotted
contour represents the 2.5E beam. The solid inside contour is the “effective” coverage
accounting for the satellite’s attitude uncertainty of ± 0.25E.



2.3   Beacon Signal

A crystal-controlled reference oscillator for the receiver of the CTS transponder system
provides, after suitable multiplication, the drive for a continuous-wave, circularly
polarized, 200 mW beacon. The beacon signal is transmitted at 11.7 GHz through an
earth-coverage horn antenna. Its primary use is as an antenna tracking aid.

In addition, it can reduce operational uncertainty in a situation where a received signal is
seen to suffer a power loss which may be caused by a problem in either the uplink or the
downlink. The beacon signal received at a transmitting station provides an indication of
uplink quality independent of the downlink at the receiving station.

3.0   Communications Link Considerations

To specify the nature of the signals to be transmitted, since each of the two passband
channels is 85 MHz wide, no difficulty is encountered in fitting into each one a color video
signal with four audio subcarriers, each composite signal using up no more than 30 MHz
of bandwidth. Simultaneous two-way (full-duplex) communication is accomplished by
sending signals in one direction that are amplified by the 20 W amplifier, and in the other
direction signals amplified by the 200 W amplifier. In addition to these broadband signals,
it is intended to include an audio “order-wire” channel in TB2, a carrier frequency-
modulated by an audio baseband. The purpose of this order-wire will be clarified by
describing one possible scenario. Imagine a “central station” A in one footprint
transmitting to a set of “field stations” B, C, D, etc., in the other footprint. Assume A and
B are in a duplex video mode, that is, B’s transmission is being received at A while A is
transmitting. Should another field station, C for instance, want to request permission to talk
to A, it can do so via the order-wire without interfering with the existing communications.
This feature would conceivably be useful in an application involving, for example, a
lecturer at A and a set of remote classrooms at the field stations, since it permits each
classroom access to the lecturer for questions or comments without interrupting the
proceedings.

As a result of analyses summarized in the following section, figures for ground transmitter
power, margins, typical outages and video signal quality, are shown in Figure four to
provide some idea of system capability in relation to the selected system parameters.

3.1   Link Analyses

Since the satellite characteristics are fixed quantities within the system, performance is
ensured only by selecting earth terminal parameters such as ground transmitted power Pt,
system noise bandwidth BIF, antenna gain G and system noise temperature T. Of these



parameters a 10 foot antenna is selected because any increase in gain available with a
larger antenna would be offset by the operational difficulties caused by the increase in size,
weight and the more rigorous tracking requirements of the larger antenna.

Various transmitter-receiver combinations were considered in order to give an indication
of the range of system performance. As an example, it was clear that an FM threshold of
11 dB cannot be exceeded on the 20 W downlink by using an 865EK mixer in the receiver
front-end. However, some margin will always be available for both downlinks by using a
220EK parametric amplifier.

Although the parametric amplifier seems to be a good choice for any location, it is an
absolute necessity for a station receiving the 20 W downlink, since the basic limitation of
the 20 W operation is the weak downlink. The transmitter power that determined this
conclusion ranged from 200 W to 1.25 kW. The transmit power Pt should be selected so
that under ideal operating conditions for a power limited satellite communication system
the downlink, rather than the uplink, becomes the limiting portion of the overall link C/N.
This requires that uplink C/N be several dB greater than downlink C/N, provided that the
protective overdrive limits on the traveling wave tubes are not exceeded.

In the link budgets shown in Figure 5 and 6 , the parameters Pt,G/T and BIF have been left
as variables in the link budget calculations because these are design parameters. The rain
attenuation losses at 14 GHz and 12 GHz, LR

14 and LR
14 respectively, are treated

separately. Although the satellite transmit Power could have been left as a variable, the
assumption is made that both amplifiers are operated about a dB below saturation. This is
a reasonable compromise resulting from the suppression of the weaker signal by the
stronger in the common 20 W amplifier and the need to maximize power in both
downlinks.

Practical considerations in the uplink budget include the use of 10 ft. of WR 75 waveguide
(at 0.05 dB/ft.) and six couplers (at 0.1 dB apiece). For a longer path, which at some
locations will be necessary, a proportionately higher loss is assumed. Since it is most likely
that the parametric amplifier will be used in the spacecraft, it appears in the link budget
with a system temperature of 1315EK. This figure results from the spacecraft antenna
system (25EK), earth albedo (290EK), and transponder (1000EK). Should the parametric
amplifier be replaced by the TDA in the satellite the system temperature is assumed to
increase by 1000EK resulting in a 2.5 dB degradation in the uplink carrier-to-noise ratio.
The estimates of needed ground transmitter power in this event would increase by 2.5 dB
to result in the same system capability.



The uplink budget results in general expressions for the uplink carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N)u

and the received power at the satellite. These expressions lend themselves to varying Pt,
BIF and the uplink rain attenuation at 14 GHz, LR

14.

The “nominal” received power at the satellite accounts for all the expected losses in a
typical link. While the lossless received power which is 4.1 dB greater applies in a
situation where feedline loss is 0.6 dB (only one coupler), no pointing losses exist in either
the ground transmit antenna or the satellite receive antenna and the earth terminal is
located at beam center. This “lossless” power is useful to determine the maximum
permissible Pt to avoid tripping off the 200 W TWT when the link quality is exceptionally
favorable.

In achieving a compromise between tripping off the amplifiers by allowing too much
power in the uplink and not having adequate power for the desired signal quality, an
important consideration is the previously mentioned suppression effect in the transponder:
the suppression of weak signals by stronger signals in the same amplifier. The spacecraft
transponder is configured such that both received signals, RB1 and RB2, are amplified by
the 20 W TWT. After amplification, TB2 leaves from the antenna through which RB1
arrived. The other signal is amplified by the 20 W TWT and leaves from the antenna
through which RB2 arrived. The 20 W TWT thus acts as a driver amplifier for the 200 W
TWT. Since both signals share the power of the 20 W TWT an increase in the stronger
suppresses the weaker. For equal strength signals arriving at both antennas, at the input to
the 20 W TWT, the RB2 signal is 19 dB stronger than RB1 (they follow different paths
from the input multiplexer). Should either of the incoming signals change in strength
resulting in an increase in the level differential at the input of the 20 W, the smaller signal
could be suppressed to the point that it cannot adequately drive the 200 W for the desired
output power. On the other hand should the level differential decrease, the smaller signal
could rise to the point that it overdrives the 200 W TWT, thereby tripping a switch and
cutting off all output power. The problem of not having enough power to drive the 200 W
TWT could be caused by an increase in RB2 (rain stops in its uplink) or a decrease in RB1
(rain starts in its uplink). The alternate problem of having too much power so that the 200
W TWT is turned off, could arise when RB2 decreases (rain starts in its uplink) or when
RB1 increases (rain stops in its uplink).

To avoid either of these situations some control has to be exercised at the transmitter end.
Since the problems are due to too much or too little uplink power most probably caused by
a change in propagation conditions, output power could be varied in inverse proportion to
the change. The beacon signal which is being tracked for antenna pointing purposes,
indicates by its strength the quality of the link. This signal strength could be monitored and
the uplink power manually adjusted by an operator. Alternately, a servo-mechanism
arrangement could be activated by the beacon signal strength to control an 



attenuator at the output of the transmitter. However, this is not considered as an option at
the present.

It has been stated previously that in a downlink-limited satellite communications system
the uplink C/N should ideally be several dB greater than downlink C/N. However, uplink
power to CTS is limited by the protective overdrive limit mentioned previously on the
input to the 200 W tube which could result in tripping a switch that turns off the amplifier
at overdrive levels of 3 dB or more above the input needed for saturation. The 20 amplifier
is designed to withstand a 6 dB overdrive level. In light of this fact and since the net
saturated gain of the 200 W path in the transponder is specified to be 122 dB, the input
power, at antenna #1, receive band #1 (RB1), cannot exceed 23 - 122 + 3 or -96 dBW,
unless the 20 W tube, operating into antenna #1 in transmit band #2 (TB2) is also
operating near saturation. If the 20 W tube is driven to saturation, the drive signal for the
200 W tube, which is taken from the 20 W tube output, will be suppressed and uplink
power in RB1 (to the 200 W tube) could safely be increased correspondingly. It should be
noted that the suppression of the signal in the 20 W path is not a problem since it is much
larger than the other signal in the common 20 W TWT.

In estimating the ground transmit power for nominal operation in the 200 W (RB1/TB1)
signal path the following considerations apply:

In the absence of a signal in RB2, the input power Pin (RB1) required to saturate the 200 W
tube is 23 - 122 or -99 dBW , and to operate the tube 1 dB below saturation, a 4.5 dB
input backoff applies, giving Pin (RB1) = -103.5 dBW. With a signal in RB2 driving the 20 W
tube close to saturation the drive to the 200 W tube is suppressed 5 dB approximately,
from measured transponder suppression data. To provide -103.5 dBW, a ground terminal
must transmit Pt = -103.5 + 126.2 or 186 watts. To make up for the suppression Pt in the
200 W path has to be increased by 5 dB to 588 watts.

Ignoring suppression, it may be noted that with an overdrive limit of 3 dB, the maximum
input possible is -99 + 3 or -96 dBW. The corresponding maximum Pt on the ground is -96
+ 126.2 or 30.2 dBW (1050 watts).

Similarly for the 20 W (RB2/TB2) signal path with the specified saturated gain of 109 dB,
the input power Pin (RB2) required to saturate the 20 watt TWT is 13 dBW - 109 dB = -96
dBW. With the required input backoff of about 5 dB in Pin (RB2) needed to obtain 16 watts
output is -96 - 5 = -101 dBW. The corresponding nominal ground transmitted power Pt is -
101 + 126.2 or 25.2 dBW (331 watts) for a clear uplink. The 20 W TWT will not be
tripped off till Pt exceeds 1324 W.



The uplink carrier-to-noise ratios that correspond to the values of Pt under nominal
conditions can be obtained from the equation (C/N)u = Pt - LR

14 - BIF + 71.2. Assuming BIF

= 30 MHz, the (C/N)u for the downlink (C/N)d obtained for G/T = 24 dB/EK are 24.2 dB
and 14.2 dB for the 200 W and 20 W signal paths respectively, and the corresponding total
clear weather (C/N)t available from the 200 W and 20 W paths are 21.1 dB and 13.5 dB as
appear in Fig. 4.

3.2   Figure of Merit and System Noise Temperature

The results of the previous section assumed a figure of merit G/T for the earth station of 24
dB/EK. This follows from a receive gain for the 10 foot antenna of 49.2 dB and a system
noise temperature of 337EK. The selection of the antenna is a compromise between
wanting a large enough antenna for good signal quality and one that is small enough to
avoid making the tracking requirements a serious problem.

The total system noise temperature referred to the receiver input is given by:

where Ta is the antenna noise temperature

LL is the antenna ohmic loss (including diplexer and feedline).

TL is the feedline noise temperature (at feedline output)

TR is the receiver noise temperature (at receiver input)

An antenna noise temperature Ta of 45EK results from assuming a clear-sky medium loss
of 0.2 dB, source temperature (space, sun, etc ) of close to 0EK, and a worst case ground
temperature contribution of 35EK (for a 10-foot antenna at a 5E elevation angle).

Assuming antenna ohmic losses of 1.5 dB, TL = 85EK Ta/LL • 32EK. and Tp is typically
220E K, which add up to a system noise temperature T of 337EK.

For a rainy path the antenna noise rises in proportion to the medium loss. For example, for
a medium loss of 10 dB, Ta becomes 239EK, which increases the system noise temperature
to 474EK. Under such foul weather conditions, with a receive antenna gain of 49.2 dB, the
fair weather G/T of 24.0 dB/EK is degraded by 1.6 dB to the foul weather G/T of 22.4
dB/EK.



3.3   Frequency Spacing

Full-duplex video communications in this system requires that multiple signals be
amplified by the 20 W TWT. Since this device is to be operated in a nonlinear region, near
saturation, intermodulation (IM) products are generated that could potentially cause
degradation in the message basebands. The selection of the exact frequencies for the two
video carriers (designated as V1 and V2) and the audio order-wire (A2) depends on the
frequencies and magnitudes of the resulting IM’s relative to the desired signals. 3rd order
IM’s are assumed to be the only significant interference, higher order IM’s are not.

The two video signals, V1 in the TB1 band and V2 in the TB2, do not by themselves cause
interfering 3rd order IM products. The CTS users who need full duplex video without the
order-wire have placed the carriers at the center frequencies of the two bands, for the sake
of convenience. The introduction in TB2 of the audio modulated carrier, generates 3rd
order IM spectrums that overlap the V1 spectrum to some extent. This occurs when the
two video carriers are at band-centers and A2 is placed as far away as possible and still
within TB2. The IM can be prevented from overlapping the V1 spectrum if V2 and A2 can
be spaced further apart, and V1 moved up somewhat in frequency. These three signals V1,
V2, A2 have been spaced sufficiently apart, about 48 MHz, to avoid any IM’s within the
RF bandwidths of either V1 or V2, but there are IM’s at 11.7 GHz, the beacon frequency.
However, these are not expected to interfere with the beacon signal received by ground
stations since the pre-antenna output filters in the satellite will filter them out.

4.0   Signal Performance Analyses

Since an important measure of the success of the experiment is the quality of video and
audio received at the participating earth terminals, signal parameters are selected to be
consistent with widely accepted performance criteria.

4.1   Video Performance

The most commonly used indicator of video signal quality is S/N, the ratio of the nominal
peak-to-peak amplitude of the picture-luminance to rms noise in the video frequency band.
This is given by the expression:

S/N = 12m2 (m + 1) (C/N)t W
where

m = FM modulation index
(C/N)t = total carrier-to-noise ratio at the receiver input
W = noise weighting improvement factor (10.2 dB)



This expression includes FM discriminator improvement, a factor to convert rms signal to
peak-to-peak signal, and noise weighting improvement. It omits a pre-emphasis
improvement factor since in a frequency-modulation system operating near threshold the
use of pre-emphasis does not appreciably improve the signal-to-weighted noise ratio,
according to CCIR Report 215-2 (1974). For systems operated well above the threshold,
the improvement is estimated to be about 3 dB.

The goal for the video performance to be obtained in this experiment is an S/N in excess of
45 dB. From subjective tests performed by the Television Allocations Study Organization
(TASO), a median observer would rate a picture as “excellent” (TASO Grade 1) for an
S/N of about 45 dB.

The selection of modulation index m is to be consistent with the available IF bandwidth BIF

and the desired FM discriminator improvement. Since the video baseband is 4.2 MHz, and
BIF is nominally 30 MHz, the peak deviation )f is in the neighborhood of 10 MHz, and m
lies around 2. Choosing )f = 10.5 MHz, a modulation index of 2.5 is obtained to give an
IF signal occupying a BIF of 29.4 MHz. The expression for S/N with the above parameters
becomes S/N = (C/N)t + 34.4, which requires (C/N)t to be 11 dB to give an S/N exceeding
45 dB. For operation above a threshold of 11 dB, therefore, the selected parameters will
meet the video quality goal.

4.2   Audio Subcarrier Channel Performance

Four audio channels are associated with each video signal. Each of the four audio
basebands frequency modulates a subcarrier ranging from 5.14 to 6.3 MHz; these
modulated subcarriers and the video baseband are summed to give a composite signal
which modulates the main carrier. When received, the composite IF signal passes through
a discriminator yielding the video baseband and the four modulated subcarriers at its
output. Each subcarrier then is passed through a second discriminator to give the audio
baseband. This makes FM improvement possible at two places, though it is not worthwhile
to require an improvement in the first discriminator when ample improvement is available
in the second discriminator, especially when a higher deviation in the IF carrier by the
subcarrier will be required for the first improvement.

The expression for improvement in the first discriminator in multiplex systems is given as:



 If no improvement is desired, the minimum )f requirement is given by:

For typical values of Bs = 150 kHZ, BIF = 30 MHz, fs = 6.3 MHz (the highest frequency
and audio subcarrier), the minimum peak-to-peak deviation 2)f must be 1.26 MHz. Any
lower deviation will result in an S/N degradation and a corresponding loss in link margin.

The improvement in the second discriminator is given by the conventional FM equation
which relates output signal/noise to the other parameters:

For an audio baseband of 15 kHz and a subcarrier channel bandwidth of 150 kHz, ma = 4,
giving an FM improvement of 23.8 dB. Adding this figure to the12.2 dB improvement
available from pre-emphasis, the output signal/noise at a threshold of 11 dB is 47 dB, a
figure that ensures excellent fidelity.

4.3   Audio Order-Wire Channel Performance

The audio order-wire that shares the 20 W TWT with one video channel is formed by the
audio baseband directly modulating an IF carrier. The frequency and power level of this
carrier are selected to minimize the effects of intermodulation products in the video
channels and to ensure that sufficient downlink signal power exists to provide good audio
quality.

Assume that the carrier undergoes a peak deviation consistent with a modulation index ma

of 4 as in the case of the audio subcarriers to give an IF bandwidth of 150 kHz. The
previous considerations of FM discriminator and pre-emphasis improvements hold here
and an adequate audio quality [(S/N)o $ 47 dB] results if the FM threshold is exceeded.
The effort here is simply to estimate the output power required from the satellite and the
ground transmitter to give an adequate (C/N)IF at the receiver input.

To estimate the satellite output power, assume a downlink margin of 10 dB over the
11.0 dB threshold so that this voice link comes through during rain that would wipe out the
video. This minimum (C/N)t of 21.0 dB may be achieved by a combination of 



downlink (C/N)d and uplink (C/N)u of 22.0 and 28.0 dB respectively, although other
combinations are possible.

For a G/T = 24 dB/EK, the 20 W TWT at a 1 dB backoff yields a carrier-to-noise density
C/No of 89 dB-Hz on the ground. For BIF = 150 kHz, a (C/N)d of 22 dB results if C/No =
74 dB Hz. This corresponds to a satellite power of half a watt. The required uplink power
to result in (C/N)u of 28 dB is 7.6 W.

5.0   Conclusions

The rationales for the selection of system parameters in a biomedical communications
experiment via CTS have been presented. The system features full-duplex color video by
simultaneously sending a 30 MHz signal in each of the two satellite transponder channels.
Although these channels are 85 MHz wide in this experimental system, it is more realistic
to expect narrower bandwidths on the order of 30 or 40 MHz in future operational 12/14
GHz satellite systems. The peak frequency deviation is chosen as a tradeoff between the
requirements for TASO Grade 1 video quality and the bandwidth constraint. The
equipment will have the capability of varying the deviation from 5 to 13 MHz, a range
within which the optimum value will be determined by trial. The deviation for the audio
channels also has been optimized, although high signal quality is much easier to achieve in
this case.

The suppression characteristics of the transponder and its tripoff limit have been traded off
to give 588 W and 331 W for the ground transmitter power for stations accessing the 200
W and 20 W channels respectively. The two video channels and the order-wire have been
frequency spaced to avoid third order IM products.
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TELEMEDICINE:  PATIENT MONITORING IN UNUSUAL
ENVIRONMENTS

JOHN HANLEY, M.D.
University of California, Los Angeles

Introduction:

Of the several advantages telemetry systems have to offer the burgeoning field of patient
monitoring, we have previously stressed recording from freely moving patients
unencumbered by lengthy cables and unattached to conventional bulky machines.
Paramount in the applications of systems designed and fabricated in our laboratory of
Environmental Neurobiology have been the monitoring of patients afflicted with temporal
lobe epilepsy in which the capture of unilateral or bilateral EEG seizure activity dictates
the possibility or futility of neurosurgical intervention (1). Together with sophisticated
computer analyses of neurophysiological data, telemetry has also made it possible to
identify EEG correlates of bizarre schizophrenic ritualistic behavior virtually impossible to
capture by conventional hard-wire techniques (2).

This presentation emphasizes another aspect of the utility of telemetry: the opportunity to
record from patients in meaningful circumstances outside the sterile environs of the
Neurophysiology Laboratory which sometimes involves freedom of movement and
sometimes quiescence. The critical element in these situations is the unacceptability of
bulky machinery and its attendant problems. Two such environments are the operating
room and the sleep research and treatment laboratory or bedroom. Our current fairly
extensive telemetry studies involve both of these surrounds. These activities will now be
discussed.

1. Operating Room Studies

The goals of this investigation were:

a. Could EEG obtained on non-invasive, inobtrusive techniques reflect the arterial
blood gas level as obtained by arterial puncture and conventional
measurements?

b. Could different anesthetic gases by identified by EEG correlates?



The laboratory has in-house capability for employing both frequency and time domain
devices (FDM and TDM). We chose to employ an FM/FM system previously more fully
described (3) for a simple but cogent reason: the pure note of the 90 MH2 carrier and the
EEG transmitted as audio tones is easily heard and so is any interfering noise. Thus, the
technician after application of the scalp disk electrodes and connection to the telemeter can
quickly determine by the use of an inexpensive portable radio receiver presence of a clean
EEG signal.

To date, more than 40 patients undergoing gas anesthesia for general surgical procedures
which have included extensive orthopedic operations and gynecologic surgery. While the
successful conduct of such monitoring requires coordinated performance, the data
transmission itself was indeed unobtrusive and did not interfere with anesthesiologist or
surgeon. It was not possible, however, to achieve useful transmission during
electrocautery. This problem deserves continued attention.

Four channels of EEG and one channel of EKG were transmitted to a receiving antenna
suitably positioned. The signals were written out by a conventional EEG machine and
stored on FM analog magnetic tape for further computation at a central location. We have
instrumented several operating rooms in the UCLA Hospital which can transmit to this
location.

After demodulation, the EEG signals are digitized and submitted to spectral and
discriminant analysis programs (4, 5, 6). Preliminary results do indicate that the EEG does
permit estimation of the blood gas level with a high degree of accuracy and that the
anesthetic gas can be identified.

2.  Sleep Studies

The legal prescribing of some 800,000 pounds of barbiturates on an annual basis in the
USA and the increasing interest in the sleep state attested by creation of clinics for the
diagnosis and treatment of sleep disorders are but two indicators of the widespread nature
of problems affecting this complex period of altered consciousness. In parallel, the
requirement for obtaining the electro-physiological correlates of the varied states of
consciousness in the sleep environment is essential. This environment may be the patient
or subjects own home (7), or it may be a laboratory devoted to such studies somehow
protected from the noisy EEG machines. In either circumstance, telemetry offers the
convenience of remote recording with easily transportable transmitters and receivers,
especially when the telemetry system is designed to take advantage of the voice-grade
telephone (8). A further advantage of freedom from the hardwire approach is the ability to
continue recording during movements which often dislodge the scalp electrode. These
movements may include myoclonic jerks; actual arousal and rising from the bed - the most



frequent interruption of sleep is caused by nocturia; and somnambulism (9). Transmission
of other signals of importance include the EKG and respiration: the latter is of significance
in the sleep apneas - the so-called Ondines Curse. These apneas may also be documented
by a cassette recording of the respiratory sounds. In the clinic locally here in Santa Monica
for the diagnosis and treatment of sleep disorders we have used telemetry to monitor
patients with sleep apnea, narcolepsy, hypersomnia and other problems.

In addition, in a study of task performance after interrupted sleep, telemetry has greatly
facilitated the subjects transition from the bed to the task terminal. This study is still in
progress and has not yet been reported.

Finally, no article on human telemetry, particularly when subject movement is involved,
should ignore the enormous problems that beset the use of the non-invasive electrode.
Virtually all of the advances in electronics which permitted increased stability,
microminiaturization and micro powering, have been to no avail at the crucial electrode/
electrolyte interface. With few exceptions, the sensing electrode is basically not different
from the approach used by Hans Berger almost 50 years ago in the first recording of the
human EEG. We have attempted to diminish the interface problem and have done so (10,
11). It is, however, far from solved.

There will be illustrations of this article at the presentation.

The anesthesia studies were supported by the National Institutes of Health. The interrupted
sleep studies were supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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A CODE STRUCTURE FOR CERTAIN COMA ENVIRONMENTS

LAURENCE B. MILSTEIN and RONALD R. RAGONETTI
R.P.I.

Troy, New York 12181

Summary.  Certain communication systems which employ code division multiple access
as a means of supporting multiple users need very long codes to guard against the threat of
intentional jamming, but cannot tolerate the lengthy acquisition time which long codes
usually require. As a possible solution to this problem, the use of combination sequences
has been suggested, and this paper presents some new results, both analytical and
numerical, on this technique.

Introduction.  Systems employing code division multiple access (CDNA) as a means of
servicing simultaneously many users transmitting over the same frequency spectrum are
becoming increasingly popular. As such, the design of code sets which have appropriate
interference rejection properties is of fundamental importance. One class of signal
waveforms that was originally designed for use as a rapid acquisition ranging signal ([1])
and which has recently been suggested for use in a multiple access system ([2]-[4]) is that
of combination sequences. These are long sequences wherein each individual bit of such a
sequence is formed by some logical (i.e., Boolean) operation of, say, m shorter sequences.
The lengths of the m shorter sequences are chosen to be relatively prime, and the length of
the combination sequence equals the product of the lengths of the shorter component
sequences (see [1]-[3] for a detailed description of combination sequences).

The principle advantage of such a sequence has been the ability to acquire a sequence of
length                    , where ni is the length of the ith component sequence, with at most        
                    correlations. Recent work ([2],[3]) has shown  that these sequences can
be acquired in the presence of other combination sequences (i.e., they are potentially
useful in a CDMA system). This paper describes a specific system environment employing
CDMA, presents certain numerical results verifying some of the analysis in [2] and [3],
and summarizes some new analytical results discussed in depth in [4].

A CDMA System.  It was shown in [2] that while combination sequences provide
interference rejection from other users, if only interference rejection is of concern in the



system, there are better sequences to use (e.g. [5]). However, if in addition to multiple
accessing capability one desires rapid acquisition, combination sequences offer distinct
advantages. In particular, there are situations involving remotely piloted vehicles which use
long codes to guard against the threat of jamming, yet need the ability to acquire the codes
in a rapid manner. If combination sequences are used as the basic signaling waveforms,
these waveforms could be acquired on a component by component basis, thus realizing the
rapid acquisition, and then the receiver could matched -filter detect over the entire
combination sequence length (or some predetermined partial length) to provide whatever
anti-jam capability it needed.

Summary of Bounds on Correlation Variances.  Reference [2] and [3] presented
bounds on the variances of both partial and full correlations of components correlated with
combination sequences of which they were one component, and of component sequences
correlated against completely independent combination sequences (i.e., interference from
multiple users).

In [4], similar derivations are presented for correlations of complete combination
sequences with each other (rather than with component sequences). These results are
summarized below. In all cases, two component sequences were used, and these
components were assumed to be independent random binary sequences with probability of
ONE equaling probability of MINUS ONE. The logical combining law was chosen to be
the signum function, defined as

A. Variance of crosscorrelation between two independent combination sequences:
(i) Total Correlation (C)

(ii) Partial Correlation of length K # N (Ck)

where

and



B. Variance of autocorrelation of combination sequence:
(i) Total Correlation (R(R))

(ii)  Partial Correlation (Rk(R))

From the above results, it can be seen that if n1>>1, n2 >>1, and n1, • n2 = n, then the
variances for the total correlations essentially behave as "/n, where " is some constant
which in general is different for each case.

The results from [2] and [3] alluded to above show similar behavior for the variances of
the correlations of a component sequence with a full combination sequence. Also, as long
as k is not much less than n, the variances of the partial correlations in all cases obey the
same type of functional dependence.

Consequently, assuming the number of users in the system is inversely proportional to the
variance of the correlations, it can be seen that for this particular signal design using two
component sequences with approximately equal lengths for each sequence, the number of
users should roughly increase linearly with n, or as the square-root of the total sequence
length N. Actually, the numerical results obtained to date seem to indicate that the number
of users increases more rapidly than a linear relation would predict.

Simulation Results.  To test the tightness of some of the above results, a computer
simulation was written which generated the component sequences randomly (with equally
likely ONES and MINUS ONES) and independently, and then combined them using the
sgn function as described above. This was repeated, say, J times so that a multiple user



system with J users was created. The receiver consisted of a pair of matched filters, one
matched to the first component of one of the combination sequences (say the first
combination sequence) and one matched to the second component. A block diagram of the
system is shown in Figure 1.

It was assumed that al1signals were at baseband and that they were all in symbol
synchronization. However, the phasing of the different sequences was random with respect
to one another.

The phases of the locally generated components at the receiver were randomly picked with
respect to the in-phase positions of those components in the desired combination sequence.
The simulation consisted of attempting to learn the correct phase position of each of the
two components of combination sequence #1 in the presence of the remaining J-1
combination sequences. This was accomplished by cross-correlating the received
waveform (i.e., the sum of all J users) with each of the two locally generated components
in all n1 and n2 phase positions respectively, and choosing that phase position for each
component that resulted in peak correlation. The parameter J was increased until, for a
given code length, correct acquisition was not achieved.

For component sequence lengths of n1 = 29 and n2 = 31, resulting in a combination
sequence length N=899, correct acquisition of code #1 was achieved in the presence of
five other users (i.e., J was equal to 6). When the two component lengths were increased
to 39 and 41 respectively, user #1's code was correctly acquired when nine other users
were present (i.e., J=10).

In addition to determining the number of users this particular signalling structure can
support with a given code length, it is of interest to determine with what accuracy the
partial correlation for different window sizes K can approximate the total correlation (i.e.,
K=N). This is of interest in situations where very long codes are employed, since the time
to perform a full correlation can be excessive. As such, if one is using a coding structure
having the property that partial correlations yield accurate estimates of the respective full
correlations, significant savings in time can be achieved.

The results of picking a code at random with component lengths n1 =29 and n2 =31 and
computing the partial correlations of the combination sequence with each of the two
components is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen at least in this one case that the partial
correlations are excellent estimates of the full correlations.

Also shown on Figure 2 are the peak out-of-phase correlations obtained in a number of
consecutive correlations (each correlation being performed over the next phase position)
equal to the component length ( for component one, n1 =29, so 29 consecutive correlations



were performed). This is of interest since if one is trying to acquire the combination
sequence on the basis of partial correlations, one would certainly want all out-of-phase
correlations to be reasonably smaller than the in-phase correlation. As can be seen from
Figure 2, this example appears to satisfy this requirement.

Conclusion.  Results have been presented for a specific signalling structure, namely one
employing combination sequences, which demonstrate the multiple accessing capability of
these codes. Since these codes have long been known to have a rapid acquisition property,
they appear to be a reasonable choice of signal design for systems requiring long codes but
which cannot tolerate a long acquisition period.
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Figure 1.  Block Diagram of Simulation

Figure 2.  Partial Correlation Results for Combination Sequence of Length N=899
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GENERALIZED CRITERION FOR NONLINEAR MODULATION
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Summary  In this paper a high order error measure is used for the evaluation and design
of nonlinear modulation schemes. This high order measure works as a deterrent against
thresholds effects. Through the use of the above measure, a simple two-dimensional
nonlinear modulation scheme is fully analyzed and efficiently designed.

Introduction  The proper choice of performance criteria is very crucial for the efficient
design of communication systems. A good performance criterion should be simple
analytically as well as representative of the structure of the system. It has been found, for
example, that the simple analytically mean square criterion is not physically meaningful in
image processing. The same criterion has been found to be inadequate also for several
information theory problems.

In this paper the design of nonlinear modulation schemes is considered. That a
performance criterion or order higher than two (the order of the mean square criterion) is a
stronger deterrent against threshold effects is explained first by argument and then by
analysis of a simple modulation case.

Nonlinearly Modulated Signals Through Gaussian Channels  Let the information-
carrying parameter be scalar and denoted by s. Also, let F(s) indicate the modulated signal
which is, in general, m-dimensional. We assume that the signal F(s) is transmitted through
a Gaussian additive channel and that our objective is to design a receiver that will provide
us with a good estimate of s. Let the noise vector N be zero mean and colored with
covariance matrix R. Then the data at the input of the receiver are given in a vector form X
expressed as:

X = F(s) + N

If the parameter s takes values in the closed interval [-a,a] changing continuously from -a
to a, the tip of the vector F(s) moves on a curved line. If the signal power **F(s)**2 is 



bounded from above by the amount EF, then the curved line on which the tip of the vector
F(s) moves is inside an m-dimensional sphere of radius %&E&F .  [6].

In the case that the noise power is bounded from above by an amount EN, the high
probability topology of X tips is the area that is enclosed by the cylinder made of the
common tangents of the spheres with centers on the F(s) locus and radii equal to %&E&N .

Let us now suppose that in models as the one expressed by (1) the receiver, using the data
vector X, decides in favor of the s value that in the m-dimensional space corresponds to
the minimum distance between the X tip and the F(s) locus. This minimum distance
decision is obviously the maximum likelihood estimate.

If the task of designing the modulating function F(·) is undertaken in the case that the
energies **F(s)**2 and E(NTN) are bounded from above by EF and EN correspondingly and
the maximum likelihood estimation scheme is used for demodulation, then the longer the
locus F(s) is, the less erratic the ML scheme will be. That is because the folding effects
that extend the length of the locus appear, as explained in the previous paragraph.

However, this increasing improvement of the ML estimate with increasing length of the
F(s) locus stops being true after the length of the locus exceeds a certain value. These are
the cases of highly folding F(s) loci and are called threshold effects; they cause the
breaking down of every estimation scheme and they must be avoided.

The design of an F(s) locus is desired which is long enough to take advantage of the
beneficial folding effects that decrease the demodulation error, but which is not as long as
to reach the threshold effects. The efficient F(s) design will be based on the fact that small
deviations between the true value s of the modulating parameter and its estimate × are
unimportant and, in most cases, undetectable due to the finite precision of the system. On
the other hand, large s, × deviations are undesirable and should be as discouraged as
possible. If , is the lower bound of the *×-s* values that actually affect the system
performance, then a good error measure should decrease the influence of the smaller than 
, *×-s* values on one hand and penalize heavily the larger than , *×-s* differences on the
other hand. Such an error measure is the conditional expectations E{([×-s]/,)2p/s), where p
is a natural number larger than zero.

The larger p is, the less is the influence of the smaller than , *×-s* differences on the above
measure and the more emphasized are the larger than , *×-s* differences.

The choice of , depends entirely on the characteristics of the system.



Before a simple two-dimensional nonlinear modulation scheme is fully analyzed on the
basis of the E{([×-s]/,)2p/s) error measure, some results presented in detail in [7] will be
mentioned.

Corollary 1  If p is arbitrary natural number, s is a scalar parameter and the P(X/s)
statistics satisfy conditions:

the inequality

(2)

is true. Expression (2) is satisfied with equality if and only if

(3)

with C(s) arbitrary function of the parameter s.

The most general family of distributions satisfying (3) is an exponential one given by the
expression

(4)
where R(X) is a function of the data vector X.

If the model in (1) is given with N Gaussian zero mean with autocovariance matrix R, then
the bound in (2) of corollary 1 takes the following specific form:

(5)

where R-1 = WTW. Expression (5) is the one that applies to the nonlinear modulation
model presented in the beginning of this section. A first observation at the bound in (5)
shows that it is decreasing with increasing signal-to-noise ratio **F(s)**2/*R*. The bound in



(5) can be used either as an evaluation measure for different estimators and fixed
modulating function F(·), or as a basis for design of the function F(·) when the estimate
×(X) remains unchanged. Further analysis on that is presented in the following section for a
two-dimensional modulation scheme.

A Two-Dimensional Nonlinear Modulation Scheme  Let the nonlinear modulation
model be given by equation (1) where s is a scalar parameter taking values in the closed
interval [-1,1] and X, F(s), N are two-dimensional vectors. In addition, let us denote

XT = [x1,x2] (6)

NT = [n1,n2]  (7)

FT(S) = [f1(s),f2(s)] (8)

and have specifically the variables n1 and n2 being independent, Gaussian, zero mean and
variance F2, while the slcalars f1(s) and f2(s) are sinusoidal orthogonal functions given by

f1(s) = Acos(as) (9)

f2(s) = Asin(as) (10)
the amplitude A determines the signal-to-noise ratio, while the constant a controls the
erratic behavior of the modulator.

Let us call , the lower bound on the *×-s* values that have real effect on the good
performance of the system. Then, applying (2) we obtain the following bound for the
performance measure E{([×(X)-s]/, )2p/s}, where p is an arbitrary natural number and ×(X)
some estimate of the parameter s.

(11)

The maximum likelihood estimate ×m1 for the present model is such:

(12)

And since there should be a unique ×m1(X) value for every fixed X value, we obtain from
(12):



(13)

where            (·) is the primary angle value and the primary interval is [-B/2,B/2].

After some analysis the following form of the bound in (11) can be found

(14)

In (14), the well defined estimate expressed by (13) is tested. However, the characteristic
constant a remains unspecified. Our efforts here are directed toward designing a in a way
that the 2p-order performance measure E{([×(X)-s]/, )2p/s} becomes as small as possible
for all s values. It is not expected, however, that the minimum (if any) value of the above
performance measure will be achieved by the same a for all s values. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to search for a minimax solution of the problem. Specifically, we will seek the
a value that minimizes the maximum with respect to s value of E{([×(X)-s]/, )2p/s}. It can
be found that this maximum M is the value of E{[×(X)-s]2p/s} at s = 1. To compare the
value of M with the value of the corresponding bound provided by (14), in order to make
observations as to the optimal design of the characteristic a, we need the value of this
bound at s = 1. Indeed, we have then the expression

tested against the lower bound

(16)



From studies on (15) and (16), it seems that for signal-to-noise ratio A/F large enough to
satisfy

(17)

the choice
(18)

achieves moment M/,2p close to the optimum.

The bound in (16) is used as navigator leading the system away from very disadvantageous
choices of the modulation characteristic a.

Let us emphasize here again that the natural number p is chosen a priori so that *×(X)-s*
differences smaller than the system tolerance , are given nil penalization while higher
differences are heavily punished.

A choice of p = 2 is, in most cases, sufficient.
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ON ZERO MEMORY NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS OF
GAUSSIAN PROCESSES

GARY L. WISE JOHN B. THOMAS
University of Texas Princeton University

Summary.  This paper treats the second moment properties of a zero memory
nonlinearity, given that the input is a stationary Gaussian process. The output
autocorrelation function is shown to be expressed conveniently in terms of the input
autocorrelation function and a set of coefficients describing the ZNL. Two theorems are
proved concerning the output process bandwidth. The first shows that the output
bandwidth is generally greater than the input bandwidth. The second gives necessary and
sufficient conditions for the output process to be strictly bandlimited.

Introduction.  From the viewpoint of second moment theory, the study of linear systems
with random inputs is very well developed. However, such is not the case in general for
nonlinear systems. In this paper, we consider the class of (time invariant) zero memory
nonlinearities (ZNL’s); that is, the class of systems where the output at time t is a function
only of the input at time t. Notice that this class encompasses many commonly encountered
nonlinearities; for example: quantizers, limiters, rectifiers, power law devices, etc. Since
many results are known based on the second moment characterization of random
processes, we will be interested in the second moment properties of the output of the ZNL.

The input will be taken to be a zero mean, stationary, Gaussian random process X(t). The
variance of X(t) will be denoted by F2 > 0, and the autocorrelation function by RX(J) =
E{X(t)X(t + J)}. The class of ZNL’s will be the class g(·) of all Baire functions [1] such
that

Thus the output Y(t) = g[X(t)] of the ZNL is a well-defined second-order random process.
Notice that this class of ZNL’s includes virtually any ZNL of engineering interest. In the
next section we discuss the form of the output autocorrelation function. Then, in the final
section, we discuss the bandwidth of the output of the ZNL.



The Output Autocorrelation Function.  The ZNL g(·) transforms the random process
X(t) to Y(t), which will be a stationary, second-order random process. Let Ry(J) denote its
autocorrelation function; that is,

By transforming the random process X(t), the ZNL g(·) induces a transformation on the
second moment properties; that is, the output autocorrelation function RY(J) can be
represented as a transformation of RX(J) such that

An expression for the output autocorrelation function is given by the following:

(1)

where the input bivariate density is

(2)

and DX(J) = RX(J)/F2. The integral in Eq. (1) is difficult to evaluate. Also, using this
integral, it is not easy to obtain general statements concerning properties of the output
autocorrelation function RY(J).

As a general approach to the analysis of the output autocorrelation function, we will
expand the bivariate density of Eq. (2) in a series of orthonormal functions. To simplify the
analysis, the orthonormal functions will be chosen such that the expansion reduces to a
diagonal series. In this case the orthonormal functions become the Hermite polynomials,
orthonormalized with respect to the univariate density of X(t). The resulting series is a
classical expansion known as Mehler’s formula [2,3], given by

(3)

where

It can be shown (4] that the right side of Eq. (3) is pointwise convergent, as well as
convergent in an L2 sense, to the bivariate density f[., ., RX(J)]. Now consider expanding
g(·) in terms of the sequence {Nn(J)}. We have

(4)



where the coefficients are given by

(5)

and where the convergence is in an L2 sense.

By using the series expansions in Eqs. (3) and (4), the double integral in Eq. (1) can be
expressed as the following sum:

(6)

Since *DX(J)* # 1, it follows in a straightforward fashion that the series of Eq. (6)
converges uniformly in J. We see that the transformation Tg(·) is given by Eq. (6).

If the infinite sum in Eq. (6) is truncated, the truncation error can be uniformly bounded in
a straightforward fashion. Also, the truncated sum is nonnegative definite. Another
advantage of Eq. (6) over Eq. (1) is that general properties of the output autocorrelation
function RY(J) can be obtained.

As a simple example of the series expansion, consider the “expander” given by

In this case, Eq. (4) simplifies to

Therefore, from Eq. (6), the autocorrelation function of the output

is given by

From Eq. (6) one can readily establish the well-known fact that the modulus of the
correlation coefficient of the output of the ZNL is upper bounded by the modulus of the
correlation coefficient of the Gaussian input process. One can also see that, for RX(J)
positive, the transformation of the autocorrelation function is convex and monotonic.



Consider the problem of determining the input autocorrelation function RX(J) from a
knowledge of the output autocorrelation function RY(J). Obviously, if g(·) is an odd
function, this can always be done, that is, we see from Eq. (5) that b2n = 0 and thus the
transformation in Eq. (6) is monotonic.

Suppose that the autocorrelation function RX(J) is an analytic function. In the
neighborhood of zero in which RY(J) > b0

2, it is also true that RX(J) > 0. Thus, for J in this
region, RX(J) can be determined from a knowledge of the output autocorrelation function
RY(J). Then, since RX(J) is analytic, it is uniquely determined for all J by the process of
analytic continuation. Therfore, if the input autocorrelation function is analytic, it is
uniquely determined by the output autocorrelation function. Notice that if X(t) is
bandlimited, then RX(J) is analytic.

Output Bandwidth.  In this section we consider how the ZNL affects the bandwidth of
X(t). We will avoid the trivial case by assuming that the ZNL is not characterized by a
constant function. This is equivalent to assuming that, in Eq. (5), for n$ 1, at least one bn is
nonzero. First we treat the second moment bandwidth, and then we consider strict band-
limitedness of the output Y(t).

Since we are not interested in the d-c component of the output, we will assume that the
output random process has been centered about its mean. This is equivalent to working
with the autocovariance function of the output. It is readily seen that this autocovariance
function is given by

and the correlation coefficient DY(J) by

(7)

For a zero mean, stationary, second-order random process with a normalized spectral
density given by S(T), the second moment bandwidth of this random process, if it exists, is



It is easily shown that

where D(J) is the correlation coefficient of the random process.

Assume X(t) has a finite second moment bandwidth given by BW[X(t)] = -D "
X(0) and that

the second moment bandwidth of Y(t) is BW[y(t)] = -D "
Y(0). Let the function r(u) be

defined on [-1, 1] by

Then we have

On taking the second derivative, we get

Recall that D '
X(0) = 0, and we have

or equivalently ,

Notice that

(8)

Therefore, we conclude that BW[Y(t)] $ BW[X(t)]. 2

We see from Eq . (8) that r'(1) = 1 if and only if b2
n = 0 for n 2 $ 2. This is equivalent to the

ZNL g(·) being of the form g(u) = au + b. Thus r'(1) = 1 if and only if the graph of g(u) is a
straight line, or, equivalently, if g(·) is affine. This result is summarized in the following
theorem.



Theorem 1:  Let X(t) be a zero mean, stationary, Gaussian random process with a finite
second moment bandwidth. Then g[X(t)] has a sencond moment bandwidth that is greater
than or equal to that of X(t). Equality holds if and only if g(·) is affine.

Consider the “expander”

given in the earlier example. In this case

and

The quantity r'(1) is the ratio of the second moment bandwidth of [X(t)]3 + X(t) to the
second moment bandwidth of X(t).

We see that this ratio increases monotonically as the variance of X(t) increases and that it
ranges in the interval (1, 1-8).

Now we consider a different aspect of the output bandwidth, namely the strict band-
limitedness of the output Y(t). Assume that the spectral density of X(t) exists. Since we are
considering strict bandlimitedness, the appropriate concept will be the Lebesgue measure
of the support of the spectral density. A random process is strictly bandlimited if the
spectral density has bounded support. Consider the normalized spectral density of Y(t),
given by the Fourier transform of DY(J). It follows from the Lebesgue Convergence
Theorem [5] that the series in Eq. (7) may be transformed term by term. The Fourier
transform of [DX(J)]n is given by                times the (n-1)-fold convolution of the
normalized spectral density of X(t). Let M be the Lebesgue measure of the support of the
Fourier transform of DX(T). Then it is not hard to show that the Lebesgue measure of the
support of the Fourier transform of [DX(J)]n is greater than or equal to nM. Thus it follows
that, if the series in Eq. (7) does not truncate, then the support of the spectral density of
Y(t) will be unbounded. If the series does truncate, the support of the spectral density of
Y(t) will be bounded only if the support of the Fourier transform of DX(J) is bounded. Thus
we see that, if the series in Eq. (7) truncates, and if the spectral density of X(t) has
bounded support, then the spectral density of Y(t) will have bounded support. Also, we see
that if the series does not truncate, or if the spectral density of X(t) does not have bounded
support, then, in either case, Y(t) will not be strictly bandlimited. Notice that 



truncation of the series in Eq. (7) is equivalent to the ZNL being characterized by a
polynomial. This result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2:  Let X(t) be a zero mean, stationary, Gaussian random process. Then g[X(t)]
is strictly bandlimited if and only if:

a)  X(t) is strictly bandlimited, and
b)  g(·) is a polynomial.

Notice that many common ZNL’s are not polynomials. In particular, it follows from
Theorem 2 that if X(t) is passed through any type of limiter, then the output cannot be
strictly bandlimited. As a general statement, it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that the loss
of normality of X(t), caused by a ZNL, is always accompanied by a spreading of the
spectrum.
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OPTIMUM DETECTION OF QUANTIZED PAM DATA SIGNALS*

G. J. FOSCHINI, R. D. GITLIN and S. B. WEINSTEIN
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Holmdel, New Jersey 07733

ABSTRACT

The degree of complexity of a digital signal processor is closely related to the precision
with which samples of an incoming analog waveform are represented. There is
considerable interest in determining how coarse this representation can be without
seriously degrading performance from that of an ideal processor of unquantized samples.
This question is examined for a receiver of noisy, linearly-distorted PAM signals. An
optimum (maximum likelihood) detectors analogous to the Viterbi detector for unquantized
samples, is derived for the case of a quantized sample sequence. Performance is evaluated
under the assumption of high signal-to-noise ratio, and the resultant error probability is a
good approximation for coarse quantization, and an upper bound for any degree of
quantization. For a specified error probability, the degree of quantization suggested by this
approach is conservative. Since receiver complexity is closely associated with the length of
the digital representation of an input sample, an upper bound on receiver complexity is also
suggested.

Numerical evaluation of the error probability is quite tedious for an arbitrary Channel;
however, system performance may be readily evaluated for partial-response signaling. For
the partial-response channels(1,1) and (1,2,1), it is shown that five and six bit quantizers
provide, respectively, a degradation of less than 1 dB in SNR from the infinitely quantized
(Viterbi) receiver.
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UNIVERSAL SOURCE CODING OF FINITE ALPHABET SOURCES*

JIM K. OMURA
University of California

Summary. The application of Shannon’s rate distortion theory to real data compression
practice has been limited by a lack of effective distortion measures for most real users and
incomplete statistical knowledge of real sources. Universal source coding techniques
attempt to overcome the latter limitation by developing codes that are effective (in the
sense of approaching the theoretical rate distortion limit) for a large class of sources. Here
we examine one such technique for sources with finite alphabets where source sequences
are divided into composition classes and a universal code is formed from codes designed
for each composition class.

Introduction. Suppose we have a discrete-time source that outputs symbols from a finite
alphabet                                           **. As shown in Figure 1 we want to send source
output letters to some user but because of limited capacity in the communication link we
can only use R bits per source symbol. Even if we assume the channel is noiseless for
some values of R the user cannot reconstruct the source outputs exactly from the channel
output sequence. Now let d(u,v) be a distortion measure between output symbol u and user
symbol v. For a given channel rate R if we must have distortions we would like to
minimize the average distortion.

Figure 1 - The Source Coding System

If the source is a stationary ergodic source and its statistical characterization is known
Shannon’s rate distortion theory shows that the best one can do is given by the rate
distortion function, R(D) where to achieve average distortion D a minimum rate of R(D) is
required. If there is incomplete knowledge of the statistical characterization of the source,
then we can often model the source as a collection of known stationary ergodic subsources
and assume that one of these subsources is randomly selected to be the actual source. One
universal coding technique is to approximate the collection of subsources by some finite



set of subsources and then construct a universal code by taking the union of the codes
designed for each of the stationary ergodic subsources. Under fairly general conditions this
technique can be shown to asymptotically approach (as block length increases) the
optimum performance achievable when the actual subsource is known exactly [1-9].

Here we examine another universal coding technique that is restricted to sources with
finite alphabets. This technique which is discussed in Berger [10] and expanded upon here,
decomposes source output sequences into composition classes and then constructs a
universal code by taking the union of codes designed for each composition class. There are
no assumptions about the source statistics. In order to facilitate our presentation we take
the simplest example of a binary source with error distortion. Generalizations to abitrary
finite alphabet sources and any single letter distortion measure is straightforward.
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD DECODING SCHEME FOR
CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

WAI-HUNG NG, FRANK M. H. KIM and SATORU TASHIRO
The Boeing Aerospace Company

Seattle, Washington

Summary.  In recent years the application of coding techniques to enchance digital data
transmission has become widely accepted. In general, one would assume that a maximum
likelihood decoding of convolutional codes would be impractical for long constraint length
codes because the general approach of sequential decoding algorithms utilize very few
properties of the code and hence require a considerable effort to decode the received data
sequence.

In this paper, several structure and distance properties of the convolutional codes for
different constraint lengths are derived and utilized in developing an efficient maximum
likelihood decoding scheme. Under the proposed decoding threshold conditions, which are
functions of the distance properties of the utilized codes, the required number of decoding
operations can be reduced markedly. The analysis has been supported by computer
simulations and by the development and testing of a prototype decoder. Key results are
presented and discussed.

Introduction.  The performance of convolutional codes has been recognized as being
superior to block codes for real communication channels. Today, two primary decoding
techniques are commonly used: optimum nonsequential decoding and sequential decoding.
Nonsequential decoding is inefficient in obtaining the maximum coding gain because it is
limited to relatively short constraint lengths. Sequential decoding, on the other hand, is
subject to the variability in the number of computations required to successfully complete
the decoding. The result is that buffer overflow occurs frequently, especially in the soft-
decision sequential decoding process, unless extremely large buffers are utilized.

We are interested in the maximum likelihood decoding of the convolutional codes.
Normally, one might consider that maximum likelihood decoding would require the
construction of the entire branch value code tree followed by the selection of the path
which has the minimum difference from the received code sequence. This procedure would
be highly impractical for long constraint length codes because of the size of the code tree.
However, we have found that the distance properties of the utilized codes are extremely
useful in establishing the threshold conditions to eliminate unnecessary back-up searches



and to locate the area where the decoding errors might be tentatively accepted. By
applying the proposed threshold conditions, the decoding effort appears to be reduced
remarkably.

In order to investigate the relationship between the coding gain and search length for
various bit-error-rates (BER), discussions based on our limited computer simulation will
be given. Also, a simple soft-decision permissible path decoder configuration, which is the
basis of our prototype suboptimum docoder design, will be presented.

An Upper Bound on the Back-up Distance.  The present study is an extension of the
previous work [1]. The basic decoding strategy is that we always seek a code path at the
minimum distance from the received sequence. We believe that when optimum threshold
conditions are derived, maximum likelihood decoding will always require less decoding
operations than general sequential decoding algorithms. The reason is that it has the
highest probability of eliminating most of the unnecessary back-up searches by means of
the minimum back-up distance requirement.

Let us define the distance function d(k) to be the minimum distance between two half-trees
of length k branches of the selected code. For soft-decision decoding, each of the received
code bits is quantized into Q levels and therefore the distance function d(k) could be
considered to be extended to (Q-1)d(k). To simplify the exposition, we adopt the following
notation in this paper:



Permissible Path Decoding.  In our study, permissible path decoding will be utilized to
eliminate all the shorter back-up searches. Here, we will briefly review the basic concept,
and use a simple example to show how it could be applied.



General Suboptimum Decoding Procedure.  Today, communication engineers are also
interested in the relatively simple decoder with medium coding performance. One way of
simplifying the decoder design is to reduce the search length requirement for the
suboptimum decoding of the convolutional codes. Let us consider that the total number of
decoding errors N to be the product of the number of decoding error bursts NB and the
average number of decoding errors NA in one burst. In order to minimize NB , we should
maximize the minimum distance between two-half trees. Minimizing NA could be
interpreted as minimizing the recovery errors after the first decoding error is being
accepted. According to [4], the value of NA could be minimized by either utilizing the
systematic code with minimum weight generator sequence or by using nonsystematic code
with a longer search length. For a relative short search length, it is almost impossible to
minimize the values of NA and NB at the same time. Hence, it is necessary to select the
code parameters for the specified BER region where the maximum coding gain is desired.

The general procedure, logical statements, and conditions for sub-optimum permissible
decoding are discussed as follows:





Prototype Soft-Decision Permissible Path Decoder.  An engineering model of a rate 1/3,
soft-decision Q = 8, constraint length K = 10, search length L = 10, systematic permissible
path convolutional decoder has been built and tested [5,6]. The purpose of the
development was to determine the coding performance and to use the hardware as a design
tool as well as a demonstration device. During the development, emphasis was placed on
design simplicity, checkout convenience, and the use of readily available low cost IC.
Secondary factors were parts count minimization and data rate.

The resultant design utilizes standard 14 and 16 pin TTL IC mounted on a 180 socket
Scanby circuit board which in turn was mounted on a standard laboratory chassis, as
shown in Figure 2. In addition to the decoder, the circuit board contains the transmitting
terminal with its data generator and convolutional encoder. It also contains circuits for
testing the decoder both functionally and in terms of BER performance. The front panel
has I/O terminals, control switches, and a set of eight LED octal number readouts for
monitoring key operations in the decoder during the functional (checkout) tests. The
emphasis on design simplicity, plus the algorithm’s inherent simplicity, has resulted in the
use of extremely simple routines and timing architecture. All wiring on the Scanby board,
with the exception of test circuits, have been wirewrapped on a semi-automatic machine.
The time required to program the machine was estimated to be far less than that required
to hand wirewrap and to correct wiring errors.

Coding efficiency tests were conducted with a setup as shown in Figure 3. The noisy
channel is represented by a video summer, located external to the chassis, which adds
Gaussian noise to the transmitted encoded data. The noisy signal is 3 bit quantized in the
chassis-mounted A/D converter. The tests measure the decoded BER as a function of the
error rate of the most significant bit of the A/D output. The theoretical coherent PSK BER
performance curve was then used to relate channel BER, decoded BER, and signal to
noise ratios. The coding gain at 10-3, 10-4, and 10-5 BER has been determined to be 2.5,
3.4, and 4.1 dB, respectively.

Other performance characteristics of the decoder include a maximum data rate of 150 Kb/s
and a through-put delay of only 11 data bits. The maximum data rate can be readily
increased by a factor of 10 or more by including a data buffer to take advantage of the
infrequency of the back-up search as well as the fact that most of back-searches are far
shorter than the upper bound (refer to the back-up reduction operation in [1] and threshold
conditions in [2]). The through-put delay, however, will be lengthened by the use of a data
buffer. A detailed discussion of the prototype design and its modifications will be
presented in a later paper.

Conclusion.  In this paper we have presented the basic concept of maximum likelihood
decoding for convolutional codes. Some limited computer simulation results and a



prototype permissible path decoder using suboptimum decoding were included and
discussed. The development of the prototype has demonstrated that high coding gains can
be achieved in a relatively simple decoder. It should be noted that the decoder can be
made with significantly fewer parts through better parts selection, by deletion of many of
the built-in test equipment, and by further optimization of the code parameters. At present,
computer simulation studies are underway with emphasis on rate 1/2 codes. Further results
are anticipated in the near future.
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DUAL-K CONVOLUTIONAL CODES FOR NONCOHERENTLY
DEMODULATED CHANNELS

U. P. ODENWALDER
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Summary.  While the advantages of convolutional coding for coherently demodulated
channels have become widely accepted, less work has been done on coding techniques for
noncoherently demodulated channels used in channels experiencing fading or intentional
interference. Here we describe a simple class of convolutional codes called dual-k [1]
codes for use on 2k-ary orthogonal signal modulated channels and show how they can be
used with soft-decision Viterbi decoding on noncoherently demodulated channels.

The main result of this paper is a derivation of a closed form expression for the transfer
function [2], T(D,N,L), for optimum (in the sense of best Hamming distance) dual-k
convolutional codes. Examples of the technique of obtaining upper bounds on the bit error
probability using this transfer function are also given for a noncoherently demodulated
Rayleigh fading channel.

Introduction.  Due to the greater implementation complexity of nonbinary convolutional
coding systems, most systems which have been implemented have been binary. However,
dual-k convolutional codes with 2k-ary orthogonal signal modulation and soft-decision
Viterbi decoding are simple enough for practical implementation in even the restricted
space of a processing satellite.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a rate 1/2 dual-3 encoder which has been hardware
implemented. The input data is shifted in 3 bits at a time and then two octal outputs are
generated. This code only has 8 binary states and can easily be decoded with a soft-
decision Viterbi decoder. In fact, a more complex triple-3, i.e., a code with three octal
registers and 64 binary states, would be feasible in many applications.

With Viterbi decoding the structure of the possible paths which can be compared with the
all zero sequence path can be determined using the state diagram approach of Viterbi [2].
With this approach a state diagram is drawn with the all zero state split into an initial and a
final state and the all zero state self loop omitted. The state transitions are labeled with
terms of the form DiNjL where i represents the number of nonzero output characters
produced by the transition, j represents the number of information character errors (0 or 1)



produced by the transition, and L represents a path of length one branch.

The transfer function from the initial to the final all zero state represents all the paths
which can be compared with the all zero path and the powers of D, N, and L represent the
channel symbol errors, input character errors, and lengths, respectively, of the paths.

Here it will be shown that for rate R=1/v dual-k convolutional codes the code transfer
function can be determined in a closed form. This closed form expression simplifies the
performance analysis of these codes.

Transfer Function Derivation.  A convenient way of describing dual-k convolutional
codes is to treat the input and output symbols as 2k-ary symbols over a finite field GF(2k)
and to specify the code with GF(2k) tap multipliers. Figure 2 shows such a representation
for a rate 1/v code. All the arithmetic in such a representation is over GF(2k).

With the finite field representation, the code words can be described by a generator matrix
of the form

(1)

The code words are linear combinations of the rows of this generator matrix. That is, if an
L character information sequence is represented by the L dimensional row vector X, then
the v(L+1) symbol output word represented by the row vector Y is given by

Y = XG (2)

Before proceeding to the derivation of the transfer function of the code described by the
generator matrix of (1), note from (2) that any common factor in the generator matrix may
be factored out and the resulting set of code words has the same Hamming distance
properties. The only difference between the set of code words is that the symbol of the
words in one set are all multiplied by the common factor. In fact, since we are using the
Hamming distance between paths where only the fact that the corresponding symbols are
the same or not is of concern and since the only code parameters affecting the i-th symbol 



of a branch are the tap multipliers g0i and g1i, we may restrict our attention to the class of
codes with a generator matrix of the form

(3)

when the gij are all nonzero. That is, when the gij are all nonzero, for any code specified by
the generator matrix of (1) there exists an equivalent code (i.e., a code with the same
distance properties) with a generator matrix of the form of (3).

From the generator matrix the minimum Hamming weight and thus the minimum distance
between code words is seen to be 2v if none of the g1i are zero. We will restrict our
attention to this maximum free distance class of dual-k codes.

Another restriction we place on the class of dual-k codes is that the code not be
catastrophic. That is, for an arbitrarily long information sequence, a finite number of
channel errors should never produce an arbitrarily large number of decoded character
errors. Massey and Sain [3] have given necessary and sufficient conditions for a
convolutional code to be free of catastrophic error propagation. For the rate 1/v dual-k
code this condition requires that the g1i tap multipliers must not all be equal.

Summarizing, we will derive the transfer function for the class of noncatastrophic,
maximum free distance, rate 1/vdual-k convolutional codes. This class of codes is
equivalent to the class of codes specified by the generator matrix of (3) where none of the
g1i are zero and the g1i are not all equal.

The transfer function of any noncatastrophic convolutional code is specified by the
equations [2]

X = AX + B
(4)

T(D, N, L) = CX

where X is a column vector whose components are equal to the transfer function from the
all zero state to each of the nonzero states, A is a matrix whose components aij are the state
or signal flow diagram branch transmission functions in going from the j-th to the i-th
nonzero state, B is a column vector whose components are the branch transmission



functions from the i-th nonzero state to the zero state, and C is a row vector whose
components are the branch transmission functions from the zero state to the i-th nonzero
state.

For the dual-k code considered here

(5)

and

C = DVL [1  1 ... 1] (6)

The components of the A matrix depend on the particular code used. However, it has the
property that for a particular code the sum of the components in any column of A is equal
to a quantity, say ", which is independent of the column selected. Before proving this, note
that this property enables us to write

CAX = "CX (7)

Thus, from (4) through (7)

(8)

To prove that the columns of A all sum to the same quantity consider the form of the
branch output sequences. Referring to the generator matrix of (3), an input I and state S
would produce a branch output

(9)

Summing the columns of A is equivalent to summing the transmission functions
corresponding to outputs of the form of (9) over all possible nonzero inputs. Note that I
and S are nonzero and the g1i have been restricted to be nonzero, Thus the only way for the
i-th output symbol to be zero is for the input to equal g1iS. So the aij transmission function
is

aij = NLDn (10)

where n is the number of nonzero outputs on the branch transition.



To determine the sum of the column transmission functions first assume that all the g1i are
different. Then the sum is

(11)

$1 of the g1i are one nonzero value,
$2 of the g1i are another nonzero value,
.
.
.
$n of the g1i are another nonzero value

where
$1 + $2 + ... + $n = v # 2k-1

then

(12)

Substituting (12) in (8) yields the transfer function.

Optimum Code Transfer Function.  All of the codes considered here have the maximum
free distance. So to select a code with the best distance properties we chose a code with
the minimum number of words at the free distance plus 1. If more than one code has the
same number of words at the free distance plus 1, we select a code in this class with the
minimum number of words at the free distance plus 2. If more than one code remains, we
continue examining the number of words at larger distances until a single code or a class of
codes with the same distance properties remains. This code or class of codes is said to
have the best distance properties.

By expanding the transfer function in a formal power series in D it is clear that the code
with the best distance properties can be obtained by making all the g1i different. The
resulting transfer function is

(13)



Sometimes it is of interest to know the transfer function of a R=1/v dual-k system in which
every output symbol is repeated n times. The transfer function of such a system can be
obtained by replacing D in (13) or,(8) and (12),by Dn.

Performance Bounds for the Independent-Symbol Rayleigh Fading Channel.  To
illustrate the application of this closed form transfer function, here we derive an upper
bound on the bit error probability of a R=1/2 dual-3 coded 8-ary MFSK system on a
Rayleigh fading channel.

Following Viterbi [2], let

(14)

The bit error probability can be upper bounded by

(15)

where Pi is the probability of an error in comparing two sequences which differ in i
symbols. The 2k-1/(2k-1) factor converts the k-bit symbol error probability to bit error
probability [4].

Many times since the first few terms are usually the only significant terms in the
summation of (15), the bound can be tightened by using exact expressions or better bounds
on the first few terms. We will illustrate this technique for the optimum R=1/2 dual-3 code.

Rewriting (14) for the R=1/2 dual-3 code gives

(16)

Then

Pb < 4P4 + 16P5 + (tail terms) (17)

For an independent-symbol Rayleigh fading channel P4 and P5 can be bounded by [5, 6].



(18)

where

(19)

For the Pi contained in the tail terms of (17), we use the upper bound derived in the
Appendix.

(20)

Then the tail term of (17) can be bounded by

(21)

where

D0 = 4p(1-p) (22)

and p is given by (19).

This bound is plotted in Figure 3. Figure 3 also gives upper bounds on the performance of
2 and 4 way diversity uncoded systems with octal signal modulation and noncoherent
demodulation. For a diversity of L, i.e., L channel symbols per information symbol, the
following uncoded bit error probability bounds were used

(23)

where

(24)

Comparing the curves in Figure 3 it can be seen that the coded system is much better than
the uncoded L=2 system with the same number of channel symbols per information symbol



and about 3 dB better than the uncoded L=4 system which has twice as many channel
symbols per information symbol.

Conclusions.  The closed form transfer function derived here simplifies the performance
analysis of dual-k convolutional codes and the performance results obtained show that on a
Rayleigh fading channel these codes can achieve a significant coding gain over uncoded
systems with the same diversity.

Using techniques similar to those described here, performance bounds have also been
obtained for dual-k convolutional coding systems in non-Gaussian environments. Using
somewhat more sophisticated techniques the effects of receiver quantization have also
been included in the bounds.

Appendix A.  The probability of error for a binary orthogonal signal modulated
noncoherently demodulated system with L-way diversity is [6]

(A.1)

where

(A.2)

Here we show that (A.1) can be upper bounded by

(A.3)

For large L the bound of (A.3) is equal to (A.1).

To obtain the bound, first bound the binomial coefficient for L > 1

(A.4)

Since

(A.5)



and [7]

(A.6)

We have

(A.7)

Substituting (A.7) into (A.1) and performing the sum yields

(A.8)

This bound approaches the exact expression of (A.1) for large L.

The 2k-ary symbol bound of (20) is obtained as in [5] by multiplying this bound by (2k-1)
and using the minimum L value (L=6 in this application) in the denominator term.
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Figure 1.  Rate 1/2 dual-3 convolutional encoder

Figure 2.  Finite field representation of a rate 1/v dual-k convolutional encoder



Figure 3.  Performance of several noncoherently demodulated 8-ary
MFSK systems on an independent Rayleigh fading channel



CONVOLUTIONAL CODING AT 50 MBPS FOR THE SHUTTLE KU-
BAND RETURN LINK
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SUMMARY.  Error correcting coding is required for 50 Mbps data link from the Shuttle
Orbiter through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to the ground
because of severe power limitations. Convolutional coding has been chosen because the
decoding algorithms (sequential and Viterbi) provide significant coding gains at the
required bit error probability of 10-6 and can be implemented at 50 Mbps with moderate
hardware. While a 50 Mbps sequential decoder has been built, the highest data rate
achieved for a Viterbi decoder is 10 Mbps. Thus, five multiplexed 10 Mbps Viterbi
decoders must be used to provide a 50 Mbps data rate. This paper discusses the tradeoffs
which were considered when selecting the multiplexed Viterbi decoder approach for this
application.

INTRODUCTION.  A wideband communications link from the Space Shuttle Orbiter to
ground via the NASA TDRSS is currently planned. This link will be used for On-Orbit
transmission of up to 50 Mbps of scientific data and, on a time-shared basis, will also
accommodate television, analog scientific data, experiment or maintenance tape recorder
dumps, etc. the operating frequency will be in the Ku-band (approximately 15 GHz).

In order to accommodate digital data rates on the order of 50 Mbps, under the constraints
which exist due to limitations on Orbiter antenna diameter (present planning is for a
20-inch diameter deployable parabolic dish) and on Orbiter power amplifier output
(approximately 50 watts), the use of coded, coherent PSK has been selected. The large
performance gains associated with convolutional coding, the simple spaceborne encoder
design, and the relative simplicity and availability of ground station decoders has led to the
choice of convolutional codes over block codes. Due to a restriction in available TDRSS
repeater bandwidth to 225 MHz, a code rate of 1/2 has been selected.

This paper addresses the problem of selecting a convolutional encoding and decoding
approach that provides the best possible performance without severe penalties in cost,
complexity, reliability, etc.



COMPARISON OF SEQUENTIAL AND VITERBI DECODING
PERFORMANCE.  Convolutional coding with either sequential or Viterbi decoding has
been shown to provide significant performance gains for communications over the
memoryless white Gaussian noise channel. Both sequential and Viterbi decoders have
been constructed for multi-megabit data rates and are currently available commercially.
Soft-decision Viterbi decoders for short constraint length (K = 7) convolutional codes are
available at information rates up to 10 Mbps, and provide coding gains in the range
4-6 dB. Figure 1 shows the measured performance of the Linkabit LV7015 Viterbi
decoder, which operates at a maximum information rate of 100 Kbps. This measured
performance coincides with the theoretical performance of the LV7017 Viterbi decoder,
which operates at up to 10 Mbps. The measured performance data was obtained in the
Electronic Systems Test Laboratory at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, and
reflects the performance achievable for a practical PSK receiver (non-ideal carrier
reference) with the degradation due to symbol synchronizer performance corrected out.

Figure 1 also shows the theoretical performance of the Linkabit LS4157 sequential
decoder, which is a commercially available hard-decision device originally developed for a
40 Mbps application, but marginally capable of operation at up to 50 Mbps.

As indicated by the performance curve, the coding gain provided by sequential decoding
increases with decreasing information rate. This is because the performance of the
sequential decoder is primarily determined by the buffer memory size and the speed
advantage of the decoding logic (the ratio of computation rate to data rate), and the speed
advantage is higher at lower information rates.

Figure 1 indicates that the soft-decision Viterbi decoder significantly outperforms the hard-
decision sequential decoder at high error probabilities (greater than about 10-5) and is still
somewhat superior at an error probability of 10-6. The almost 2 dB improvement in
sequential decoding performance offered by soft-decisions would make sequential
decoding a much more favorable candidate for the application being considered, but use of
soft-decisions would greatly reduce the maximum information rate at which the decoder
could operate. Soft-decision sequential decoders are not commercially available, but the
technique is straightforward and has been demonstrated at low information rates.

POSSIBLE 50 MBPS DESIGN APPROACHES.  Based on the performance
considerations described above and on the availability of decoder hardware, the following
options for the 50 Mbps Shuttle Ku-band link were evaluated:

a. High-speed (> 10 Mbps) Viterbi decoder(s)

b. Multiplexed 10 Mbps Viterbi decoders



c. 50 Mbps hard-decision sequential decoder

d. Multiplexed low-speed (< 50 Mbps) soft-decision sequential decoders

The results of these evaluations are summarized in subsequent sections of this paper.

HIGH-SPEED VITERBI DECODER(S) FOR 50 MBPS OPERATION.  Currently, a
Viterbi decoder capable of 50 Mbps operation can not be implemented with off-the-shelf
components. The arithmetic unit of the Viterbi decoder is limited to about 35 Mbps using
ECL off-the-shelf components and to about 20 Mbps using SOS components. Thus, with
off-the-shelf components, at least two Viterbi decoders would have to be operated in
parallel on multiplexed data if a 50 Mbps capability is to be provided. If fewer than five
parallel Viterbi decoders are used, then a potentially expensive decoder development effort
would be required to provide a decoder for operation at information rates greater than 10
Mbps.

The arithmetic unit could achieve 50 Mbps operation if it is implemented with a custom
LSI chip using ECL or SOS. For a K = 7 decoder, 64 identical custom arithmetic chips
would be required to implement the arithmetic unit. These custom LSI chips would
significantly decrease the complexity of the arithmetic unit as well as allowing 50 Mbps
operation.

However, this custom LSI chip development would be relatively expensive; also finding a
semiconductor manufacturer to develop the custom LSI chip could be extremely difficult
without a guaranteed large scale production follow-on.

50 MBPS OPERATION USING MULTIPLEXED 10 MBPS VITERBI
DECODERS.  One obvious approach which would provide a 50 Mbps information rate
capability without additional decoder development is to utilize five parallel 10 Mbps
encoders and five parallel 10 Mbps Viterbi decoders. This implementation is illustrated
functionally in Figure 2. The performance provided by a parallel approach such as this
would be the same as would be provided by a single 10 Mbps Viterbi decoder.

It should be noted that the encoder portion of Figure 2 can be implemented with a single
31-stage shift register encoder operating at 50 Mbps with no mux/demux units.

HARD-DECISION SEQUENTIAL DECODING AT 50 MBPS.  Sequential decoding
of convolutional codes is a powerful decoding technique. This technique has an advantage
over Viterbi decoding in that long constraint length convolutional codes can be used since
the code constraint length has only an insignificant effect on the decoder hardware
complexity. Therefore, undetected errors can be made highly improbable for even small



values of Eb/No. As noted previously, the performance of sequential decoding is primarily
determined by two parameters: the buffer memory size and the speed advantage of the
decoding logic (the ratio of computation rate to data rate).

In the Linkabit LS4157 hard-decision 50 Mbps sequential decoder, the received
information bits are delayed by a 65,000 bit MOS shift register. The delayed information
bits are exclusive-ORed with the output of the sequential decoder, resulting in the
corrected information sequence. This large buffer is necessary because the number of
computations to decode an information bit is a random variable.

The decoding logic is implemented using the fastest commercially available logic family,
MECL III. The operating speed of the decoder logic is 70 megacomputations per second.
Nearly all output errors are the result of the sequential decoder not having a correction to
the information bit at the end of the buffer soon enough. When this event occurs, the
information bit is output with no error correction. For the sequential decoder to “catch up,”
at least the next 500 bits will be output from the buffer with the channel errors
uncorrected. Occasionally, 5000 bits will be output from the buffer without the channel
errors corrected. Thus, the errors output from the buffer will tend to occur in long bursts.

50 MBPS OPERATION USING MULTIPLEXED SOFT-DECISION
SEQUENTIAL DECODERS.  From strictly a performance standpoint, this approach is
superior to the other three approaches described previously. There are several
disadvantages associated with soft-decision sequential decoding, however, and these will
be briefly outlined.

The basic arithmetic in a soft-decision sequential decoder is much more complicated than
in a hard-decision sequential decoder, because of the increased branch metrics. In addition,
a larger buffer memory is required to store the same number of branches as a hard-decision
device. The net result is that a 3-bit (8 quantization levels) soft-decision sequential decoder
would be three times as complex as a hard-decision sequential decoder, and would operate
at a much lower information rate. A good estimate is that the information rate for a 3-bit
soft-decision sequential decoder (using commercially available logic) would be limited to
about 8 Mbps, such that six or seven of these decoders could be paralleled to provide a 50
Mbps capability. The performance provided by such an approach would be about 2 dB
better than that provided by a single 50 Mbps hard-decision sequential decoder.

A 2-bit (4 quantization levels) soft-decision sequential decoder would only be twice as
complex as a hard-decision device and could be made to operate at a somewhat higher
information rate (perhaps 12.5 Mbps), such that four decoders could be paralleled to
provide a 50 Mbps capability. However, a 2-bit soft-decision sequential decoder provides 



only a 1.25 dB improvement over hard-decisions, so the performance advantage would not
be as significant.

Soft-decision sequential decoding suffers from two additional disadvantages. First, the
performance of a soft-decision sequential decoder is highly susceptible to variations in
receiver AGC voltage, so somewhat greater care must be exercised in the design of the
modem with which the decoder must operate. Secondly, the memory introduced by the
costas loop of a PSK receiver results in a pronounced degradation in the performance of a
soft-decision sequential decoder; therefore, the use of interleaving (2000 bits or more) may
be required in order to realize the full potential performance gain.

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED APPROACH.  Based on the considerations noted
above, the following conclusion were made regarding the four options for 50 Mbps
operation which were evaluated:

a.  High-Speed (> 10 Mbps) Viterbi Decoder(s)   This approach was considered
unacceptable because of (1) the developmental effort required to provide high speed (< 50
Mbps) Viterbi decoders using off-the-shelf components or to provide the custom LSI chip
required for a 50 Mbps Viterbi decoder, and because of (2) the fact that the performance
would be no better than that achievable using commercially available Viterbi decoders
operating at 10 Mbps.

b.  Multiplexed 10 Mbps Viterbi Decoders   This approach was considered acceptable and
was selected for implementation.

c.  50 Mbps Hard-Decision Sequential Decoder   This approach was considered
unacceptable because of the poor performance characteristics of hard-decision sequential
decoders.

d.  Multiplexed Low-Speed (< 50 Mbps) Soft-Decision Sequential Decoders   This
approach was considered unacceptable because of (1) the development costs associated
with providing soft-decision sequential decoder hardware, and (2) the relatively high
susceptibility of soft-decision sequential decoders to non-ideal conditions such as receiver
AGC variations and receiver memory.

The 50 Mbps design approach selected for the Shuttle Ku-band link is summarized in
somewhat greater detail in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 illustrates the single shift-register
implementation for the encoder and also indicates the bit-by-bit interleaving scheme which
was selected.



Using the encoder interleaving scheme shown in Figure 3, the parallel decoder
configuration is totally self-synchronizing. The demultiplexer which precedes the parallel
decoders is a single decommutator which merely routes every fifth incoming symbol to
each decoder. Each decoder establishes its own branch synchronization and the resulting
decoded sequences are combined with an output multiplexer. Figure 4 illustrates the details
of these operations.

One aspect of the selected parallel Viterbi decoder approach which is of concern is that of
reliability. The reliability of a configuration consisting of five decoders operating in
parallel is obviously much lower than the reliability of a single component decoder. This
decreased reliability may necessitate some sort of fault detection and sparing provisions,
possibly even an automatic replacement scheme.

CONCLUSIONS.  It is felt that the selected 50 Mbps encoding/decoding approach offers
a reasonable compromise between performance and system complexity. The coding gain
provided by this approach is relatively high (5.3dB at a probability of error of 10-6), the
system degrades gracefully (a coding gain of 2.7 dB is available at a probability of error of
10-2), the spaceborne encoder is extremely simple to implement, and the groundbased
decoders are available commercially and can be combined in a straightforward manner.
Such an approach is not limited to 50 Mbps data rates. It appears reasonable to extend the
parallel 10 Mbps Viterbi decoder concept to systems requiring operation at data rates well
in excess of 100 Mbps, although reliability becomes of increasing concern as the number
of parallel decoders becomes large.





Figure 2.  Functional Configuration for 50 Mbps Operation Using
Multiplexed 10 Mbps Viterbi Decoders

Figure 3.  Alternate Encoder Implementation and Interleaving
Scheme for 50 Mbps Encoding



Figure 4  Synchronization Strategy for Parallel Viterbi Decoders
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COST-EFFECTIVE CODING IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS*
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Summary.  Due to the recent developments in computer hardware and cost reduction,
many powerful coding techniques can now be implemented to achieve high reliability at
low cost. In this paper we examine the necessary ingredients for successful applications
and delineate the systems variables and their inter-relationships. A number of sample
applications will be presented to illustrate a systematic procedure to evaluate, select design
and implement high performance and low cost systems for error correction and error
detection. Implementation approach is considered including hardware, software,
microprogramming ROMs, RAMs and LSI.

1.   The Role of Coding in Telemetering - What It Can Do and What It Cannot Do.  
It is well-known that error-correction and error-detection codes exist for various code
length and percentages of redundancy, and that they can be implemented by computer
hardware or software. What is not well-known is the fact that the performance of a
properly designed coding system which matches the error statistics of the channel could be
vastly superior to one casually designed out of standard textbook schemes. What is even
more surprising is the fact the cost of implementation could vary by several orders of
magnitude depending upon the experience of the person involved in the work. To achieve
such a high pay-off cost-effective system it often involves the combination of extensive
experience, familiarity of hardware available and ingenious design of codes to fit the
occasion. The purpose of this paper is to examine the ingredients necessary for achieving
such optimal solutions.

A common misconception is that codes can be used to correct all errors of the system. This
is certainly not true. Given a certain amount of signal redundancy one tries to correct the
set of most probable errors. Although the correction procedure usually improves the
reliability of the system it by no means takes care of all errors. Furthermore, if a message
is delivered with no error correction needed it does not mean no error can be present. It
simply implies the fact that it is a valid codeword. On the positive side it should be said



that many codes exist to improve the reliability of the system drastically provided
sufficient redundancy is available. The effectiveness of coding is also strongly dependent
upon the initial state of the channel. If the initial error rate is reasonably low it is possible
to design fairly simple systems to meet the needs. This is, however, not a typical situation.
In the real world channel statistics are not stationary. The error rate varies over a range.
The distribution is complex. Hence, it is often necessary to comprise the design for the
normal and the worst situations.

2.   Error Correction Approaches - Voting, Estimation, and Solution of Equations.  
Coding schemes for error correction are based on some very basic concepts. The majority-
logic codes are based on a voting principle. It is necessary to have a sufficient number of
good bits to out-vote the bad bits. It is further necessary to have a scheme of voting that
guarantees the proper result inspite of the statistical and, therefore, unpredictable
occurrence of the errors. Most of the majority scheme are based upon Euclidean geometry
or Projective geometry. The votes are first taken at high-dimensional flats (hypersurfaces).
The results at the high-dimensional flats are used for voting at the lower dimensional flats.
Final results are obtained at the zero-flat level. The structure of the geometry guarantees
the correctness of the voting procedure (not the outcome) and allows one to estimate the
capabilities of majority-logic codes.

The Viterbi decoding algorithm is based upon statistical estimation. At any particular point
in time a number of possible received sequences are considered and the probability of the
occurrence of each sequence is calculated. The most probable one is, therefore, picked.
This, however, only fixes the decision on the earliest bit in the stream. At this point the
next received bit is incorporated into the decoding procedure and the process proceeds
iteratively.

In the case of BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) codes the structure is algebraic in
nature. One basically sets up a set of equations which operates as a set of constraints on
the codewords. When errors present themselves the constraints are not satisfied. As a
result, if the situation is what is expected the system of equations are used to solve for the
unknown intruders.

3.   Implementation of Coding - From Shift Registers to LSI.   The question of
implementation is a very important one, especially when we are concerned with practical
applications. For many years it has been assumed that shift registers are used for most or
all coding systems. The shift registers are useful in serving as a buffer memory and it
facilitates computation on bit streams that come in serially. Several things have changed
drastically during the years. Many systems have a high data rate and it often transmits
serial by word but parallel by bit. Many sources and sink of information are indeed
computers. Hence, the systems for which coding is applied to runs in high speed. It is often



not attractive to follow the serial processing modes of a shift register. Furthermore, the
advances in computer technology has led to a multiplicity of circuits and chips. Some of
them are suitable to shift register implementation and others are not. In order to achieve a
simple and cost effective implementation it is vital to take into consideration the specific
technologies available, including software and microprogramming techniques.

A note of caution is in order when software or microprogramming is used. It is almost
always a good idea not to emulate the shift register. Emulations of the shift registers are
expensive and slow. It is always better to start from the decoding algorithm and implement
the algorithm directly. The best approach is to design or modify the code to fit the
technological idiosyncracies that are present.

4.   The Proper Approach to a High-Quality Coding System - Means to Optimize
Your Gains in Coding Hardware, Software and Systems.   The most important thing to
remember in the design of a coding system is to start early, before all the system
parameters are fixed. When the system parameters are fixed the flexibility is gone and it
becomes very difficult to design and fit in the parameters.

The basic idea of coding success is dependent upon the matching of the channel statistics
and the code capabilities. Hence, it is important to study the statistical properties to make
sure it matches the code class selected.

Most codes have their natural code length, that usually does not match the block length
required. Modifications are often needed to fit the situation. Use of tables and read-only
memory are often quite useful in reducing complexity in decoding implementation. The
most important factor involved in design is certainly experience. It has been discovered
that a person with a great deal of experience in this area can put together a superior system
in much shorter time which is very attractive from cost-effectiveness point of view. A
number of examples will be given in the talk.
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A BOUND ON VITERBI DECODER ERROR BURST LENGTH
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Summary.  A maximum likelihood (Viterbi) decoder used with a convolutional code on a
Gaussian channel produces decoding errors which tend to occur in clusters or bursts. A
method is described for deriving an upper bound on the probability of occurrence of error
bursts of a given length. The method applies to the optimum convolutional codes found by
Odenwalder,1 for which the codeword weight distribution is partially known. Laboratory
measurements of error burst length at signal-to-noise ratios greater than 4 dB indicate that
the upper bound is useful for approximating the length of high-probability bursts, but is not
precise enough to predict the probability of very long, low-probability bursts.

Introduction.   In some applications, the length of error bursts produced by a Viterbi
decoder can be an important consideration. One example is a concatenated code in which
the inner code consists of a convolutional code with a Viterbi decoder. The outer encoder
and decoder should be designed to correct most of the Viterbi decoder error bursts. An
approximation to the probability distribution of the length of these bursts is needed before
the outer decoder, which may include interleaving, can be designed.

Most previous derivations of burst length probabilities are based upon randomly chosen
time-varying codes. The derivation in this paper differs in that it applies to the optimum
short constraint length codes, which are non-time-varying.

Convolutional Code Structure.   As a preliminary, some well-known properties of
convolutional codes will be reviewed. Refer to Figure 1, which shows an encoder having
constraint length 7 and rate 1/2. In general, constraint length is designated K, and rate
R = 1/V.

Assume that the input sequence X has the following properties:  (a) The first non-zero
information bit is X1, (b) the last non-zero bit is XL, and (c) between X1 and XL there is no
run of K-1 consecutive zeros. The resulting encoder output sequence, consisting of V(L +
K - 1) code symbols is the codeword Y.



2 Optimum in the sense of providing minimum bit error rate.

Definition 1: The Hamming weight of codeword Y is the number of ones appearing in Y.

Definition 2: The free distance of a code is the minimum weight of a non-zero codeword,
where the minimization is done over all possible non-zero input sequences.

For the optimum2  rate 1/2 codes of constraint length 3 through 9, and rate 1/3 codes of
constraint length 3 through 8, Odenwalder computed the Hamming weight distribution for
the low-weight codewords. Table 1 summarizes this information for the K = 7, R = 1/2
code. The number of non-zero codewords having Hamming weight 10 through 16 is listed.
(Since the free distance of this particular code is 10, there are no non-zero codewords of
weight less than 10.)

Table 1.  Codeword Weight Spectrum for 
K=7, R=1/2 Optimum Code

Error Events.  It is assumed throughout that the channel has additive white Gaussian
noise with single-sided spectral density No. The signal consists of coherent bi-phase shift
keying with signal-to-noise ratio specified by Eb/No, where Eb is the signal energy per
information bit. The convolutional code is decoded by the ideal (maximum likelihood)
Viterbi decoding algorithm. The example of the K = 7, R = 1/2 optimum code will be used,
but the generalization to other codes is obvious. It is necessary to treat each code
separately since the codeword weight spectrum is unique to that code.

It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the all-zero codeword is transmitted. (Since
the code is linear, error bursts do not depend on the particular codeword transmitted, and
the all-zero codeword can be assumed.)

An error burst in the decoded data consists of a cluster of errors preceded and followed by
a guard space (error-less span) of at least K - 1 bits, where K is the code constraint length.
There is a unique error burst corresponding to each non-zero codeword. Thus, the error
bursts can be ranked according to the weight of the corresponding codeword.



3 A codeword branch consists of V code symbols, as shown in Figure 1.

4 S. J. Curry, Selection of Convolutional Codes Having Large Free Distance, Ph.D. Thesis,
UCLA, 1971.

5 It can be shown by an exhaustive search for 1st-order error bursts that the actual maximum burst
length is 10 bits.

In our example of the K = 7, R = 1/2 code, there are codewords of weight 10, 12, 14, 16,
... . A 1st-order error burst corresponds to a codeword of weight 10, a 2nd-order burst to a
codeword of weight 12, and so on for higher orders.

A Bound on Burst Length.  For each order burst a bound on the burst length can now be
derived. Two more definitions are needed.

Definition 3:   The minimum distance, dmin, of a convolutional code of constraint length K
is the minimum Hamming weight of the first K codeword branches,3 where the minimum is
taken over all non-zero codewords.

Definition 4:   The reverse minimum distance,            , of a convolutional code is the
minimum distance of the reverse code. (In our example the code has subgenerators              
                 and the reverse code has subgenerators                

For a short constraint length code, dmin and             in can be computed either by inspection
or by a simple computer search algorithm. For the K = 7, R = 1/2 code, dmin = 5 and            
 = 4.

The following theorem is proved in the Appendix.

Theorem 1:4  Suppose a non-catastrophic convolutional code has constraint length K,
minimum distance dmin, and reverse minimum distance           . An error burst
corresponding to a codeword of weight W has a burst length, L, which can be upper
bounded by

(1)

It is assumed that W > dmin +            and a maximum likelihood decoder is used.

To illustrate the use of this theorem, consider the K = 7 code, which has dmin = 5 and           
         . The codewords corresponding to 1st-order error bursts have Hamming weight W =
10. Using Theorem 1, the bound on the length of these first order bursts is found to be L1 #
19 bits.5 The bound can also be evaluated for higher order error bursts as



6 A. J. Viterbi, “Convolutional Codes and Their Performance in Communication Systems,” IEEE
Trans. on Comm. Tech., COM-19, October 1971.

Ln < 7 + 12n (2)

where n = order of the error burst.

Error Burst Probabilities.   The Viterbi decoder error bursts have been ranked in
different orders, where the ranking reflects the relative probability of occurrence. A union
bound on this probability will now be calculated.

Again suppose the all-zero codeword is transmitted, and suppose the decoder has correctly
decoded all previous data. Let pW be the probability that an error burst corresponding to
one particular codeword of weight W begins on a given bit. Viterbi6 has shown that for a
maximum likelihood decoder

Let Pn be the probability that an n-th order error event begins on a given decoded bit. It is
assumed that the number of n-th order code-words, Nn, is known. Using the union bound
on the probability of Nn events which are not disjoint, it follows that

(3)

where Wn is the weight of an n-th order codeword.

Equation (3) gives an upper bound on the probability that an n-th order burst will occur,
and Equation (2) gives a bound on the maximum length for that burst. Burst probabilities
and bounds on burst lengths for orders 1 through 4 are shown in Table 2.

Table 2.  Bounds on Burst Length and Probability of Occurrence



It is assumed that bursts of order 5 or higher occur so rarely that they comprise an
insignificant percentage of the total bursts. This assumption is supported by the computed
bounds on burst probability in Table 2. Using the computed values in Table 2, an
approximate distribution of burst lengths can be constructed, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3.  Approximate Burst Length Distribution

Comparison with Experimental Data.  Burst length measurements were made at various
signal-to-noise ratios for the Linkabit LV 7026 Viterbi decoder. The decoder was operated
at a data rate of 1 Mbps on a Gaussian channel. The encoder/decoder has rate 1/2,
constraint length 7, and uses the optimal code. The mean and standard deviation of the
burst length were measured at various signal-to-noise ratios using large data samples with
the results shown in Table 4. In addition, the exact length of 100 bursts was measured. A
histogram of measured burst length can be constructed, as shown in Figure 2. This data
indicates that the approximate burst length distribution given in Table 3 is pessimistic in
that it predicts a higher percentage of long burst (length greater than 19 bits) than was
actually observed.

Table 4.  Measured Burst Statistics for K=7, R=1/2 Viterbi Decoder

To compare predicted maximum burst length with the measurements, consider the case of
Eb/No = 4 dB. The maximum measured burst length was 34 bits (over a data sample of 200
bursts). From Table 3, the predicted maximum length is 55 bits, excluding bursts of order 5
or higher, which occur rarely. However, if a much larger data sample is used, one would
expect to observe a few bursts of very long length, possibly exceeding 55 bits. The method
of deriving the bound cannot predict these rare events because the codeword weight
structure is not known with enough precision.



7 Curry, op. cit.

Conclusions.  A method of deriving an upper bound on the probability of Viterbi decoder
error bursts of a given length has been described. The bound is derived for a specific
convolutional code, using knowledge of the codeword weight distribution. It was evaluated
for a particular case, the K = 7, R = 1/2 optimal convolutional code. The method is limited
to short constraint length codes, since these are the only ones for which the codeword
weight distribution is known.

Appendix:  Proof of Theorem 1.7   Referring to Figure 1, the codeword Y consists of L +
K - 1 branches, where each branch contains 2 symbols. Let W(Y) be the Hamming weight
of the codeword. Then

when Yi is the i-th codeword branch.

Assume that the input sequence length satisfies the inequality

But,

By definition,

and

Thus,



8 Odenwalder, op. cit.

The above assumption on L implies that

Non-catastrophic convolutional codes have the property that any (K-1) consecutive
branches of a non-zero codeword must have Hamming weight at least one.8 But,

is the sum of Hamming weights of L-(K+1) codeword branches, where L-K+1 satisfies the
above inequality. Thus,

where [·] is the next smallest integer operator. It follows that W(Y) $ W(Y) + 1, which is a
contradiction. Thus, the assumption on L is invalid, and it follows that

This proves the theorem.

Figure 1.  Convolutional Encoder with Subgenerators                



Figure 2.  Burst Length Distribution from Measurements
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TAPE TRANSPORT SERVO
SYSTEMS

E. L. LAW
Pacific Missile Test Center

Point Mugu, California

Summary.  A method of measuring the frequency response of the tape servo system of
analog magnetic tape recorder/reproducers is presented. The servo responses of three tape
machines were measured using this method. The results of these measurements are shown
to be in good agreement with the difference (in decibels, (dB)) between the flutter spectra
in tachometer and tape servo modes. It is also shown that all three servo systems amplified
some flutter components. Therefore if the flutter spectrum of the record machine is known,
the total flutter can be reduced by carefully choosing the reproduce machine.

Introduction.  The difficult conditions (spacecraft, ships, etc.) under which much data
recording is done often makes the use of tape servo off recorded reference signals
necessary, because the recording machine was either not running at a constant speed or not
running at the correct speed. Since many tape servo systems amplify rather than attenuate
certain frequencies of flutter1, it is important to be able to measure the servo response of a
tape recorder/reproducer. This paper presents a method for making this measurement. The
results of this measurement are also compared to the difference (in dB) between the flutter
spectra in tachometer and tape servo modes.

Test Methods and Results.  The frequency response of the tape transport servo system
was measured using a method proposed in an informal memorandum by Dr. M. H.
Nichols*. Figure 1 is a block diagram of this method. A 100 kilohertz (kHz) signal is
frequency modulated by a sinusiod of known amplitude and frequency. This creates a
deterministic flutter component whose amplitude can be easily measured using a
discriminator and a spectrum analyzer or wave analyzer. The usual flutter components of
the tape recorder/reproducer will also be present at the discriminator output. Therefore, a
narrow band filter must be used to measure the amplitude of the artifically induced
component. The ratio of the output in tape servo mode to the output in tachometer mode is
the measure of how well the servo system performs at that frequency of flutter. The



measured servo responses of three tape recorder/reproducers are presented in figures 2, 3,
and 4. All three servo systems are shown to have regions of flutter frequency where the
servo system amplifies the modulating frequency.

The choice of the peak deviation of the simulated reference signal is very important.
Reference 1 showed that laboratory analog tape recorders have many individual flutter
components which cause deviations of between 1 hertz (Hz) and 50 Hz. The best choice of
deviation is the largest one that is expected to be seen in practice, if this deviation is within
the linear region of the servo system. The test can be run with the largest expected
deviation and then repeated with a smaller deviation. If the servo response is
approximately the same for the two tests, both deviations are within the linear region. If
the responses are not the same at the frequencies where the large flutter components are
expected, the servo system should be readjusted or a different reproducer used. Care
should be taken to minimize the spurious modulation components (mostly multiples of
60 Hz). This test can also be performed using a flutter meter with a built-in wave analyzer
(such as the MICOM 8300W) instead of the discriminator and spectrum analyzer.

In this study, the peak deviation of the 100 kHz voltage controlled oscillator VCO was
50 Hz with the exception that a 2.5 Hz deviation was used for recorder 1 for simulated
flutter frequencies between 100 Hz and 300 Hz. At a peak deviation of 200 Hz, the servo
loops of all three recorders were unstable over some band of modulation frequencies.
Figure 5 is a plot of the flutter spectrum of recorder 1 with a 150 Hz modulating frequency
and a peak deviation of only 50 Hz. This recorder was unstable at this combination of
modulating frequency and deviation. This caused the large low frequency components. A
comparison with figure 6 shows that these components were amplified by approximately
55 dB with respect to their normal level in tape servo mode. Therefore, a smaller deviation
had to be used to get a valid measure of the servo response of recorder 1 at frequencies
between 100 Hz and 300 Hz.

Reference 1 shows that even laboratory analog tape recorders can have individual flutter
components which deviate the carrier by up to 50 Hz (recorder D of that study had such
components at 165 Hz and 180 Hz). When a tape was recorded on recorder D and
reproduced in tape servo mode on recorder 1, the servo system could not achieve proper
lock. This caused the peak-to-peak (2F) flutter to rise to 3% in a 10 kHz bandwidth (it was
0.3% in tachometer mode). Therefore, the tape servo mode should be used cautiously or
else servo systems with large amplifications should be readjusted for more damping.

Tests were then conducted to check the validity of using the servo response (measured by
the preceding technique) to predict the flutter spectra in tape servo mode. The flutter
spectra of the three recorder/reproducers were measured in both tachometer and tape servo
modes using a MICOM 8300W flutter meter in conjunction with an Electro-Mechanical



Research (EMR) 1510 spectrum analyzer. The differences (in dB) between the flutter
spectra in the two modes were determined for several discrete flutter components and are
plotted in figures 2, 3, and 4. These values agree quite well with the measured servo
responses. Figure 2 also shows good agreement for a tape recorded on machine 2 and
reproduced on machine 1. This verifies that the results of the proposed measurement
method can be used to predict the flutter spectrum in tape servo mode. The departures at
low frequencies are due to a combination of background noise and interchannel time
displacement error. Since some flutter components are not stationary , care must be taken
to choose spectral components which give consistent results for the flutter comparison.

Figure 6 is a plot of the flutter spectrum of recorder 1 in tape servo mode overlaid on its
flutter spectrum in tachometer mode. The peak-to-peak (2F) flutter in a 10 kHz bandwidth
was 0.19% in tachometer mode and 0.20% in tape servo mode. However, the time base
error was reduced in tape servo mode because the low frequency components are
dominant in time base error. (Time base error is proportional to the integral of flutter.)

Conclusions.  This study has shown that the flutter spectrum in tape servo mode can be
predicted with reasonable accuracy if the servo frequency response and the flutter
spectrum in tachometer mode are both known. This can be used to minimize flutter by
reproducing a tape on a machine that does not amplify the main flutter components of the
tape.

It was also shown that the servo systems of all three recorders used in this study amplified
some frequencies of flutter. The servo system with the largest amplification was unstable
when a tape recorded on another laboratory recorder was reproduced on it in tape servo
mode. Therefore, the servo systems of tape recorder/reproducers with large amplification
at some frequencies should be readjusted for more damping because they tend to be
unstable in tape servo mode and cause an increase in total flutter.

Reference.

1) Law, E. L., “Analysis of the Power Spectral Density of Tape Recorder Flutter,”
Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California, TP-76-7, 26 March 1976.



FIGURE 1   SETUP FOR SERVO RESPONSE TEST

FIGURE 2   SERVO RESPONSE OF RECORDER/REPRODUCER 1.



FIGURE 3   SERVO RESPONSE/ REPRODUCER 2.

FIGURE 4   SERVO RESPONSE OF RECORDER/REPRODUCER 3.



FIGURE 5   FLUTTER SPECTRUM OF RECORDER/REPRODUCER 1 IN
TAPE SERVO MODE (UNSTABLE)

FIGURE 6   FLUTTER SPECTRA RECORDER/REPRODUCER 1.



A MASS MEMORY UNIT FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER

R. E. BROBST
Odetics, Inc.

Anaheim, California

Summary.  A high-capacity, medium access time data storage system has been developed
to interface with the five General Purpose Computers (GPC) in the Space Shuttle System.
Termed a Mass Memory Unit (MMU), this system uses magnetic tape as the storage
medium.

There are two basic functions for the MMU in the Space Shuttle System. First, the MMU
will be used to provide display format storage. These displays will be used for vehicle
operational procedures and on-line status. The second function is as an auxiliary memory
to be used to store and load/reload all phases of flight/ground software.

The stored data is catalogued by using eight longitudinal channels (tracks) and eight
transverse channels (files). Each file is divided into eight subfiles, and each subfile is
divided into 32 blocks. Any one or more blocks or any subfile can be addressed by the
GPC.

The MMU is capable of storing 1.31 X 108 bits and has a nominal access time (to the
nearest block of data) of 600 milliseconds. The data transfer rate is 1 X 106 bits per second
and recording is at a packing density of 5 X 103 bits per inch.

The MMU is a hermetically sealed unit which occupies approximately 1,000 cubic inches
and weighs approximately 25 pounds. The wear-related items have been designed to
ensure over 20,000 tape passes without maintenance.

As an advanced form of data storage, the MMU fills a void between slow-access tape
drives of high-storage capacity and disks or drums with fast access time and relatively
low-storage capacity. In contrast with disk or drum memories, the MMU consumes
operating power only when active, which yields a very low average mission power.

Introduction.  Because of the unique requirements presented by the Space Shuttle system
(7-day missions), it was deemed necessary to develop a new type of data storage system.
This system had to have a low average power per mission with high-data storage capacity
and medium-fast access times.



The previous answer to similar requirements in the military aircraft field was to choose
either an IBM compatible 800 bpi closed-loop tape transport, or a drum or disk system.
The basic problem with the 800 bpi tape transport for the Shuttle is its high-running power
(approximately 1,000 watts). The basic problems with a disk or drum system are its low-
data storage (approximately 106 bits) and high average power (60 - 80 watts).

The Mass Memory Unit was then developed to fill the gap between these two choices.

Text.  The Mass Memory Unit (MMU) is a magnetic tape record/reproduce device with a
storage capacity of approximately 1.31 X 108 bits of digital data. The MMU interfaces
with a General Purpose Computer (GPC) by means of a bidirectional 1 MHz Data Bus.

The MMU provides for the nonvolatile storage of large volumes of digital data. The MMU
can be viewed as an extension of the GPC memory. Each of several GPC’s can access this
data by “reading” data blocks through serial commands to the MMU. Each GPC can also
store data blocks in the MMU.

The MMU is specifically intended for spacecraft operation. The tape transport mechanism
is internally mounted on vibration isolators to protect critical precision elements during the
launch environment. The enclosure is hermetically sealed and pressurized slightly above
the normal sea-level atmosphere.

Three connectors (J1, J2 and J3) are on the front cover of the MMU. Twenty-eight volt
DC power, power return and chassis ground are connected to the MMU at J1. The input/
output signals and certain test signals are connected at J2. J3 permits the use of Ground
Support Equipment for the purpose of formatting the tape, verifying MMU performance,
and analyzing various internally generated MMU signals.

The normal operating power used by the MMU is substantially reduced during inactive
periods. When data reading or writing is not required, the MMU reverts to a STANDBY
mode in which only those logic functions necessary for GPC interface are enabled. The
average power of the MMU is 21 watts.

The GPC controls the MMU with specially coded commands. If not busy (if READY), the
MMU responds to these commands by performing the requested action, by transmitting
data, or by transmitting information. When writing or reading digital data, the GPC
command includes an address which identifies the location at which the data is to be
written on or read from the MMU tape. The location is identified by Track, Subfile, and
Block. In all, 2,048 unique block addresses are available on each of the eight files. Each
block contains 512 16-data-bit (plus one parity bit) words. Data location on the tape is
discussed in detail in a later paragraph.



The pertinent MMU specifications are summarized in Table I.

Table I
MMU Specifications

Size 11.6 inches wide x 15 inches long x 7.5 inches high (outline
dimensions)

Temperature -20EF to +120EF (ambient); when secured to cold plate (+35EF to
+120EF)

Data I/O Rate 33.5 ±0.5 microseconds/word

Word Length 17 bits (including parity bit)

Error Rate Errorless in 1.31 x 108 bits

Write Enable Selective enabling of any or all tracks is controlled at MMU
connector J3

Access Time # .70 sec

Traverse Time One subfile traversed in 0.549 sec

Tape Speed 100 ips

The storage medium used in the Mass Memory Unit is 602 feet of magnetic tape. As seen
in Figures 1 and 2, the tape is broken down as follows:

The bulk of the tape is used by the eight files (numbered 0 - 7). Each file contains eight
tracks (0 - 7) of data broken up into eight subfiles (0 - 7). It should be noted that although
these subfiles are numbered from 0 to 7 in the forward direction (even tracks), these same
subfiles are also numbered 0 to 7 in the reverse direction (odd tracks). This was done to
facilitate the computer software development. Also, there is a beginning-of-file area, an
end-of-file area, and a control track located within each file. The beginning-of-file and end-
of-file areas are only used for starting and stopping. The control track is a very important
and unique element of the MMU. It provides the necessary information to allow the
location of the needed data. The control track will be discussed in greater detail later.

Each subfile is broken up into 32 blocks (0 - 31). Each block contains 512 data words.
Each word contains 17 bits—16 data bits and one parity bit.



Figure 1

Figure 2



Although only 17 bits are written on the tape for each word recorded, 28 bits are sent by
the GPC to the MMU, and 28 bits are sent by the MMU to the GPC. The 28 bits are
structured as follows:

Bits 1 - 3 are used by the MMU or GPC to decide if the rest of the word represents a
command word or a data word.

Bits 4 - 8 are decoded to determine if the message sent by the GPC is meant for that
particular MMU, or if sent by the MMU, they tell the GPC from which MMU the message
is coming.

Bits 9 - 24 are the 16-data bits to be written on tape.

Bit 25 is the power transients bit and is set to zero if a power transient occurs.

Bit 26 is always a zero.

Bit 27 is the Validity bit and is set to zero to indicate an error condition occurred.

Bit 28 is the odd-parity bit.

Bits 9 - 24 are written on the tape along with a new odd-parity bit based on just bits 9 - 24.
Bits 1 - 8 and 25 - 28 are discarded as overhead.

Modes of Operation.  Now that we have discussed how the MMU data is formatted on
the tape, let us now see what functions can be performed by the MMU. There are five
basic operations that the computer can request that the MMU perform:

1. Position tape.

2. Write new data on the tape.

3. Read previously written data from the tape.

4. Transmit the status registers.

5. Transmit tape position data.

These (and all other) commands will be accepted by the MMU only if the MMU is
READY (not already performing an operation).



The position tape command is the only command that allows the tape to be moved from
one file to another. All other commands are operated on within the file in which the MMU
has stopped. In addition, the position tape command can also be used to position to a
different file gap or subfile within the file in which the MMU has stopped.

The write data command allows the GPC to write new data in any location within the file
in which the MMU has stopped. Since data is written in the forward direction on tracks 0,
2, 4, and 6 and in the reverse direction on tracks 1, 3, 5, and 7, care must be taken to
position the tape at the proper place. For example, if it is desired to write this new data on
track 4 in subfile 6, the MMU must be positioned on the beginning-of-file side of subfile 6
so that the MMU will be moving in the forward direction when it comes to subfile 6.
Likewise, if it is desired to write the data on track 3 in subfile 6, the MMU must be
positioned on the end-of-file side of subfile 6. If the MMU is requested to read data that is
“behind” where it is positioned or within the subfile in which it has stopped, the MMU
will take no action and an error indication will be set. For example, if the MMU is directed
to write data in subfile 4 on track 6 and the MMU is positioned to subfile 5 on track 6 it
cannot read subfile 4 while moving in the forward direction (as required by calling for
track 6). Therefore, no action will be taken and an error indication wil be set in the status
register.

The sequence of events that is necessary in order to write new data is as follows:

1.  The MMU must be properly positioned as discussed above.

2. The track on which data is to be written must be one that is enabled by a
hardware enable located on connector J3.

3. The write command must be preceded by a write enable command.

4. The previously written data must first be erased before the new data can be
written.

Items 2. and 3. comprise the system that safeguards critical data that has been previously
written and is to be retained. If this data is written on track 2, for example, and track 2 is
disabled, then new data cannot be written on track 2. If track 2 is mistakenly enabled, Item
3. requires that a write enable command that calls for track 2 be sent before the MMU will
accept a write command. Thus, there is a double safeguard for that critical data.

When it is required to write new data and Items 1., 2., and 3., have been met, the old data
must be erased before the new data can be written. Only the old data that is going to be
rewritten must be erased (not any additional data). In order to do this erasing and rewriting



in one pass, the erasing is done immediately before the data is written. A complex sensing
and timing circuit senses when the erase should begin, the write should begin, the erase
should end, and when the write should end.

The command to read previously recorded data works exactly like the write command as
regards to proper positioning of the MMU prior to reading. The data can be read only in
the direction in which it was recorded so care must be taken to position the MMU
properly. If the MMU is requested to read data that is “behind” it or within the subfile in
which it has stopped, no action will be taken and an error indication will be set. Since the
reading of the data does not destroy the data, there are no restrictions on which tracks can
be read. A read command tells the MMU which track, subfile, and blocks are to be read.

When either writing or reading data, only one track can be written or read with one
command. Also, only 256 blocks of data can be written or read with one command. At 32
blocks per subfile and eight subfiles per track, these 256 blocks constitute all the data on
any one track within a file (and are equivalent to one computer memory load).

The transmit status command requests the MMU to transmit the contents of the two status
registers in the MMU. These status registers give a summary of any MMU error
conditions.

The transmit tape location command requests that the MMU transmit its location to the
GPC. The location is given in terms of track, file, and subfile (or file gap).

In order to provide a description of the MMU/General Purpose Computer interface when
the above commands are issued, Table II has been provided. Table II shows the General
Purpose Computer commands that are issued, any response by the MMU across the data
bus, and any other action taken.

A functional block diagram of the MMU is shown in Figure 3. The MMU is divided into
five functional areas:

1. The Multiplex Interface Adapter assembly
2. The MMU control/read/write
3. The read/write electronics
4. The tape transport
5. The power supplies

A more complete description of these blocks follows.



Table II

GPC Command MMU Response Action

Position Tape - Moves tape within MMU to requested file
and subfile location

Write Enable

Write

Write Data

-

-

SCW

-

Enables subsequent write command (on
hard-wire enabled tracks).

Commands MMU to accept forthcoming
data words. Describes subfile, block, and
track location.

The search complete word is issued by the
MMU 32 word times before actual writing
of a data block begins. Upon each issue,
the GPC should begin transmitting 512
sequential data words per block.

GPC transmits 512 data words per block.

Read Status -

Status

Requests status report of any problems
detected within MMU.

Reports Registers A and B status. Resets
any error bits in status register.

Read Command Data
Transmission

MMU starts reading at selected track,
subfile and block and continues reading up
to 16 blocks. Status (error) data is
transmitted with each word.

Extend Block Count - Selects a sequential number of blocks (no
more than 256) within a single file and
track for a subsequent write or read
command.

Read Command Data
Transmission

MMU starts reading at selected tracks,
subfile, and block. Continues reading
block until the requested extended block
count is satisfied.



GPC Command MMU Response Action

Read Status - Provides status report of any problems
detected at MMU since last status request.
Resets any error bits in status register.

Position Request - Provides positional report of current MMU
location by file, subfile/gap, and track.

Mass Memory Functional Block Diagram
Figure 3

Multiplex Interface Adapter Assembly.  The Multiplex Interface Adapter assembly is
the interface between the MMU and the data bus and provides formatting and
synchronization for all data transfers. It also decodes all messages sent on the data bus and
accepts only those meant for that particular MMU.

Control/Read/Write.  The functional block labeled Control/Read/Write (CRW) is the
control center for the operation of the entire MMU. The CRW accepts incoming
commands and data from the Multiplex Interface Adapter assembly. it then decodes the
commands, establishes the proper operating mode and issues its own commands to the
transport electronics. The CRW, after accepting the incoming data from the Multiplex
Interface Adapter, buffers it in a Random Access Memory, then apportions it to the write



electronics at the proper rate to be recorded. This same buffer is also used in the read
mode to apportion the data to the Multiplex Interface Adapter. This buffer is necessary
because the data is written and read at a rate of 17/28 X (1 MHz) or 607 KHz.

The CRW also provides the decision logic to determine (with information from the various
error condition monitors) which status errors should be set. Further, the CRW controls
some of the interfaces with other blocks. For example, the initial power-on timing
sequence and the shutdown to standby are controlled by the CRW.

Read/Write Electronics.  This functional area selects the designated read or write head,
erases and records data on the tape, or reads data from the tape at locations designated by
the control/read/write logic. Control track identification data is sensed to properly locate or
record data on the data tracks for recordings in either the forward or reverse tape direction.
Additionally, status signals indicating head-to-tape interface status are provided to the
control/ read/write logic.

Tape Transport.  The tape transport contains all power supplies, electronics and
electromechanical devices necessary to (1) physically start, stop, and transport the tape at
a constant tape speed during position, read, or write operations; (2) control tape tension
and reeling; (3) optically sense the beginning and end of tape; and (4) generate transport
status to the control/read/write assembly.

Power Supplies.  The power supplies convert orbiter primary power (23 - 32 VDC) into
the various regulated voltage levels required by the MMU electronics and the servo.
Power is constantly supplied to the Multiplex Interface Adapter assembly, but most of the
MMU power supplies are switchable so that power can be removed from nonessential
areas when the MMU is in the standby mode waiting for a command f rom the GPC.

Mass Memory Tape Control Track.  The tape load is divided into eight files across
eight tracks. The location of any data block is controlled by a ninth track (control track).
This track is formatted prior to writing data on the data tracks. The recorded frequency of
the control track bits is 29.85k bits per second and equals the frequency of the data track
words. This results in one control track bit position for each data word (17 bits) on the
tape.

The initial writing of the ninth track is performed in two passes. Starting at the optical
BOT, all previously recorded data is erased with the lead erase/write head while the
trailing write/erase head records the control track format for each data file until the EOT is
reached.
Performance Monitoring.  Certain of the internal MMU areas are monitored and
provided externally for performance monitoring and evaluation of MMU operation.



The multiplexed output of internal power supply voltage monitors is provided for specific
indications of each internal power supply. Each power supply output voltage is normalized
to 2.5 volts and is then the input to a multiplexer, which outputs the normalized voltages in
a predetermined sequence.

Internal temperature is monitored by a thermistor located near the read/write heads. This
analog device is made available for external monitoring.

The internal pressure of the MMU is sensed by a solid-state pressure transducer, and the
analog output is made available externally.

One of the most vulnerable points of wear or degradation occurs at the head-to-tape
interface. An analog head-to-tape interface signal is generated by conditioning the signal
level of the reproduce (read) head to a positive voltage proportional to the peak signal
detected. This output is also made available externally.

Built-in Test Equipment.  Built-in test equipment is incorporated within the MMU to
detect error conditions which would affect normal operation. Error conditions detected
during MMU operation set indicator bits in two status registers (A and B). The setting of
an error status bit results in the Validity bit of the following response messages being set to
zero. The General Purpose Computer, as a result of detecting the Validity error, ignores
the response message. The General Purpose Computer may interrogate the MMU by
issuing a “read status” command. The MMU responds to a “read status” command by
transmitting the contents of both status registers to the General Purpose Computer. The
Validity bit is forced to a true state in the response message by the General Purpose
Computer. In addition, the “read status” command also resets both status registers. If the
original error still exists, the status error bit will be set again and the Validity bit will be set
to a false state.

Ground Support Equipment.   The Ground Support Equipment that is used with the
MMU is an automated test system. This test system consists of a mini-computer with l6k
bytes of memory, a 28-volt power supply to power the MMU, a digital voltmeter, an
input/output processor and a teletypewriter. The attendant software allows the user to
completely test the MMU (with a functional test procedure) by typing in instructions to the
test system through the teletype. The test system will apprise the user of the results of the
tests and provide both success print-outs and failure printouts. The test system is also used
to generate the control track. However, a clock signal is provided by the MMU to the test
system during the writing of the control track so that control track timing is not dependent
upon the internal clock of the test system (which would vary from test system to test
system).



Conclusion.  We have herein presented a portrait of a high-reliability, long-life data
storage system. This unique system combines low average power, medium-speed access
times, and high-data storage capacity to bridge the gap between disc/drum systems and
high-power, low-access time tape transports. This system is presently being used on the
Space Shuttle, and future applications include the European Spacelab.
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AN OPERATIONAL VIDEO TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM
UTILIZING IRIG STANDARD 129-73 [1] SEGMENTED HELICAL
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Summary
Part I.   An Operational Video Tape Recording System

An Operational Video Tape Recording (OVTR) system has been developed which fulfills
the requirements of the USAF prime specification ASD/ENACC-73-4. The system is
comprised, in part, by a highly versatile MIL-E-5400 Airborne Video Recorder and
Remote Control Unit which are designed to produce high band [2], [3] video recordings in
the environments encountered on deployment in jet fighter aircraft. The companion ground
system consists of a video recorder/reproducer for playback of mission tapes and a video
Discassette® recorder/reproducer with slow motion/stop action capability for complete
analysis of the recorded data. The system design incorporates multi-line rate flexibility to
provide record capability of video signals from a multitude of electro-optical sensors
including FLIR, LLTV and scan converted radar. The high band performance of the
OVTR system makes it suitable for utilization with numerous weapon systems such as
PAVE TACK, TISEO, MAVERICK, WALLEYE, HOBO and PAVE SPIKE and various
airborne ASW applications.

Part II.   Expanded Capability for a Wide Range of Instrumentation Applications

The OVTR system is easily expanded in capability to enable the recording of any type of
instrumentation data that fits within a 6.5 MHz bandwidth, such as an 8 mB/s serial digital
stream, radar, spread spectrum or other down converted communications data.

The system features continuous data reproduction capability with no switching transients
resulting from sequentially recombining the segmented scan data. The very precise time-
base stability and high linearity are key performance factors in enabling the handling of
these signals with extremely high fidelity.



Further extensions in bandwidth, SNR and time-base stability are under development.
Predictions are made on expected performance improvements.

Other developments to extend the versatility of the transport systems will be discussed.

Introduction.  In mid 1973, the Air Force Systems Command, Aeronautical Systems
Division, conducted an exhaustive study of the various commands’ (TAC, SAC, ATC,
Joint Services) applications and requirements for Airborne Imagery Recording Systems.
These requirements indicated need for a system capable of recording multi-line rate,
wideband, video formatted data from a multitude of electro-optical sensors including
TISEO, MAVERICK, WALLEYE, HOBO, PAVE SPIKE and scan converted radar.
Further, it was necessary that the recording system possess the capability for deployment
in high performance aircraft environments, such as are encountered on F4, A7, F111, B1
and B52, with the ability of rapid access to the recorded data for mission debriefing.
System concepts for an operational videotape recorder (OVTR), definitized by the prime
specification ASD/ENACC-73-4, represented the culmination of this survey.

The system requirements, defined by the prime specification, were for a highly versatile
airborne video recorder with MIL-E-5400/MIL-STD-454 characteristics, and a ground-
based reproducer with reliable interchange capability for reproduction of tapes from
numerous airborne recorders. Stop-action display of video data, video and audio dubbing
and audio editing were necessary features of the system as were reliability and
maintainability for logistics support. Slow motion display was considered a desirable but
not required feature. The application of existing off-the-shelf hardware to the extent
possible was considered desirable to avoid cost and risks of new product
design/development.

A survey of the industry conducted by AFSC/ASD revealed there was no stock imagery
recorders) or recording system(s) that possessed the combination of features which would
meet the OVTR requirements; i.e. bandwidth, signal/noise, multi-line rate capability with
no adjustments, size, weight, power and immunity to the required environments.

In October of 1973, an RFP was issued by ASD to several U.S. companies and a bidder’s
conference was held on 20 November 1973 at WPAFB, Ohio. Proposals were received in
January of 1974 and evaluated by ASD between January and April of the same year. In
addition to the proposals, an evaluation of base line equipment supplied by the competing
bidders was conducted. In June of 1974, OVTR contracts were awarded to two of the
competing bidders to develop video tape recording systems in accordance with the prime
specification.



In January of 1976, prototype systems were delivered to the Air Force for flight test
evaluation. Concurrently, environmental qualification, reliability demonstration and
maintainability demonstration tests were conducted. The text of this paper describes one of
these systems, which utilizes the IRIG standard 129-73 segmented helical scan recording
format, its unique characteristics and exceptional performance.

Part I
Operational Video Tape Recording System

The Echo Science operational video tape recorder system is comprised of an airborne
video recorder and remote control unit (RCU), a ground video tape recorder/reproducer, a
video Discassette® recorder/reproducer (VDR), a video monitor and an audio
amplifier/monitor (See Fig. 1).

ECHO SCIENCE OPERATIONAL VIDEO TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM
Figure 1

These equipments constitute a high performance imagery recording system capable of
record and playback of any video formatted data (60 fields/s, 30 frames/s) including
electro-optical sensors, low light level television (LLTV), forward looking infrared sensors
(FLIR), and scan converted radar. The airborne and ground VTR record format affords
one wideband video channel and two auxiliary audio/data channels. Video and audio
dubbing as well as audio editing are features of the VTR system, while the VDR provides
slow motion/stop action record and playback capability.

Two very significant features of the airborne and ground video tape recorder (VTR)
system provide the performance and flexibility necessary to comply with the requirements
of the prime specification. First, the utilization of the IRIG 129-73 Standard Video Tape
Recording Format and attendant segmented helical scan recording technique affords great
latitutde in selection of writing speeds to achieve the bandwidth and signal/noise



performance associated with quadruplex recorders, while retaining the simplicity, low cost,
and reliability of non-segmented helical scan recorders [4], [5].

The small size and mass of scanning assembly components and the short span of
unsupported tape in the scanning area combine to minimize the susceptibility of the VTR
record format to distortions imposed by vibration and acceleration forces and dimensional
changes which occur with variations in temperature. The rotational inertia of the scanning
head drum is small, tending to minimize the sensitivity of the airborne VTR to rotational
velocity errors which can be introduced by environmental acceleration forces.
Additionally, the small area of tape in contact with the scanning assembly mandrels
minimizes the tape tension drop across the scanning assembly resulting from friction, thus
eliminating the requirement for air film lubrication between the tape and mandrels as
required on some rotary head recorders. All of these parameters relate directly to an
environmentally rugged airborne recorder, as well as good interchangeability between
recorders.

Secondly, a pilot timing control technique is utilized in the OVTR system, to accomplish
servo control and electronic time base correction, resulting in a video time base stability of
less than ± 25 ns relative to an internal crystal timing reference. Because of the relatively
high frequency of video data, extremely precise timing control must be exercised in
recording and reproducing data off tape to maintain the integrity of the data. Due to the
precision required and the non precise characteristics of magnetic tape, it is cost
prohibitive and impractical to achieve the necessary control with the tape transport
mechanical components and electromechanical servos alone, particularly in light of the
airborne record environment. An electronic time base corrector (ETBC) thus serves to
eliminate those time displacement errors introduced by the tape transport in the record and
reproduce modes, which are not corrected by the servos.

The standard video (TV) approach to time base correction is a baseband time base
corrector which utilizes the video horizontal sync for timing control. The multi-line rate
requirements of OVTR, however, significantly complicate this approach to timing control.
The pilot system utilized in the Echo Science OVTR airborne and ground based system,
which is entirely independent of line rate, is based on recording a pilot reference frequency
with the video data, and in playback, the pilot is extracted, compared to an internal crystal
controlled timing reference, and the resulting error signal processed in a baseband ETBC
to achieve time base correction.

In the record mode, a pilot signal at a frequency lower than the lowest significant sideband
of the fm spectrum (157.5 KHz) is derived from a stable crystal reference and added to the
frequency modulated signal at the output of the modulator before the record heads. This is
shown schematically in Figure 2. The pilot signal is recorded at an amplitude 



Figure 2

which is approximately 7% of the fm carrier. The fm carrier, which is recorded at
subsaturation level, acts as a bias with which to linearly record the pilot signal.

The pilot signal accompanies the fm carrier and sidebands (RF) through the record and
reproduce process and thus experiences all the time base perturbations that are
experienced by the RF. During the reproduce mode, the pilot signal from each head
channel is filtered from the RF and phase compared to a crystal reference signal in the
ground reproducer. An error signal is thus derived, whose voltage amplitude at each
sample time is directly proportional to the composite record/reproduce time displacement
error, relative to the crystal reference. See Figure 3.

The combined error signals from the two head channels provides timing control
information to the head drum servo and the tension servo. The combined error signal is
also applied to the ETBC, in which the delay of a voltage variable delay line is adjusted by
the error signal. The ETBC provides final time displacement correction to remove those
errors outside the bandwidth of the head drum servo and to assure that the reproduced
video signal timing relationships are preserved.



OVTR GROUND-BASED VIDEO RECORDER/REPRODUCER
REPRODUCE MODE

Figure 3

Airborne Video Tape Recorder

The Echo Science Model WR-702 Airborne Video Recorder and Remote Control unit
comprise the airborne portion of the OVTR system. The WR-702, depicted in Fig. 4,
consists of a lower case to which the entire tape transport and associated electronics are
attached by means of vibration isolators, the upper case and a lower access plate. The
lower case is the primary external structure and contains provisions for mounting the
WR-702 in the aircraft. The rotary head scanning assembly, tape drive mechanisms, tape
guiding components and signal, control and power electronics all attach to the tape
transport. An upper case which contains provisions for forced air cooling of the unit
attaches to the lower case and is easily removed for rapid access to the magnetic recording
tape and the top of the tape transport. The access plate, which attaches to the lower case,
is provided for accessibility to the underside of the tape transport. The three section case
provides a rigid structure to withstand the severe vibration and shock environments. The
WR-702 recorder fits entirely within the specified OVTR envelope of 6 in. x 11 in. x 18
in. All handles, latches, connectors and controls are recessed within the envelope
dimensions.

The WR-702 is designed to provide specified performance under the adverse environments
normally encountered in aircraft. Composite gaskets between mating enclosure faces
protect the interior of the WR-702 and tape from sand, dust, dirt, rain, salt atmosphere and
humidity, all of which are degrading to magnetic tape recording performance and recorder
life. These composite gaskets also provide electromagnetic shielding to minimize the
effects of EMI radiation and to reduce the susceptibility of the WR-702 to external
radiation. A diaphragm-activated, double-acting breather valve on the 



Figure 4

upper case section relieves pressure differentials greater than 1.5 lb/in2 to permit operation
at altitudes up to 70,000 ft. A dessicator mounted in the upper case section prohibits
exposure of the magnetic tape to relative humidities in excess of 40%, thus minimizing
hygroscopic expansion of the tape which can create excessive tension errors in playback.

The internal temperature of the WR-702 is regulated to facilitate operation in ambient
environments ranging from -54EC (-65EF) to +71EC (160EF). Temperature regulation is
necessary to protect the magnetic tape from exposure to temperatures outside the range of
5EC (41EF) to 55EC (131EF) which can create excessive tension errors in playback and
result in failure of the magnetic tape oxide binder and backing material. Thermostatically
controlled blanket heater elements on the tape transport maintain the internal temperature
of the WR-702 above 5EC. A cold plate type of heat exchanger is integrally incorporated
in the upper case for cooling air provisions. Cooling air at 1.0 lb/min flow rate, 1.0 in. of
water pressure drop and any supply inlet temperature below 30EC (86EF) provides
sufficient cooling to allow extended periods of operation of the WR-702 in a 71EC
environment. The cooling plenum is so configured that heat dissipation is achieved without
the need for directing cooling air through the inside of the recorder. This permits the WR-
702 to operate with cooling air of poor quality (uncontrolled humidity, dust, dirt, etc.) with
no degradation in performance as might occur if the magnetic tape were exposed to such
contaminants.

Vibration isolation of the WR-702 is designed to achieve minimum torsional oscillations of
the tape transport and to reduce the effects of natural resonances on video time
displacement error. The isolators not only protect the tape transport and electronics from 



severe shock and vibration forces but permit operation under conditions of a ± 10g
sinusoidal vibration environment with no performance specification deviations.

The WR-702 utilizes NAB or SMPTE standard 8-1/2 in. diameter precision reels to
provide 45 minutes of record time. The reels are concentrically mounted with the supply
reel located 1.500 in. below the take-up reel. A closed loop tape drive system is employed
to isolate the portion of tape in which recording is accomplished from perturbations which
originate from the reels and reel drive. The WR-702 employs friction drive of the tape by
means of a urethane coated capstan, eliminating the need for pinch rollers and their
inherent complexity and poor tape guiding reliability. Elevation transfer of the tape is
accomplished entirely on the scanner. Entry and exit guides on the scanning assembly are
tilted in such a manner that the tape rises 1.500 in. as it passes around the scanner. The
geometry of the scanner establishes the static helix angle. This geometry combined with
the longitudinal tape speed of 12.5 in/s and direction of the head wheel rotation define the
format of the video track recorded on tape. Precision rotating and fixed tape path elements
provide accurate and uniform tape guiding to assure proper tracking and to minimise forces
on the tape which might otherwise result in premature tape failure and reduced tape life.

The WR-702 utilizes a single permanent magnet DC motor to drive the scanner and the
tape. The scanner, capstan and reels are driven from the motor by means of a series of
pulleys coupled by polyester belts. This results in a simple and reliable drive system with
minimum power consumption (under 75 W steady state in record mode). The scanner and
capstan are directly driven by the motor via belt coupled pulleys.

The reel drive is provided from the capstan through belt coupled pulleys. To achieve
bidirectional operation for rewind, a clutch cluster is driven through a reduction belt from
the capstan. Two pulleys, concentrically mounted on the clutch cluster, provide drive to
one or the other (depending on direction of travel) of the reel pulleys by means of
reduction belts. The pulley that is not driven is locked via a roller clutch to ground.
Because the reel speed varies with tape pack radius, it is not possible to drive the reel at a
constant rotational speed. Also, because it is desirable to maintain constant tape tension as
the tape is wound onto the take-up reel, a constant torque wind is undesirable. Rather it is
desirable that both the torque and speed of the reel be controlled to produce a constant
tension wind. To accomplish this an idler in the take-up reel belt drive, which is spring
loaded to produce the necessary reel drive belt tension, is mechanically coupled to the
take-up tension arm around which the tape wraps. The force exerted on the arm by the
tape works through the mechanical advantage of the take-up tension linkage to subtract
from the idler spring force exerted on the reel drive belt. This in turn controls the torque
exerted at the reel, as well as the speed of the reel (through controlled belt slippage) to
maintain constant tape speed and tension. A similar mechanical servo-mechanism is
utilized on the supply reel. However, in record, the supply reel belt is locked to ground by



the clutch cluster so that there is no drive to the reel. The supply tension arm in
conjunction with the supply servo linkage, operates to provide controlled belt slippage and
hold-back torque to the reel to allow the capstan to pull the tape from the reel at constant
speed and tension. In rewind, the direction reversal of the motor causes the clutch cluster
to reverse the action of the supply and take-up reels. The tension servo linkages operate in
the same manner for either controlled drive tension or controlled hold-back tension. Supply
and take-up tape tensions are servo controlled in this manner to within one ounce of
tension over a full tape pack.

The WR-702 electronics consist of interchangeable EMI filters and power supply modules,
signal circuitry and control logic. The interchangeable power supply modules facilitate
operation from power sources of 28 VDC, 115 VAC, 400 Hz, single phase or 230 VAC,
400 Hz, single phase. Companion EMI filters for the different supplies serve to provide
suitable protection from electromagnetic radiation and susceptibility. These modules are
easily replaced to allow rapid conversion to alternate power sources.

The WR-702 signal circuitry consists of video AGC, modulator and record driver circuits
and audio record circuits. The AGC functions on input video signals in the range of 0.2V
to 4.0V black to peak white and automatically adjusts the level to produce a 1.0V
composite video signal. The WR-702 employs a frequency modulation recording technique
for video wherein a center carrier is frequency modulated by the signal to be recorded. The
carrier frequency, 8.0 MHz for the WR-702, corresponds to 0 VDC or blanking level [2],
[3]. In this technique, signal levels in excess of 0 VDC deviate the carrier frequency, in
proportion to the input signal DC voltage level, a certain percentage in one direction.
Signal levels below 0 VDC deviate the carrier in proportion to the signal level a certain
percentage in the opposite direction. An AC input signal deviates the carrier alternately on
both sides of the center frequency, at a rate equal to the frequency of the applied signal.
Thus, the frequency of the frequency modulated carrier is directly proportional to the DC
voltage of the video signal in the time domain. Frequency modulation of the input video
signal is achieved in the modulator by a voltage controlled multivibrator. The video input
to the modulator is clamped to 0 VDC on the back porch. The carrier of 8.0 MHz utilized
in the WR-702 corresponds to this level. Active video from 0 VDC to 0.8 VDC will
deviate the carrier from 8.0 to 10.0 MHz in proportion to the signal level and rate of
change of the video information. The video sync at -0.3 volts DC deviates the carrier from
8.0 to 7.06 MHz. The output of the modulator is thus a frequency modulated signal that
deviates from 7.06 to 10.0 MHz. This signal is applied to a video record driver in which a
switching (square wave) driver functions as the record amplifier to deliver a constant
current, with respect to frequency, drive to the record heads.

A linear recording technique is utilized for the audio/data channels. The input audio signal
from a switch-selected impedance matching network is amplified in a differential amplifier



circuit having preset level adjustment. High frequency equalization is provided by a series
circuit that boosts record current to compensate for head response drop off at the higher
frequencies. Similar compensation is provided for the low frequencies by a shunt circuit.
The AC coupled audio signal is then applied through a constant current source record
driver. At the output of the driver is a parallel tuned bias trap which presents a high
impedance to the 60 KHz bias signal preventing distortion of the driver output signal.

The WR-702 control logic consists of the RCU circuits which initiate the various function
commands, a pulse-width modulated, phase locked servo and motor drive amplifier
(MDA) and a reference generator on which all of the timing reference signals are derived
from a hybrid crystal oscillator. In addition to the recorder operation commands, standby,
record and rewind, the RCU features an audio tone event marker which when depressed
records a 3 KHz tone oh audio channel 2. An electro-optical end-of-tape (EOT) sensor
located on the transport senses a clear leader on the end of the tape and inhibits a logic
gate supplying power to the MDA when this leader is detected, thus stopping the motor.
This prevents the tape from being completely transferred to the take-up reel, assuring the
rewind function will always be operable. Additionally, a microswitch senses the supply
tape tension arm and causes the recorder to revert to standby under conditions of broken or
unloaded tape. A tape remaining counter is provided on the RCU for a visual indication of
the minutes of record time remaining. Record confidence indicators on the front panel of
the WR-702 and on the RCU provide verification that the recorder is functioning properly
in record mode.

The speed of the motor is accurately controlled by the servo and MDA. A pulse-width
modulated drive is utilized for maximum efficiency and minimum power consumption. An
electro-optical emitter and receiver sense the scanner rotational velocity at a once around
rate, 180 rev/s. This tachometer signal is compared to a 180 Hz reference signal in a phase
comparator and an error voltage is generated which is proportional to the phase difference.
A pulse width modulator, operating at a 15.75 KHz rate, varies the duty cycle of
rectangular pulses to the motor in proportion to the tachometer error voltage. An MDA
feedback, proportional to motor current, is summed with the phase comparator error
voltage to cause a more rapid response of drive motor torque to the tachometer phase
error.

Ground Video Record/Reproduce System

The WRR-712 video recorder/reproducer, companion to the WR-702, consists of a single
portable unit, in which is contained all of the record/playback functions and controls,
signal, control and power circuitry, and magnetic tape transport. This single unit possesses
all of the functions and requirements of the OVTR ground playback system except for the
slow motion/stop action capability provided by the VDR-1W Discassette® recorder and



the video monitor capability provided by a multi-line rate video monitor. Because of its
portability, the WRR-712 recorder/reproducer and associated OVTR ground playback
equipment is easily deployed on the flight-line, in debriefing rooms or any other area in
which rapid access is required for playback of mission tapes.

The WRR-712 possesses all of the functions and performance afforded by the WR-702 for
recording of wideband video formatted data. The WRR-712 also contains the circuitry and
controls necessary for playback of recorded tapes, including separate scanner and capstan
servos, tape tension servo and electronic time base corrector (ETBC). The transport drive
and associated circuitry of the WRR-712 are similar in concept to that of the WR-702. A
single motor and belt coupled pulleys provide drive in the record mode. The closed loop
tape drive, tape guiding elements and mechanical tape tension servos are all similar to
those employed on the WR-702.

In reproduce mode, however, tape drive is uncoupled from scanner drive and separate
phase-locked loop servos control scanner and capstan drives independently. The scanner
servo phase error voltage is derived from the reproduced pilot signal and an internal crystal
reference on the WRR-712.

The reproduced pilot is also utilized by the tape tension servo, which electromechanically
controls supply tape tension to cause it to be the same as that at which it was recorded.
The tension servo also corrects for expansion and contraction of the tape which occurs
when the temperature and/or humidity environments are different in record than in
reproduce. A second motor on the WRR-712 independently controls capstan, hence tape
speed. A control track recorded longitudinally on tape by a fixed head is reproduced by the
WRR-712 and phase compared with a reference to servo the capstan. The reproduced pilot
is also utilized by the ETBC to accomplish final time displacement error correction and
provide a video time base stability of ± 25 ns.

The VDR-1W provides storage capacity for 400 frames of video data (200 each side) on
each cassette and features step rates of 1, 3, 6, 10 and 15 frames/s in addition to stop
motion. A VDR sync output from the WRR-712 provides timing reference information for
the VDR to facilitate multi-line rate operation.

The Echo Science OVTR System has been thoroughly tested and meets or exceeds the
characteristics and performance required by the prime specification. A highly sophisticated
rotary head recording format, simple tape transport drive system, and unique timing
accuracy control technique combine to provide a system of exceptional 



performance and ruggedness with a predicted reliability far above the specified OVTR
requirements.

Part II
Expanded Capability for a Wide Range of Instrumentation Applications

Expanded Capabilities Currently Available

At the outset of the design phase of the OVTR equipment, a project ground rule was
established to continually keep in mind provision for growth capability in the system
versatility without compromising configuration, development costs or recurring costs as
they related to the specific requirements of the OVTR contract. As a result of following
this philosophy, it is possible to replace three printed wiring cards in the Model WR-702
OVTR Airborne Recorder and convert is to a Model WR-721 Advanced Airborne Video
Recorder (AAVR), companion to the Echo Science Model WRR-421 transient free [6], [7]
Universal Instrumentation Video Recorder (UIVR). In this configuration the recorder can
record any type of data whose spectrum fits within the 6.5 MHz bandwidth of the
recorder.

As in the case of the OVTR application, a pilot signal derived from the internal timing
reference is recorded in a region of the spectrum not used by wanted fm data sidebands. In
this case the pilot signal is 250 KHz. This pilot signal, during the reproduce mode on the
Model WRR-421, is phase compared to the 250 KHz derived from the timing reference
(See Figure 5). The combined error signals from the two head channels are used to control
the head drum servo and tape tension servo, and the error signal for each head channel is
applied to its corresponding time base corrector through which the associated RF signal is
passed. The delay of the voltage variable delay line is adjusted by the error signal, and as
the RF signals emerge from their respective delay lines they are in a time base corrected
state relative to the crystal reference and to each other.

The next step is to slowly switch (during approximately a 50 us period) from one channel
to the other during the redundant period at the beginning of one head scan and the end of
the other. Time base correction is achieved to the extent that the fm signals from each head
channel are within 90E of phase or less, relative to each other. The resulting phase
transient is small and when the continuous carrier is demodulated the spurious signal in the
baseband during the time of head switching is several dB below the system noise. The time
base stability achieved is within ± 20 ns relative to the internal crystal reference.

Many DOD needs for recording various ECM, ECCM, ESM and other intelligence data
require this wide bandwidth and high degree of time base stability performance to enable
the desired quality of data analysis.
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Figure 5

To further extend this capability, other equipments have been developed to broaden the
base of applications which can be served.

Many applications exist which require simultaneous recording and subsequent
reproduction of two separate wideband channels of data with a very precise time
correlation. A recorder/reproducer Model WRR-441 has been developed having two 6.5
MHz wideband channels with the same performance specifications as the Model
WRR-421 and an interchannel time displacement accuracy of 50 ns P-P.

Although many airborne recording applications are satisfied by record only airborne
systems, with surface reproduction, some missions require reproduce in flight. To serve
these needs a recently developed product, the WRR-521 is now available which is only
0.85 cubic ft., weighs 45 lbs., and has a 6.5 MHz record capability for one hour. The
system has immediate playback capability with a 5 MHz bandwidth or these tapes can be
played back on a Model WRR-421 meeting full bandwidth and other specifications, such
as dynamic range and time base stability.

Future Capabilities

Advanced studies have been conducted at a head-to-tape scanning speed of 2100 in/s,
which demonstrate feasibility of providing equipment using these same mechanical
transports with significant extension in bandwidth, dynamic range and further improved
time base stability. Table I is a matrix of predicted analog performance trade-offs. Playing
time on a 10-1/2 inch NAB reel is 45 min. at the 2100 in/s writing speed.



SNR
P-P/rms

Time base
Stability

Intermodulation
Distortion

  6 MHz

10 MHz

12 MHz

15 MHz

50 dB

43 dB

41 dB

37 dB

±  3 ns

±20 ns

±20 ns

±20 ns

-40 dB

-25 dB

-23 dB

-20 dB

PREDICTED ANALOG PERFORMANCE
TABLE I

There are an ever increasing number of applications requiring the digitizing of 6 MHz
bandwidth (for example) analog data for telemetry or analysis. This calls for serial bit rates
up to 120-150 Mb/s. Feasibility tests in the laboratory at 2100 in/s writing speed and
.005 in. track width indicate a bit rate of 40 Mb/s per single channel can be achieved with
a data reliability of better than 1 x 10-6.

The number of wideband channels can be increased to four by placing 8 heads equidistant
around the scanning head wheel. Each pair of heads 180E apart on the drum comprise a
wideband channel. Such a system will have a throughput capability of 160 Mb/s and an
area storage density of 2 Mb/in2. A 10-1/2 in. NAB reel of one inch width tape would have
a playing time of 11.25 min.

Systems such as these would represent a substantial step in the direction of mass memory
throughput rates and economies in initial cost and cost of operation. They would have the
same size, weight and power advantages as the currently available systems described
earlier.
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Summary.  The IRIG (Inter-Range Instrumentation Group) 118 series “Test Methods for
Telemetry Systems and Subsystems” has standardized the notch-noise loading test for
frequency division systems. This paper presents a practical method for predicting
subcarrier output SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) from NPR (noise power ratio) measurements
at the video output of a telemetry receiver. A laboratory test is described in which NPR
test data and FM (frequency modulation) subcarrier output SNR data were measured using
the same FM radio link and modulation level. The test data show satisfactory agreement
between predicted and measured subcarrier output signal-to-noise ratios. In addition, the
data show that a flat NPR test spectrum is adequate for predicting performance of
frequency division systems using the normal 6 dB/octave and 9 dB/octave tapers.

Introduction.  The notch-noise loading test is a relatively easy test to conduct on a
telemetry receiving system. The result of this test is the NPR of the system. A need exists
to relate the NPR of a system to data quality. The purpose of this study was to relate the
NPR of a system to the SNR at the output of a subcarrier discriminator.

Data were taken with CBW (constant bandwidth) IRIG subcarriers 1A to 12A with no pre-
emphasis and with a 6 dB/octave pre-emphasis. Data were also taken with PBW
(proportional bandwidth) IRIG subcarriers 4 to 19 with a 9 dB/octave pre-emphasis. NPR
measurements were made with the noise power per unit bandwidth matched to that of the 



modulated subcarriers. These measurements were made at i-f SNRs of 40, 30, 21, 18, 15,
12, 9, and 6 dB with both a 500-kHz and a 1-MHz i-f bandwidth.

An equation was derived relating the SNR out of a subcarrier discriminator to NPR
measurements. This equation includes a correction factor for the nonideal filter
characteristics of the subcarrier discriminator. Equations were also derived for calculating
the NPRF (noise floor ratio) and NPRI (intermodulation noise ratio) for the pre-
emphasized noise signals using the measured flat noise ratios, the power spectrums, and
the first and second convolution ratios. This allows the use of a bandlimited white noise
source for the prediction of pre-emphasized subcarrier discriminator output SNRs.

Data are also presented correlating the CBW subcarrier discriminator output SNRs, the i-f
SNR, the subcarrier frequency, and the 3 dB point of the pre-emphasis taper. This is useful
in determining the proper pre-emphasis for given i-f SNR and data quality requirements.

Noise Power Ratio Definitions.  The definitions presented here cover some basic
relationships used in notch-noise testing.

where

S = Signal power in band-pass filter output of notch-noise test set

No = Thermal noise power in band-pass filter output of notch-noise test set

 N1 = Intermodulation noise power in band-pass filter output of notch-noise test
set

Note that the preceding definitions are power ratios. The NPR is the ratio of the power out
of the band-pass filter with the notch filter out to the power out of the band-pass filter with



the notch filter in. The NPRF is the ratio of the power out of the band-pass filter with the
notch filter out to the power out of the filter with the modulation removed from the RF
(radio frequency) link, so that only thermal noise (plus background noise) remains. The
NPRI is derived from the NPR and NPRF by the formula:

(1)

Equation (1) can be verified by substituting the noise power ratio definitions. The
following equations are also required:

(2)

NPR' (corrected noise power ratio)

(3)

NPRF' (corrected noise floor ratio)

(4)

NPRI' (corrected intermodulation noise ratio)

Equations (2), (3), and (4) are also easily verified by substitution of the noise power ratio
definitions.

Subcarrier Multiplexes.  The CBW multiplex used in the measurements consisted of
IRIG channels 1A through 12A with center frequencies of 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72,
80, 88, 96, and 104 kHz. The bandwidth of all these channels is 4 kHz (center frequency
±2 kHz). Three different subcarrier discriminator output low-pass filters were used. The
cutoff frequencies of these filters were 500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz. All three filters were
3-pole constant-delay filters. Tests were conducted with a flat taper (all channels having
equal power) and with a 6 dB/octave taper with a 3 dB point of 23 kHz. Data were taken
in the 16-, 32-, 72-, and 104-kHz channels.

The PBW multiplex consisted of IRIG channels 4 through 19 with center frequencies of
0.96, 1.3, 1.7, 2.3, 3.0, 3.9, 5.4, 7.35, 10.5, 14.5, 22.0, 30.0, 40.0, 52.5, 70.0, and 93.0
kHz. The bandwidth of all of these channels is 15 percent of the center frequency (center
frequency ± 7.5 percent). The subcarrier discriminator output low-pass filters were three-
pole constant-delay filters with a cutoff of 1.5 percent of the channel center frequency with
the following exceptions: (1) the 14.5 kHz subcarrier discriminator output low-pass filter
was a seven-pole constant-delay filter, and (2) measurements were made at the output of



the 70-kHz discriminator with three different output low-pass filters having cutoff
frequencies of 1.5, 3.0, and 5.7 percent of center frequency (all three of these filters were
three-pole constant-delay). Tests were conducted with a 9 dB/octave taper with a 3 dB
frequency of 23 kHz.

Notch Noise Signal.  The noise source used in this study had white, gaussian
characteristics. The noise bandwidth used for comparisons with the CBW multiplex
extended from 12 to 108 kHz, and the notches were centered at 14, 40, 70, and 105 kHz.
The noise bandwidth used for comparisons with the PBW multiplex extended from 3 to
108 kHz, and the notches were centered at 14, 34, 70, and 105 kHz.

For the initial tests, the power per unit bandwidth (spectrum) of the notch-noise test signal
was matched to that of the modulated subcarrier multiplex. Since all the CBW channels
have the same bandwidth, the CBW notch-noise pre-emphasis was the same as the CBW
multiplex pre-emphasis. The PBW channel bandwidth, however, is directly proportional to
the center frequency of the channel. Since the PBW multiplex gain is flat at low
frequencies and increases at 9 dB/octave at high frequencies, the notch-noise signal must
be pre-emphasized at -3 dB/octave at low frequencies and pre-emphasized at 6 dB/octave
at high frequencies to provide a matching characteristic. The circuit used to provide this
characteristic had zeros at 10 and 30 kHz and poles at 2.9 and 400 kHz.

Filter Correction Factor.  Since physically realizable filters have nonideal characteristics,
a filter correction factor (') is needed. The expression for ' is:1

(5)

where:

Po(f) = measured band-pass filter power gain (translated to zero frequency)

B = upper band edge frequency minus lower band edge frequency

Fc = cutoff frequency (-3 dB) of low-pass filter

F(f) = measured output low-pass filter power gain

L(f) = measured discriminator power gain



These values can be measured in increments of )f, and ' can be calculated from the
following equation:

(6)

where

fn = n)f .

Equations.  The equation relating the SNR at the output of an FM subcarrier discriminator
to the notch-noise test data at the receiver video output is (all quantities are power ratios):1

(7)

when NPR = NPRF this reduces to:

(8)

where

a = 2 for CBW; 1 for PBW

Experimental Test Setup.  The test setup is shown in figure 1. The CBW SCOs
(subcarrier oscillators) were modulated by independent 100-Hz sine waves. PBW channels
4 through 10 were modulated by independent 10Hz sine waves and PBW channels 11
through 19 were modulated by independent 100-Hz sine waves. All channels were
deviated band edge to band edge.

The RF deviation was chosen to maximize the NPR readings with a flat taper notch-noise
signal. Measurements were made with linear i-f bandwidths of both 500 kHz and 1 MHz.
The rms deviations used were 53 kHz for the 500-kHz i-f and 88 kHz for the 1-MHz i-f.



The measurements were conducted at i-f SNRs of 40, 30, 21, 18, 15, 12, 9, and 6 dB. The
signals were pre-emphasized as discussed earlier.

The subcarrier discriminator output SNRs were measured as follows.

1.  With a 40-dB i-f SNR, and all channels fully modulated, the signal from the subcarrier
discriminator was measured using a true rms voltmeter.

2.  The modulation was then removed from the channel under test and the noise was
measured (again using a true rms voltmeter) at all of the i-f SNRs.

The subcarrier discriminator SNR was the ratio of these two quantities.

The NPR and NPRF measurements were made as follows2.

1.  With a 40-dB i-f SNR and all notch filters out, the noise receiver input level was
adjusted for the correct reference level.

2.  The notch filter at the frequency being tested was then inserted and the noise generator
output voltage was increased until the RF deviation of the signal generator was the same as
it was before the notch filter was inserted.
 
3.  The gain of the noise receiver was then increased until the meter indicated the original
reference level. The increase in gain from step 1 was the NPR.

4.  The RF modulation was then removed and the gain increased until the meter again
indicated the reference level. The increase in gain from step 1 was the NPRF.

5.  Steps 1 through 4 were then repeated for the other i-f SINRs.

Experimental Data.  Figures 2 and 3 present measured and calculated subcarrier
discriminator output SNRs for the 72 kHz CBW subcarrier with a 1 MHz i-f bandwidth.
The calculated values are within 3 dB of the measured values for i-f SNRs between 6 dB
and 21 dB. The departure at 30 dB and 40 dB i-f SNRs is due to adjacent channel
interference as shown in figure 2. Tables 1 and 2 present the measured and calculated
subcarrier discriminator output SNRs for the 16, 32, 72, and 104 kHz CBW subcarriers
with a 500 kHz i-f bandwidth and a 500 Hz low pass filter. All values agree within 2 dB
except for those at 40 dB i-f SNR at 72 and 104 kHz and 6 dB i-f SNR at 16 and 32 kHz.
The departure at high i-f SNR was due to power supply noise in the subcarrier
discriminator which limited the maximum SNR to 65 dB. The departure at low i-f SNR
was due to loss of phase lock in the subcarrier discriminators.



Figure 4 presents the measured and calculated subcarrier discriminator output SNRs for
the 70 kHz PBW subcarrier with a 1 MHz i-f bandwidth. All calculated values are within
3 dB of the measured values. Table 3 presents the measured and calculated subcarrier
discriminator output SNRs for the 30, 40, and 93 kHz PBW subcarriers with a 500 kHz i-f
bandwidth and low pass filters of 450, 600, and 1395 Hz respectively. All values agree
within 1.5 dB except for those at a 6 dB i-f SNR in the 30 and 40 kHz channels. This
departure was due to loss of phase lock in the discriminators.

Pre-Emphasis.  Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the effects of pre-emphasis at various i-f
SNRs. In figure 5, the CBW subcarriers are not pre-emphasized. Figure 6 shows the
effects of a 6 dB/octave pre-emphasis with a 3 dB point of 23 kHz, while figure 7 has a
6 dB/octave pre-emphasis with a 3 dB point of 50 kHz. The pre-emphasis tapers which
gave the most nearly equal output SNRs at each i-f SNR are presented in figure 8. These
figures show that: no pre-emphasis gave nearly equal output SNRs at i-f SNRs of 6, 9, and
40 dB; a 6 dB/octave pre-emphasis with 3 dB point of 50 kHz gave most nearly equal
output SNRs at i-f SNRs of 12 and 30 dB; and a 6 dB/octave pre-emphasis with 3 dB
point of 23 kHz gave nearly equal output SNRs at i-f SNRs of 12, 15, and 18 dB. This
shows that the noise in the video output of the receiver had a flat PSD (power spectral
density) at low and at high i-f SNRs and a 6 dB/octave taper at intermediate i-f SNRs. The
reasons for this are: intermodulation distortion dominates at high i-f SNRs and has a nearly
flat PSD when there is no pre-emphasis on the subcarriers; at intermediate i-f SNRs
thermal noise into the FM demodulator is the most important noise source and the result is
a PSD which increases at 6 dB/octave; and “pop” noise (with a nearly flat PSD)
predominates at low i-f SNRs due to the noise capture of the FM demodulator.

Figure 9 shows the effects of pre-emphasis on NPR readings. The results are seen to be the
same as for the subcarrier multiplex. It should be emphasized that this pre-emphasis data is
valid for the receiver and deviations used in this study but may not necessarily be true for
all receivers and all deviations.

Prediction of Tapered NRPF' and NPRI' from Flat NPRF' and NPRI'.  All of the
calculations presented so far are based on the use of a noise spectrum matched to the
subcarrier spectrum. However, in practice, it is much more economical and reliable to use
a single noise spectrum, namely a flat spectrum. The purpose of this section is to show
how to calculate the NPRF' and NPRI' for the tapered notch-noise test based on the flat
notch-noise test data and to compare this with the experimental data. The equations
relating tapered and flat noise ratios are:

(9)



where

(10)

Tables 4 and 5 present the calculated and measured NPRF'. (It should be noted that the
data in tables 4, 5, and 6 were taken with a different receiver than the other data in this
report.) These data show that the measured and calculated NPRF' agree within 3 dB
(usually within 1 dB). Table 6 presents the calculated and measured NPRI'. The lower
value of the two calculated values agrees with the measured value within 4 dB (usually
within 2 dB). Therefore, the flat taper NPR data can be used to accurately predict the
tapered NPR data and also the tapered subcarrier multiplex output data. This is shown in
figure 3 by the good agreement between the measured output SNRs, the, output SNRs
calculated from the tapered NPR data, and the output SNRs calculated from the flat NPR
data.

Conclusions.  Results of experimentation and data analysis show that the subcarrier
discriminator output SNR can be predicted to within ±3 dB by using equation (7) and
measured values of NPR and NPRF. The data taken at most combinations of i-f SNR, i-f
bandwidth, subcarrier deviation ratio, subcarrier center frequency, and subcarrier pre-
emphasis taper support this conclusion. The exceptions have been satisfactorily explained.
It has also been shown that the tapered NPRF' and NPRI' can be accurately predicted
using the flat taper NPRF' and NPRI' and the power spectrum and self convolution ratios.
Therefore, it is evident that the tapered subcarrier discriminator output SNRs can be
predicted from flat spectra NPR data provided, of course, that bandwidths and modulation
levels are essentially the same.

It is believed that the test results confirm that subcarrier discriminator output SNR can be
satisfactorily predicted in a practical manner using a flat NPR test spectrum and the
approximate formulas presented.

It was also shown that (for CBW subcarriers) no pre-emphasis gave the most nearly equal
output SNRs at low and at high i-f SNRs while a 6 dB/octave pre-emphasis gave the most
nearly equal output SNRs at intermediate i-f SNRs for the receiver and RF deviations used
in this study.
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Figure 1 - Test Set-up



Figure 2 - Discriminator Output SNR, CBW, Flat Taper, 1 MHz i-f,
72 kHz Subcarrier

Figure 3 - Discriminator Output SNR, CBW, 6dB/Octave Taper, 1 MHz i-f,
72 kHz Subcarrier



Figure 4 - Discriminator Output SNR, PBW, 9dB/Octave Taper, 1MHz i-f,
70 kHz Subcarrier

Figure 5 - Discriminator Output SNR, CBW, Flat Taper, 1 MHz i-f, 500 Hz LPF



Figure 6 - Discriminator Output SNR, CBW, 6dB/Octave with 3dB at
23 kHz, 1 MHz i-f, 500 Hz LPF

Figure 7 - Discriminator Output SNR, CBW, 6dB/Octave Taper with 3dB
at 50 kHz, 1 MHz i-f, 500 Hz LPF



Figure 8 - Pre-Emphasis for Flat Discriminator SNR, 1 MHz i-f, 500 Hz LPF

Figure 9 - NPR, 1 MHz i-f
 



Table 1 - Subcarrier Discriminator Output SNR (CBW, Flat Taper,
D = 4, 500  kHz IF)

Table 2 - Subcarrier Discriminator Output SNR (CBW, 6dB/Octave Taper,
D = 4, 500 kHz IF)



Table 3 - Subcarrier Discriminator Output SNR (PBW, 9dB/Octave Taper, 
D = 5, 500 kHz IF)

Table 4 - NRPF (6dB/Octave Taper, 500 kHz IF, Alternate Receiver)



Table 5 - NPRF (PBW Noise Taper, 500 kHz IF, Alternate Receiver)

Table 6 - NPRF (40dB IF SNR, 500 kHz IF, Alternate Receiver)



REDUCTION OF BASE TELEVISION BANDWIDTH BY SPECIAL
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Summary.  There are many possible ways to reduce the bandwidth of a wideband
television system. One of these methods is called Spiraldot which samples the pixels in
such a way to keep the data rate resolution high in the center of the TV display but permits
reduced resolution and data rate at the extreme edges of the TV image.

Bandwidth reductions of 8/1 are possible. A random access memory is required at each
end of the data link.

Introduction.  Television (TV) data links are ultimately limited in adequate signal-to-noise
ratio as the range to the vehicle is increased. In the past, TV data link ranges have been
extended by the use of directive antennas and increased radio frequency (RF) power.

There are other ways to increase the TV data link range. Available options include the
reduction of the base bandwidth of the television video itself without sacrificing observable
resolution and motion. It has always been the goal of video engineers to be able to transmit
television images using narrow bandwidth over wire and RF communication systems.

Many years ago, Professor Sid Deutsch at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute did much
work on a random scanning system which produced a sampled TV picture by adding small
deflection voltages to the regular scanning sawtooth voltages. This gave a random writing
action over the entire screen due to the movement of the beam itself.

The work of Deutsch and other contributors led to the building of several breadboard
systems which produced mildly acceptable television pictures. The system did preserve
motion and the resolution was reasonable but the entire picture appeared “busy”. It was for
this reason that the system was eventually adandoned when Deutsch moved on to other
work.

Sampledot.  The work done at the Brooklyn Institute did inspire many people to
contribute to the technique. One of the recent investigators is R. F. Stone at the Space
Laboratory, General Electric Company, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. Stone saw the “busy”
raster problem as one that could be rectified from a human factor viewpoint by reducing



the area of “busyness” to a small matrix 4 x 4, 8 x 8 or 16 x 16 pixels. By Z axis sampling
and utilizing the normal scanning raster, he was able to circumvent some of the deflection
problems that limited Deutsch in his work. He decided to perform the sampling along a
scan line in groups of 4, 8 or 16 pixels. This means that only 1/4, 1/8 or 1/16 of the total
number of pixels (500) are transmitted during a typical line time of 63.4 microseconds. The
samples are then boxcarred and transmitted as a lower bandwidth RF signal. These
stretched samples are received, resampled and the time interval is made equal to the
original pixel width and written in sequence on a regular P4 phosphor TV monitor. It takes
four, eight or sixteen fields to transmit and receive the entire number of pixels in the
picture. The second line of the sampled raster is sampled in a similar way but the samples
are not taken in the same horizontal position on the TV line. A pseudo random sampling
scheme is used which prevents artifacts of sampling from deteriorating the picture.

The sampling scheme just described is called “Sampledot” by General Electric (GE)
engineers. The entire system is analog. Delay lines are used for sampling and the
transmitted image is viewed on standard TV monitors. The appearance of the picture is as
though the image is being viewed through a screen mesh. The integrated resolution and
motion seem to be preserved but there are definite artifacts remaining in the picture.

Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis (NAFI) engineers have viewed this GE system
several times. It is their opinion that the system has merit but it needs the advantages of
storage to erase some of the undesirable artifacts in the image. There has always been the
question of choosing a random code for the sampling process and GE has arrived at a code
by design and experiment that appears to be acceptable.

The Naval Avionics Facility has developed a simple memory using available
semiconductor Random Access Memory (RAM) devices for converting planned position
indicator (PPI) radar images to TV format. The success of this scan converter
demonstration led NAFI in the direction of optimizing Sampledot for security and low
bandwidth data links.

The RAM memory has the capability of writing and reading in a completely random
manner. No analog or digital shift register memory can do this. The RAM memory has
been connected to a NOVA minicomputer where, by keyboard entry, any code can be
entered to test the principle of Sampledot. A previous attempt had been unsuccessful when
a shift register memory was used. Sampling artifacts resulted because of the cyclic nature
of the clocked shift register.



Video tapes were made of the RAM scan converted video using various codes controlled
by the minicomputer. Some very bad codes were recorded which showed a venetian blind
effect or other cyclic artifacts. A pseudo random sampling matrix of 8 x 8 appeared to give
the best picture. It should be kept in mind that the NAFI method of viewing Sampledot is
entirely different from that used by R. F. Stone at GE. Stone used a normal P4 set for
viewing with no quantizing of the video anywhere in the system. NAFI’s method first
quantized to 4 bits and wrote into the RAM memory in a pseudo random matrix as
previously described. The RAM memory was scanned in a normal raster fashion for
viewing at normal 60 Hz field rate.

An interesting result was observed when the digital Sampledot system is compared to the
GE analog system when both were viewed on a standard P4 monitor. Due to the fact that
several fields must pass before a pixel is replaced (infinite pseudo decay), there is a “star
trek” effect in the digital Sampledot system that is different than ever observed in the other
system, in that, the part of the scene that moves seems to explode while moving and the
pieces come back together when the motion stops. In order to minimize this effect, it will
be necessary to design a digital decay characteristic for the display. As an example, if an
8 x 8 matrix is used, the pixels could be slowly degraded to black level over 8 pixel field
time periods. This pseudo decay circuit has been designed but not laboratory tested.

It is felt by NAFI engineers that digital Sampledot with digital RAM storage could produce
a low bandwidth system of acceptable picture quality. It is also felt that the format used by
GE is not the optimum scheme for loading the memory. The optimum method is called
“Spiraldot” by NAFI.

Spiraldot.  Low bandwidth TV systems must eliminate fields or pixels, or terms, if they
are to be successful. Some of the recognized ways of doing this are listed below.

1. Transmit only part of the total number of pixels in a field during field time period
(Sampledot)

2. Transmit only part of the total number of fields (Framegrab)

3. Modify content of individual pixels (Hademard)

4. Transmit only differential changes in the pixel content (Delta)

5. Transmit parts of a given field at different rates and resolution.

The last system (5) is called Spiraldot by NAFI engineers.



1 B. G. Haskell and R. L. Schmidt, “A Low Bit Rate Interframe Coder for Videotelephone”, (The
Bell System Technical Journal, Oct., ’75, Vol. 54, No. 8)

Consider a TV raster that is stored in an RAM memory. The memory can be written or
read in any manner whatsoever. The area of the picture needing the highest resolution and
data rate is the center of the raster. A spiral writing pattern does this best. Due to the
geometry of writing, the center is written faster than the outside area. The Sampledot
sampling pixels in the center are closer together and do not result in the screen mesh
overlay that is observed in regular Sampledot. A diagram of the Spiraldot sampling format
is shown in Fig. 1. In this particular sampling pattern, the center is updated at a 60 Hz rate
with full resolution and field rate. The second area is updated in a 1 of 2 resolution cell
update at a 60 Hz rate. The third area is a 1 or 4 update, followed by a 2 of 8 update in the
outside area during the same 60 Hz field time.

In addition to the Spiraldot sampling format, there is a scheme of producing continuous
motion in all areas of the image by the occasional writing of a low resolution picture. The
theory for this concept is well described in Ref. 1.1

The claims made for this particular sampling format are that

1. high resolution and motion are preserved in the center of the screen;

2. motion is preserved elsewhere in the image but at lower resolution; and

3. artifacts are not expected in the final image.

Tests run on a previous digital Sampledot system at NAFI showed the data rate and
resolution to be adequate for remotely piloted vehicles (RPV) and television weapon
delivery.

In case it is desired to have a faster update of the center of the image, the single sync pulse
can be transmitted at a faster rate to reset the counter in the RAM circuitry controlling the
writing in the RAM memory.

A Spiraldot system should be designed to test the projected advantages of the system. It
should be capable of utilizing different sampling patterns and field data rates. The TV
image should be of considerably better quality than observed with Sampledot and still have
good motion capability. If the principles described in this paper are verified, a data link
should be designed to take advantage of the 4/1 or 8/1 potential in bandwidth reduction. (A
block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2.)



EXPLANATION OF SPIRALDOT FORMAT

Field 1
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, both pixels are written with the average of two new pixels.
3. In area 4, all four pixels are written with the average of 4 new pixels.
4. In area 8, all eight pixels are written with the average of 8 new pixels.

Field 2
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, the left pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
3. In area 4, the two left pixels are replaced with the average of two new samples.
4. In area 8, the four left pixels are replaced with the average of 4 new samples.

Field 3
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, the right pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
3. In area 4, the two right pixels are replaced with the average of two new samples.
4. In area 8, the four right pixels are replaced with the average of 4 new samples.

Field 4
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, both old pixels remain.
3. In area 4, all four old pixels remain.
4. In area 8, all eight old pixels remain.

Field 5
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, both pixels are written with the average of two new pixels.
3. In area 4, the first pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
4. In area 8, the fifth and sixth pixels are replaced with the average of two new pixels.

Field 6
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, the left pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
3. In area 4, the fourth pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
4. In area 8, the third and fourth pixels are replaced with the average of two new pixels.



Field 7
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, the right pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
3. In area 4, the second pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
4. In area 8, the seventh and eighth pixels are replaced with the average of two new

pixels.

Field 8
1. In area 1, a new pixel is written.
2. In area 2, both old pixels remain.
3. In area 4, the third pixel is replaced with a new pixel sample.
4. In area 8, the first and second pixels are replaced with the average of two new pixels.

 



Fig. 1 - Format of Spiraldot





AN FSK/FDM MULTIPLEXED FIBER OPTICS SYSTEM FOR
MULTICHANNEL ASYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL DATA

TRANSMISSION

F. R. McDEVITT and C. R. PATISAUL
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Summary.  In this paper the use of frequency division multiplexing to reduce the cost of
fiber-optic digital data interconnects is investigated. An analysis is performed to determine
the level of multiplexing achievable for a typical optical cable link and the cost of the
multiplexed link is compared to that of all-parallel transmission for link distances of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0 km and data rates of 100 kb/s and 1 Mb/s. The results of this work show that
for the present and the near-term future, at least, multiplexing offers substantial cost
savings over all-parallel transmission.

Introduction.  The amount and complexity of computing equipment colocated within a
facility is on the increase, creating a need for more complex interconnecting networks
between and within buildings. These interconnects often consist of multiple, full-duplex
asynchronous digital channels interconnecting computers and peripherals at data rates from
a few hundred bits per second to over 6 Mb/s.

Fiber optics components are being used more and more today to perform these
interconnects, since they offer a wideband, EMI/EMP link that is cost competitive. These
components can be used in an all-parallel fashion, where each data channel has a dedicated
fiber optics transmitter/receiver pair, and a single fiber channel of the cable. However,
fiber optics components also exist that have sufficient bandwidth and transmission fidelity
to allow multiplexing techniques to be incorporated. Time division multiplexing (TDM)
approaches can be used, but the resulting hardware complexity is often excessive. This is
particularly true when the input channels change in bit rate and format as the facility
computing capability increases.

Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) of these channels using digital modulated
subcarriers is not only feasible, but can offer significant cost savings over an all parallel
approach. This paper presents the trade between these two approaches for various link
distances and link cost assumptions.



The FDM plan is determined by the number and bit rate range of the channels to be
interconnected. Other key parameters are link distance, allowable crosstalk, and the
transparency of the electro-optical components. A model of the transmission channel is
included in the next section, and will be used to analyze link performance under a set of
assumed distances, number of channels, and channel rates. This analysis will be used to
determine under what conditions the use of FDM techniques offers cost advantages over
the all-parallel approach.

Transmission System Models.  Two alternative approaches to the transmission of
asynchronous digital data via optical fiber cable are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1a depicts
the all-parallel approach, in which a single optical fiber path and an optical transmitter-
receiver set are dedicated to each of the data channels. Such links in the data rate and
distance ranges of concern in this paper (0.1-1 Mb/s and 0.5-2.0 km, respectively) are
quite practical today. For this reason, no discussion of the performance of all-parallel or
dedicated links will 66 included here.

Figure 1 . Two Approaches to Asynchronous Digital
Data Transmission Using Optical Cable Components

The number of optical fibers and optical transmitter-receiver sets required for the
transmission of a number of data channels may be reduced through the use of multiplexing.
The economy of this approach, of course, depends on the relative costs of the multiplexer-
demultiplexer hardware, the electro-optical components and cable, and on the degree of
multiplexing which can be achieved. For asynchronous data signals, frequency division
multiplexing (FDM) is an attractive choice. Figure 1b shows an FDM system which uses
frequency shift keying (FSK) to modulate the baseband data signals onto subcarriers. The
composite subcarrier signal is used to intensity modulate the LED transmitter. At the
receive terminal the composite signal from the APD receiver is 



separated into the individual subcarriers which, in turn, are demodulated to provide the
baseband digital outputs.

FSK is a subcarrier transmission technique which can be readily implemented using
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) modulators and limiter-discriminator demodulators.
When properly implemented, this noncoherent FSK technique offers near-optimum
performance (i.e., coherent detection and matched filtering) and is conservative of
bandwidth1,2,3. In restricted bandwidth, the performance of noncoherent FSK approaches
and can even surpass that of coherently detected phase shift keying (PSK). A further
advantage of noncoherent FSK is the elimination of the need to extract a carrier reference,
an important consideration in burst data systems. The remainder of this section deals with
the degree of multiplexing which can be achieved using noncoherent FSK and currently
practical optical cable transmission components.

Two factors limit the amount of multiplexing which can be accomplished with an optical
cable link. The first of these is the modulation bandwidth of the optical transmission link,
including the optical transmitter, the cable and the optical receiver. Second is the energy
contrast ratio (Eb/No) which can be delivered to each channel of the multiplexer. Table 1
summarizes the pertinent characteristics of the optical transmission link which will be
examined. These characteristics are representative of currently available components.

An estimate of the modulation frequency response for the total optical link has been
computed for three link distances, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 km. The results of this computation are
shown in Figure 2. An examination of the power spectrum for FSK with NRZ data4 shows
that n channels of rate R can be accommodated in a total bandwidth given by

B = 2.5 (n-1) R+R (1)

with better than 30 dB channel-to-channel isolation. This result assumes peak-to-peak
frequency deviations of 0.7R and predetection filter bandwidths of 1.0R for each channel.
These parameters are known to be near-optimum in terms of bit error rate (BER)
Performance. Four-pole Bessel (linear phase) predetection filters are assumed. Using
Equation (1) the modulation frequency responses of Figure 2, and not allowing any
subcarrier signals below 2 MHz, leads to the bandwidth limits on the number of 100 kb/s
and 1 Mb/s FSK/FDM channels which can be supported by the optical links. These limits
are tabulated in Table 2. Again, this is the limit imposed by available optical channel
modulation bandwidth and does not include the effects of noise and receiver sensitivity.



Figure 2. Modulation Frequency Response
of the Optical Cable Link

Table 1.  Optical Link Characteristics

1.  TRANSMITTER: HIGH RADIANCE LED WITH SINGLE, LOW-LOSS FIBER STUB ATTACHED,
TERMINATED IN SINGLE-FIBER CONNECTOR

OPTICAL POWER OUTPUT  -100,µW AVERAGE OUT OF FIBER STUB

MODULATION BANDWIDTH - 70 MHz (3 dB), SINGLE-POLE CHARACTERISTIC

2.  OPTICAL CABLE: TEN-FIBER STRUCTURE USING LOW-LOSS GRADED-INDEX FIBERS

ATTENUATION - 10 db/km

MODULATION BANDWIDTH - 200 MHz-km WITH LASER SOURCE 70 MHz-km
WITH LED    SOURCE

3.  OPTICAL
     CONNECTORS: SINGLE-FIBER COMPATIBLE

INSERTION LOSS - 2 dB (GRADED-INDEX FIBER)



4.  RECEIVER: APO WITH SINGLE, LOW-LOSS FIBER STUB ATTACHED, TERMINATED IN SINGLE
FIBER CONNECTOR; LOW-NOISE AMPLIFIER

UNITY GAIN RESPONSIVITY - 0.5 A/W

AVALANCHE GAIN - 80

EXCESS GAIN NOISE FACTOR - 3.7

MODULATION BANDWIDTH - 70 MHz (3 dB),
  2-POLE CHARACTERISTIC

FIBER STUB/APD TERMINATION LOSS - 2 dB

Table 2.  Optical Link Bandwidth Limit on the
Number of FSK/FDM Channels Per Fiber

LINK DISTANCE (km) n (100 kb/s) n (1 Mb/s)

0.5
1.0 
2.0

192
164
116

19
17
12

where

M = intensity modulation index of the subcarrier
r = unity gain responsivity of the APD
G = avalanche gain
P = average optical carrier power incident on the detector
q = charge on an electron
Fd = excess gain noise factor of the APD
R = channel bit rate

With a well-designed APD receiver, the noise performance is substantially quantum noise
limited. Thus, the Eb/No which can be delivered to each demultiplexer channel is
approximately5

(2)

If the amplitude distribution of the composite FSK/FDM signal is taken to be Gaussian (a
good approximation for more than about 10 subcarrier signals), then it may be shown that
by choosing



(3)

80% intensity modulation is exceeded only 0.14% of the time and that the rms intensity
modulation is only 25%. At this drive level, a well-designed LED transmitter should
exhibit distortion better than 35 dB down from the signal. This result assumes that all n
channels are active 100% of the time. In a practical system, such is likely not the case and
improved performance could be obtained through the use of AGC (with proper attention
paid to the composite signal crest factor) to adjust to varying levels of channel activity.
However, the approach described by Equation (3) is simple and conservative and will be
used for the purposes of this paper. Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (2) yields

(4)

For the optimized noncoherent FSK system, a 10-9 BER can be achieved with Eb/No =
16 dB1,2,3. If we add to that 3 dB for “practical implementation” and 6 dB for link margin,
the required Eb/No = 25 dB.

The data in Table 1 may be used to compute the average optical power incident on the
photodetector for each distance of interest. These values are given in Table 3. In the case
of the 2.0 km link, a third, in-line, optical connector is assumed.

Table 3.  Average Optical Carrier Power Incident
on the Photodetector

L (km) P (µW)

0.5
1.0
2.0

7.9
2.5
0.16

Now the energy contrast ratio limit on the number of FSK/FDM channels per fiber can be
computed using Tables 1 and 3 and Equation (4). The results appear in Table 4. The limits
shown in Table 4 are those due to source power, link attenuation and receiver performance
alone and do not account for the bandwidth of the optical channel.



Table 4.  Optical Link Energy Contrast Ratio Limit
on the Number of FSK/FDM Channels Per Fiber

L (km) n (100 kb/s) n (1 Mb/s)

0.5
1.0
2.0

6,300
2,000

128

630
200
12

A comparison of Tables 2 and 4 indicates that in all cases except the 1 Mb/s, 2.0 km case,
the degree of multiplexing achievable is limited by available optical link bandwidth rather
than by link noise performance. This, of course, suggests the possibility of equalizing the
optical link frequency response at the expense of a noise penalty. This possibility will not
be explored here, however. The remainder of this paper will investigate the economy of
the level of multiplexing predicted in Table 2.

Cost Comparisons of All-Parallel and FSK/FDM Approaches.  Table 2 of the previous
section has established the level of multiplexing that can be achieved for the example links
of interest in this paper. In this section, the relative costs of the all-parallel and FSK/FDM
approaches are compared. The criterion for comparison is the cost per simplex channel as
established by the cost of the optical transmitters and receivers, the cable, connectors and
FSK hardware. Equipment common to both approaches such as racks and power supplies
are not included in the cost. Of course, in the FSK/FDM case, the cost of the optical and
electro-optical hardware is shared by more than one simplex channel. Installation costs are
not considered.

Projected equipment and optical cable costs for the next 3 years are shown in Table 5.
Note the assumed reductions in electro-optical components as the technology matures over
the next 5 years. No reduction in FSK/FDM hardware is projected and the figures of Table
5 do not reflect any increases due to inflation, etc.

Table 5.  Hardware Cost Projections

1976 1977 1978

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER SET
CABLE (10 FIBER CHANNELS)
CONNECTORS
FSK/FDM SIMPLEX CHANNEL

$2,000
$27/m
$200
$2,000

$1,500
$13.50/m
$100
$2,000

$1,000
$6.25/m
$75
$2,000



Since the cost of the jacket, etc., must be included in the cable cost, an existing 10-fiber
cable structure was chosen for the cost projection, rather than a simple rule such as
50¢/fiber foot. Cable installation is not included in the cost data.

The cost per simplex channel for the all-parallel approach has been computed for the three
link distances using the cost assumptions of Table 5. The results of this computation are
shown in Table 6. Table 7 summarizes the cost per simplex channel as a function of link
distance and data rate for the levels of multiplexing predicted in Table 2.

Table 6.  Cost Per Simplex Channel - All Parallel

L(km) 1976 1977 1978

0.5
1.0
2.0

$3,750
$5,100
$8,000

$2,375
$3,050
$4,500

$1,463
$1,775
$2,475

Table 7.  Cost Per Simplex Channel - FDM

1976 1977 1978

L (km)
0.5
1.0
2.0

100 kb/s
$2,019
$2,031
$2,068

1 Mb/s
$2,197
$2,300
$2,667

100 kb/s
$2,012
$2,018
$2,039

1 Mb/s
$2,125
$2,179
$2,375

100 kb/s
$2,008
$2,010
$2,021

1 Mb/s
$2,077
$2,104
$2,206

Observe that the cost saving offered by the FDM/FSK approach is significant at today’s
prices, especially for the longer link distances. In 1977 the cost advantages of multiplexing
are still substantial. However, by 1978 the cost advantage for multiplexing a 2.0 km link is
small, and in fact for shorter distances the all-parallel approach appears to be the most
economical one if the fiber optics equipment costs decrease as assumed. The assumed cost
reductions for the fiber optics components are perhaps optimistic, especially with regard to
the cable. Furthermore, the projected cost figures for 1978 are at best speculative since it
may not be realistic to assume the use of today’s existing components for a system to be
implemented 3 years from now.

Conclusions.  The use of frequency division multiplexing to reduce the cost of
multichannel digital data interconnects using optical fiber cables has been investigated. A
theoretical analysis was performed to determine the degree of multiplexing achievable on a
typical fiber-optic link. A cost comparison of all-parallel data transmission and FSK/FDM



transmission was carried out based on projected costs of fiber-optic components and
FSK/FDM hardware for the next 3 years. This study shows that for today and for the near-
term future, multiplexing offers significant cost savings over the all-parallel approach.
However, the results of this work predict that all-parallel transmission will be more
economical by 1978 if the costs of fiber optics components, particularly cables, decrease
as assumed. This conclusion should be regarded as tentative only, though, because of the
uncertainties involved in predicting component costs and, indeed, even what technology
will be available 3 years in the future.
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Summary.  The primary role of the Space and Missile Test Center (SAMTEC) is to
provide support for the relatively large number of various types of missiles launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB). Associated with this function is the requirement to
provide telemetry decommutation/data processing systems capable of processing the
telemetry transmitted by the missiles. At present, the telemetry data is routed to and from
the analog tape recorders and bit synchronizers through patch boards, which totals over
200 inputs. This represents a myriad of patching combinations when considering the
number of different missile formats and outputs that have to be manually patched and
unpatched.

SAMTEC contracted with Electrospace Systems, Inc., (ESI) for a dry reed relay switching
system. The switching system, Analog Data Equipment Switching System (ADESS),
consists of seven matrices under the control of a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
Model PDP-11/05 minicomputer. The ADESS matrices 1 and 2 are three stage switching
systems with the respective input/output - 100 x 90 and 60 x 70. Matrices 3 through 7
range from a 40 x 40 down to a 10 x 20 rectangular matrix configuration. Matrix 1 has a
frequency response range of DC-12MHz, matrices 2 through 6 have a range from DC-
3MHz, and matrix 7 ranges from DC-15MHz. The PDP-11/05 peripherals include a
CRT/Keyboard and dual floppy disk which controls the latching and status of the matrix
switches and stores the mission set up files which can be rapidly called up by the operator.
The ADESS will decrease turn around by up to ten times as compared to present
operations.

Introduction.  The ADESS switches signals from a microwave interface subsystem to
data processing subsystems and recording subsystems, and distributes data processing
subsystem outputs to displays and data analysis equipment. The system is shown
functionally in Figure 1. The ADESS consists of seven computer-controlled matrices



(Table 1), control interface units, and an operator control unit (control/display subsystem).
The control system exercises control of the signal flow through the switching matrices, and
displays the status of the matrix configurations. Control commands are entered by the
operator at the keyboard. The keyboard commands are translated by the processor to
binary signals which are applied to the switch matrices. Status and busy signals are
returned from the matrices to the control interface units; status and busy information are
returned from the control interface units to the processor. Operator requested information
is displayed on the CRT, through the CRT controller, and upon operator command. The
floppy disk unit provides storage of frequently used mission configurations, and the
ADESS program.

Table 1.  ADESS Matrix Allocations

Matrix Size
Number (Input/Output) Comments

1 100 x 90 3 level, 2 racks
2 60 x 70 3 level, 1 rack
3 40 x 40 Rectangular, part of 1 rack
4 20 x 40 Rectangular, part of 1 rack
5 20 x 80 Rectangular, part of 1 rack
6 10 x 20 Rectangular, part of 1 rack
7 Five panels, each containing six 2 x 1 switches

ADESS Special Characteristics.

Discrete Address Capability
The crosspoints are discretely addressable, i.e., they can operate from source to load (input
to output) in any order. Two or more inputs cannot be connected to one output.

Confirmation
Crosspoint confirmation paths parallel the signal paths. Positive confirmation of the
crosspoint activation or deactivation from within the matrix is provided. Activation or
deactivation means that the crosspoint is closed or opened in accordance with the
command from the control subsystem.

Crosspoint Configuration Retention
If primary power fails, the crosspoint matrix configuration (connected or disconnected) of
the signal and confirm paths is maintained in the pre-power loss state.



Paralleling
The matrix can parallel up to ten loads (outputs) to one source (input). This capability
makes it possible to progressively select and connect any random combination of all ten
loads to one source, and to progressively disconnect all crosspoints in random order;
during this process no unwanted crosspoints are connected and no wanted crosspoints are
disconnected.

Attenuation

The matrices when in a paralleling mode and when one source is connected to ten loads,
do not attenuate the input signal level more than 0.2 dB.

Failures

No failures in one matrix address affects any other matrix subsystem address.

Maintenance
Software and hardware provide automated diagnostics to functional modules within the
system.

Operator Control Unit.  The operator control unit permits the operator to actuate the
switching matrices through the logic unit, and the unit displays the status of the matrices.
The operator control unit provides the following capabilities:

• Functually prepares an operational configuration with a minimum number of actions.

• Displays the configuration, as implemented by the operator, in a continuous format.

• Provides a “road map” display of the system configuration; the display configuration
presents the source (input), load or loads (output or outputs), and the command(s)
function.

• Provides a status display of the total matrix configurations by a single command.

• Allows the operator to alter or delete a non-implemented configuration setup, and
replace the source/load selection with other operational requirements.

• In the event of primary power failure during the preparation and/or implementation of a
configuration, retains the commands in a nonvolatile memory format unit. After power
is restored, the unit contains the information input previous to the interruption, and
continues with the implementation and/or setup procedures.



Software Description.  One of the design constraints was the PDP-11/05 memory size of
16K words. The ADESS program was written primarily in FORTRAN. The logic interface
and power fail recovery routines were written in assembly language.

Software control of the three-level matrices was designed to find a path between a
specified input and a specified output while minimizing the possibility of blocking.
Blocking is defined as the condition existing when a usable path between an input and an
output does not exist.

When designing an algorithm for connecting paths in a three-level matrix, the primary
consideration was the memory limitation. Also, the speed of a three-level connect had to
be reasonably fast, necessitating a minimization of the number of overlay swaps.

In an effort to minimize blocking, a word was maintained in common which was used to
store the number of the last submatrix in level 1 through which the connection of an
input/output path was attempted. Each time a submatrix in level 1 is required to connect an
input/output path, the contents of the word in common is incremented by three. When the
contents of the word exceeds nine, it is decremented by ten. Also, a new path between
levels is created only if an existing path cannot be used.

Both drives of a DEC Model RX01 floppy disk unit are utilized when running the ADESS
program. Drive 0 contains selected operating system programs, ADESS object modules,
and the ADESS relocatable binary load module. Drive 1 contains various files produced
and/or used by the ADESS program (including crosspoint name files, bad crosspoint files,
an optional log file, mission files, alternate mission files and mission error files). Because
of slow disk access time (483ms), disk input/output was used only when speed was not a
consideration (swapping in overlays for display commands), when it was necessary to read
name files (core availability was inadequate to store the crosspoint names).

Matrix Hardware.  ADESS matrix hardware consists of control interface and switchcard
modules. The control interface is the hardware that allows the computer to latch and
unlatch the reed relay crosspoints. It consists of buffers, registers, relay drives, and etc.
Switchboards are configured as 10 input by 2 output modules which are used as building
blocks for the ADESS system. The important signal parameters for the two largest
matrices are listed in Table 2.

Conclusion.  Categorizing the analog telemetry equipment frequency range of the inputs
and outputs to the telemetry data processing centers was the first step in systematizing the
matrix requirements. The predetection and video signals were concentrated into a high
frequency range of DC-12MHz. Whereas the other analog signals such as tape speed 



Table 2.  Signal Matrix Parameters

Item Description

Data Matrix 1
Size 100 input x 90 output
Frequency response Dc to 12MHz ±0.5 dB
Impedance 75-ohm input and output
Voltage level 2V P-P nominal
VSWR 1.1:1
Isolation (open crosspoint) 70 dB minimum
Crosstalk -60 dB minimum
Gain 0 dB; adjustable
Distortion 1% maximum
P-P Signal-to-rms noise ration 60 dB minimum (12-MHz bandwidth)
DC stability ±50 millivolts

Data Matrix 2
Size 60 input x 70 output
Frequency Dc to 3MHz ±1.0 dB
Impedance 75-ohm input and output
Voltage level 2V P-P nominal
VSWR 1.5:1
Isolation (open crosspoint) 60 dB minimum
Crosstalk -50 dB minimum
Gain 0 dB; adjustable
Distortion 1% maximum
P-P Signal-to-rms noise ratio 60 dB minimum (3-MHz bandwidth)
DC stability ±50 millivolts

compensation, timing, data streams to bit synchronizers and subcarrier discriminators, and
decommutated data signals to analog display devices were grouped into a frequency range
of about 3MHz and below. In order to achieve a common set of switchcards in this system,
two types of cards were used throughout the matrices (DC-12MHz and DC-3MHz) which
reduced maintenance and logistic considerations. Another major system design feature that
required consideration was the type of operational control of the matrices that should be
selected. This area required determination of the use of mnemonics for labeling of the
inputs and outputs which will increase the operator’s ability to make changes rapidly and
accurately. As an aid to the operator in making up operational support configurations, a file
system management module was required. The file system was one of the main areas of



design consideration in determining the size of processor memory and mass storage media
such as a disk or tape system. Also, another system parameter because quite apparent as
the matrix system was being integrated into the data center. In this application, it was
determined that the matrix controller should not experience a downtime of more than five
minutes. To achieve a low Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) for the controller, a second
controller and peripherals were scheduled for integration.

As the system design considerations point out, a thorough analysis becomes a vital step in
developing a reliable matrix system. The integration of the ADESS into the SAMTEC
telemetry data reduction center in late 1976 will demonstrate its capability to support the
rapid turnaround of the telemetry data reduction operations.

Figure 1.  ADESS Functional Block Diagram



1 This work was performed under contract to the Office of Naval Research, Naval Research
Laboratory.

MIDISS: A UNIQUE MULTI-PROCESSOR TELEMETRY
GROUND STATION1

DONALD L. FEINBERG
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Summary   An optimum architecture for real-time telemetry data acquisition and display
has been developed. It provides a high degree of flexibility and throughput while using a
minimum of hardware: as applied to the MIDISS system, this approach enables users to
specify data processing for each sensor on several satellites independently of downlink
formats. Each user can specify and modify CRT displays without interrupting the data
processing performance. Processing may include algebraic manipulation, logical
branching, logic products, time averaging, etc. This flexibility is provided by
SPACETALK, a FORTRAN-like language that enables the user to deal with each sensor
by name. Users can also format and transmit uplink commands.

Hardware minimization is evidenced by MIDISS’s compactness. It consists of a 16-bit
minicomputer and a SPACEPIPE (microcomputer-based, front-end processor) that
decommutates multiple downlinks, provides rate-buffering, and performs data compression
and alarm-checking. The minicomputer is thus free to perform extensive data processing
for those downlink channels that are changing at significant rates,

Introduction   In many mini-computer or midi-computer based ground stations, a
requirement to change the downlink format or to modify data processing instructions can
give rise to a major systems reprogramming effort. Further, a significant portion of the
processor’s capability is usually devoted to repetitive front-end communication tasks. The
addition of the front-end pre-processing modules tailored to perform high-speed
communication tasks, data compression, and alarm checking, would dramatically free main
frame capability for more flexible, more complex processing.

At any given time, only some downlink channels from a satellite are changing at a
significant rate. Therefore an optimal system should be able to decide which downlink
sources actually require attention from the mainframe.



From the user’s viewpoint, the optimum system should enable him to specify processing
for each channel (data point), and to display intermediate or final results wherever desired
on his CRT monitor, independently of that data point’s location in the downlink format. It
would also allow him to change the display during downlink operations. Further, he wants
the ability to interact with the system himself via an English-language program, rather than
use system programming specialists to implement his requirements. He also would like to
calculate and display functions of several variables, and functions that involve data
sampled at successive times, with the same ease as simpler functions.

This paper describes hardware and software concepts that provide the above capabilities
inexpensively. The concepts have been successfully applied in Spacetac’s general purpose
telemetry station, MIDISS, which is fairly compact - it has been used at a launch site for
launch operations, and then re-located to a ground station for orbital operations

System Description   MIDISS provides a unique data acquisition and display oriented
language compiler which allows user specification of all data conversion and display
activities within the system. Each independently remoteable console (Figure 1) can
selectively display converted and computed data from any spacecraft sensor, while at the
same time sending commands (where applicable) to any of the data sources.

The system uses a microprocessor controlled, data pre-processor called a SPACEPIPE.
The SPACEPIPE decommutates and compresses data from three asynchronous downlinks.
This data is passed to a PDP 11/40 host computer through a shared memory. The
SPACEPIPE’s primary function is to maintain the most current value for each channel in
this memory at all times.

To do this, it uses two Schottky bi-polar microcomputers in a pipelined configuration. The
first microcomputer in the pipeline interfaces the downlink frame synchronizers and
performs preliminary data verification. Selected data may be extracted for buffering
directly to the host computer, while other data are pushed to the second pipelined
microcomputer via a hardware FIFO. On the pull end of this FIFO, the second
microcomputer accesses the rate-decoupled data and completes the decommutation.
process. The now identified data points are subjected to floating aperture data compression
and alarm checking before being passed to the shared memory. When significant data
changes occur, the name of the associated spacecraft sensor is queued to the host
computer.

The host computer executes the data processing routine (analysis, conversion and display)
corresponding to each queued sensor channel, These routines are coded in advance by the
user in an English-like language called SPACETALK, which is “compiled” into packages
of context-free intermediate code and stored on a fixed-head disk. The package, or set of



packages, associated with each queued data source is “executed” at object time
asynchronously, as needed.

SPACETALK provides the user with several capabilities, First, the arithmetic power of a
FORTRAN-like compiler language (including a set of library functions) is available to the
user. Secondly, logical and conditional branching allows real time (self) modifiable
displays and alternative processing. Thirdly, SPACETALK data processing is specified
symbolically: sensor names are defined without reference to their telemetry frame (line,
word, subcom) position. A decom program correlates names with telemetry positions,
giving a decommutation scheme for a particular format. Several decom programs can be
stored, allowing a set of SPACETALK data processing instructions to run with a variety of
telemetry formats, changable in real time. Finally, a sophisticated and extremely flexible
display scheme is provided, controllable both by compiler instructions and by the human
operator. Any value can be displayed, along with engineering units and messages.

All of this capability is available to a user who is familiar with FORTRAN-type
programming, but knows nothing further about computer systems or telemetry systems.
Examples of user-generated processing routines are given later in this paper.

The system also provides extensive up-link command assembly and formatting capability.

Hardware Description   Most of the major hardware elements shown in Figure 1 are
standard units from various manufacturers, and thus will not be described in detail. The
mainframe occupies two 69"-high, 19" racks, and includes the host processor - a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-11/40. There are two dual-port memories on the PDP-11
Unibus -that are shared with the SPACEPIPE. The fixed-head disk is a high-speed unit
(250kHz word transfer rate with 8.5 ms average access time). The SPACEPIPE and the
Control and Display Consoles, on the other hand, embody innovations that add greatly to
MIDISS’s flexibility and power, and are described below.

Using one SPACEPIPE increases the host processor’s downlink rate capability by an order
of magnitude, yet increases hardware costs by only a small amount. SPACEPIPE occupies
a 9" high, 19-inch shelf. The primary tasks assigned to it include: 1) electrical interfacing
with three downlink synchronizers; 2) handshaking for data transfer; 3) validating
incoming data (several frames of data must be held before being passed to the rest of the
system; 4) passing certain data directly to the mainframe; and then 5) decommutating and
sub-decommutating, in several levels, the remaining data; 6) compressing data (both zero-
order and floating aperature); 7) checking all changed data against individually predefined
alarm limits; 8) storing the most current data into a shared memory located on the PDP-11
Unibus; and 9) presenting to the host processor an over-run protected queue (software
FIFO) of significantly changing channel addresses.



2 For implemetation of this scheme and other details on the SPACEPIPE, see reference (1).

Schottky microcomputers were selected for these tasks because of their inherent high-
speed (complete instruction execution in 300 ns). Each contains a PROM, for storing fixed
generalized algorithmic control instructions (firmware), and a small, high-speed RAM.
Since the firmware is not modifiable, control tables are stored in the RAM and can be
modified by the host computer for overall control, and by input data conditions for internal
algorithmic control.

Interconnection among the microcomputers and the host processor is shown in Figure 2.
The microcomputer ports shown are tri-state, and each provides both input and output. The
primary communication path between the SPACEPIPE and the host computer is
implemented using two dual port, PDP-11 Unibus compatible memories, one dedicated to
each microcomputer. Data are deposited by each microcomputer into its assigned dual port
memory, where it can be accessed asynchronously by the 11/40. Low speed control
information is also communicated between the microcomputers and the 11/40 using the
shared memories. A secondary communication path between the SPACEPIPE and the host
computer is a high speed, 16-bit duplex interface. It directly connects each microcontroller
to the 11/40 Unibus and enables interrupt type handshaking.

Microcomputer No. 1 performs and/or controls tasks 1 through 4 listed above. It receives
data from the frame synchronizers via optical isolators. Hardware latches store service
requests from the frame synchronizers, and MSI priority encoders indicate the highest
priority request pending. Data from the corresponding latch are passed, with only one
microcomputer instruction,2 directly to shared memory 1 in the mainframe, and stored
there temporarily while microcomputer 1 performs data verification. This shared memory
also provides a direct communication channel to the PDP-11/40 for those data that do not
require further SPACEPIPE processing, and it provides some of the buffering required for
data that must be passed to microcomputer 2.

Electrical communication between microcomputer 1 and microcomputer 2 is accomplished
with a 61-byte (8 bits) hardware FIFO. The hardware FIFO allows a rate decoupling
between the processing going on in microcomputer 1 and the continuation of that
processing in microcomputer 2. The hardware FIFO allows coherent processing at the
average processing period of either machine rather than at the sum of the periods of
processing in both machines. Throughput enhancement is a function of the buffering depth
of the hardware FIFO as well as the difference between the shortest processing period and
the longest processing period in the two processors.

Microcomputer No. 2 performs functions 5 through 9 listed above, and also inserts a time-
of-year code. As described in the software section of this paper, it presents processed data
to shared memory 2 in the mainframe, as well as two queues - a 25-element alarm queue



that contains the addresses of data sources that are out of limits, and a 1,000 element
normal processing queue.

Both microcomputers in the SPACEPIPE can interrupt the host processor when immediate
attention is required.

The second hardware element to be described is the operator’s control and display
console. Each console fits one rack, and includes three CRT monitors, a keyboard, control
and power units, and a signal interface. One monitor (called the common display) tells
each operator the current status of MIDISS’s telemetry and command systems, describes
the status of the other consoles, and provides an independent alarm message area for each
telemetry link. The other two monitors are dedicated to the operator’s use for offline
(preparation time) processing, display, and command instructions, and for on-line (run-
time) TLM link selection, display specification and/or modification, and uplink command
execution. (The system can be set up to either allow several operators to execute uplink
commands, or to limit command capability to one operator). Several types of displays are
available on the monitor, as described in the software description in this paper.

A key feature of the console hardware is its signal interface, which allows remoting each
console up to 1,000 feet from the mainframe via coax cables. Alternately, via 9600 baud
modems and telephone lines, consoles can be remoted as needed.

Any display can be saved, either in hard copy or in one of the electronic storage media
available.

Software Description - DATA BASE ORGANIZATION   For each telemetry link
(Figure 3), one can consider that five storage locations are significant to MIDISS’s
operation. The key to the system is that the decommutated data from the SPACEPIPE is
placed directly into a shared core memory segment. There is no data communication on-
line handshaking. All pre-processing in the SPACEPIPE is transparent to the host
processor, which accesses data and request queues at its convenience on its side of the
shared memory.

The PDV (Process Data Vector) shown in the shared segment is the table of values kept
current by the SPACEPIPE. Each location in this table is associated with a unique data
source on the satellite. This approach allows “relative to base” addressing.

The set of PRV’s (Position Resolution Vectors) shown is essentially a map - each PRV
correlates the location of a word in the telemetry format (e.g. supercom; maincom, sub-
com, and sub-subcom values) with a location in the PDV. The host processor generates a
new set of PRV’s during preparation time for each new format anticipated. Because all



decommutation is performed by the SPACEPIPE, the host processor has no need to access
the PRV’s during run-time, so the appropriate PRV’s are loaded into the microcomputer’s
private RAM each time the format changes.

The third data interface between the microprocessor and the host processor contains two
FIFO’s which enable asynchronous “queue coupling” between the processors. These
FIFO’s are over-run protected: if the SPACEPIPE receives a new data value for a sensor
whose PDV address is already in the FIFO (awaiting processing), it updates the data value
in the PDV, but does nothing to the FIFO. Thus the FIFO capacity is used efficiently, and
the processor capacity is not spent processing “old” data. (Data that changes faster than
MIDISS processes it, is changing faster than a human being can follow on a CRT).

The remaining two data base “locations” shown in Figure 3 contain user-specified
processing and display instructions called process control blocks (PCB’s). One or more
PCB’s may be generated for each data source, and any PCB may process any number of
data sources. Normally, most PCB’s are stored on the disk, with a “most recently-used-
cache” algorithm being used to store some in core. If a PCB requires the reading of data at
various times, temporary storage is available for intermediate values. A PCB may include
any of the instructions available in SPACETALK.

Software Description - PROGRAMS   The PCB’s and other software modules are
related to each other, and to the data base, as shown in Figure 4.

During off-line operations, the SPACETALK compiler generates the PCB’s based on user-
coded instructions. The PCB’s reference downlink sensors by name. The PRV generator
combines sensor information from the compiler with telemetry format information (not
necessarily from the same user) to produce the PRV’s. Also, the user has the option to
specify display parameters during off-line preparation time and save them for use during
run time.

Run-time operation uses an executive and an interpreter in the mainframe, and
microcomputer firmware in the SPACEPIPE. The interpreter performs the specified
processing under executive control. Also, users frequently take advantage of the display
software capability to change display parameters during real-time runs without having to
“take the system down”.

Each of the software modules shown in Figure 4 has clearly defined logical interfaces, and
can be considered to operate independently of the others. Thus, they are described
separately in turn below.



Spacetalk Compiler   SPACETALK is a Fortran-like data processing language that was
developed by Spacetac specifically for telemetry applications. Included are a complete
arithmetic and logical branching capability, plus the capability to compute logical products
(e.g. exclusive OR), and extensive output formatting and display capability. Complicated
or often-used functions may be established in a library, and called by name as needed in
any user program. The user writes Fortran-like programs in SPACETALK (Figure 5)
dealing with his spacecraft sensors only by names (which he invents). He specifies all the
data processing and display that is to take place for each sensor. The processing can vary,
dependent on external or internal information which can be tested.

If the name of a PCB is the same as a sensor name, it will he executed during run-time
whenever the SPACEPIPE queues that sensor to the mainframe, If the name is not a sensor
name, the PCB will be executed only when called by another PCB (or by the MIDISS
system, for example, when the system requires time-of-year code conversion). The user
may make any intermediate value in a PCB available to other PCB’s, merely by declaring
it to be a GLOBAL variable. One PCB may have any number of sensor inputs. (Any PCB
may read any location in the PDV.) If desired, data and interim results can be stored, so
the PCB’s requiring multiple sensor readings over a period of time can be accomodated.
There is capability for specifying DISPLAY and SAVE (e.g. on disk) formats for any
value appearing in a PCB, as well as for messages. For each sensor, the SPACETALK
user also indicates the type of data compression desired, and specifies processing limits
(value changes that should trigger normal priority or ALARM priority processing of the
PCB). If he does not enter such limits for a given sensor,  MIDISS can enter default limits.

After the program is coded and edited in source language by the user, the SPACETALK
compiler generates two outputs. The first is a context-free, intermediate-code
representation of each block of processing information (the PCB’s). These will be later
“executed” by the run time interpreter during system use to perform the actual data
processing. The second output, derived by implication from the SPACETALK source
language program, is a catalog that lists the sensors that the compiler needs to deal with,
and specifies where it expects to find their values in the PDV. That is, the PCB’s have
been encoded with the assumption of where in the PDV the sensor information is kept.
These compiler outputs are independent of telemetry formats and can be used with a
variety of them. The PRV generator program which correlates the PDV with any given
downlink format is described next,

PRV Generator   PRV’s are blocks of information which the microprocessors can use to
decom the incoming data on one downlink. The PRV generator is a program which has as
its input:



1. The catalog of sensor names and the assumed PDV positions that was output by
SPACETALK.

2. Frame/word/sub-com position of sensors, by name, as specified for each downlink
format.

The program then generates a set of PRV’s for each format. At runtime, the set
corresponding to the current format is loaded by the runtime executive into the
microprocessor’s private memory, providing a link form the un-decommutated data to the
interpreter. If the downlink format changes during runtime, the PRV’s corresponding to the
new format are loaded, independently of the data processing. In this manner, MIDISS
permits a number of downlink schemes, while the user need specify the data processing
only once.

SPACEPIPE Firmware   The basic job of these routines is to decommutate frame
synchronizer outputs, load them into the PDV within shared memory No. 2, land queue
PDV addresses that require processing. The firmware does this by using control tables
loaded by the host processor, for example, the PRV’s and the processing limits. Firmware
tasks are organized into relatively small processing modules, each of which is executed
under executive control and returns to the executive within a minimum period, so that the
executive can then service the highest priority task currently outstanding. (A full range of
suspended background tasks can be maintained.) This and other concepts described in
Reference 1 contribute to an optimized SPACEPIPE throughput rate.

Runtime Executive   This program principally performs system resource management. It
is the only program visible to the user at runtime (unless he wants to change the display); it
services all his runtime communication needs with MIDISS.

Typical downlink functions are to process requests from the user to load a new set of
PRV’s or to begin or halt runtime execution; or to pass display change information to the
runtime interpreter (without taking the system off-line or otherwise interrupting real-time
operation). Typical uplink functions enable a user to formulate, edit, store, and execute
command strings to the spacecraft. (This latter could be through a variety of transmission
equipment).

Runtime Interpreter   The runtime interpreter is the program which performs the actual
data processing in the MIDISS. Data processing procedures are kept in the PCB’s, and the
incoming data is kept in the PDV. The runtime interpreter acts upon these instructions and
information. It also performs all displays, which may be user-specified entirely (or
partially) at compile time and then modified (or completed) during runtime. The display
specification process is described next.



Screen Painting and Display Setup Software   The user can construct displays by simply
naming the parameter desired and the location where he would like it to appear. Further
examples of display flexibility include: the same parameter may be called to more than one
location; the same parameter may appear in more than one form (decimal, octal, binary,
floating point, scientific notation); ASCII messages and units can be preassigned or can
appear based on data content; alarm, commands, and data can be assigned to separate
areas of the display; a large number of parameters may be called up with one blanket
name; etc.

The user may specify display information either completely or partially. A complete
specification made during preparation time directs MIDISS to always display the indicated
data at the specified place, regardless of other system conditions - for example, alarm
conditions. A partial specification allows the display to be either turned on or off at
runtime, and in addition, positioned on a CRT screen at runtime. Since the number of
displayed variables may be high, software exists to organize the effort.

Before actual data is run, but with the MIDISS runtime system loaded, the user can
exercise his display options. “Null” displays appear on the CRT’s showing the user what
he has done. (Modification is possible). Finally, the screen paintings are saved and may be
used at runtime - in fact, there may be several such paintings which can be invoked and
changed at runtime. (This is not to say that the user loses runtime control over individual
displays - he does not; any parameter can be called up or re-located during runtime,
without affecting system data processing performance. This software only makes it
convenient to make large numbers of specifications in a way that they can be invoked with
a simple command at runtime.)

Naturally, permanent logging of specified parameters (such as alarms and commands) is
available.

Conclusion   The architecture described allows the desired flexibility. For a system with
1,000 downlink data sources, changes in data processing instructions, for any given
source, have been implemented rapidly, with no impact on the overall system. Changes to
the downlink format have been successfully accomodated on-line, with no interruption to
the system performance. This flexiblilty has proven to be extremely useful during launch
preparation and during orbital operation.

The hardware approach chosen - using LSI bi-polar microprocessors as pre-processors -
has provided high reliability as well as a large increase in throughput for a small cost
increase. This type front-end provides a good cost-to-processing-rate ratio for mini or midi
computer systems.



Reference (1): S.K. Brede, R.L. Gonyea, and M.L. Harvey “High Speed Data Processing
System Using Bipolar Microcomputers,” Proceedings, Industrial Electronics and Control
Instrumentation Group, 1976 Annual Conference, IEEE, New York, N.Y., pp 62-67; 1976

Figure 1.  MIDISS Architecture. One SPACEPIPE interfaces three telemetry links
that have a total data rate of 1 Mbps.



Figure 2.  SPACEPIPE Interconnections



Figure 3.  Data Base Structure for One Downlink

Figure 4.  MIDISS Software Structure



Figure 5. Typical SPACETALK Processing Program
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Summary. In this paper we consider some recent developments and open problems on
broadcast channels. In particular we consider general discrete memoryless broadcast
channel with two information sources. For the case where the two sources are independent
we define a rate region R and show that arbitrarily reliable transmission of information
over a general broadcast channel may be achieved with suitable coding at all rates in R.
For the special case of degraded broadcast channels, R reduces to a previously known
expression for the capacity region. R is calculated for a nondegradable broadcast channel
which shows that previously known achievable rate regions can be substantially improved
upon. We also define an achievable rate region for the case of dependent information
sources. Finally, some open problems are discussed.

Introduction. The broadcast channel, a multiple-user communication channel with one
transmitter and two receivers, as shown in Figure 1, was first introduced by Cover[1]. In
[1], Cover posed the problem of determining the capacity region for the general broadcast
channel, that is, the set of all rates (R0,R1,R2) for which arbitrarily reliable transmission of
information from source (0) to destinations (1) and (2), from source (1) to destination (1),
and from source (2) to destination (2) may be achieved with suitable channel coding.
Subsequent work by Bergmans[2] and Gallager[3] established the capacity region for the
special case of degraded broadcast channels, that is, when one of the component DMC’s,
say P2 (.*.) is a cascade of the other component DMC, P1 (.*.) and a third DMC. For
nondegradable broadcast channels, Cover[4] and van der Meulen[5] have established a
region of achievable rates for which arbitrarily reliable transmission of information is
possible.

In this paper we present a new set of achievable rates which contains the rate region
established in [4] and [5]. We conjecture that this set of rates defines the capacity region
for the general broadcast channel, although we have not been able to establish a converse
coding theorem.



Figure 1 General Broadcast Channel













Finally let

Theorem 3:  Every rate triplet in R is achievable.

For a proof of Theorem 3 and a description of the code ensemble and decoding procedure
see [6].

Concluding Remarks.  In this paper we have described some recent results in the theory
of broadcast channels. Although the evidence presented here tends to support a conjecture
that R is the capacity region, the proof of a converse coding theorem for nondegraded
broadcast channels remains the most important open problem in this area.

Another interesting unsolved problem to consider is determining the capacity region for the
broadcast channel with memory. This is an especially significant problem since most
physical situations which can be modeled by a broadcast channel require some memory in
the model. For a preliminary investigation in this area see [7]. Some other areas requiring
attention are the effect of feedback on the capacity region of a broadcast channel and
conditions for broadcast channels to be degraded. The effect of feedback is important from
a physical standpoint since most multi-channel communication systems have available a
high quality feedback path from the receivers to the transmitter. For degraded broadcast
channels it has been shown [8] that feedback does not alter the capacity region. In the
nondegraded case, however, it is not at all obvious what the effect of feedback will be. It is
also interesting to have a simple test for a broadcast channel to be degraded. This is
important from a computational point of view since the calculation of the capacity region
of a degraded channel is much simpler. This problem has not been resolved.

At this time the only codes which have been proposed for use on broadcast channels are
random satellite block codes. The practical value of these codes is limited, their primary
function being to prove the achievability of the rate region. The construction of
implementable error correcting codes for general discrete memoryless broadcast channels
is yet an open problem.
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Figure 2.  Transition Probabilities for the Blackwell Channel

Figure 3.  Rate Region for the Blackwell Channel
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Summary.  We consider a centralized network model representing a teleprocessing or a
centralized computer communication network. The network is topologically described by a
tree structure. A single central node represents a data-processing center, while the other
nodes correspond to remote terminals. A maximal average message delay value is
prescribed. A cost function is assumed to incorporate a term representing link costs,
dependent only on the link flows, and a term involving weighted (distance related) sum of
the powers of the link-capacity values. We then solve for the optimal link capacity
assignment, yielding the minimal value of the cost function under the prescribed maximal
message delay value.

Introduction.  Centralized computer communication networks or corresponding
subnetworks and many teleprocessing networks require the connection of remote terminals
to a central processor. Actual examples are time-sharing, airline-reservation and on-line
banking networks. To efficiently utilize the capacity of the teleprocessing network
transmission lines, several terminals are often connected to a single line, called multidrop
or multipoint lines. The latter usually assume a tree topological structure. The central
processor in the centralized network under consideration can be a central computer
servicing all the other remote terminals. It can also be a concentrator (or a multiplexor,
message-switch, etc.) which accumulates the messages from the remote terminals and
appropriately schedules them for further transmission to a central computer or to another
message-switch in the associated centralized or distributed computer network.

Considering thus a tree graph to topologically model such a centralized teleprocessing and
computer communication network, we study here the problem of assigning optimally link
capacities. The message maximal average time-delay (response time) is prescribed, while
link capacities are chosen so that a network cost function is minimized. The latter cost
function is set to incorporate a sum of the link costs, under a specified link cost per unit
capacity (e.g.; proportional to the link geographical distance). It can furthermore involve
the sum of two terms; the first yielding a fixed sum depending on the traffic handled by the



link (associated buffer sizes, complexity of nodal processing devices, etc.); the second
term involves a weighted (e.g.; distance related) sum of powers of the link excess
capacities (i.e.; the link capacity above the minimal value, which is equal to the the link
traffic rate). Under a prescribed maximal message delay and the above network cost
function, we obtain the optimal link capacity assignment. We consider the situation at
which messages flow only between the remote terminals and the central processor. In
Section 4 we indicate the solution to the case at which, in addition, any two remote
terminals can send messages to each other if they both belong to a prescribed group of
remote terminals.

The situation at which any network node, being a user terminal or a computer, can
communicate with any other node, thus modeling a distributed tree computer
communication network, has been studied in [1]. In particular, the latter study presents the
solution to the capacity assignment problem, under a network maximal average delay
measure and a cost function given by the overall network link capacity. Thus, on one hand,
our results here correspond to a more specialized traffic matrix, representing the
centralized flow configuration, while on the other hand they generalize the results in [1] to
incorporate a more general (link distance, capacity and flow dependent) cost function.
Otherwise, the analysis and proof techniques are similar to those presented in [1] and the
reader is referred to it for further details.

An algorithm which yields the optimal link capacity assignment is described in [2], when a
maximal delay measure is considered as well as an available finite set of link capacities.
Utilizing parallel and series link merging procedures, this algorithm appropriately
enumerates all delay-cost candidate solutions at each node, incorporating the given
capacity-cost relationship for each link. In the problem studied here, no restrictions are
imposed on the set of capacities to be chosen and an analytic cost function is incorporated,
so that a simple and direct algorithm is developed to yield the optimal link capacity
assignment. For actual examples and further analysis and design considerations of
teleprocessing and centralized computer networks, see [3]-[4]. For terminal layout studies,
using heuristic techniques to yield sub-optimal algorithms, assuming generally given
(uniform) line capacity values and incorporating constraints such as maximal link flows (to
restrict message delays) and a maximal number of terminals per network branch (to
increase network reliability), the reader is referred to [5]-[6] and the references therein.
For design and capacity assignment considerations of reliable distributed computer
networks, see [7]-[8].

Problem Statement and Delay-Cost Product Functions.  The communication network is
described topologically as a tree graph T = (v,'), with set of vertices V = {vi, i =1,2, .... n}
and set of edges ' = {bi, i = 1,2,...,n-1}. Graph T is connected and has no cycles. Each
edge bi corresponds to a (symmetric duplex) communiation channel with capacity Ci



[bits/sec.]. Messages are sent between vertex vi and vj at random times, following Poisson
statistics, with rates 8ij [mess./sec.], i,j = 1,2,...,n . For notational simplicity, assume 8ij =
8ji for each i,j Since in a tree there is a unique path between any two vertices, we choose
this path to route the messages. The overall message flow intensity, in any one direction,
along edge bi , subsequently follows from the tree structure and is denoted as 8i

[mess./sec.].

Assuming message-lengths to be statistically independent and exponentially distributed
with average length µ-1 [bits/mess.], we model the underlying queueing network as
composed of independent queues. The queueing process at each node is described as an
M/M/1 queue, so that the average (steady-state) delay along edge bi , dentoed as (i , is
given by

(1)

when Ci > 8iµ
-1 , and (i = 4 when Ci < 8iµ

-1, The overall network delay measure ( is
chosen to be the maximal average message delay for any terminal flow. Thus,

(2)

where (ij is the average delay of a message directed from vi to vj along the unique
corresponding path.

We assume the topological structure of the tree graph T and the flow matrix {8ij} to be
given. (Furthermore, assume 8i > 0 each i , for otherwise bi can be deleted.) We wish to
assign edge capacities so that the network yields a prescribed maximal delay ( and an
appropriately chosen network cost function is minimized. The cost function D is chosen to
be given by

(3)

where N(·) is an arbitrary function, di > 0,each i, and " > 0 . Cost function (3) is
represented as the sum of two terms. The first term depends on the edge flow intensities
alone and thus yields a cost factor independent of the line capacity values (incorporating
factors such as buffer capacities, nodal information processing charges, traffic handling,
code conversions, etc.). The second term represents a cost factor which is equal to the
weighted sum of the powers of the line excess capacities. For line bi , weight di

(proportional, for example, to the distance or transmission quality associated with bi) of
cost per unit capacity is assumed, combined with the excess capacity (being the additional



required line capacity above the minima capacity value of 8iµ
-1 ) , Ci-8iµ

-1 to yield edge bi

cost factor di(Ci-8iµ
-1)" .

As a special case, cost function (3) assumes the form

(4)

(5)

where " > 0 , di > 0 , each i . For " = 1 , the network cost function D1 results,

(6)

We further note that the cost function D(") , given by

(7)

is related to D" as follows. We express D" as

(8)

(9)
Consider now the capacity assignment problem. We define

(10)



to denote the minimal network cost under a prescribed maximal delay (, over all choices
of link capacities. Similarly, for a given network cost value D , the minimal attainable
maximal delay value is expressed as

(11)

where D(T) denotes the cost function (3) associated with tree network T .

The capacity assignment problem is reduced as follows. We decompose each capacity
value by setting

(12)

We need require

(13)

(14)

We can now define the reduced capacity assignment problem which determine the excess
capacities {     }, or equivalently the optimal line delay assignment. For the latter we obtain
the performance functions corresponding (10)-(11) to be given by

(15)

(16)

where the excess cost function D is equal to

(17)



We then obtain

(18)

(19)

Following [1], we can prove the following “uncertainty principle” type property for the
reduced capacity-assignment problem.

Theorem 1. For the reduced capacity assignment problem, for each (,(0,4), D > 0, " > 0 
we have

(20)

where              is a unique constant, called the Delay-Cost number of the network, which
depends only on the topological structure of the tree network.

Having solved the reduced capacity assignment problem, obtaining               and the
optimal excess capacity values {      *} , the optimal edge capacity Ci* is subsequently
equal to

(21)

while the minimal cost function follows from (19) to be

(22)

where D0 = N({8iµ
-1}) for cost function (3).

We further note that the network Delay-Cost product function ((D)(() ,defined as

(23)

is subsequently expressed as

(24)

Expression (24) yields a separation of the network Delay-Cost product function into the
sum of two terms. The first one involves only the link flows, while the second one
incorporates the network Delay-Cost number                , which is determined by solving



the reduced capacity-assignment problem, satisfies property (20) for the latter problem,
and depends only on the tree topological structure, being independent of the link actual
flow values.

We also note that Theorem 1 and the separation property (24) hold for a general
topological structure, under any fixed routing discipline, with cost function (3) being the
general form of a cost function allowing these characteristics (see [7]-[8]).

Optimal Capacity Assignment for a Centralized Tree Communication Network.  We
consider a tree network G where vertex v, represents the central processor, while the other
vertices {vi, = 2,3,...,n} are the remote terminals. The terminal traffic flow intensities
satisfy

8ij > 0 iff i = 1 or j = 1 , i … j , (25)

so that 8ij > 0 , j $ 2 , 8ij > 0 , i > 2 , and only flows from and to vi are assumed. We wish
to obtain the link capacities {Ci} which yields a maximal delay ( and minimal cost D . We
have shown in Section 2 that we thus need solve only the reduced capacity assignment
problem, obtaining {     } . The link capacities are then found by Eq. (21). We thus solve
here the reduced problem, obtaining a simple procedure which yields the optimal line
excess capacity values {     *} .

Definition 1.  For a tree rooted at v G(v) , the distance measure Ru at each vertex u is
defined as follows: 

1.  RU × = 0   for each end vertex u of G(v).



2.  If od(u) = N $ 1 , and (u,u1) , (u,u2),...,(u,uN) are the lines incident from u , with
corresponding weights d1,d2,...,dN , we set

(26)

We note that for each sub-tree Gi(v) rooted at v , distance measures {Ru} are computed
starting from the end-vertices and proceeding backwards to vertex Vi .

The optimal capacity assignment proceeds as a sequence of series and parallel merges of
lines. Each such merge reduces a subgraph into a single line with an associated new line
weight. The final reduced graph is a two edge tandem graph. The optimal capacity
assignment for the latter graph yields the optimal capacity for (v,vi) and subsequently,
proceeding towards the end-vertices, for each line.

For a two edge tandem tree with edge weights d1 and d2 , and corresponding optimal delay
assignments, (1* and y2* , and capacity assignments       * and      * , respectively, we
readily obtain

(27a)

so that

(27b)

and (2* = (-(1* .

To perform a parallel merge, we note the following property. We consider in each
subgraph Gi(v1) the rooted sub-tree Gj(u) which contains line (u,uj) and the component



connected to uj when (u,uj) is removed. In Gj(u), the paths from u to the Li end-vertices are
denoted as {Bij , k = 1,2,...,Lj) . An optimal assignment will induce the latter paths to have
delays {(*(Bjk)} , for which we can state the following property. (The proofs follow as in
[1] with the appropriate modifications to incorporate the present weights, and are thus
deleted.)

Lemma 1. For each Gi (v1) and a rooted sub-tree Gj(u) , we have

(28)

Using Lemma 1, we can thus subsequently show that each sub-tree Gj(u) can be replaced
with a single weighted edge eu , incident from u , with associated weight R[Gj(u)] . Under
the latter reduction, the delay-capacity product of G is shown to remain unchanged, and
the optimal excess-capacity assignment thus follows as summarized by the following
Theorem.

Theorem 2. For subgraph Gi(v1) , each i , the optimal delay and excess-capacity values
assigned to any edge Rmn = (vm,vn) , whose cost-weight is dmn  (*(emn) and C

˜
*(emn) ,

respectively , are given by

(28a)

(29b)

(29c)

(29d)

where             are the distance measures evaluated for Gi(v1) rooted at v1. The Delay-Cost
product for  Gi(v1 ) is subsequently given by

(30)



Theorem 2 thus yields a simple algorithm for the evaluation of the optimal link delay or
link excess-capacity assignment, for each subgraph Gi(V1) . We first evaluate the node
distance measures, starting from the end-vertices of Gi(V1  and proceeding to v1 following
Definition 1. Then, proceeding in the opposite direction from v1 to the end-vertices we use
cost-weights {di} and above distances {Ru} to evaluate (*(e), following iterative procedure
(29). The optimal link capacity value is then computed using this C

˜
*(e) value and Eq. (21).

Note that the Delay-Cost product number ((D)"* is given in terms of the subgraph
distance measure as indicated by Eq. (30).

Conclusions and Extensions.  We have derived a solution to the link capacity assignment
problem in a centralized computer communication network, assuming a tree structure. A
maximal message average delay is prescribed. The cost function incorporates a weighted
sum of the powers of the line capacities, as well as a separate term yielding link-flow
related costs.

If we allow terminal nodes to communication between themselves, in addition to directing
messages to and from the central processing node v1, we note the following. Assume the
set of vertices V-{v1} can be decomposed into disjoint sets {Vi, i = 1,2,...,L} ,
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ANALYSIS AND DECOMPOSITION OF COMPLEX REAL-TIME
PROCESSES WITH A REAL-TIME SCHEMATA MODEL1
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Oregon State University

Corvallis, Oregon

Summary.  In this paper a formal model for real-time processes is expanded to analyze
structured, complex algorithms. Structured forms have inherent modularity and the authors
discuss advantages of mapping such processes on distributed micro or mini processor
networks. Processes under consideration are subject to random interrupts by independent
I/O demands. Degradation of total system performance due to these demands is discussed.
Extentions and ongoing research are mentioned.

Introduction.  The authors introduce a structured hierarchical graph model designed to
identify and analyze information production, flow and loss in the implementation of a real-
time process in a digital computer. The model first given in [A1][A2] combines some basic
concepts of information with a structured modular decomposition of a complex real-time
process to produce criteria useful for real-time system performance evaluation.

Real-time data processing has many connotations, however, for the purpose of this paper,
real-time processing is concerned with the acquisition and sensing of externally generated
data, not readily reproducible, in a time constrained domain and can exercise a time critical
control action producing a physical result.

Information that a real-time process deals with differs from the strictly quantitative
definition of information an information theorist might propose. Information in real-time is
processed, according to a rule specified by a well defined sequence of operations, not
merely transmitted through a channel. As a result, it has a qualitative as well as a
quantitative aspect. Information quality is a measure proposed as a function of both the
reliability of a process to reach its objective and the processing time available to the
process.

Real-Time Software.  Software requirements for systems designed for real-time data
acquisition and control vary according to the needs of the particular user, however, they 



can be categorized in terms of their function within the system. Real-time software will be
one of three forms.

a. Applications software: a program in this category would generally perform a
specific task. Examples in this category include solving equations, missile
tracking, controlling a machine tool, or monitoring processes.

b. Software to aid development of applications software: this category includes
assemblers, higher level language compilers, interpreters, and debugging
tools.

c. Control or system software: the operating system, monitor or executive
programs would comprise this category.

This paper is essentially concerned with the analysis of applications software as
implemented in a real-time environment, implementations of processes that are subject to
external as well as internal interrupts.

Interrupts . There are two distinct classes of interrupts that can be related to rea1-time
data processing the class known as traps include all those faults, that cause an abnormal
exit, from the currently executing process, to another process initiated to check the fault.
Conditions that can cause such an interrupt include all those unpredictable events that are
specific to the running process; addressing faults, protection violations, arithmetic
overflows and interval time outs. External interrupts, those used for system input or output
and peripheral device status, are generated by external sources or affect an external source.
External interrupts can arise as a result of the processor being used to control a number of
separate, but not necessarily mutually exclusive tasks. They are treated as high priority
messages to or from external sources and by this relation to the processing can be
considered harmful through their ability to degrade total system performance.

Since the probability of multiple interrupts is high there exists an interrupt scheduler,
typically a hardware device, that identifies and initiates a process according to some queue
discipline when an interrupt occurs. The run time priority can be a static or dynamic
assignment. The interrupt handler makes the processor act as a part time hardware
message queuing facility.

The queue discipline used to assign process order can take a number of forms. The most
common is first-in, first-out abbreviated FIFO. Other common queue disciplines are last-in,
first-out or LIFO, Service in Random Order, SIRO, and priority service, PRI.



Most real-time processes operate under priority service queue disciplines. Each process is
assigned a priority class number say from 1 to n, where the lower priority class number has
higher process priority. Processes within the same priority class are served in order of
arrival (FIFO). In situations where a process with priority class i interrupts a process with
priority class j and i>j, preemptive or non-preemptive priority control must be defined.

Structured Modular Design.  To reduce program size and complexity to levels of human
managability, approaches have been designed around the concept of modularity. One of
the principle techniques is a process of stepwise decomposition of the problem with
simultaneous stepwise composition developed by Dijkstra [D1]. By dividing a task into
subtasks in this manner, the correctness or validity of the overall structure is dependent on
the correctness of the components.

Dijkstra’s approach to the development of a structured program is implemented in a Top-
Down manner. A general statement of the total problem supplies the top level description
and in successive lower levels, each previous level is refined by division into
substructures, concentrating on resolving critical points at that level rather than dwelling
on issues that can be put off until lower levels. At each level, the structure should still
exhibit a correct and complete form of the original problem statement. When the
refinement process is complete, each sub-structure is coded in the machine dependent
target language.

In decomposing a process into modules some structured programming constructs and
input-output relationships have to be considered. Structured Programs exhibit a form
characterized by go-to less structural elements. To say there are no go-to’s is an
overstatement, since at some conceptual level branching backward or foreward is a
necessary structural element. The if-then-else construct (Figure 3b) and the Do-While
(Figure 3c) are looping structures that have painfully eliminated the obvious go-to’s. These
constructs, along with a sequential one-step construct (Figure 3a) make up forms from
which complex processes are composed.

Real-Time Process Description.  In order to maintain enough generality in discussing
processes not encoded in a particular programming language, the concept of uninterpreted
operations is used as the basic units of a programming structure. Operations can be
broadly classified as: 1) conditional - some criterion selects the next sequential instruction
from two alternatives; 2) unconditional - a sequential function is employed and passes
control to the next operation. A conditional instruction has a branch successor that is
enabled when a condition is met, and a fall through successor that is enabled when the
condition is not met. Not interpreting operations allows the model flexibility in its ability to
describe a large class of operations one might encounter, from micro instructions to high
level language functions.



Any sequence of legal operations that is structurally well defined can be considered a
process. Figure 7a represents a sample structured process in flow chart form. The
representation of the process shows the spatial relationships between each operation and
its successor.

An analytic and descriptive formulation of the process, that retains the branching and
looping substructure characteristics, can be generated as a regular expression of
operations. The process described by Figure 7a is, for example, equivalent to the formula:

(1)
This provides both a path-wise and a module-wise decription of a structured process.
Branching and looping substructures are obvious by inspection of equation (1).

The operator + and implicit · are defined as logical union and disjunction respectively. The
operator * (iterate) over an operation or a closed set of operations implies that the
operation or operation set is to be executed zero or more times. It is not uncommon to
specify a fixed number n rather than * to indicate a fixed number of iterations. To further
simplify the representation, the operations can be symbolized in terms of the groupings
defined previously corresponding to fall through and branch successor relationships. A
conditional operation ai with its branch successor aj and fall through successor ak will be
reduced by replacing ai (aj+ak) with ai + ai’ where ai is the fall through operation and ai’,
the branch operation. This replacement will yield the regular expression notation as:

(2)
with the flow graph representation in Figure 7b. Note that in the flow graph, the primed
operation is implicit and occurs when the branch successor option i enabled.

Subpaths in the graph can be determined by inspection of the regular expression formula,
with the added feature, that specifies fixed or indefinite looping sub-structures, the *
operator.

With these features a regular expression desciptor of a process provides at least two levels
of analysis. An a-posteriori path analysis of any structured process can be made, this can
yield path length estimates, useful to determine execution time of a sequence of operations,
and a structural analysis can identify modules within a complex process and exhibit
relationships and dependencies between modules.

Complex Real-Time Processes.  Structured real-time processes can be composed into
modules by the scheme outlined in the preceding section. Computations performed,
corresponding to the process, are concatenations of two forms of program modules one
step and iterative. All processes can be constructed from these forms. A one-step process



is one which reaches a terminal state in a fixed time interval, excluding the time used to
handle interrupts. Processes of this class may not necessarily consist of one operation but
being a structured module can be collapsed to one-step with a fixed execution time. A one
step process can be viewed mathematically as a mapping on the memory from the memory
contents just prior to the initiation of the process to the memory contents at the logical
completion of the process via the functional operations of the process. In contrast to the
one-step process there is the iterative process. This class again may be viewed as a
mathematical mapping with identical domain and range requirements. The difference
between this and the one-step is that the function, as represented by the program module,
may not terminate in a fixed time interval. However, the process may reach a logical point,
in some fixed time, where the domain may be sampled for an intermediate result. Further
iterations of the process may or may not refine the answer and the logical termination of
the process is subject to the imposition of a stopping criterion. The invocation of these
criteria is rather arbitrary and may or may not be mapping dependent.

Processes in the one-step class are relatively simple to analyze. Execution times, related to
paths through the process, are well defined. Coupled with the execution time of a process
is the reliability of the information a process produces. Deviation from the ideal output
constitutes an information loss; as for example 1) quantization loss from a continuous input
space to a discrete space, 2) roundoff or truncation of data words due to word length, 3) a
computation becoming input, output or compute bound and, 4) premature termination of a
process to satisfy a time constraint.

Processes in the iterative class are more complex. Consider for example a process of
approximating an ideal mapping from a continuous space onto continuous space. The
reliability of the discrete approximation depends on two factors: i) “goodness” of the
approximation; ii) time of convergence. This convergence, in a one-step process, is fixed
by the execution time, while in the iterative case it can be a function of the qualitative
criteria and varies according to the parameters of the process or any other imposed
stopping criterion.

Topological Considerations.  An appropriate mathematical topology to study real-time
process maps has not been developed largely because of measure theoretic problems. The
foundation of a topology is based on a continuous function f that is one-to-one on a
problem space S such that the function f-1 exists. Finite memory models with fixed size
word length normally yield many to one maps. In sampling the problem space an arbitrary
choice of a sampling interval cannot be made since each point (each memory element) is
an isolated point in E. Measures on computed numbers, need not be homogeneous or
additive in any sense, e.g. addition of two 16 bit numbers that cause overflow would yield
a number not representable in 16 bits.



In order to develop a useful model for a real time system some intuitive notion of the
system configuration is necessary. One can take a very general approach and represent the
system as an information processing device communicating with the real world via
transducers. A more realistic depiction of the behavior of a real time system would have
each subsystem represented by a mapping from one mathematical space into another.
Elements of a continuous (input) space are mapped under the composition of two
functions, f1 which discretizes the information and f2 which encodes the information, into a
portion of a discrete space. This discrete space represents the computer memory. An
algorithm is then performed, which could be a single step or multistep iterative or recursive
procedure. The algorithm can be represented as a single or series of 1-1 and onto
mappings of the discrete memory space back into itself. Finally the processed information
is returned and represented by the compositional mapping fk,fk+1 which takes elements of
the memory space into the continuous output space. One advantage of such a model is that
it can be compared with the ideal mathematical function being implemented by the digital
subsystem.

Real-Time Schemata.  In this section the Real-Time Schemata is defined as a structured
hierarchical graph model of a real-time process. The basic structure of the model was first
proposed in [A1] and [A2] and the description here includes modifications necessary to
analyze larger and more complex processes.

Ianov [Y1] proposed a general schema model which provides adequate analysis of
computations where simple sequential control is assumed. Ianov’s schemata formulation
was modified by R. M. Karp and R. E. Miller [K1] to include parallel computations. Both
of these schemata do not model the random interrupt in a computational sequence and
avoid representing the time element in a computation. The real-time schema the authors
introduce provides both these features.

Definition 1. A real-time computation schema is a triple S=(M,S,T) where:



The sequence of allowed operations, corresponding to a computation in realtime, is
enforced by the control graph T. The nodes in the graph represent the state of the system’s
memory and transitions from one state to the next in discrete time by the directed edges
between nodes. Construction of a real-time schema control graph for a given process is
based on a program graph representing the algorithmic part of the computation. The graph
must allow interrupt capability at each node.

The control graph for an interrupt driven process would not be finite state without use of
an interrupt queue.

Construction of a real-time schema control graph for a given process is based on a
program graph, similar to a flowchart, that represents the algorithmic part of the
computation. The process allows interrupts at any node which are themselves processes.
Multiple interrupts will be given priority by some preset queue discipline. Interrupt jumps
and returns are handled in the interrupt state qI.

Figure 1 illustrates the interrupt state for a system with two interrupt processes. Since in
general, the actual interrupt jump and return are handled by hardware, the transition to and
from the interrupt state from any interrupted state qi other than qI is shown by a dotted bi-
directional arc and has no labeled software operation. Once in the interrupt state the
appropriate interrupt process is determined by polling, or any other means of identifying
the interrupt and if the interrupt process can be enabled, the interrupted state is pushed
onto a return state stack µ and the interrupt process is then initiated. When complete, a
transition is made to the interrupt state where the return state is popped from the stack µ
and control resumes at that state.

Example 1. Consider a simple real-time process corresponding to an interrupt driven, one-
step table lookup procedure. The system has one input (ib) and one output channel (ob),
and a small memory M = {m0,m1...m10}. Once a request is initiated by an interrupting
process on a specified I/O channel, all further requests to that channel will be disabled
until the original request is satisfied. Note that even for this simple one-step example a
program graph could become quite complex when nested levels of interrupts are
considered. The graph allows the possibility of a countably infinite number of interrupts to



occur. A situation where this is possible is when a computation becomes I/O bound. Hence
the real-time program graph representing the total process behavior is not finite state. To
simplify the graph the process can be modularized in a manner that divides the graph into
two identifiable sub-graphs, an algorithmic process and the remaining interrupt processes.
Figure 1 illustrates this simplification for the table lookup example. This structure is
equivalent to the more general structure described above if each node generated is
augmented by the interrupt subgraph.

More generally, any real-time process can be represented in a modular fashion, by
identifying independent sub-processes in both the algorithmic and interrupt process
subgraphs. More generally, any real-time process can be represented by a main control
subgraph and one or more interrupt subgraphs.

Interpretation of a Schema.  In order to assign “meaning” to the evaluation of a
calculation within a particular schema, a precise interpretation must be specified. The idea
of an interpreted schema is similar to that of Karp and Miller [K1] with the addition of the
notion of time.

Definition 2. An interpretation I of schema S with respect to time is specified by:

The function          determines the functional outcome of an operation ai, i.e. it stores the
result in the range specified. Upon completion of operation ai, the function G performs a
test on the associated condition flipflop (i to determine whether the jump successor or fall
through successor operation is enabled next.



This is a simple example, however, it is representative of any multi-step algorithm which
calculates a specific output or outputs from a single or block input without producing
partial results.

A Time Description of Process Behavior.  In order to develop a description of the time
behavior of a process, it is useful to classify the operation set.

Definition 3. The operation set S is partitioned in six distinct classes S= (A,B,',),E,Z)

Where

Processes in a modular structure may depend on other processes or external input for their
initiation. This may take the form of a flag system that will not allow a process to continue
until certain input conditions are satisfied. To symbolize this condition on the schema
graph we use a double arrow leading into the node where such a condition is set (Figure
2a). The criteria we have set which will determine when a process yields useful
information is the reaching of an acceptor state of the process. This event usually signals
the availability of an output and will be symbolized on the schema graph with a double
arrow leading out of a node (Figure 2b).

An Instantaneous Description.  Once the distinction between operation classes has been
introduced, some way of representing the instantaneous system behavior with respect to a



specific string of operations must be developed. The concept of an instantaneous
description used by Karp and Miller [K1] seems appropriate.

Properties of the Schemata.  A real-time computation corresponds to a well defined
sequence of operations, that begins in the initial state and either iterates through or
terminates in some designated acceptor state. An acceptor state in the graph model,
represents a logical point in the computation where the calculation on input information is
in an acceptable condition for output. This may correspond to a terminal state in a fixed
length algorithm or an appropriate sample state in an iterative algorithm. Acceptability is a
function of the “useful information” calculated in a process.

*The notation                                 represent “pushing” qi on stack µ, “popping” stack µ
and qk is the top element of µ respectively.



The q-set concept is essential for the analysis of useful information production by a
computation. For any sequence of operations, an associate q-set may be generated. An a-
posteriori analysis of this q-set with refer ence to the occurences of acceptor states reflects
the useful information

Information Flow In A Schema.  The q-set and incremental trace concept provide a
means for determining when a calculation has occurred for a given w.d.s. F. Since the
definition of real-time implies non-reproducible inputs, some way of gauging whether input
data is utilized completely or lost is necessary.





 Input preserving sequences, as loosely defined above, are sequences for which input
information is completely processed as defined by the algorithm represented by the
schema. Sequences which represent maximum information flow would necessarily be input
preserving. The output symbols within these sequences must occur at appropriate intervals
such that the processed information is output.

An Example of a Complex Process.  In many real-time applications complex algorithms
are realized by the computer subsystems which may consist of many component
algorithms. The previous example given had only one component, yet the schemata as
defined has the capacity to model processes of much greater complexity.

An alternate description of a structured modular process could be based on process flow,
in terms of sequential ordering of processes according to some control structure and
priority of processes.

Definition:  A structured process P is a quadruple (q,P,QT,B) where:

i) q is the initial information state of the process, this can be the contents of memory.
ii) p is a regular expression of operations that describes all sequences of operations

allowed in the process.
iii) QT is the state or set of states in which the process terminate.
iv) B is the process priority.

We specify that a simple structured process begins in an initial state qo and each
subsequent state, in time, is a function of an enabled operation at that time and the present
state of the system. If the process terminates, there exists a final state where no further
operations are enabled, otherwise there are no terminal states.

A structured complex process is defined in an analogous manner. Decomposition of a
complex task into structured modules was discussed in an earlier section of this paper. To
allow dependent modules we structure the independent parts such that the final state of one
process is the initial state of another. An interrupt process, which has a dynamic rather
than fixed initial state, can be viewed in a similar fashion, i.e. an interrupt process begins
in the state from which it was interrupted.



Example 2. Figure 5 is a flow chart description of a typical radar tracking algorithm that
might be part of some real-time computer application.

An interpretation of operations in given for this example in Table 2. In contrast to the
previous example, where a specific range and domain was specified for each operation,
there are no entries. At this level of conceptualization, machine dependency has not been
encountered. The process can be interpreted in such a manner if the Top-Down
decomposition had continued to deeper levels. At this level, however, the process structure
is apparent and input-ouput relations are known.

Extensions and Conclusions.  In the above example, a single processor was assumed to
implement the algorithm. The interrupt handler was assumed to be a hardware function of
the processor. This is not a rigid interpretation. With the advent of inexpensive
microprocessors, one can conceive of a hardware implementation which distributes the
processes over several microprocessors. Two configurations come to mind immediately, a
system where each process is assigned to a different processor and a system where the
main process is implemented on a single processor, the interrupt handler is implemented as
a message handling communication concentrator and each interrupt process is associated
with a microprocessor based data acquisition or control device.

In the most general case, the use of a separate processor for each main processor is
perhaps wasteful of processor hardware unless an amount of parallelism in execution is
assumed. Since the schemata can handle the analysis of parallel processes it provides a
tool for comparing the capacity of single and multiprocessor implementations of real-time
processes.

For the second case, the interrupt handler becomes a hardware implementation of an
interprocess message facility. Studies can be made of process driven real-time systems
with this interpretation.

A useful extention would be to consider the variety of possible hardware implementations
of a process schemata. This would allow an optimal design to be developed or provide a
set of alternative architectures to provide a level of graceful degradation and fault
tolerance.
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PERFORMANCE BOUNDS ON SPREAD SPECTRUM MULTIPLE
ACCESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

KUNG YAO
University of California
Los Angeles, California

Summary.  Several approaches for the evaluation of upper and lower bounds on error
probability of spread spectrum multiple access communication systems are presented.
These bounds are obtained by utilizing an isomorphism theorem in the theory of moment
spaces. From this theorem, we generate closed, compact, and convex bodies, where one of
the coordinates represents error probability, while the other coordinate represents a
generalized moment of the multiple access interference random variable. Derivations for
the second moment, fourth moment, single exponential moment, and multiple exponential
moment are given in terms of the partial cross correlations of the codes used in the system.

Introduction.  Spread spectrum multiple access technique is of use in a multi-user
computer communication network system [1] as well as in a more conventional satellite
communication system with a single wide-band repeater [2]. In such situations, a code
modulation spread spectrum multiple access (SSMA) system is considered suitable for a
network of low-cost mobile ground based and airbourned users requiring no network
control. In any case, for this and related SSMA systems, the exact evaluation of error
probability has been considered a formidable task. Error probability obtained by complete
simulation of such systems may involve considerable computational cost.

In this paper, we present several approaches based on the theory of moment spaces to
obtain upper and lower bounds on the error probability of a SSMA system. As expected,
bounds that use moments that require more computational effort are generally tighter than
those that require less. As to be seen, the second moment, fourth moment, single
exponential moment, and multiple exponential moment require increasing computational
effort. Indeed, by taking a sufficiently large number of terms in the multiple exponential
moment case, we can make the upper and lower bounds arbitrarily tight.



SSMA Model.  There are various forms of SSMA communications systems. In a direct
code modulation SSMA system, the data stream of each user modulates a shift-register
(SR) generated sequence code to obtain the spread spectrum effect. The multiple access
capability is achieved by requiring each user’s code word to be near orthogonal. In this
paper, we shall only consider the model of an asynchronous SSMA system as discussed in
[3].

Thus, we allow the time delay’s Ji and phase angles 2i of different users to be r.v.’s. The
input to each receiver consists of the sum of all K users’ signals and additive white
Gaussian noise. Each receiver consists of a matched filter matched to its corresponding
code word. Without loss of generality, we consider the first receiver. Then we assume it is
completely synchronized to its own code word. Thus, 2i = Ji = 0 . But 22,...,2K and
J2,...,JK are independent and uniformly distributed r.v.’s. Thus, the output of the matched
filter of the 1st receiver is given by

(1)

The first term of y represents the desired signal, the second term, Z , represents the
interference from the other (K-1) users, and the last term, n , is a Gaussian r.v. of zero-
mean and variance F2 . All users are assumed to have equal power P . Here the information
data of the i-th user is defined by

where the bi,n’s are i.i.d. r.v.’s taking values +1 and -1 with equal probability, and PT(C) is
a unit height rectangular window from 0 to T . The code waveform is defined by

where           is the SR code sequence of the i-th user and consists of +1 and -1 which is
periodic with period p and of chip length Tc .



Now, consider the error probability of the first user, assuming all K user’s code words
have been specified. Denote this error probability by Pe . Then

(2a)

(2b)

where

Pe in (2a) or (2b) is expressed as a generalized moment where the expectation operation,
E, is taken over all the r.v.’s Ji , bi,-1, bi,0, and 2i in Z . As to be seen, depending on specific
cases, sometimes we prefer to use Pe given by (2a), while other times we prefer to use Pe

given by (2b). In general, since Z is extremely complicated, it is not possible to evaluate
this moment analytically. However, suppose it is possible to evaluate some other moments
of Z . Then if we can find relationships among the moments defined by Pe and other
moments that we can evaluate readily, then we can obtain information about the error
probability. In the next section, we shall state an isomorphism theorem from the theory of
moment spaces that shall yield a precise geometric interpretation of this concept.

Moment Space Error Bounds.  The following theorem which was originally developed in
the theory of games, shall provide relationships among arbitrary moments of a random
variable.

Let Z be a random variable with a probability distribution function GZ(z) defined over a
finite closed interval I = [a,b] . Let k1(z),k2(z),...,kN(z) be a set of N continuous functions
defined on I The generalized moment of the random variable Z induced by the function 





(11)



The period of the codes is denoted by p and N = T/Tc is assumed to be an integral multiple
of p .

Now, consider the evaluation of D defined as the maximum value of the r.v. Z , where the
maximization is considered over 2i , Ji bi’-1 , and bi,0 . After some algebra, it can be seen
that

(12)

Thus, m1 and D can be readily evaluated and depend on the partial cross correlations
(given by (10) and (11)) of the code words chosen by the K users.

In order to use m1 = E{Z4} , let k1(z) = z4 and k2(z) be given by expression (2a). Then the
domain of ki(z) is also [0,D]. In order to evaluate m1 = E[Z4] , let

(13)

Then

(14)

Here, each             is in the form of (8) and can be evaluated by using (8) - (11) Now,

(15)

Furthermore,

(16)



where

(17)

By using (16) and (17), each             is given by

(18)

Thus, each term in (14) for m1 can be evaluated.

In order to use m1 = E{exp[c(h+Z)]} , let k1(z) = exp[c(h+Z)] and k2(z) be given by
expression (2b). Then the domain of ki(z)is [h-D,h+D] . From the definition of Z in (1), we
have

Thus, we need to consider the evaluation of the expression

for each 2 # i # K .



where

(22)

From an integral representation of I0(z) given by (8.431.1) in [5], we obtain

(23)

Thus, substituting (23) in (21) and noting I0(z) is an even function,

(24)

Thus, substituting (24) in (19), we obtain the single exponential moment,



(25)

Finally, let

(26)

where dj and cj are real-value numbers, and k2(z) be given by expression (2b), then the
multiple exponential moment is given by

(27)

where m1(cj) is given by (25) with c = cj .

Conclusions.  In the previous section, we derived the second moment, fourth moment,
single exponential moment, and multiple exponential moment for the spread spectrum
multiple access system. These moments are given in (8), (14), (25), and (27), respectively.
Clearly, the computational efforts involved in evaluating these moments are of increasing
order. However, in general, we can show the resulting upper and lower error bounds
become tighter. In the last two cases, we assume the parameters c, cj, and dj in (25) and
(27) are selected appropriately.

There are several approaches in obtaining explicit moment space error bounds. From our
earlier discussions, it is clear that by plotting k2(z) versus k1(z) graphically and then finding
its convex hull, we can obtain the upper and lower error bound immediately. Indeed, we
have used computer-controlled plotter and obtained satisfactory bounds. Furthermore, this
approach is applicable to any k2(z) and k1(z) functions. An alternative approach is clearly
the use of analytical solution to the upper and lower envelopes of the convex body. Bounds
based on the second moment are discussed and given in [4], [7], and [8]. Similar
arguments in [4] and [6] lead to bounds based on the fourth moment. Various possible
error bounds and associated regions of c for the single exponential moment are given in
[4]. In particular, the selection of the optimum values of c for the upper and the lower



bounds are treated. Finally, for systems with large maximum distortion D , the range of
possible values of k2(z) is large. In order to obtain tight error bounds, k1(z) must
approximate k2(z) closely. In (26), by using large numbers of terms J with proper dj and
cj’s , we can make k1(z) close to k2(z). Unfortunately, the explicit solution of this
approximation problem for dj and cj with finite J is unknown for Chebychev norm [8].
From an efficiency point of view for a fixed J , this norm is the most appropriate one to use
for minimizing the distance between the upper and lower envelopes. However, in L2 norm,
it is easy to select a set of cj’s such that k1(z) converges to k2(z) as J becomes unbounded.
Then k1(z) can approximate k2(z) arbitrarily well for some finite J . Thus, the associated
upper and lower bounds using m1 given by (27) can be made arbitrarily tight for some
finite J .
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Figure 1.  k2(z) versus k1(z)
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ON ACCESS CONTROL DISCIPLINES FOR A TDMA SYSTEM
WITH MULTIPLE-RATE REAL-TIME SOURCES*

MING LOUIE and IZHAK RUBIN
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Summary.  We consider a communication medium, such as a satellite communication
channel, which is shared by a number of sources on a time-division multiple-access
(TDMA) basis. Sources require real-time transmission over the channel. A central
controller stores the requests for transmission by the sources and assigns the freed slots
within the time-frame to the appropriate sources, following a dynamic demand-assignment
access control discipline. Sources are further assumed to require real-time transmission at
different information rates, and thus require different number of slots per frame. Two
access-control disciplines are studied, structurally optimized, and compared. A fixed-
assignment discipline divides the frame slots among the various source classes on a
predetermined basis. A priority-assignment discipline dynamically modifies the latter
division by allowing one class of requests to utilize the freed slots of the other. The
analysis demonstrates the extent to which the second scheme is preferrable, incorporating
a message maximal waiting-time objective function and adaptability considerations.

Introduction.  We are considering a communication channel which is shared by a number
of information bearing sources on a time-division multiple-access (TDMA) basis. We
assume the sources to require real-time transmission over the channel, once permission to
transmit across the channel is granted. Since the number of sources which wish to transmit
simultaneously over the channel is generally much larger than that allowed when
considering the channel capacity, we need to incorporate a dynamic demand-assignment
access control discipline in order that the channel will be efficiently utilized and the
message response times appropriately minimized. For that purpose, we assume that a
central controller has been established. The latter stores the requests for transmission by
the various sources and accordingly assigns the freed channel slots to the appropriate
sources. (The central controller communicates with the sources through either a separate
established local control network, using for example telephone lines, or by utilizing a
control channel as part of the major communication channel.)



We furthermore assume that the sources require real-time transmission at different
information rates. Thus, we can distinguish between classes of sources according to their
information rates. For example, one class of sources can represent teletypewriters, while
another class may represent vocoders which generate messages at an higher information
rate. See [1][3] for examples of actual satellite-communication systems which operate as
described above, integrating multiple-rate sources which require real-time transmission.

We assume here the sources to be divided into classes 1 and 2, so that a class i source, i =
1,2, generates messages according to information rate Ri , R1 > R2 . Class 1 messages are
further assumed to have longer average message lengths. We then consider two demand-
assignment access control disciplines. The first discipline, the Fixed Assignment scheme,
divides the time frame between the two source classes on a fixed basis, thus allowing the
central controller to separately assign each class its own dedicated channel slots, on a
demand assignment basis. The second discipline, called the Priority Assignment scheme,
incorporates into the former scheme the possibility of allowing class 2 messages to utilize
class 1 slots, when the latter are available (i.e.; not required for class 1 transmissions).
Clearly, the second scheme makes the access control procedure more flexible and adaptive
to fluctuations in the traffic characteristics of the sources.

In this paper, we study and compare the performance of the above-mentioned two
schemes. We derive, for each scheme, results for the message queueing delays and obtain
its optimal structure, in terms of a system maximal average delay measure (including
message delays normalized by the corresponding average message lengths). The two
schemes are then compared, and the extent of adaptivity (sensitivity to traffic fluctuations)
of the Priority Assignment scheme is noted.

The System Model.  Incorporating the given values of channel capacity, message
information rates and the TDMA frame format we arrive at the following system model. A
class 2 message is set to require a single slot each time-frame (to satisfy its requirement for
real-time transmission at information rate R2) . A class 1 message then requires M slots per
frame, M > 1 . The total number of slots in each frame is K . Requests for transmission by
class 1 and 2 sources arrive at the controller according to independent Poisson streams
with rates 81 and 82 [requests/sec.], respectively. Each request by a class i source
corresponds to a class i message, i - 1,2 . Class 1 and 2 messages are assumed to be
statistically independent, with class i message lengths being i.i.d. and following an
exponential distribution. We subsequently assume the transmission-times (holding times)
required by class i messages (involving a single slot/frame for a class 2 message and the
simultaneous utilization of M slots/frame for class 1 messages) to be i.i.d. exponentially
distributed random-variables with mean         , i = 1,2 .          



Under the Fixed Assignment scheme, the K slots of a frame are divided into two regions.
Region 1 is assigned MK1 slots, so that region 2 contains then K2 = K-MK1 slots. An
arriving class i message (request) is then served by the controller, on a first-come first-
served basis, which appropriately assigns it a server in region i (being composed of a
single slot in region 2 and of M slots in region 1). The controller assigns available slots
(servers) in region i to the corresponding class i messages, independent of assignments in
region j to class j messages, i … j , i = 1,2 , j = 1,2 .

When the Priority Assignment scheme is employed, the frame is again divided into above
regions 1 and 2 with appropriate number of slots MK1 and K2 , respectively, However,
now class 2 messages are slowed to utilize any free class 1 slots if required. Thus, if an
arriving class 2 message finds region 2 to be fully occupied, it is assigned a free slot in
region 1, if available. Class 1 messages are however assigned only slots (servers, each
containing M slots) within region 1, and are granted a higher priority status w.r.t. their
assignment. Since class 1 messages are assumed to be longer than class 2 messages, only a
small difference in performance analysis and design will occur if a preemptive priority
status is given to class 1 messages with regard to region 1 slots, rather than a
nonpreemptive priority status. Since the preemptive priority assumption results with a
simplified queueing analysis, We will follow it.

Under both access control disciplines, we denote the (steady-state) average waiting-time
of class 1 and 2 messages, under slot assignments K1 , k2 , and arrival rates 81 , 82 , by
W1(K1,81) and W2(K2,82) respectively.
 
Steady-State Message Delay Analysis Under the Fixed Assignment and Priority
Assignment Schemes

Fixed Assignment.  Under a Fixed Assignment strategy, the system operates as two
separate queueing systems. Thus, a class i message waiting-time distribution is equal to
that of a customer in an M/M/Ki queueing system i = 1,2 . (See [4], [5]). Therefore,

(1)

where

(2)



Priority Assignment.  Employing the Priority Assignment scheme, class 1 messages have
waiting-time distribution determined by an M/M/K1 queueing system. Hence,

(4)

(5)

and

A queueing analysis for class 2 messages can be based on the Markovian characteristics of
the joint queue size process of class 1 and 2 customers. A set of coupled linear equations
can then be written for the state-state joint queue-size probabilities. This set of equations
assumes however a complicated form so that no simple useful analytical expressions for
the class 2 message waiting-time distributions result. Consequently, we develop an
approximation to the latter variable by considering an appropriate single server M/G/1
queueing system. The latter queueing system is assumed to have customers arriving in a
Poisson stream with intensity 82 The single server is assumed to process messages at rate
mµ2 when m free slots are available for class 2 messages. Subsequently, we can consider
class 2 customers to require i.i.d. service times with conditional exponential distribution of
mean (mµ2)

-1 , given m. Thus, unconditionally, the customer service distribution assumed
is

(7)



where
P
˜

m(i) = P(there are i free slots available for class 2 messages).

From the results of the M/M/K1 queueing system, Eqs. (4)-(6), we obtain

(8)

(9)

By applying the Pollazeck-Khintchine formula, the average waiting time of a message in
this M/G/1 system is given by (E(C) being w.r.t. P˜ m(C)),

(10)

We further modify the average waiting-time approximation as follows. The average
number of slots available for class 2 messages is

(11)

We note that E[m] is independent of K1 . The system is assumed to be stable, yielding
finite average class 2 waiting-time iff 82 < E[m]µ2 . Therefore, to obtain a waiting-time
approximation which yields instability at the latter point, we modify (10) to obtain the
approximation

(12)

This approximation is compared with simulation results in two cases shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2. (In these figures we set                              ) Around high and low traffic
intensities, the approximation is seen to be excellent, whereas for moderate traffic
intensities, the approximation is good and observed to be very satisfactory for design
purposes.

Optimal Slot Allocations under Fixed and Priority Assignments.  To determine the
optimal slot allocation in each region for the Fixed and Priority assignment disciplines, we 



define a system delay performance measure W as the maximal average message
normalized waiting time. Thus, we set









Conclusions.  We consider the sharing of a communication channel by a number of sources
for real-time transmission on a TDMA basis. The messages from the sources are assumed
to require two different information rates. They are classified according to their rates as
class 1 and class 2 messages. Requests for transmission are stored by a central controller.
Two dynamic demand-assignment access control disciplines are presented. The first
discipline, a Fixed Assignment scheme, divides the slots of the frame into two fixed
regions, one region for each class of messages. A separate assignment of slots within each
region is employed by the controller. The second discipline, a Priority Assignment scheme,



incorporates into the first scheme the possibility of utilization of the free class 1 slots by
class 2 messages. We calculate, for each scheme, the message queueing delays, and
optimally allocate the slots in terms of a maximum normalized average delay measure. The
optimal structure of the frames for both schemes are compared. The advantage of the
priority scheme in terms of response-time and adaptability measures is demonstrated.
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Figure 1.  Average Delay of a Class 2 Message vs 82.



Figure 2.  Average Delay of a Class 2 Message vs 82.
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TELEMETRY PACKETIZATION FOR IMPROVED MISSION
OPERATIONS

EDWARD P. GREENE
Goddard Space Flight Center
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Summary.  The requirements for mission operations data management will accelerate
sharply when the Space Transportation System (i.e., Space Shuttle) becomes the primary
vehicle for research from space. These demands can be satisfied most effectively by
providing a higher level source encoding function within the spaceborne vehicle.

An Instrument Telemetry Packet (ITP) concept is described which represents an
alternative to the conventional multiplexed telemetry frame approach for acquiring
spaceborne instrument data. By providing excellent data integrity protection at the source
and a variable instrument bandwidth capability, this ITP concept represents a significant
improvement over our present data acquisition procedures. Realignments in the ground
telemetry processing functions are described to take advantage of the ITP concept and to
make the data management system more responsive to the scientific investigators.

Introduction.  During the nearly two decades of scientific exploration from space, NASA
has evolved data management systems for the acquisition, calibration, validation, analysis,
and interpretation of space-acquired sensor data. As we look towards the future, we need
to ask ourselves whether the basic structure of our present data management system is
well-suited to cope with the requirements that will be levied as a consequence of the Space
Transportation System. Some of the principal driving functions during the Shuttle Era will
be:

1. Reduced pre-launch preparation time,
2. Greater number of missions,
3. Shorter mission support start-up time due to the necessity to provide operational

support for Spacelab missions lasting on the order of one week,
4. Greater demand for near real-time experiment data processing from remotely located

facilities,
5. Greater variety of recording media including post-flight recovered tapes and film,
6. Greater numbers and sophistication of spacecraft instruments, and
7. Higher composite data rates.



A key constraint which has influenced our data management systems in the past has been
the requirement to keep the on-board telemetry and data handling subsystem as simple as
possible. Size, weight, power, and reliability considerations all combined to dictate that
strict attention to a minimal on-board subsystem be observed. These factors still remain
important considerations but the technology that has emerged during the past twenty years
has relaxed these constraints. Size, weight, and power consumption limitations have been
significantly reduced due to a combination of improved digital logic technology and more
capable launch vehicles. In addition, the speed and reliability of digital logic has improved
immensely.

In analyzing our present data management system, it became apparent that many of the
problems that we have experienced with our present data management structure could be
eliminated or, at least, eased considerably by more intelligent telemetry control on-board
the space vehicle. A key element in virtually every spacecraft telemetry system has been a
multiplexer which, for a given mode, samples, encodes, and transmits various sensors
signals in a predetermined sequence. In the earlier spacecrafts, only a single sampling
mode and data rate were provided; now, multiple modes and data rates are usually
available via ground-controlled commands.

As spaceborne instruments become more sophisticated they tend to become more selective
regarding the phenomena being investigated. Instead of performing a continuous survey of
some observable phenomena at a constant data rate, more recent instruments tend to
search for specific transient phenomena that may only be within the instrument’s field of
view at sporadic intervals. When the phenomena is present, the instrument may be capable
of collecting useful data at a very high rate; otherwise, no useful data is collected. This
type of instrument is not well-suited for our present multiplexing system in that it is usually
not possible to anticipate the occurrence of the phenomena and to select the optimum
telemetry mode for its duration. The problem is further complicated by the competing
demands by all the various instruments on-board a space mission and the requirement to
transmit this data over a fixed bandwidth telemetry channel. The lack of adaptive on-board
control makes it virtually inevitable that each instrument will be grossly oversampled when
the applicable phenomena is not present and undersampled when it is present. It has been
estimated that only about 1 percent of the telemetered scientific instrument data received
from spacecrafts is ever subjected to detailed analysis.

The unit of data transmission from the spacecraft has traditionally been the multiplexed
telemetry frame. The loss of a single telemetry frame results in gaps in all active instrument
data sets. In some cases, where the data is very redundant, a simple smoothing operation
can reconstruct the missing data points to a satisfactory accuracy; but, where the data is
most interesting, it lacks this redundancy. Thus the loss of a single frame may have a
serious adverse effect on the experimental analysis. Furthermore, it is usually necessary to



extract instrument data from many consecutive multiplexed telemetry frames to form a set
of observational data. The loss of a single frame creates a potential problem which may
becloud the interpretation of the entire set. Thus, the fragmentation of the instrument data
into numerous telemetry frames results in a multiple jeopardy situation which seriously
impairs the inherent data integrity.

Described herein is a concept for more adaptive on-board telemetry control which will
reduce some of the problems associated with multiplexed telemetry systems. While this
concept has not yet been adopted for any NASA mission, its implementation is being
considered as a partial solution to provide responsive data management capabilities in the
Shuttle Era.

Instrument Telemetry Packet (ITP) Concept.  The Instrument Telemetry Packet (ITP)
concept is proposed as a replacement for the conventional multiplexed telemetry frame
approach. The ITP concept basically requires that the telemetry data from a single
spaceborne instrument or spacecraft subsystem be temporarily stored in a dedicated buffer
memory and that a telemetry packet be assembled containing only the data from a single
instrument along with any required ancillary data (spacecraft clock, reference voltages,
spacecraft and instrument control states, parity check bits, etc.) necessary for the
validation, calibration, and cross-linking of this data with other subsequently derived data
sets. In the not too distant future it will be possible to generate and insert corrected time,
position, and attitude directly into an ITP; however, this may be beyond the state-of-the-art
at the time it would be desirable to implement the initial ITP concept. Except for these
items, each ITP should be a standalone element containing all the data necessary for the
validation, calibration, reduction, and interpretation of one or more experimental
observations from a single instrument. Even a few years ago the ITP concept described
herein would have been impractical due to the resulting complexity, cost, and power
requirements. Now, with the emergence of powerful low-cost microprocessors and
associated semiconductor memories, this concept is technologically feasible.

The need for such a technique is based on the principle that the integrity of the
observational data can be best insured by encoding this data into a reliable transmission
unit immediately at the source. Many of the problems and frustrations experienced within
telemetry data processing operations originate because the basic integrity of the sensor
data is compromised before it reaches the processing site, thus necessitating complex and
usually only partially successful recovery procedures.

The ITP concept presented herein performs two extremely important functions:

1. It provides a high level source encoding function to improve the integrity of the
resulting observational data, and



2. For the first time it frees the instrument designers from the shackles imposed by a
synchronous telemetry system.

Both functions will have profound effects on mission data management. The subject of
source encoding has traditionally involved the consideration of the statistical nature of the
experimental waveform and the development of encoding techniques which would permit
the transmission of a set of experimental observations using minimum bandwidth. The ITP
concept extends this subject to include the capture of all feasible ancillary data required for
the interpretation of the observation set. It also provides a more reliable transmission
mechanism by eliminating the multiple jeopardy conditions that have heretofore plagued
frame-multiplexed telemetry data processing. Implementing the ITP concept will not
reduce the channel error rate but it will insure that a channel error will affect only a limited
set of observations from a single instrument or subsystem.

Another important advantage of the ITP concept is that it eliminates arbitrary fixed
instrument data bandwidth constraints and, within broad limits, permits the instrument
designer to acquire experimental data at the rate appropriate for the process being
observed. The ITP concept provides a means whereby the variable data bandwidth of an
instrument can be accommodated for an indefinite period. Naturally, there are limits to this
capability and the fixed-bandwidth real-time telemetry link would saturate if all
instruments were to continually output data at the maximum data rate. However, it would
be possible to implement an overflow provision such that sensor data in excess of the
telemetry channel bandwidth are routed to an alternative output media (e.g., an on-board
tape recorder). Nearly continuous data readout potential via the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) will be possible in the 1980’s which will provide more
flexibility in the data acquisition capability than is achievable in the present ground-station
network.

The proposed Data Acquisition and Processing (DAP) subsystem implemented to take
advantage of the ITP concept would consist of three functional units: 1) On-Board ITP
Assembly, 2) Telemetry Data Reduction Facility, and 3) Instrument Analysis Centers. The
processes performed by each of these units will be described in the following sections.

On-Board ITP Assembly.  For each instrument or subsystem, sensor data will be
collected, formatted, and stored in separate ITP processors which will contain buffer
memory sufficient for storing two packets of the maximal size defined for that instrument.
The ITP multiplexer will sequentially poll all ITP processors and any enqueued packets
will be transmitted to the multiplexer buffer while the next packet is being assembled. This
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1. The ITP multiplexer unit will be responsible for
servicing all active ITP processors and routing the encoded ITP to the proper digital output
media.



It will be necessary to implement a variable length packet format since no single length is
well-suited for the diverse mixture of instrument requirements that are likely to be
encountered. Even within a single instrument there may be needs for different sized
packets depending upon the mode of operation. Table 1 depicts a possible packet format.
This should be considered for illustrative purposes only. More careful analysis would be
required to identify the control fields and their formats.

As illustrated, an ITP would contain three principal components:

1. A fixed length packet header containing a number of pre-defined fields common to all
ITPs,

2. A variable length sensor data field (length defined within header), and
3. A fixed length parity check field.

Table 1
Possible ITP Format

Field Length (Bits)

ITP Header 128 Bits

Frame Sentinel 32
Sequence Number (Modulo 256)   8
Packet Size (in 8-bit bytes)   8
Instrument ID   8
Spacecraft Control State 16
Instrument Control State 16
ITP Time Stamp 40

Instrument Sensor Data Variable

Error Control Coding          32 Bits         
160 + Variable Bits

The spacecraft time and control state fields would be supplied by the spacecraft control
subsystem and distributed on a bus to all ITP processors. The ITP Time Stamp would
represent a sample of the spacecraft clock at the time that the packet assembly was
initiated. A 40-bit field is tentatively assigned which should permit the recording of time to
the full resolution capability of the spacecraft clock. If necessary, the subsequent ground
processing operation would derive a time correction value to convert this ITP Time Stamp
to Universal Time. Where it is necessary to reconstruct the time sequence of observational



data contained within an ITP to greater precision, it would be the responsibility of the
instrument designer to generate and encode within the ITP whatever synchronization
control is required to reconstruct the time-line relative to the ITP Time Stamp.

The ITP multiplexer will be responsible for controlling the distribution of all encoded ITPs
from their respective ITP processors to the designated output media. It is envisioned that
the ITP multiplexer would poll all active ITP processors in sequence and, if an enqueued
ITP were ready, would set up a high speed Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer
between the ITP buffer and an internal buffer within the ITP multiplexer. The multiplexer
will maintain routing tables (changeable via multiplexer commands) which will specify the
desired output media for each instrument and the multiplexer will route the ITP to the
appropriate device(s). The real-time telemetry system and the on-board tape recorders are
expected to be the principal output devices. Other devices such as a digital film recorder or
an on-board display system could be provided as the technology progresses.

Each ITP transfer represents a transaction for the ITP multiplexer and a short entry will be
made in the transaction logger describing the transaction. Other events, which will be
encoded as transactions, will be changes in the spacecraft control state, receipt and
execution of stored or real-time commands, periodic time codes, and special error
conditions (e.g., ITP buffer overrun). These transactions will be accumulated into an
appropriate sized block and then encoded into and transmitted as a uniquely identifiable
telemetry packet of the ITP format. This data set will then provide a complete summary of
the on-board data management functions.

Provisions must be made to handle the fact that the desired instantaneous ITP data rate
into the real-time telemetry system will not be identical to the fixed bandwidth capability
of this system. When the instantaneous ITP data rate exceeds the channel rate, a certain
amount of short-term buffering will be provided within the ITP multiplexer. If this buffer
space is exhausted, then the ITP multiplexer will override the routing instruction and
reroute the incoming ITP to one of two on-board tape recorders (or equivalent mass
memories) for subsequent playback. Since the tape recorder bandwidth will presumably be
much greater than the real-time telemetry bandwidth, permanent loss of observational data
should never occur provided the on-board tape recorders are operating properly and that
the telemetry channel has the capability of keeping up with the ITP data rate averaged over
a long-term period (i.e., time required to fill up the on-board tape recorder). The two on-
board tape recorders will be operated in a ping-pong mode. One will be recording the ITP
multiplexer overflow while the second is being output to the telemetry transmitter during
times when no real-time ITP is ready for transmission. When the telemetry channel
bandwidth exceeds the composite (real-time and stored) ITP demand, the telemetry
transmitter will be designed to transmit a continual sequence of “IDLE” patterns until an 



encoded ITP is ready for transmission. These “IDLE” patterns will be stripped out of the
telemetry by the ground-receiving equipment.

Each ITP processor is envisioned to be a microcomputer containing a microprocessor,
semiconductor memory (ROM for program execution and RAM for buffer storage), and
I/O control. The firmware of each ITP processor would be developed to input sensor data
from one specific instrument, input common reference data (i.e., spacecraft clock and
control state), format this data into ITPs, buffer the enqueued ITPs, and output the ITPs to
the ITP multiplexer when commanded to do so. The error control coding can be done most
efficiently by the ITP multiplexer as the ITP is being transferred along a common bus into
the multiplexer.

Telemetry Data Reduction Facility.  As a consequence of the implementation of the ITP
concept, the initial ground-based telemetry reduction operations can be greatly
streamlined. The principal functions which would be performed by this facility are the
following:

1. Receive, synchronize, and decode all incoming ITPs.
2. Sort ITPs into individual instrument and subsystem data sets.
3. Re-order ITPs into ascending time sequence and perform data completeness checks.
4. Compute the Universal Time associated with each ITP Time Stamp and merge this

information with the received ITP into an Annotated Instrument Telemetry Packet
(AITP) file.

5. Create an AITP file header containing a summary of each AITP file identifying:
• The AITP count contained within file, the time period covered (and gaps if any),

and other applicable quality control parameters, and
• Extracted relevant transaction entries from Transaction Logger File.

• Transmit the AITP file to the applicable Instrument Analysis Center via
telecommunications link.

In the proposed concept, the Telemetry Data Reduction Facility would not perform any of
the following functions:

• Calibrate, analyze, or reformat the sensor data contained within an ITP.
• Perform time tagging of individual observations other than the conversion to

Universal Time of the Time Stamp field within each ITP.
• Perform computation of position, attitude (or any other general reference parameter)

except in response to a specific data request.
• Attempt to reconstruct data which may be lost or received with detected error(s).



The Telemetry Data Reduction Facility will copy the ITP into the AITP and will perform
no inspection or processing of the instrument sensor data contained within an ITP other
than to perform an error detection decoding operation and to set a quality control flag bit
conditional on the result.

Instrument Analysis Center.  Each mission instrument package will have an Instrument
Analysis Center which is responsible for analyzing the instrument sensor data and
performing whatever validation, calibration, conversion, correlations, transformations
and/or media reformatting operations are required to generate data product(s) suitable for
direct perusal and interpretation by the cognizant investigators. An Instrument Analysis
Center may be co-located with the Telemetry Data Reduction Facility or it may be
remotely located. However, even if the two facilities are co-located, it would be desirable
to provide a clean separation of these two distinct functions in the interest of
organizational cognizance and funding support. In the case of remotely located Instrument
Analysis Centers, the AITP files will be transferred from the Telemetry Data Reduction
Facility by telecommunications circuits.

Conclusion.  Without discounting the potential problems associated with the ITP concept
and the proposed DAP subsystem, it is believed that the advantages to be gained by such a
change far outweigh the disadvantages. The adoption of the ITP concept as the future on-
board processing system for NASA missions would have the salutory effects of:

• Increasing amount of useful data available to investigators,
• Reducing telemetry delivery time,
• Reducing overall processing cost per recovered data point, and
• Providing more responsive overall control of mission data operations.

While the ITP concept would have the effect of simplifying the ground-based telemetry
processing operations, this is not the reason that it is proposed. For processing functions
that can be performed with equal effectiveness either on-board the spacecraft or on the
ground, it will still be more reliable and cost effective to perform the functions on the
ground. However, the functions of insuring efficient instrument bandwidth utilizations and
source data integrity can only be done at the location where the data is originally acquired.
The entire purpose of intelligent bandwidth utilization is to allocate the fixed channel
bandwidth resources among those instruments that have a current need for bandwidth.
Obviously, it is too late to do this function after the data has been received on the ground.
Unfortunately we don’t have an “untransmit” capability to recover the bandwidth lost
when a data record, which later proves unnecessary, is transmitted to the ground! Insuring
data integrity is a function that also must be performed at the source. If it is not done there,
then the attempts to regain data integrity after the data has been transmitted over an
imperfect communications channel can never be fully successful.



The proposed approach would distribute to the Instrument Analysis Centers a number of
functions that are performed by the central Telemetry Data Reduction Facility under our
present data management system. However, the transferred functions are those which
could be performed most efficiently under the control of personnel having greater
familiarity with the specific instruments. The general-purpose functions which are common
to all instruments would continue to be performed centrally at the Telemetry Data
Reduction Facility. As a consequence of freeing the Telemetry Data Reduction Facility
from all instrument-unique processing responsibility, the delay introduced by the
Telemetry Data Reduction Facility should be greatly shortened, thus making the overall
data management system far more responsive to the needs of the investigators.

Our present telemetry data processing operations are analogous to an attempt to
unscramble an egg. As applied to the expected future workload, these procedures are
likely to result in a slow and inefficient operation. The time to start to develop viable plans
for responsible data management in the mid 80’s is now.

Figure 1.  On-Board ITP Distribution System
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Introduction.  Recording of digital data on photographic film is the practical solution to a
broad spectrum of computer memory and data storage and retrieval requirements. Mass
memory systems with bulk storage capacities between 1011 and 1013 bits with multi-second
access times are currently being built. Development effort is also continuing in the
specialized area of ultra-high speed transfer of data into and out of large intermediate bulk
stores. Systems currently being produced by Harris Electronic Systems Division take
advantage of holographic principals: (1) a natural distributive encoding by recording the
information over the entire hologram rather than at discrete points, thereby reducing
susceptibility to dust, scratches and recording media imperfections, (2) reconstruction of
the data into parallel non-skewed channels, and (3) insensitivity of the recording medium
placement relative to the detector array, greatly reducing mechanical tolerances necessary
for rapid access and ultra-high speed data transfers.

The purpose of this paper is to present a synopsis of the current status of each of two
storage and retrieval systems under development for the U. S. Air Force. The first system
we describe (HRMR Microfilm Mass Memory System) uses photographic film in the form
of microfiche to provide a mass storage capability with automatic, computer-controlled,
random access to stored records. The second system we consider (Wideband Holographic
Recorder) uses multichannel recording on roll film for storage and retrieval of large unit
records at hundreds of megabits per second.

Mass Memory System.  The HRMR Microfilm Mass Memory System is an information
recording, storage, and retrieval system utilizing 4"x6" microfiche as the storage media.
Both human readable (HR) and machine readable (MR) recordings (or a combination of
each) can be generated. The human readable fiche containing 98 reduced text images
conforms to the NMA, ANSI, and military DIAR 59-3 microfiche format standards for on-
line recording of alpha numeric text or graphic arts scanned and digitized text. The
machine readable format consists of 30 million bits of binary data storage recorded on
seventy tracks with random access to any track during readout. Figure 1 depicts the
combined HRMR microfiche format. Ten MR tracks can be exchanged for each HR row 



 Fig. 1 - HRMR Microfiche Format

of 14 images. In this paper we will stress the features of the all machine read microfiche
format.

The system components include a Controller unit (DEC PDP 11/45) with I/O peripherals;
a recorder unit (RPV) to record, with automatic film processing and fiche verification (MR
data validation); and a storage and retrieval unit (S&R) which can provide less than 15
seconds access to any one of 6750 microfiche for on-line access to a 2x1011 bit data base.
Figure 2 presents the system block diagram.

Fig. 2 - HRMR System Block Diagram

Mass storage and retrieval of fiche is accomplished by the attachment of an address coded
metal clip affixed to the top of each microfiche (see Figure 1) and microfiche placement
into the S&R unit. The S&R unit consists of readout electronics and nine carousel levels;
each carousel (Figure 3) housing a maximum of 750 microfiche. To readout a particular
fiche, the Controller provides the carousel level and fiche address for fiche extraction and
subsequent readout.



Fig. 3 - Fiche Carousel Module

Each system unit interfaces with the Controller via a standard DEC DRIIB and DRIIC
interface and interacts with the Controller as a stand-alone peripheral operating in a
responsive mode. Operational software developed for the system is file oriented and was
patterned after tape and disc peripheral handlers. Existing DEC software is used to a
maximum extent so that a minimum orientation is required to operate the system.

MR Record/Readout Description.  The machine read (MR) data is recorded as a series
of synthetically generated holograms (9000 per track along the 6 inch dimension) with
each 1.3mm by 13µm hologram containing the Fourier transformation of 48 user bits. The
Fourier transformation coefficients amplitude modulate a raster scanned spot to record
each two-Rayleigh synthetic hologram. The components of the recorder are shown
functionally in Figure 4. At computer data transfer rates, it is practical to perform the
recording using this synthetic hologram generating technique. This approach is simpler and
circumvents the stability and complexity of the two beam optical system required for
interferometric hologram generation.

On readout, each hologram is illuminated with a coherent laser beam which is diffracted as
a function of the recorded frequencies in the hologram. The diffracted beam illuminates
particular photodetector diodes with a one-to-one correspondence to the recorded data
bits. This is shown schematically in Figure 5. The spatial invariance property exhibited by
the Fourier transform holograms significantly relaxes the mechanical positional tolerances
required to accurately readout the densely stored data.

System Features.  The HRMR System utilizes film as the storage medium which is
characterized by low cost, archival life, and a minimum storage environment requirement.
It features optical non-destructive readout of data. This results in virtually permanent
records and contrasts with magnetic media which suffers from signal loss and deterioration
due to readout and long term storage. Digital data recorded sequentially onto the fiche may
be accessed in blocks of approximately 430 Kb and at data transfer rates



Fig. 4 - Record Conceptual Diagram

Fig. 5 - Hologram Reader Optics

compatible with magnetic tape drives. Based upon the concept of annotating a standard
microfiche with the digital equivalent of the associated images, the HRMR system
uniquely addresses the document storage, retrieval and dissemination problem which is
impacting both government and industrial complexes. Optical readout of the digital data
directly from the microfiche facilitates storage, retrieval and dissemination of data to both
local and remote locations. The characteristics of the System make it most applicable to
large archival, non-dynamic memories or to information storage where updating is
relatively infrequent.

The system can be separated to provide an off-line recording facility and an on-line S&R
facility interfacing directly with a host computer. The mass-store capacity is limited only to
the number of S&R units installed at any facility and by the interface capability of the host
computer.

Figure 6 is a table of the major system performance parameters for a minimum
configuration.



Storage Medium: 4" x 6" Microfiche

Storage Density: 30 Megabits/Fiche MR
98 Images at 24X

Storage Capacity: 6750 Fiche (2 x 1011 Bits in MR Mode)

Record/Read Rate: 500 Kb/s

Transfer Rates: Computer Compatible

Total Record/Process/Verify Time: 10 Minutes/Fiche

Throughput Rate: 2 Minutes/Fiche

Random Access to Fiche: 15 Seconds

Total Read Time: 2 Minute s/Fiche

Error Rate: 10-7 Maximum

Fig. 6 - HRMR Performance

Wideband Digital Recording System.  To perform some special data handling functions,
the recording and playback of large unit records of digital data at rates up to 1,000 Mb/s
may be necessary. In anticipation of such needs, Harris has been developing and
demonstrating a Wideband Holographic Recorder Exploratory Development Model. At
this writing, recording and playback of digital data at rates up to 600 Mb/s have been
demonstrated. The key to storage and retrieval of large unit records at hundreds of
megabits per second is multichannel recording on rolls of photographic film using
holographic techniques. The techniques that have been demonstrated can be extended to
recording and readout rates exceeding a gigabit per second, and they readily enable us to
slow down the data during playback.

System Approach.  The holographic recorder/reproducer system has fundamental
attributes that make high data rate recording and data reconstruction possible. First, the
high rate digital data to be recorded is demultiplexed into several lower-rate data channels,
each of which is clocked into the optical system in parallel. This procedure places the high
speed requirements of the system upon the input electronics subsystem and reduces the
dynamics of the optomechanisms, for example, light modulators and deflectors. The
parallel data channels, at the demultiplexed clock rate, are simultaneously recorded into a
single Fourier transform holograms The holograms are sequentially recorded adjacent to
one another in roster-scan format across a continuously moving film strip. A significant
feature of the rows of Fourier transform holograms is that the holograms can be
sequentially addressed in the readout process by a scanning loser beam with a relatively



relaxed degree of accuracy, due to the spatial invariance property and the larger
dimensions of the holograms. The distributive nature of the Fourier transform coding
provides some immunity to localized recording media imperfections.

As shown in Figure 7, the recording medium is in roll form; the EDM currently uses 35mm
photographic film. Incoming data is demultiplexed into 128 parallel channels. One bit from
each channel is stored in parallel in a one-dimensional hologram. Holograms are recorded
across the 35mm film in rows that are on lmm centers, with 800µm devoted to hologram
length and 200µm to inter-row guard bonds. With 1512 data carrying holograms per row, a
linear packing density of greater than 4.9 Mb/in on 35mm wide film is achieve. For 16µm
by 1mm hologram centers, the average packing density is 0.8x106 b/cm2.

Fig. 7 - Wideband Recorder Film Format

Figure 8 depicts with much simplification the configuration of a Wideband Holographic
Recorder like the EDM. This figure shows the externally modulated CW laser used for
recording and readout illumination. The beam-forming optics split the loser beam and
shape the two resultant beams into a signal beam and a reference beam. These two beams
pass through the page composer, consisting of an acousto-optic device (Figure 9), to
generate a 128-bit spatial pattern in parallel and a single-bit reference beam. The scanner
sweeps these beams across the 35mm direction of the film through a transform lens. The
transform lens forms the Fourier transform of the data along with the transform of the
reference source. The interference pattern between the coherent signal wave and reference 



Fig. 8 - Widebond Holographic Recorder

Fig. 9 - Page Composer

wave at the surface of the film forms the Fourier transform hologram. With the 128-bit
data blocks recorded in the form of Fourier transform holograms, the information
necessary to produce the individual bits is recorded throughout the relatively large area of



each hologram. Hence, the hologram rows are much easier to address during the readout
process than are the much narrower lines that are produced by a spot recorder. Also, since
the light from each of the 128 input bits is distributed over the entire region of the
hologram, this redundant recording technique makes it possible to read out the bits even if
part of the hologram is destroyed.

After the film is developed and placed back on the drive assembly, the signal wave is
regenerated from the hologram when it is illuminated by only the reference beam. An
image of the original data record is formed and detected with an array of photodetectors.

Performance of the Exploratory Development Model.  To make performance
evaluations, we constructed coder/decoder electronics for error correction for several data
channels of the 128 channels per hologram. The coder generates a 63 bit code word for
each sequential group of 51 user data bits. Each hologram row contains 24 code words
(per coded channel) storing a total of 1224 user bits. The decoder accomplishes error
correction by outputting the most likely 51 bit sequence for each 63 bit code word that is
reconstructed from the holograms. This coding/decoding technique is totally independent
of user data content. Successive pairs of code words are interleaved to scramble burst
errors.

The current Exploratory Development Model is capable of recording and reproducing data
at row rates up to 750 Mb/s. With error correction coding as implemented, recording and
playback of corrected data occurs at rates up to 600 Mb/s. We have recorded numerous
rolls of film at 600 Mb/s and have been conducting diagnostic evaluation of data
reconstructed at 60 Mb/s and 600 Mb/s. During this evaluation, we have operated the
EDM at readout rates of 600 Mb/s and successfully produced error-free readouts on single
channels reconstructed over approximately 200 feet of film. Typically, error rates on the
order of 10-6 have been measured. Further component evaluation will provide us with
information necessary to optimize the performance of the system.

System Capabilities.  Figure 10 provides a chart indicating the capabilities of two
Wideband Loser Recorder Systems compared with an IRIG wideband magnetic tape
recorder. This chart is derived using the data packing density and film thickness from the
EDM. Note that the data packing density in the laser recorder is independent of recording
speed and is about five times greater than that of the magnetic recorder. Furthermore, even
at 600 Mb/s the film speed is only a fraction of the 80 Mb/s magnetic tape speed. We
predict that even more significant performance will be achieved with further development
of the laser recorder. Potentially, a factor of two improvement in data packing density will
be possible. This will enable the recording of data at a rate of 600 Mb/s for 25 minutes on
a single reel of recording medium with no mechanical or temporal skew of the data upon
full or reduced speed readout.



Fig. 10 - Comparison of Loser and Magnetic Recorders

Conclusions.  Mass memories capable of storing 1011 to 1013 bits of information on line
with computer controlled random access to data records can now be produced. With the
successful demonstration of 600 Mb/s recording and read rates on roll film, we can now
produce engineering prototype wideband recorders. Such recorders offer significantly
greater capability as a large, high-speed data buffer than available magnetic-tape systems.
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Summary.  Two bit synchronizer-signal conditioners (BSSC) developed for NASA high
data rate applications such as earth resources monitoring are described. One BSSC is
centered at 120 Mb/s and the other at 240 Mb/s. These subsystems are featured out of the
total hardware developed* because the BSSC is such a key subsystem in determining
overall system statistical performance. These units represent an evolution of high data rate
technology toward the versatile any data rate BSSC’s available at low data rates.
Numerous inputs/outputs, control functions, indicators, plus the ability to minimize the
effects of various signal perturbations are provided. Examples of allowed perturbations are
input level variations, bit rate variance static and dynamic, baseline, transition density,
bandlimiting, etc., as well as noise. Emphasis in the past has been primarily concerned
only with noise.

Introduction.  Historically high data rate bit synchronizer-signal conditioners (BSSC)
have been developed primarily to prove the ability to achieve performance close to theory
at high data rates or for very specific applications. Therefore, such units have tended to be
single bit rate, single input/output, signal perturbation only by noise, etc., and have not had
the versatility of the lower data rate BSSC’s. The 120 Mb/s and 240 Mb/s BSSC
described in this paper represent an evolution in high data rate technology toward the
versatility of the any data rate modem - BSSC hardware presently available up to 20 Mb/s.
The 120 Mb/s and 240 Mb/s BSSC’s minimize the performance degradation due to input
level variations, bit rate static changes, jitter, baseline, bandlimiting, transition density,
etc., as well as that due to noise. This development is a natural evolution of 9 years of
overall high data rate research at Harris ESD covering 10 Mb/s to 1 Gb/s.1,2,3 

Greater flexibility and signal processing ability are very desirable properties for high data
rate BSSC’s for many reasons. Examples of a few of the factors requiring such properties
are as follows. Between the time hardware is initially specified and an actual mission is
run, data rates can vary somewhat. A given BSSC may have to operate with different
demodulators or a given demodulator output level may change to meet overall performance
specifications. The BSSC will have to operate with other ground station equipments such



as tape recorders, as well as demodulators. Due to frequency allocation or co-channel
interference considerations, the overall system may become bandlimited. For these reasons
plus many others, the BSSC needs to process multiple signal perturbations plus process a
range of input levels, bit rates, etc. Recognizing the need for such processing ability and
flexibility, NASA specified such capability for the 120 Mb/s and 240 Mb/s BSSC which
are discussed in this paper.

BSSC Specification Discussion.  The two BSSC’s are specified to operate at design
center bit rates of 120 Mb/s and 240 Mb/s, respectively. The design center bit rate of
either unit can be changed by plus or minus 10% by simple component changes. The units
are also specified to operate over a plus and minus 5% range without component changes
with less than 1/2 dB degradation.

The input data is NRZ-L at static input levels of 250 mVp-p to 2.5 Vp-p. Four BSSC
inputs of 50 S impedance are provided of which one is selected by front panel control. The
BSSC outputs are data, 0E clock, and 90E clock. The output drivers have a 50 S source
impedance and provide ECL levels into either of two load configurations; 50 S to ground
or 50 S to -2 volts.

The allowed signal perturbations besides Gaussian noise are as follows:

Dynamic amplitude variation to ±20% of nominal at rates to 1% of bit rate.

Static baseline of ±1 volt not to exceed 100% of nominal input amplitude.

Dynamic baseline to ±50% of nominal input at rates to 0.1% of bit rate.

Maximum filtering (2-pole Bessel) of 0.65 bit rate.

Jitter with )f to ±2% of nominal bit rate with fm to 2% of bit rate.

Transition density to 10% with random data or up to 64 bits without transition every
512 bits.

The basic bit error rote, BER, performance specification is operation within 1 dB of theory
for 2 dB # 10 log Eb/No # 12 dB for either random square or filtered data. For either
amplitude, baseline, or bit rate variations performance must be within 1.5 dB of theory.
Likewise, performance should be within 1.5 dB of theory for the allowed transition
density.



Bit Slippage Rate, BSR, must be less than 1 x 10-7 over the some SNR range of 2 dB to 12
dB with any of the perturbations except jitter. With jitter the specification is BSR # 1 x 
10-7 for 10 log Eb /No $ 5 dB.

In summary, it is seen that the BSSC’s are specified to provide flexibility in terms of the
input data rate and level, as well as optimally process various signal perturbations which
may be experienced in general usage. Similarly, numerous control functions and
indications are provided on the front panel.

Functional Description.  A photograph of the 120 Mb/s BSSC is provided in Figure 1 and
a block diagram of the 120 Mb/s BSSC is presented in Figure 2. The 240 Mb/s BSSC is
similar except for several circuit changes. Signal plus noise from one of four input channels
is selected by a coaxial switch. The selected input is processed by a transversal filter
followed by low-pass filtering and amplification. Initially, the transversal filter followed
the AGC variable loss network. At a 2.5 V p-p input signal level, however, 15Vp-p must
be handled at the minimum 10 log Eb/No of 2 dB assuming a twice bit rate input noise
bandwidth and a crest factor of four. A broadband baseband variable loss network
handling more than 1 to 2 V p-p proved impossible to implement. With the transversal
filter first, however, the overall input level to the variable loss network is attenuated plus
the rms noise level is further reduced due to the filtering. The transversal filter can linearly
process the maximum input levels. The optimum transversal filter number of tops, their
spacing, and their respective weights are a function of the input signal rise time, as well as
the frequency response and large signal time response of the low-pass circuitry following
the transversal filter. It is important to note that the time domain response of active
networks such as video amplifiers is not the inverse Fourier Transform of the low level
frequency response. At relatively low levels, the outputs start to exhibit nonlinear effects
and become slew-rate limited. To achieve performance close to theory one must carefully
consider these factors.

The variable loss network attenuates its input up, to 20 dB in response to the control
voltage from the nonlinearity circuit. The overall AGC loop maintains a constant y(†) at the
input of the decision unit for optimum performance. Almost all variable loss networks
actually have a baseband output due to changes in the control voltage. This represents no
problem in IF AGC loops but can represent a problem in baseband AGC loops and must
be considered. A simple resistor added to the network reduced this undesired output about
15 dB.

The variable loss network output is then fixed gain amplified and feedforward baseline
corrected. Both feedback and feedforward baseline correction techniques were evaluated.
The feedforward technique operates over a broader bandwidth and yields better BER
performance over the total range of allowed baseline variation. In order to track rapid



baseline variations, both techniques require peak detection time constants such that about
1/2 dB degradation in performance is experienced with the baseline circuit operational
when the input signal has zero dynamic baseline, but consists of a long PN sequence. This
is due to the unequal state occurrences over hundreds of bit periods even though the long-
term state probabilities are essentially equal. With dynamic baseline present, the total
performance loss stays essentially that due to the false baseline of the baseline circuit
itself; that is, the dynamic baseline is essentially eliminated at the output. It should be
noted that theoretically over 4 dB of performance loss would occur for ±50% baseline if
the dynamic baseline was not removed. For optimal usage therefore, a front panel switch is
provided whereby the baseline circuit can be activated. When significant dynamic baseline
is absent, this circuit is inactive so no performance loss is incurred. With dynamic baseline,
it is activated to eliminate baseline and the resulting performance loss.

The amplifier distribution module provides two isolated outputs, y(†). The quantity y(†) is
the overall normalized matched filter output with baseline removed. One y(†) is processed
by the decision unit. At the end of each bit period, y(†) is compared to a threshold, E, and
a bit state estimate is made according to the sign of (y(†) - E). The timing for the state
estimation is provided by the bit synchronizer. The data estimate output provides ECL
levels into 50 ohms to ground or 50 ohms to -2 volts according to switch selection for the
given load configuration.

The other y(†) is routed to the nonlinearity circuit. The output of the even order
nonlinearity has a bit rate spectral component plus a low frequency component
proportional to the input level. The low frequency term is loop filtered and routed to the
control input of the variable loss network to close the AGC loop. The loop filter output
also drives loss of signal, excess signal, and input level indicators. The bit rate spectral
component is bandpass amplified for memory and SNR improvement and then processed
by a limiting amplifier. The bandpass filtering is relatively wide (~ 8%) because dynamic
bit rate variations of ±2% must be processed. The phase shift associated with a narrower
filter would degrade the timing accuracy at the decision unit and performance would
degrade. With the wider filter, however, the envelope of the bandpass amplifier output
varies about 30 to 1 with long PN sequences. The limiting amplifier removes this envelope
variation and provides a constant reference for the phase-lock loop.

The second order phase-lock loop provides further memory for periods of no transitions
and signal-to-noise enhancement. Three loop bandwidths ranging from 0.1% to 2% are
selected by front panel control. In the widest loop bandwidth position the open loop
response crosses unity about 10 MHz. Therefore, parasitic and second-order effects must
be carefully considered. In theory, VCO’s have a Ko/s response but they actually have on
A(s) C Ko/s response where A(s) represents the effects of control voltage input networks
and other response limiting circuit. VCO’s must be chosen whose A(s) rolloff occurs



beyond the open loop unity gain frequency of 10 MHz. Likewise, 200 MHz unity gain
operational amplifiers are used so that final closed loop operational amplifier rolloffs occur
beyond the unity gain frequency. The achievement of stable wideband phase-lock loops is
not an easy task.

Automatic sweep controlled by a quadrature lock detector is provided for acquisition
enhancement. Front panel lock indication, as well as the amount of phase error during lock
are provided. One may zero the phase error and also inhibit the sweep if desired using
front panel controls.

A portion of the VCO output power is routed to the clock distribution network. A 0E and
90E clock are provided as overall BSSC outputs. ECL levels into a 50 ohms to ground or
into a 50 ohms to -2 V load are provided according to switch position similar to the data
estimate output. The other output of this network is routed to the variable delay network.

The output of the variable delay network provides timing for the decision unit. The phase
of the timing reference can be varied by front panel control to optimize the statistical
performance of the BSSC.

Measured Performance.  The statistical performance of the 120 Mb/s BSSC as a
function of SNR plus signal perturbations is now discussed. The performance results for
the 240 Mb/s BSSC are very similar. First in Figure 3 the BER at 120 Mb/s as a function
of input signal level, as well as SNR, is presented. For 10 log Eb/No # 12 dB all data lie
within 0.8 dB of theory (1 dB specification) over three octaves of input level change. The
theoretical curve, from which degradation is measured for all figures, is the classical BER
versus 10 log Eb/No curve for square binary antipodal PCM plus Gaussian noise after
perfect matched filtering.

In Figure 4 the BER versus SNR performance is presented at 114 Mb/s which equals 95%
of 120 Mb/s, at 120 Mb/s, and at 126 Mb/s which equals 105% of 120 Mb/s. For all these
measurements no component changes were allowed in the BSSC. Only normal
optimization adjustments such as zeroing phase error were allowed. All measured data lies
within 0.75 dB of theory; well within the 1.5 dB specification. Thus, it is seen that the
BSSC, as is, can easily be adjusted for excellent performance at any data rate within ±5%
of 120 Mb/s. By simple component changes the BSSC can also be configured for excellent
performance anywhere within the range of 120 Mb/s ±110% or from 108 Mb/s to 132
Mb/s. It should be noted that 10 log Eb/No is correct for each data rate in the figure, not
just the center data rate.

The effects of bandlimiting upon the BER versus SNR performance are presented in Figure
5. A two pole Bessel filter with 3 dB frequency of 0.65 times 120 Mb/s or 78 MHz is



placed in front of the BSSC. Performance is again well within 1 dB of theory for 10 log
Eb/No # 12 dB. Note that 10 log Eb/No is measured nonbandlimited and that degradation is
measured from the nonbandlimited theoretical curve. This is done so performance can be
related to the other figures and to avoid any confusion on what the theoretical performance
curve represents. It is the author’s conviction that much gamesmanship has occurred when
bandlimited theoretical curves and measurements have been used.

Measured BER versus SNR plus dynamic baseline performance is presented in Figure 6.
Curve A is the BSSC performance with no dynamic baseline input and the baseline
correction circuit switched out of the signal processing path. In Curve B the baseline
circuit is activated with no dynamic baseline at the BSSC input. As discussed previously
about 1/2 dB degradation in performance is experienced because of the wide bandwidth
required of this circuit which introduces false baseline with long PN sequences. When
±50% baseline at a 16 kHz rate is added for Curve C, it is seen that Curve C lies on top of
Curve B so that effects of dynamic baseline are entirely removed. For Curve D, worst-case
baseline of ±50% was added at a 160 kHz rate (specified maximum equals 120 kHz) and it
is seen that performance is within 0.1 dB of Curves B and C. It is important to note that
Curves B and C lie well within the specification limit of 1.5 dB. Curve E shows the
measured degradation for uncorrected ±50% baseline at a 16 kHz rate; that is, the baseline
correction circuit is deactivated. It is seen that the baseline correction circuit removes 2 dB
of degradation in this case, a very significant amount.

In Figure 7, the BER versus SNR plus jitter performance is shown for several cases. For
sinusoidal jitter with )f equal to 0.2% of bit rate equal to 240 kHz and a modulation rate
of 0.2% of bit rate equal to 240 kHz in one case and 2% of bit rate equal to 2.4 MHz in the
other case, performance is within 1 dB of theory and well within 1.5 dB specification. For
these cases bit slippage rate, BSR, is also less than 1 in 108, the measurement limit, for
10 log Eb/No $ 5 dB. The specification limit is 1 in 107 for 10 log Eb/No $ 5 dB. The three
phase-lock loop bandwidths have been chosen to minimize performance degradation for
the largest number of )f and fm combinations within the allowed range.

Finally, in Figure 8, the BER versus SNR plus transition density performance is presented.
A 32-bit all “zero” or “one” word is inserted every 256 bits. No adjustment of the BSSC
was allowed. As shown, the BER performance is within 1.1 dB of theory (# 1.5 dB
specification) and the measured BSR was less than 10-8, the measurement limit down to
2 dB = 10 log Eb/No (BSR # 10-7 for 10 Eb/No $ 5 dB specification).

The Conclusions.  The 120 Mb/s and 240 Mb/s BSSC’s developed for NASA high data
rate applications extend present day high data rate technology in that signal processing
capability is greatly extended over noise processing alone. Performance close to theory is
achieved over a ±5% bit rate range, a 10 to 1 input level range, and with signal



perturbations such as baseline, jitter, dynamic amplitude variation, filtering, and transition
density, as well as noise. Such capability and flexibility is required in high data rate
hardware for high data rate systems to become as widespread in usage as the lower data
rate systems presently existing. The hardware described allows system operation at PSK
data rates centered on 120 Mb/s and 240 Mb/s and at QPSK data rates centered on
240 Mb/s and 480 Mb/s. Other hardware developments in the areas of PCM simulation
and frame synchronization occurred in conjunction with the BSSC developments reported
in this paper.
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Figure 1.  120 mb/x BSSC



Figure 2.  Bit Synchronizer - Signal Conditioner

Figure 3.  BER Versus SNR as a Function of Input Signal Level



Figure 4.  BER Versus SNR Performance Over ±5% Bit Rate Range

Figure 5.  Bandlimited BER Versus SNR Performance



Figure 6.  BER Versus SNR and Baseline

Figure 7.  BER Versus SNR and Jitter



Figure 8.  BER Versus SNR and Transition Density
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SELECTION OF AN OPTIMAL FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION
STRATEGY
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Summary.  The operation of preprogrammed and adaptive frame synchronization
strategies is simulated, based upon previous mathematical derivations. The simulation,
coded in APL, describes operation over a range of Signal to Noise ratios of -4db to
+14 db. Both the “Go-to-Lock” and the “Return-to-Search” modes of operation are
studied. A specific optimal strategy is determined for the conventional synchronizer for
each 2db interval over the range. This synchronizer is compared with an adaptive
synchronizer, using the SPRT technique, and optimized for a -2db SNR.

The SPRT synchronizer reaches Lock significantly faster for SNR<8db, and reverts to
Search faster for SNR<2db. It adapts less readily to improving SNR in the “Return-to-
Search” operation, but will still produce optimum results in this mode with fewer controls
than a conventional design.

Introduction.  The efficient processing of primary frame synchronization patterns, is key
to making effective use of PCM telemetry in many applications. An ideal synchronizer
should quickly acquire lock status on the appearance of correct patterns and return to
Search mode just as rapidly if synchronization with the incoming data stream is lost. These
decisions should also be made with few errors, In the limit a tradeoff between speed and
decision error probability (DEP) is required when determining the strategy to be used.
Applications such as nuclear effects and missile re-entry often provide short bursts of data
in a high noise environment. In these cases optimization of the speed vs. DEP trade-off is
necessary to acquire all possible data and maximize the benefits of the experiment.

Traditionally, synchronization equipment and techniques have not measured up to this
task. Most available equipment is controlled by preprogrammed parameters entered either
electronically by a computer or manually by a human operator. These parameters include
the number of allowable bit errors in each of the three normal modes of operation: Search,
Verify, and Lock; consecutive acceptable patterns in Verify; and consecutive unacceptable
patterns in Lock. A mathematical basis for optimizing these parameters for a specific noise
environment exists; however it is not commonly reduced to practice. Control settings for



this type of equipment are determined empirically in practically all operational situations.
Even if an initial analytic determination is made, rapid compensation for changes in the
noise environment cannot be made as the experiment progresses.

In an effort to improve this performance considerable interest has been shown in frame
synchronizing circuitry which can adapt to the immediate noise environment, and make
correct decisions without operator or computer intervention.

The first published works1,2 describing an adaptive synchronizer concentrated upon initial
acquisition of synchronization in the Search mode. In these papers Hawkes and his
associates describe a synchronizer which leaves the Search mode based upon a “best
pattern in the frame” criteria. It then uses the number of errors in this pattern to determine
the number of errors to be allowed in Verify and Lock modes. The number of frames
inspected in each mode prior to decision is preprogrammed. The results described focus
upon speed of operation rather than reliability, and are only presented for an error rate of
0.1.

In 1967 Van de Houten3 proposed an adaptive synchronizer whose operation is based
upon the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) described by Wald.4 He describes the
operation of this synchronizer in the Verify mode through a computer simulation based
upon bit sequential testing. Bit Error Rate (BER) environments of 1% and 8% are
considered. The operation of the SPRT synchronizer was compared with that of a
conventional unit.

The SPRT synchronizer adapted by itself to the actual noise environment in Verify mode
and could be modified to optimize its performance for a maximum desired decision error
probability. The only controls required are a preset number corresponding to the worst
expected BER environment and a selectable decision error probability.

Van de Houten provides an excellent mathematical exposition in his work. As his work
forms the basis of extensions to be addressed here, the reader should refer to it if he is not
already familiar with it.

Extensions to Van de Houten’s work subsequently appeared in an unpublished document.5

This work described a pattern sequential implementation. It also provided a derivation of
operation of the SPRT synchronizer in Lock mode. This work is presented below.



In this paper optimal parameters for a fixed strategy are determined. The operation of this
strategy is then compared for speed and reliability with a pattern-sequential SPRT strategy
designed for a worse case BER environment of 0.2.

Fixed Strategy.  The optimal settings for a fixed strategy can be determined for a specific
requirement by calculating the decision error probabilities, " and $ , as a function of BER
and the programmed parameters. " is the probability that an incorrect pattern is accepted
as a correct one, while $ is the probability that a correct sync pattern is rejected. These
terms are calculated differently in the Verify and Lock modes yielding four probability
functions: "2, and $2 in Verify mode
and a2 and a2 in the Lock mode.

Van de Houten derives "1 and $1. In the Lock mode "2 and $2 become:

(1)

(2)
where: P is the required number of frames

J is allowable pattern errors
, is Bit Error Rate

and P1,            (3)

      Po              (4)

and
       1 = pattern length

" and $ have been calculated for both Verify and Lock modes and tables constructed. To
construct these tables P is varied from 1 to 5 and J from 0 to 9. BERs corresponding to
ideal performance at 2db intervals from -4db to +14db are used to calculate the values of
$.

From these tables, synchronizer parameters can be selected based upon a desired strategy.
The strategy selected is to have the more critical probability, " in Verify and $ in Lock,
having a maximum value of 10-4 if possible. Where two strategies would yield this result,
the one yielding the lower J and high P was chosen. The strategies chosen are presented in
Table 1.



The speed of operation of the conventional synchronizer is then determined. In the Verify
mode, the probability of Lock by frame F is

PL(F) = 1 - ($1)
F-P+1 (5)

In the Lock mode the probability of reverting to Search is

PS(F) = 1 - ("2)
F-P+1 (6)

In each case P is the programmed frame limit.

To determine operational speed equations (5) and (6) were solved for increasing values of
(F-P+1) until P(F) $.99. The resulting values of F are plotted as circles in figures 1 and 2.
It is interesting to compare these times with the programmed strategies and discover that
the decision is made at the first opportunity 99% of the time at SNR of 2db and above.

The value of eight from shown at the -4db SNR (.25 BER) is for a P(L) of only 89%. As
the test period is increased beyond this point P(L) actually decreases. This phenomenon
was not observed for any other condition tested.

SPRT Strategy.  Van de Houten’s exposition of the SPRT strategy is modified and
extended for comparison with the conventional strategy described above. Its parameters
are adjusted for a worst-case bit error rate environment of 0.2, to fit the most demanding
current applications. The equations are then modified to reflect a pattern-sequential, rather
than bit sequential algorithm. Finally, the mathematical description of the process is
extended to include the “Return-to-Search” operation in the Lock -mode.

Increased Error Environment.  Two specific requirements studied for application of the
SPRT technique have a BER environment of 0.2. Van de Houten hypothesized a worst-
case environment of 0.08 BER; therefore the decision parameters K and L selected by him
must be changed to fit the new environment. This can easily be accomplished, using
equations 5 and 6 of his paper. In this case:

L=19.6 for " =$=10-4

and L=14.7 for " =$= 10-3  from (5)

therefore if " = $= 10-P1

P1=.2L

From (6) K=1.95 •2.



The design of a synchronizer using these parameters increases the acquisition speed in the
Verify mode, but reduces the “Return-to-Search” speed (improves retention of true
patterns) in the Lock mode.

Pattern Sequential Testing.  Making decisions on a pattern by pattern basis is more
convenient in many applications. Van de Houten proposed a bit by bit computation as
being somewhat faster; however the increased speed is not considered significant, as the
decision can really have no effect until the pattern boundary is reached in any event. The
pattern by pattern approach, on the other hand, is more consistent with present hardware
implementations which use parallel pattern detectors to achieve initial acquisition in the
Search mode, and must be employed in any case if a multiple bit window is used to
compensate for occasional slippage in high noise environments.

Restating the criteria for the case of a parallel determination of errors in a number (P) of
patterns of length (N), the following expressions result:

(7)

(8)

(9)

Using these criteria results in the following expression for the probability of reaching the
Lock mode by frame K.

(10)

(11)

These equations were solved and compared with Van de Houten’s data. The results,
presented in table 2, show no significant difference exists. In addition to verification of this
modification this result provides a firm basis for the extension to follow.

Operation in the Lock Mode.   To provide a complete comparison of the two techniques,
the operation of the SPRT synchronizer in the Lock mode must be described and its
performance calculated. Hillestad in (5) provides this description, using an 



argument analogous to that used to describe the fixed strategy. He states that the
probability of reverting to Search frame K is given by:

(12)

(13)

Experimental Results.  Computer simulations of the two synchronizer strategies were
constructed to facilitate comparison of their operation over a wide range of parameters and
error environments. These simulations are coded in APL and can be run interactively on a
time sharing system. The beauty of the interactive approach is that answers are returned
almost instantly and new parameter combinations can be tried quickly.

A 24 bit synchronization code was used in preparing the data for this paper as this length
provided a point of comparison with Van de Housten’s 24 bit results. This length is also
the criteria used in two specific applications investigated. The resultant data are indicative
of most cases since the majority of synchronization codes fall into the 20 bit to 30 bit
range. The code length is a parameter which can be easily changed when rerunning the
simulation for applications with codes of other lengths.

A SPRT synchronizer optimized for a worst-case BER of 0.2 as described above, was
constructed. P1 was set to 4, to yield "=$=10-4. Ideal BERs were taken at 2db intervals
from -4db to ±14db as before. The data are plotted in figures 1 and 2 as stars to facilitate
comparison.

The results in the Verify mode bear out the prior work. In high noise environments from
-4db to +6db the SPRT synchronizer is substantially faster. The speed improvement ranges
from three frames at -4db to one frame at +6db. At +8db and above, both synchronizers
require only the minimum of one frame to achieve Lock mode. The benefit of the MT
synchronizer in this region is its freedom from controls and its ability to adapt to a
changing noise environment automatically.

The advantages in the Lock mode are not so clear cut. In the noise range for which it is
designed, -4db to 0db, the SPRT synchronizer is demonstrably faster. Its “return-to-
Search” speed is a constant four frames in all noise environments, however, and in a low
noise environment, an optimized conventional synchronizer returns to Search faster when
presented with an incorrect pattern. This result is not surprising in view of the fact that
equation (10) is not a function of bit error rate.



Conclusions.  A conventional programmed synchronizer can be optimized to achieve Lock
mode with a decision error probability # 10-4 for bit error rates less than or equal to 0.25.
When the signal-to-noise ratio is +8db or greater (BER #6x10-3) the conventional
synchronizer acquires Lock on the first pattern in the Verify mode 99% of the time.

An SPRT synchronizer designed for a worst case BER environment of 0.2 reaches Lock
significantly faster than the conventional,synchronizer for high noise environment, with a
decision error probability of #10-4. For SNR.$+8db any speed advantage is not significant
at this confidence level since a minimum of one pattern in Verify mode is required in any
event.

The clear advantage of the SPRT synchronizer in “Go-to-Lock” operation is that once set
for the worst noise environment expected, it always adapts itself to perform as well as, if
not significantly better than conventional synchronizer as the environment improves. The
conventional synchronizer must be adjusted for the exact noise environment to be
encountered, or suboptimum performance results.

In “Return-to-Search” operation both types of synchronizers must be adjusted for the
actual noise environment to be encountered if a decision to go to Search is desired as soon
as possible. The SPRT synchronizer reverts faster for the same confidence level than a
conventional unit when operated close to its design environment.

A control to adapt the SPRT synchronizer for several expected bit error rate ranges can be
implemented easily. This control is useful when it is desired to revert to Search rapidly in a
low noise environment. Three or four control positions should be sufficient to provide
optimum performance in any environment. With this control added, the SPRT synchronizer
is simpler to operate than a conventional synchronizer, while achieving equal or better
performance.

Present day solid-state technology makes the implementation cost of an adaptive
synchronizer using the SPRT competitive with that of a conventional synchronizer. The
operational benefits of improved data with less operator attention make it attractive for use
in all but the least critical applications.
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TABLE 1.  SYNCHRONIZER SETTINGS FOR FIXED STRATEGY

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF RESULTS REPORT BY VAN DE HOUTEN WITH
THOSE OBTAINED BY SIMULATION OF PATTERN

SEQUENTIAL SPRT.

Conditions Bit Sequential Pattern
BER pl Frame (from Van de Houten) Sequential

8% 3 1 90% 87.9%

2 99.8% 99.9%

8% 4 1 71% 70.0%

2 99% 99.6%

1% 3 1 99.99% 99.99%

 4 1 99.8% 98.87.



FIGURE 1.  FRAMES TO ACQUIRE LOCK
o=FIXED, *=SPRT

FIGURE 2.  FRAMES TO RETURN TO SEARCH
o=FIXED, *=SPRT
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Summary.  This paper presents the results of an experimental evaluation of the
effectiveness of digital data transmission in a pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)
communication system. A PAM communication system was simulated and equipment was
developed to obtain experimental results indicative of PAM’s effectiveness in transmission
of digital data. The results consist of word, channel, and bit error probability curves for
different numbers of digital bits per PAM channel. The digital bits were converted to
analog voltage levels which amplitude-modulated selected PAM channels. After
decommutation the digital bits were recovered from the analog voltage levels by an analog
to digital conversion.

The data indicates that the number of bits per channel should be 4 or less depending upon
the digital data quality requirements. The error probability curves can be used to determine
whether or not a PAM communication system can telemeter digital data within given
constraints. In addition, the results provide guidelines for the implementation of digital data
in a PAM system.

Introduction.  The development of Navy missiles containing minicomputers for control
and data processing has resulted in PAM telemetry being required to accommodate various
amounts of digital data. Since many Navy telemetry systems involve PAM, and if these
systems are to be used in support of missiles with digital data, then it is necessary to know
the digital data transmission characteristics of a PAM system This paper is aimed at
determining those characterisitics and their ramifications on the effectiveness of PAM with
digital data. The problem was one of determining to what degree an existing PAM system
could support digital data. This does not imply PAM is a replacement for PCM. Rather,
given an existing PAM system and a small digital data requirement, it suggests that PAM
can possibly be used effectively to transmit all data requirements thus avoiding a major
investment into a new telemetry system.



PAM System Errors.  The following discussion on PAM system errors is required to
understand the generation of digital bit errors for digital data in PAM. The amplitudes of
the channels of a PAM frame after receiver demodulation are biased by nonlinearities of
preceding system components; in addition, superimposed on the amplitudes are receiver
noise (i.e. demodulated incidental frequency modulation (FM) noise, additive noise,
subtractive noise), circuit noise, and crosstalk. The decommutator’s low-pass filter tends
to average out any high frequency mean-value-zero noise, but any noise that is not mean-
value-zero cannot be averaged out and causes futher biasing of the channel amplitudes.
Noise below the low-pass filter cutoff is passed along with the PAM sequence to the
decommutator’s integrator.

The integration and sample/hold process in the decommutator acts to average the noise and
crosstalk remaining on the biased amplitudes of the channels. Because of the nature of
noise and crosstalk, and because of the decommutator’s own nonlinearities, the averaging
process generally results in further biasing of the amplitudes. Therefore, the decommutator
output voltage level is usually not an absolutely accurate representation of the sampled
signal. The degree to which the decommutator output amplitude may differ in value from
the actual signal amplitude at the time of sampling depends upon the radio frequency (RF)
signal power level and the degree of nonlinearities, crosstalk, circuit noise, incidental
frequency modulation (FM), and demodulator noise present at any given time in the
system.

The bias of a channel at the decommutator output due to nonlinearities and crosstalk
depends upon the modulation level of the channel and the modulation level of the
preceding channel, respectively. Neglecting time and temperature variations, the net
channel bias for nonlinearities and crosstalk at any given pair of modulation levels, is a
static error. Since both demodulator noise (of which transmitter incidental FM will be
considered a part) and circuit noise are random, the biases they cause on the
decommutated channel amplitude are random. This random bias will hereafter be called
decommutator noise. Consequently, the decommutated channel output voltage is randomly
distributed about the true amplitude of the commutator sample and is characterized by a
probability density function (PDF). The mean of the PDF distribution is shifted by the
biases of nonlinearities and crosstalk such that the mean of the PDF may not be the
amplitude of the actual sample (see figure 1). The distribution in general is dependent upon
channel modulation levels, system nonlinearities, crosstalk, circuit noise and demodulator
noise.

The PDF distribution is also dependent upon the power level of the RF signal (via its effect
on demodulator noise). At high RF signal levels, the PDF distribution at the decommutator
output is that of the basic system noise floor and is primarily determined by nonlinearities,
crosstalk, circuit noise, and incidental FM. These factors determine the best accuracy



obtainable at the decommutator output. As the RF level decreases, the demodulator noise
increases and the decommutated channel output distribution widens. Accordingly, the
overall accuracy at the decommutator output decreases with the RF level. Because of the
rapid degradation of the video signal by subtractive noise, FM threshold should have a
significant effect upon the decommutator output distribution and PAM data accuracy.
Figure 1 shows PDF distributions at one modulation level for two intermediate frequency
(i-f) signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Subtractive noise causes the PDF distribution to become
lopsided toward band center modulation.

Digital Data Considerations in a PAM System.  Digital data can be handled by a PAM
communication system if the digital data is first converted to analog voltage levels by
means of a digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion. Once converted, the data can be sampled
by the system commutator and transmitted with other data to a receiving station. The
received analog voltage levels are separated from other data in the decommutator and
reconverted to digital data by an analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion.

When N bits of digital data are converted to an analog voltage level and this level is
sampled by the commutator, transmitted, received, and decommutated, the analog voltage
level out of the decommutator will, in general, not be exactly the same as that sampled by
the commutator. The difference between the sampled value and the recovered value will be
a randomly distributed variable as previously described. Since recovery of the digital data
requires an A/D conversion, an accurate recovery of the N bits requires that the difference
between sampled and recovered values be smaller than 1/2 the voltage representative of
the least significant bit (LSB), otherwise the conversion will be in error.

If the PDF distribution curve’s end points lie within ±1/2 LSB of the code’s correct
voltage level, then there will essentially be no digital recovery errors. If the distribution
curve’s end points exceed ±1/2 LSB, there will exist some probability that the
decommutator output voltage will cause an A/D conversion error (see figure 1). The
probability of error is proportional to the area under those parts of the distribution curve
exceeding ±1/2 LSB. Since the distribution of the decommutator output error is variable
with RF power, the probability of a digital recovery error will also be variable. Digital
errors can be reduced by increasing the size of the LSB. This increase is accomplished by
decreasing N, the number of bits per channel. Obviously, the quality and quantity of
recovered digital data on PAM are inversely proportional to one another. For a fixed RF
signal power level, the quantity of digital data per PAM channel decreases as the quality
requirement becomes more stringent; or, for a given quality requirement, the quantity of
digital data per channel decreases as the RF power decreases.

If quality constraints require N bits per channel and N<M (where M is the number of bits
per word) then the word must be divided into segments and each segment converted and



sampled in order to transmit the word. The word must be reconstructed when the segments
are recovered. Each of the N bits per channel has different error probabilities because they
are not equally weighted in the D/A and A/D conversions. Consequently, consideration
must be given to the arrangement and packing of the M bits in the channels so as to
maximize final data quality.

Description of Experiment.  The measure of effectiveness used in evaluating digital data
transmission in a PAM system was quantity and quality of recovered digital data.
Accordingly, the experiment was designed to produce data relevant to this measure. The
experiment examined the digital data quality (bit, channel and word error probabilities) as
a function of receiver i-f signal-to-noise ratio for a given quantity of bits, N, per channel
for three modes of the system. The three modes are shown in Table 1. Mode 1 was
selected for most of the experimentation. The other two modes were examined to
determine the effects of a change in IF filter bandwidth and sampling rate.

A bit error for any of the recovered N bits per channel was defined to be the occurrence of
a digital “1” (“0”) level when the correct digital level was a “0” (“1”). A channel error
was defined to be the occurrence of one or more bit errors within the N bits of a channel.
A word error was defined to be the occurrence of one or more bit errors within the M bits
of a word or one or more channel errors within the K channels of a word. M was fixed at
12 for the experiment.

The experiment required the simulation of a PAM communication system and the
development of a digital signal generator; a D/A converter-interface; an A/D interface-
converter; and a bit, channel, and word error detector. The digital source was a pseudo-
random 2047 bit generator capable of supplying up to six bits in parallel to the D/A
converter-interface and the error detector.

The A/D interface-converter was coupled to the decommutator’s integrator output for
digital data recovery. The error detector compared the A/D interface-converter output with
the original signal from the pseudo-random generator. The detector operated in three
modes: bit error, channel error, and word error detection.

The PAM simulation was made up of standard telemetry components. The transmitting end
consisted of a commutator with selectable sample rate and premodulation filter, and an FM
signal generator operating at 1483 MHz. The transmission medium was simulated with RF
coaxial cable and 1- and 10-decibel (dB) step attenuators. The receiving end consisted of
an L-band receiver with selectable i-f filter and demodulator bandwidths, and a
decommutator with selectable sample rate and video filter bandwidth. A diagram of the
experiment is shown in figure 2.



Listed in table 2 are the PAM frame channel assignments. Channels 60 through 64
comprise the decommutator frame synchronization code. Every fourth channel from 3 to
59 was reserved for digital information. Every fourth channel from 2 to 58 was modulated
with a low frequency (1 kilohertz (kHz) at a 25 kilosamples per second PAM rate and
2 kHz at a 100 kilosamples per second PAM rate) sine wave to introduce crosstalk
distortion in the digital information channels. Every eighth and ninth channel from 8 to 56
was tied to full-scale high and low modulation levels, respectively, to ensure enough
channel voltage transitions to maintain decommutator timing. All other channels were
grounded.

For control of nonlinearities, the D/A output voltage levels were aligned through the
system to approximately halfway between the A/D decision points. The nonlinearity at the
decommutator output was held to approximately ±1/2 percent of full scale.

Experimental Results.  The experimental error probabilities are presented in figures 3
through 8. The graphs illustrate how word error probability (WEP), channel error
probability (CEP), and bit error probability (BEP) vary with i-f SNR. They are an
indication of the degradation of digital data quality with degradation in SNR.

Observations indicated that subtractive noise was becoming significant around 11 dB i-f
SNR for modes I and II. However, no significant change in the error probability curves
appeared. Some of the errors that should have been caused by subtractive noise were
suppressed by decommutator calibrator operation. Comparison of subtractive-noise-
suppressed calibration channels with internal calibration levels resulted in amplification of
the PAM signal. The amplification offset the suppression and resulted in fewer digital
errors than might otherwise be expected. Subtractive noise never really became a factor in
mode III operation. Most of the data quality degradation was caused by the wider
baseband filter before subtractive noise appeared. The decommutator began dropping out
of synchronization below 8 dB i-f SNR in modes I and II. Therefore, experimental data
below 8 dB are not reliable.

Figure 3 shows the improvement in the word error probability as N is decreased and the
improvement in word error probability obtained by placing the bits of the word in only the
most significant bit (MSB) locations of the channel. To distinguish between WEP curves,
the notation WEPXNwas used. X is the number of the most significant channel bit locations
used out of the N bits of the channel. This notation was also used to distinguish between
CEP curves. The bits of the word were always placed in the X most significant bit
positions of the channel. The other N-X bit locations of the channel were filled with
pseudorandom bits. The pairs of curves for each value of N in figure 3 represent
experimental maximum and minimum WEP possible for a given N.



All of the WEP1N curves were calculated from their respective MSB error probability
curves of figure 6. Measurement of WEP1N was not feasible due to the length of
measurement time. The calculation was based upon the MSB errors being binomially
distributed for a fixed IF SNR. The probability of a word error for X = 1 was calculated
from the formula shown below for a 12-bit word:

WEP1N = 1-(1-Pmsb)
12

where Pmsb is the MSB error probability. This formula and subsequent ones were derived
on the basis of errors being binomially distributed for a given SNR. A chi-squared test
postulating a binomial distribution verified a distribution of this nature. Derivation of
WEP1N was as follows:

WEP1N = 1- Prob (no word error)

Prob (no word error) = Prob (no MSB errors) = (1-Pmsb)
12

The improvement between WEP1N and,WEPNN results from the analog weighting of the
bits in the D/A and A/D conversion process. For example, for N = 4, no matter what four
word bits are placed on a channel, a word error will occur any time the decommutator
noise exceeds ±1/2 the LSB voltage of the A/D. On the other hand, for word bits placed
only in the MSB locations of the channels, a word error will occur only when the
decommutator noise exceeds the MSB decision point of the A/D.

The CEP curves are shown in figure 5 for X = N. For the conditions of mode I, there is a
2-dB degradation each time one more bit is transmitted per channel. This improvement
relates directly to the decreasing size of the LSB voltage as N increases. Comparison of
the respective LSB error curves in figure 7 with the CEP curves in figure 5 indicate that
CEP is very nearly the same as the LSB BEP. This is to be expected. The only time a
channel error occurs in the absence of an LSB error is when the decommutator noise
jumps two (or a multiple of two) LSB decision levels. Therefore, the CEP and LSB BEP
curves should be identical at their lower ends and only slightly different at their upper
ends. This result, as shown later, is important in estimating WEPXN when 1<X<N.

The MSB error curves are shown in figure 6. They were used to calculate the WEP1N

curves of figure 3. As N decreases, the closest modulation level pseudorandom voltage
level) on either side of the MSB decision point gets further away. Consequently, the
1.5 dB improvement for each decrease of N by 1 is because a lower SNR is required for
decommutation noise to cross the MSB decision point.



Figure 8 presents the BEP’s of the second MSB of N = 3 and the second and third MSB’s
of N = 4. Because the A/D decision levels of these bits are further apart than LSB decision
levels but not as far apart as the MSB decision level, these curves are approximately
equally spaced between their respective LSB and MSB BEP curves.

The effect of increasing the sample rate and decreasing the IF filter and demodulator
bandwidth on WEP is shown in figure 4 for N = X =  3. The increased sample rate resulted
in a 2 dB degradation in WEP. A degradation is to be expected because of the wider
baseband bandwidth. The decreased i-f bandwidth resulted in a slight degradation of WEP
for a given i-f SNR because of phase nonlinearities and signal power loss in the narrower
IF bandwidth. However, the reduced bandwidth actually resulted in a 2 dB RF power
improvement.

If needed, WEP curves not shown, such as WEP23, can be generated from the other
experimental curves. Channel error probability and LSB bit error probability are, for all
practical purposes, the same. This suggests that CEP23 is the same as the BEP of the
second most significant bit for N = 3 of figure 8. In general then, WEPXN for 1<X<N
can be calculated from:

WEPXN = 1-(1-CEPXN)M/X

Where N is bits per channel; X is the number of bit locations used for word bits out of the
N per channel; M is the bits per word; and CEPXN is the probability of one or more of the
X most significant bits in a channel being in error. In these cases, CEPXN is approximated
by the BEP of the Xth bit. M/X must be an integer. Because of the nature of the weighting
in the D/A and A/D conversions, WEP23, should fall about halfway between WEP13, and
WEP33,. WEP24 and WEP34 should fall from WEP14 about 1/3 and 2/3 respectively, the
distance between WEP14 and WEP44. If M/X is not an integer, then the above formula can
be modified to:

Where Z is the remaining bits of M/X and TI (M/X) is the truncation of M/X to its integral
number part.

PAM With Digital Data.  The quantity of digital data that can be transmitted per PAM
channel is limited by the system’s noise floor and static biases. The SNR at the
decommutator output for the noise floor level was observed in the laboratory to be
approximately 46 dB with respect to full scale sine wave modulation. Assuming an
approximately gaussian distribution of decommutator noise at this signal-to-noise level, the
standard deviation (F) of the noise will be 36 millivolt (mV) for 10 volts (V) full scale.



If nonlinearities and crosstalk at the decommutator output for some modulation levels are
around ±1 percent, then, for 10 V full scale, a 100 mV offset of the noise floor PDF
distribution from the correct amplitude of the sample occurs. For N = 5, the LSB decision
levels are 156 mV from the correct amplitude of the converted digital data at the
decommutator output.

Consequently, one LSB decision level falls within the 2 F point of the shifted noise
distribution and significant errors can result.

Shift + 2F = 100mV + 72mV = 172 mV

For N = 4, the LSB decision levels are 312 mV from the correct amplitude of a sample and
lie outside of the 5F point of the shifted noise distribution.

Therefore, relatively few errors will occur for 4 bits per channel at high SNR levels. This
establishes N = 4 as the maximum quantity of digital bits per channel. However, it is not
uncommon for higher static biases and a larger noise floor to exist in the field such that it is
possible for N = 4 to be of marginal use. Other constraints may limit N even further.

As an example of the determination of N, consider the following system. Assume that a 25
kHz, 64-channel, PAM system with 1 MHz i-f is required to telemeter a 12-bit word every



PAM frame. Additional digital data include 20 discrete information bits, each of which
must be telemetered every 2 PAM frames. Furthermore, only 12 PAM channels can be
allocated for the digital data and the maximum word error probability must be no more
than 10-4 and the maximum discrete error probability must be no more than 10-2 at 11 dB
i-f SNR. Can all the data be transmitted? What should N be? How should the word bits
and discrete bits be arranged so that channel allocation and error constraints are met?

Figure 3 indicates that the only way to meet the word error constraint at 11 dB i-f SNR is
with N = 2. N = 1 will not meet the channel constraint. For the discrete data, figure 7
shows N = 3 or 2 will meet the discrete error constraint.

There are three possible methods to handle the digital data using these results. Two of the
methods involve N = 2 and the other involves a combination of N = 2 and 3. The first
method for N = 2 is to break the word up into 6 two-bit segments leaving 6 channels for
the discrete bits. Since the 20 discrete bits are required only once every two frames, then
the subcommutation of 5 channels at 2 bits/channel results in 20 bits every 2 frames and
one channel is saved for other applications. WEP22 for this method is, from figure 3, ~ 10-4

at 11 dB i-f SNR. The discrete error probability depends on the location of the bit in the
channel; for the MSB location, the BEP is, from figure 6, 10-6; for the LSB location, the
BEP is, from figure 7, 1.5 x 10-5. The difference in BEP of the MSB and LSB for N = 2
suggests that the six most significant bits of the word should occupy the MSB positions of
the 6-word channels. This assumes that the MSB’s of the word are of more value than the
LSB’s. Such is not the case if the word represents a code in which all bits are of equal
importance.

If the bits of the word are all of equal importance, then the second method for N = 2 may
be preferred over the other methods. This method places all 12 bits of the word in the
MSB locations of the 12 channels and results in equal error probability for all word bits.
The discrete bits fill the 12 LSB channel positions, 8 of whose positions must be
subcommutated. WEP12, for this method is, from figure 3, 5 x 10-5 at 11.0 dB IF SNR. The
discrete error probability is, from figure 7, 1.5 x 10-5. This method uses all 12 channels,
decreases the word error probability, and increases the discrete error probability.

If it is desired to allocate as few channels as possible to the digital data, then method one
above is a possibility. However, a third method using 2 and 3 bits per channel results in a
savings of an additional channel. The word is transmitted, as in method one, on 6 two-bit
channels. The discretes are transmitted on 4 three-bit channels. The 8 bit locations
comprising the most significant bits and the second most significant bits of the four
discrete channels are subcommutated. The number of channels used is 10. WEP22 is once
again ~ 10-4 at 11.0 dB i-f SNR. The discrete error probabilities depend on the bit location
in the channel. For the MSB location, the BEP is, from figure 6, ~ 10-4; for the second



MSB location, the BEP is, from figure 8, 4 x 10-4 ; for the LSB location, the BEP is, from
figure 7, 10-3.

Conclusions.  The above example illustrates some of the key considerations involved in
transmitting digital data in a PAM communication system. The quality requirements for
digital data should be determined before selection of N. In some cases N will be
completely specified by the quantity of data and quality constraints. In cases where it is
not, as in the above example, N may be chosen with one of two objectives in mind:
maximization of data quality of WEP or BEP, or minimization of digital data channels.
Maximization of data quality generally results in utilization of all available digital
channels, whereas minimization of digital channels reduces the data quality.

The weighting of the bits in the D/A conversion results in some important considerations.
The difference in BEP of the bit locations of a channel is due to this weighting. The more
significant the bit of the channel, the lower the error probability for a given SNR.
Consequently, the most important bits of the digital data should be located in the MSB
positions of the data channels. For a word representing a value, these positions are filled
with the MSB’s of the word. If the word is a code where all bits are of equal importance,
then the bits must be placed in the same bit location of each channel or they will have
different weights and BEP’s. Since WEP constraints will usually be the most difficult to
meet, the most significant bits of a channel should be reserved for word bits. The
remaining bit locations are filled with discretes. The most important discretes are placed in
the most significant position of the remaining channel bits.

Practical accuracy limitations of PAM systems restrict the number of digital bits that can
be accurately transmitted in a single PAM channel to 4 bits for modes I and II and to 3 bits
for mode III. The implementation of digital data in PAM telemetry systems requires:

a. The determination of required digital and analog data quantities.

b. The determination of the digital data quality constraints with minimum expected RF
signal power at the receiver.

c. The determination of the number of channels to be allocated to the digital data based
on the primary (analog and/or digital) data requirements.

d. The selection of N to meet channel allocation and digital quantity and quality
requirements.

e. The determination of the channel bit packing of words and discretes to meet channel
allocation and data quality requirements.



f. The design of commutation, conversion, and decommutation equipment for the
packing, encoding, recovery, and reconstruction of digital words and discrete bits.
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Table 1  System Parameters for Three Modes of Operation

SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR THREE MODES OF OPERATION

Mode I. Sample Rate:  25 kHz, non-return to zero (NRZ), 64 channels
Premodulation Filter:  50 kHz
Transmitter Deviation:  ± 125 kHz
i-f Filter: 1 MHz
Demodulator Bandwidth:  1 MHz
Video Filter:  50 kHz

Mode II. Sample Rate:  25 kHz, NRZ, 64 channels
Premodulation Filter:  50 kHz
Transmitter Deviation:  ±125 kHz
i-f Filter:  500 kHz
Demodulator Bandwidth:  500 kHz
Video Filter:  50 kHz

Mode III. Sample Rate:  100 kHz, NRZ, 64 channels
Premodulation Filter:  200 kHz
Transmitter Deviation:  ±250 kHz
i-f Filter:  1 MHz
Demodulator Bandwidth:  1 MHz
Video Filter:  200 kHz



Table 2  Frame Channel Assignments

FRAME CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS

1. GND 22. SINE WAVE 44. GND
2. SINE WAVE 23. DIGITAL DATA 45. GND
3. DIGITAL DATA 24. +2.5V 46. SINE WAVE
4. GND 25. -2.5V 47. DIGITAL DATA
5. GND 26. SINE WAVE 48. +2.5V
6. SINE WAVE 27. DIGITAL DATA 49. -2.5V
7. DIGITAL DATA 28. GND 50. SINE WAVE
8. +2.5V 29. GND 51. DIGITAL DATA
9. -2.5V 30. SINE WAVE 52. GND
10. SINE WAVE 31. DIGITAL DATA 53. GND
11. DIGITAL DATA 32. +2.5V 54. SINE WAVE
12. GND 33. -2.5V 55. DIGITAL DATA
13. GND 34. SINE WAVE 56. +2.5V
14. SINE WAVE 35. DIGITAL DATA 57. -2.5V
15. DIGITAL DATA 36. GND 58. SINE WAVE
16. +2.5V 37. GND 59. DIGITAL DATA
17. -2.5V 38. SINE WAVE 60. -2.5V
18. SINE WAVE 39. DIGITAL DATA 61. +2.5V
19. DIGITAL DATA 40. +2.5V 62. +2.5V
20. GND 41. -2.5V 63. +2.5V
21. GND 42. SINE WAVE 64. GND

43. DIGITAL DATA



Figure 1  PDF Distribution for Voltage Level of a Decommutated Channel



Figure 2  Block Diagram for Test Configuration
 



Figure 4  Variation of WEP with System Mode Figure 3  Variation of Word Error Probability
with I-F SNR for N Bits/Channel



Figure 6  Variation of MSB BEP with I-F SNR Figure 5  Variation of CEP with I-F SNR



Figure 8  Variation of BEP of Middle Bits Figure 7  Variation of LSB BEP with I-F SNR
for N=3 and 4



AUTOMATED METEOROLOGIACL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

YOSHITSUGU OHMAE
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp.

Summary.  This paper describes the Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System
(AMeDAS) developed co-operatively by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and the
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation (NTT). The object of this system is
to collect exact meteorological data in Japan automatically, and to process it expeditiously
by computer. The automatic meteorological observation equipments which observe the
amount of precipitation, wind speed/direction, sunshine duration and air temperature, are
located at about 1,300 points throughout Japan. The data obtained are collected at the
computer center through NTT’s telecommunication network by automatic telemetering.
After rearrangement, data are sent to about 60 forecasting centers through leased lines.
Using these data, the forecasting centers can make accurate weather forecasts to enable
taking appropriate measures against disasters.

1.  Introduction.  Japan, which is located between the Asiatic Continent and the Pacific
Ocean, is in the Asiatic seasonal wind area and has four seasons, spring, summer, autumn
and winter. Furthermore, Japan is located in a median latitude where typhoons pass
frequently. Therefore, its weather is more variable than in many other countries. As this
complicated weather has a great influence on Japan’s agricultural products and everyday
life, it is expected that the enhancement of meteorological observation work will be highly
beneficial to the lives of the Japanese people.

JMA has so far developed the Automatic Data Editing and Switching System (ADESS) to
collect global weather data. Now JMA and NTT have cooperated in developing
AMeDAS. This system has been in operation since 1 November 1974.

In the previous observation method, JMA has been informed of meteorological data by
telephone or telegraph from meteorological observatories or citizens, schools, city offices,
and so on. They read the observation equipment scales themselves several times a day.
However, in this method, there are many problems, such as observation errors, time loss in
passing on information, and frequent need to change the recording paper. Besides, during
typhoons or heavy rains, JMA could not necessarily receive sufficient data in spite of the
urgency, because the observers could not perform their tasks.



In AMeDAS, these problems have been solved by the automatic meteorological
observation network. Previous observation equipments were replaced by unmanned
observation equipments with automatic telemetering capability. Observed data are
automatically collected at the computer center on a real-time basis every hour on the hour
through the switching network. Collected data consists of the amount of precipitation,
wind speed/direction, air temperature and duration of sunshine. Also, rain/ snow
information and observation equipment power stoppage information are recorded. After
editing by the computer, the data are distributed to about 60 forecasting centers. AMeDAS
is designed so that most of the data collection and distribution will be completed within 20
minutes after each hour.

The allocation of observation points is made in such a way that meteorological data
observed at each point is representative of data for the area surrounding the point.
According to studies, an observation point should be located at least in an area of about
290 km2 (about 17 by 17 km) for precipitation, and in an area of about 400 km2 (20 by
20 km) for meteorological data other than precipitation.

Based on the studies above, AMeDAS observation points are located at about 1,300
precipitation checking locations and about 840 points used to check other data, covering
the whole country.

2.   System Configuration.  An outline of the system configuration is shown in Fig. 1.
There are three kinds of meteorological observation equipment (sensors); landline
telemeteorograph, automatic radio rain-gauge and recording rain-gauge.

The landline telemeteorograph records the amount of precipitation, wind speed/direction,
air temperature and duration of sunshine. The other sensors automatically observe whether
or not the precipitation occurs. Data are sent by wire or wireless to the data converter from
the sensors located in cities, on mountaintops and islands. The data sent are stored in a
data converter, one data converter being connected to three or less sensors.

A transponder is used to change the stored data in the data converter into multi-frequency
signals and to send them to the center when the computer center calls for it automatically.
Calls from the computer center are made every hour on the hour 24 times a day. Sensors
and data converters belong to JMA, and are maintained by them, whereas the
transponders, the lines, the computers, and the terminal equipments are owned and
maintained by NTT. After rearrangement by the computer, collected data is distributed
immediately to all forecasting centers.



Figure 1.  System Configuration

Following receipt of these data, the forecasting centers make weather forecasts and issue
warnings if necessary.

DT-221 terminals located at all local forecasting centers are designed to switch over to a
spare set when an operating set becomes faulty, in order to maintain 24 hour on-line
operation.

Forecasting centers and observation points are shown in Fig. 2. The number of observation
points in each local forecasting center area is expressed in the figures in parentheses.

3.   Job Processing.  The jobs in this system are on-line collection, distribution of and
answering inquiries about meteorological data, and off-line compilation and interpretation
of statistical data, such as daily, monthly and annual reports.

3.1   Collection   The collection job is to gather meteorological data from the sensors to
the computer center through the telecommunications network. The data are collected from
about 1,300 sensors every hour on the hour. Collection is made 24 times a day. The
relation between sensors and collected data is shown in Table 1.



Figure 2. Forecasting Centers and Observation Points

Transponders are called in sequence from the computer center according to their pertinent
telephone numbers. Collected data are given a logical check in sequence. If no erroneous
logical data are found, the data are given a comparison check against the standard values,
and Quality Control (AQC). AQC is used to automatically check the appropriateness of
data by comparison with local and seasonal limits covering the precipitation, air
temperature and wind speed. Data rejected by AQC is not distributed to the forecasting
centers.



Table 1.  Collection Data

The above operations are repeated for all observation points. Calls are made repeatedly at
constant intervals to any observation point whose data have not been received because the
telecommunication network was busy. If data from some particular point’s cannot be read
out at all for some reason, the observation point is regarded as having furnished no data at
that time.

When data collection from all sensors has been completed, the data are written into the
observation data file, and the collection job is closed for that time.

Logical check is made to detect any logical error in the observed data. No erroneous
logical data should be used. Standard values, such as less than 10mm precipitation per
hour, are used for judging whether it is unusual weather or not. If the observation data are
over those values, an “unusual” report will be made.

3.2   Distribution   The distribution job is the sending of data to all forecasting centers
after rearrangement according to contents, location and priority. Many kinds of reports
made in off-line jobs are also distributed. The distribution cycle is set up on an hourly or
three hourly basis. This system is designed so that most of the data collection and
distribution can be completed within 20 minutes after each hour. Kinds of distribution are
shown in Table 2.

(1) Unusual weather report distribution

If the collection data exceed a standard value, the data will be rearranged following the
locations. Then the unusual weather reports are distributed to the proper local forecasting
centers. At that time, if the amount of precipitation exceeds the standard value for unusual
weather, a warning signal will be sent to the forecasting centers before sending the data, 



Table 2.   Distribution Message

and an alarm at the DT-221 terminal will be activated. As unusual weather reports are
urgent, they will be distributed first.

(2) Regular report distribution

After unusual weather report distribution, regular report distribution messages will be
rearranged and sent to the forecasting centers. Regular report distribution to JMA includes
only data exceeding the standard values shown in Table 2.

(3) Plotted chart distribution

After the regular report, the district plotted chart, made up into a map, will be sent to the
district forecasting centers. A nation-wide plotted chart will be sent to JMA.

Fig. 3 shows a precipitation chart covering the area in and around Tokyo printed out from
a terminal equipment. In this chart, the three numerals in a line show hourly precipitation
(top), three-hourly precipitation (middle), and precipitation starting from zero hours
(bottom), each measured in millimeters.



3.3   Inquiries  Various inquiries are also available from the forecasting centers. These
inquiries are accessible from DT-221 terminals only, except during collection and
distribution time.

(1) Current data inquiry

The current data inquiry is made to collect current meteorological data at any time of any
selected point from the forecasting centers.

(2) Past data inquiry

The past data inquiry is a job which requests hourly data from among the previous 24
hours of any appointed local forecasting center area.



(3) Local plotted chart inquiry

The local plotted chart inquiry is a job whereby the data covering the past data inquiry is
put into a chart format.

(4) District 24-hour precipitation list inquiry

This inquiry requests data on the 24-hour precipitation from all observation points in each
district forecasting center area in the list.

3.4 Off-line Job

The data collected by the on-line operation are analyzed and edited by the off-line
operation at the center to prepare meteorological statistics in the forms of daily, monthly
and annual reports.

4.  Computer Center Configuration.  The AMeDAS center, established in NTT’s Tokyo
Central Data Communication office at Otemachi, Tokyo, is operated by JMA personnel
and maintained by NTT personnel.

4.1  Hardware  The center equipment plays an important part in this system, so it is
necessary to plan carefully for reliability, efficiency and flexibility. These units, peripheral
equipment and important line equipments are arranged in duplex configuration. One set is
used for on-line jobs on a real-time basis. The other set is used as a subset for on-line jobs
and statistical work. The center equipment configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

The central processing unit is a J4035 information processor designed for this system,
based on HITAC 8350. It is characterized by 4 bytes/word, micro-programming method,
393k bytes in the main memory, and 1.4 µs cycle time.

The automatic calling equipment is used to translate the transponder number and ENQ
(enquiry) signal from the communication control unit into a multi-frequency signal, which
it sends to the telecommunication network. In reverse, it is used also to translate the
multifrequency signal from the transponder into direct current, and to send it to the
communication control unit.

4.2  Software  The software in this system consists of on-line programs, off-line programs
and on-line support programs.



Figure 4.  Center Equipment Configuration.

As the system must be operated on a 24-hour basis without interruption, consideration has
been given to make its software free of trouble. Particularly, as all data obtained are
written in duplicate, data covering the past 24 hours are completely secured.

5.  Terminal Equipment.  In this system, terminal equipment owned by NTT are the
transponder, the DT-221 data terminal equipment, and the DT-1211 data terminal
equipment. The transponder, located at an observation point, was newly developed for this
system. Both DT-221 and DT-1211 terminal equipments are NTT’s general purpose
equipment.



(1) DT-221 data terminal equipment

DT-221, consisting of a keyboard printer, paper tape reader/puncher, input/output
controller, transmission controller and a modem, is used for distribution and inquiries.
Functional specifications are 200 bits/sec transmission speed, half-duplex communication
method and start-stop synchronous method.

(2) DT-1211 data terminal equipment

DT-1211, consisting of a printer, a transmission controller and a modem, is installed at the
district forecasting center and JMA for distribution only. Functional specifications are
1,200 bits/sec transmission speed, half-duplex communication method, clean output error
correction  method with constant block transmission with buffer memories.

(3) Transponder

The transponder is based on the automatic remote meter-reading technique.

A telephone number is assigned to each transponder. Automatic calling equipment at the
computer center calls the transponder according to the number. After contacting the
transponder, the computer center will send a digit of ENQ signal to the transponder. After
receiving this signal, the transponder picks up meteorological data stored in the data
converter with a scanning circuit and sends them to the computer center.

The configuration of the transponder is shown in Fig. 5 and its functional specifications are
given in Table 3. Table 4 shows the frequency assignment of the ENQ signal and Table 5
shows the frequency assignment of the data code signal.

6.  Conclusion.  Because unusual weather conditions, such as localized torrential
downpours, are phenomena occurring at limited areas in a short time, it has so far been
quite difficult to tell in advance definitely when, where and how much it will rain.

By means of AMeDAS, however, current amount, area and moving direction of rainfall
can be seen at every moment, and if unusual conditions are expected to occur, it enables
forecast centers to issue warnings or emergency warnings by showing definite areas that
may be hit by disasters before conditions may worsen.

Fig. 6 shows the difference between data collected by the former observation method and
by this system. These data are important when each weather forecast center decides to
issue warnings or emergency warnings. It is known that this system is markedly superior in
the amount of data obtained and rapidity to the former observation method. 



Figure 5.  Transponder Configuration

Table 3.  Transponders Functional Specifications



Table 4.  ENQ Signal Frequency Assignment

Table 5.  Data Code Signal Frequency Assignment

(observation points, A, a, B, b, C, c, ...., in Fig. 6 are different, but neighboring each
other.)

The relation of rainfall to the issuance of warnings (in Shizuoka city) is shown in Fig. 7.
According to this figure, it is known that there is, in this system, sufficient time (more than
three hours and a half) from the issuance of warning to the first landslide due to floods. By
the former observation method, however messages were sent after observing the peak of a
heavy rain, leaving only about one hour for sending warnings. Thus, measures against
disasters may be seriously restricted.

Outstanding features of this system are:

(1) Data on rainfall conditions in wide areas can be obtained rapidly and systematically.

(2) Point-to-point meteorological observations have been changed into wide area
observations.

(3) Accurate and timely issuance of warnings can be made by tracing the movement of
rainfall.



Figure 6.  Comparison of Hourly Precipitation Data,
Between AmeDAS & Former Method

Figure 7.  Rainfall Relation to Warnings Issuance (Shizuoka City)



As mentioned above, this system gives full play to its capability in executing
meteorological observations and forecasts. Furthermore, the system gives useful
information to agencies and organizations that are responsible for prevention of disasters.

In the future, automatic collection of snowfall, seawave height and frequency and tidal data
will be incorporated in this system. AMeDAS will thus be enhanced in function and scale.

7.  Acknowledgment.  The author wishes to thank the staff of the Japanese
Meteorological Agency for their cooperation in the development of this system.



METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS IN
TELEMETRY BASEBAND MODULATION SYSTEMS

CHARLES ROSEN
Microcom Corporation

Summary.  The purpose of this article is to complete the work for specifying the system
parameters for all types of modulation used in telemetry systems. The original work is
contained in the ITC Proceeding Volume 10 1974, and deals only with FM/FM systems.
The combined works of the two articles will consider single type modulation formats, or a
combination of the different types of modulations used in present day system .

Introduction.  The procedure which will be discussed will define the parameters
necessary in the design of PAM/FM, PCM/FM, or a combination of PAM/FM, or
PCM/FM together with FM/FM channels. Before providing the analysis and procedure for
performing the calculations, the following system parameters will be discussed:

1) Justification of the Bandwidth Equation. Bc = 2 ()f + FU).
2) Selection of the Modulation Frequency Response required for PAM/FM and

PCM/FM System .
3) Effects of Inadequate Bandpass in Subcarrier Discriminators on Data Error and

Distortion.

The final portion of this paper will provide one example using this method for determining
system parameters and a simplified method for performing the margin calculations.

1)  Justification of the Bandwidth Equation  referring to the 1974 Article, there are two
prime equations which the work is based upon. The first equation describes the noise
performance of an FM/FM channel and is documented in a paper written by Mr. Ken
Uglow. The second equation is the bandwidth equation which was developed for FM
broadcast systems. The justification of the bandwidth equation for use in these discussions
should be verified. The following explanation should provide acceptance of the bandwidth
equation Bc = 2 ()f + FU) for use in determining the parameters for telemetry systems.

Bc = receiver bandwidth
)f = total deviation
FU = highest modulation signal



In a telemetry system the total deviation is made up of a number of preset modulation
signals. This is in contrast to a voice broadcast system where the modulation frequencies
and their amplitudes are unpredictable. Therefore, in a telemetry system the components of
the total deviation can be addressed as individual modulation signals, and the total
deviation will be the sum of the deviations produced by the individual modulation signals.
In FM/FM systems the components are designated as channels. Where FM/FM and some
other type of modulation is used, the components which make up the total deviation will be
the FM/FM channels, and the deviation developed by any other type of modulation.
Modulation signals other than FM/FM channels can be PAM, PCM, or Doppler Formats.
At no time in a telemetry system will any of the individual modulation signals exceed the
total deviation. If for any reason should one of the modulation signals be lost, then the total
deviation will be decreased by the contribution of the lost signal. Considering the above
information, the modulation index of any one of the components which make up the total
deviation of a complex system will be less than the modulation index of a system having
the same total deviation but only one modulation signal. For example, two systems are
considered, one of which is made up of a number of channels. The total deviation of
system one will be 100KHz ()f) and the highest channel is 100KHz (fs). The second
system also has a total deviation of 100KHz ()f) but the modulation is a single frequency
of 10Mz (FU). Comparing the two system will show that the second system is the worst
case for modulation bandwidth requirements. Although the total deviations in both cases is
the same, the transmitter deviation of the 100KHz channel (fs) in the first system provides
only a portion of the total deviation, whereas the 100KHz modulation signal (FU) of the
second system provides all of the deviation. These facts establish the second system as the
worst case for bandwidth considerations. The bandwidth for the second example can now
be calculated from the bandwidth equation and compared to the Bessel Function Table #1.
This compares in terms of modulation index. Second Example:

The calculation for Bc will now be compared to the Bessel Function Table #1 which is
considered the most accurate method of determining modulation indexes and bandwidths
required. The Bessel Function Table encompasses all sidebands above 1% in determining
the bandwidth requirements. In the second system if the modulation signal (FU) is 100KHz
and the total deviation is 100KHz ()f), the modulation index is as follows:



For an M = 1, the table shows that the spectrum will contain the carrier frequency and two
sets of sidebands which are greater than 1%. Only sidebands less than 1% are not
considered when they are present beyond the total deviation of the carrier. This is to insure
that the carrier and certain sideband nulls are included when determining bandwidth.
Referring to the Table for an M = 1 the bandwidth required, as described by this example,
is four times FU. Therefore, the Bc will be four times 100 = 400KHz. These results
compare with those obtained from the bandwidth equation Bc = 2 ()f + FU) and therefore
establishes the justification for using this equation.

 2) Selection of the Modulation Frequency Response Required for PAM/FM and PCM/FM
System - the upper and lower frequency response requirements of PAM or PCM Systems
can be determined from the following discussion. PAM modulation will be discussed first
with respect to its modulation frequency band requirements. DC response is required
because the modulation signal,  if coupled through a capacitor will tend to seek a level,
based on all the PAM channels in the frame, thereby destroying the base line reference.
The upper frequency response requirement will be a function of the rise time. The rise time
considered is the time required from 0 to 99% for the signal to reach the ultimate
amplitude. The 3db frequency (FU) associated with this rise time is determined by the
equation FU =             . For example, a commutator having a 50KHz clock rate and a
2µsec. rise time, the upper frequency response (FU) will be                         .

It is important to use pre-mod filters to limit the high frequency response as it will effect
the receiver bandwidth requirements, and ultimately effect the margin calculations. Further
discussion of limiting the high frequency response using law pass filters will be considered
later in this paper.

For PCM systems the high frequency response (FU) is a function of the pre-mod filter. The
accepted practice for the cut off point of the pre-mod filter has been established as follows:
The 3db point frequency response of the PCM pre-mod filter shall be:

For PCM RZ - FU = 1.4 x Bit Rate
For PCM NRZ - FU = .7 x Bit Rate

Test results have shown that these conditions provide a suitable compromise for limiting
the high frequency response and providing a suitable pulse to the Decom. It suggests that
having a pre-mod filter and receiver output filter will provide superior results with respect
to receiver bandwidth requirements and transmitter deviation. In a PAM or PCM system if
the transmitter pre-mod filter is set at the 3db point, using the methods described for
calculating FU, the filter response at the output of the receiver under these conditions
would have to be 10 x FU to avoid any further degradation of the wave form. This situation
results in a larger noise bandwidth applied to the Decom than is necessary. A better



compromise is a transmitter pre-mod filter and a receiver output low pass filter whose
combined response would provide a 3db response in accordance with the above
calculations for FU. It is further suggested that the pre-mod and receiver output filters each
have a 1.5db response point at an appropriate frequency to provide the desired 3db
response at the input to the Decom. Each of the pre-mod filters and the receiver output
filters would then be 1.5db down instead of 3db down at the original calculated FU. To
determine the new 3db points (      ) of the filters, refer to Figure 1. The 3db point of the
filter can be determined from Figure 1 using the following formula:

If the standard six pole 36db/octave filter is to be used, refer to Figure 2 and divide FU by
.95 to determine         . The results of this discussion are also used in determining the
transmitter frequency response.

3) Affects of Inadequate Bandpass in Subcarrier Discriminators on Data Error and
Distortion - all of the center frequencies, frequency responses, and deviations of the
proportional and constant bandwidth channels have been carefully analyzed, calculated,
and assigned per IRIG standards. This information determines the bandwidth requirements
of the bandpass filters at the input to the subcarrier discriminators. Referring to another
form of the bandwidth equation.

It can be seen that the larger the modulation index becomes the bandwidth required
approaches twice the peak deviation. In actual practice of an FM/FM channel the
bandwidth required for an M = 5 is 2)f x (1.2) or slightly greater than 2 times peak
deviation. All subcarrier discriminators contain BPF where the 3db points are set at the
peak to peak deviation frequencies. This procedure provides slightly less bandwidth than is
required for systems using an M = 5.

All too often the bandwidth requirements, based on the bandwidth equation are violated by
selecting a channel to be used for a higher frequency response, and changing only the low
pass filter at the output of the discriminator. This leads to data distortion and error in the
channel. If the frequency response is to be increased in a standard IRIG channel, the
bandpass filter at the input to the discriminator must be widened, together with extending



the output LPF response. Changing a channel having an MI = 5 to an MI of 2 to provide a
higher response will affect the bandwidth requirements in the following manner:

It is apparent that using a standard subcarrier discriminator, the BPF will have inadequate
bandwidth for a modulation index of 2. Therefore, the procedure of using an FM channel
beyond the designated IRIG requirements must be done knowingly and accepting the fact
that the channel will have an increased error over normal operation.

The distortion effects can be observed when using a pulse as the modulation input to a
VCO channel. In telemetry system, this occurs in PAM or PCM/FM/FM Systems, where a
PAM commutator or a PCM system modulates a VCO. The modulation will be
symetrically altered at the output of the subcarrier discriminator due to the discriminator
BPF. This is the result of insufficient bandwidth of standard IRIG discriminator bandpass
filters, to pass the high frequency components of the leading and trailing edges of the
modulation. The symetrical change is due to the Gaussian Type Filter designs in subcarrier
discriminators. The affects of insufficient bandwidth on the modulation at the output of the
discriminator will be to convert a square pulse to a trapezoid shape. In PAM or PCM
FM/FM system this is the reason for sampling the center of the pulse in the Decom. Signal
conditioning inadvertently takes place in the ground discriminators and must be dealt with
as one of the limitations of the IRIG FM/FM systems.

Conditions are slightly different for PAM or PCM FM system where the commutator or
PCM system modulates the transmitter baseband. Here the bandwidth of the receiver
should be sufficient to avoid causing modulation distortion. The only signal conditioning
that takes place is controlled by the pre-mod filter and the receiver output filter. Since the
pre-mod filters are low pass, a square wave pulse will be rounded off at the top of the
leading edge and the bottom of the trailing edge. For this reason, it is desirable to take the
PAM pulse sample from the third quarter of the modulation pulse at the Decom. The
modulation should be properly conditioned by a pre-mod filter to limit the high frequency
modulation frequency components, instead of in the receiver IF bandwidth. The receiver
bandwidth should not be compromised. Insufficient bandwidth will result in undesirable
signal conditioning. Proper design of the pre-mod filter and receiver output filter will result
in optimum performance when the bandwidth equation is satisfied and the modulation will
be faithfully reproduced by the receiver.



Glossary - In addition to the term used in the 1974 Paper the following terms are
identified:

= Receiver carrier to noise ration expressed as a voltage ratio.

 = Receiver data output noise ratio expressed as a voltage ratio.

C =  

Bc = Receiver IF bandwidth

Bout = Receiver output filter bandwidth

fD = Carrier peak deviation produced by baseband modulation (for systems
using only PAM or PCM on baseband, fD =) f)

= Proportional deviation contribution of a baseband modulation signal,
to the total deviation of a system containing more than one type of
modulation formats.

fs = VCO channel center frequency

FM = Modulation center frequency

FU = Modulation upper frequency (3db frequency response which can
correspond to TR).

=           = required system high frequency response for single pole RC
filter or          for 6 pole filter

FL = Modulation lower frequency

M = Modulation Index

TR 0 to 99% Rise time

Description of Procedure.  Three equations will be prepared for this procedure. One of
the three equations will apply to any type of baseband modulation.



General Case

For narrow band modulation in which the upper cut off frequency (FU) of the output filter
is less than twice the lower cut off frequency (FL) the general case can be approximated by
Equation 2 (EQ 2).

Narrow Band Case

For the system where the receiver output filter is low pass, the general case can be
expressed by Equation 3 (EQ 3). This equation will be most used for PAM and PCM
systems.

Receiver Output Low Pass Filter Case

The procedure which will be presented in this paper solves the above equations for fD, then
substitute the bandwidth equation Bc = 2 (fD + FU) for the Bc factor. This is consistent with
the work of the 1974 Paper on FM/FM systems and with the discussion in the Introduction
of this paper. Reference:  ITC Proceedings 1974, Volume 10, Mr. Charles Rosen, & IRE
Proc., May 1957, Noise and Bandwidth in FM/FM Radio Telemetry, Mr. Kenneth Uglow.

Solve Equations 1, 2, and 3 for fD

EQ 1A

Substituting the equation Bc = 2 (FD + FU and fD = MFU. The following equation is derived
containing only one unknown. M = Modulation Index.

EQ 1B

Solving M will result in the solution to the following parameters

EQ 1C

EQ 1D



Narrow Band Case

EQ 2A

Substituting the equations, Bc = 2 (fD + Fm) and fD = MFm the following equation is
derived containing only one unknown. M = Modulation Index.

EQ 2B

Solving M will result in the solution to the following parameters:

EQ 2C
EQ 2D

Receiver Output Low Pass Filter Case

EQ 3A

Substituting the equations (Bc = 2 (fD +         ) and fD =       , the following equation is
derived containing only one unknown. M = Modulation Index.

EQ 3B

Solving M will result in the solution to the following parameters

EQ 3C

EQ 3C

A group of equations have now been developed which will apply to any type of base band
modulation.

When designing a system which contains PAM or PCM on baseband, together with VCO
channels, then the PAM or PCM modulation will contribute only a portion of the total
deviation. Since the receiver IF bandwidth applies to the total system, the deviation
contribution of the PAM or PCM modulation can be described from the equations that
have been developed without using the Bc factor. The solution to the system parameters as
described in the 1974 Article will apply where         will represent a portion of the total
deviation. The        equation will be as follows:



General Case

EQ 1E

For the case where the receiver is a narrow band filter

EQ 2E

For the case where the receiver output is a low pass filter

EQ 3E

The        equations will be treated as one channel of an overall system and the procedures
of the 1974 Article will apply.

A nine step procedure will provide the method of designing a baseband PAM, or PCM
modulated system. The same procedure is used for the general case and narrow band case,
since FL is specified in these type systems.

Step (1) - Prepare a block diagram of the transmitting and receiving system. The group of
equations (3A to 3D) will apply. The block diagram of the receiving station should also
show the S/N ratios at various points in the system.

Step (2) - From the specified PAM or PCM format determine FU

For PAM System

For PCM Systems

Step (3) - Determine 3db point of pre-mod filter and receiver output LPF. This step will
determine the actual high frequency        which will be used in the calculations. Actual 3db
point of pre-mod and receiver output low pass filters.

Will Be:                                                                  if 6 pole 36db octave filter is used.

Step (4) - Solve equation 3B for M modulation index, from the following known facts:



is known and usually set at 1db above receiver threshold (10db)

is known and usually set at23db for PAM systems, or 12db for PCM
system.

Step 5 - With the modulation index (M) calculated solve for the peak deviation fD, using
EQ 3C

Step (6) Solve EQ 3D for system bandwidth: Bc = 2 (fD +      )

Step (7) - Determine the IF bandwidth from the availability of receiving equipment. The
receiver IF bandwidth (Bc) should be equal to the calculated value of Step (6) or the
closest larger bandwidth which is available.

Step (8) - Divide the bandwidth in Step (7) by the calculated bandwidth of Step (6). this
will be the multiplier constant (B).

Step (9) - Multiply constant (B) of Step (8) by the peak deviation of Step (5).

The procedure is now complete, the required unknown parameters have been determined:

a) the transmitter frequency response has been determined from Steps (2)and (3) = DC
to        ,

b) the peak deviation has been determined from Steps (5) and (9),

c) the optimum receiver bandwidth has been determined from Steps (6) and (7).

Only minor adjustments of the peak deviation may be necessary in actual use when testing
the system for threshold performance.

The following practical example is provided to further describe the step by step procedure.

Consider a PAM/FM system with the following specifications:

a) 64 channel PAM, NRZ system, 100% duty cycle, operating at 100KHz clock rate,

b) the rise time is determined as follows: for an NRZ 100% duty cycle, the length of a



single channel pulse is 10 µsec. Consider the PAM Decom will sample the center
portion, or the third quarter of the pulse, a 2 µsec (TR),0 to 99% rise time will be
sufficient to insure proper operation,

c) standard single pole 6db/octave filter will be used

d) the desired performance shall be              = 10db which is 1db above receiver
threshold.

e) from previous discussions of PAM systems , the input to the PAM Decom shall have
a signal to noise ratio of 23db               to provide the desired results.

 Determine the following:

a). Pre-mod and receiver output filters, 3db point,
b). The frequency response requirements of the transmitter,
c). The peak deviation of the transmitter,
d). The optimum receiver IF bandwidth for the system.

Solution:

Step 1. From the description of the system, equations 3A to 3D apply The pre-mod and
receiver output filter are low pass and the system will re quire DC response.



Step 2:  Determine FL and         for PAM NRZ

Step 3:  Determine         which describes the 3db points of the pre-mod and receiver output
low pass filter.

Step 4:  Solve BQ 3B for (M) modulation index

Step 5:  Solve EQ 3C for peak deviation

Step 6:  Solve BQ 3D for optimum bandwidth

Step 7:  The next higher standard IF bandwidth is 3. 3MHz

Step 8:  Determine (B) by dividing Step 7 by Step 6



Step 9:  Adjust the peak deviation. Multiply (B) of Step 8 by the calculated fD of Step 5.

fD = 1.07 x 951 = 1.015MHz

The system design has been completed, the system parameters are as follows:

1) Pre-mod and receiver output filter 3d-b point = 595KHz

2) Transmitter frequency response shall be flat from DC to at least 595KHz.

3) Transmitter peak deviation = 1.015KHz

4) Receiver optimum IF bandwidth = 3.3MHz.

Since a concentrated effort has been made to determine the minimum optimum IF
bandwidth of the system receiver (Bc), the final contribution of this article is a set of
equations for arriving at the margin calculation.*These equations feature a simplified
receiver noise (RN) equation and graph. The margin calculations represent the final step in
the overall system design.

Conclusion  Based on the article published in ITC Proceedings 1974 and this effort, a
complete method has been proposed for determining the parameters of Telemetry Systems.
All types of modulation formats are covered including the information for combining
different types of modulations on a single baseband. The work is based on designing a
system to provide optimum performance at receiver threshold.
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DEGRADATION OF FSK DETECTION PERFORMANCE DUE TO
TONE PHASE JITTER

JACK K. HOLMES and GEORGE L. HEDIN
TRW Defense and Space Systems

Summary.  The paper develops some new results for the degradation in SNR, due to
unwanted phase jitter, for a FSK receiver system. The unwanted phase modulation is
assumed to be present equally on either FSK tone and is modeled as a sample function of a
Gaussian random process. Results are derived based on a standard type FSK system
employing bandpass filters, square law envelope detectors, a subtractor, and a post
detection lowpass data filter.

The degradation was found to depend on the mark-space filter bandwidths, the doppler
frequency of the received tones, the nominal SNR and the post detection filter bandwidths.
The degradation is minimal for small doppler shifts; however, once the tones, in the
predetection filters were displaced to within the post detection filter bandwidth of the
predetection filter band edge, the degradation increased dramatically. This was due to the
fact that the filtering of the phase noise caused the envelope detectors to produce self
noise. In fact, at high SNR’s the degradation is primarily due to self noise or envelope
distortion due to filtering of the phase jitter spectrum.

It is important to point out that the degradation found here is due only to phase noise
effects and not sinP/P losses. The results derived here are accurate for phase jitter
variances         . In addition, it is assumed that the lowpass equivalent filter impulse
response of the bandpass filter be real, that is, the lowpass equivalent transfer function
must be hermetian symetric.

Introduction.  The performance of binary and nonbinary noncoherent frequency-shift
keyed (FSK) systems have been well documented in the literature [1]-[5]. However,
papers dealing with noncoherent binary FSK systems with phase jitter have been in short
supply. Ferguson [6] has considered low data rate systems and derived optimum detectors
for various models of the FSK tones, but did not obtain performance. Gleicher [6]
considered the effect of phase noise on an optimum noncoherent detector by modeling the
phase process as Gaussian and in addition approximating the non-Gaussian decision
variables as Gaussian variables. He found for his assumed triangular autocorrelation
function that the degradation was not very sensitive to the bandwidth of the phase process,



but strongly dependent on the phase noise variance. For example, at a phase error variance
of 0.1, a 1.8 dB reduction in signal to noise ratio was observed.

Gleicher considered the optimum FSK detector, with no frequency uncertainty, and with
the matched filtering performed before noncoherent detection. This paper considers the
more general case when the predetection filter bandwidth is wider than the data rate to
accommodate signal frequency uncertainty, with narrow post detection filtering to improve
the decision SNR. It is shown that such a system is less sensitive to phase jitter than is the
detector analyzed by Gleicher and that, in contrast to the optimum detector results, the
degradation is a strong function of the spectral shape of the phase process. The effect of
the phase jitter was found to reduce the SNR, the reduction being a function of the-mark-
space filter bandwidths, the doppler offset of the received tones, the spectral shape of the
phase process, the nominal SNR, and the lowpass filter transfer function. The analysis was
motivated by the need to appraise the effect of frequency synthesizer jitter on a
noncoherent FSK system.

System Model.  The FSK system under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The input
process to the FSK detector is modeled by a signal S(t), which is one of two tones, plus a
white Gaussian noise process, n(t), with two sided spectral density No/2. Each tone is
assumed to have a doppler frequency offset S radians/sec, and a phase modulation process
N(t). The phase modulation process is assumed to be Gaussian with a variance much less
than one. The input to the FSK detector is given by

where Tc is equal to either the mark or space frequency. Due to the fact that an exact time-
variant analysis appeared to be impossible to obtain, it was decided to obtain a steady state
solution. It is reasonable to assume that if the mark or space signal has essentially reached
its final value at the end of the bit time, the steady state solution will be close to the actual
transient solution. The phase variance, F2, should be less than or equal to 0.1 for the results
to hold with small error.

Analysis.  Due to the fact that it appears that a solution to the finite time or transient
problem is impossible to obtain, a solution for the stationary case is developed. It is felt
that the degradation due to the phase jitter in the stationary signal case will be very close
to that in the actual finite baud time case. If the signal at the end of the baud time has
almost reached its final value, it is reasonable to assume that both the stationary and the
transient solutions will be essentially the same.



In order to facilitate the computations complex notation is used. The FSK detector input,
with S radians/sec doppler offset is given by

(1)

where the complex random process N(t) is given by
(2)

with correlation functions
(3)

In addition, it can be shown that 0c(t) and 0s(t) are statistically independent for white
noise.

For mathematical convenience we can work with the complex envelopes of the signals and
noise in order to determine the output of the bandpass filters. For this purpose we note that
from equation (1) the complex envelope of the input signal and noise is given by

(4)

The output complex envelope is then given by

(5)

where k(t) is the complex impulse response of the lowpass equivalent filter and is related
to the actual bandpass filter impulse response, K(J), by

(6)

(7)

where H(T) is the transfer function of the baseband equivalent response of the bandpass
filter (it is assumed that H*(T) = H(-T) and k(J) is real). The output complex envelope of
the bandpass filter is given by

(8)



The envelope squared is then given by

(9)

We now define the output signal to noise ratio by the mean output squared, divided by the
variance of the output. This is equivalent to computing the spectrum of the output and
taking the ratio of the DC component to the post detection filtered AC component.

The autocorrelation function of the squared envelope is given by

where E(·) denotes the expected value of the random variable following it. Expanding the
integrand and assuming that the expectation operator commutes with the integrals
produces



(11)

Now each term will be evaluated separately. The first term will be denoted by R1, etc.
Since R1 will have various component terms they will be denoted by R10, R11, R12, etc.
Now the first term, R1, can be written as

The expectation can be evaluated (Reference 8) noting that it is the characteristic function
evaluated at 1,1,-1,-1, so we have

where F2 is the variance and R(J) is the autocorrelation function of the phase process,
N(t).

In order to proceed further, it is necessary to expand the exponential in Equation 13. Since
we are concerned in this analysis with phase variances of the order of 0.1, we shall retain
terms only up to first order since second order terms will be on the order of 0.01. Hence
the exponential becomes, using our approximation



The first term of R1(J) becomes R10(J)

After performing the integrations, and taking the Fourier transform, we have

(15)

The next term of R1(J) is R11(J) defined by

After evaluating two integrals and taking Fourier transforms we have

After letting u-u' = 0 and > = t-u so that u+u' = 2t-2>-20 we have

Now letting µ = J+0+>, we obtain

(19)

where we have assumed that k(J) is real (that is we assumed that H*(T) = H(-T)) to
simplify our calculations and SN(f) is the spectrum of the phase jitter (radians2/Hz). Now
R12(J) is given by

(20)



After going through the same type of calculations the spectrum S12(f) can be shown to be

(21)

Notice that S12(f) and S11(f) are complex conjugates. Now the R13(J) term is given by

(22)

where we have assumed that k(J) is real again to simplify the calculations. We will make
this assumption in the remainder of the paper. Letting u-s=0 and t-u=> and taking the
Fourier transform we have

(23)

In order to evaluate the term in brackets consider the input

(24)
to the equivalent lowpass filter k(J). The phase term 2 is a uniform random variable on the
interval (0, 2B). The average squared output is

(25)

If we let > = u-v and 0 = t-u, we have

(26)

Now
(27)

so that

(28)

which is the real part of the expression that we wish to evaluate. Making the change in
variables u-s = 0 and t-s = > in Equation 22, it can be shown that the bracketed term in
Equation 23 is real and is given by Equation 28.



Now note that

(29)

assuming steady state we may also write

(30)

Hence Equation 23 becomes

(31)

Now R14(J) is defined by

(32)

Making the change of variables u-s' = 0 and t-u = > and taking the Fourier transform and
then letting µ = J+0+> produces

(33)

The next to the last R1 term, R15(J) is defined by

In a manner similar to R14 it can be shown that the spectrum S15(f) is given by

(35)

The final signal term R16(J) is of the form

(36)



In a manner similar to the term R13(J) we can show that

In summary, we have the following expression for the first term of Eq. 11

We now consider the second term of Eq. 11, which we denote by R2(J). In order to
evaluate R2(J) we note that

(39)

Hence R2(J), using Eq. 39, becomes

(40)

To evaluate R2(J) it is necessary to evaluate

(41)

where again we have used the results for the characteristic function of a Gaussian random
vector (Reference 8). To proceed further we use the approximation

(42)
The first term of Equation 42 inserted in Equation 40 produces

(43)

If we let the integral in Equation 43 equal 2B where 2B is the two sided noise bandwidth
of the lowpass equivalent of either the Mark or Space bandpass filter (the RF noise



bandwidth of the mark or space bandpass filter) and take the Fourier transform, we have:

(44)

The autocorrelation function due to the second term of Equation 42 is given after some
algebra by

upon taking the Fourier transform and letting u'-s' = 0 and t+J-u' = > we obtain

(45)

The term S31(f) can in a similar manner be shown to equal

(46)

The term S32(f) can also be obtained in a similar manner and is given by

(47)

The fourth term of Equation 11 can also be evaluated and is given by

(48) 

which is seen to be the same as S2(f). The fifth term can be shown to be given by

(49(

In order to evaluate the sixth term (noise times noise) it is necessary to evaluate the value
of

(50)
By expanding the product into real random processes and using the results of problem 8.2
in Reference 8, we obtain (after some tedious algebra)

(51)



Using Equation 51 in the last term in Equation 11 produces

Taking the Fourier transform and evaluating produces

(53)

In summary the output spectrum from the square law envelope detector is given by

The terms above the dashed line are the constant terms and the remaining terms are the
time varying or noise like terms.



The spectrum of the signal plus noise that exists at the input to the lowpass filter Sz(f) (see
Figure 1) is given by (signal in upper filter)

Where the second and third terms are due to the fact that the difference power spectrum of
the two detector outputs is the difference of the means plus the sum of the noise parts
(since they are statistically independent).

In order to compute the total power out of the lowpass filter, the quantity

(56)

was evaluated, where HL(f) is the transfer function of the output lowpass filter. We define
the output SNR as the ratio of the DC component of Pz to the AC component, which is
equivalent to taking the ratio of the mean output squared divided by the variance.

The degradation is defined by SNR

(57)

where the numerator denotes the output SNR with phase jitter present and the denominator
denotes the output SNR when there is no phase jitter.

For non-Gaussian statistics, detector efficiency (e.g., bit error rate) is not easily related,
analytically, to output SNR degradation; however, SNR degradation does provide a
reliable, approximate indication of performance loss, especially when the ratio of
predetection to post detection bandwidths is large.

Computational Results.  In spite of the complex appearance of Equation 54, physical
interpretation of each of the terms in the expression is straightforward and both qualitative
and quantitative results can be obtained quite easily.
 
First note that for small phase jitter variances, the signal component in Equation 1 can be
expanded into a carrier component and phase modulation sidebands: 

(58)
  



Thus, neglecting terms of higher order in N(t), the signal spectrum consists of a carrier
component of power A2/2 e-F2 and modulation sidebands having spectral shape identical
to that of N(t).

Examining Equation 54, the following qualitative conclusions are evident. First, the DC
terms are directly proportional to the total input power passed by the mark/space filters.
The presence of phase jitter reduces this power only slightly. At worst, the filter will strip
off all of the modulation sidebands, but since F2<<1, very little power is lost. Consider
now, the AC (noise like) terms of Equation 54. The second and third AC terms represent
the signal times noise output of the square law detector, the second term is carrier times
noise and the third term is phase sidebands times noise. As was the case with the DC
terms, this output noise power is reduced in the presence of phase jitter only to the extent
that the phase modulation sidebands are attenuated by the filter. This represents only a
minimal change in noise power for F2<<1. The fourth AC term is the noise times noise
detector output which is unaffected by the presence of phase jitter. The only term in
Equation 54 which has a significant effect on performance is the first AC term,

(59)

This term, which represents the carrier times phase sideband detector output, arises when a
portion of the phase modulation on the carrier is converted to amplitude modulation due to
nonsymmetrical filtering of the signal. The noise spectrum into the lowpass post detection
filter is SN(T) reduced by the term *H*(S)H(T+S) - H(S)H(T-S*2, which is a measure of
the symmetry of the filtering of the phase sidebands at S+T. If S is less than 2B(B-BL),
where BL is the lowpass post detection filter bandwidth. then the degradation to system
SNR is small. This is a result of the fact that all phase sideband frequency components
within ±2BBL of S are passed by the mark/space filters and as a result, the induced
amplitude modulation is all high frequency and is rejected by the lowpass filter. Suppose,
for example, that H(T) is an ideal lowpass filter with linear phase,

(60)

then, the noise spectrum into the lowpass filter will be

(61)

For real filters, of course, the filtering is never symmetrical and even for *T*#2BB-S some
of the phase modulation will be converted to amplitude modulation. However, since SN(T)



is small, for typical filter passband ripples (#1dB) and typical phase deviations from
linearity (#20E), the degradation to SNR will be small.

In summary, the following qualitative results hold. For small doppler offsets, S<2B(B-BL),
the SNR degradation due to phase jitter is small. For S>2B(B-BL) the degradation
increases, becoming significant only when the mean square phase modulation in the
frequency range 2BB-S to 2BBL approaches the thermal noise to carrier ratio.

To put these qualitative results on a more quantitative basis, the degradation predicted by
Equations 54 - 57 was calculated for a range of system parameter values. Based on typical
synthesizer performance, the phase jitter spectrum was assumed to have the following
form:

(62)

The mark-space filters were assumed to be ideal bandpass filters and the post detection
lowpass filter was assumed to be ideal.

(63)

(64)

The results are presented in Figures 2-4. In Figure 2, degradation is plotted as a function of
S for various ratios of post detection to predetection bandwidths. The rms phase jitter is
0.3 radians and the input carrier to noise ratio measured in a bandwidth 2BL is 15 dB. The
fact that the degradation is minimal for S<2B(B-BL) is evident and the degradation begins
to increase dramatically when the doppler shift gets within the post detection lowpass
bandwidth of the mark/space filter band edge. In Figure 3, the dependence of these
conclusions on input carrier to noise ratio is examined. The ratio BL/B is fixed at 0.1 and
the rms phase jitter is 0.3 radians. Degradation increases as input carrier to noise ratio
increases since induced amplitude modulation noise becomes more significant as thermal
noise is reduced. The same effect is illustrated in Figure 4 where degradation is plotted as
a function of S for various RMS phase deviations. Here BL/B is fixed at 0.1 and input
carrier to noise ratio is 15 dB.
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Figure 1.  FSK Detection System Model



Figure 2.  SNR Degradation Versus Doppler Shift for Various Bandwidth Ratios



Figure 3.  SNR Degradation Versus Doppler Shift for Various
Values of Input SNR

Figure 4.  SNR Degradation Versus Doppler Shift for Various
Values of RMS Phase Jitter
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Summary.  The performance of a convolutionally encoded noncoherent multiple
frequency shift-keyed (MFSK) modem utilizing Viterbi maximum likelihood decoding and
operating on a fading channel is described. Both the lognormal and classical Rician fading
channels are considered for both slow and time-varying channel conditions. Primary
interest is in the resulting bit error rate as a function of Eb/N0 parameterized by both the
fading channel and code parameters. Fairly general upper bounds on bit error probability
are provided and compared with simulation results in the two extremes of zero and infinite
channel memory. The efficacy of simple block interleaving in combatting channel memory
effects are thoroughly explored. Both quantized and unquantized receiver outputs are
considered.

Introduction.  Considerable attention has been focused recently [1]-[3] on the use of
efficient error control coding in conjunction with noncoherent signaling on fading channels.
Here the transmitted signal is known to undergo fading as a result of some appropriately
defined channel scattering mechanism. As a result, coherent signaling schemes are either
completely inappropriate or grossly inefficient. In this paper we describe the
implementation and performance of a noncoherent multiple frequency-shift keyed (MFSK)
system employing short constraint length convolutional codes and Viterbi maximum
likelihood decoding on representative fading channels.

Two distinct fading models are considered under both slow and time-varying channel
conditions. In the first case, the channel is modeled as a linear combination of a specular
and a diffuse scatter component received in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Assuming further that the diffuse scatter component can be represented as a
complex zero-mean Gaussian process conditional upon knowledge of the transmitted
signal we have the classical Rician fading channel [4]. In the second case, the amplitude
fluctuations are assumed lognormally distributed while the phase perturbations are
modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian process both operating independently in the presence of
AWGN. The Rician channel provides an appropriate model for fading situations where the
transmitted signal undergoes reflection or surface scattering from a large number of distinct



independent elements or point scatterers. Examples include: HF ionospheric and/or
tropospheric scatter links [5]; the aeronautical channel [6]; orbital dipole belts or chaff
clouds [7]. The lognormal channel, on the other hand, provides an appropriate model for
fading situations characterized by volume scattering (cf. [8], [9]). Here the transmitted
signal undergoes fading as a result of random modulation of the refractive index along the
transmission path as might result, for example, from turbulent atmospheric effects at
microwave or optical frequencies. Both models have been considered for the planetary
entry channel [10]. Fortunately, nearly identical performance is obtained when the
parameters of the two models are related by an empirical procedure to be described.

Preliminaries.  A block diagram of the pertinent aspects of the MFSK data link under
consideration is illustrated in Fig. 1. The encoder output sequence n {xi} is drawn from an
M-ary alphabet, i.e., xi,{0,1,...,M-1} for some M=2n. The encoding scheme considered
here has been described previously in [3]. In particular, the information bits are assumed
shifted into the encoding register one bit at a time. After each shift n modulo 2 sums are
performed on the contents of the K-stage encoding register to produce one M-ary symbol
for subsequent transmission over the channel. The normalized rate in information bits per
channel use is then unity and the corresponding channel signaling waveform is given by

(1)

where p(t) represents a unit amplitude
pulse wayeform of duration Ts seconds, Eb is the energy per transmitted information bit
and

(2)

is the signaling frequency corresponding to the i’th tone with T0 representing the lower
bandedge of the transmitted signal spectrum and )T the fixed frequency increment
between adjacent tones. It will be assumed that )T is an integer multiple of 2B/Ts so that,
in particular, the signaling tones are orthogonal. The sequence {Ni} appearing in (1) is a
sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables uniformly
distributed over [-B,B]. The independence is required due to the assumption of
noncoherent reception.

The received signal is assumed of the form

(3)
where n(t) is a zero-mean WGN process with double-sided noise spectral density N0/2
watts/Hz and s̃(t) represents the signal component appearing at the channel output given by

(4)



Here A(t) and 2(t) are respectively amplitude and phase perturbation processes
representing the effects of channel fading. We consider two distinct channel models:

Rician Channel:  Here we assume that

                   (5a)
and       (5b)

with '=(ejR a complex quantity whose amplitude ( is fixed and deterministic while the
phase is uniformly distributed over [-B,B]. The quantity a(t) is a complex zero-mean wide-
sense stationary (w.s.s.) Gaussian random process completely described in terms of a
channel scattering function F̃(f,J) as described in [7]. As in previous work [3], [11] we
consider channels dispersive only in frequency. In particular, we consider general nth order
Butterworth frequency dispersion functions of the form

(6)

with B0 the single-sided 3dB bandwidth in Hz. The corresponding single-sided fading
bandwidth, or equivalently the doppler spread, is given by

(7)

At any rate, the resulting autocorrelation function of the a(t) process in (5) is then

(8)

which can be conveniently expressed in normalized form according to

The amplitude or envelope process A(t) then possesses the Rician probability density
function p.d.f.



(10)

where I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero and F2=      /2 is
the common variance of the inphase and quadrature components of a(t). It will prove
convenient to impose the normalization

(11)
which essentially insures a constant received energy. The ratio                then represents
the ratio of specular to diffuse energy.

We will assume that the a(t) process varies slowly relative to an elementary signaling
interval of duration Ts seconds so that it can be considered constant over any such interval
but allowed to vary from interval-to-interval. This is a reasonable assumption for B0Ts

<<1. As a result, the received signal in (4) can be expressed as

(12)

where Ai=*'+ai*, 2i = arg['+ai] and ai represents the -value of the a(t) process throughout
the ith signaling interval. The sequence {ai}I can be described by the first-order regression

(13)

where wi is an i.i.d. sequence of zero-mean complex Gaussian random variates with
common variance (1-D2)       and D=Daa (Ts), which depends only upon the dimensionless
product B0Ts representing channel memory measured in signaling intervals.

Lognormal Channel: I n this case, the amplitude process is defined according to

(14).

where mP is a fixed constant and P(t) is a zero-mean w.s.s. Gaussian process with variance 
     . The phase process 2(t) is likewise assumed a zero-mean Gaussian process
independent of P(t) and possessing variance       . Both P(t) and 2(t) will be assumed to
possess nth order Butterworth spectra with 3dB bandwidths BP and B2 respectively. The
corresponding p.d.f. of the envelope process is then given by

(15)

Again we impose the constraint E{A2} = 1 which implies, in particular, that mP=       .



Assuming relatively slow fading, both A,(t) and 2(t) can be considered constant throughout
a specified signaling interval. The sequences {Ai} and {2i} appearing in (12) can then be
generated recursively as in the Rician case.

Correspondence Between Channel Models:  It is highly desirable to develop a
correspondence relating the parameters of the two channel models under consideration. A
useful empirical correspondence has been developed in[10] by equating first and second
moments as well as the r.m.s. bandwidths of the envelope and phase process A(t) and 2(t)
respectively. The mean value mAE{A(t)} of the envelope process for the Rician channel
can be shown (cf. [12], Appendix F) to be given by

(16)

with I<(·) the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order <. In the lognormal case,
on the other hand, we have

(17)

so that equating thest two expressions it is possible to solve for . in terms of         . A plot
of the relationship between        and . is provided in Fig. 2. Note in particular that
corresponding to .=10 we find              =0.045 while the limiting case       =0.242
corresponds to .=0 (Rayleigh channel). Observe also that the relationship .= 1/2       
provides a good approximation over most of the region illustrated and in particular in the
weak fading regime (i e.,       <<1, .>>1).

Similarly, a correspondence between B0 and BP can be developed by equating r.m.s.
bandwidths of the envelope process A(t) obtained under the two models with the result  

(18)

where na and nP are the order of the Butterworth spectra generating a(t) and P(t)
respectively. The details are provided in [10]. It is implicitly assumed that na, nP>1 since
mean-square bandwidths do not exist otherwise. Nevertheless, even in the case na =nP =1
we will assume that B0 and BP are related by the limiting form of (18) as na, nP61 i.e.,

(19)

Finally, making use of the approximate correspondence .= 1/2         valid for weak-to-
moderate fading we have B0.BP.



Receiver/Decoder Implementation.   During each successive signaling interval the
noncoherent MFSK receiver computes the M statistics.

for m=0,1,...,M-1. The actual receiver output in this case is the sequence {ri} where for
each i, ri is an M-vector consisting of the components zmi, m=0,1,...,M-1. This will be
referred to as the unquantized case. In practice it is desirable to quantize the receiver
outputs in some fashion to facilitate decoding operations. The particular quantization
scheme considered here results in an ordered list of the R largest decision statistics
computed during successive signaling intervals. More specifically, in this case ri is the
R-vector

(21)

where rij=m m,{0,1,...,M-1} provided zmi is the jth largest decision statistic 1#j#R
computed during the ith signaling interval. The case R=1 corresponds to the conventional
hard decision receiver while if R>1 additional reliability information is passed to the
decoder. We refer to this case as list-of-R decoding [13].

The receiver output sequences are decoded by means of the Viterbi algorithm. The
decoder is not truly maximum likelihood in the sense that suboptimum. decoding metrics
are employed. In particular, the decoding strategy is to announce that code sequence as
having been transmitted which maximizes the path metric

(22)

over all paths x(j)=(x1
(j),x2

(j),...)i j=1,2... given the receiver output sequence r=(r1,r2,...). Here
ri is the receiver output during the ith signaling interval while xi

(j) represents the
corresponding encoder output symbol along the jth path. The branch metric D(ri, xi

(j) in (22)
computed for the ith symbol along the jth path and is different depending upon whether
quantized or unquantized receiver outputs are employed. We consider each of these cases
separately.

Unquantized Receiver Outputs:  For unquantized receiver outputs the branch metric is
computed according to

(23)

with zmi given by (20). The resulting linear combining law can be shown [14], [15] to be
optimum only for the Rayleigh channel (i.e., Rician Channel with .=0). Results in [14]



indicate this choice results in little degradation on the Rician channel for any . Similar
conclusions are anticipated on the lognormal channel although this has not yet been
verified.

Quantized Receiver Outputs:  For a list-of-R decoding, the appropriate branch metrics
become

(24)

Here          is simply the probability that a given symbol was transmitted and resulted in
rank k=1,2,...,M at the receiver output. The quantity          in (24) is given by

(25)

i.e., the probability that the assumed transmitted branch symbol resulted in rank greater
than k.

Performance with Viterbi Decoding . In determining upper bounds on bit error
probability with convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding it is useful to recall the state
diagram and associated generating function approach described in some detail in [10].
Assume that the all-zero message has been transmitted and unquantized receiver outputs
are employed. Consider some path which remerges with the correct all-zero message
having diverged at some point in the past and differing from the all-zero path in exactly k
symbol positions. Define the k-vectors

and         (26a)
              (26b)

where        and         i=1,2,...,k represent respectively the value of the envelope and phase

process throughout the ith  signaling interval in which the selected incorrect path differs
from the all-zero path. Assuming noncoherent MFSK signaling it can be shown that
(cf.[14]) that the conditional probability of the error event of rejecting the correct all-zero
path for the first time at some level in favor of this incorrect path is independent of 2k and
depends only upon Ak according to

(27)



2 Here and throughout the remainder of this paper we shall employ exclusively the optimum M-
ary codes as tabulated in [14].

where '(·) is the Gamma function, 1F1(m;n;z) is the confluent hypergeometric function [17]
and finally

(28)

At this point a union bound approach can be applied to obtain an upper bound on the bit
error probability Pb by summing the probability of all error events as described above each
weighted by the number of nonzero information bits along the corresponding incorrect
path. This information is implicit in the code generating function T(D,N). This is a
relatively straightforward application of an approach described in some detail in [16] and
applied previously to the evaluation of coded system performance on the Rician channel in
[11],[14]. The development here will follow closely that of the latter references. In
particular, we consider separately the two cases of slow and time-varying fading. Slow
fading implies the fading amplitude is constant throughout an entire message sequence, or
infinite channel memory, while in the case of time-varying fading the fading amplitude is
assumed independent in successive signaling intervals. As a result, the sequence {Ai) of
fading amplitudes is i.i.d. and represents the opposite extreme of zero channel memory.
This can be achieved with suitably large interleaving as argued previously in [11], [14].

Slow Fading Channel:  Here we assume         =A i=1,2,...,k where A is a random

variable possessing either the Rician p.d.f. given by (10) or the lognormal p.d.f. as
described by (15). In principle it is possible to apply the union bound procedure to obtain a
bound on the conditional bit error probability Pb.A. which can then be averaged over A to
obtain a bound on the unconditional bit error probability Pb. Unfortunately, the bound has
been found to be tight only for weak fading conditions (i.e., .>>1,      <<1). As a result we
adopt the approach described previously in [11], [14] of utilizing carefully compiled
simulation results obtained on the AWGN channel to predict performance on the slow
fading Rician or lognormal channel. More specifically, suppose that the simulated
performance for a selected code in AWGN is given by Pb' = g(EbNo)-a numerically
tabulated function. Then the predicted bit error probability performance on the slow fading
channel is obtained according to

(29)

with f(A) given by either (10) or (15) for the Rician and lognormal channels respectively.
Typical results are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the Rician channel and in Fig. 4 for the
lognormal channel where a K=6, M=8 code2 has been employed in each case. Note that on



the slow fading channel, the correspondence developed previously is of little value in
predicting performance between the two channel models except for extremely weak
fading. This behavior is entirely to be expected since, although constrained to have
identical first and second moments, the two distributions differ considerably except in the
weak fading regime.

Time Varying Channel:  It is shown in [14] that under the assumed independence of the
components of Ak a useful bound on the conditional error event probability in (27) is given
by

(30)

Neglecting higher order terms in (E/2N0)
-1 and averaging with respect to the components of

Ak we obtain the following bound on the unconditional error event probability

 
(31)

where E{·} is the expectation operator, A is a generic  variate possessing either Rician or
lognormal distribution and we have made use of the i.i.d. assumption in stating this last
equality. In [14] it is shown that if A is Rician then

(32)

It follows by applying the union bound procedure that in this case

                          (33)

where
                            (34)

This bound is readily evaluated as a function of Eb/N0 and . for selected short constraint
length codes and represents the ultimate performance that can be obtained with sufficiently
large interleaving. In Fig. 5 we illustrate typical results for 16-ary signaling alphabets all
with .=10dB. Additional numerical results can be found in [11].



For the time-varying lognormal channel it is easily shown that (33) continues to hold where
now

(35)

with f(A) the lognormal p.d.f. given by (15). Unfortunately a closed form expression has
not been found for the right-hand side similar to (33) for the Rician channel. Nevertheless,
the upper bound can be evaluated by numerical techniques for selected values of Eb/No and 
      . Typical results for 8-ary signaling are illustrated in Fig. 6 for       =0.045 where the
corresponding results for the Rician channel with .=10 are also provided. Observe that the
results compare favorably with the corresponding Rician channel results. The conclusion
to be drawn is that nearly identical performance is to be expected provided the parameters
of the two channel models are related under the correspondence developed previously.
This is in sharp distinction to the results observed for the slow fading channel where
performance was a sensitive function of the amplitude probability distribution.

Simulation Results.  Extensive simulation results have been obtained to support and/or
extend the analytical results of the preceding section. Of particular interest have been the
effects of channel memory and receiver quantization. We will attempt to summarize these
findings here.

Effects of Channel Memory:  Of interest here is the bit error probability performance
parameterized by the fading bandwidth, or equivalently the doppler spread, normalized to
the signaling rate fs=1/Ts Hz. The approach is to provide simulation results only for first
order Butterworth fading spectra in either the Rician or lognormal case. In the former case,
performance is then conveniently parameterized in terms of the dimensionless quantity
B0Ts. Performance for higher order fading spectra is easily inferred from a comparison of
the corresponding normalized autocorrelation given in general by (9). Similarly, for the
lognormal channel we will assume a first order Butterworth spectra for the logamplitude
process P(t). Rather than parameterize performance in this case by BPTs we have chosen
instead to continue the parameterization in terms of B0Ts.

This latter quantity now represents the B0Ts value of a fictitcious Rician channel obtained
under the correspondence developed previously. In particular, B0Ts is related to the
corresponding value of BPTs through (18) and the sequel. This parameterization has the
advantage of allowing comparison of Rician and lognormal results on a normalized scale.

Typical results for noncoherent MFSK employing unquantized receiver, outputs is
illustrated in Fig.’s 7 and 8 for a Rician (.=10) and lognormal (       =0.045) channel
respectively. A K=6, M=8 code has been employed in either case. Note that the analytical



3 In general a block interleaver of size IxL results in an “effective” time-bandwidth product B0Ts x
I.

performance results of the preceding section provide fairly accurate predictions of actual
system performance in the two extremes of zero and infinite channel memory. Observe that
in either case for B0Ts <0.1 there is rapid degradation in performance while, for B0Ts =0.1
there is little difference from the limiting zero-memory case. This behavior has been
observed for a wide range of codes and/or channel parameters. Previous comments (cf.
[11], [14]) concerning interleaver requirements apply here. In particular, enough
interleaving should be provided to result in an3 “effective” B0Ts in the vicinity of 0.1.

Receiver Quantization Effects:  Typical results for noncoherent MFSK evploying list-of-
R receiver quantization is illustrated in Fig. 9 for a Rician channel with .=10. Here using a
full list decoding metric approximately 0.6 dB degradation is incurred vis-à-vis infinitely
fine quantization. For the AWGN channel this degradation is only a few tenths of a dB
while under more severe fading this degradation can amount to as much as 2.5 dB on the
Rayleigh channel. Similar comments apply in the case of lognormal fading. As a result,
alternatives to the list-of-R quantization scheme should be employed under severe fading
conditions.

Summary and Conclusions.  A Detailed analysis has been presented of the performance
of short constraint length convolutional codes in conjunction with noncoherent MFSK
modulation on fading channels. Both the classical Rician fading channel and the lognormal
fading channel have been considered. The intent has been to demonstrate useful analytical
techniques for predicting the resulting bit error probability performance as a function of
code and/or channel parameters as well as receiver implementation. The analytical results
have been supported where possible by digital computer simulations. An important
conclusion is that coded system can be made relatively insensitive to the choice of channel
model provided the parameters are related by an explicit correspondence developed as part
of this paper. It is hoped that this work will prove useful to communication systems
analysts concerned with the evaluation of coded system performance in fading channel
environments.
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Summary.  An approach is given to the analysis of two-way coherent tracking systems in
which the transmitted signals have passed through linear time-varying channels. The
specific channel considered is the lognormal fading channel, although the results and
techniques can be extended to other channels such as the Rice and Rayleigh channels. The
performance of the system is characterized by the steady state probability density function
of the reduced phase error process in the second tracking loop. Particular numerical
examples and system performance curves are given to illustrate the theory for channel
models and two-way systems of practical interest.

I.   Introduction.  Two-way coherent tracking systems have been used for many years for
the purpose of spacecraft tracking and navigation. Two-way Doppler measurements  of
range rate have been used in the Goddard Range and Range Rate[1] System for tracking
scientific satellites, and the Unified S-band System[2, 3] for tracking deep space vehicles
and the Apollo spacecraft. In both of these systems a signal is transmitted from the ground
station to a spacecraft and coherently transponded on another frequency to the ground. In
most cases, telemetry is added to the downlink signal, which is coherently demodulated at
the ground station. Thus, two of the functions performed by the ground station receiver are
Doppler measurement and coherent demodulation. It is this latter function that is analyzed
in this paper, although the extension of this work to Doppler extraction is straight
forward[4, 5, 6].

While the analysis of two-way systems is fairly complete for the case of the usual additive
Gaussian noise channel, another class of channels has arisen in deep-space
communications, namely, time-varying channels[7, 8]. Communications through turbulent
planetary atmospheres and the solar corona, for example, deviate from the usual additive
noise channel in that random amplitude and phase perturbations are imparted on the signal
itself. This situation has arisen in many planetary missions in the usual two-way tracking



mode and could also occur in the case of a planetary orbiter serving as a coherent relay for
a landing probe. While the one-way case was treated in [9], the purpose of this paper is to
model the cascaded phase-locked system in the presence of a time-varying channel and to
present results that can be used to assess the performance degradation of a coherent
communication system.

For simplicity in both analysis and presentation, the system considered in this paper
consists of two first-order phase-locked loops (PLL) in cascade, The performance measure
used to show degradation in the two-way system due to the fading channels is the steady
state probability density function (pdf) of the system phase error process N2(t) reduced
modulo 2B. From these pdf’s the variance of the phase error has been computed and is
presented for a number of cases of interest. While the lognormal channel, which arises in
the communication through planetary atmospheres, has been used as the channel model,
the results can be extended to the other channels, such as the Rice and Rayleigh channel
models[9].

II   System Model.  The model of the cascaded coherent communication system is shown
in Fig. 1. The first transmitter sends a carrier signal of the form

(1)

where A2
1  is the signal power and T1 is the radian frequency, This signal passes through a

time varying channel that produces random amplitude and phase fluctuations on this signal.
Including the effects of added Gaussian noise, the received signal at the transponder is thus
of the form

(2)

where the signal amplitude, a1(t), and the phase process, 21(t), are random processes
introduced by the time-varying channel. The term 201 is an arbitrary constant phase angle,
while d1(t) represents any Doppler effects due to the relative motions of the transmitter and
transponder. For simplicity, d1(t) is assumed to be zero in the remainder of this paper. The
additive noise, n '

1(t) is assumed to be the white Gaussian noise process of two-sided
spectral density N01/2.

The output of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) of the transponder PLL is

(3)

where          is the phase estimate of the received signal by the transponder. Thus, the
phase error process of this loop can be defined as



Fig. 1 - Cascaded Coherent Communication System Model

(4)

The stochastic differential equation of loop operation is derived in Ref. [10] and is

(5)

where K1 is the usual open loop gain, F1(p)represents the loop filter transfer function, and
n1(t) can be shown to be [10, 11] approximately white Gaussian noise of two-sided spectral
density N01/2.

The transmitted signal from the transponder derives its frequency reference from the VCO
and is of the form

(6)
where                        .

This signal passes through the time-varying channel and is received in the form

(7)

The terms in Eq. (7) are analogous to those in Eq. (2) with n2
'(t) having a spectral density

of N02/2. Again as in Eq. (2) this paper will treat the case of d2 = 0.

The VCO output in the second receiver is of the form
(8)



where 22(t) is the phase estimate of the received signal by the second receiver. The
resulting phase error process is defined as

(9)

Thus the equation of loop operation for the second receiver is

(10)

where K2 and F2(p) are the open loop gain and loop filter transfer function respectively and
n2(t) can be assumed to be white Gaussian noise of spectral density N02/2

[10, 11]

For the sake of simplicity, this paper treats only the first-order loop case, that is F1(p) =
F2(p) = 1. However, the results given here can be extended to the second- and higher-order
loops.

The system model can now be completed if the form of the time-varying channels is
specified. The form of the channel is assumed to be that of the lognormal channel as
presented in [9]. While this model seems restrictive, the effect of using this model in the
PLL analysis produces results that can be easily generalized to other channel models, in
particular, the Rayleigh and Rician channel models[9]. Specifically, then, the channel
assumptions are that a1(t), a2(t), 21(t), and 22(t) are independent random processes and
furthermore that 21 and 22 are Gaussian random processes of zero mean. The probability
density function of a1 and a2 can be considered arbitrary in the following analysis although
the lognormal density is used in specific examples. That is,

(11)

where P(t) is a Gaussian random process of mean mP and variance        [8]. Thus,

(12)

Using a conservation of power argument that assumes                     , it can be easily shown
that            .     . This assumption is used in all further analysis in this paper.

It is also necessary for part of the analysis to specify spectral densities for 21 and 22.
While the spectral densities can be assumed to have arbitrary rational spectra [12], the
analysis in this paper assumes a first-order Butterworth spectrum for both 21 and 22. That
is, the two-sided spectral density of 2i can be written as



(13)

where

(14)

and

(15)

The two processes 21 and 22 can be characterized by the following state equations:

(16)

where the time variable has been omitted and u1 and u2 are independent white Gaussian
noises having unity two-sided spectral densities.

Thus, combining Eqs. (5), (10), and (16), the complete set of equations describing the
operation of the cascaded, first-order loops can be written as

(17)

where the time dependence has been omitted.



Finally it should be noted that the time varying channels may or may not be one and the
same. An example in which they are, the same is the two-way coherent communication
link between a ground station and a spacecrafts[4, 5, 6]. In this case, the statistical properties
of a1 and a2 and those of 21 and 22 are identical. However, in the case of a coherent relay,
the two transmission paths could be quite different so that the amplitude and phase
fluctuations would have different characteristics.

III.   System Performance Analysis.  The function of interest in this paper is the steady
state probability density function (pdf) of the phase error process n2(t) reduced modulo 2B
and defined as N2(t)×{n2(t) + B}(mod 2B) - B . While a general solution to this problem
appears formidable, solutions to three cases of particular interest are presented. The cases
depend on the bandwidths and variances of the fading components relative to the PLL
bandwidths and signal amplitudes respectively.

A.   Channels with Slow Amplitude and Phase Fluctuations.  When the fading
components a1(t), a2(t), 21(t), and 22(t) change slowly with time, the phase angle of the
received signal can be tracked by the loop provided the loop bandwidth is large compared
to the spectral bandwidth of the fading components. Thus, in Eqs. (5) and (10), 20 1 and  20 2 
can be assumed to be zero and the equations of loop operation can be solved for the
conditional density, p(N2*a1, a2), as in the usual two-way case[5]. This also means that a1(t)
and a2(t) are approximately constant over a relatively long period of loop operation. Hence,

(18)

Then the amplitudes a1 and a2 can be integrated out to obtain the pdf

(19)

where p(a1, a2) is the joint pdf of the amplitudes, and

(20)
where p(ai) is given in Eq. (12).

For cascaded first-order PLL’s in slow-fading channels, the equations of operation (17)
become

(21)



By assuming a1 and a2 known, these equations are exactly those for cascaded PLL’s in
additive white Gaussian channels [5] . Hence the pdf p(N2*a1, a2) can be found by using
generalized Fokker-Planck techniques as in Ref . [5] and is

(22)

where

(23)

(24)

The quantity               is the variance of sin N2 and                               is the correlation

function of sinN1 and sinN2 evaluated at the origin. These quantities, of course, in
themselves are not available without knowing the joint pdf of N1 and N2. However, they
can be approximated by using the linear approximations sin N1 . N1 and sin N2 . N2 ,
which results from a strong signal assumption. The results are

(25)

and

(26)

where

(27)

(28)



Using Eqs. (12) and (22) in Eq. (19) with the appropriate substitutions of Eqs. (23) through
(28), p(N2) can be evaluated. Numerical results in terms of the variance of N2 as a function
of D1 and D2 are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The variances of P are chosen from Woo’s
Venus atmosphere study[8], while Gf of 240/221 is the usual S-band transponder ratio for
deep-space probes.

B.   Channels with Weak Amplitude Fluctuations.  In many cases the amplitude
fluctuations of the signal are small after passing through the time-varying channel. The
system performance degradation in this case is due almost entirely to the phase
fluctuations in the signal. The problem of system analysis is thus reduced to the usual
cascaded PLL case with the addition of a phase noise term in both the uplink and downlink
signals. The equations of loop operation are thus given by Eq. (17) with the assumption
that a1(t) = A1 and A2(t) = A2.

Fig. 2 - Slowly Fading Fig. 3 - Slowly Fading
Amplitude and Phase Amplitude and Phase

Fluctuations Fluctuations
(        = 0.0025 (        = 0.056

The solution of p(N2) from Eq. (17) proceeds along the lines of the generalized Fokker-
Planck (F-P) approach as used in Refs. [5], [9], [12], and [13] and used in the previous
section. In this case the F-P intensity coefficients become

(29)

(30)



The solution for p(N2) now depends on approximating the conditional expectations in
Eq. (29). The techniques for using linear analysis to approximate these expectations is
outlined in Refs. [12] and [13] and are not presented here because the resulting four-
dimensional equations can best be solved using computer manipulation of the linear
matrices. A simplified approach is presented here, however, which is known to give quite
accurate results when applied to other related PLL analysis[12, 14]. First of all, it has been
shown in Refs. [10], [12], and [13] that E(22*N2) and E(sin N1*N2) can be assumed to be
directly proportional to sin N2. Thus, the intensity coefficient, K12(N2) is of the form sin N2

times some constant. Therefore, from this form of K12 and K22 given in Eqs (29) and (30)
the form of p(N2) is thus the usual Tikhonov density [10,11], i.e.,

(31)

where " is a parameter that must be approximated. The approximation technique used here
[14] is to let a equal the reciprocal of the linear variance,         , obtained by linearizing Eqs.
(17), i. e., letting sin (Ni = Ni.

By taking the Laplace transforms of the linearized form of Eq. (17) the Laplace transform
of N2 can be obtained. From this the spectral density of N2 can be solved for and hence       
         . From this approach, the result is

(32)



where

(33)

After solving the necessary integrations and rearranging terms, Eq. (32) can be written as

(34)

where Di and WLi are defined in Eqs. (27) and (28).

The resulting p(N2) is thus given by Eq. (3 1) with " = 1/         as given in Eq. (34). It is
interesting to note the significance of the four terms in Eq. (34) The first term results from
the usual one-way PLL linear analysisli 0, 1 1P. The first and second term together
represent the results of the two-way cascaded PLL linear analysis[5]. The first and third
terms together represent the one-way linear analysis including the fading[9] while the fourth
term represents the contribution to the variance of N2 due to the phase perturbations on the
uplink.



Numerical results of Eq. (31) are presented in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The variance of N2 was
obtained by numerically integrating Eq. (31), using Eq. (34) as described above. It is not
Eq. (34) directly. The values of         and W2i are again typical of Woo’s Venus study[8]

while WL1 /WL2 is typical for a deep-space probe and a Deep Space Network (DSN)
ground station.

Fig. 4 -Weak Amplitude Fig. 5 -Weak Amplitude
Fluctuations Fluctuations

      (       = 0.01) ( = 0. 05)

Fig. 6 - Weak Amplitude
Fluctuations
(         = 0.2)



C.   Channels with Slowly Fading Amplitudes.  The results of the previous section can
be expanded to include the case when the amplitude fluctuations are not weak but are
slowly fading with respect to the loop bandwidths. This case can be easily handled by
combining the results of the last section with the techniques of the section on slow fading.
That is, in this case

(35)

where p(N2*a1, a2) is the result of the last section as given by Eqs. (31) and (34) with the
exception that all the Di and WLi are functions of a1 and a2 instead of A1 and A2. Equation
(35) can thus be integrated as in the section on channels with slow amplitude and phase
fluctuations.

The difference between Eq. (35) and the previous slow fading results is that the previous
results assumed that the phase process was also slowly fading and was thus tracked by the
loop. The above analysis includes the effects on the loop when the phase process
bandwidth is not small compared to the loop bandwidth. The results of Eq. (35) are thus
good for any values of phase variance or bandwidth and for any amplitude variance. The
only restriction is on the amplitude bandwidth.

IV.   Conclusions.  The results of the analysis in this paper have shown that the variance
of N2 is increased by large fading bandwidths (of a1, a2, 21, and 22) relative to the loop
bandwidths and by large variances of these same fading components. It is clear from the
results that there exist optimum settings of the loop gains, K1 and K2, to minimize the
resulting variance of N2. This optimization depends on the setting of the loop bandwidths
with respect to each other and with respect to the corresponding bandwidths of the fading
components.

A number of selected cases have been presented. This work is by no means complete but
extensions of this work can be made in the following areas: the simple Butterworth
spectrum can be extended to any arbitrary rational spectrum; other channel models, such
as Rice and Rayleigh, can be analyzed with the techniques presented; and, finally, the
analysis can be extended to higher order loops, the effects of bandpass limiters, and
Doppler effects.
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CANDIDATE RECEIVERS FOR UNBALANCED QPSK
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Summary.  Candidate receivers for unbalanced QPSK signal foremats have been studied.
The fourth power receiver is shown to be an unsatisfactory choice unless the power
division is close to 50-50 or 100-0. The Costas loop receiver which tracks on the high data
rate signal of the unbalanced QPSK waveform is shown to perform satisfactorily.
Approximate error rate computations, show that the Costas loop considered performs
within a few tenths of a dB of the ideal receiver.

Introduction.  We consider various candidate receivers for the unbalanced QPSK signal
format. The basic modulator configuration is shown in Figure 1. The transmitted signal is

(1)

where a(t) = ±1 represents the encoded data of the high rate, or I, channel and b(t) = ±1,
asynchronous to a(t), represents the encoded data in low rate, or Q, channel. We shall
consider the effects of both NRZ and Bi-n-L waveforms.

The purpose of an unequal power ratio is to cause the symbol energy, and therefore the
error rates, in the two channels to be closer to the same value. When the data rates differ
significantly, e.g. 10:1, little is gained by unbalancing the power by more than 4:1. From an
error rate point of view, this overpowers the low rate data channel. The maximum to be
gained however, by placing all the power in the high rate channel with respect to a 4:1
power division is less than 0.1 dB.

Fourth-Power Receiver Tracking Loop.  A block diagram of the fourth-power tracking
loop is shown in Figure 2. The signal at the input to the fourth-power device is y(t) = s(t) +
n(t), where s(t) is given by (1) and the narrowband noise is

(2)

The independent baseband noises, nc(t) and ns(t) are the projections of n(t) in the cosine
and sine directions respectively. Each has one-sided spectral density N0 watts/hertz and
bandwidth BIF/2.



The difficulties associated with the fourth-power tracking loop can be demonstrated
without considering the additive noise when the power division is near 4:1. With signal
only, the output of the fourth-power device in Figure 2 is

(3)

After passing the BPF centered at 4f0 in Figure 2, the result is

(4)

The first term in (4) is the tracking term, and the second term represents self-generated
noise. In terms of the average power in each link, namely PA = A2/2 and PB = B2/2, z(t) is

(5)

The tracking term is cos(4T0t) and contributes a spectral component at 4wot. The other
term is self-noise, which contributes a spectral density at 4T0t. The level of the spectral
density within the tracking loop receiver is dependent on the signal waveforms chosen for
a(t) and b(t).

The tracking power is

(6)

The self -noise power in the tracking loop is equal to the spectral density of the second
term in (5) at 4f0 times the tracking loop bandwidth, which is expressed by

(7)

where BL is the tracking loop noise bandwidth and S(0) is the two-sided spectral density of
the signal a(t)b(t) at f=0. When a(t) is NRZ with symbol time TA and b(t) is Bi-n-L with
symbol time TB , then



(8)
When a(t) and b(t) are both Bi-n-L then

(9)

In order to obtain a preliminary evaluation of the performance of the fourth-power tracking
loop, let the total power be PT, and

(10)
The ratio of tracking power to self-noise power within the tracking loop is then given by

(11)

where
(12)

(13)

The parameter " represents the fraction of total power in the high data rate link, which
assumes values over 0.5 # " # 1. The numerator N in (11) and (12) represents the
variation in tracking power as a function of the power division and is shown in Figure 3 as
the dashed line. The denominator D represents the variation in self-noise spectral density
as a function of the power division. The denominator is also shown in Figure 3, where it
can be seen that D reaches a maximum and N a minimum of 0 near " = 0.85. The variation
of the ratio of signal power to self-noise spectral density

(14)

is also shown in Figure 3, where it is noted that the worst power divisions are within
[0.8,0.9]. It is seen that the fourth power tracking loop makes very ineffective use of the
total available tracking power when the power division is in the interval [0.65,0.95], which
includes most values of ". An additional disadvantage of the fourth-power tracking loop is
that the stable lock points occur at multiples of B/4, thereby allowing the possibility that
the two data channels become interchanged. This could be detected and alleviated in a
system design, but only at the expense of additional complexity.



With these results, we conclude that the fourth-power tracking loop should not be
recommended for the generation of a coherent reference of an unbalanced QPSK signal
when "> 0.6.

Costas Receiver.  A block diagram of the Costas Loop receiver for unbalanced QPSK is
shown in Figure 4. The reference signals are given by

(15)

Under the assumption that the IF filter preceding the Costas loop receiver is sufficiently
wide to pass both channels of the received signal without distortion, then the baseband
outputs ec(t) and es(t) of the mixers, neglecting 2f0 terms are

(16)

In specifying the bandwidth B1 of the LPF’s in each arm of the Costas loop, we assume B1

is at least as large as the bandwidth of a(t) and b(t). This is equivalent to saying the
tracking loop is going to function primarily on the high-rate, high-powered channel. The
dynamic error signal e(t) is then given by

where, in addition to the desired tracking signal, self -noise, noise and signal P noise terms
are generated, which we designate as the equivalent loop noise, neq(t).

Observation of the tracking signal in (17) provides the following:

i)  The stable lock points are at n = ±kB, with the result that the two data sequences
cannot be sent to the incorrect data demodulator.



ii)  Although it is usually expected that the power in both channels will always be present
even if the data rates are reduced to zero, should the power in the high data rate channel
fail, i. e. PA 6 0, then the sign of the tracking signal is reversed and the stable lock angles
are at B/2 ±kB. If this occurs, then the low data rate link win be processed into the high
data rate demodulator.

iii)   If the power in the low data rate link goes to zero, i. e. , PB 6 0, the stable lock angles
remain unchanged, so that the high data rate link continues to be processed into the high
data rate demodulator.

The statistics of the equivalent noise, neq(t), are obtained by assuming that the tracking
loop bandwidth is much smaller than B1. The phase error n(t) will then be slowly varying
with respect to the other random processes present in e(t). The first and second conditional
moments are given by

(18)

and

(19)

where Ra(J) and Rb(J) are the autocorrelation functions of a(t) and b(t), respectively.

The spectral density of neq(t) is essentially flat over the bandwidth of the tracking loop, so
that the significant statistic when considering tracking loop performance is the spectral
density at f = 0. The spectral density of the terms in (19) are

(20)

(21)

(22)



where in (22), we have imposed the upper bound, cos2(2n)#1. When a(t) is NRZ and b(t)
is Bi-n-L, the two-sided spectral density of neq(t) is

(23)

We shall base our performance analyses on a linearized assumption. At the high IF signal-
to-noise ratios which are assumed, the Costas loop is well within its linearized region.
When such is the case, the variance of the phase error can be approximated by

(24)

where D is the signal-to-noise ratio in the Costas loop, which is given by

(25)

where Pc is the available power in watts for tracking, BL is the one-sided equivalent noise
bandwidth of the tracking loop in Hz, and         is the one-sided spectral density of the
equivalent additive noise in the loop in watts/Hz.

In our receiver,          is given by (23) and from (17)

(26)

Upon substitution og (23) and (26) into (25), the Costas loop signal-to-noise ratio is given
by

(27)

Using the power division parameter ", as given by (10),

(28)

The performance of the Costas tracking loop when tracking on the high-powered channel
is then given by (24) and (28), and is shown in Figure 5. The standard deviation of the
phase error is shown versus the power division parameter ". Two sets of curves are



shown. Set (1) shows performance for the symbol rates RA = 384 ksps and RB = 192wps. 
This is a poor set of rates from the point of view of maximizing the standard deviation of
the phase error. As shown, the two curves are for loop bandwidths of 5 kHz and 10 kHz.
As "60.5, the Costas loop is unable to track and F64. As "61, the signal becomes single
channel, the high data rate channel, and the self-noise goes to zero. The effect of the self-
noise can be determined by comparing the standard deviation at some " to that at " = 1.
The increase is due to the effects of the self-noise, and the fact that the available tracking
power is also decreasing.

The second set of curves in Figure 5 is for a good set of rates. The improvement due to the
resulting reduction in self-noise at the higher symbol rates is seen to be approximately an
order of magnitude in F. The points on the curves corresponding to " = 0.8, a 4to-1 power
division, have been emphasized by dots.

When both a(t) and b(t) are Bi-n-L, the equivalent spectral density is given by

(29)

The resulting signal-to-noise ratio in the tracking loop bandwidth is then given by

(30)

The performance of the Costas loop for the forward link employing the high data rate link
is then given by (30) and (24).

The performance when both a(t) and b(t) are Bi-n-L is shown in Figure 6. The RMS phase
error in degrees is again shown versus the power division for the unbalanced QPSK signal.

The set of curves designated (3) gives performance for a good set of rates from the RMS
phase error point of view. The set of curves (4) gives tracking performance for a poor set
of rates.



Figure 1.  Unbalanced Quadriphase Modulator.

Figure 2.  Fourth-Power Receiver Tracking Loop

Figure 4.  Costas Loop Quadriphase Receiver.



Figure 3.  Tracking Power, Self Noise Density and Ratio of Tracking Power to Self
Noise Density for the Fourth Power Tracking Loop.



Figure 5.  RMS Phase Error Versus Power Division for Unbalanced
QPSK for the Return Link



Figure 6.  RMS Phase Error Versus Power Division for Unbalanced
QPSK for the Forward Link



MFSK FREQUENCY ACQUISITION AND SYNCHRONIZATION
FOR THE JUPITER PROBE-TO-RELAY COMMUNICATION LINK

R. B. FLUCHEL, G. M. LEE and E. A. PADDON
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.

St. Louis, Missouri

Summary.  This paper discusses the coarse frequency acquisition problem and the fine
frequency tracking problem for a communication link between a spacecraft and a probe
entering the atmosphere of Jupiter. A coded noncoherent MFSK modulation format is
assumed along with a severely fading link. Fine frequency tracking is shown to be a more
serious problem than coarse acquisition.

Introduction.  In the early 1980’s NASA Ames plans to send a spacecraft past the planet
Jupiter. As it passes by Jupiter it will launch a small probe which will descend into the
atmosphere. The probe will take various kinds of scientific data and telemeter it back to
the spacecraft for later retransmission to an earth station. Although it is possible that the
data could be sent back to Earth without demodulation, it would simplify the data storage
and telemetry requirements of the spacecraft significantly if the data could be demodulated
at the spacecraft.

The probe will send approximately 44 data bits/sec for more than 20 minutes. The link will
be subjected to severe fading induced by the ionosphere of Jupiter and will be power
limited. The initial frequency uncertainty is approximately 100 KHz due to uncertainties in
the Doppler frequency at the time of initial data transmission. This is primarily due to
apriori uncertainty in the position of the probe and spacecraft at time of initial data
transmission. The probe design presently has no ranging or angle tracking capability. The
trajectories are picked such that the spacecraft flies through the probes antenna pattern at
the correct time.

Modestino and Mui1 have shown that an ideal (i.e. perfect frequency tracking and bit
synchronization) coded noncoherent M-ary frequency shift keyed (MFSK) receiver would
provide adequate bit error rate performance in a severe (Rayleigh) fading environment. A
number of papers have been written dealing with bit and frequency synchronization for a
noncoherent MFSK system2,3,4. However, there appears to be no published results on the
performance of these frequency synchronization schemes. This paper addresses the
frequency acquisition and tracking problem assuming a noncoherent MFSK (M = 8)
modulation format.



Error rate performance is very sensitive to the form of the fading amplitude distribution.
However, tracking performance is more sensitive to the fading bandwidth than the exact
form of the amplitude distribution. This paper assumes that the instantaneous received
signal amplitude is a log normal random variable. For severe fading the phase is a uniform
random variable [0, 2B] .

The first problem to be considered, which is actually somewhat independent of the choice
of modulation format, is coarse acquisition. Coarse acquisition is defined here to be the
reduction of frequency uncertainty from 100 KHz to a few hundred Hz. Note that the
coarse acquisition processor does not locate the individual MFSK tones.

Coarse Acquisition.  Initial studies indicated that sweeping a single tracking loop (phase
or frequency) through the entire 100 KHz Doppler uncertainty would result in excessive
acquisition time requirements (on the order of minutes). Although a bank of analog loops
might be used, an attractive alternate approach2.3.4 is to use a digital FFT processor. The
FFT algorithm fixes the relationship between the number of samples N used and the
frequency resolution of the FFT. Since it may be desirable to take samples over a very long
period T to reduce the effect of noise but keep a fixed FFT length to reduce computer
memory and logic speed requirements, it is necessary to consider the case where the
period T is divided into n intervals, a separate FFT computed in each interval, then all the
FFT’s are averaged together in some manner.

Let r(t) be the received signal given by r(t) = s(t) + n(t)

where   (1)

Ps is the mean signal power in watts.
A(t) is amplitude modulation due to fading.
2(t) is the phase modulation due to fading.
R(t) is the data modulation.

n(t) is band limited Gaussian noise with zero mean and a flat spectrum over the region of
interest (two-sided power spectral density No/2 watt/Hz.):

n(t) = nc(t) cos wt - ns(t) sin wt (2)

Let        be the variance of n(t).

The received signal can be written in terms of its quadrature components and normalized
by Fn :



(3)

Let xR,i and yR,i be samples of x(t) and y(t) at times t = R)T during the ith transform interval,
where )T is the sampling interval. Then the kth discrete Fourier coefficient of the complex
sequence

during the ith transform interval is given by

(4)

 
To obtain approximate analytical results on coarse acquisition, it is assumed that the signal
has no data modulation. Since A(t) is log normal, the probability density function (pdf) of
A(t) is given by

(5)

where F2 is the variance of the log amplitude. 2(t) is assumed to be uniform on (0, 2B].
(Note that the mean of A2(t) is normalized to 1.)

Slow Fading.  Consider first the slow fading case where the bandwidth Bo of A(t) and 2(t)
is much less than 1/T. An attractive decision algorithm is to choose the value of k which
maximizes



Assume the signal frequency, w, corresponds to one of the computed FFT components, wk.
Then L has a chi-square distribution with 2n degrees-of-freedom for the values of k for
which wk … w (the nonsignal components) and has a noncentral chi-square distribution for
wk = w (the signal component), for the slow fading case. In reality, none of the wk’s will
exactly correspond to w and thus the following are best case results.

The probability of correct acquisition with no fading is then given by

(7)

where P(x; 2n) is the chi-square cumulative distribution function with 2n degrees-of-
freedom and f(x; 2n*8) is the noncentral chi-square probability density function with 2n
degrees-of-freedom given 8 the noncentrality parameter:

(8)

(9)

N, the total number of FFT coefficients, is given by

assuming Nyquist sampling rates and total uncertainty rf bandwidth B (100 KHz for our
case). Thus for a fixed acquisition time Nn is a constant.

PCA(8) can be approximated by assuming that [P(x; 2n)]N - 1 is essentially a step function.
This approximation allows the integral for PCA(8) to be expressed in terms of the
noncentral chi-square distribution function:

(10)



where xo is chosen such that [P(xo; 2n)]N - 1 = 1/2. If it is further assumed that the
noncentral chi-square density can be approximated by a Gaussian density, then

(11)

where

and         is chosen such that [Q(      )]N - 1 = ½.

Figure 1 shows 1 - PCA(8o) for a fixed number of points (i.e. fixed nN). Note that for a
fixed nN, increasing N the length of the FFT improves performance.

With log normal fading the probability of correct acquisition in the slow fading case is PCA

where

Figure 2 shows a plot of Eq. 17 for F = .49 and .75 where PCA(8) was approximated using
the Gaussian assumption described above. These values of a correspond to very severe
fading.

Practical Moderate Fading Case.  The previous theoretical results were for a constant
frequency (unmodulated) signal exactly aligned with one of the FFT harmonics and with
slow fading. For the actual case of interest the signal carrier frequency varies due to
Doppler, the signal contains data modulation and the signal amplitude and phase varies
during the decision interval due to fading. To compare the theoretical predictions with the
more practical case, a computer simulation was performed using estimates of the Jupiter
probe relay link parameters. Figures 3 and 4 show simulation data on probability of error
assuming a fading bandwidth of 2 Hz and a Doppler rate of 30 Hz/sec. The signal has
MFSK modulation with M = 8 and a tone spacing of 58 Hz. The bit rate is 88 bps which
with a rate 1/2 code would correspond to 44 data bps. Eb is the energy per coded bit, i.e.
Eb = Ps/88. In Figure 3, N = 256 and n = 960 corresponds to having 1 FET harmonic
spaced over the entire signal spectrum. The degradation from the ideal, no fading case due
to the modulation, fading, and misalignment appears to be about 2 dB. In Figure 4, n = 240



and N = 1024 corresponds to having 4 FFT harmonics spaced over the signal spectrum.
This alone might be expected to reduce performance by 6 dB from ideal but the advantage
of having four correct answers in the decision process offsets some of this 6 dB and of the
loss due to misalignment and fading. The long total averaging time also eliminates much of
the effect of fading. Figure 4 indicates that for Eb/No = -0.4 dB, the loss compared with the
ideal, unmodulated, nonfading case is only about 4 dB.

8o can be related to Eb/No by noting that

(13)

where Tb is the bit period in sec.

Modestino and Mui’s1 results indicate that good bit error rate performance requires Eb/No

on the order of 10 dB. Figure 4 indicates that for Eb/No of 10 dB coarse acquisition in
2 seconds is no problem.

Fine Acquisition for MFSK.  The technique used for fine acquisition depends upon the
choice of modulation format. For MFSK, fine acquisition is the process of locating the M
individual tones within a bandwidth not a great deal larger than the total signal bandwidth.
Assuming 8 tones spaced 58 Hz apart, the total signal bandwidth is 464 Hz. The coarse
acquisition technique discussed in the previous section reduces the frequency uncertainty
to less than 1000 Hz. The fine frequency tracking loop must be able to track with an error
small compared to 30 Hz.

The Doppler rate can be as large as 30 Hz/sec and the expected fine acquisition time is
greater than 20 secs, thus the acquisition loop must have a tracking capability. Since bit
synchronization is not being assumed at this point, the frequency discriminator (i.e. the
device making the instantaneous frequency error estimates) must look over at least two-
tone intervals to make sure it has seen at least one complete tone. Another approach would
be to lock the bit synchronizer either before or at the same time as the fine frequency
tracking loop.

Assuming a second order tracking loop and a worst case Doppler rate rate of .03 Hz/sec2,
a loop bandwidth of 0.1 Hz would yield a static tracking loop error of less than 1.0 Hz.
Whether VCO instability will actually allow a loop bandwidth this low is open to question.
To achieve this a VCO must be used which is tunable over 100 KHz with short term
stability of around 1 part in 105.



Decision Directed Technique.  Springett4 suggested a technique for determining
frequency error which first determines an FFT over each successive two-tone period. It
then chooses the FFT component with the maximum power during each two-tone period.
The frequency of the maximum for the first period is stored and all subsequent frequency
estimates are subtracted from the first one. The frequency difference is computed modulo
the tone spacing. Thus, during each two-tone period an integer and a fraction is computed.
The fraction is an estimate of how much the present transmitted tone lacks of being an
integer number of tone spacings from the first tone estimate. These fractions are averaged
(or filtered in the closed loop case) to obtain an estimate of the distance the first  estimate
is from a true-tone. Figure 5 shows our closed loop version of the decision directed
technique which attempts to hold one tone at a fixed reference frequency (or an integer
number of tone spacings from the reference frequency). The basic problem with this
approach is that it doesn’t really know what tone it is tracking. Springett attempts to
reconcile this ambiguity by remembering the maximum and minimum of the integers
discarded during the Mod operations. If the difference between the maximum and
minimum is M (the number of tones), the ambiguity is probably resolved. If it is not, there
is a problem. Note that for this to have a chance of working both the end frequencies must
be seen regularly. Like all synchronization loops for periodic signals, this loop can “slip
cycles” which in this case means it changes the tone it is trying to hold at the reference
frequency. It appears that cycle slipping must not be a significant problem if this approach
is to be attractive. The main advantage of this approach is that its detection bandwidth is
small or, in other words, during one-half the time of a frequency error estimate, the signal
does not change frequency.

Loop Tracking Error.  Error in estimating loop frequency error results from both finite
frequency spacing in the FFT and from errors in choosing the correct frequency component
due to noise and fading. Figure 6 shows a plot of probability of error (N = 64, n = 1) as a
function of 8o for slow fading assuming no data modulation.

To determine the effect of data modulation and Doppler changes on the performance of the
tracking loop, the loop was simulated and the rms tracking error experimentally measured.
Figure 7 shows the rms frequency tracking error as a function of Eb/No (for a loop with 0.2
Hz bandwidth) measured by computer simulation.

Correlator Technique.  An alternate (Figure 8) to the decision directed technique is to
compute an FFT over an interval corresponding to many tones. This interval must be long
enough to see both end tones. To simplify computational requirements this will probably
be accomplished (as in the coarse acquisition case) by averaging a number of FFT’s each
of which taken over a period of several tones. At this point there is an estimate of the
signal spectrum available. To convert this to an estimate of the location of the M tones, it 



is necessary to correlate the signal spectrum estimate with the average signal spectrum
determined analytically.

This approach has the disadvantage that in the calculation of the signal spectrum estimate
at any given time there is only one signal tone present, so that all but one of the true tone
frequencies is being averaged with noise. This reduces the quality of the spectral estimate.
However this approach does take care of the ambiguity problem of the previous technique
in a more satisfying manner. Figure 9 shows the rms frequency tracking error for the
correlator approach measured by simulation.

Note that the correlator approach gives large rms frequency tracking error, and that the
decision directed approach is significantly superior to the correlator approach in rms
tracking error. The correlator approach has a linear tracking range on the order of 1000 Hz
whereas the linear tracking range of the decision directed technique is on the order of 60
Hz. This results in more erratic performance and a requirement for somewhat wider loop
bandwidths during acquisition for the decision directed approach. A significant probability
of “tone slippage” by the decision directed tracking loop makes the ambiguity resolution
problem serious.

Conclusions.  Coarse acquisition within two seconds appears readily achievable using the
present “best guess” for probe communication link parameters. Fine frequency acquisition
and tracking to an acceptable accuracy appears difficult but possible.
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Fig. 1 . Probability of False Acquisition for the Nonfading Case

Fig. 2.  Probability of False Acquisition For the Slow Fading Case



Fig. 3.  Simulation Results for FFT Spacing = MFSK Signal Bandwidth

Fig. 4.  Simulation Results for FFT Spacing = MFSK Signal Bandwidth/4



Fig. 5.  Decision Directed Frequency Tracking Block Diagram

Fig. 6.  Probability of Decision Error for Decision Directed Tracking
Parameters (Slow Fading Assumed)



Fig. 7.  RMS Frequency Error for Decision Directed Tracking Loop

Fig. 8 . Correlator Frequency Tracking Block Diagram

Fig. 9.  RMS Frequency Error for Correlator Tracking Loop
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Summary.  A method has been developed to time synchronize multiple wideband
magnetic tape recorder/reproducers to allow realtime data merging of tapes from various
tracking stations. The system operates using either IRIG A and/or IRIG B time codes, and
maintains synchronization within 10 microseconds using IRIG A and 50 microseconds
using IRIG B.

Introduction.  During missile launch operations, telemetry links are usually recorded at a
number of tracking stations to obtain high quality data over the desired intervals along the
missile flight path. The use of multiple antennas, receivers and recording systems provide
optimum look angles, as well as minimizing the loss of data due to system failures.

It is desirable to merge the recordings from these multiple data sources into one serial data
stream of optimum quality. SAMTEC has been accomplishing this merging function by
manually selecting the best signal sources from observation of the data streams on an
oscilloscope or strip chart recorder. The data is then computer formatted, requiring many
tape passes and several hours of processing time.

To eliminate the need for manual intervention in selecting the best telemetry signal and to
reduce the long computer processing times, SAMTEC is implementing a Data Source
Selector (DSS) to accomplish the merging function. The system takes up to four data
sources and reconstructs a “best data stream” based on frame synchronization and input
signal-to-noise ratios. However, multiple tape inputs could not be used unless a method
was found to synchronize the tape transports to within the 6 millisecond maximum time
differential that could be handled by the DSS.

Problem Analysis.  Since the data tapes come to SAMTEC from a variety of facilities
with various recording capabilities, the system had to synchronize up to four tapes using
any combination of IRIG A and IRIG B time codes recorded at either 120 ips or 60 ips.



Synchronization could not be limited to tapes having the same time code and recording
speed. The system was specified to maintain synchronization within 10 microseconds
using IRIG A and 50 microseconds using IRIG B.

Transmission delays at the various tracking stations cause differences in the time the data
is received and recorded. To compensate for this, buffering electronics had to provide a
variable offset delay up to 12 milliseconds between the transport and master reference
time.

Normal tape recorder performance parameters such as flutter could not be significantly
degraded.

System Development.  The objectives of the development were three-fold: generate a
facsimile or reference code, compare it with the reproduced prerecorded time code, and
control the reproducer tape speed using the resultant difference. (Reference Figures 1 and
2 for the configuration in block diagram form.) In addition, it was desired to keep the cost
and time to a minimum, and make the modifications to existing VR 3700B tape systems as
simple as practical.

Bell & Howell surveyed what was available in current “off-the-shelf” hardware and as a
result took the following approach:

a.   Generation of Facsimile or Reference Code. For the reference time generator a
standard Datum Inc Model 9100 Digital Clock was selected. The Model 9100 Digital
Clock displays seconds, minutes, and hours on a front panel LED display. Each digit of
seconds, minutes, and hours can be preset into the unit to allow time of day or elapsed
time operation using six thumbwheel switches and an associated pushbutton switch. The
basic clock accumulates time on a 24 hour basis and is accurately updated each second.
The time reference is derived from a 1.0 MHz crystal oscillator with a stability of 1 to 10-6.
There are four identical outputs each consisting of time in 36 bit parallel BCD format
(tenths of milliseconds through hours).

b.  Comparison with the Reproduced Prerecorded Time Code. Equipment was
required to perform the comparison of the reproduced time code to the reference time and,
as a result, generate the error signals required for the input to the modified VR 3700B
capstan servo system. In addition, the device was required to maintain speed and mode
control of its associated tape system, and contain the logic required to perform the desired
operational sequences.

Bell & Howell defined the requirements for this equipment, termed the Tape Synchronizer,
and awarded the task of hardware development to Datum Inc. This was considered the



most desirable approach since a majority of the required functional subassemblies were
existing designs within the standard Datum Inc product line.

The Tape Synchronizer accepts the reproduced time code from the reproducer system and
the parallel BCD reference time from the digital clock. (Ref Fig 3.) The reference time is
applied to an adder which can add up to 99.9 milliseconds to the reference time in
0.1 millisecond steps. This offset time is selected by front panel thumbwheel switches.

The reproduced time code is amplified and decoded. The decoder will decode IRIG A or
IRIG B depending upon the selection made with the front panel code select switch. The
decoded time is then applied to a front panel display, an initialize comparator, and a
reference comparator. The front panel LED display shows the reproduced time in hours,
minutes, and seconds.

The initialize comparator compares the reproduced time to the start time as selected by
front panel thumbwheel switches. When the reproduced time is greater than or equal to the
selected start time, a transport stop is initiated. This is for the purpose of pre-positioning of
tapes to the desired start times.

The reference comparator compares the sum of reference time plus offset time to the
reproduced (translated) code. An adder/subtracter is used to convert to an output which
corresponds to the absolute difference between the two compared times. The absolute time
difference is applied to three comparators. They determine if the difference is less than or
equal to 128 milliseconds, 2.0 milliseconds or 1.0 millisecond.

Two separate error signals are generated to input into the tape reproducer system (Ref Fig
4). They are termed the coarse and fine control signals. The coarse control signal is the
output of an 8 bit binary DAC. Plus and minus 128 milliseconds of absolute time error
corresponds to zero and full scale of the DAC output. Each step of the DAC output
corresponds to 1.0 millisecond of error. This signal causes the reference VCO in the tape
reproducer (and, therefore, the tape capstan velocity) to change in a direction to reduce the
absolute time difference toward zero. When the absolute time difference is less than or
equal to 2.0 milliseconds, either plus or minus, the DAC output remains at center scale
(4 bits suppressed).

When the absolute time difference is less than or equal to 1.0 millisecond, the fine control
becomes active. The fine control signal is generated by phase comparing two 500 Hz
signals. One is derived from the reference time and the other from the reproduced
(translated) time.



To summarize, the output of the DAC (coarse control) causes the system to correct the
absolute time error towards zero. When the error is within 2.0 milliseconds of zero the
DAC output remains constant. When the error becomes less than 1.0 millisecond the two
500 Hz signals are phase compared and the resultant signal (fine control) is used to
maintain synchronization accuracy.

In the auto start mode, an auto start comparator is used to start the tape reproducer when
the reference time equals the start time indicated by the front panel thumbwheel switches
which were selected during the pre-positioning of the tape to be reproduced.

c.  Control of Reproducer Tape Speed. Since the VR 3700B recorder/ reproducer
capstan drive uses a phase lock capstan servo system with standard IRIG reference
frequencies, the simplest method of control was to phase lock to a variable frequency
reference instead of the normal internally generated crystal controlled reference frequency.
By suitable control of the variable reference frequency, the velocity control of the tape
servo could thus be achieved. The final implementation required two minor wiring changes
to the VR 3700B control electronics and the addition, in a spare card slot, of one printed
circuit assembly which contained a VCO to generate the control reference frequency,
servo loop compensation elements, and the amplifiers for conditioning and scaling of the
input error signals.

The normal 0 dB crossover of the VR 3700B capstan servo is approximately 50 Hz at the
two required tape speeds of 60 and 120 inches, per second. The secondary synchronizer
servo loop input was limited to less than 1.0 Hz to eliminate the possibility of generating
flutter components due to zero crossing detection timing variations caused by time code
serial bit content variation and signal degradation due to damaged tape. The VCO
frequency range was clamped at ±10% since this was the maximum required to achieve the
specified start times. Maintaining the slew rates to a minimum was considered desirable
since, if tape dropouts occurred, the system was limited in terms of the position error
which could accumulate through the period of signal loss.

System Operation.  The operational system as installed in the Data Center at Vandenberg
AFB is as shown in Figure 5. The reference time generator is the top unit in Bay 334 and
the Tape Synchronizers are the four units directly below it. The system was installed in
March 1976. It can be used with any four of eight VR 3700B recorders. An “out of sync”
condition is indicated by an audio alarm (top unit in Bay 335, Figure 5) and/or a display on
a strip chart recorder.

To operate the system, the technician loads the tapes containing the prerecorded timing
signals and data on each tape recorder/reproducer system and switches each unit to
remote. This gives control of each tape system to its respective tape synchronizer unit. In



order to pre-position the tapes, the start time is selected on each tape synchronizer by use
of thumbwheel switches, and the “initialize” pushbutton is depressed (See Figure 6). This
causes each tape system to run forward to the selected pre-position and stop. The “auto
start” pushbutton is then depressed on each tape synchronizer, which arms each unit for
automatic start when the reference or facsimile time equals the time corresponding to the
pre-positioned tape location.

The reference generator is now set to the time desired for the operational sequence, and
the “run” pushbutton is depressed. When the reference time equals each of the pre-
selected times, the respective tape system automatically starts and synchronizes to the
reference code.

Design specifications were met or exceeded in all areas. The system typically maintains
synchronization within 7 microseconds using IRIG A and 10 microseconds using IRIG B,
with time to synchronization requiring less than 10 seconds. This gives an overall worst
case synchronization accuracy, including 100 microseconds delay compensation offset and
tape reproducer dynamic skew effects, of less than 150 microseconds. Tape recorder
performance is not degraded noticeably when in the synchronization mode.

To date, few operational problems have been experienced. The effects of tape dropouts are
minimized by keeping the tapes as free of contaminants as possible and recording 1 or 2
dB above IRIG normal record level. At SAMTEC facilities, tape cleaners are used prior to
recording. When instantaneous dropouts do cause loss of synchronization, recovery is
normally less than 1 second.

Conclusions.  It has been demonstrated that multiple tape reproducers can be
synchronized to a reference time code by using prerecorded IRIG time codes and,
therefore, can be synchronized to one another. This has been accomplished with no
discernable degradation in normal tape recorder performance.

Although the current system is configured for simultaneous synchronization of four tape
reproducers, there is theoretically no limit to the number of reproducers that can be
synchronized. The system could be used for any application needing accurate
synchronization of multiple tapes such as parallel PCM recording requiring numerous
tracks. It would even simplify data evaluation of multiple source using strip charts.
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Figure 1  Tape Synchronizer/Controller System

Figure 2  System Block Diagram



Figure 3  Synchronizer Block Diagram

Figure 4  Error Signals vs Timing Errors



Figure 5  Synchronizer System Installation

Figure 6  Synchronizer and Reference Generator



1 Data Processing for Earth Resources Satellite (ERTS-1), William Webb, GSFC Document X-
563-75-65, July 1974.
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Summary.  The Image Processing Facility at Goddard Space Flight Center has the
requirement to move volumes of digital data (1011 data bits per day) that exceed the
capacity of conventional computer tape. This paper presents the requirements for a high
density digital tape recorder compatible with conventional computer systems. The steps
leading to the formulation of these requirements are described. The use and interaction of
the recorder with the various elements in the facility are treated. The formulation of the
requirements resulted in the selection of a Honeywell Model 96 Wideband II tape
transport modified by Martin Marietta Corporation for digital serial-in, serial-out
operation. This selection followed a competitive procurement action.

Introduction.  As the Goddard Space Flight Center became actively involved in the Earth
Resource program in the early 1970’s, a dedicated facility for processing Landsat imagery
was developed. The facility, formally named the NASA Data Processing Facility, was
implemented using various hybrid and digital systems.1 Principal elements within the
facility have remained largely unchanged since their development. There is considerable
variation in the types of interface media that are transferred between the systems within the
facility and between the facility and the data user agencies. Transfer of video information
from one system to another includes the use of computer compatible tapes, high density
digital tapes, and film transparencies. The primary product and interface medium for user
agencies is 70-mm negative transparencies. A limited quantity of Landsat imagery is
transferred to users by computer compatible tapes. The facility’s archival medium for
Landsat imagery is also 70-mm film.

While initial performance specifications were met using film as an interface medium and
while there are some advantages to transferring image data by film, another medium
became more desirable with an increased demand for digital tape rather than film products.
To meet this demand the NASA Data Processing Facility was upgraded and renamed the
Image Processing Facility (IPF). The IPF, currently under development, is a general
purpose image processing facility. The central processor in this facility is an all digital



image processing system known as the master data processor. The principal elements
within the facility, here defined as those elements in-line with the incoming video data
from the receiving sites and the output image data to user agencies, will all have digital
interface media. The data will be transferred by high density digital tapes. Capability to
provide a high quality film product will be an off-line function and will be discussed later.

The inherent advantage of retaining image data in the digital form through all processing
steps and interfaces is that complete control over radiometric and geometric fidelity can be
maintained. The interfaces that are established by the various elements of the IPF are
shown by dashed lines in figure 1 where the incoming video data from the receiving sites
may be in analog or digital form. The front-end elements are preprocessors that are
designed and dedicated to process unique spacecraft sensor data as it appears on incoming
video tapes. The preprocessed image data will be transferred by high density digital tapes
for entry to the master data processor. High density digital tape formats from the various
preprocessors will share considerable commonality for the obvious advantage of
simplifying the front end and input software of the master data processor.

Figure 1.  Image Processing Facility Digital Interfaces

In a batch processing mode, the master data processor will perform radiometric calibration
and geometric manipulation of image data in accordance with pre- and postlaunch
information. It will then transform the image data into IPF standard image formats for
archival copying, for shipment to user agencies, and for transfer to a quick-look processor.



Here the archival formatted data will be selectively copied and format transformed for
users, again onto high density digital tapes. Specialized formatting can be performed on
this system including that of preparing image data for an off-line high density digital tape-
to-laser beam film recorder.

The Requirement for a High Density Tape Recorder (HDTR).  The choice of
employing high density digital tapes over computer compatible tapes was made because of
two salient requirements. First, the volume of image data required to be transferred through
the total system was prohibitively high for effective use of computer compatible tapes. The
major image processing requirement of the IPF is that of processing image data from
Landsat. One Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) scene, for example, requires 1.8 x 108

bits in the uncorrected form. A fully corrected MSS scene will require in excess of 5.1 x
108 bits.

Another Landsat sensor that will be processed in the IPF will be a modified return beam
vidicon (RBV) system. Here one scene consisting of four subframes will cover an
equivalent region of the earth of 185 by 185 km. Two RBV panchromatic framing cameras
will be employed. The orientation of the cameras and the activation of the shutters will be
such that four separate subframes will be produced within 180 by 183 km as shown in
figure 2. The return beam vidicon signal is analog upon entry into the preprocessor. It will
be digitized at 6 bits per sample to create an image array of 5,400 video samples per line
and 4,125 lines per subframe. One subframe image will produce 1.4 x 108 bits. This
subframe will represent a 98 by 98 km region on the surface of the earth.

Figure 2.  Landsat Return Beam Vidicon Scene of Four Subframes

It is readily seen from these examples that large quantities of data are produced. For
Landsat processing alone, over 0.6 x 1011 bits of data per day must pass through the IPF.



Another salient requirement is that of throughput. It is preferred that the various systems
not be tape limited. The MSS preprocessor will output serial image data at 10 megabits per
second (Mbs), the RBV preprocessor at 20 Mbs. Off-line tape copying will be performed
at 20 Mbs. All data rates for each IPF element have not been firmly established. Some
must run at less than 10 Mbs, being restricted, for example, by direct memory access rates,
or by disk load and unload rates.

Figure 3 shows a chart that illustrates the volume and transfer rate advantage of high
density digital tape. The storage capacity requirements of one scene from the Synchronous
Meteorological Satellite are such that only half of a scene can be placed on a 6250 bit-per-
inch computer compatible tape.

Figure 3.  Comparison of High Density Digital Tape
with Computer Compatible Tape

The modular concept of the IPF allows a single element’s throughput to be independent of
another element. It also allows for the queuing of image data and then for batch processing
on either the master data processor, the quicklook processor, or the off-line laser beam
film recorder. This modular approach dictates that the interfaces be kept flexible in transfer
rate and yet simple for purposes of retrofitting one system to another by high density
recorders. Thus it was established that the HDTR’s must accept and reproduce data in a
serial bit stream. This enables standard pulse-code modulation (PCM) signal handling
techniques to be implemented at the interfaces. The chosen data code is non-return-to-zero
level (NRZ-L) for the data, accompanied by a clock signal.

Operational Considerations.  In addition to the general requirements as formulated
above, there are specifications that result from operational as well as technical
considerations. Generally, a tape recorded on one HDTR unit will be played back on
another unit. In most uses the HDTR will be an input or output device to a computerized



system. Machine to machine compatibility under these operational conditions lead to
conservatism in some of the specifications. Standard tape handling techniques for either
American National Standards Institute transverse rotary head recording on two inch tape
or Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) fourteen track longitudinal recording on one
inch tape were specified.

Data volume was specified such that 1.4 x 1010 bits could be stored on less than 7, 000 feet
of tape. The bit error rate was required to be less than one bit error per million bits. While
transverse recording can conventionally pack more bits per square inch than longitudinal,
multispeed transverse digital recording had yet to be proven commercially in an
operational environment. Therefore, data volume specifications were based on a
conservative limit that was within longitudianl recording capability. In longitudinal
recording, data volume is dependent on the number of tape tracks used, the length of tape,
and the bit packing density. Bit packing density is limited by the rate at which data can be
recorded for a given channel’s bandwidth. For a 14-track recorder, 12 tracks would be
available for recording data as two tracks are required as auxilary channels. Of the several
industry accepted recording codes, namely narrow band phase (NB /O), bi-phase (BI /O and
NRZ, the NRZ code allows the greatest packing density for a given tape speed and
bandwidth. Under these conditions the specified data volume represents a 50 percent
safety margin for the NRZ recording code. For other codes the margin is less.

On the other hand, there are limitations to the NRZ code. The power spectral density of
this code has a prominent dc component which direct record/reproduce electronics cannot
pass. This requires that spectral conditioning bits be systematically inserted in the bit
stream to reduce the dc component. This adds overhead bits and effectively reduces the
data bit rate proportional to the ratio of conditioning bits to data bits. BI /O encoding has the
advantage of no dc component but the disadvantage of a maximum data rate that is about
half that of NRZ for a given bandwidth. NB /O offers a compromise of both codes as it has
a low dc component with an upper bit rate capability between BI /O and NRZ. The NB /O
also requires a specific pattern to recover from loss of synchronization. The specifications
did not set a requirement for the code. This was left as a design consideration of the
proposer.

A further consideration and constraint on data volume is that of managing data in efficient
quantities, wherein tapes with an enormous number of scenes may not be optimum for a
system. For example, if processing has to be aborted because of operator error or system
malfunction, then it is desirable that recovery time be kept reasonably low by limiting the
number of scenes recorded per tape. Thus while image processing requires very high
volume recording, there are also conditions that constrain ultra-high volume recording.



The HDTR units are to be delivered with six speeds to transfer serial data at 20 Mbs, 10
Mbs, 5 Mbs, 2.5 Mbs and 0.625 Mbs. Through field adjustment of the electronics and
through external servo control of the tape speed, the set of six speeds can be changed to
accept and produce other bit rates.

As the HDTR’s will be used operationally, any tape recorded on one machine can be
played back on any other similar unit at any one of the set of six speeds for which the unit
is field adjusted. While the bit synchronizers will require field adjustment for a bit rate
change beyond ±3%, the transport servo control can be continuously varied about the
selected speed by ±35%. Thus any tape speed in the total range of the transport can be
attained without field adjustment. In the record mode, any bit rate within range can be
packed to a standard packing density by control of the transport servo, using an external
servo reference signal.

To accommodate indexing during a search mode, one analog longitudinal channel will be
used to record and reproduce the IRIG-A time code. The IRIG-A time code readers and
generators are readily available on the market and are cost competitive. The IRIG-A time
code is a 1000 pulse per second time code on a 10 kHz carrier and has more than ample
indexing resolution considering the start and stop times of the HDTR.

Placing the HDTR On Line.  The HDTR’s will be placed on line with general purpose as
well as special purpose computer systems. A general purpose serial controller/interface
unit to mate an HDTR with a computer system has been designed and developed for the
IPF. It will accommodate any serial bit rate between 500 kilobits per second and 20
megabit’s per second.

The controller/interface has two independent modes of operation. The first mode is a high
density digital tape-to-computer data transfer operation, in which the input to the controller
is a serial data NRZL data stream, an in-phase data clock, and an IRIG-A time code. The
controller performs a high speed search of the digital tape to a time specified by the
computer. The controller will then automatically slow the tape drive to the speed selected
by the computer, perform frame synchronization on the data, perform a serial-to-parallel
conversion, and present the data to the computer via the computer’s memory port.

The second mode is a computer-to-high density digital tape data transfer operation where
the controller accepts an initial time word from the computer. The controller will begin
generating an IRIG-A time code to the HDTR upon command from the computer. It will
then accept data via the computer memory port, add appropriate frame synchronization
codes and other systematic framing characteristics, perform parallel to serial conversion,
generate an in-phase clock coherent with the serial data, and output the serial data and data
clock to the HDTR.



The controller is modular in design, particularly at the interface to the computer. Each half
of the controller is completely independent so that a system could employ one half of a
controller if data flow were unidirectional, such as the high density digital tape-to-
computer mode only. Two halves of the controller can be used simultaneously if
bidirectional interfaces are provided, so that a system can play data from one HDTR into
the computer while recording other data, possibly at a different data rate, on a different
HDTR.

The controller is capable of operation with different computers by inserting a “personality
module” which has been designed for the particular computer. The personality module
may be bidirectional or unidirectional, as required by system configuration requirements.
Figure 4 is a block diagram of the serial controller/interface unit. The major part of the
controller is a standard design that is independent of the computer to which it interfaces.
Interfacing the standard portion of the controller with different computers or with special
purpose systems is implemented by designing and fabricating a system-dependent
personality module.

Figure 4.  Serial Controller/Interface Unit

HDTR Serial Data Format.  The modular concept of the IPF that led to the choice of
transferring image data serially also required that a general format structure be formulated.
In keeping with standard PCM signal handling practice, a major and minor frame structure
was generated. The general format set bounds on word size, major and minor frame size,
synchronization codes and other principal characteristics. All characteristics were
generated to accommodate the transfer of image scenes and image support information.

The length of a major frame for a particular sensor is sized such that it will contain all
video data of one image scan line. The major frame will contain up to 256 minor frames.
Each minor frame will contain a synchronization pattern as well as identifiers for the type
of data contained in the minor frame. A minor frame can contain up to 8192 bits.



Different kinds of data can be transferred: 1) image data, 2) preamble (pilot tone) pattern,
3) scene header information, 4) scene annotation data, 5) ancillary data, 6) trailer (scene
summary) data, and 7) tape directory data. Normally image data will occupy more than 99
percent of the recorded tape. A representation of the layout of a high density digital tape is
shown in figure 5.

Figure 5.  Layout of a Typical High Density Digital Tape

Because each minor frame type is is identified by a word in a location that is fixed with
respect to the synchronization pattern of the frame, equipment such as the serial
controller/interface unit can easily determine the type of data being transferred. Thus
image data can be transferred in word sizes between the format bounds of 4 bits and 16
bits while the other information is always byte oriented; that is, 8 bits per information
word. For a given sensor or processing mode, the image word size is fixed. The HDTR
format structure and serial controller/interface unit are both designed to accommodate a
wide range of serial signal characteristics for various image sensors.

HDTR-to-Film Recorder.  An off line requirement to perform high resolution film
recording created another need for a HDTR. The film recorder was developed by RCA
according to GSFC specifications.



It was required that the image recorder be of high resolution, that it accommodate large
arrays, and that it operate at reasonably high rates. The array size requirements were set to
be variable from arrays of 1000 by 1000 picture elements to 20,000 by 20,000 elements.
As an example of a large array, one Synchronous Meteorological Satellite image is
composed of an array that is 15,288 by 14,568 elements. As the high resolution film
recorder can operate at various rates and resolutions, the HDTR became the only practical
solution to driving the film recorder. The interface of the film recorder was specified to
accept all HDTR serial data rates between 500 kbs to 20 Mbs. For a 6250 bpi computer
compatible tape this rate would be limited to an equivalent serial rate of 7.1 Mbs.

The high resolution film recorder employs a helium-neon laser as its exposing light source.
It has a moving film transport for 9 1/2 inch roll film. The transport speed is variable to
accommodate the various image recording rates. A single faceted rotating mirror directs a
modulated light beam across the film to expose each scan line. The rotating mirror is
servo-controlled to the data rate clock from the HDTR.

The serial data format that enters the film recorder uses the HDTR format conventions and
bounds as previously discussed. However, since the high density tape will be continuously
moving from one image scene to another and since the film recorder must remain
synchronized to the serial bit stream, the format includes preamble filler between scenes
which continues to provide major and minor frame synchronization codes. In this way a
spacer is created to properly separate exposed scenes on the film. In addition to the
preamble filler, each scene consists of a header frame and an annotation frame followed by
a number of video frames that is equal to the number of scan lines of the image. Figure 6
illustrates the basic format of the film recorder image as it is exposed on film. Scene
bordering symbols, namely alpha-numerics, mapping ticks marks, and calibration scales,
are placed on the film by an annotation generator in accordance with information contained
in the annotation major frame.

The Selected HDTR.  The selected HDTR system consists of a standard Honeywell
Model 96 Wideband II tape transport unit modified by Martin Marietta for digital serial-in
serial-out operation. The tape transport subsystem is a 14-track longitudinal recorder with
direct record/reproduce electronics, and uses standard one-inch magnetic tape. The HDTR
system is designed to use a conservative bit packing density of 20 Kbpi at a bit error rate
of less than 10-6. The system will record and reproduce serial NRZ-L data at bit rates from
500 kbs to 20 Mbs. The IRIG-A time code is recorded on an independent track for use as
an index marker. A second independent auxiliary track is also provided. A block diagram
of the HDTR system is shown in figure 7.



Figure 6.  Symbolic Representation of High
Resolution Film Recorder Product

The incoming serial NRZ-L bit stream is direct recorded on ten parallel tracks of the tape
after insertion of parity bits and sync words. The parity bit guarantees transitions in the bit
stream and is available to provide error rate checking during decoding. The sync words are
included to provide deskew capability to properly recombine the parallel channels into a
serial bit stream during playback. The tape transport has a head life of 3000 hours. The
calculated mean time between failure of the system is greater than 900 hours.

The system has several self contained features. Included in the system is a frequency
synthesizer that can be set by the operator to generate a servo reference signal to change
the nominal tape speeds within the range of ±35%. Also included is individual tape
channel parity status wherein a detected parity error during playback will indicate which
channel introduced the error. The parity error is also carried through the remote interface
for external equipment status monitoring.



Figure 7.  High Density Tape Recorder Functional Diagram

Conclusion.  It has been shown that the IPF is being developed as a modular system and
that the various elements that make up the facility will employ all digital interfaces in order
to maintain image fidelity during transfer of data from one element to another as well as to
user agencies. The large volume of data involved in image processing and the demand to
transfer image data at high rates resulted in the choice of using high density recording over
standard computer compatible tape recording. For reasons of interface simplicity the
HDTR is required to accept and reproduce data in a serial bit stream. Transfer rate
independence of one system over another led to the requirement that the HDTR have
flexible data rate capability and that the HDTR not limit the throughput of a given system.
The serial record and reproduce data rates are variable from 500 kbs to 20 Mbs. The
specification for a minimum of 1.4 x 1010 bits per 7000 feet of tape was chosen
conservatively to insure machine-to-machine compatibility in an operational environment.

The selected HDTR will pack data in the NRZ-L code at 20,000 bits per track-inch on ten
tracks. Two track channels are for auxilary use, one of which will function as an indexing
channel for tape search purposes. The HDTR will pack 1.8 x 1010 data bits per 9200 foot
tape. Internal features such as parity insertion and playback parity detection will serve as
status and diagnostic aids. Through the use of the new HDTR, the IPF at the Goddard
Space Flight Center, NASA, will be able to readily transfer image data within the facility,
to archive image data, and to transfer image data to user agencies.
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Summary.  Problems associated with reliably recording and reproducing digital data at
densities of 10 to 30 kilobits per inch and the solutions to these problems are discussed.
The three problems are skew, dc offset, and tape imperfections. The solutions are to use a
14-track, wideband II tape recorder; record NRZ-L; use a 24-bit sync word, 504-bit frame
length, and odd parity in every 8-bit byte; and to employ circuit design techniques that
minimize the effects of the remaining dc offset and tape imperfections.

Introduction.  The continually growing volume of data that must be processed has
generated a need for high-density digital tape recorders (HDTR) to reduce the storage
requirements and facilitate data retrieval. High density generally refers to densities of 10 to
30 kb/in. The high-density tape recorder system being furnished to Goddard Space Flight
Center by Martin Marietta Corporation is a good example. Briefly, the requirements are to
record and reproduce 1.4(10)10 bits of data at rates from 500 kb/s to 20 Mb/s on 7000 ft of
magnetic tape with an overall error rate of less than 1 in 106.

For the system to be useful, it must be reliable--meaning it must be available and not
require constant attention by highly skilled technicians. To achieve this, a conservative
approach was used. The Honeywell Model Ninety-six Wideband II tape transport was
selected from various reliable, high quality, laboratory grade, direct record/reproduce
transports. The problem then was to design a conservative system that would meet the
requirements.

To meet the requirements, a system using 10 data tracks would have a conservative basic
data packing density of 16.67 kb/in. A system using a 1-in. magnetic tape would also be a
conservative choice because of the track width. This leads to a standard 14-track 1-in.
transport configuration.



The problems associated with recording and reproducing digital data using the transport’s
direct record/reproduce electronics are then reduced to:

1) skew or time displacement of data reproduced from the 10 tracks in relation to
recorded data;

2) dc offsets in reproduced data that show up as errors in some data patterns;

3) tape imperfections that produce errors and cause sync loss.

Because there is considerable interaction among the three, the problems will be discussed
first, then the solutions will be described.

Discussion.

Skew.  Skew is the time displacement between two reproduced data bits that were
recorded simultaneously on different tracks. It can be divided between static skew and
dynamic skew. Static skew is caused by fixed physical parameters or changes that occur
so slowly that they can be considered fixed. Dynamic skew is the more rapid change that
occurs during operation.

Parameters that produce static skew in a multitrack machine are:

1) head stack placement;

2) gap scatter and head azimuth;

3) changes in tape dimensions.

The parameters that produce dynamic skew are:

1) interchannel time displacement error (ITDE);

2) servo time base error (TBE).

Because the skew has both dynamic and static components, the only practical way to
correlate data from all tracks is to insert synchronization information on each track. This is
commonly done by inserting sync words at definite intervals. Figure 1 shows the time
relationship of recorded sync words, and Figure 2 illustrates the time relationship of those
words as reproduced before being deskewed. These figures indicate that the time intervals 



Figure 1  Recorded Sync words

Figure 2  Reproduced Sync Words

between sync words must be long enough so that all sync words for one frame are received
before any sync words from the next frame are received, and that the time intervals
between sync words must also be short enough to ensure rapid initial synchronization and
resynchronizatin after tape flaws. Although Figure 2 shows the bottom track leading the
top track, it could just as easily be the other way around.

The maximum dynamic and static skews have been calculated for the system. With
transports meeting the requirements of IRIG Telemetry Standards Document 106-73 and
the measured servo response of the recorder/reproducer, the maximum skew between any
two channels is 142 bits. This is composed of 116 bits of static skew And 26 of dynamic
skew for a full record/reproduce cycle using two different tape transports. Of course, there
may be either a potential lag or lead, depending on whether tolerances are negative or
positive in relation to the track used as the measurement reference point. For instance, in
Figure 2, if the bottom track is the reference, all remaining tracks are lagging (i.e.,



negative) but by no more than the maximum of 142 bits. Similarly, if the top track is the
reference, all other tracks are leading (positive) but the maximum difference is still only
142 bits.

The rate at which the dynamic components vary will be moderately low, less than 300 Hz,
with the main time base error (TBE) jitter/flutter spectrum energy being below 100 Hz.
Although the flutter spectrum extends beyond 10 kHz, the integration or 1/T effect in
converting flutter (FM) to jitter (PM) greatly attenuates jitter magnitude beyond a few
hundred hertz. Table 1 contains the skew calculations.

DC Offset and Pattern Sensitivity.  Pattern sensitivity is the result of the reproduce
system’s inability to recover the dc component of the recorded data because it responds
only to flux changes.

Solutions to this problem are to use modulation schemes that either limit the dc component
to a value that is negligible or to eliminate it entirely. Biphase level modulation eliminates
the dc component but also doubles the frequency content. This limits the bit rate to the
recorder/reproducer’s upper band edge, whereas nonreturnto-zero-level (NRZ-L) could be
recorded at twice the recorder/reproducer’s upper band edge. Delay modulation is a
technique in which ones are indicated by a transition at the end of a bit-time and zeros are
indicated by a transition at the middle of a bit-time, with the limitation that transitions
cannot occur more often than once per bit-time. This technique keeps the upper frequency
content the same as NRZ-L but requires twice the phase stability and does not entirely
eliminate the dc component. Variations of delay modulation have the same problems.

Run-limited NRZ is a technique in which transitions are forced by the use of parity. This
technique produces a slight increase in the upper frequency and can also have more of a dc
component than delay modulation. NRZ-L and odd parity cannot be used if the number of
data bits in a word is even. For this case, odd parity and NRZ mark (M) with transitions
for ones, or even parity and NRZ space (S) with transitions for zeros, can be used. NRZ-L
and odd parity are used in this system.

Tape Imperfections.  A tape screening program at Martin Marietta in Denver on Ampex
787 tape shows that flaws that are large enough to produce errors on two or more adjacent
channels on the same head of a 28-track recorder are quite infrequent. These flaws would
be greater than 1.62 mm (95 mil) wide. The screening conditions were:

Tape Speed:  152.4 cm/s (60 in./s)
Tracks:  Odd numbered on 28-track recorder
Track Width:  0.635 mm (25 mil)



Table 1  Skew Calculations



Packing Density:  12.6 kb/cm (32 Win.)
Recording Format:  NRZ-L with high-frequency bias
Code Pattern:  10111000 repetitive
Error Display:

At 6.1-m (20-ft) intervals, errors for each track,
where 0 = 0 to 3 errors, 1 = 4 to 9 errors,
2 = 10 to 39 errors, 4 = 40 to 100 errors, and
8 = >100 errors.
At end of tape, total errors for each track.

Eighty tapes were screened, and data from 76 were examined in detail. The results of these
examinations are:

Size Number % of Total
1 (4 to 9 errors) 4211 43.1
2 (10 to 39 errors) 4572 46.8
4 (40 to 100 errors)   691   7.1
8 (>100 errors)   294   3.0

This leads to the conclusion that most errors are caused by minute surface anomalies in the
tape, dust, or slight misadjustments in the electronics. The rationale for this conclusion is
as follows. The tracks are 0.635 mm (25 mil) wide. A 0.318-mm (12.5-mil) flaw would
produce a 6-dB drop in signal for about 70% of that diameter or 0.226 mm (8.75 mil) if it
is all included in the track width. At 12.6 kb/cm, this would be 280 bits or a size 8 error.
Size 8 errors accounted for only 3% of the total number of errors.

There were 10 occasions where 8s appeared on adjacent tracks in the same 6.1-m (20-ft)
section of tape. Five of these were attributable to a shift in voltage from one of the
transport’s power supplies, and two were attributable to creases in the tape. The remaining
three were considered as flaws. The calculated size of the flaws on a track varied from
0.11 mm (4.4 mil) to 0.389 mm (15.3 mil). The calculated size of the anomaly from a
crease was 2.11 mm (83.0 mil).

From the data, there were three occasions in which a bit slip could have occurred--the two
creases and the largest flaw. This results in a possible loss of synchronization of three in
76 tapes or 1064 tracks.



Problem Solution  Briefly, the basic solutions to the problems described above are:

Skew:

A 24-bit sync word is inserted on each track at 504-bit intervals for use in deskewing;

DC Offset:

Odd parity is inserted in the NRZ-L data after every 7 data bits on each track to limit
the dc offset. Circuitry is also used to compensate for the remaining offset to improve
bit synchronization.

Tape Imperfections:

The frame length of 504 bits and the sync word length of 24 bits were chosen to
reduce the probability of error due to sync loss and false sync.

Using this basic approach, the format chosen is as shown in Figure 3 and described below:

Format Length: 504 bits = 63 bytes = 21 words,
Word Length: 24 bits = 3 bytes,
Byte Length: 8 bits = 7 data bits plus odd parity

Figure 3  Recording Format



The data is recorded in NRZ-L coding with odd parity inserted after every 7 data bits. This
transition density provides sufficient information to the bit synchronizer to allow it to track
dynamic rate changes in the reproduced data. Typical waveforms are shown in Figure 3 for
the sync word and data.

The frame length was selected to be more than the maximum calculated skew of 142 bits
at the nominal packing density of 7.87 kb/cm (20 kb/in.). It was also selected to produce
the smallest practical error burst when a bit slip occurs in a frame. The frame length of 504
bits would produce a bit error rate (BER) of 1.46 (10)-7 if sync is lost once per track per
7200 ft of tape and 1/2 frame of data is lost per occurrence (7200 ft of tape has 1.728 (10)9

bits per track at a packing density of 20 kb/in.).

The sync word length of 24 bits was chosen to provide a small probability of false sync in
the first frame. Even smaller probabilities of false sync in succeeding frames are obtained
because a 1-byte window is used after the first sync detection. The format chosen provides
the following false sync probabilities:

First Frame - 3.00(10)-5

Second Frame - 1.82(10)-12

Third Frame - 1.10(10)-19

This format also simplifies the circuitry involved because the encoded data rate is 6/5 of
the uncoded data rate on each channel, thereby simplifying the frequency conversion
circuits.

Figure 4 shows the location of the data in the various tracks on the tape. Each track has its
own data format consisting of the same 24-bit sync word and 60 data bytes, where a byte
is 7 bits of data and an odd parity bit for those 7 bits of data. The serial data input has been
divided into 10 data streams so that the first data bit of each 10 is always on track 12, the
second on track 11, etc, with the tenth on track 3. Thus, the recording sequence is that a
24-bit sync word is recorded on each of the 10 data tracks. Then, 4200 data bits are
parallel recorded 10 bits at a time on the 10 data tracks. Odd parity is inserted on each
track after every 7 serial data bits on that track. The sync word and parity bits are added
after the data input is divided into the 10 parallel data streams.

The magnetic pattern produced on the tape conforms to IRIG Documents 106-73 and 118-
73. A ONE consisting of a positive TTL high-level voltage on the “true” data input results
in a south-north north-south sequence on the tape as defined in paragraph 3-26 of
Document 118-73.



Figure 4  Location of Data on Tape

Solution Implementation.  The encoder block diagram in Figure 5 shows how the sync
word and parity bit are inserted in the data for recording on the tape. The serial input data
is divided into 10 channels in the serial-to-parallel converter. This circuitry also provides
the encoder data clock, ECKD. The basic operation of the encoder is to temporarily store
the data in a memory before recording on the tape. This buffers the data to allow for parity
and sync insertion as the data is recorded on the tape. The data is transferred into the
memory in 8-bit bytes consisting of 7 data bits and the odd parity bit. The stored data and
parity are read out of the memory in 60-byte (20-word) groups after each 24-bit (3-byte)
sync word. This is controlled by the encoder’s encoded data clock, EDKE, which is
precisely 6/5 of the encoder’s data clock, ECKD. A digital phase-lock loop is used to
generate ECKE from ECKD.

The decoder block diagram in Figure 6 shows how the reproduced data is stored in the
decoder’s buffer memory using the encoded clock, DCKE, from the bit synchronizer and
the output of the sync word detector. The decoder buffer provides for deskewing the data.
Each channel uses its recovered clock, DCKE, to store the data in locations determined by
the detected synchronization word. All channels are then read 



Figure 5  Encoder Block Diagram

Figure 6 Decoder Block Diagram



simultaneously from the same location in each channel’s decoder buffer using addresses
from a common read byte counter. The byte counter uses the decoder’s data clock,
DCKD, to determine the read memory addresses. DCKD is generated at precisely 5/6 of
DCKE by a phase lock loop using DCKE from one of the two center tracks. This deskews
the data so that the parallel-toserial converter can reserialize the data in the original order.
Four status indicators are provided for each channel: signal loss, synchronization loss,
parity error, and bit slip. A master lock indicator is used to indicate system lock.

The servo system shown in Figure 7 provides the ability to record and reproduce at data
rates other than the standard 20, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.25 and 0.625 Mb/s by varying the standard
tape speeds of 120, 60, 30, 15, 7 1/2 and 3 3/4 in./s, respectively, by as much as 35%. It
also provides the ability to lock the reproduced data output to either the accurate internal
clock or an external data clock for data reproduction at precise rates. This rate may be set
± 35% in 0.1% steps from the nominal internal or external reference.

Figure 7 Servo Block Diagram

Conclusion.  The design described shows that a conservative design approach can be used
to achieve the required ability to record and reproduce 1.4(10)10 bits of data on 7000 ft of
magnetic tape at rates varying from 500 kb/s to 20 Mb/s and with error rates of less than 1
in 106. The techniques employed use production components, most of which are available
from more than one manufacturer.

High-density digital recording can be useful in any system that requires efficient storage of
large quantities of data. Because the quantities of data that need processing will continue
to expand and data rates will continue to increase, these techniques should be applied to
transports with more tracks, such as the 42-track and 100track transports.
 



A LOW LEVEL AMPLIFIER FOR PRECISION MULTIPLEXING

BRUCE M. TEMKIN
General Dynamics
Orlando, Florida

Summary.  An amplifier has been designed for high or low level multiplexing for
aerospace PCM data acquisition systems. It was designed to provide “instrumentation
amplifier” quality under conditions of high common mode, high or low rate random access
operation and broad operating temperatures. It has shown versatility in operation, provides
common mode rejection in excess of 125 db (RTI) and can be tailored for a drift
temperature coefficient of less than 0.2 µV/EC (RTI) .

Introduction.  Contemporary PCM systems cannot multiplex low level differential signals
with high common mode content without degraded accuracy. This results from a lack of
high quality instrumentation amplifiers suited for Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
service. Where high accuracy is desired, see Figure 1, channel (or instrumentation)
amplifiers are used. These reject common mode signals while signal conditioning the low
level (millivolt) , low frequency, data sources into high level (e.g., 5 volt) single ended
signals for multiplexing and digitization. Since satellite and booster users cannot tolerate
the weight of channel amplifiers for each data point, a low level differential multiplexing
scheme is desirable (see Figure 2). But this requires an especially designed PAM amplifier
as standard instrumentation amplifiers are not suited for PAM operation.

Figure 1.  PC M Encoder with Channel Amplifier



Figure 2.  PCM Encoder With PAM Instrumentation Amplifier

A PAM amplifier must provide accurate signal conditioning under pulsed conditions. Since
it amplifies PAM step functions, it must be broadband, whereas channel amplifiers operate
at the lower data bandwidths. For example, a 1000 channel system multiplexing 10 hertz
data at 5 samples per cycle dictates a PAM signal of 50,000 samples per second. This
requires the amplifier to settle to a desired degree of accuracy within 20 microseconds.
That is, the PAM Amplifier differential response bandwidth must be greater than 50 kHz,
which is the PAM rate. Channel amplifiers used as in Figure 1 require only 10 Hz
bandwidths. Pulsed operation also requires fast common mode rejection properties. A
channel amplifier whose common mode rejection is specified at 60 (or 400) Hertz may be
completely useless at a PAM rate of 50,000 channels per second. Figure 3 illustrates the
effect of a DC Common Mode Voltage (CMV) input to channels 3 and 5 of a differential
multiplexer. The amplifier “Sees” common mode rates at 50,000 channels per second. A
slow common mode response yields an error which will be digitized. Therefore, the
common mode response must also be less than 20 microseconds.

Figure 3.  Pulse Common Mode Conditioner for PAM Amplifier



Since amplifier gains from unity to 1000 are common for instrumentation channels, an
input offset (with temperature) of 1 millivolt (RTI) provides an error of 1 volt at the output.
For a 5 volt full scale system, an error of 20% results - clearly unsatisfactory. Therefore,
the input temperature drift must be below 10 microvolts for 0.2% error. For a temperature
range of 25EC±50EC, the input drift must be better than ±0.2 microvolts per EC for gains
of 1000, or ±1.6 microvolts per EC for gains of 125. To achieve this, the following
stabilization techniques have been considered:

• Drift stabilization or compensation
• Calibration
• DC restoration or sampled feedback (analog correction)
• Digital correction
• Chopper stabilization

Drift stabilization is performed by designing compensating circuits at the input gain stage
of the amplifier. Usually done with a well controlled transistor pair. To a system user, this
is the most attractive solution because the amplifier can operate at a 100% duty cycle. Low
level channels can be randomly selected and no channel sequence (programming)
restrictions are necessitated.

Calibration is a special case for drift stabilized amplifiers. Its premise is drift stabilization,
as previously discussed. If the drift error does not saturate the amplifier, but is outside
desired error bounds, periodic calibration is feasible. To do this, calibration channels are
assigned within the data acquisition system PCM format and data errors are removed by
ground or airborne data processing.

DC restoration, as an example of analog correction, can effectively reduce offset drift but
at a duty cycle penalty. One method uses a switching system which disconnects the
multiplexer inputs to the amplifier, grounds the amplifier input terminals, and stores the
DC drift error at the output. The error is phase inverted and reapplied during the next data
sample thereby cancelling the amplifier offset. This technique suffers in that time must be
allocated for disconnection, grounding and storing for each data channel. Hence,
restrictions are placed on PCM programming since the amplifier is typically useful at only
50% duty cycles. (Very low speed systems can be more efficient since very fast amplifiers
can be DC restored in less than 100 microseconds.) The complexity of this approach is the
requirement for extensive timing and control circuitry. Another example of analog
correction is sampled feedback. The amplifier offset is stored during a time where channel
data is not sampled or transferred, e.g. , during digital or frame synchronization words.
(Either the existence of naturally occurring “dead times”, or a restriction on duty cycle is a
prerequisite for analog correction.) In either case, the offset is used as a correction factor
during normal channel times.



Digital correction requires the PCM system design to monitor and correct out-of-bound
offset errors. This can be performed by periodically digitizing the offset error (as in “dead
times”), and correcting analog channels by a digital subtraction process. This is usually
done with the analog-to-digital converter. But this technique required overly complex
logic. Chopper stabilization (in the classical sense) is a well known technique but was not
considered because of circuit complexity.

This report will describe the design technique for the development of a drift stabilized low
(or high) level PAM amplifier which provides instrumentation quality accuracy under
random pulsed operation.

Design Approach.  The well established balanced bridge configuration shown in
Figure 4A was selected as the nucleus of the amplifier. This configuration allows for
separation of common mode rejection (CMR) and gain. The gain depends on “a” and “b”
while CMR is adjusted by making R1/R2=R3/R4. Using available integrated circuit
operational amplifiers, gain, and gain stability, were satisfactory. CMR, however, was
measured at only 100 db. (Unless otherwise noted, CMR will be taken at a gain of 250 or
48 db.*) To improve CMR, see Fig. 4B, a common mode feedback loop was designed to
drive the input amplifiers bias voltages with the common mode voltage. Rejection was
measured at 130 db for a voltage swing of 20 volts peak-to-peak, about ground,
demonstrating the value of “floating” the front end. However, care was exercised not to
exceed the input range of the output amplifier (A3), which is limited by fixed power supply
lines. The circuit configuration favors such use since the output amplifier, A3 (sometimes
called a common mode stripper), has a differential gain of +1, hence a +10 volt common
signal at A-B is divided to +5 volts at each of the amplifier input terminals.

When the amplifier of Figure 4B was tested with a varying rate PAM input, instead of a
sinusoid, the CMR rolled off as expected, but a regenerative lock-up mode was observed.
Lockup occurred when the input “square” wave had too high a slew rate, or contained
spikes on the leading or trailing edge. This should be expected since the integrity of the
common mode voltage (CMV) at junction C depends upon the transient response of

*The CMR is customarily measured referred to the input (RTI), hence:

When testing, Vin(CM) is the common mode input causing Vout(CM), the output error.
Gain is the desired differential gain converting the full scale low level multiplexer input to
the full scale high level analog-to-digital converter input.



Figure 4A.  Bridge Circuit

Figure 4B.  Common Mode Feedback

amplifiers A1 and A2. Two effects occur: 1) the input stage of A1 and A2 saturate (and
invert phase) before the correction signal is applied, or; 2) a transient coupled to the CMV
driver drives the lines in the wrong direction. By examining Figure 4B, if the output of A1
goes to +15 volts and A2 to -15 volts, the CMV remains at zero and no correction is
possible.

High speed common mode operation was obtained by converting to a feed-forward circuit
shown in Figure 4C.  This allowed operation with a 25 kHz square wave common mode
input - which is equivalent to 50,000 channels per second.

With careful circuit tailoring, common mode rejection was measured as high as 140 db at a
gain of 1000 (60 db). Typical performance was recorded around 130 db at a gain of 250
(48 db) for a CMV of +10 volts.



Figure 4C.  Common Mode Feed Forward

Amplifier Design.  The amplifier designed around the feedforward technique is shown in
Figure 5. The Input Stage is a bridge circuit (Q1, A1, A2) which amplifies the differential
input signal while maintaining a common mode gain of one. The Output Stage provides a
differential to single ended conversion (at a gain of +1) while rejecting the common mode
signal.

The input stage depicts the manner in which input resistance, temperature stability, and
common mode performance can be designed to be mutually exclusive in the first order.
First consider the manner in which the FET offset (of Q1) is temperature stabilized.
Assume for the moment that the input common mode voltage is zero. A bias voltage, VDD

is applied to the drain resistors, RD, at node A. A precision zener applies VDD-VZ to the
non-inverting inputs of the operational amplifiers A1 and A2. The amplifiers operate, by
virtue of their extremely high open loop gain, to feedback voltage until the difference
between the inverting and non-inverting inputs of A1 or A2 approach zero. This sets the
FET drains to VDD-VZ . Then the voltage across each RD is VDD-(VDD-VZ)=VZ . This allows
the use of a precision zener voltage to set the drain currents of Q1 . An adjustment
potentiometer (T.C.) allows for balancing the drain currents of Q1A and Q1B for near zero
temperature drifts. A typical amplifier at a gain from 1 to 1000 can be adjusted for offset
drifts of less than ±0.2 µV/EC referred to the input. With care, temperature coefficients of
less than ±0.1 µV/EC can be achieved. The limiting factor for low input stage gains is the
temperature coefficient of A3.

When a common mode signal is applied, the FET common mode driver (Q2) algebraically
adds the CMV to all terminals of the FET (Q1) front end. Hence, the drain currents are
fixed by VZ but the FET (Q1) terminal voltages (source, drain, and gate) float with CMV,
providing excellent common mode rejection. Without common mode floating, it is difficult
to obtain rejection better than 100 db, due to the low (and unbalanced) output resistance of
FET stages.



Figure 5.  PAM Instrumentation Amplifier



The Output Stage (common mode stripper) is straightforward. If a gain of +1 is desired,
each resistor has the same value and the differential signal is converted to a single-ended
output. The intrinsic CMR of A3 must be high and care must be exercised to balance the
resistors in the fashion R1/R2=R3/R 4. Otherwise, overall CMR will rapidly degrade.

When using the amplifier, as in Figure 2, the data sources can be connected with or
without a common mode return (signal ground) by reason of the following: Since the
amplifier inputs are the gates of JFET’s the input bias and offset currents are low.
Therefore, if “floating” or two wire connections are desired, a “T” resistor connection can
be added to the input so that the amplifier is referenced to ground. Since the JFET bias
current is low, the “T” resistors can be very high, providing good CMR for high source
resistance unbalances. Typical values are shown in Figure 5. But for best CMR, the “T”
should be excluded and the common mode return utilized.

In order to obtain good gain stability and fast differential response, A1 and A2 must have
high gain-bandwidth products, as to a lesser extent must A3. Gain stability is then limited
by the feedback resistors which were ±1 ppm/EC Vishays. The output noise is a function
of gain and bandwidth. At a gain of 125, the output noise is typically less than ±1.0
millivolt peak-to-peak measured from dc to 10 kHz. The primary contribution, short term
instability and “flicker” (i/f noise), was measured on an Esterline Angus recorder. The
broadband contribution was obtained by using a wave analyzer and an oscilloscope. In
use, a single-pole low pass filter follows the output stage. Its bandwidth is restricted
compatible with the required PAM rate, so that crosstalk is prevented.

Conclusions.  The amplifier has been used in many airborne PCM systems and has
allowed the reduction of hardware by the elimination of channel amplifiers for high
accuracy systems. With careful design, its use has allowed for true 10 bit, 20 millivolt full
scale, random access PCM encoders at bit rates beyond 128 kbps. At higher bit rates noise
will increase since the output filter must be set for broader bandwidth unless the
differential gain is lowered. However, if high gain and bandwidth must be used, digital
filtering can be applied.
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A DIGITAL DATA INTERLEAVER

JOHN E. GOODWIN
Martin Marietta
Denver, Colorado

Summary.   Many future space programs such as Space Shuttle contain a number of
payloads, each generating its own digital data stream. It is frequently desirable to combine
these data streams in a composite serial stream for the telemetry down link. The circuitry
for combining these data streams should be as transparent as possible to the design and
operation of individual data source subsystems. A concept is described for interleaving the
data of several sources without any subsystem synchronization, few limitations on data
rates, a no restrictions on formats. All data are accepted without loss and the composite
stream is formatted in accordance with IRIG standards. The interleaver requires the use of
artificial fill data to assure the possibility of accepting and formatting asynchronous data
symmetrically; therefore, methods of error detection and correction of fill words are
discussed to ensure nonambiguity of data and fill work.

Introduction.  Multiple payload space flights are common. The payloads are frequently
supplied as subsystems from several vendors. Usually each payload (experiment, etc.)
provides performance and status information that ideally can be furnished as a unique
payload data stream. Ideally these data streams can be supplied by the contractors of each
payload independently of the other payload designs. This minimizes the Project
Integrator’s problems in correlating payloads.

Later sections of this paper show that a payload data interleaver can be implemented
practically so that few constraints are imposed on each subsystem designer. Requirements
common to each payload designer are as follows:

1) The experiment data rate shall be specified to the Integrator with a reasonable
tolerance, e.g. ±1%;

2) The data shall be autputed at compatible signal levels, typically TTL levels;

3) The Integrator must be given a description of the individual data formats.

Although there are no constraints on the individual formats necessary for the interleaver, it
is possible that a total system restriction will exist that specifies an IRIG or other standard.



No subsystem-subsystem data synchronization is required and no interdependent
frequency specifications are necessary, except that the Project Integrator must specify and
coordinate permissable maximum data rates.

Because the interleaver concept does not require synchronization of experiment data
streams, the time occurrence of data transitions is not known. Data, therefore, will not
always be ready for interleaving at the appropriate time slot unless there is excess time
always available to allow for uncertainties. This delay would cause inefficient use of the
data system. There are other approaches to the problem and are discussed here. One
efficient approach inserts artificial fill words when real data are not ready.

There is some possibility that fill words can be confused with data and there are several
ways to minimize this. If the fill word is selected from available tables of optimum length
words with low autocorrelation, the probability of ambiguity is law. But an even lower
probability may be desirable, especially in the presence of noise. In this case some type of
error detection and correction may be desirable. An approach to detection and correction is
presented here.

General Technical Considerations.  The data interleaver is designed to accept any
combination of one to seven NRZ-L digital data channels whose total data rates are in the
range of 200 b/s to 256 kb/s. The design is one that imposes a minimum of constraints to
the design and to the configuration of the data sources. In this respect, it is assumed that
the individual data channels are totally asynchronous and don’t necessarily have any
frequency or harmonic frequency relationships. No restriction is imposed on the ratio of
frequencies of the lowest to highest data rate channels; however, a reasonable tolerance on
the stability of source data and clocks must be assumed, e.g. ±1%. For the purpose of later
discussions, data and a clock will be assumed from each data source. However, if certain
design requirements specify that source data are presented in biphase-L form with no
clock, the design could be modified for internal input clock generation.

The data interleaver combines and formats incoming data into a single serial output data
channel. Combining and formatting of data are done without the loss of any data.
Overhead necessary to synchronize and identify all data, irrespective of data pattern, is
incorporated in the serial data stream. Any format configuration compatible with incoming
data and IRIG standards can be accepted by changing an inexpensive ROM stored
program. Data are outputed in a Manchester biphase-L format via a balanced line driver
with an output impedance matched to the modulator or other destination as required. For
the purposes of this discussion a TTL-compatible output will be assummed to drive about
75 ohms.



Design Approaches.  There are several ways that a data interleaver can be implemented,
but all designs must be implemented so that input buffers don’t overflow causing a loss of
data. Any design selected should also be adaptable to any general format in lieu of specific
source data definitions. Designs should be made to use a minimum amount of overhead for
reliable performance to keep data handling efficiency high. The designs should also permit
flexibility in format selections so that hardware can be easily adjusted to a variety of
missions. A few possible tradeoffs for these criteria are as follows

1) Avoiding input buffer overflow - If the input buffers are never to overflow, the
interleaver output data rate must always be slightly higher than, or precisely equal to,
the total input rates of data and format overhead. The amount of buffering then must
be adequate to handling the storage of several words in each channel to accommodate
the maximum number of words that must be stored while interrogating the other
channels. The buffering also must accommodate the condition where asynchronous
data are not quite ready when they are requested (thus adding almost an extra word to
the storage before the sample time comes around again). If the data source rates are
known and constrained to reasonable values, the interleaver clock can be programmed
to a slightly higher (1%) rate than the total input rate plus overhead. A voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) can be referenced to a precise crystal reference oscillator
and programmable digital dividers can be used in the control loops and VCO output
to obtain any desired frequency. Clock circuits can be preprogrammed with
replaceable read-only memories (ROM) or inflight programming of random access
memories (RAM) if a processor control system is used. Flexible input buffeting can
be easily implemented bus using “First In-First out” (FIFO) memories. The FIFO
receives data at the source frequency, ripples it through to the output, and clocks it
out at any design compatible rate. Although all inputs are asynchronous, only the
FIFO outputs will be synchronous. The length of the FIFO is selected for worst case
conditions that are determined during the design phase; however, data ripples to the
output as it is received and they are in effect variable length buffers.

An interleaver is well on its way to operating when the clock and buffer designs
already discussed are used but a problem of data timing still exists. Although input
data may average a total rate, individual channels will not be harmonically related and
frequencies may run both faster or slower than nominal. This condition means data
may not be ready when requested in the format. There are several ways to handle this
situation. One way is to continuously compare input data rates to the interleaver clock
rate and periodically correct the interleaver clock to provide a “channel adjusted”
input/output data ratio. Another way is to operate the interleaver with fixed dead time
intervals of sufficient length between channels so that “late data” can be awaited. The
first approach is relatively complicated and the second may be inefficient and leave
dead times in the output data stream that may be adverse to clock recovery or



synchronization. A third approach, which appears to be a compromise to solving
problems, is to insert a fill word when data are not ready. An overhead bit is used to
distinguish fill and valid data. This bit may be either appended to each word or these
“status” bits in the discussion of the baseline design.

2) Flexible formatting - IRIG standard 106-73 is rather broad in selection of formats,
especially as related to as small a number of input data sources as seven. It appears
feasible to implement any combination of one to seven data channels in a symmetrical
format of IRIG compatibility, including all overhead. It is assumed that all data will
be assembled in minor frames and major frames as necessary. A optimum sync word
can be used to identify each frame and special words as are permitted can be used to
identify fill/ valid data where necessary. If supervisory control is desirable, the
formats can be stored in electronic programmable RAMs or preflight interchangeable
PROMs can be used, tailored to the mission.

It is important that sync words and fill words be accurately identified because the loss
of sync or ambiguous recognition of fill words will certainly impair data recovery. An
optimum length word is probably suitable for sync because the location of sync is
repetitive. If sync is once achieved in a 2-,or 3-bit window, there is a high probability
of correct sync being maintained even with a number of errors. However, the location
of fill words may almost be random and not predictable. The probability of
recognizing random data, such as a fill or masking a fill by errors, is relatively high
and the intervals between mistakes in a high rate system might be only a few minutes.
If a status word, however, is inserted in the data stream periodically with a bit to
identify the validity of each word of a block of words, the location of this status word
will be known. The system will, therefore, know when to look for valid/fill identifiers.
Furthermore, the status word can contain error detection and correction bits. Thus
there will be a high probability that the status word can be recognized and interpreted
correctly. Operation for several hours without errors is feasible if an error detection
and correction method is used. The exact error-free time depends on the signal-to-
noise ratio of the system and the numbers of bits to be corrected. The probability of
error-free performance increases with better signal-to-noise environments and
increased numbers of bits corrected. Increased error correction adds to circuit
complexity and tradeoffs need to be made that are beyond the scope of this paper.

Baseline Design.  The selected baseline design has circuits similar to some of those that
have been implemented in the fabrication of a High Rate Multiplexer. This design is
diagramed in Figure 1. The input of the data interleaver is shown at the left of the diagram.
Two of seven identical input channels are shown. Input data are assumed to be single-
ended digital NRZ-L and a clock is assumed to be available for each data stream. No data
rate restrictions are imposed on any channel except that the total data rate will not exceed



256 kb/s nor be less the 200 b/s. Any number of input channels from one to all seven can
be used.

All data and clocks are received by single-ended TTL-compatible line receivers. If final
design considerations dictate, the receivers can be modified if necessary, and biphase-L to
NR-L conversion circuitry will be added between the input receiver and first buffer
register. If no clock is available with the data, provisions for internal clock generation,
synchronous to incoming data, will be provided.

As data are received they are clocked in serial-to-parallel buffer registers. Data are then
transferred in 24-bit bytes or words to FIFO registers. The FIFO registers shown in the
diagram are typically three-paralleled 32x8 registers that appear more than adequate for all
data configurations. Data are clocked into each FIFO at the input rate for each channel
regardless of the output rate of the FIFO. As the data are received the byte counters count
24 clock periods of received data and a data transfer pulse is generated to load a 24-bit
word into the FIFOs.

The outputs of FIFOs from all channels are connected through tristate multiplexer switches
to a common 24-bit parallel bus that feeds a parallel-to-serial output register. Data are
selected from each channel for transfer to the serial register by a PROM-stored format
shown at the right side of the block diagram. A format for a major frame of data is stored
in the PROM. A word counter sequentially addresses the PROM address locations. As an
address is selected, the corresponding output of a demultiplexer is enabled to generate the
channel address signals 1SL through 11SL. The channel addresses 1SL through 7SL and
ANDED with output-ready signals of the FIFOs in the addressed channel to generate
signals S1 through S7 respectively. Signals S1 through S7 enable the output multiplexers
as data are requested. If the data in a FIFO are not ready when a channel is addressed, the
ready signal will not be true and the S-signal won’t be generated. A bit will then be shifted
into the status register saying that data weren’t available and the þ (not S1, etc.) will
enable transfer of a fill word to the serial register instead. The OR function of all SL
signals enables the parallel loading of the serial output register. Status and sync words are
selected directly by SL signals because no decision is required as to their readiness.

Timing of all operations of the interleaver is controlled by a central clock consisting of a
programmable 4-phase VCO clock that is referenced to a fixed-crystal oscillator. The
VCO is programmed by a selectable PROM to a frequency compatible with the total
source data rate and the word counter for the format program is also programed by the
frequency select PROM to correspond with the selected format PROM.

If a set of input data is selected, operation of the interleaver and related timing can be
shown. Assume that there is data on all input channels whose total rate is 200 kb/s, ±1%.



Assume that the related format will have about 10% overhead, which includes all fills. The
VCO clock will be programmed to provide a serial bit clock (SBCK) about 1% faster than
the total data rate, or [200+0.01(200) + 0.1(200)] 1.01 = 224 kb/s. With this arrangement
all data will be accepted without loss and there will be a minimum of fill words if the input
rate stays at about 200 kb/s. If the input data are reduced by data losses the output data
stream will have more fill data and the system will continue to function normally at a lower
efficiency.

Designate channels A through G and assume the following set of data rates in kb/s: A =
16, B = 16, C = 32, D = 96, E - 64, F = 39.5, and G = 0.5. A minor frame can be set so
that one word of A, one word of B, two words of C, six words of D, four words of E, 2.47
words of F, and 0.5 word of G are received during the period. A sync word(s) will occur at
the beginning of every frame and fills (x) will occur when data aren’t ready and a status
word (w) will occur at the end. Minor frames must always be symmetrical in the
occurrence of events and subcommutation is permissible. A time relationship for the
preceding illustration is shown in Figure 2. The diagram shows input data as synchronous
for simplicity and a random start is assumed with no data in the FIFOs. The first frame can
be seen used for initialization and there are many fills (x) because data are not ready. After
the first frame passes, normal operation occurs, and G-data can be seen not ready for
output until the third frame. The F-data, which has no harmonic relationship to the other
frequencies, will have periodic fills. After initialization the percentage overhead data,
including fill words, are only 5/60 or 8.3%. Studies show that even complex formats from
more data sources would average about 90% efficient. The length of words affect
achievable efficiency - the longer the word, the higher the efficiency. All IRIG standards
allow up to 33 bits but 24 bits are used for the selected design because less hardware is
required. If efficiency is a premium, hardware can be increased to provide 32-bit formats.
Because computers are most generally configured to 8-bit bytes, a word length that is a
multiple of eight is always suggested. After data are serialized, they are converted from
NRZ-L to biphase L and outputed through a balanced line driver capable of driving
modulator or other loads at about 75 ohms.

Another example shows a situation where subcommutation is used. Assume the following
data set of data in kb/s: A = 55, B = 33, C, D, E, each = 17, F = 40, and G = 2. A minor
frame can be set so that there are five words of A, three words of B, 1-7/11 words each of
C, D, and E, 3-7/11 words of E, and 2/11 words of G. If time slots were set in symmetrical
frames with no subcommutation, there would be five words for A, three words for B, four
words for E, two words each for C, D, F, and one word for G. Because C, D, E, F, and G
wouldn’t always be ready there would be a relatively large number of fill words. The total
words per minor frame occupied by C, D, E, and G are: 3(17/11) + 2/11 = 53/11 – 5;
therefore, subcommutation of these into five time slots will improve the efficiency of the
data transmission. If a frame is assumed to have a sync word and a status word, there



would be 21 words in a frame without subcommutation and 19-words with
subcommutation. Efficiency improvement would be about 10%. Figure 3 illustrates the
timing for subcommutation.

The ground station receiving the data stream looks at the data stream and can demultiplex
all data (with the correct software or hardware) into its separate channels, omitting all fill
data as identified by the status word. Software modifications to existing IRIG ground
stations to handle the composite data streams are believed to be simple, although minor
hardware changes to discard fill data may be even simpler and cheaper.

In the upper right corner of Figure 1 there is an optional circuit referred to as a check bit
generator. The inclusion of this circuit depends on final design criteria. The purpose of the
circuit would be to provide a BCH sequence to detect and correct errors in the status word
when received at the ground station. If long missions are projected (i.e., longer than 24
hours and/or noise levels in the transmission link will create errors at a rate of more than
about 1 in 107 bits), an error correction would still ensure a high probability of correct
status as to whether data are valid or fill information. However, there is a possibility that
data signatures and time are adequate to resolve ambiguities without error correction even
in the presence of high. A study of all conditions, including the complexity of
implementing software in IRIG stations for BCH error correction, is recommended during
the design phase. A 31, 16 BCH code was implemented for this purpose in the High Rate
Multiplexer already mentioned.

Conclusions.  It is feasible and practical to implement a digital data interleaver to combine
several asynchronous digital data sources into one serial data stream. These data may be
formatted in symmetrical IRIG-compatible sequences without the loss of data. There is no
requirement for the incoming signals to be harmonically related, nor is it necessary to
impose any frequency constraints within the capacity of the system. One of the best ways
to keep the formats symmetrical when data are to be acquired but are not ready, is to use
fill words. Potential ambiguities between fill words and data are resolved by the use of
optimum codes for fill words or a status word that identifies the validity of each word. If
extremely small probabilities of ambiguities between fill and data words are required in a
noisy system, error correcting techniques may be applied to coded fill or status words.
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Figure 1  Data Interleaver Block Diagram



Figure 2  Typical Data Interleaver Word Timing Diagram

Figure 3.  Interleaver Format with Subcommutation
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COMPARISON OF PCM CODES FOR DIRECT RECORDING1

D. A. KING
Pacific Missile Test Center

Point Mugu, California

Summary.  The bit packing performance of randomized-non-return-to-zero (randomized-
NRZ,) odd parity-NRZ, delay modulation, and bi-phase (Bi-0/ ) in direct recording was
experimentally compared at a bit error probability (BEP) of 10-6. The effect of bit patterns,
record and reproduce levels, bias level, tape speed, tape recorder bandwidth, bit
synchronizers, and crossplay between tape recorders on bit packing density was
investigated. At high bit packing densities, significant variations in data quality were found
for changes in these parameters. This imposes limitations on practical bit packing
densities. Some bit synchronizers were found to seriously reduce bit packing densities.
Results show randomized-NR.Z to be superior to the other codes in bit packing density.

Introduction.  High pulse code modulation (PCM) bit rates cannot be pre-detection
(pre-D) recorded because their spectral occupancy exceeds tape recorder bandwidth. The
direct record process, while also limited by tape recorder bandwidth, permits recording of
higher PCM bit rates than obtainable by pre-D methods. A simple quantitative evaluation
of direct, PCM baseband recording is bit packing density in bits per lineal inch. However,
bit packing density in direct recording depends signficantly on the PCM code used. In
attempts to maximize bit packing density subject to a given error tolerance, various codes
have been developed whose characteristics match tape recorder channel characteristics.
References 1, 2, and 3 discuss desirable code characteristics. They are, briefly, efficient
use of tape recorder bandwidth, low d.c. content, good synchronization and bit detection
characteristics, and low susceptability to noise, intersymbol interference, pulse crowding
and flutter. Unfortunately, no one code possesses all of these characteristics and thus code
selection for direct recording may depend upon constraints of the particular application. In
this experiment, the performance of four more commonly used codes in direct recording,
delay modulation (DM), Bi-0/ , randomized-NRZ, and odd parity-NRZ, was compared
(advantages and disadvantages of these codes are mentioned in references 1 and 2).
Performance of the codes was judged on bit packing density in kilo-bits per inch (KBI) at a
bit error probability (BEP) of 10-6. Sensitivity of each code’s bit packing density to bit
patterns, record and reproduce levels, tape recorder bias level, tape speed, tape recorder
bandwidth, bit synchronizers, and crossplay between tape recorders was investigated.



Test Configuration and Procedures.  The test configuration is diagrammed in figure 1.
Pseudo-random (PN) and fixed DM, Bi-0/ , and NRZ codes were generated in the Electro-
Mechanical Research (EMR) 721 bit error rate detector. The pseudo-random PCM data
was a 2047 bit sequence and was used in all tests except those for bit patterns. The
configuration in figure 1a was used for performance checking of DM, Bi-0/ , and NRZ
codes. The EMR randomizer/ derandomizer necessitated a change in test configuration.
Randomized-NRZ was evaluated using the configuration in figure 1b. The randomizer
mixed the data with an internally generated pseudo-random pattern which insured data
transitions and a balance of “1’s” and “0’s.” The derandomizer recovered the data by
mixing with an identical pseudo-random pattern. Bit pattern testing required a special bit
error rate detector because the EMR 721 could not handle PCM sending-receiving delays
of more than 8 bits.

Two wideband II tape recorders, denoted A and B, were aligned, according to procedures
in IRIG Document #118-73 for a flat frequency response in the signal passband and 1%
third harmonic distortion. Typical frequency response curves for the tape recorders are
shown in figure 2. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of tape recorder A was 34 decibels (db)
and the SNR of tape recorder B was 28 dB. Frequency response and alignment was
checked before and after every test. It was noted that the frequency response of the tape
recorders would change slightly from beginning to end of tape. But, in all cases, the
response remained within the IRIG specification of ±3 dB of 1 root-mean-square volt
(Vrms). The tape recorder bandwidth changed by as much as 10% from beginning to end
of tape, but in most cases changed less than 5%.

Tape recorder tests for affect of record and reproduce levels, bias level, tape recorder
bandwidth, bit patterns, and bit synchronizers on bit packing density were conducted at 30
and 120 inches per second (IPS). As one parameter was varied, all others were either held
constant or were as noted in Table 1. Table 1 gives conditions for all tests. Upper
bandedge (UBE) tape recorder frequency (3 dB bandwidth) was defined as 500 kilohertz
(kHz) at 30 IPS and 2.0 megahertz (MHz) at 120 IPS. The PCM bit rate into the tape
recorder was always adjusted to maintain an approximate BEP of 10-6. Bit patterns, for
each code, were investigated with respect to d.c. and high-frequency energy effect on bit
packing density.

Effect of crossplay between tape recorders was investigated by recording a crossection of
bit rates for each code on each tape recorder. Playback of tapes on opposite recorders
required azimuth and equalization adjustments to maximize signal level. BEP was noted at
each of the recorded bit rates to indicate crossplay effect.
A bit synchronizer test was performed with 400 Hz to 500 kHz (tape recorder passband at
30 IPS) Bessel and Butterworth bandpass filters as shown in figure 1a. The test determined
bit synchronizer peculiarities to filtered data and signal level. Since the filter lacked typical



tape recorder noise, flutter, tape dropouts, and pulse crowding characteristics, this test also
gave results placing an upper bound on bit packing density. Four bit synchronizers were
used in this test and the bit packing density test. Bit synchronizers 1 and 4 were capable of
detecting DM, Bi-0/ , and NRZ codes. Bit synchronizer 2 was only capable of detecting
DM and NRZ and bit synchronizer 3 could detect only Bi-0/  and NRZ. A fifth bit
synchronizer was contained in the EMR randomizer/ derandomizer but was involved only
in bit packing density tests.

Bit Synchronizer Results.  Bit synchronizer test results are listed in Table 2. Results
show fairly equivalent performance of all bit synchronizers, except 4, for filtered NRZ but
significant differences for DM and Bi-0/ . No attempt will be made to explain differences,
results are presented to show that differences in bit synchronizer performance do exist.
Note that the nonlinear phase response of the Butterworth filter significantly reduced bit
rates for a BEP of 10-6. This suggests that reproduce amplifier equalization adjustments in
crossplay between tape recorders can reduce bit packing if phase distortion is introduced.
Reproduce amplifiers should have phase as well as amplitude equalization for direct
recording of PCM. Each bit synchronizer exhibited one or two optimum input levels for
each PCM code. Other input levels resulted in several orders of magnitude change in BEP,
however, only slight reductions in bit rate were required to bring the BEP to 10-6.

Tape recorder noise, flutter, and other anomalies, for the most part, made bit
synchronizers’ input signal level characteristics unobservable. Bit packing results for the
four bit synchronizers are shown in Table 3, which summarizes results for most of the
experiment. These results show significant differences in bit synchronizer performance in
terms of bit packing of the PCM codes.

Bit synchronizer 4 showed drastic reductions in bit packing relative to bit synchronizer 1
for NRZ and DM at 30 and 120 IPS. Bit synchronizer 2 showed a significant DM bit
packing loss relative to bit synchronizer 1 at 30 and 120 IPS and also showed a significant
DM bit packing packing loss between tape speeds. Bi-0/  results were relatively consistent
between tape speeds and bit synchronizers, NRZ showed consistency between tape speeds
but variation between bit synchronizers, and DM showed variation between speeds and bit
synchronizers.

Bi-0/  Results.  The bit packing density of Bi-0/  in Table 3 at 30 IPS with tape recorder A
and bit synchronizer 1 was 23.3 KBI (700 kilobits per second, (kb/s)). At 120 IPS the bit
packing density was 20.6 KBI (2.48 megabits per second, (Mb/s)), a 12% reduction from
23.3 KBI. Since tape recorder noise power in the bit synchronizer passband is greater at
120 IPS than 30 IPS a reduction in bit packing should be expected. Variations in bit
synchronizers resulted in bit packing densities from 21 to 23 KBI at 30 IPS on tape
recorder A and from 19 to 21 KBI at 120 IPS (see Table 3).



Bi-0/  bit packing density was found to be fairly insensitive to tape recorder bandwidth
changes. A 20% decrease in UBE at 30 IPS resulted in slightly less than a 5% loss in bit
packing. A 20% increase in UBE produced no change in bit packing. At 120 IPS, a 25%
decrease in UBE had no effect on bit packing whereas a 25% increase caused an 11%
decrease in bit packing.

Reference to the power spectral density of a normalized 700 kb/s Bi-0/  signal in figure 3 for
30 IFS shows considerable signal energy beyond the UBE tape recorder bandwidth. Note
the energy lost and gained for the ±20% bandwidth changes at 30 IPS. It might therefore
be expected that an increase in tape recorder bandwidth would improve Bi-0/  bit packing
and that a decrease in bandwidth would degrade the bit packing. Since bandwidth was
observed to cause little change, other factors are affecting Bi-0/  bit packing density. The
most significant factor is probably noise. The noise power to the bit synchronizer changes
with tape recorder bandwidth. Figure 4 illustrates the noise characteristics of tape recorder
A for the three bandwidths tested at 30 IPS. A decrease in bandwidth from UBE causes a
reduction in signal phase and amplitude margins (references 1 and 2) such that bit
detection is more sensitive to noise. The noise power, however, is also reduced and as a
result does not begin to significantly affect bit packing until tape recorder bandwidth is
reduced by approximately 20% of UBE. An increase in bandwidth will improve signal
phase and amplitude margins but also increases the noise power. Consequently, bit
packing does not increase or decrease significantly for less than a 20% increase in
bandwidth.

Changing the bias level to 0 dB seemed to have no effect on bit packing at 120 IPS but at
30 IPS a 3% increase from 23.3 KBI occurred. Furthermore, the bit packing at 30 IPS with
0 dB bias increased to 25.9 KBI at a 600 kHz bandwidth before it began to roll off with
further increases in bandwidth. It was found that the tape recorder could not be aligned to
within IRIG specifications for -1 dB bias and that 5 dB bias, while difficult to align,
caused significant reduction in bit packing. The effect of too little bias was signal loss and
distortion of the lower signal frequencies. Too much bias reduced high-frequency signal
energy and increased high-frequency phase distortion.

The tape recorder reproduce level did not affect bit packing for levels below 2.0 Vrms so
long as the bit synchronizer remained in synchronization. Above 2.0 Vrms the reproduce
amplifier went into saturation and the bit packing dropped by as much as 10% for some
levels. This result was observed at both 30 and 120 IPS. The record level did not
significantly change the bit packing for levels below 1.25 Vrms. As a general rule, above
1.25 Vrms the bit packing dropped as the record level increased. Signal distortion
gradually increased for levels above 1.0 Vrms from either record amplifier or magnetic
saturation. Sine wave third harmonic distortion was measured to be 2.5% at a record level
of 1.25 Vrms and 9% at 2.0 Vrms. Similar results for record and reproduce level tests



were observed from DM and NRZ. An 8% reduction from 23.3 KBI occurred in Bi-0/  bit
packing for a 2.0 Vrms record level.

It should be noted that, as test parameters such as bandwidth and reproduce and record
levels were varied, small changes in bit packing density were equivalent to several orders
of magnitude change in BEP. For example, in the Bi-0/  record level test at a record level of
1 Vrms, the BEP was 10-6 and bit packing density was 23.3 KBI; at a record level of 1.5
Vrms, the BEP increased to 10-3 and the bit packing density decreased less than 2%. The
BEP of Bi-0/  was much more sensitive to these parameters than either DM or NRZ.

Crossplay between tape recorders A and B produced some interesting results. A 700 kb/s
Bi-0/  signal recorded and reproduced at 30 IPS on tape recorder A produced a BEP of 10-6

. The same signal reproduced on tape recorder B produced a BEP of 10-2. It was not until a
610 kb/s (20.3 KBI) Bi-0/  signal was recorded on A that B reproduced a signal with a BEP
of 10-6. This amounts to a 13% reduction in bit packing for equivalent data quality. At 120
IPS, a 2.5 Mb/s Bi-0/  signal recorded and reproduced on tape recorder A resulted in a BEP
of 10-6 whereas reproduction on B produced a BEP greater than 10-2. Reducing the
recorded bit rate on A to 2.2 Mb/s (18.3 KBI) gave a reproduced BEP of 10-6 on B. This
amounts to a 12% reduction in bit packing for equivalent data quality.

For tapes reproduced on tape recorder B, only the azimuth was adjusted for maximizing
the signals high frequency levels. However, even with azimuth adjusted for maximum
signal level, it was observed that crossplay resulted in high-frequency signals being
attenuated. Equalizer adjustments could have been made to boost the signal’s high-
frequency components, but this amplification, as seen later, served only to increase BEP
by increasing noise and possibly introducing phase distortion. The reduction in
performance of tape recorder B was mainly attributed to its lower SNR.

When a Bi-0/  signal was recorded on tape recorder B and played back on A, reproduce
amplifier equalization was attepmted to boost attenuated high frequency signals even after
azimuth was adjusted. For the azimuth adjustment only, a 610 kb/s Bi-0/  signal at 30 IPS
producing a BEP of less than 10-6 on tape recorder B produced no errors on A. A 700 kb/s
signal producing a BEP of 10-2 on tape recorder B produced a BEP of 10-4, on A. At 120
IPS, a 2.2. Mb/s signal produced a BEP of 10-6 on B and no errors on A. A 2.5 Mb/s signal
produced greater than 10-2 BEP on B and a 10-6 BEP on A. The 6 dB difference in SNR of
the tape recorders seems to be the main factor. Equalization of tape recorder A was
attempted to increase signal bandwidth lost in crossplay by boosting the signal’s high
frequency levels. The equalizer adjustment increased the BEP to 10-1 at 2.5 Mb/s, and a
20% reduction in bit rate was required to reduce the BEP to 10-4. The increase in noise
power to the bit synchronizer and possible phase distortion introduced by increasing the
equalizer gain was thought to be the cause of degradation.



Because of the lack of a d.c. component in Bi-0/ , the code avoids low frequency response
problems of tape recorders. Bi-0/  is limited by its high frequency response, therefore all
“1’s” and all “0’s” bit patterns producing square waves with frequency equal to the bit rate
were tested. A bit rate of 760 kb/s at 30 IPS and 2.8 Mb/s at 120 IPS was found for both
patterns at a BEP of 10-6. This improvement in bit rate over PN Bi-0/  was due to changes in
spectral energy distribution. Arbitrary one-zero patterns gave results close to those
obtained with the PN sequence.

Delay Modulation Results.  The bit packing density of DM at 30 IPS with tape
recorder/reproducer A and bit synchronizer 1 was found to be 38.3 KBI (1.15 Mb/s) and at
120 IPS was found to be 36.7 KBI (4.4 Mb/s), a 4% reduction. Variations in bit packing
density with bit synchronizers ranged from 17 to 38 KBI on tape recorder A at 30 IPS and
from 17 to 37 KBI at 120 IPS.

DM bit packing was found to be much more sensitive to tape recorder bandwidth changes
than either Bi-0/  or NRZ. A 20% decrease in UBE at 30 IPS resulted in a 13% reduction
from 38.3 KBI in bit packing whereas a 20% increase in UBE caused a 26% reduction in
bit packing. At 120 IPS, a 25% decrease in UBE resulted in an 11% decrease from 36.7
KBI and a 25% increase in UBE caused a 30% decrease. For a ±10% change in tape
recorder bandwidth at 30 IPS, a 1.5% decrease in bit packing occurred for the decreased
bandwidth and a 9% decrease in bit packing occurred for the increased bandwidth. Figure
5 indicates, for a normalized 1.15 Mb/s DM bit rate and 500 kHz BW at 30 IPS, that most
of the DM signal energy lies below the UBE tape recorder bandwidth. The 20% bandwidth
reduction at 30 IPS cuts off significant signal energy, much more than experienced by Bi-
0/ . However, the reduction in tape recorder noise is essentially the same as the Bi-0/  case,
thus the bit packing density of DM might readily be expected to have a larger percentage
change than that of Bi-0/ . Increasing the tape recorder bandwidth by 20% serves only to
increase the noise for a small increase in total signal power. It is the compacting of DM
spectral energy that makes its bit packing density more sensitive to bandwidth changes.

DM was also more sensitive to bias level than either Bi-0/  or NRZ. A 17% reduction in bit
packing occurred when the bias was changed from 2 dB to 0 dB at 30 IPS. A 9% reduction
occurred at 120 IPS.

DM crossplay tests at 30 IPS for a 1.15 Mb/s bit rate recorded on tape recorder A
produced a BEP of 10-6 on A and a BEP of approximately 10-3 on tape recorder B.
Reducing the recorded bit rate to 0.81 Mb/s gave zero BEP on A and a 10-6 BEP for tape
recorder B reproduction. This is approximately a 30% decrease in bit packing from 38.3
KBI for maintenance of data quality. A 33% reduction in bit packing density from 36.7
KBI was observed at 120 IPS for data recorded on A and reproduced on B.



A 0.8 Mb/s DM signal recorded on B at 30 IPS produced a BEP of 10-6 on B and zero
BEP on A. The recorded bit rate on B was increased to 1.1 Mb/s where a BEP of 10-5 was
obtained on A. At 120 IPS , a 3.0 Mb/s bit rate recorded on tape recorder B produced a
BEP of 3 x 10-6 on B and zero BEP on A. The recorded bit rate on B was increased to 3.8
Mb/s where A produced a BEP of 5 x 10-6. An equalizer adjustment was again made to
boost the high frequency level of the signal which was attenuated by crossplay. This
adjustment in reproduce amplifier gain increased the noise power to the bit synchronizer
and possibly introduced  high frequency phase distortion. The BEP at 3.8 Mb/s increased
to 10-2 and for a BEP of 10-6 the bit rate was reduced to 2.7 Mb/s.

While the DM energy spectrum of figure 5 shows low d.c. content for a PN sequence, DM
is capable of large d.c. components. The  “101101101..” code maximizes DM d.c. content.
For this pattern 1/3 of the signal energy is at d.c. Equipment limitations did not permit
testing of this code, however, a repetitive 16 bit code with 1/4 of the signal energy at d.c.
was tested. The 16 bit code was “1101101101101010.” At 30 IPS using this pattern the bit
rate was reduced by 33% from that rate obtained using a PN sequence; at 120 IPS, the bit
rate was reduced by 30% from the PN rate. Bit synchronization was unstable for all one
and all zero bit patterns because they lacked the 101 synchronization pattern required for
DM. A fifteen bit “1” and one bit “0” pattern was tested instead (1111111111111110);
this code provided stable synchroniation but reduced the bit rate to 4.1 Mb/s, a 7%
reduction from the PN bit rate.

NRZ Test Results.  Since odd parity-NRZ is the addition of a parity bit after every seven
data bits, the odd parity-NRZ bit rate is 8/7 that of the NRZ bit rate. This amounts to a
14% increase in bit rate for the same data transfer. Bit packing density and bit rate results
of odd parity-NRZ will be the same as for NRZ except that the data rate is cut by 14%.
Thus when speaking of odd parity-NRZ bit packing density or bit rate, the true data rate
will be used instead. Odd parity-NRZ results are derived from the PN NRZ results.

PN NRZ gave better bit packing than either Bi-0/  or DM. The bit packing density of PN
NRZ at 30 IPS was 41.0 KBI (1.23 Mb/s) and at 120 IPS was 38.3 to 40.8 KBI (4.6 to 4.9
Mb/s). For odd parity-NRZ this amounts to an information rate of 1.06 Mb/s (36.3 KBI) at
30 IPS and 3.96 to 4.2 Mb/s (33 to 35 KBI) at 120 IPS. Once again different bit
synchronizers caused large changes in bit packing. A range from 33 to 41 KBI was
observed with bit synchronizers on tape recorder A at 30 IPS and from 31 to 41 KBI at
120 IPS (see Table 3).

NRZ bit packing was more sensitive to tape recorder bandwidth changes than Bi-0/  but less
sensitive than DM. A 20% decrease in UBE at 30 IPS, reduced the bit packing 11% from
41 KBI, whereas increasing the UBE 20% raised the bit packing 1.6%. Increasing the
UBE 10%,produced a PN NRZ bit packing density of 43.0 KBI at 30 IPS. At 120 IPS, a



25% decrease in UBE reduced the bit packing by 14% from 40.8 KBI and a 25% increase
in UBE reduced the bit packing 16%.

The PN NRZ spectrum for a normalized 1.23 Mb/s signal at 30 IPS is shown in figure 6.
Despite the fact that noise power was reduced for a tape recorder bandwidth 20% less than
UBE, the signal phase and amplitude margins were also reduced such that noise still
caused a significant reduction in bit packing. For bandwidths larger than 120% of UBE,
the increased noise power was enough to reduce bit packing even though phase and
amplitude margins were improved.

NRZ was also more sensitive to bias changes than Bi-0/  but less sensitive than DM. NRZ
showed only a 3% loss in bit packing at 0 dB bias for 30 IPS and a 10% loss at 120 IPS.
Sensitivity to record and reproduce levels was the same as for Bi-0/  and DM. Record levels
below 1.25 Vrms did not significantly change NRZ bit packing (i.e. the bit packing
remained very nearly at 41.0 KBI for 10-6 BEP). Higher record levels drastically reduced
bit packing. A 1.5 Vrms record level at 120 IPS reduced the NRZ bit rate to 3.8 Mb/s for
10-6 BEP, a 22% loss in bit packing density due to signal distortion.

NRZ crossplay tests showed more reduction in data quality for data recorded on tape
recorder A and reproduced on B than did Bi-0/  and DM. A 1.23 Mb/s NRZ bit rate of 30
IPS had a BEP of 10-6 when reproduced on tape recorder A and a BEP on 10-3 when
reproduced on B. Reduction of the bit rate to 0.95 Mb/s gave a BEP of 10-6 on tape
recorder B. At 120 IPS the bit rate was reduced to 4.1 Mb/s from 4.6 Mb/s on A to obtain
equivalent data quality on B. These results are mainly attributed to the SNR difference
between tape recorders.

A 1.1 Mb/s NRZ bit rate recorded on tape recorder B gave a BEP of 10-6 when reproduced
on B and a BEP of 10-5 when reproduced on A. This departure from an increase in data
quality when reproduced on tape recorder A, as exhibited by Bi-0/  and DM, indicates some
unknown factors are reducing the NRZ data quality which did not affect Bi-0/  And DM.
These factors became quite significant at 120 IPS where a recorded bit rate of 4.2 Mb/s on
tape recorder B resulted in a BEP of 10-6 when reproduced on tape recorder B and a BEP
of 10-2 when reproduced on tape recorder A. Reducing the bit rate to 3.8 Mb/s and
adjusting the reproduce equalizer gain of tape recorder A gave a BEP of 10-6. NRZ seems
to be more susceptible to crossplay effects than either DM or .

Odd parity-NRZ can result in a maximum string of 14 ones (0111111111111110). The d.c,
content of this pattern is 3/4 of the signal energy. This sequence resulted in a bit rate of
only 0.35 Mb/s (11.7 KBI) at 30 IPS and 0.9 Mb/s (7.5 KBI) at 120 IPS. These are very
significant reductions from rates obtained using PN NRZ. A 1111111011111110 pattern,
3/4 d.c. content, gave identical results. An NRZ pattern with 1/4 of the signal energy at



d.c. (1101101101101100) gave a bit rate of 1.7 Mb/s (56.7 KBI) at 30 IPS and 4.8 Mb/s
(40 KBI) at 120 IPS. A pattern with the same d.c. content, 1111111111000000, gave a 5.1
Mb/s rate (42.5 KBI) at 120 IPS.

Randomized-NRZ bit packing was identical to PN NRZ results. The BEP of derandomized
NRZ was three times worse than the BEP of the randomized-NRZ when reproduced from
the tape recorder due to error multiplication of the derandomizer. This increase in BEP
resulted in no detectable change in bit packing density. Thus performance of randomized-
NRZ was very nearly equivalent to that of PN NRZ. Randomized-NRZ was almost
completely insensitive to d.c. content of the nonrandomized data and no change in bit
packing density was observed for any bit patterns. The exception was an all “1’s” or all
“0’s” pattern for which synchronization problems occurred.

Conclusions.  The results show that, under nearly identical conditions, randomized-NRZ
offers the best performance in terms of bit packing density. PN NRZ bit packing
(equivalent to randomized-MG) ranged from 31 to 41 KBI (Table 3), odd parity-NRZ
ranged from 26 to 35 KBI, DM ranged from 17 to 38 KBI, and Bi-0/  ranged from 18 to 23
KBI. However, d.c. content of DM and odd parity-NRZ can drastically reduce the bit
backing density. Data in Table 3 under bit synchronizer 1, tape recorders A and B, indicate
that odd parity-NRZ performs better than DM under the lower SNR conditions of tape
recorder B (due to amplitude and phase margin characteristics) and performs worse than
DM for tape recorder A. The codes under test showed different degrees of bit packing
sensitivity to tape recorder bandwidth, tape speed, bias level, record and reproduce levels,
bit patterns, bit synchronizers, and crossplay between tape recorders. Bi-0/  bit packing
showed the least variance to these parameters (except in tape speed) followed by NRZ and
DM in that order. Two of the more significant parameters, with regard to DM and NRZ
were bit synchronizers and tape recorder SNR. Bit synchronizer performance can be a
major limiting factor in bit packing for direct recording of PCM and, between the two tape
recorders, a significant bit packing difference was found due to SNR.

It should be emphasized that the experimental results are for comparative purposes only
and in no way suggests that the bit packing densities obtained should be used in practice.
Crossplay between tape recorders and changes in tape recorder bandwidth, tape speed and
bias level, can result in several orders of magnitude change in BEP for the high bit packing
densities observed. Consequently, reproduction of high bit rates on another tape recorder
or even on the same tape recorder can yield data with large error rates. Crossplay results
show that bit packing densities must be reduced substantially in order to maintain good
data quality in reproduction on different machines. Future testing will be done to determine
practical bit packing densities as determined by BEP sensitivity to crossplay, tape recorder
bandwidth, bias level, bit patterns, and record and reproduce levels and a report will be
published at that time.
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Note:  Later bit pattern tests for effect of maximum d.c. offset on odd-parity NRZ using bit
synchronizers 2 and 4 and recorder A showed only a 10% to 20% degradation in bit
packing density versus bit packing density for pseudorandom odd-parity NRZ. This is a
much smaller degradation than with bit synchronizer 1 which gave a 70% reduction. Bit
pattern tests with DM on bit synchronizers 2 and 4 gave nearly identical results to the
previous data of bit synchronizer 1.
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Figure 2A  Tape Recorder Frequency Figure 2B  Tape Recorder Frequency
Response at 30 IPS Response at 120 IPS

Figure 3  Spectral Density of Random NRZ, Bi-0/  and DM Codes with Respect to
Tape Recorder Bandwidth at 30 IPS. (Normalized for 0.7 Mb/s)

Figure 4  Noise Characteristics of Tape Recorder “A” at 30 IPS



Figure 5  Spectral Density of Random NRZ, Bi-0/  and DM Codes with Respect to
Tape Recorder Bandwidth at 30 IPS. (Normalized for 1.15 Mb/s)

Figure 6  Spectral Density of Random NRZ, Bi-O and DM Codes with Respect to
Tape Recorder Bandwidth at 30 IPS. (Normalized for 1.23 Mb/s)



A SAMPLING WINDOW TEST METHOD FOR EVALUATION OF
PHASE ENCODED RECORDER SYSTEMS

J. P. LERMA and C. A. LINDQUIST
Odetics, Inc.

Anaheim, California

Summary.  Self-clocking, digital phase encoded data formats have gained popular
acceptance in the field of high density digital magnetic recording. At high transition
densities, random noise processes can play a prominent role in determining system
performance and reliability.

The eye pattern technique of assessing the relative merit of a signal with respect to noise is
severely limited at high transition densities. The stringent requirements associated with
high density recording and the limitations of eye pattern analysis have stimulated the
development of a digitally implemented sampling window analyzer which permits the
direct evaluation of the statistical properties of a digital phase encoded reproduce
waveform.

The analyzer observes data transitions through two time sampling windows for the purpose
of estimating pattern independent conditional probability. The statistical parameters of the
conditional probability obtained can be used to detect latent sources of noise and to define
optimum record zone parameters.

Introduction.  Digital magnetic tape recorders commonly encode data to be recorded in a
format in which the spectral content of the encoded signal contains little or no DC in an
effort to overcome the limited low frequency response of the reproduce process. Codes
such as bi-phase and delay modulation satisfy this requirement and, in addition, provide a
self-clocking feature.

The bandwidth required by bi-phase generally restricts its use to relatively low packing
densities. Delay modulation, in contrast to bi-phase, is bandwidth conserving permitting
recorded bit packing densities approximately double that of bi-phase. A representative
delay modulation waveform and the encoding rules are illustrated in Figure 1. The
increased packing density afforded by delay modulation is, however, not realized without
penalty. At high packing densities, the percentage allowable jitter between successive
transitions is reduced in direct proportion to the increase in packing density. In addition,
delay modulation generates a finite DC component. Since the DC component cannot be



reproduced, wandering baseline effects significantly affect the reproduce signal. Because
of these factors, delay modulation is generally less tolerant of noise and distortion than is
bi-phase at a comparable transition density.

When high density delay modulation data is reproduced, the resulting waveform contains a
band limited signal component plus noise due to sources such as uncompensated phase
shifts, non-linear response, crosstalk and high frequency tape vibrations. The relative merit
of the composite signal is often assessed by observation of the so called eye pattern,
obtained by displaying on an oscilloscope superposed bits of an encoded random word.

The eye pattern oscilloscope photograph of Figure 3 was obtained from a high density
spaceborne recorder employing delay modulation. Band limiting limits the slope of the
signal and may introduce jitter due to intersymbol interference which, together with noise,
tends to smear the zero crossings along the time axis. The clear areas overlaying the
baseline represent the available signal margin with respect to the decision boundaries.

The eye pattern in effect displays the result of a stochastic process in which the intensity of
the eye pattern image as a function time is proportional to the probability of occurrence of
transitions. The usefulness of the eye pattern, however, is severely limited by the ability of
the human eye to distinguish contrast.

The stringent requirements associated with the high density recording of delay modulation
encoded data and the limitations of eye pattern analysis have stimulated the development
of a digitally implemented sampling window analyzer analogous to a high resolution,
infinite contrast eye pattern which permits the direct evaluation of the statistical properties
of the reproduced waveform.

Though the analyzer was developed to fulfill a specific need with respect to delay
modulation, the device may be applied generally to any digital phase encoded data format
or guaranteed transition NRZ code.

Theory of Operation.  The analyzer is based on certain observations regarding the delay
modulation format; however, similar conclusions can be drawn regarding any digital phase
encoding scheme.

From the waveform illustrated in Figure 1, it is clear that the encoded binary information in
delay modulation is represented in terms of the delay time between transitions of the
signal. There are three such discrete delays which may be denoted by Ti, i = 1, 2, 3. The
probability of a transition after a delay of t is given by:



The reproduce process, however, adds a random component to the signal which tends to
smear the occurrence of transitions about each Ti. Each Ti thus gives rise to a set, N(Ti), of
possible values of t at which a transition may occur. A continuous probability density
function f(t) is thus formed, conditionally dependent on the occurrence of Ti:

(1)

Because P(Ti) is dependent on the encoded binary data, f(t) is pattern dependent. What is,
in fact, of greater interest in assessing the effects of noise on the reproduce process, is the
pattern independent conditional probability contained in the summation of (1). Solving (1)
for this quantity, the following relation is obtained:

(2)

The summation on the right side of (2) represents the possible occurrence of t due to Tj

where i … j. At low error rates, the contribution of this term may be considered negligible
such that (2) may be expressed simply as:

(3)

Since by definition f(t = T) = 0, of practical interest is the probability P[(T < t < T + )T) *
t , N(Ti)] which can be obtained from (3) by integration, considering P(Ti) as a constant.

(4)

The sampling window analyzer, in effect, forms this ratio in terms of relative frequency of
occurrence. A Block Diagram of the analyzer is illustrated in Figure 2. Master timing is
provided by a high frequency clock generator operating at N times the data rate. The
N-times clock defines the basic sample interval of the analyzer as Tb/N, where Tb is the
nominal bit interval. Asynchronous transitions of the input data are synchronized to the
N-times clock by the transition detector. The pulse output of the transition detector is
applied to two variable delay pulse generators, A and B, such that each transition gives
rise to two sample pulses, A and B. The sample period spanned by pulse A is defined by



the interval Ka Tb/N, (Ka + 1) Tb/N, where Ka is the integral delay setting of sample pulse
A. Similarly, the sample period spanned by pulse B is defined by Kb Tb/N, (Kb + D) Tb/N,
where Kb is the integral delay setting of pulse B and D is an integer related to the width of
the pulse. Both pulse A and pulse B are individually gated with the output of the transition
detector. The respective outputs of these gates are then applied to the A and B inputs of an
A divide by B counter.

To determine the significance of the ratio indicated by the counter, it is convenient to
denote the number of sample pulses generated per unit time by M and the number of
detected transitions gated by the sample pulse per unit time as M (a, b) where a, b defines
the interval spanned by the pulse, The ratio, R, may then be expressed:

(5)

Interpreting relative frequency of occurrence as probability and substituting into (5):

(6)

Choosing Ka/N such that:

Choosing Kb and D such that:

Substituting into (6):



Which is the relation expressed in (4) thus:

Applications.  A Schottky T2L version of the analyzer has been fabricated and
successfully used on a number of advanced systems manufactured by Odetics, Inc. for use
in satellite applications. The reliability requirements and acceptance level testing
associated with such recorder systems demand the strictest definition and control of the
record zone with regard to such variables as bias, write current and phase compensation.
These variables may be easily optimized using the analyzer.

In its present configuration, the number of sample intervals, N, is limited to 24. While it
would be desirable to have a larger number of sample intervals, N = 24 has proven
sufficient to resolve the pertinent statistical parameters of signals reflecting reproduce rates
in excess of 500 Kb/s derived from recorded bit packing densities of 13 Kb/in.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the single track reproduce signature of a high density, five
track interleaved, high data rate recorder typical of those to which the analyzer has been
applied. The per track reproduce bit rate is 546 Kb/s derived from a bit packing density of
approximately 13 Kb/in. Figures 3 (a) and 3 (b) reflect the effects of an excessive bias
condition. Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) reflect an optimum bias condition. There is little, if any,
difference between the eye patterns corresponding to the stated conditions. Moreover, the
measured error rates of the two recordings over the entire tape length differed by a
negligible amount. Yet, the excessive bias condition is clearly reflected in the spread of the
sampling window plots for N(Ti) and the calculated standard deviations F of each N(Ti).
Should such a condition remain undetected, it is probable that the toll exacted by normal
parameter drifts with time may severely limit the useful life of such a recorder in space.

Other recorder parameters such as compensation for peak shift phenomena and wandering
baseline effects can be assessed using the sampling window analyzer. Figure 5 (a) depicts
the eye pattern obtained when attempting to reproduce a 32 bit sequence containing a
significant DC component. Figure 5 (b) is the corresponding sampling window plot. (Note
that the absence of T2) causes N(T2) = 0/ , the empty set, thus P [t * t , N(T2)] = 0.) The
wandering baseline effect is clearly reflected in the spread of the sampling window plot for
N(T3).

Conclusions.  Digital magnetic recording systems frequently employ digital phase encoded
data formats in an effort to overcome a lack of low frequency response. At high packing
densities, however, random noise components in the reproduce waveform may severely
affect recorder performance.



The resolution afforded by eye pattern analysis of the reproduce waveform is highly
dependent on the ability of the human eye to distinguish contrast. The sampling window
analyzer was thus developed to permit high resolution statistical analysis of the reproduce
waveform.

The sampling window analyzer has been shown to measure pattern independent
conditional probability. The conditional probability data obtained may be plotted and
interpreted as an approximation to the density function of the noise process. The analyzer
has proven to be of value in detecting latent reducible noise occurring as a result of
inadequate definition of record zone parameters.

The resolution of the analyzer in its present configuration has proven adequate at data rates
in excess of 500 Kb/s. Future speed requirements, however, may necessitate an analyzer
design utilizing non-saturable logic elements which will permit operation at per track bit
rates up to 4 Mb/s.

FIG. 1  DELAY MODULATION

FIG. 2.  SAMPLING WINDOW ANALYZER BLOCK DIAGRAM





PULSE CODE MODULATION RECORDING FOR TELEMETRY
APPLICATIONS

WILLIAM N. WAGGENER
EMR-Telemetry

Summary.  The problems of signal design and detection and multitrack synchronization
are examined for pulse code modulation high-density digital recording. Theoretical bit
error probability results are compared with experimental data taken for bandlimited
conditions typical of tape recorders. The problem of synchronizing multiple-track data is
considered and the maximum likelihood synchronizer is obtained. Variations on the
maximum likelihood synchronizer are considered.

Introduction.  As digital data systems increasingly appear in telemetry applications, the
pulse code modulation (PCM) user must carefully consider the problem of data recording.
Real-time recording forms the first line of defense against catastrophic system failure. But,
as data rates have soared, the ability to store the data on standard instrumentation
recorders has diminished. This problem has spawned the development of high-density
digital recorder (HDDR) systems. Currently, the major tape recorder manufacturers offer a
variety of HDDR systems. For many users, these standard HDDR systems satisfy their
requirements. The current systems do suffer, however, from a lack of compatibility from
system to system. For some users, the standard HDDR systems do not, for one reason or
another, fulfill their requirements. Many users, for example, have a considerable
investment in standard wideband instrumentation recorders and cannot afford to reinvest in
the new-generation HDDR systems.

This paper is directed toward the users who wish to consider alternate approaches to high-
density recording other than those offered in standard HDDR systems. The intent here is
not to provide a design concept for a new system, but rather to examine the key issues of
detection and synchronization for multi-track digital recording. The question of signal
design and detection for high-density recording has received considerable attention in the
past two years and has been the subject of some controversy. Very little effort has been
directed toward the synchronization problems associated with multi-track recording. The
signal design and detection problem will be reviewed with a brief discussion of some
supporting experimental data on the relative performance of the most-common code
formats. Some previously unpublished theoretical results dealing with the problem of
multitrack synchronization will also be presented.



The Tape Recorder as a Communication Channel.  The design of an HDDR system
depends largely upon a characterization of the magnetic recording process. The tape
recorder can be viewed as a noisy, nonlinear, bandlimited communication channel. The
more gross characteristics of the channel can be inferred from an examination of the
recording process. An analytical approximation to the linear transfer function of the digital
recording system can be obtained. In the simplest model of a recording system, the voltage
induced in the read head is proportional to the rate of change of tape magnetization. At low
frequencies, this leads to a differentiator model for the recording process.

If the tape head is thought of as having an aperture which views the recorded
magnetization pattern, the aperture would have to be infinitely narrow in order to pass all
frequencies on the tape. Because of the head geometry and head construction, the head has
an effective aperture width which causes a degradation in response at high frequencies. If
the head aperture were approximately rectangular, the head frequency response would roll
off at high frequencies as a             response. The composite recording system transfer
function is then typically of the form shown in Figure 1. Experimental measurements verify
this general transfer characteristic. The characteristic is non-linear in that the transfer
function depends upon record level and other parameters. Nonetheless, Figure 1 represents
the general nature of the tape recorder response. Clearly, one important aspect of the
recording system as a communication link is the lack of dc response. The response is
considerably modified by the characteristics of the tape. Tape imperfections create dropout
periods during which the signal amplitude can diminish considerably and so the
transmission channel is, in general, time varying. The tape is also a primary contributor to
system noise. The optimum design of an HDDR system depends crucially upon
considering the bandlimiting characteristics of tape recorder media. When recording on
multiple tracks, the recorder can be considered to be a communication channel with
multiple communication paths. Each path has a different fixed time delay as well as a
random delay component. It should also be recognized that no two heads on a stack are
exactly identical and, therefore, the transfer functions of the individual tracks may differ.

Signal Design and Detection.  The performance of an HDDR system is fundamentally a
function of the channel encoder/decoder. The primary function of the channel encoder is to
accept serial input data and convert this data into a sequence of symbols to be fed to the
channel modulator. The channel symbols in this paper will be considered to be the
recorded PCM code. The decoder, in turn, must extract timing information from the
received signal (synchronization) and make optimum symbol decisions in the presence of
noise and signal distortion.

Although the typical tape recorder transfer function is of the form shown in Figure 1, most
recorder users do not have access to the basic read head output. In most cases, the user
receives an equalized signal at the recorder output which has compensated for the



differentiation effect at low frequencies. In the direct record mode, the recorder
manufacturer has equalized the frequency response so as to be essentially flat from an
audio low-frequency cutoff to the inherent high-frequency record limit. In this paper, the
effective transfer function of the recorder will be assumed to be that of the equalized
response. Other investigators(1, 2) have considered the more fundamental case of the design
of signals for the actual unmodified recorder response. The recorder is, therefore,
considered to be a channel with roughly a low-pass frequency characteristic having a
lower frequency cutoff in the range of several hundred Hertz. In designing the signal for
recording, the telemetry user naturally looks to the standard PCM code formats as
suggested by the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG). This represents a logical
choice of signals since standard product synchronizers and detectors exist for these codes.

Of the PCM codes given in the IRIG standards, non-return-to-zero (NRZ). bi-phase, and
delay modulation (DM) codes have been the most widely used for tape recorder
applications. Where high packing density is not a prime requirement, the bi-phase code is
very attractive for use on the tape recorder. The bi-phase code requires no dc response and
offers one symbol transition each symbol period. The bi-phase code, while offering the
same bit error probability performance of NRZ, requires a transmission channel bandwidth
of approximately twice that of NRZ. Thus, for bandlimited channels, bi-phase code is only
about half as efficient as NRZ code for the same level of error performance.

When DM was first proposed, the initial reaction of many people was that DM would be
an ideal baseband code for high-density recording applications. This conclusion was based
upon a pronounced concentration of spectral energy in a band from about 0.2 bit rate to
0.6 bit rate. The small low-frequency content seemed ideal for the tape recorder channel.
The apparent advantage of DM codes over NRZ codes was based solely on a comparison
of the energy distribution in the frequency spectrum. Conclusions drawn from the signal
frequency spectrum can be very misleading. If a careful examination is made of the
performance of DM, it is found that the optimum detector for non-bandlimited DM
requires the use of a matched filter whose bandwidth is twice that of the matched filter for
NRZ code. Consequently, the optimum receiver for non-bandlimited DM admits 3 dB
more noise power into the decision circuitry and, thus, the performance of DM is at least 3
dB poorer than NRZ. Using the optimum single bit period detector, the performance of
DM is approximately 3.5dB poorer than NRZ. The additional 0.5dB degradation can only
be removed by multiple bit processing. The optimum single bit period detection technique
can be inferred from the nature of the DM code. In DM-Mark, a “one” is represented by a
midbit period transition provided that a “zero” followed by a zero causes a transition at the
beginning of the first zero. This code format suggests the optimum detector. A one is
always characterized by a change in the middle of a bit period while a zero never contains
a change. By comparing the energy in the first half of the bit period with the energy in the
second half of the bit period, ones and zeros can be distinguished. Even though non-



bandlimited DM is 3 dB poorer in bit error performance than NRZ, proponents of DM still
pointed to the desirable features of the code. In particular, the small dc energy component
was cited as well as the sharply concentrated energy at frequencies less than the bit rate.
The implication was clearly drawn that DM offers a more-suitable code for the
bandlimited tape recorder than does NRZ. In order to examine this conjecture, the effect of
bandlimiting on performance of DM and NRZ must be considered.

First, let us consider the effect of low-pass filtering on the performance of NRZ. For ease
of testing, a third-order Butterworth low-pass filter has been used to simulate the
bandlimiting characteristics of the transmission channel. The bit error probability as a
function of signal-to-noise ratio is shown in Figure 2 for bandlimiting NRZ. The
bandlimiting is expressed by the ratio of the filter 3-dB bandwidth to the bit rate. Without
bandlimiting, the bit error probability for a practical detector is approximately within 1 dB
of the theoretical performance. With the data bandlimited to a bandwidth equal to the bit
rate, an additional 1.5 to 2 dB degradation is incurred. This degradation is due to the
intersymbol interference introduced by the bandlimiting.

Next, consider the effect of bandlimiting on the performance of DM. Figure 3 shows
experimental data as measured with an EMR Model 720 Bit Synchronizer for bandlimited
DM using the same low-pass filter. With no bandlimiting, the performance of DM is also
within 1 dB of the theoretical performance curve. It should be noted that the theoretical
performance is 3.5 dB poorer than that of non-bandlimited NRZ. Bandlimiting DM to a
bandwidth equal to the bit rate degrades the error performance by an additional 3 dB over
the unfiltered code performance. Thus, if one were to compare the performance of filtered
DM to the performance of filtered NRZ, the DM code performance would be
approximately 4.5 dB poorer than NRZ when bandlimited to a cutoff frequency equal to
the bit rate. The performance degradation can be clearly seen by examining the eye
patterns for DM and NRZ. For the filtered case, as shown in Figure 4, not only is the DM
eye closed more by filtering, but the timing tolerance is one-half that of NRZ.

With a tape recorder channel, high-frequency bandlimiting represents only one aspect of
the data recording problem. As indicated, the recorder response is normally equalized to
only a low-frequency cutoff in the order of a few hundred Hertz. With the random NRZ
data, the signal energy extends to dc and, with a finite probability, long strings of ones or
zeros can occur. The lack of dc response seriously degrades the performance of NRZ
coding. Under these conditions, the energy near dc is for DM coding small but finite --
with a transition at least every two bit periods. In order to utilize NRZ, it is necessary to
ensure a minimum transition density in the code. In some cases, this, can be accomplished
by inserting parity bits, while in other applications pseudo-random sequence scrambling
can be employed. Group coding or adding parity bits to the data has been employed by
some tape recorder manufacturers while others have pseudo-randomly scrambled the data.



In order to realistically compare the performance of NRZ data with DM data for the tape
recorder application, a minimum transition density NRZ code must be employed.

The low-frequency cutoff of the tape recorder response is normally a very small fraction of
the high-frequency cutoff. In order to provide a conservative comparison, the relative
performance of DM and NRZ was examined for a channel whose low-frequency cutoff
was 0.5% of the upper frequency cutoff. A low-transition-density NRZ signal was used
having one data transition every eight bits. Under these conditions the performance of the
NRZ maintains a 4-dB performance advantage over DM. With bandpass filtering, the
performance of NRZ is dependent upon the data pattern and on the performance of the
receiver dc restoration circuitry. Performance of DM on the other hand is essentially
independent of code pattern with one very important exception. If the data sequence does
not contain the “1 0 1” data sequence or contains it only occasionally, the DM
synchronizer is unable, to resolve the synchronization ambiguity. Under these
circumstances, the synchronizer is completely unable to detect DM. Consider, for
example, a data stream which contains mostly ones or zeros with isolated bit changes
occurring relatively infrequently. Under these circumstances, the DM synchronizer is
unable to resolve the ambiguity inherent in the DM synchronization process. Thus,
contrary to popular belief, DM is, in fact, data-pattern dependent. When pseudo-random
scrambling is used, NRZ performance suffers an additional degradation because of the
finite probability of a lower transition density. This reduces the margin of performance of
NRZ over DM. It is found in general that DM can tolerate a much higher low-frequency
cutoff than can NRZ for the same performance level. This is important for communication
channels in which the low-frequency cutoff is a significant fraction of the high-frequency
cutoff. For tape recorder applications, this can sometimes occur at very low recording
speeds. At higher recording speeds, however, the performance advantage of NRZ over
DM is clear, provided that NRZ is coded to ensure minimum transition density. Recently
King (3) has published experimental measurements comparing NRZ PCM/FM and DM
PCM/FM indicating that NRZ maintains a 3 dB advantage over DM for the PCM/FM case
as well as for baseband signaling.

In the experimental tests which have been performed, the detection filter used for both
NRZ and DM is optimized for unfiltered data. It is theoretically possible to recover most
of the performance degradation due to filtering by use of an optimum detection technique
such as maximum likelihood estimation (MLSE) as discussed by Forney (4) and others.
Using MLSE, it is theoretically possible to reduce the degradation of DM with respect to
NRZ to about 3 dB as is the case for unfiltered data. To accomplish this, however, requires
a fairly complex processor which processes sequences of data samples rather than
performing bit-by-bit decisions.



Signal design theory has been utilized to design specific codes for the HDDR requirement.
One technique which has been proposed (5) codes four data bits into six channel symbols.
Through this coding, a transmission signal is developed which minimizes the signal energy
at low frequencies to more closely match the channel response.

A fundamental premise of communication theory is that the ability to distinguish between
two symbols in the presence of noise is dependent only on the difference in the energy of
the two symbols. The greater the energy difference between the symbols, the more noise-
immune the signaling. If the symbol duration is limited, the greatest energy difference
between binary symbols is obviously achieved with NRZ coding. An energy difference
equal to that of binary coding is achieved by bi-phase codes although the bi-phase codes
require twice the transmission bandwidth of NRZ. As pointed out recently by Pelchat and
Geist (6), the bandwidth of a signal is not a reliable indication of the required channel
bandwidth and, in fact, the relevant bandwidth is the bandwidth of the energy difference
signal. Pelchat and Geist have shown that the power spectra of two-level codes can be
made as narrow as desired for a constant bit rate. Paradoxically, the decrease in power
spectrum bandwidth requires an increase in effective channel bandwidth. A good example
of this is the case of DM. Even though the signal power spectrum is narrow, the minimum
distance between symbols is equivalent to an RZ pulse which has, in fact, twice the
bandwidth of NRZ. The fact that the minimum distance between symbols in DM coding is
one-half that of NRZ coding explains why the performance of DM is at least 3 dB poorer
than NRZ. Similar comments can be made relative to signal designs based on binary
waveforms. Even though a signal may be designed with a greater energy difference than
NRZ, the improvement is achieved at the expense of bandwidth.

Multi-track Bit Synchronization.  The problem of establishing bit synchronization for
multiple data tracks is crucial to the implementation of an HDDR system. Typically, the
problem of establishing synchronization for multiple tracks has been solved in a brute-
force fashion. Individual, independent synchronizers have been employed for each track.
This provides a most-straightforward solution to the synchronization problem, but does
have a number of faults. Since the synchronizers are completely independent, a
synchronization failure on one synchronizer completely destroys information from that
track. For many systems, such a failure would be nearly catastrophic since it would
represent a sizeable loss of data. The problem of multi-track synchronization is analogous
to several other related problems which have been investigated. One of these is the
synchronization of multiple power networks. A second similar problem is the
synchronization of a large digital communication network. Some of the results of these
apparently unrelated investigations offer insight into methods by which multi-track
synchronization can be improved. In particular, optimum control studies of power network
synchronization show that the best control over network synchronization is provided with
interacting controls between individual portions of the network as opposed to independent



* This assumption can be removed and does not affect the basic results.

control over each separate part of the network. In a like manner, one of the techniques
which has been investigated for controlling the synchronization of a large digital
communication network has been a frequency-averaging system whereby timing for any
individual subsystem in the network is achieved not only from its own timing sources but
from averages of the timing of other subsystems. These results suggest that multi-track
synchronization can be improved by providing some sort of coupling between the
individual track synchronizers. Interconnecting the individual synchronizers from each
track provides a measure of immunity to synchronization failure on any individual track.

The problem of synchronizing multiple channels can be approached theoretically. If all
tracks have the same fixed delay, * the signals from the individual tracks are of the form:

(1)

The task of the synchronizer is to examine the signals and to extract an estimate of J in
some “optimum” manner. The approach taken in this paper is to make a maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) of J from the signals. For ease of statement, the input signal is
written in vector notation:

(2)

The MLE approach is to find a value of J such that the following function is maximized:

(3)

Defining the log likelihood ratio as:

(4)



After some rather lengthy mathematics, the log likelihood ratio can be shown to be of the
form:

(5)

where:

This rather formidable expression represents the answer to the MLE problem. The
synchronizer should choose the value of J which maximizes Equation (5). For some
particular data sequences, zk (J) is periodic and, hence,  v(J) does not have a single
maximum. The synchronizer must find a local maximum of v(J) over a symbol period. To
find such a maximum, the derivative of Equation (5) is taken:

(6)

The synchronizer must now find a value of J such that a Mv/MJ approaches zero. This
suggests a synchronizer structure with feedback as shown in Figure 5. The loop filters
provide the summation (over k) function. The order of summations in Equation (5) can be
reversed so that the individual signals can be summed first and a single loop filter used.
This realization is shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that the signals are summed in
accordance with their relative amplitudes, gj. The realizations shown in Figures 5 and 6
pose some practical implementation problems. Consequently, some suboptimum
approximations to the MLE synchronizer are in order.

Rather than burden the reader with the details of approximations to the MLE synchronizer,
suffice it to say that the same methods are employed and the same results obtained as with
single-channel synchronizers. It can also be shown that the multi-track synchronizer, using
the master VCO, is exactly equivalent to an interconnected group of individual
synchronizers.

Several variations of the basic multiple-track synchronizer have been considered. The first
technique consists of a master VCO which provides the timing reference to all tracks. Each
track has a local phase shifter which adds a phase-correction term to the master VCO input
and applies the resulting signal to a local phase comparator. The output of the local phase
comparator is filtered and is used to both drive the local phase shifter and to provide a
control signal to the master VCO as shown in Figure 7. For this system, the VCO provides



a master clock which is controlled by the composite signal from all tracks. The phase
shifter which is associated with each track provides a vernier control over the local track
phase error so as to minimize the tracking phase error. In essence, the idea is that the
master VCO maintains an average frequency with each individual track minimizing its
local phase error. If a signal drops out on any individual track, the effect on
synchronization is minimized due to the coupling between tracks through the master VCO.

The second technique which has been considered is to provide individual synchronizers for
each track, but to provide some form of coupling between synchronizers so that if a signal
drops out on any individual track, the synchronizer continues to receive an average
frequency error signal from the other track synchronizers.

In order to fully understand the dynamics of a complete synchronizer, a simulation was
performed of a six-track synchronizer. With the many tracks involved, it is difficult to
examine all of the combinations and permutations of the various loop parameters.
Consequently, all loops were set up to have the same gains and type of filtering and an
effort was concentrated on understanding the behavior of the multi-track synchronizer
loops with relatively simple combinations of input signals and gain changes. The overall
loop was originally set up such that with no local control the loop was equivalent to a
simple phase-lock loop having a 1-radian-per-second natural frequency. Next, local gain
was applied to the individual loops. In comparing the response with individual track
feedback with the response of the system having no local control, the local phase control
rapidly reduces the phase error in the individual tracks. This is to be expected since the
loop dynamics are now determined primarily by the local loop characteristics and less by
the master VCO characteristics. The local loop has an effectively wider bandwidth than
the overall master loop and allows the local track to respond much more rapidly than is
permitted using the master VCO alone. With only proportional gain in the local loops, it
can be shown that a static phase error exists in the local loops. This is, of course,
undesirable and integral control should be applied on the local loops to eliminate steady
state phase error. Figure 8 shows the phase error response in loops 1 and 2 with the
addition of integral control on each loop for a 1 -radian step input on track 1 and an initial
phase error of 0. 5 radian on track 2.

In the course of the synchronizer investigation the possibility of using a discrete phase
shifter for each track was considered. The discrete phase shifter effectively picks the phase
of the master VCO which is closest to the phase error of the local loop. Thus, the phase
shifter in each loop can be realized utilizing digital logic. The addition of the nonlinear
quantization in the individual loops greatly complicates the analysis of the synchronizer.
However, these quantization loops are readily simulated.



Figure 9 shows the phase error in loops 1 and 2 with a 0.1 radian quantization in the local
phase comparator. Each of these cases considers an initial phase error of 1 radian in loop 1
and 0. 5 radian in loop 2. The behavior of the loop is more or less as might be expected.
The error is reduced to the point at which the local phase error cycles back and forth
between limits of the same magnitude as the phase shifter quantization.

The performance of the MLE synchronizer has been estimated using the Cramer-Rao
(C-R) bounds and the mean square error computed for a periodic input signal. The
performance analysis yields the following interesting results:

1. The root-mean square (rms) timing error is reduced by the square root of the number
of channels combined.

2. The rms error increases with the reciprocal of the transition density.

3. The C-R performance bound is approached by the squaring loop synchronizer.

4. By virtue of result (1), a multi-channel synchronizer is relatively immune to the loss of
a single channel.

5. The inputs to the loop filter should be weighted in accordance with the signal
amplitude.

6. If the individual channel signal amplitudes vary, the amplitude should be measured and
the gain into the loop adoptively changed.

7. The individual channel sampling should be adjusted to compensate for any fixed delay
between channels.

Conclusions.  The two major considerations in the design of an HDDR system are (1)
signal design and detection, and (2) synchronization. Signal design and detection for
HDDR has previously received considerable attention. The relative performance of the
more-common codes are verified by experimental measurements and the effects of
bandlimiting are examined. The problem of multi-track synchronization has been
investigated both theoretically and by simulation. The MLE multi-track synchronizer
configuration is obtained and has been shown to be equivalent to coupled independent
synchronizers. The performance of the MLE synchronizer shows it to be quite tolerant of
individual track dropouts. Individual track phase error feedback can be employed to track
local phase variations with the master VCO providing average frequency control.
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A WIDEBAND-PCM RECORDER FOR THE SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER1

R. D. PETIT
Odetics, Inc.

Anaheim, California

Summary.  A wideband-PCM recorder has been developed for use in the avionics
instrumentation subsystem of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. In direct contrast with the single
function Apollo and Skylab recorders, this recorder is designed to meet a variety of present
and future applications.

The Shuttle recorder uses the tape transport and motor drive design from the NASA-
Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA-GSFC) Standard Tape Recorder. This design was
directed by the NASA-GSFC with funding provided by the Low Cost Systems Office at
NASA Headquarters.

Recording is accomplished on up to 14 data tracks with analog or digital data inputs. FM
multiplexed analog frequencies of up to 2 MHz and digital rates of 1 Mb/s are
accommodated at a tape speed of 120 inches/second. Recording time in the analog mode
varies between 4 minutes for 2 MHz data to 80 minutes for 100 KHz data. The total digital
data storage is 3.44 x 109 bits with recording times from 1 hour for 1 Mb/s data to 19
hours for 50 Kb/s data in the serial track switching mode.

A versatile command decoder and control interface are used for eight primary modes of
operation. The recorder responds to over 7,000 commands which are combinations of the
eight modes, four tape speeds, four delay times, four run periods and track selection. The
commands are formatted as 16 bit words by onboard computers or simple, single switch
panel commands initiated by the astronauts.

The Shuttle recorder uses a hermetically sealed transport unit, occupies approximately
2,000 cubic inches and weighs 41 pounds. Operation through launch and re-entry vibration
environments is accomplished by use of isolators which mount the transport unit to the
electronics unit. Tape life is in excess of 20,000 passes without maintenance.



Introduction.  Spaceborne, instrumentation tape recorders have been historically, highly
customized units, tailored to a specific set of mission requirements. This approach
provides mission optimized recorders but involves long development lead times and
repeating development costs.

The nature of the Shuttle Orbiter Program, estimated to be 10 to 15 years in length and
expected to accommodate yet undefined missions, suggests the need for a mission adaptive
tape recorder. The variety of data storage requirements for developmental and early
operational flights include multichannel wideband analog, multichannel digital, serial trend
analysis digital and serial digital stored in a loop format for anomaly analysis.

This paper describes a recorder design providing the flexible needs of the Shuttle Orbiter
Program.

System Description.  The recorder is physically partitioned into two units, the Transport
Unit (TU) and the Electronics Unit (EU). Figure 1 illustrates the recorder in its flight
configuration, with the TU mounted through vibration isolators to the EU. The EU and TU
interconnect through three cables and, in the interconnected configuration, may be
logistically handled as one Line Replaceable Unit. All physical and electrical interfaces to
the spacecraft are accommodated on the EU.

Shuttle Standard Tape Recorder
Figure 1

Figures 2 and 3, respectively, illustrate the TU and EU with their enclosures removed. The
TU is hermetically sealed and can withstand up to ±1 atmosphere of gauge pressure. The
TU contains the tape transport mechanism, the servo and tape-to-head related signal
conditioning electronics. The transport mechanism includes the following basic elements;
single capstan tape drive, coaxial reel tape storage, and a negator spring tape tensioning
system. All guide rollers in the tape path employ redundant bearings for increased
reliability.



Shuttle Standard Tape Recorder Transport Unit
Figure 2

Shuttle Standard Tape Recorder Electronics Unit
Figure 3

The EU contains the control logic, power supplies and further signal conditioning
electronics.

Table I summarizes the principal recorder specifications.

Referring to Figure 4, the System Block Diagram, it can be seen that all electrical
connections to the spacecraft are made through eight connectors, J1 through J8.
Interconnection between the EU and TU is accomplished via J9 through J11.

The primary power, obtained from 28V ±4 VDC, is applied to J5. All DC voltages
required by the EU are developed by the EU power supply, while the TU voltages are
generated by the TU power supply. The TU supply is located external to both the TU and
EU but is mounted to the EU.

All commands to the recorder are routed through J4 and processed by the control logic. In
conjunction with the program plug, connected to J7 and J8, the control logic interprets all
commands and interacts with nearly all other functional elements.



TABLE I
SHUTTLE RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS



FIGURE 4

Digital data, through J1, and analog data, through J2, are routed to the record amplifier,
record head switcher and finally to the record heads.

All reproduced data is amplified, appropriately conditioned and outputted through J3.

Status and diagnostic telemetry are interpreted by the built-in test equipment (BITE) and
outputted, along with a BITE indication, through J6.

The overriding philosophy behind the specification and development of the recorder has
been to provide flexibility. The key to flexibility is contained in the command processing,
the wide speed range servo mechanism and the variety of data recording techniques
offered by the recorder. These elements are described in more detail in the following
paragraphs.

Command Processing.  Commands to the recorder fall into two distinct categories; direct
commands and automatic sequence commands. A direct command completely defines the



operational mode. The recorder will execute that operational mode for only as long as the
direct command is asserted.

Automatic sequence commands address a hard-wired memory location in which an
operational mode command is stored. Automatic sequence commands need only be
asserted momentarily as opposed to the direct commands. This indirect command
technique uses the program plug as a hard-wired memory. Two connectors, J7 and J8 are
interconnected through an external cable assembly forming the program plug. The cable
assembly may be wired prior to a mission to store the automatic sequence operational
modes required for that mission. If an automatic sequence command is asserted
momentarily, that sequence will be executed once, while continuous assertion of the
command will yield repetitious execution of the sequence.

Both direct and automatic commands may be asserted on either of two interfaces; the
primary command interface or the secondary command interface.

The repertoire of operational modes will be discussed later, but it will be helpful to
understand commendable run and delay times at this point. The complete command for any
operational mode includes several modifiers such as speed, run time and delay time. The
run time commanded may be continuous or finite, while the delay time may be zero or
finite. The delay time is a period immediately following command assertion, during which
the recorder simply delays execution of the commanded mode. The run time is a period
immediately following the delay time, during which the recorder executes the commanded
mode.

If a finite run time is associated with a direct command, the command may still be
asserted; but the recorder will stop execution of the commanded mode when the run time
has expired. This condition is considered “command completion” even though the direct
command is still present at the interface.

An automatic “sequence” may consist of a finite delay followed by a finite run time. Thus
for a momentarily applied automatic sequence command, the sequence will consist of one
delay period followed by one run period. For a continuous assertion of the command, a
repeating sequence of delay, run, delay, run, etc. will ensue.

A hierarchy of priority has been developed for dealing with the variety of commands,
direct, automatic, primary and secondary. Figure 5 is useful in understanding this
hierarchy. In general, the primary interface has priority over the secondary; and automatic
sequence commands have priority over direct commands. An automatic sequence
command, once started, may be stopped only by its natural completion or by the
application of an automatic sequence interrupt command. The assertion of a direct 
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command without interrupt will be ignored until the automatic sequence is complete. Thus,
a secondary automatic sequence in progress will have priority over a primary command if
no interrupt is applied.

A directly commanded mode may be terminated by changing the command. This may
involve simply removing the command, in which case the recorder will revert to the
standby mode of operation or changing the commanded mode. It is not necessary to go
through standby between two operational modes.

The format of the 16 bit command word is shown in Figure 6.

Command Word Format
Figure 6

The 16 bits are utilized as follows:

Bits 1 - 3 Select one of eight operational modes.

Bit 4 Allows direction reversal.

Bits 6 and 7 Select one of four preprogrammed speeds.

Bits 8 and 9 Select one of four preprogrammed delay times. One of the four is
always zero.

Bits 10 and 11 Select one of four preprogrammed run times. one of the four is
always continuous.

Bit 12 Interrupts any automatic sequence in progress and determines the
function of bits 13 - 16.

Bits 13 - 16 If bit 12 is false, select one of sixteen preprogrammed automatic
sequences. (Seven available on Shuttle)

If bit 12 is true, select serial channel track number.



The eight operational modes are described below:

Standby The unit is quiescent powering only those circuits necessary to
recognize a non standby mode command.

Record Serial A Records digital data present at input A in a serial track switching
format beginning on the commanded track and progressing to track
14. If track 0 is commanded, recording starts on the present track.

Record Serial B Identical to record serial A except data is recorded from input B.

Dump Serial Reproduces digital data in a serial track switching format beginning
on the commanded track. If bit 4 is false, decrements toward track 1
in the opposite direction from which data was recorded. If bit 4 is
true, increments toward track 14 in the same direction in which data
was recorded.

Loop Records digital data present at input A in a serial loop mode.
Records on tracks 12, 13 and 14 in a repeating loop sequence.
When commanded to dump data in the loop mode via a special
command bit, continues to record but dumps the most recently
recorded data in the opposite direction from which it was recorded.

Record Parallel Records digital and/or analog data present at the input in a parallel
format. The digital data input connector is used to identify the
number of parallel digital channels to be recorded, while the analog
data input connector identifies the number of analog channels to be
recorded. Channel count is identified through hardwiring of a 4 bit
binary number on the two data input connectors. Parallel recording
is accomplished in the forward direction and continues until end of
tape is reached. In addition to the parallel recording, digital data
present at serial input A may be recorded simultaneously on any of
the 14 channels not used for parallel data.

Dump Parallel Reproduces data on those channels identified by input connector
wiring. If data is analog, reproduce direction is forward, whereas
digital data is reproduced in reverse. The serial digital reproduce
channel may be used to simultaneously dump digital data on any
channel during the parallel dump.



Stop This mode is essentially the same As standby except that if
commanded by the primary interface, the unit is not receptive to any
commands issued by the secondary interface. This mode allows the
user of the primary interface to take control away from the user of
the secondary interface.

Each of the eight operational modes discussed above, with the exception of loop, may be
preprogrammed and executed as automatic sequences. An automatic stop or standby,
although of questionable utility, may be commanded and can only be terminated with an
interrupt command. When a serial mode, either record or dump, is executed as an
automatic sequence, the sequence includes automatic tape positioning to the point of last
serial recording on tape. This tape positioning eliminates the ability to record over
previously recorded data and the need for bookkeeping but is not included when executing
serial modes via direct commands.

In addition to the six available programmable automatic sequences, a fixed automatic erase
sequence is provided. This automatic mode erases the entire tape, clears all write protect
mechanisms, leaves the tape positioned at beginning of tape and switches the serial
channel to track 1. This mode is automatic and, once entered, can be terminated only by
completion or by an automatic interrupt. To enter this mode, the command must be
asserted for 10 seconds.

In addition to serving as a memory for automatic sequences, the program plug is used to
select mission operating speeds and run and delay times. Program plug wiring associates
the four commendable speeds with any four of the fourteen available recorder speeds.
Similarly, three of seven run times and three of seven delay times are premission selected
by wiring of the program plug.

Data Recording.  Three distinct data recording techniques are provided by the recorder.
Any combination of these three techniques may be exercised simultaneously, allowing for
a wide variety of data storage. All data inputs are differentially balanced and have an input
impedance of 71S. The three recording techniques are discussed further below.

1. Bias Recorded Analog Data - Fourteen channels of analog record amplification are
provided. Any number of these channels may be activated for parallel recording by
the channel count identification on the analog data input connector. The input range
of each channel is from 0.5 VRMS to 2 VRMS. This 12 dB dynamic range is
accommodated by an AGC amplifier which provides a 1 VRMS drive to the record
head. The data from each of these amplifiers is mixed with a 7 MHz bias signal prior
to recording. The frequency range of each channel varies as a function of tape speed
from a low band edge of 1.8 KHz to a high band edge of 2 MHz. For any tape speed,



the frequency band is equal to the tape speed times the allowable flux density band.
Flux densities may vary from 125 CPI to 16,667 CPI. Thus, at 120 ips, the
bandwidth is from 15 KHz to 2 MHz. The minimum frequency, regardless of tape
speed, is 1.8 KHz.

2. Bias Recorded Digital Data - Eleven channels of bias record amplifiers are provided
for parallel digital recording. These amplifiers are similar in concept to the analog
amplifiers. Indeed, many components are shared by the analog and digital bias record
amplifiers since no channel may be used simultaneously for two data types. When
used as a digital bias record amplifiers the configuration is switched to eliminate the
AGC feature and to include a 2 MHz lowpass filter. These eleven channels are used
for tracks 4 through 14, and any number of channels may be activated by the channel
count identification on the digital data input connector. Tracks 1 through 3 employ
saturation record amplifiers for parallel digital recording and are discussed later.
Data rates are a function of tape speed, but for any speed, the rate range covers an
octave. These rates may be determined by multiplying the tape speed by a packing
density of from 4.27 KBPI to 8.53 KBPI. Thus, at 120 ips, the data rate may be
between 512 Kb/s and 1.024Mb/s. Each channel may be used to record a different
data rate as long as the rates are all within the octave range.

3. Saturation Recorded Digital Data - Four channels of saturation record amplifiers are
provided. Three of these are used for parallel digital recording of tracks 1 through 3,
while the forth is switchable to any track and is used for serial digital recording. The
serial channel may be connected to any one of three data input sources. These
amplifiers do not employ bias, but rather, provide record head currents sufficient to
saturate the magnetic tape. Each of these amplifiers include a digital predistortion
network. The network has a transfer function comparable to that of a lead network
and is used to compensate for head-to-tape phase distortion allowing bidirectional
reproduce. Indeed, the reason for including four saturating, predistorting record
channels is to provide for bidirectional playback capability. Thus, any data recorded
in serial or in parallel on track 1 through 3 may be reproduced in either direction,
regardless of record direction. The data rates associated with the saturation record
channels are identical to the digital bias record channels. During any serial recording,
a per track erase before record is automatically accommodated. A 2 MHz erase
oscillator is included for this purpose.

Data Reproduction.   The reproduce amplifiers fall into two distinct categories; parallel
and serial. All data outputs are differential and capable of driving 71S. The two amplifier
types are discussed below.



1. Parallel Reproduce Amplifiers - Fourteen channels of parallel reproduce amplifiers
are provided. All fourteen channels are activated in the dump parallel mode
regardless of channel count wiring on the data input connectors. These amplifiers
may be used to reproduce any recorded data, digital or analog, and provide a 0.6
VRMS analog output. When used for reproducing digital data, the outputs may be
conditioned externally with a bit rate synchronizer for further digital data processing.
For maximum performance, digital data should be reproduced in the opposite
direction from which it was recorded, while analog data should be reproduced in the
same direction as which it was recorded. Likewise, to optimize performance, analog
data, due to the high flux density recorded on tape, should be reproduced at the same
speed at which it was recorded. Digital data may be reproduced at any of the
fourteen speeds regardless of the speed at which it was recorded. These amplifiers
employ AGC as a means of providing speed equalization. No other amplitude or
phase equalization is included, thus, the individual components of a composite
recorded signal will follow the head response curve if no pre-emphasis is used
external to the recorder. The performance characteristics of analog data are
summarized in Table I.

2. Serial Reproduce Amplifier - A single channel serial digital reproduce amplifier is
provided. This amplifier may be switched to any track and is used for the
reproduction of any digital data, regardless of the record technique used. If the data
was recorded with a bias record amplifier, then it should be reproduced in the
opposite direction from which it was recorded. If saturation recording was used, then
the serial reproduce amplifier may be used in either direction. The serial reproduce
amplifier differs from the parallel amplifiers in that the reproduced data is fully
reconstructed to a digital bi-phase level waveform with flutter induced jitter
removed. Additional circuit elements of equalization, zero crossing detection, data
decoding and dejitter buffering are included for this purpose. The data decoder
provides flexibility in that it can decode data recorded at any packing density within
a one octave range. This is accomplished with a self tracking phase-locked oscillator
loop. The loop automatically locks itself to the data rate reproduced from tape and
provides a high frequency clock utilized in the decoding process. The decoder output
is clocked into the dejitter buffer at the irregular reproduce rate. Clock assurance
techniques are employed within the decoder to prevent bit slippage during tape
dropouts. Data is unloaded from the buffer at a jitter free rate by a clock obtained
from the phase-locked loop and converted back to bi-phase level. The serial data
output is available through three active line drivers, two of which are suitable for
wire ORing to another tape recorder. In the loop mode, the data is available through
a forth and independent line driver electrically isolated from the other three drivers.
The serial digital reproduce amplifier reproduces data with a maximum beginning of 



life error rate of 5 errors in 107 bits. End of life is defined as that point at which
errors have increased to 10 errors in 107 bits.

Tape Speed Control.  The Shuttle recorder employs the servo and transport developed for
the NASA Standard Tape Recorder. Although the Shuttle application uses a speed range
of 6 ips to 120 ips, the servo will operate from 0.75 ips to 120 ips, a speed ratio of 160:1.
This wide operating range accounts for a great deal of the flexibility afforded by the
recorder. To accommodate this wide speed range, the servo motor driver employs current
feedback and the phase error detector it filtered with a digital filter rather than a
conventional multipole low pass. The digital filter removes the carrier frequency from the
feedback signal at low speeds without the introduction of phase delays inherent in
conventional low-pass filters. The servo employs rate feedback during acceleration and
deceleration while using position feedback at all other times. Feedback is obtained from an
optical tachometer directly coupled to the capstan shaft, in the Shuttle application. The
servo may also be operated in a tape feedback mode with provisions included for a
synchronous crossover from tachometer-to-tape feedback. The servo can deliver either
positive or negative torque to the capstan through its ability to switch direction of motor
commutation as a function of error voltage polarity. A brushless DC motor with its
attendant long life is used as the prime mover. The motor employs optical commutation
sensing.

Telemetry.  Telemetry signals are divided into two categories, diagnostic and status. The
diagnostic telemetry provides a calibrated variable indication of from 0V to 5V for ten
operational parameters. A 0V reading indicates initial acceptable values for the
parameters, while a 5V reading indicates the need for maintenance. Each of the diagnostic
signals is internally monitored such that if any reach or exceed the 5V level, a fault
indication is provided on the BITE status telemetry.

The status telemetry signals are bi-level digital in nature and function to identify the
present status of the recorder. Unique among the status indicators is a five line binary
indication of tape position. This five bit binary word provides tape position information
between beginning and end of tape with resolution to 80 feet. Tape position is determined
by counting the number of tachometer pulses during each revolution of the bottom tape
storage reel. Table II provides a summary of the telemetry signals.



TABLE II
TELEMETRY SIGNALS

Diagnostic Status

Pressure

TU Temperature

EU Temperature

Servo Error

Optical Sensors

Bias Oscillator

TU Digital Power Supply

TU Analog Power Supply

EU Digital Power Supply

EU Analog Power Supply

BITE

EOT

BOT

Tach Lock

Reset

Recorder Full

Write Protect

Recording Input B

Delay Interval

Direction

Tape Position (5 bits)

Track I.D. (4 bits)

Mode (3 bits)

Speed (2 bits)

Run Time (2 bits)

Delay Time (2 bits)

Conclusion.  A magnetic tape storage mechanism has been described which provides the
flexibility of application needed by the Space Shuttle Orbiter Program. The paper provides
the reader with an insight to the wide range of application without stressing details of
operation.
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Summary.  An advanced Supervisory Control and Telemetry system has been developed
to meet the diversified requirements from the widening range of application fields such as
utility industries, highways and railways. The transmission procedure employed is Cyclic
Digital Transmission (CDT)a procedure most widely adopted in Japan, especially in the
electric power control field. The master station possesses the capability of accomodating
equivalently as many as 32 remote stations linked over 1200 b/s carrier channels on a real-
time basis. This processing power has been achieved by the use of an emulation-type
microcomputer, into which a specially developed set of microinstructions are incorporated
as part of firmware to get the optimal tradeoff between hardware and software.

Introduction

Public and utility systems are in need of a number of “Control Points” spread over large
areas in order to fulfill their social roles. Examples are such transports and distribution
systems as gas and electric networks, water supply and sewerage disposal systems,
freeways and railways. Recently, automation and centralized control facilities in such
control systems have been advanced for the purposes of improvement of their services and
reduction of personnel expenses. Also required are supervisory control functions of remote
points of larger scale than ever before. With the scale expansion and diversification of the
application fields, there have arisen the requirements for extensive processability and
flexibility satisfying the diversified needs to Supervisory Control and Telemetry systems.

In the electric industry, where supervisory control systems have been made use of at many
power- and sub-stations for a long time, the recent trend is that ever larger Control Points
are becoming unattended and remotely controlled. Incidentally, in Japan, Supervisory
Control and Telemetry systems are utilized most in the electric power field, where Cyclic
Digital Transmission (CDT) procedure recommended by the Institute of Electrical



*Communications Study Committee of the I.E.E. of Japan, “Standard Specification of Cyclic
Digital Information Transmission Equipment”, Technical Report of I.E.E. of Japan ( Part I ),
No.91, August 1969

Engineers of Japan is widely adopted*. Such CDT based systems are also used in other
fields, which CDT was not necessarily meant for the time of recommendation.

These trends are now forcing the equipment at the controlling side of the Supervisory
Control and Telemetry system ( called Master Station ) to have more powerful and
versatile functions, with the equipment at the remote-controlled side (called Remote
Station), on the other hand, ranging widely in terms of size and performance.

This paper describes the Supervisory Control and Telemetry system developed for the
purpose of making the Master Station highly integrated and flexible, which is based on a
emulation-type microcomputer with a special built-in set of machine instructions.

CDT Procedure

Although CDT is widely used in Japan as a standard procedure, especially in the electric
power control field, very few are found overseas. This section, accordingly, gives an
outline of CDT, to begin with.

Concepts of CDT.  CDT is a data transmission system based on PCM-TDM method,
which was developed for the continuous transmission of supervisory and telemetering data.
The main features of CDT are, as the term “Cyclic” implies, continuous supervision of
measurands changing smoothly and continuously, immediate transmission of informations
changing intermittently with the time resolution of the transmission cycle, and constant
monitoring of the main functions throughout the transmission circuit. The continuous grasp
and periodic diagnosis of operating status of the remote transmission facilities are strongly
required particularly because the remote stations are unattended. Another incidental
advantage expected is that symptoms of faults may be detected before becoming
catastrophic.

Economical situations played important roles in the background during the evolution of the
CDT concept. It was first discussed in 1967, when ICs were still considerably expensive
and accordingly a simplified transmission control procedure was required in order to
reduce equipment cost. Therefore, the CDT procedure was determined to be simple and
effective by eliminating the start/stop control of transmission sequence. Another
economical condition was that the rise in cost due to the continuous usage of transmission
channels was not so serious a problem, because electric power and railway industries
possessed their own data transmission networks. These original considerations are 



generally justified still now; as simple equipment configuration and continuous channel
monitoring contribute to the system reliability improvement as well.

CDT systems, as shown in Fig.1, are basically simplex, point-to-point transmission sstems
using 200-1200 b/s carrier channels. The basic scheme for reliability betterment is the
duality of transmission routes and time-shared common components such as analog-to-
digital converters, parallel from/to serial converters, and power supply units.

Fig.1  Cyclic Digital Transmission (CDT) system configuration

Transmission format.  The basic transmission format of CDT is illustrated in Fig.2.
Although the format can carry a variety of data, it has a common hierarchical structure
consisting of a Cycle, Frames, Words and Bits. Transmission is performed periodically
Cycle-wis and is controlled Word-wise. Frame is a block of Data Words to synchronize
the sending and receiving timings; this Frame synchronization is accomplished by
detecting the unique-pattern Sync Word inserted at the head of each Frame. Cycle
comprises either one or two Frames, and each Data Word is idetified by the Word Address
which is assigned such that no more than one idetical Word Addresses appear within one
Cycle.

Fig.2  Transmission frame format of CDT system



Data Word, a 44-bit word, basically consists of Word Address, Flag, Sign and Data,
together with error-detecting redundant bits. Here the Data bits contain either
select/operate commands, measurands or status indications, as the case may be.
Transmission errors are checked for by means of parity checking and complementary-
repeat-and-compare technique. Sub-commutation and super-commutation are often
adopted to virtually increase Data numbers, and to shorten the sampling period,
respectively, as are required.

CDT based Operating Command Transmission uses a variation of the basic format, as
shown in Fig.3, to raise reliability and adaptability. Functionally it is not cyclic, but acyclic
which transmits select/operate commands with a shortened Frame only when the
commands are issued. However, Frames with special pseudo-commands of “NO-
SELECTION, NO-OPERATION” are transmitted when no commands are given, whereby
the system is always kept active, retaining the merits of cyclic transmission.

Fig.3 Remote operation frame Fig.4 Four scale grades of Supervisory
format as a variation of CDT Control and Telemetry systems

Control procedures.  Since CDT is of continuous transmission, it does not involve
complex procedures excepting sub-commutation, super-commutation and Frame
shortening. The Frame shortening is a procedure which can improve the response for
urgent information in a system transmitting a great many Words over low speed channels.
As soon as a control circuit accepts a signal of urgency, it shortens the current Frame so
that only the predetermined Words are sent for the preset number of cycles, after which the
transmission resumes the normal mode of operation.

The Word which has been detected to have error bits by the error checking methods
mentioned above, is abandoned and kept from going to output devices. Since another data
sample of this item is coming one cycle later, error correction can be dispensed with. To
some output devices, however, even if some error are detected, data are transfered as they
have been received, with the Flag bit indicating that the data are not effective, so that the
output devices also can detect the erroneous transmission conditions.



Although the CDT format puts the basis on continuous transmission, it can be applied to
transmission procedures of “Polling” or “Transmit-after-status change”, which are really
used with a multi-drop channel in transportation field, or with a common carrier channel to
save the lease cost. In the multi-drop environment, for example, the Master Station polls a
certain Remote Station and it responds with one or two Cycles of transmission, or with a
frame of “no-change”; the frame is usually shortened to save the polling time when there
are no status changes.

Purpose of using a microcomputer

System configuration.  The system scale of Supervisory Control and telemetry is
characterized by

(1) number of Remote Stations,
(2) number of supervision and control items,
(3) variety of functions.

Additionally time-related conditions such as transmission speed and supervisory control
response affect the system configuration, but these conditions can be converted into the
equivalent amount of information by keeping identical the products of transmission speed
and data amount. We classify the system scale into the four grades, I, II, III and IV, as
shown in Fig.4.

As a system structure that is well adaptable to a wide range of applications the modular
one is quite suitable. This approach can increase the productivity at factory in the sense
that a variety of application system can be built up by a combination of the standard
modules and a few dedicated ones. From the customers’ viewpoint, on the other hand, this
modularity has a number of advantages such as good maintenability, wide expandability,
and an optimal tradeoff between the inefficiency and complexity of the general purpose
machine and the excessive developing cost of the special purpose machine.

Although there have long since existed modular structures adopted in Supervisory Control
and Telemetry system which are based on hardware modules, the new technology is a
much more integrated and flexible modularity that incorporates hardware and software
modules utilizing the power of a microcomputer and a compatible minicomputer.

The usage of a microprocessor or a microcomputer is divided into three types:

(1) assemble the microprocessor as a large IC in the control equipment

(2) use only the hardware of a stand-alone microcomputer system,



(3) use the microcomputer as a computer system completely equipped with hardware
and software.

The type (1) is adequate for a dedicated small system, but not for a system of large scale
and high function covering the whole applications. The type (2) and (3) are different only
in the structure of software, and hence their modules can exist as the different yet
cooperative components within systems of the same concept. There, the structure (2) may
be particularly suitable to medium or large systems with medium level functions, and the
structure (3) may be well suited to large or very large systems requiring high level
functions.

Two strategies of modularity, i.e., functional modularity and incremental modularity, could
be considered. Fundamental functions of Supervisory Control and Telemetry are roughly
summarized as follows:

Master Station transmission control, indication processing, operating command
issuing, test/diagnosis, etc.,

Remote Station transmission control, input data processing, operating command
execution, test/diagnosis, etc.

Each function can be implemented as either a hardware module or a software module;
hence the term functional modularity.

In case of the incremental modularity, a required number of unit modules are assembled so
that the supervisory control and telemetry functions as a whole are implemented for a
specified number of items for either the Master Station or the Remote Station. This
concept would become very attractive when the multi-processor techniques now utilized
for large computers come down to the microcomputer field.

The functional modules can implement the whole functions by combinations of dedicated
hardware, firmware and software of a microcomputer, and, if necessary, a host computer
system. The concept of sharing various levels of functions among them is shown in the left
half of Fig.5. In case of a smaller system most of the functions can be performed by the
microprocessor, while in a larger system, higher capabilities such as simultaneous
processing of multi-directional remote stations can be accomplished by an increased
firmware ability by means of assigning bit-oriented send/receive control to the hardware.
The right half of Fig.5 illustrates an example of such structure for a large system. 
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Fig. 5  Systems configuration using a microcomputer

Furthermore in a very large system, an advanced data processing and powerfull man-
machine control can be achieved by connecting a host computer that has machine
instructions compatible with the microcomputer. Then the microcomputer works as a front-
end communications processor to the host and reserves the rest of processing power for
backing up the host in case of emergency.

Technical problems in using a microcomputer
There is not any fundamentally new problem in applying a microcomputer to Supervisory
Control and Telemetry systems, since a number of computer based systems have been
developed and put into operation **,***. One of the strong points of microcomputers is
compactness which conventional computers never have. If a microcomputer keeping its
compactness can construct a Master Station with multi-directional Remote Stations, the
Master Station will be compact as well as flexible with a high degree of performance that
was never realized conventionally. Here we discuss the problems in using a
microcomputer to make up a Master Station.

Functional sharing.  Functions of the Master Station, shown in Fig.6, must be shared
among hardware, firmware and software to optimize the cost-performance under the
constraints for compactness, flexibility, backward compatibility, etc. The hardware is good
at sharing the functions which are simple but speed-critical, and common to many different
systems. Software and firmware, on the other hand, are suited to share the contrastive
functions. Firmware should share the functions like subroutines that are called 



Fig. 6  Functionl block diagram of Master Station

up relatively frequently as compared with software. The functional sharing scheme in the
concrete is as follows:

Hardware interfacing with outer devices, serial to/from parallel conversion,
Firmware channel scanning, compose/decompose of transmission words,
Software transmission control, indication processing, operation command control, other

miscellaneous functions including management of man-machine devices.

Since the interfaces implemented by hardware include the connections with transmission
channels, supervisory panels and operators desks, the hardware could hardly be
standardized to all applications without some functional decomposition. But indication
output and command input circuits can be simplified and reformed into standard modules
with the aid of the software absorbing a wide spectrum of application functions, since the
man-machine interfaces such as indication and operation are of such a nature as needs to
be processed at intervals of a few seconds at the fastest.

The items of Supervisory Control and Telemetry system, which sometimes amount to
hundreds in large systems, are indicated and/or controlled individually, and so the
indication and operating command control must be executed on a item-by-item basis where
information is of only one-bit-per-item. However computers can not effectively process the
bit-oriented informations. Fortunately, indication items of about ten positions (items for on-
off status) are grouped into a Word or a Group, and hence the microcomputer can
effectively process them in parallel Group-wise. An operation command consists of a
group address, an individual (or point) address, flag bits and a command code, and the
number of bits of the operation Word is equal to that of the indication Word. So that the
operation command can also be processed in parallel Word-wise.
On the other hand, since transmission control can not be dealt with in parallel, it is a heavy
load for a computer and it was one of the main causes that have reduced the ability of a



microcomputer when used for Supervisory Control and Telemetry. However the
introduction of firmware technique has enabled a microcomputer to process the
transmission control with the same speed as for other functions, and to realize a
substantially higher processing power than without the firmware.

Reduction of processor overhead.  Even in a microcomputer-based system, some
Hardware modules are still necessary which interface with the external equipment
including communication channels, mimic diagram panel, etc. These hardware modules are
physically connected to the microprocessor, but logically done to its software as well. This
logical connection between hardware and software is one of the new and crucial problems
which does not exist with a hard-wired system.

Here, it is noteworthy that the system performance depends particularly on how efficiently
the connection with communications channels is dealt with, since they should generally be
processed with the highest priority on account of their random timings independent of the
processor clock. Otherwise any incoming data might be lost, especially in the continuously
running CDT system.

Most microprocessors are capable of three modes of connection with external devices:

(1) PCIO using an input/output instruction,
(2) MI using a store/load instruction, each device being handled virtually as a main

memory element,
(3) DMA external devices accessing the main memory directly without the help of

processor.

With whichever mode, either priority interrupting or fast scanning must be incorporated to
coordinate the program to external devices. The interrupting is suitable to such a low-
speed and non-cyclic connection as with man-machine interface devices, whereas the
scanning is relatively advantageous for such a connection of cyclic nature as with
communications devices. Although the interruption is generally accepted very quickly by
the internal hardware of the processor, a program run of hundreds of steps is necessary in
order that the interrupting device and the interrupted program may be selected out of many
other devices and programs, respectively, which is the processor overhead that should be
reduced to a minimum to improve the system size and performance.

Consequently, in a system dealing with a considerable number of remote stations over
CDT channels, the interruption method may reduce the system performance sharply due to
the overhead multiplied by the number of the channels. On the other hand, the program-
driven scan method can avoid the excessive overhead since in this case all that is needed 



for all the channels is a one-channel equivalent overhead for the program initiation at the
begining of each scan cycle.

Reliability consideration.  With the introduction of a microprocessor into which a great
deal of functions are integrated, the reliability consideration as regards the processor in
particular is an essentially important design aspect. From the viewpoints of parts and
components, a relatively high reliability can generally be achieved with their reduced
number as compared with that of a hard-wired system, together with a fieldverified quality
control. In addition, from the system configuration point of view, four steps have been
conceived corresponding to the four grades in

Grade I : single structure,
Grade II : single processor with line buffers, backed up by exchangeable spare plug-

in boards,
Grade III : duplexed processors and memories with line buffers,
Grade IV : duplexed processors and memories with line buffers, partially backed up by

a host computer.

Furthermore, there is a fortunate situation in the supervisory control field in that processing
may be continued in case of a momentary error or fault if it is detected and does not
develop into any serious malfunction thanks to the repetive transmission, while in the
computer control field the system shutdown is an usual scheme even with the shortest error
condition.

Experimental system and results

A prototype of medium scale Supervisory Control and Telemetry system which will cover
the grades II and III as shown in Fig.5 has been experimentally developed based on the
above-mentioned concept using a microcomputer.

System performance.  For supervision and telemetry, information is transmitted from the
Remote Station to the Master Station where on-off and analog data are generally indicated
by lamps and display devices, respecttively. Usually, those lamps flash on status change
along with audible alarm.

A select-before-operate technique has been employed for operational control in that a
remote device to be controlled is first selected at the Remote Station and acknowledged at
the Master Station, and then a operational command is transmitted to the Remote Station
to control the device.



Microcomputer adaptation.  Microcomputers do not necessarily possess enough power
to process very large systems because they are required to handle a CRT display and a
logging typewriter, in addition to automated control of remotely located machines. In order
to develope a system architecture which will cover from medium to very large scale
systems by continuous enhancement, an emulation-type microcomputer has been adopted
which is compatible with a larger control computer family by its machine instructions. As a
result of this compatibility, the software modules to support man-machine devices have
been standardized between the grades III and IV.

The outline specifications of the employed microcomputer HIDIC-08 are given in Table 1.
HIDIC-08 is an one-board processor using bipolar one-chip CPU elements, and has 47
basic instructions which can partly emulate the instruction set of the upper class control
computers, and are implemented into the basic microprogram firmware of 512-word Read-
Only-Memories (ROMs). Other optional instructions can also be supplemented into
another set of 512-word ROMs as the optional microprogram firmware.

Table 1.  Specifications of the employed microcomputer:HIDIC-08



Hardware structure. The hardware structure of the experimental system is depicted in
Fig.7. The Master Station has the processing power which can simultaneously control 32
remote stations linked via 1200 b/s fullduplex channels. Actually a full-duplex channel was
connected and the signal transmission speed was increased up to 48 kb/s, which is
comparable to 40 channels of 1200 b s in order to prove equivalently the specified
processing power under the multichannel environment. To accomplish this high
performance with the microcomputer HIDIC-08, the line buffer was designed to share part
of transmission procedure; that is, to detect the Frame Sync pattern of CDT format and to
buffer half a word. As for the interface control between HIDIC-08 processor and the line
buffers, MI technique has been adopted, so the line buffers can be accessed by means of
either “store/load” instructions or “memory execute” microinstruction.

Fig. 7  Hardware structure of the experimental system

In the convetional systems a great deal of hardware was needed to control the indicating
lamps which flash with status changes. However in this newly developed system the
indication processing is implemented by software leaving only latch registers and lamp
drivers in the control electronics for indication. As regards operator desk control, the
interlocks among various operation switches are also performed by software, the hardware
being decreased basically to simple gate circuits, and status registers for separating priority
interrupt factors. As a result of this extensive software functions the amount of hardware of
the system as a whole has been reduced to one fifth in size.

Software structure.  The functional structure of the whole system as a combination of
hardware, firmware and software is based on a hierarchical modular scheme. Fig.8 depicts 



Fig. 8 Hierarchical structure of functional modules in Master Station

an example specifically arranged for CDT format. The hierarchy is divided into the
following four strata according to the natures of processed data and information:

(1) Bit: synchronizing, serial to/from parallel conversion and buffering,
(2) Half-word: channel scanning and Word composing/ decomposing,
(3) Word: transmission procedure control,
(4) Status change or action: all other functions.

Special design considerations here to get the best tradeoffs among hardware, firmware and
software are that the functions of the first stratum are implemented by a hardware module
i.e. line buffer and that basic processor operations for the transmission procedure control
are micro-programmed in the form of firmware.



Since the microcomputer HIDIC-08 has two levels of interruptions, the higher priority
level is assigned to the second and the third functional strata, while the fourth stratum is
interrupted with the lower level priority.

Functions in the first and second strata can be adapted to variations of the basic CDT
format by changing only some parameters, but in the third stratum, in order to avoid the
overhead due to generalization, functions are integrated as a task ( a set of program
modules ) on a format-by-format basis. Therefore only the necessary kind of tasks are
actually built in and extra tasks can be added on occasion of dealing with other nature of
formats.

For the purpose of reducing the overhead of the operating system(OS), it is given the lower
priority level than the second and third strata tasks, so that the transmission control may
start soon after the interruption by the scan interval timer without any delay due to the OS
overhead loss.

The tasks in the fourth stratum are managed by OS, they are initiated according to the
software priority levels on receipt of priority interruptions. The program module as a task
is made on a function-by-function basis; hence if a new function such as data logging is
required additionally, a new task will be added to meet it.

Firmware.  Microprograms implemented in the optional ROMs, called here collectively
as firmware, improve the processor performance by:

(1) reducing the overhead in basic instructions, or increasing the number of
microinstructions executed in each step,

(2) reducing the number of memory references, preparing a work area in the scratchpad-
memory for microprogram execution,

(3) reducing the number of branch instructions, or utilizing the technique of direct
branching in firmware.

As a result of studying the effect of the above-mentioned schemes, an improvement in the
processing speed is possible by a factor of up to three according to operating conditions.

In the experimental system the following functions have been implemented more or less by
firmware : (1) channel scanning, (2) elementary functions for the send/receive task, and (3)
bit-oriented memory set/reset functions. All of the firmware takes the form of optional
machine instruction set to increase the compatibility with software as listed in Table 2.



Table 2 List of microprogram firmware dedicated
to Supervisory Control and Telemetry

Mnemonic Name Remarks

1.  SLB
2.  SPW
3.  SFD
4.  CGP
5.  CKR
6.  DST
7.  CAD
8.  CSA
9.  LDW
10.  SDW
11.  ATQ
12.  QTA

Scan line buffers
Separate transmission words
Separate fields in a word
Check/Generate parity
Check complementary-repeat
Detect status changes and store data
Check and store analog data
Calculate subcommutation address
Load work register
Store data from work register
Change channel address to queue table
( inversion of ATQ )

Results.  The execution speed of each microprogram in Table 2 is averagely three times
faster than what would be with software execution, and as regards the microprograms
which do not require memory references such as CGP and CKR, the execution time has
been shortened by a factor of from five to ten. Actually, SLB, a relatively highly integrated
firmware modules, has been proved to tle approximately ten times more speedy than a
software level program.

In a CDT system, since information is transmitted continuously one Word after another as
shown in Fig.2, each Word must be processed within as short a period as the one-Word
time slot, e.g., 36.7ms with the 44-bit Word format over 1200 b/s; that is, much of the
processor time should necessarily be assigned to the transmission control. The test data
shows the maximum utilization factor for the function has been approximately 60% with
32 Remote Stations over 1200 b/s channels.

Other tasks, such as indication and desk support, may wait to be processed under the
management of OS, so their executions are not critical in terms of urgency; the overall
utilization factor for these tasks has been less than 20% with the maximum of 32 Remote
Stations.

With the introduction of a microcomputer along with the modular system configuration
scheme, an improvement has been achieved particularly of system flexibility. With regard
to the fundamental functions of Supervisory Control and Telemetry, most of the 



transmission procedure alternatives can be met with a slightest change or modification of
hardware, firmware or software modules.

Conclusion

A Supervisory Control and Telemetry Master Station based on a firmware-centered
microcomputer has been demonstrated to be feasible which is capable of simultaneously
dealing with 32 Remote Stations linked over 1200 b/s carrier channels on a real time basis.
The microprogram modules for transmission procedure control, the heaviest load to the
processor, has been developed and implemented in the firmware, which are a factor of
from five to ten faster than with software. Since this special modules can be incorporated
into the microprocessor as optional machine instructions in combination with the basic
ones, they can easily be connected with software.
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SIMULATION OF THE EFFECTS OF HARD LIMITING ON IMAGE
QUALITY OF SYNTHETIC APERATURE RADAR*

RICHARD G. LIPES and STANLEY A. BUTMAN
Caltech’s Jet Propulsion Laboragory

Summary.   Starting with a magnetic tape of a scene viewed by the ERTS (Landsat)
satellite, we simulated the radar return of reflectors whose average intensity matched that
of the picture elements in the scene. The returns were processed in three ways: normally or
with no quantization, with a procedure simulating IF (intermediate frequency) hard
limiting, and with a procedure simulating video (baseband) hard limiting. For each type of
processing we developed an image for a one, two, and four-look system. We found that IF
limiting is slightly better than video limiting, while both can be reasonable trade-offs of
image quality for reduced data rates when the number of looks is four or less. These
conclusions are supported by photographs representing the different processing techniques.

Introduction.   Spacecraft synthetic aperature radar (SAR) (Refs. 1-3) mapping requires
an enormous processing capability to achieve both the high resolution and wide coverage
required by the user. At present this volume of processing, and the need for adaptability in
case of spacecraft orbit and pointing anomalies, is approachable only by telemetry of the
raw radar echo for processing on the ground. Therefore, the data rates required are in the
100 megabit per second range and some form of data rate reduction is desirable. When an
on-board processor becomes feasible it may be possible to use the “usual” data
compression techniques (removing scene redundancy), coupled with on-board storage to
reduce the data rates to the Megabit per second region and below. However, since raw
radar echoes from even adjacent resolution cells are essentially uncorrelated, redundancy
removal is inapplicable and other methods must be found. The most promising method is
to limit the digitization or quantization (bits per sample) of the raw echo prior to
transmission.

The purpose of this article is to present the results of such quantization tradeoffs in the
form of pictures of a photographic scene for the user community to evaluate.



The idea to limit the quantization of the raw radar echo is not new. It has been actively
pursued by developers of digital processors for SAR, but, much of the data is unpublished.
The effect of limiting has also been investigated analytically, for example, by Sternberg
(Ref. 4) and Zeoli (Ref. 5). Sternberg has shown that when the reconstruction of a
reasonably homogeneous scene requires correlation of a large number of returns, hard
limiting (1 bit quantization) of the returns hardly degrades the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of representative resolution cells. As expected, when the scene contains prominent
specular returns, “false targets” or “ghosts” will be created by the nonlinear limiting
process. Using a narrowband Gaussian process, Zeoli found that the distortion due to
video limiting was only -8 db, and due to IF limiting, -9 db.

Since the user of an imaging radar system must judge the output image, we want to display
the effects of limiting on the image itself. To this end we have chosen to simulate the raw
radar return from a scene viewed by the ERTS (Earth Resources Technology Satellite) or
Landsat satellite. In this way we have “ground truth” (exceedingly difficult information to
obtain for actual radar data) for assessing the effects of limiting. The output takes form as
pictures of fixed resolution representing radar images of varying numbers of looks
obtained by processing with no limiting, IF limiting, or video limiting. These pictures can
be compared with each other and “ground truth” to determine image quality and data rate
reduction tradeoffs based on specific user need.

This study proceeds as follows. In Section II we discuss and analyze simulation of the raw
radar return. We develop an expression for the complex return in terms of radar design
parameters. This expression is used to determine the resolution capabilities of the system.
The statistical properties of the return are assumed to arise from a Rayleigh scattering
model since we have been primarily interested in the effects of limiting on images not
possessing strong specular returns. Finally, we bring together these concepts to formulate
our simulation model. In Section III we delineate the processing of the simulated radar
return. First, we consider normal processing to obtain the best image possible for a given
number of looks. Next we consider the two bandwidth compressing operations of IF
limiting and video limiting to determine their effect on image quality relative to normal
processing. In Section IV we discuss these results and draw conclusions concerning
bandwidth compression and image degradation tradeoffs.

II.  Analysis and Simulation.   A. Radar Return

Suppose a single pulse f(t) with RF carrier frequency f0, phase modulation N(t) and
duration ), is transmitted by the radar. The return from a point scatterer a distance r(t)
away (in general this distance will vary with time when the radar and scatterer are in
relative motion) will be of the form Ff (t -                ). The round trip distance introduces a
delay               and causes an inverse fourth power attenuation in the complex constant F



which represents the complex reflectivity of the scatterer. In the applications we are
considering the fourth power attenuation is approximately the same for all points in the
beam and will be ignored. Assume the radar is sidelooking and moving with constant
velocity v as shown in Fig. 1. When the azimuth beamwidth is much less than the distance
to the scatterer, assumed motionless, this distance can be approximated as

(1)

where xa is the azimuth or along flight path coordinate and ra is the range or perpendicular
to flight path coordinate of the scatterer. The return from a single pulse from a point
scatterer is then

(2)

where F = F(xa,ra) and we have assumed the azimuth beamwidth is sufficiently narrow so
that N(t) varies negligibly in time (xa-vt)2 /(2rac)(notice this assumes range curvature is
negligible). To form an image of a terrain the radar transmits a successive pulse every T
seconds. By design, the distance it moves between pulses is less than or equal to its
azimuthal resolution. Consequently, we can assume the azimuthal coordinate vt of the
radar is nearly constant during the return from the nth pulse, so vt.xn. The total return to
the radar, heterodyned to baseband, is obtained by superimposing the contribution from all
scatterers in the beam:

(3)

where                is the carrier wavelength. The variable                 indicates the maximum
range of scatterers contributing to the return at time t. Notice that with our approximations
g(xn,r) is expressed as a two-dimensional convolution over the range and azimuthal
coordinates of the scatterers.

B.  Resolution Capabilities

The range resolution capability depends upon the form of phase modulation function N(t)
that is employed. We will assume N(t) is a “chirp” or linear FM waveform:

(4)



C.  Statistical Properties of the Return

The actual radar return will be composed of a specular scattering component and a
Rayleigh scattering component with their relative importance being determined by the
composition of the area being illuminated and the orientation of its scatterers relative to the
radar. The processing techniques to be discussed in Section III will distort the image of the
illuminated area. The general features of the specular component have been previously
investigated (Ref. 4) so in this work we will be concerned only with the distortion of the
Rayleigh component. Therefore, we will restrict ourselves to scattering that is Rayleigh in
nature and assume the diffuse scattering surface is rough on the scale of the carrier
wavelength 8 (Refs. 6,7). From eq. (5) we see that the correlation (x,r) is reasonably well
approximated by



(6)

where  3' signifies summation over the resolution cell centered at (x,r) and k is a constant
of order unity.

Since r >> 8 , when the resolution cell contains a large number of scatterers, the
summation can be viewed as the addition of independent random variables of the form pej2 
where 2 is a random variable uniform on [0, 2B]. From the assumption of a small specular
component we have no appreciable variation in the complex reflectivity over a resolution
cell so D is nearly constant. Finally, invoking the central limit theorem, we can model the
return from a resolution cell as a zero mean complex Gaussian random variable whose real
and imaginary parts are statistically independent identically distributed with variance
proportional to the mean power return from the cell. Furthermore, the returns from
different resolution cells are statistically independent.

D.  Simulation Model

Our model to simulate SAR operation now takes conceptual form as follows. We partition
the scene of interest into a grid of resolution cells and assume the mean power return from
each cell is known. This defines the image whose facsimile we will recover after
simulation and processing. For each resolution cell we generate two identically distributed
statistically independent zero mean Gaussian random variables with variance equal to one
half the mean power of the cell. These form the real and imaginary parts of the complex
reflectivity of the cell and represent the term F(xa,ra) exp-j [4Bra/8,] of Eq. (3) where (xa,ra)
now corresponds to the coordinates of the resolution cell. To complete the simulated radar
return we carry out the two dimension range and azimuth convolution as indicated in
Eq. (3).

Starting with a magnetic tape of a scene viewed by the ERTS or Landsat satellite shown in
Fig. 5, we simulated the radar return of reflectors whose ensemble mean intensity matched
that of the picture elements (pixels) in the scene. The scene consists of 256 by 256 pixels.
We assumed the radar had a pulse repetition frequency equal to the Nyquist rate of the
azimuth or Doppler return and the echo was sampled at the Nyquist rate of N(t) of Eq. (4).
Therefore, the return of Eq. (3) was formed from superimposing single complex samples
from each of 60762 contributing resolution cells, since the radar modeled had azimuth and
range time-bandwidth products (TBP’s) of NA= 247 and NR =246 respectively. These
TBP’s represented a compromise between the quite large TBP’s of satellite SAR’s and the
feasible number of computer operations involved in simulating and processing a 256 by
256 pixel picture. The raw return to resolution cell labeled by in azimuth and range by RA



and RR respectively takes form as a digitized version of Eq. (3):
(7)

where *(mA,mR) is the complex sample from the (mA,mR) resolution cell. M(RR) accounts
for the range dependence of the Doppler phase. If the ratio of range resolution to slant
range is (, then M(RR) = NA(1+ (RR). We used (= 10-5 as representative of satellite SAR’s.

The preceding discussion treats the return as a complex quantity, whereas, in implementing
the simulation, we must deal with the real and imaginary parts. A block diagram of the
radar return simulation is shown in Fig. 2. The real part is labeled with an I (in-phase) and
the imaginary part is labeled with Q (quadrature). The row and column convolutions are
performed by fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Ref. 8) techniques because of the
computational time savings they afford.

III.  Processing.  As explained in the preceding section, the complex reflectivity from a
resolution cell is obtained by correlating the radar return with the appropriate reference
function. The square of the magnitude of the complex reflectivity is then displayed to form
the output image for a single look. A block diagram of the procedure is seen in Fig. 3. As
in simulation, the correlations are implemented using FFT techniques.

A.  Processing Strategies

Also, shown in Fig. 3 is a box labeled “Processing Selection”. We have investigated three
types of processing strategies:

1.   Normal Processing.  By normal processing we mean that the baseband radar return is
passed directly into the processor with no intermediate and possibly degrading operations
performed on it. This mode represents the highest quality in output image that can be
obtained for a single look system of given resolution.

2.  IF Limiting.  The return to the radar is, of course, riding on the RF carrier at frequency
f0. Normally, this signal is heterodyned to an intermediate frequency (IF) before being
mixed and low-pass-filtered to baseband. We wished to investigate the degradation that
would occur if hard limiting was applied to the IF signal. Since the mixing and low-pass-
filtering operations that occur after the IF stage allow complete recovery of the phase of
the IF signal before hard limiting (Ref. 9), we can simulate IF limiting by normalizing the
amplitudes of all the returns to the same value while leaving the phase unchanged. This
process is represented by the phasor diagram in Fig. 4. The amplitude normalized signals
are then passed to the processor.



3.  Video Limiting.  Finally, we wished to investigate the degradation resulting from hard
limiting the baseband radar returns. These returns exist in the form of I (in-phase) and Q
(quadrature) components so we hard-limited the two components separately. As shown in
Fig. 4 this restricts the amplitude of all returns to the same value and permits only four
phase values                   . Notice this baseband or video limiting is more severe than the IF
limiting which causes no phase distortion.

B.  Multiple Looks

As stated in the discussion of the statistical properties of the radar returns, in the Rayleigh
model both I and Q components are statistically independent identically distributed zero
mean Gaussian random variables with variance proportional to the mean power return
from a resolution cell. This means the sum of squares of the I and Q components or
intensity of the return is an exponentially distributed random variable whose mean is the
mean power return from the resolution cell. Since the mean power from a resolution cell is
the quantity of interest in forming an image of the scene, we need to estimate it from the
intensities we obtain from independent single “looks”. Clearly, the sample mean formed
from independent intensities provides the best estimate of the ensemble mean. The
difference in the sample mean and ensemble mean gives rise to the characteristic “speckle”
of images formed from coherent illumination (Refs. 10-14). In this work we have formed
sample means for 1, 2, and 4 independent intensities or looks. In displaying the images for
1, 2, and 4 looks we have kept the resolution cell size fixed for the following reason.
Suppose the user is interested in detecting a small feature of the scene viewed by the radar
whose area corresponds to 10-15 resolution cells. The amount of “speckle” in the image is
critically important in determining whether such a feature can be reliably identified: it may
be possible to identify a feature in a four-look image that is lost in the speckle of a one-
look image. Consequently, the images we present allow the user to determine for a given
resolution the number of looks (between 1 and 4) necessary to identify specific scene
characteristics. We are certainly aware that in an actual radar system there is a trade-off
between number of looks and effective resolution, but if too few looks are obtained
detailed features of considerable interest may be lost in the speckle.

IV.   Results and Conclusions.   We processed the simulated raw radar data with no
further degradation, with IF limiting, and with video limiting to obtain single-look images.
From independent generation of random variables in the simulation procedure, we
developed three additional independent single-look images for each processing strategy.
Averages of one, two, and four of these single-look images were made corresponding to
one-, two-, and four-look systems. Again, we emphasize in actual radar applications
increasing the number of looks requires sacrificing resolution since registration problems 



prevent averaging as described above. The results are shown in Fig. 6. All pictures have
been normalized so that the average intensity is constant.

It is immediately apparent that none of the pictures representing # 4 looks are close in
clarity to the “ground truth” of Fig. 5. Speckle severely limits their clarity causing a
“graininess” that is reduced only by increasing the number of looks. As expected, for fixed
number of looks the IF and video limited pictures are inferior to the normally processed
one. However, certain details of the 2-look and 4-look limited pictures are correspondingly
absent in the respective 1-look and 2-look normal ones. It appears that limiting “costs”
somewhat less than a look, so some users may tolerate the image quality degradation of
limiting to realize an important data rate reduction. Finally, we compare IF limiting with
video limiting. Since the two limiting procedures differ only in less phase distortion with IF
limiting, it must produce a more faithful output. From the pictures of Fig. 6 it is
qualitatively difficult to discern this, although IF limiting may appear slightly better.
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Summary.  A system has been developed which can be flexibly tailored to meet most
telemetry requirements. The concept results in higher reliability, greater modularity, and
lower cost than classical approaches. It also offers more system capability.

The development was realized by adaptation of the telemetry requirements to a computer
system architecture. Such an adaptation is made possible by the use of a microprocessor as
a device controller.

The concept has been successfully applied to a specific telemetry requirement for use on a
satellite. The results have far-reaching implications on the future of spacecraft electronics.
Reductions in overall system hardware are possible while increasing the functional
capability.

Introduction. In today’s space electronics market there is an ever increasing need for
telemetry systems which are low cost, low risk and meet the required specifications. To
comply with these needs for the majority of systems, a telemetry supplier would have to
maintain an inventory of every conceivable telemetry requirement, new and old, which
could be used off-the-shelf. This is not a practical solution. Another approach would be to
develop a system which includes all requirements in one telemetry system and could,
therefore, be used in any application regardless of the specification. Such a system would
not be practical due to size and development cost.

A reasonable solution, however lies in a compromise. This paper traces the development
of a concept consisting of a general purpose “manifold” to which plug-in modules may be
added, thereby tailoring the manifold to a specific requirement. The result is a lower cost,
minimum risk, totally compliant system which will service the majority of telemetry needs.
A definition of requirements is formulated below, an architecture is justified, and a



2 Definitions relating to this subject can be obtained in the “Aerospace Telemetry Standards,”
MIL-STD-442.

description of operation is presented to demonstrate the adaptability of the architecture to
varying requirements. Finally, an application of the system is described in detail.

Requirements of a Generalized System.  In the classical sense, a telemetry system
samples many data sources, one at a time, in a predetermined order, converts the sampled
data to sets of binary coded pulses (words) and transmits these words (usually organized
into groups called frames) to another location2 . No two systems perform the identical
functions, yet there is a degree of commonality that allows us to sort functions into two
classes: (1) those that are common to most telemetry systems and, (2) those that differ
from one to another. The functional elements most frequently found in telemetry systems
are:

1. Control- to time and synchronize all other functional elements

2. Formt generation- to determine the order of data samples

3. Data input- to multiplex various types of data and convert it to binary coded pulses

4. Data output- to transform these pulses to a serial bit stream suitable for transmission

5. Interfaces- to service external systems such as remote multiplexers

6. Power converters

Of these, the control element and power converter can be classified as common to most
systems, while the remainder change in one way or another from system to system. When
realized in hardware, the control element is usually distributed throughout the maze of all
other functional elements and this is where design complication usually occurs.

An optimum architecture for a telemetry system then would be one in which a control
section and a power converter form a general purpose manifold which accepts unique
plug-ins that tailor the system to each unique application.

The architecture most closely fitted to this requirement is that of a centralized computer
with bussed functions which communicates to a variety of peripheral devices. Only
recently has such an approach become realizable. With the advent of microprocessors,
computer systems can now be implemented in miniature; a necessity for most satellite
applications.



Description of the General Purpose System.  A processor-based, general purpose
manifold was designed which forms a control nucleus applicable to most telemetry
systems. It is presented in Figure 1. All functions which appear to the left of the system
bus interface are controlled by software. A parallel bus connects the common processing
circuitry to an array of plug-in devices shown to the right of the interface, completing a
structure that meets a specific telemetry requirement.

Figure 1 - Generalized Telemetry System Architecture. Dedicated service
requests from each device and service grants from the microprocessor enable
a dialog between the common and applications-oriented hardware.

The mechanical, electrical and software design philosophy is dictated by the operational
requirement that a periodic, synchronous request for data, issued by a timer, initiates a
word processing cycle- a sequence that includes sampling an input channel and loading the
data into the output (downlink) serializer. This process must be dependable (jitterless) and
form the heartbeat of the telemetry system.

Following this philosophy, a library of physically separable, plug-in devices would include
as a minimum:

1. A module containing a timing countdown chain and a downlink serializer. These
functions are combined into one device because the telemetry output bit stream is
synchronized and shifted by timing signals from the countdown chain.



2. A format storage device that specifies the ordering of inputs to be sampled.

3. An input multiplexer that samples a data channel and converts the sampled data to a
digital word.

4. Interface devices which communicate in a unique fashion to external systems. Some
applications might include a command link.

Other types of devices can be added to the system, constrained only by the bus design.
This flexibility makes the system adaptable to a wide variety of applications.

Software for the microprocessor is divided into short, high speed, software modules in a
main line executive program. Each module corresponds to a specific task which is initiated
by a device requesting service. Service requests are prioritized in accordance with the
importance of each request to the telemetry process. Firmware for the software modules is
contained in programmable read only memory (PROM). Instructions in PROM are
accessed by an interpreter which utilizes a random access memory (RAM) as a scratch
pad.

Although word processing is paced by the downlink serializer, all transactions over the
system bus between the microprocessor and devices are asynchronous. Asynchronous
operation is implemented by a combination of dedicated and bussed signals. There is a
dedicated service request line from those devices which require interrupt capability and
there are dedicated service grant lines by which the microprocessor selects the device
intended for a bus transaction. Each service request line is assigned a priority that
corresponds to its device function. The system bus is organized with parallel address and
data lines driven by tri-state devices. Each transaction on these lines is completed in a
single bus cycle mainly for high speed operation. During each cycle, synchronization
signals establish handshaking between the microprocessor and interface devices.

Typically, the microprocessor telemetry system produces a serial output from selected data
inputs in the following manner. The timing countdown chain requests data from the
Microprocessor. The microprocessor fetches a word processed during the previous word
time and loads the downlink serializer. The serial output bit stream is produced
automatically in the requesting device. The microprocessor then fetches the input select
address for the next data sample from the format storage device. The address is presented
to the input multiplexer by the microprocessor. The input multiplexer selects and converts,
if necessary, data that was sampled. The microprocessor is notified when a conversion is
complete and it accepts the converted data. This data is stored in the working storage
memory until the next downlink serializer request is made. Variations in the operations
described are possible and can be made under software control.



3 The processing “duty cycle” is the ultimate limitation on the functional complexity and speed
(downlink bit rate) of any specific application. On applications to date, the “on” time is a small
percentage of the available time between words.

The performance requirements of the microprocessor, again dictated by the necessity for
periodic downlink data requests, indicate that a high speed controller rather than a
powerful processor be used. Because processing is performed at the word rate and the
system operates asynchronously, the microprocessor must complete a word before the next
word request is received 3. Accordingly, the microprocessor selected uses a high speed
Schottky microcontroller. It consists of an interpreter with an eight-word instruction set
and eight, 8-bit interface vector (IV) bytes which serve as input/output devices. The
microcontroller with supporting circuits, Figure 2, constitutes the microprocessor. The
firmware is contained in programmable read only memories (PROM) referred to as the
program storage memory. A random access memory (RAM) is used as a scratch pad by
the microprocessor and is called the working storage memory. Communications between
interpreter and interface vectors is established over the local IV bus. Communications to
the system bus from the microprocessor are made by four IV bytes. Sixteen address and
sixteen data lines are provided on the system bus to accommodate high data transfer rates.
Data lines are bidirectional and the address lines are unidirectional, outbound from the
microprocessor. Two IV bytes are dedicated to the working storage memory for address,
control and data. One IV byte outputs a binary code to a one-of-sixteen decoder for the
selection of a device by a dedicated service grant line. The eighth IV byte monitors the
binary output from a priority encoder. This encoder indicates which device is requesting
microprocessor service, and it arbitrates in the event of multiple service requests.

When a device requests service, a power strobe is activated, powering the interpreter, the
IV bytes and the program storage circuits. A pulse at power turn-on resets the interpreter
program counter to zero. Processing begins when reset is released. The interpreter reads
the priority encoder to identify which software module is needed for processing. Then it
loads the appropriate IV bytes and grants service to the selected device. Third, it starts the
sequencer which controls the transaction. After this the bus transaction is carried out
independently of the microprocessor. Directionality of the bus data transfer to or from the
IV bytes is controlled by a signal level presented to the sequencer. The microprocessor
continuously monitors the sequencer until completion of bus activity. Upon completion, the
microprocessor terminates service grant and resumes processing until all requirements of
the current software module are complete. If no service requests are pending at that time,
all strobed devices are powered down under software control.



Figure 2 - Microprocessor Implementation. Handshaking with devices is
controlled by bussed control functions from the sequencer. Data-on-line
(DOL) to and Data Acknowledge (DACK) from the selected device form a
closed loop which governs all information transfers.

A Typical Application - REQUIREMENTS   The generalized telemetry system
described in the preceeding section has been used for a classified satellite program under
contract to the Naval Research Laboratory. Requirements for the system, from here on
referred to as the Central Telemetry Controller (CTC), are as follows:

1. Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) output bit stream in real time

2. Delayed transmission through the use of a suitable storage medium

3. Fixed and alterable telemetry formats

4. Remote multiplexing and conversion of data (no central multiplexing)

5. Control outputs for the manipulation of other systems

6. Serial camnd inputs which load memory and change operating parameters such as bit
rate and operating mode

7. Reconfiguration by relay commands



Interaction of these operations results in a sophisticated requirement as indicated by the
following performance characteristics:

Once the system is powered up via relay closure, all operating parameters are initialized to
a predetermined state. Alteration of these parameters may be made by instruction type
comands which enter the CTC through a dedicated serial link from the command system.
Two basic modes of operation are possible within the CTC; real time and delayed.

In the real time mode, transmission occurs as the data samples are taken (or within the
delays imposed by processing). Ordering of data at the telemetry output is established by
codes in the format storage memory. Two types of storage exist, fixed memory and an
alterable memory. One or more fixed formats are contained in integrated circuits
programmed by fusible link prior to launch, and the alterable format is loaded into an
external core memory by the command system acting through the CTC. The core memory,
functionally labeled the Bulk Storage Memory, is general purpose and is used for a variety
of applications described later in this paper.

Each code word in the format storage specifies the address of one remote multiplexer and
the address of one input channel of that multiplexer. The remotes are all connected to the
CTC by a serial bus, termed the telemetry bus. The remote units are specialized by data
types. They multiplex, condition and convert analog, bilevel or serial inputs to serial digital
data. The telemetry bus is bidirectional and is time shared in such a way that no arbitration
for the bus or handshaking is necessary for its use. Serial data is supplied to the CTC by
the remotes and inserted into the telemetry output.

Format organization consists of lines and pages. A line is 40 words long and a page
consists of from 1 to 64 lines depending on the format programed in memory.
Subcommutation exists to depths of 2, 4, 8 and 16, again under format control. Each line is
divided into two segments. The first 8 words, referred to as the header, consists of sync
codes and various status bits which indicate CTC and command system modes. The
remaining 32 words of a line are telemetry data.

In the delayed mode, data samples are stored in the bulk storage memory until the CTC is
instructed to transmit them to the ground. These samples may be taken simultaneously with
the real time data under a completely separate format. When stored data is to be
transmitted to the ground it is interleaved with real time data on a line basis into the output
bit stream.

Data for delayed transmission may come from a memory associated with the command
system as well as from the bulk storage memory. Control signals from the CTC cause 



serial data from the command storage memory to be placed in the telemetry bus mentioned
earlier, for direct placement into the CTC telemetry output.

A Typical Application - IMPLEMENTATION.  The performance requirements of the
CTC are indeed complex. However, application of the generalized microprocessor
approach was relatively simple. In fact, only a small portion of the total processing
capability was used.

Devices on the system bus (Figure 3) correlate with the CTY requirements listed earlier:

1. Timing and output module - a countdown chain which divides a clock to one of four
bit rates selectable by ground command via the microprocessor, and a telemetry output
device which converts parallel data to a serial output

2. Bulk storage memory interface

3. Fixed format storage memory containing 2048, 12 bit words

4. Remote telemetry bus transceiver

5. Command storage memory controller

6. Instruction command interface

7. Status monitors to sense internal configuration

Although relative complexities vary from device to device, the bus interaction is consistent
and simple. Referring to Figure 4, the format storage memory containing input selection
codes for telemetry data samples is discussed. High density, Electronically Programmable
Read Only Memories (EPROM) are used for the storage elements. These elements are
installed on carriers for easy replacement. Thus the ordering of input sampling can be
changed up until the time of launch. 2048, 12-bit codes of format are provided for the
CTC.

The format storage device is activated (powered up) by a service grant from the
microprocessor. Not all devices are power strobed, but for the EPROMs, being high
powered and having a low operational duty cycle, strobing is a distinct advantage. The
address present on the CTC bus is read by the format memory at power turn-on and an
input select code is immediately presented to the CTC bus data lines. A “data-on-line”
control signal is generated by the microprocessor sequencer shortly after power turn-on.
“Device acknowledge” is returned (after a-delay-for’data settling) by the bus interface 



Figure 3 - CTC Application of the Generalized Architecture. Processing for
the CTC requires 2048 words of program storage and 48 words of working
storage. Four devices require service request capability and all eight require
service grants.

Figure 4 - A Typical Device on the CTC System Bus. The format generator
associated with classical telemetry systems is here replaced by
microprocessor-format storage interaction.

controller to indicate that data is stable on the CFC bus. The microprocessor latches this
data upon receipt of “device acknowledge” and deactivates the device.

Software main line coding, as previously described, is organized into discrete, high-speed
software modules. Each module is dedicated to a particular service request. In the CTC
there are four circuits requiring service requests and in the order of descending priority,
they are:



1. Initializer

2. Downlink serializer

3. Telemetry bus receiver

4. Instruction command interface

Processing for these requests and the nature of their functions are highlighted in the CTC
operational description which follows.

Application of power to the CTC causes the microprocessor to undergo an initialization
operation. A delayed service request initiates the operation automatically shortly after
power to the CTC has stabilized. Initialization sets all operating parameters in the
microprocessor working storage memory to a predetermined state. This operation is a
complete software module in the main line executive. Henceforth, instruction commands
from the ground control the CTC operating parameters until power is removed. The
highest priority has been assigned to the initialization service request. The CTC would not
perform correctly were this routine bypassed.

Once initialized, the CTC assumes the real time, fixed format operating mode. Downlink
serializer service requests trigger the CTC operation. These requests come at the telemetry
word rate and cause the microprocessor to power up and load data into the downlink
serializer. The software which responds to downlink service requests is called the “word
time” software module. This module causes the microprocessor to respond first by
retrieving, from working storage, a word processed during the previous word time request.
A bus transaction loads this word into the downlink serializer.

Processing then begins on the next word, which is specified by a word counter in working
storage. If the next word is part of the header (described earlier in this paper) then the
microprocessor constructs a sync code or status word. If the next word is data, the
microprocessor accesses format storage to obtain the address of the data channel to be
sampled. The microprocessor loads this “input select code” into the telemetry bus
transceiver device. The microprocessor then returns itself to an idle state by deactivating
the power switch under software control. The transceiver device transmits the input select
code to a remote multiplexing unit. Data is sampled and converted to binary code by the
remote unit and returned on the (serial) telemetry bus to the receiver portion of the bus
transceiver. When all data is shifted in, the receiver generates a service request. The
microprocessor is again powered on by the service request, takes returned data from the
receiver, and loads it into working storage where it remains until the next word time
request. The receiver service request is assigned priority three because its function is less
critical to the CTC operation. The microprocessor returns to the idle mode once the
process is complete.



Operational modes are changed by instruction commands from the ground. The instruction
command interface device receives and stores serial commands from the command system.
The interface generates a service request when the command is validated and the
microprocessor receives the command information by a CTC bus transaction. In addition
to instructing operational mode changes, these commands also load the bulk storage
memory. The service routine for the instruction command interface device is contained in a
separate software module. Service requests from this device are assigned priority four,
because command receipt is considered to be an off-line process.

All other operational modes represent only variations of the real time, fixed format mode.
For instance, the real time, alterable format mode differs from the fixed format version
only in that the bulk storage memory is used as a source of input select codes. For the
delayed mode of operation, two additional activities are performed with the real time
process. First, input selection codes are obtained from the BSM via its interface device,
and the converted data is stored in the bulk storage memory instead of being transmitted
when first processed. Second, in the downlink output real time lines are interleaved with
lines of stored data. The bulk, command, and working storage memories are all sources of
data for the delayed mode.

The microprocessor handles the complicated performance requirements of the CTC quite
easily. Processing requires only six percent of the time between telemetry words at the
fastest bit rate. The CTC thus has plenty of room for expansion of its existing capability.

Conclusion.  It has been demonstrated in the foregoing example that the generalized
telemetry concept illustrated in this paper is indeed viable. The success is due to the
utilization of a microprocessor to centralize general control functions. The advantages are
impressive. The system is realized with fewer parts, is more reliable, is general purpose
and has more capability than non-microprocessor telemetry systems.

There are limitations, however. The size, weight, and power are not dramatically
improved. The central telemetry controller described in this paper, for example, weighs
nine pounds, occupies 317 cubic inches and consumes three watts of power. These
statistics are not unreasonable considering that the controller is 100% redundant.

Microprocessor applications nearly always feature far more capability than the immediate
requirement. This additional processing power can be utilized by controlling other
spacecraft systems with the telemetry processor, without notably increasing total system
size, weight, or power. Partitioning of the spacecraft electronics takes on new dimensions
when faced with the alternatives offered as more powerful architectures evolve. Many
detailed studies will be necessary to optimize the tradeoffs.



COMMAND AND CONTROL OF A LARGE, UNMANNED,
UNDERSEA VEHICLE

THOMAS E. LINDERS
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc.

Summary.  A system incorporating commercial modems and two twisted-pair shielded
wires makes it possible to control/monitor a large unmanned undersea vehicle from a
surface vessel. This paper summarizes the design, explains the rationale for it, and
describes some of the problems encountered and their solution.

Introduction.  A system was needed that would make it possible to control and monitor,
from a surface vessel, the environment and attitude of a large, unmanned, undersea vehicle.
Control of both vertical and lateral movement, as well as of yaw, was necessary through
descent and positioning. Movement and surroundings were to be checked and tested
through acoustical and optical monitoring. This required a control station topside, with
corresponding positions on the vehicle.

After several preliminary designs were studied, the basic system was firmly established as
being completely redundant (both on the ship and on the undersea vehicle), and to operate
at 9600 bits per second (a commercial modem bit rate). The system transmitters and
receivers were commercial modems (modulator/demodulators) operating in full duplex;
each redundant system required two twisted-pair shielded wires. The system was designed
to be synchronous, with the downlink clock being extracted and used as the uplink clock.

The extreme size of the undersea vehicle made remote stations a necessity for both
commands and data. Eight stations were established, two for each of four functions:
power, acoustics, sensors and control, and optics. To simplify wiring on the ship, the same
scheme was used; however, only three remote terminals were used, the sensors and control
position being combined with optics.

Since the system was to control a large, complex vehicle, there was a requirement to
prevent reception of all extraneous commands. This was done by transmitting all downlink
data twice, with each message containing a single parity bit. The uplink words, delayed
from the downlink by 36 bits, contained only a nine-bit address and an odd parity bit (plus
the data).



The system required many commands and pieces of data, but the rate per command or data
was very slow - one or two per second. There was also a requirement that a computer be
able to issue commands at will and monitor and store all up- and downlink data. Although
the magnitude of system commands and data requirements was large, it was well within
the realm of possibility. Table 1 is a summary of these requirements.

 Table 1a
SYSTEM COMMAND AND DATA REQUIREMENTS

Subsystem (2 each)
16-Bit Command
Words

Command
Bits

80-Bit
Data Words

 Data Bits

Electrical Power     8 ea     128 ea     5 ea    400

Optics    10 ea     160 ea     6 ea    480

Sensors and Control    12 ea     142 ea     3 ea    240

Acoustics    11 ea     176 ea     8 ea    640

Total 41 x 2 = 82 words 656 x 2 =
1, 312 bits

22 x 2 =
44 words

3,520

System Capability 104 words 1, 664 bits 104 words 8, 320 bits

Table 1b
SDU COMMAND REQUIREMENTS

SDU No. Bits Required
    1    400
    2    400
    3    240
Test and Control Panel      16
Total 1,056

System Configuration.  A simplified block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.
The heart of the network is the controller, a completely redundant unit. Inside each
controller is a 2.4576 MHz crystal oscillator that, after division by 256, establishes the
9600 Hertz system clock. The active of the two controllers supplies the basic timing
source for the entire system, both above and below sea.



Fig. 1  System Block Diagram

System timing is maintained by pulsewidth modulation of the clock lines as they are
distributed to both the surface and subsurface equipments. The clock period, 104.167
µsec, is employed to supply three basic pulsewidths: 25 µsec (short clock) 52 µsec
(clock), and 75 µsec (long clock). The 52 µsec clock signal is supplied to the modems and
used to sync up the internal modem clock.

Before system timing is discussed, the system message structure should be understood.
The message from the surface equipment to the subsurface equipment is divided as shown
in Figure 2. The modem PCM output is bi-phase space (Bi-0/  S), so all idle and resync
words transmitted are always sent as zeros, in order to maintain system synchronization.
To allow the greatest flexibility in the system, the vehicle remote terminals data interface
unit (DIU) identification numbers, and block numbers were stored on programmable read-
only memories (PROM) (256 x 1), so that reasonable flexibility could be maintained in the
system.

Uplink timing (Figure 3) was divided into the same basic structure as was the downlink,
except that the uplink data are displaced from the downlink by 28 bits as a result of the
request for data, plus another lag of 8 bits caused by system delays.

Inside the subsurface modem and formatters, a pattern recognizer is alert for the twenty-
nine and one that are transmitted at the start of every group of 1200 bits. When this pattern
is recognized, a long clock is generated and sent to all eight of the DIUs, then a long clock
is generated at bits 14, 28, 34, 62, and 90 for the next 13 words. The exact function
performed at these bit times is discussed under DIU’s. A similar set of clocks is generated
in the controller to correspond to the uplink and internal control center timing
requirements.



Fig. 2  Downlink System Timing

Fig. 3  Uplink System Timing



Control Center Timings.  The control center (CC) equipment is under the timing control
of the controller. The controller must sort out the uplink data, as well as make requests of
the CC remote terminals, the station data units (SDUs) for commands. Three different
groupings of consecutive long clocks are used in the control center timing, as described
below:

a. 2 long clocks = new uplink word (of 8-, 10-, or 16-bit duration)
b. 3 long clocks = new uplink data group (90 bit long) and a. above
c. 4 long clocks = SDU load pulse, and a. and b. above

To explain the timing, the following example is given:

a. Bits 35, 36, and 37 are always long, indicating that this is the start of a new group of
data.

b. In some words, Bit 33 may be long if a SDU command load is desired.

c. The following bits are long for a data word rouping of eight 10-bit words; 46/47,
56/57, and 66/67, 76/77, 86/87, 6/7, 16/17, and 26/27.

All of the long clocks above are generated by PROM (256 x 1), so that maximum system
flexibility can be maintained.

Controller.  The controller generates all system timing, performs error checking on uplink
data, acts as the assembler of command data from the SDU, and is the interface between
the four system computers.

When command data are desired from an SDU, the controller generates four long clock
pulses. At the leading edge of the second short clock after the four long clocks, all three
SDU’s and the test and control panel respond by loading data into shift registers. The
SDU’s transmit data in 16-bit blocks, corresponding to the 16-bit command words in the
DIU. The first 16-bit word of the message is a control word, where the first bit = 1 and the
second bit = 0; the next 14 bits control the messages to follow. The SDU command inputs
are supplied from switches, each of which represents a specific command bit. Even though
all three SDUs are commanded to load their registers and transfer their data to the
controller, the controller accepts only the data it wants, through use of PROMs. The data
selected are checked for a 1/0 transition on the first two bits and then loaded into random
access memories (RAMs). The data are read out of the RAM’s and combined with the
DIU number and block number previously stored on the PROMs. This method of
commanding allows 104 words of 16-bit length (1664 bits) to be transferred from the
control center every second. Most 16-bit words are sent only one time per second, but a



few are sent twice. The system processes many low-speed commands, because the
subsurface equipment is so very large and slow it requires low command rates.

The controller is capable of sending computer-generated commands. The requirement is
for the computer to be able to interrupt the command downlink data at any time. The
computer generates an interrupt pulse, and when the controller receives this pulse it sends
out the computer generated command word at the first available opportunity. It does this
by extending the number of words per group from 13 to 14, which causes the last word to
be lost. In retrospect, the real requirement was that the computer need only send a
command every 1 or 2 seconds, which would have greatly simplified the design of the
controller and prevented much unnecessary worry during the initial phases of operation.

The controller can also send commands generated by the test and control panel. By the use
of multiple function digital (up to 16 functions) switches, any DIU can be addressed and
any 16-bit message sent. Once a second, at a preassigned time, the system can accept a
word from the panel and send it downlink.

While all four computers are connected to the system at one time, it is possible to inhibit
their command capability. Each computer is wired to both the command and data bus, and
16-bit data transfers are made to all four computers. All data are transferred to all four
computers regardless of whether or not they are enabled to command. The interface was
parallel, because the computers used were parallel machines; but in retrospect the interface
should have been serial, with the serial/ parallel conversion being made at the computer.
That would have made for a cleaner and simpler system and would have effected a saving
of parts and wires.

The uplink data are received at the controller, where they are checked to see whether the
“echo back” of the DIU number and block number are correct, as well as to check for odd
parity. If everything is correct the data are transferred to the three SDU’s and the test and
control panel, as well as to the computer. If either the DIU number, block number, or
parity is incorrect, the data are inhibited from going to the SDU’s and T&C panel, but are
flagged as being in error and transferred to the computer. At the same time the data are
flagged as being in error, a counter is advanced so that a count of the total number of
errors can be maintained; additionally, a red light flashes, indicating which DIU was in
error (later, the eight lights were recorded, as a diagnostic tool).

Station Data Unit.  The SDU’s are the operator interfaces to the system. They are rather
simple devices, having only shift registers for commanding and light drivers or analog
(sample and hold) circuits for the data function.



The interface with the controllers, which is very simple, is shown in Figure 4. One of the
major system requirements was to keep each unit a separate entity and not tie the system
grounds or power supplies together. To accomplish this goal, solid-state relays or optical
coupled isolators were used as the primary interface devices. Each unit was powered from
the 110V 60 Hz lines, but since the power supplies - as well as all inputs/outputs - were
isolated, there were no ground loops between any two boxes.

Fig. 4
 Controller to SDU Interface

The command interface is very simple. Figure 5 shows that the operator just depresses a
switch (momentary or alternate action) and, when four long clocks come (and go), the data
are transferred into a shift register and then to the RAM in the controller, to be combined
with the proper DIU number and Block number.



Fig. 5  SDU Command Interface

The data from the controller are processed in either of two ways: analog or digital. The
digital data are switched to processing cards in 8-, 10-, or 16-bit groups, depending upon
the source of the data. The processing cards do many things, from merely lighting lamps to
converting and scaling the data for readout on seven-segment LED displays. For the analog
data, all data, including the digital, are routed through a digital-to-analog converter, where
they are converted into pulse amplitude modulated data and routed to sample and hold
circuits for display on µamp meters; Figure 6 shows these circuits.

Fig. 6  SDU Data Processing

Modem.  The modem interfaces with the controller on the surface ship and with the
modem and formatter via the electromechanical cable on the subsurface vehicle. The
modem selected was not a very sophisticated device, but worked reasonably well after
being modified several times. The unit was expected to have a 600-ohm output, but the
two units Initially tested had a Zo that was nearer 65 ohms. A matching network was made
to increase the Zo to equal the line impedance of 87 ohms (two 11-ohm resistors). Later it
was found that there were really some 600 ohm units, so it was necessary to change their
output transformers; this presented some difficulty, since it had to be done on the ship
(although in port). It developed that the units with 600 ohm outputs also had different
filters, which also had to be changed.

Once the changes were made it was found that the method being used to generate the
subsurface clock was not practicable, so a crash program was initiated to design and build
a more stable phase-lock loop.



The interface from the controller to the modem consisted of the following:

a. Command line to modem
b. Clock line to modem
c. Data line to controller
d. Request to send -basically modem on/off
e. Carrier present - to diagnostic light

All circuits shown on Figure 7 were identical to the one, being nothing more than
transistor/transister logic (TTL) to level shifters/line drivers and back to TTL. It would
have been better if SSRs had been used, but the modems already had the level shifters
installed.

Fig. 7  Typical Modem/Controller Circuit

The interface from ship to subsurface equipment is shown in Figure 8. The system only ties
the four shields to ground on the surface ship. During testing the other three ways to tie the
shields to ground were tried, but the single-point ground at the ship worked best.

The systems, as mentioned, were completely redundant, and during the later stages of test
a multiple-pole switch was installed so that the modem-to-controller interface could be
reversed, if required. While not indicated in Figure 8, it was also possible to switch from
either modem to either modem formatter.

Modem Formatter.  The modem formatter (M/F) was the interface to the ship as well as
to the eight subsurface DIUs. This unit was originally conceived as utilizing just the
downlink clock, then turning it around and using it as the uplink clock. This worked
reasonably well during testing, but when the two parts of the system were mated with the
long EM cable, quite a bit of jitter (about 5 µsec RMS) was observed at the output of the
subsurface modem, which when passed back up made the entire system so bad it was
unusable. Emergency measures were taken to reduce the jitter by redesign of the phase-
lock loop that was installed. Fortunately the new design worked and the system quieted
down.



The DIU clock line was reconstructed by the formatter, which searched for the twenty-
nine 0’s and a 1 that were used for the system sync. When it recognized this pattern it put
out long-clock pulses during each word at bits 14, 28, 34, 62, and 90; by this means the
DIUs checked the following:

a. Correct parity (odd) at bit times 14, 28, 34, 62, and 90
b. Two identical words at bit times 28 (2 each 14-bit words) and 90 (2 each 28-bit

words)
c. This DIU at bit times 14, 28, 62, and 90

The M/F interfaced to the DIUs and SSRs, just as on the ship equipment. Figure 9 shows
the interface configuration. Inside the M/F, on the receiving end, was a digital gate that
allowed only the DIU that was to respond to enter data into the uplink. This circuit was not
necessary, but it was installed to provide backup if either of two possible failures occurred:
one is a failure in the DIUs that would allow them to respond to all DIU addresses; the
other was an SSR failure, in either the DIU or the M/F, that would lock up the circuits.

Digital Interface Units.  The underwater equipment was partitioned into four fully
redundant subsystems, each housed in a pressure vessel. Each unit had a DIU in it for
command and data. The controller put out a message that was received by all 8 DIUs, but
only the DIU being addressed responded. The DIU received commands in groups of 16
bits and put out data in 80-bit groups.

The DIUs were designed to receive commands in 16-bit broups, with DIUs 1 and 2 having
an 8-group capability (128 bits) and DIUs 3 through 8 being wired for 12 groups (192
bits). The message was received, checked for duality (two identical words, as it was 



better to do nothing than to execute a wrong message), and parity; then, depending upon
the block number (up to 32), a 16-bit word was output through a parallel-in/ parallel-out
register -the output bits being held until the next time the command block appeared. For
the most part, the DIU outputs drove solid-state relays that controlled 110v loads; the
SSRs were the type that turned on/off at the zero crossing of the AC line. This system of
control caused no EMI and was virtually failure free.

The data portion of the DIUs was capable of putting out any one of the following:

a. 80 digital bits
b. Eight 10-bit analog words
c. Ten 8-bit analog words



Each DIU contained two 80-bit digital multiplexer cards, identical in the SDU for
command bits. if a digital word is requested, the data are transferred into the 80-bit register
at one time and shifter out of the DIU in serial.

The DIU also contains an analog multiplexer card with three 16-channel multiplexers (48
inputs total). Depending upon the block of data requested, a group of either 8 or 10
consecutive analog gates is sampled; the PAM data are digitized by an A/D converter and
shipped out serially. A considerable amount of trouble was experienced with the
16-channel multiplexer, since the first group purchased had the undesirable characteristic
of turning on all 16 gates at one time, then getting very hot.

The analog multiplexers were all replaced with units from the same vendor (at $80 each, or
$2400 for all the units bought); even these new units were found to malfunction, but in a
different way. Another $2400 was spent for some different units from Harris (excellent
performance) that were used as replacements as the other (newer) units continued to fail.

Test and Control Panel.  A test and control panel used to monitor system health and
status had the following control capability:

a. SDU 1 through 3 enable/disable
b. Controller 1 or 2 select
c. Modem 1 or 2 select
d. Modem formatter 1 or 2 select
e. Computer A through D enable/disable
f. Test and control panel command enable and execute

The monitoring capability was a vital factor in ascertaining system status. Monitors
included the following:

a. Two 16-bit dial up words for data display
b. One command dial up word display
c. DIU 1 through 8 error lights
d. SDU error lites (failed 1/0 transition)
e. Parity error counter
f. Four computer enable/active lights

Conclusion.  The system ran very well after it was debugged; however, since every design
was committed to production, with little testing, and since there was inadequate time to
fully test cards and boxes, bringing the system on line was very difficult. If a problem
identified was not critical it would go on a list of things to be resolved on a weekend, if
immediate repair was urgent, it was done on the spot. The lack of good design partitioning



was a problem, as most troubles had to be found in the units because the cards had too
many inputs and outputs (110 pins per card) to allow easy testing on the card tester.

Two problems were especially difficult. One was isolated by means of the Kepner Tragoe
approach to problem analysis. The other, which was high-frequency noise getting through
a low-frequency solid-state relay, was finally isolated by a less formal method: It was
evident that high-frequency noise was present, but it was so infinitesimal that it could not
be detected on the oscilloscope; however, with the scope connected, there was no
problem. Therefore, the cable length was measured; the number of feet of cable was
multiplied by 13; and a capacitor with a pf of the magnitude indicated was added.
Unorthodox, perhaps, but the problem was eliminated.

Once the system was declared operational, it worked exceedingly well. In two of the trial
cruises the system was operated 4 consecutive weeks the first time and 3 weeks the
second. The number of errors and the bit error rate were as follows:

Note: All 12 errors were parity errors which was considerably better than the original
BER design requirement of 1 x 10-6 or even the 1 x 10-8 which was the design
goal.
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AN ADAPTIVE INTRUSION DATA SYSTEM1

CHARLES S. JOHNSON
Sandia Laboratories

Summary.  An Adaptive Intrusion Data System (AIDS) was developed to collect data
from intrusion alarm sensors as part of an evaluation system to improve sensor
performance. AIDS is a unique digital data compression, storage, and formatting system. It
also incorporates capability for video selection and recording for assessment of the sensors
monitored by the system. The system is software reprogrammable to numerous
configurations that may be utilized for the collection of environmental, bi-level, analog and
video data. The output of the system is digital tapes formatted for direct data reduction on
a CDC 6400 computer, and video tapes containing timed tagged information that can be
correlated with the digital data.

Introduction.  The development and testing of effective perimeter intrusion alarms and
sensors requires a data system which can constantly monitor a number of intrusion sensors
and evaluate their susceptibility to false alarm. Improved intrusion sensors would lead to
the development of better alarm systems which could be expected to thwart intrusion by
unauthorized groups attempting to secure entrance to facilities working with or storing
nuclear materials.

One special requirement of the data system was to retreive sensor information for a five
second period prior to the alarm occurance. Normally, this might be accomplished by
continuous recording and storage techniques. Digitizing the data from a large number of
sensors would lead to a huge data capacity estimated at 6.9 x 1010 bits/day or roughly 700
7-track 2400 foot digital tapes. This amount of data is obviously unrealistic and therefore
would tend to swamp any data reduction facility. To meet a five second data requirement,
a technique of adaptive data compression was combined with a modest digital mass
memory storage and incorporated into the data collection system.

Contemporary intrusion sensors are inherently susceptible to alarm from various type of
environmental conditions. Therefore, to assist in the evaluation of weather induced alarms,
a meteorological data gathering system was incorporated into AIDS. This weather system
monitors and records the wind velocity, wind direction, temperature, humidity, potential
gradient, and rain fall rate. A display of the weather information is available in the



instrumentation rack where an operator can observe the conditions. The weather
information is also incorporated into the digital data output so that a complete history of
the environmental conditions is available to the user.

Additionally, the system will select television cameras looking at the sensors being
monitored and record the video information onto tape at the time of any sensor alarm.
Time code information is incorporated into the video stream to permit correlation of the
video data to the digital data recorded.

A very important aspect of the AIDS program is the ability of the system to retreive,
reduce, correlate, and display large amounts of data in a meaningful and rapid fashion.
Consequently, considerable emphasis was placed in designing AIDS in a form consistent
with existing capabilities of data reduction facilities. Often long data reduction times are
encountered with data that is collected in the analog format. The analog data must be first
digitized and time correlated before computer processing. This can require extensive
amounts of time from a data reduction facility. AIDS not only collects the data in the field
that is desired by the user but formats that data for direct computer analysis.

System Description.  The Adaptive Intrusion Data System was designed to be a flexible
data collection system (see Figure 1). AIDS can collect data from as many as 48 analog
channels. It can digitize the data into 6 or 12 bit words and compare the data to
predetermined limits and then pass the data into a 2.36 megabit mass memory. The mass
memory, therefore, contains a history of the data that can be recalled whenever an alarm
occurs. If no alarm occurs, then the data in the mass memory will ultimately be dropped
being considered of no importance. Upon alarm, however, the data in the mass memory
will be transferred by the System Controller (a Nova 2 computer) to one of two digital tape
recorders for permanent storage. When one tape is completely filled with data, the system
will switch to the second tape. At the same time the System Controller will print an
indication on the teletype telling the operator that one tape is full and that it may be
removed and a new tape loaded in its place.

The Environmental Data Processor (an IMP-16 microprocessor) handles the weather data.
Under control of a read-only-memory program, the processor constantly formats and
updates the information on the weather conditions. It performs the appropriate algorithms
to convert the weather data voltages supplied to it into engineering units for display. The
converted weather data is then stored in its memory where it is accessible for formatting
by the Memory Controlled Processor. To obtain the weather data, the Memory Controlled
Processor sends an interrupt signal to the Environmental Data Processor to instruct it to
route information from its memory onto the data bus and strobe it into the appropriate
registers in the Memory Controlled Processor. Thus the Memory Controlled Processor has
access to the environmental data whenever it desires that information.



The Memory Controlled Processor is the focal point for the collection of all of the digital
data. In addition to the data from the Environmental Data Processor, it also receives time,
bi-level multiplex signals, and digitized analog data from the analog-to-digital converter
and multiplexer.

The Memory Controlled Processor is under indirect control of the System Controller.
Whenever the user desires a particular format of data, he may enter that format via the
teletype connected to the System Controller. The System Controller analyses the input
instructions and transmits the binary codes to load the memory of the Memory Controlled
Processor. The memory now contains the instructions necessary to select the data inputs in
the desired sequence. After the system has been formatted, the System Controller can
command the Memory Controlled Processor to go into the run mode. While in this mode,
it collects data from all sources tied to it and feeds that information to the Mass Memory
Formatter. The formatter in turn dumps the data into the Mass Memory. Upon command of
the System Controller, the Mass Memory Formatter will take the data from the Mass
Memory and transfer it to the controller for recording on digital tape.

The bi-level multiplexer serves as the system trigger. Should an alarm be detected in any
of the 48 channels of the bi-level multiplexer, the System Controller will detect the
presence of the alarm, determine which sensor caused the alarm, set the system into a data
collection mode and switch to the TV camera covering the sensor in question. The video
signal from the TV camera is passed through a character inserter which will insert into the
video signal the proper time and other information in character form before it is recorded
onto video tape. The Video Controller also acts to turn the video tape recorder on for a
pre-selectable length of time. The System Controller will also type a record of the alarm
along with the time of occurance. The data being collected by the Memory Controlled
Processor on a continuous basis is then retreived for the time period of approximately five
seconds before and after the alarm. This time period in software controllable. The
collection and transfer of data will continue until the data has been transferred onto tape.
The system will also continually monitor the bi-level inputs and if an alarm occurs in
another area or the original alarm recurs, the system will initiate a follow-on collection of
the data, so that none of the information concerning an alarm situation is missed.

Analog alarm data frcm the sensors is processed by the signal conditioner on a continuous
basis. The signal conditioner consists of 48 instrumentation low-pass filtering amplifiers.
These low-pass amplifiers, which can have their cut-off frequencies changed by changing
plug-in modules, act as pre-sampling filters to remove high frequency noise and also serve
to reject common mode noise that in sometimes picked up on the signal lines. Upon
command from the Memory Controlled Processor, an appropriate multiplexer gate will be
opened to take the output of the signal conditioning amplifier. The output from this channel 



in fed to a sample-and-hold circuit and ultimately to an analog-to-digital converter. Any of
48 channels can be selected in any desired sequence by the Memory Controlled Processor.

To provide a “state of health” analysis of the system and to permit calibration factors to be
developed by the data reduction computer, the System Controller will at selectable time
intervals perform a calibration on the analog channels and on the environmental channels.
This calibration in routinely performed on every digital tape that is recorded. Calibration
can also be performed periodically throughout the day, if desired.

Data Format.  The Memory Controlled Processor is designed to handle 6-bit data words
and channel codes and transfer them to the Mass Memory Interface. The 6-bit data words
again appear in the formatting at the digital tape input. The format utilized (see Figure 2)
consists of parallel dumps of the 6-bit words with appropriate “sync” code words. The
system is configured with “super frames”, “master frames” and “data frames”. The master
frame contains the sync words. In addition it contains special information such as time,
word rate, calibration values, and weather data. The master frame also contains the
programmable part of the format which consists of the bi-level and analog channels to be
monitored.

Following the master frame are the data frames. A data frame in essentially the
programmable format of the master frame. If data channels are active, all data channel
identification codes and their respective data words will be present in the data frame.
However, if the activity in such that the data in outside the thresholds programmed and no
alarms are present, all the data frames may be dropped out of the data collection. Thus,
large amounts of digital tape storage and buffer storage can be saved. The data frame end
channel code with its count tags any data frame present. The master frame and any number
of data frames up to 4096 form what is known as a “super frame”. The data system can be
programmed for data rates up to 250 kilowords per second.

Conclusion.  The features of the Adaptive Intrusion Data System can be summarized an
follows. It provides continuous data collection on the intrusion sensors and digitizes this
data to make it available for modelling the sensor performance. It provides data
compression on a real-time basis. It gathers only the important data and eliminates the
need for massive amounts of data storage and tremendous data reduction requirements.
The large mass memory storage permits collecting pre-alarm data. The Environmental
Data Processor provides information on the various weather conditions which will permit
characterization of sensor performance. The remote controlled TV camera and video
recording system permits visual assessment of the intrusion and weather conditions. The
software programmable features of AIDS permits changing data collection parameters as
test requirements change, thus allowing new sensors to be added or deleted from the
testing program with relative ease. The system can operate for long periods of time with no



full time operator required. If desired, the system could be remotely operated by
transmitting the data collected on tape over phone lines at specified time intervals to a data
collection location. The data on the digital tapes is computer formatted to permit quick
data reduction. The data reduction program permits expansion of the compressed data and
complete correlation of the channels to environmental conditions. Capabilities also exist to
provide a digital-to-analog conversion and reproduction of the original sensor voltages.

References. 1) Johnson, C. S., “A PCM Data Sequence Controller”, ITC - 73 Proceedings,
pp.278-386.
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Summary.  As the complexity of telemetry systems increases, the desirability of using
remote controlled receivers in these systems to reduce human error, setup time, and
premission calibration time increases. The specification of such receivers needs to be done
carefully to stay within economic and space limitations. A general discussion of possible
system objectives is given in which basic decision questions are raised on the degree of
remote control required. A tabulation of receiver functions and controls is given followed
by detailed discussion of these various parameters in terms of feasibility, problem areas,
space requirements and cost where it represents a major impact. The computer-receiver
interface is discussed in terms of how this choice will affect cost and system compatibility
with other types of equipment. These discussions should provide some insight in the
tradeoffs required in specifying a remotely controlled telemetry receiver.

Introduction.  Telemetry receivers have steadily evolved in both complexity and cost from
the simple fixed bandwidth, fixed tuning range receivers produced by companies such as
NEMS-CLARKE in the 1950s to the complex telemetry receivers of today which are
characterized by almost complete modularity. During the last few years, attempts have
been made to remotely control some functions of the telemetry receiver. The use of
remotely controlled telemetry receivers in automatic systems represents the next step in the
evolutionary process.

The discussions that follow will attempt to: 1) discuss various problems associated with
remotely controlled telemetry receivers; 2) define the functions and parameters required
for remote control; and 3) discuss currently available hardware implementation methods
and specifications with, in some cases, a relative indication of cost or difficulty. These
discussions are given from the point of view of a telemetry receiver manufacturer.

General Discussion.  The following objectives have been identified:

1. Reduce setup time for a mission (includes receiver configuration and premission
calibration).

2. Reduce operator error.
3. Allow sufficient flexibility to support future missions.



Presently available aircraft and ground receivers require manual change of demodulators,
i-f bandwidths, video bandwidths and all operating controls. They also require time-
consuming premission calibration procedures to check mission availability. It seems
desirable to automate or remote control a large number of these items to reduce setup time
and checkout time.

One of the first decisions that must be made is whether to have remote control only, or
selectable local-remote control. Remote control only implies no controls on the front panel
except possibly an on-off switch. Control of the receivers could be accomplished from
either a computer or a central control console which could be designed to several levels of
sophistication, which might include:

1. Simple rotary or pushbutton switches to program functions for each receiver.

2. Punched tape reader with teletype keyboard to allow quick receiver setup with the
punched tape and modification of instructions with keyboard. Status readouts of i-f
bandwidths, modes, etc. would be required to inform the operator of the operational
setup and status of each receiver. This function could be supplied by either indicator
lamps or (more expensively) a digitally refreshed CRT display.

The use of item 2 would require some form of computer to address and remember
commands to the various receivers and to drive the CRT display. The other option is to
have both remote and local control, selectable at either the console or at the receiver. This
would require a complete set of operating controls on the front panel of the receiver. In
addition, remote-local selection circuitry would be needed in the receiver. The additional
complexity of the receiver base chassis and front panel would increase cost and possibly
chassis size.

Another basic decision that must be made is how the receivers will interface with the
control console or computer. This is usually determined by the number of receivers, the
number of controlled items and any other equipment which has to interface. These aspects
will be discussed later.
Remotely Controlled Functions.  A compilation of functions and parameters normally
available on current telemetry receivers is presented below. The list is divided into two
categories: 1) those associated with receiver configuration for a mission; and 2) those
which might be utilized during calibration and the mission. This division may change
depending on requirements of a particular mission.



Receiver Configuration Items Mission and Calibration

(Common for both channels if
dual channel receiver)

(Common for both channels if
dual channel receiver)

1. IF Bandwidth
2. Video Bandwidth
3. Independent/Slave 2nd LO
4. Pre-D Record Frequencies
5. Pre-D Playback Frequency
6. Receive/Playback Mode
7. Demod Selection (PM-FM-AM)
8. 2ndLO Mode (XTAL,VFO,APC/AFC)
9. PM/SYN AM Video (PM demod)

1. RF Tuned Frequency
2. AGC Time Constant
3. Manual Gain
4. Man Gain/AGC Select
5. Video Gain
6. 2ndLO Tune (Up or Down Slew)
7. Break Lock (PM demod)
8. Loop BW (PM demod)
9: Auto/Man Acquisition (PM demod)

In addition, while not remote controllable items, the following remote indicators, and non-
remote calibration adjustments are normally found on receivers.

Remote Indicators
Additional Non-Remote Receiver
   Adjustments

(Two sets for dual channel receiver)

1. AGC or Signal Strength Indicator
2. Tuning/Loop Stress Indicator
3. Audio Monitor
4. Carrier Present Indicator
5. Video Level Indicator
6. 2nd LO Frequency Indicator
7. AFC/APC Search Indicator

1. Video Level Indicator Calibration
2. Carrier Operated Relay Threshold
3. Tuning/Loop Stress Indicator Zero
4. Record AGC Output Zero and Scale
5. FM Discriminator DC Zero

Discussion of Receiver-Control Parameters

RF Tuning.  The preferred method for rf tuning is through use of a remotely
programmable synthesizer. This has the advantage of providing total flexibility in tuning of
the receiver.

A small synthesizer capable of being included inside the receiver is currently being
developed which will operate in the 112.5 MHz to 117.5 MHz range for S Band and will
tune in 5 kHz increments. This signal will be multiplied by 20 to produce the proper mixer
injection frequency in 100 kHz tuning increments at S Band.



Since the accuracy of the synthesized local oscillator signal depends only on an oven
stabilized 5 MHz reference oscillator, which has an aging adjustment, a tuned frequency
accuracy of ±5 x 10-8 may be achieved. This is approximately two orders of magnitude
better than the cutting accuracy of MIL crystals currently used.

At first glance, the inclusion of an individual synthesizer in a receiver seems like it would
be too costly. Consider, though, that its use will eliminate a bank of 99 crystals and
probably also crystal ovens for each receiver. There would also be no storage area
required for the now absent banks of crystals and ovens.

There are potential problems associated with this approach. One drawback of
multiplication by 20 is that synthesizer phase noise and spurious outputs are increased in
level relative to the carrier by 20 log 20 or 26 dB. Even so, performance comparable to
presently multiplied crystal oscillators is achievable as far as phase jitter is concerned
when a commercially available state of the art synthesizer is utilized. A second drawback
is that synthesizer spurious levels are also increased by 26 dB. These spurious signals on
the local oscillator signal are transferred to the desired signal at the same relative level in
the first mixer of the receiver. Thus, an 86 dB spurious free synthesizer would be degraded
to a 60 dB spurious synthesizer when multiplied to S Band. The maximum desired signal
to spurious sideband ratio would be 60 dB which should be acceptable for most
applications.

Whether or not these performance levels are achievable in a small synthesizer remains to
be seen. They are achievable in full sized units (seven-inch rack mounted types). If they
are not, then an improvement in performance could be obtained by translating the
synthesizer frequency instead of multiplying it. This entails a much greater complexity and
cost so that a cost and size tradeoff would have to be made between the small translated
synthesizer and the larger rack-mounted type.

An analysis of allowable frequency uncertainties from IRIG-106-73 shows ±30 ppm for
transmitters and ±10 ppm for receivers which translates to ±92 kHz at 2300 MHz.
Satellites traveling at 1800 mph would contribute ±61 kHz of one-way doppler. Thus, total
receiver and received signal variation would be ±153 kHz at 2300 MHz which could be
handled by 2nd local oscillator (2nd LO) fine tuning (see discussion on 2nd LO tuning).

Second Local Oscillator Tuning.  As presently envisioned, the 2nd local oscillator will
need to function as the fine tuning mechanism of the receiver to allow correction of up to
±153 kHz of frequency uncertainty and doppler frequency shift. In addition, it must have a
controlled slew rate when its frequency is charged to prevent loss of lock when the phase
locked pm demodulator is tracking a signal. Present receivers utilize a 10 turn manually-
operated potentiometer to accomplish this function. It is impractical to remote this



potentiometer due to hum pickup problems. Thus, some other means of accomplishing this
function is necessary.

The linearity of the tuning curve of the present 60 MHz vco used for the 2nd local
oscillator is fairly good - about ±10 kHz from best, straight line over a 550 kHz tuning
range. The frequency drift with temperature is 10 ppm per degree C which results in a 30
kHz drift for 0E to +50EC temperature change. Thus, an absolute maximum 40 kHz
uncertainty would exist if the tuning voltage were programmed. This could be acceptable
for many applications. A three-decade BCD D/A converter would allow 999 steps of
approximately 0.6 kHz. One problem that must be overcome is possible break lock when
the 0/ -lock pm demodulator is utilized. The maximum time rate of change of oscillator
frequency is determined by the 0/ -lock loop bandwidth, being on the order of 7 Hz/second
for a 10 Hz loop bandwidth and 70 kHz/second for a 1000 Hz loop bandwidth. Any step
change in frequency will cause the loop to break lock. A way to overcome this is to apply
the output of the D/A converter to an RC lowpass filter which could limit the maximum
rate of change of its output voltage to the required value. The initial rate of output voltage
change for a voltage step input of magnitude E is E/RC volts/second. If larger steps were
taken, the slew rate would increase. This might occur if the operator had thumbwheel
switches to program the 2nd LO tuning (i.e. units switch, tens switch and hundreds
switch). If the digital commands were generated by a three decade up-down counter whose
input was a clock rate, then the magnitude of the steps could be insured (i.e. single steps).
In operation, the unit would have an up-slew or a down-slew mode and a digital readout of
the up-down counter output would tell the operator where on the control voltage curve he
was. The slew rate could be varied by changing the clock rate and/or the RC time constant
of the RC filter.

A more accurate (but more expensive) version of this scheme would utilize a counter to
actually count the 2nd LO frequency. Independent control of 2nd LO tuning for each
channel of a dual channel receiver is required to allow use of the afc and apc loops.

An alternative to actually tuning the 2nd LO is to utilize the pm and fm demodulators in the
apc (automatic phase control) and afc (automatic frequency control) modes with automatic
search and acquisition. This may be the only practical way to operate the pm demodulator.
Remote 2nd LO tuning using these schemes has not been implemented in a receiver to the
author’s knowledge.

2nd LO Mode Switching.  Selection of 2nd LO mode should be done on a common basis
for dual channel receivers. It involves several areas of the receiver other than the 2nd LO.
The normal modes are: XTAL, External (OFF), VFO, AFC and APC. The basic modes
are: XTAL, OFF and VFO, whose selection involves supplying switched voltages to either
the crystal oscillator or vfo oscillator. The afc and apc modes are utilized with the fm and



pm demodulators respectively and involve switching of certain feedback paths and inputs
on the afc/apc amplifier card.

Remote selection of 2nd LO modes has not been implemented in hardware as of yet, but
should present no problems other than minor redesign of two modules to allow logic
control of the necessary witching functions.

IF Bandwidth.  One present implementation consists of switching six i-f bandwidths per
channel in a dual channel receiver. Solid-state switching is utilized to energize the proper
i-f filter/amplifier and to switch the rf inputs and outputs. The technique could be extended
to seven bandwidths and possibly eight bandwidths. Since whole i-f filter/ amplifier strips
are utilized, the bandwidth tolerances, shape factor and phase linearity achievable are the
same as presently realizable in the manually changeable 2nd i-f filter/ amplifiers. Typical
specifications are:

Selectivity (60/6 dB ratio) 3.0:1 maximum
Bandwidth (3 dB) ±10%
Phase Response linear within 8E, over 80% of 3 dB

bandwidth
Peak-to-Valley Ratio 0.5 dB maximum.

There is also an “available space” tradeoff which must be made since all bandwidths
desired must be included inside the receiver. The more bandwidths desired, the less space
there would be for other functions.

Video Bandwidth.  A present capability exists for switching 10 video bandwidths
remotely in each channel of a dual channel receiver. This is accomplished by utilizing a
video filter switch assembly at the input and output of each filter. The video filter switch
assembly utilizes SPST NO reed relays energized by appropriate logic signals. The
technique could be extended to include more filters at the expense of requiring more space
in the receiver and additional cost.

Standard filters are linear phase with asymptotic slope of 24 dB per octave with low
overshoot of 3% maximum (1% typical). Bandwidths (-3 dB) available are: 6.25, 12.5, 25,
60, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500 kHz and Bypass. Other bandwidths are available as
are Butterworth-type filters for sharper stop band attenuation. The tolerance for the 3 dB
cutoff frequency is ±10%.

Video Gain.  Presently available receivers do not have remotely programmable video gain.
Video levels are in general, higher than rf/i-f levels and thus present special problems. At
first glance, one might think that a good approach would be to put voltage variable



resistance feedback around an amplifier whose resistance could be controlled by an analog
voltage. Such voltage or current controllable resistors tend to be non-linear and cause the
distortion of the amplifier to rise significantly.

A better approach is to program the video gain in discrete 1 dB steps. This approach can
utilize a programmable attenuator to provide 0 to 20 dB of gain control in 1 dB steps. An
additional 20 dB step can be provided thus providing 40 dB of attenuation in 1 dB steps.
Since the purpose of the video gain control is mainly to keep the video level within the
limits of recording and processing equipment, a tolerance of ±1 dB would seem to be
appropriate. This would allow the use of inexpensive attenuator pads fabricated from stock
resistors and switched with reed relays.

AGC Time Constants.  Remote selection of agc (automatic gain control) time constants is
desirable so that real time changes of agc time constant may be made when signal
characteristics so warrant. This might occur for a change in a-m tracking signal scan rate
or severe multipath conditions.

A selection of five time constants is presently available covering decade steps from 0.1
millisecond to 1000 milliseconds. The effort to remote control them is minimal, and has
been successfully implemented using solid-state switching elements. Dual channel
receivers should utilize common control of agc time constants for each channel (i.e. one
command controls both channels identically).

AGC time constants will vary with variation in the slope of the gain-controlled amplifier
gain control curve. In addition, for an agc system exhibiting an essentially linear dB vs
voltage agc curve, the time constant must be defined in terms of magnitude of input rf level
step and in which direction (up or down) since the agc loop is exponential (non-linear). A
common definition is to specify the “incremental” or small signal time constant, ( . This
may be measured by utilizing a small percentage (10-20%) a-m modulated signal and
noting the lower -3 dB frequency at the a-m detector as the modulation frequency is
lowered. ( is then:

A tolerance of ±50% is typical and should not be specified any closer since the time
constant depends on the gain control curve of the receiver which will vary over the
dynamic range of the receiver.

Manual Gain.  Remote control of manual gain may be highly desirable for premission
checkout of receiver sensitivity using solar calibration techniques.



When desired, a simple approach is to provide 60 to 100 steps using digital commands to a
D/A converter. The output of the D/A is scaled and applied to the receiver agc amplifier in
the same manner that the present manual gain voltage is applied. The step size is
approximate and depends on the linearity of the gain control curve of the receiver. The
normal use of the manual gain control is to adjust the receiver gain for some specified
output from the receiver and thus the absolute value of steps is not usually important.

A second and more desirable approach is to utilize circuitry which samples the agc upon
command and then freezes the agc voltage at that point. This approach has been
successfully implemented in a dual channel receiver and may be a very desirable
alternative to the standard manual gain concept. Any desired receiver gain may be
achieved by first allowing the receiver gain to stabilize in the agc mode and commanding
the receiver to “freeze” the agc voltage.

Manual Gain/AGC Select.  If a remote manual gain feature is included in the receiver,
then it will be necessary to have remote selection of agc mode or manual gain mode. This
will present no special problems and has been implemented using solid state switches.

Pre-D Record and Playback Frequencies.  A remote selection of four Pre-D record or
playback frequencies is currently available. Since the receiver is not used simultaneously
for record and playback, there is no need to have independent selection. Dual channel
receivers should have common selection of record frequencies for both channels. Standard
IRIG record frequencies of 112.5, 225, 450, and 900 kHz should be utilized.

Receive/Playback Mode Select.  If so desired, a remote Receive/ Playback mode select
may be included. Since playback may not be a mission requirement, there may not be a
need for remote selection.

The playback mode involves deactivating the rf tuner power so that noise from the rf tuner
does not degrade the playback signal-to-noise ratio. A playback scheme which up-converts
the record carrier to the first i-f frequency should be utilized. This allows the signal to be
fine tuned to the center of the i-f passband, if necessary, or to utilize the afc loop or pm
demodulator.

Demodulator Selection.  Typical manual receivers utilize front panel plug-in
demodulators for fm or pm. The pm demodulator is suitable for use with all presently
available i-f bandwidths. The fm demodulator, however, must be switched in three ranges
to accommodate all the i-f bandwidths. In terms of a remotely controlled receiver, a
decision must be made as to whether the fm and pm capability must be instantly selectable
(i.e., both located within the receiver) or whether it is permissible to reconfigure 



the receiver between missions by either a front panel plug-in or by changing internal
modules.

The primary problem of demodulator selection is available space. The present size of a
receiver will grow if both fm and pm demodulators must be placed inside of the receiver.
A logical choice would be to split the receiver into an rf drawer and an i-f/demodulator
drawer.

FM Demodulator.  Present manual-controlled receivers utilize plug-in fm demodulators
having up to three bandwidths. Manual selection of demodulator bandwidth has to be
made, however. A successful implementation of remote selection of the two widest fm
demodulators has been made for a dual channel receiver. There was not sufficient room to
include the narrow bandwidth in a standard housing.

Future units could incorporate all three bandwidths if more space were made available.
The basic demodulator consists of a common input amplifier; two fm limiter/discriminator
circuits (intermediate and wide); a common interface amplifier; and common afc time
constant circuitry. The basic functions which must be switched internally, when a
bandwidth is remotely selected, are as follows:

1. IF Input to Limiter
2. FM Video Output to Receiver Base Unit
3. Deviation Meter Amplifier Input
4. Deviation Meter Range
5. ±15 Volt Power Supply to Each Limiter/Discriminator
6. AFC Detector Output to AFC Time Constant Switch.

The deviation meter range should probably be switched to its highest range when remote
control is used. This is to keep the deviation meter on the receiver front panel (if present)
reading less than full scale.

A manually controllable afc time constant selection was provided; however, it could just as
easily be included in the remote control functions of the fm demodulator. This again is a
system decision as to whether it is required. Three different time constants in the range of
0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 second are manually available. These correspond to approximate afc
lower loop video responses of.16 Hz, 1.6 Hz and 0.06 Hz, respectively.

Remote selection of fm demodulator bandwidth may be accomplished in one of two ways:
either direct command or keyed to i-f bandwidth selection, thus eliminating another
command decision. If keyed to i-f bandwidth, it should be possible to pre-program which 



demodulator bandwidth is called up for each i-f bandwidth position. This is desirable to
take care of future changes of i-f bandwidth.

PM Demodulator.  The pm demodulator typically used in telemetry receivers is of the
long loop type with automatic-phase control of the 2nd local oscillator. The 10 MHz i-f
signal is compared to a 10 MHz crystal reference oscillator. The following controls are
typically provided:

1. Phase Lock Loop Bandwidth (10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 Hz)
2. Manual-Automatic Acquisition Select
3. Break Lock Switch
4. Fine Tune (2nd LO tuning)
5. PM/Syn AM Video Select
6. Env/Syn, AM and AGC Select
7. Noise Balance and Lock Threshold Adjustments

It appears likely that the only feasible remote operation mode of the pm demodulator
would be the automatic acquisition mode. The remote control of these controls is
discussed in the following:

1. Phase Lock Loop Bandwidth (PUL bandwidth) - Acquisition time, signal threshold,
low frequency video response and search range are all affected by the PLL bandwidth.
It is also sometimes desirable to change loop bandwidths after the signal has been
acquired. The maximum automatic search rate (Hz/second) that will allow 90%
probability of acquisition is proportional to the square of the loop bandwidth. Thus, at
wide loop bandwidths (2BL = 1000 Hz), sweep rates on the order of 70 kHz/sec are
usable while at narrow loop bandwidths (2BL = 10 Hz), a sweep rate of only 7 HZ/sec
is allowable. The minimum sweep rate achievable due to capacitor, leakage and phase
detector offset voltages is on the order of 1 kHz/sec with the present phase
demodulator designs. Thus, automatic acquisition is not feasible at the lower loop
bandwidths and manual acquisition must be utilized, which would require some
operator assistance and an aural monitor.

The automatic search range is usually selected in conjunction with the loop bandwidth
such that the total sweep time does not become excessive. Typical values for sweep
rate, sweep range and sweep time are shown below:

2BL, Hz Rate Range SweepTime
1000 69.2 kHz/sec ±150 kHz   4.3 sec
300   2.8 kHz/sec ±  30 kHz 21.5 sec
100,30,10      1 kHz/sec ±    5 kHz 10    sec



These represent practical values and are representative of existing equipment.
Computer control of the PLL bandwidth should probably also control sweep rate and
sweep range to avoid controlling too many functions.

2. Manual-Automatic Acquisition Select - This control selects either the automatic sweep
discussed above or manual search which requires an operator to tune the 2nd LO of
the receiver. Even though methods exist for tuning the 2nd LO remotely, it seems
likely that the only feasible way for a computer to utilize the pm demodulator is in the
automatic acquisition mode. Even with automatic acquisition, the possibility exists of
locking onto a sideband instead of the carrier. Anti-sideband reject circuits are
available and should be included in the pm demodulator.

3. Break Lock - As its name implies, this control opens the PLL and is utilized to open
the loop when improper lock (i.e. sideband lock) has occurred. It could be useful under
both manual and automatic acquisition and should be computer controlled.

4. Fine Tuning (2nd LO tuning) - This was discussed previously. Some form of computer
control is desirable to remove loop stress after the loop locks.

5. PM/Syn AM Video Select - Provides selection of either pm video or synchronous a-m
video and is not present on all demodulators. If present, remote control may be
necessary for mission requirements.

6. ENV/Syn AM and AGC -This switch selects envelope a-m and agc or synchronous a-
m and agc. It is not present on all pm demodulators but when present may need to be
remote controlled for mission requirements.

Cost tradeoffs exist in that the minimum number of computer-controlled functions
necessary should be specified. Consideration should also be given to space availability as
to whether both the fm demodulator and pm demodulator must be located inside the
receiver chassis at the same time.

Remote Indicators.  Remote indicators may or may not be needed in the system concept.
If they are, then the form in which they are supplied must be considered. For example, the
tuning/loop stress indicator would normally be supplied as an analog dc voltage. It may be
more useful to a computer to have the information in digitized form which, of course, will
require additional circuitry, cost and space. Some of the indicators which could be
supplied are: a-m detector dc level, remote signal level meter, remote tuning/loop stress
meter, carrier operated relay remote indication, afc search remote indication, remote video
level meter, and remote audio line.



Computer/Receiver Interface.  Many types of interfaces exist. They may be of serial
data format or parallel data format. The computer may send serial data with addresses to a
receiver control unit (RCU) which then sends either serial or parallel data to individual
receivers. If a large number of receivers is to be controlled, then some form of serial
format should be considered to reduce the number of control lines. It should be pointed out
that serial data interfaces are more expensive and use up more space in the receiver than
parallel data interfaces. The choice of interface needs to be made carefully in that a
computer-controlled system must also interface with a variety of other equipment.
Remember that the purpose of automating is to reduce the number of operators (and
operator errors), to reduce system configuration setup time and therefore, to increase the
probability of mission success. Inherent to this philosophy is the requirement that the
signal generator be automated and, depending on system complexity, that other test
equipment such as bit-error-rate-testers, counters and power meters be automated.

There are two basic standard interfaces in use. The most popular at present seems to be the
one described by Electronic Industries Association Specification RS-232 which is widely
used by computers, teletype machines, and other communications-type equipment. It
consists basically of seven or eight bit characters transmitted serially over a pair of
balanced lines asychronously.

The characters are converted to parallel form in the receiver and then must be addressed to
various holding registers. The cost of addressing the characters to the various registers
depends critically on whether all characters of a receiver command are sent in a
prearranged order or whether only update characters are sent on a random basis which
increases the complexity and cost considerably.

The other interface is the bit parallel/byte serial type developed by Hewlett-Packard and
adopted by the IEEE as Standard No. 488-1975. It may be more suitable if the receivers
have to interface with test equipment located fairly close together. This interface is
commonly referred to as the HP Interface Bus. If long distances are involved, the RS-232
interface may be a better choice.

Conclusions.  The remote controlled telemetry receiver must be examined very carefully
with respect to the desired remote controlled functions and parameters. Of prime
importance is a good system concept within which the receiver must operate. Based on
this, an intelligent choice may be made as to the minimum number of remote controlled
parameters and the best interface between the system and receivers. The inclusion of all
possible controlled functions and remote indicators in a single receiver will likely be too
costly and also result in a receiver which is too large for practical use. Remember that a
new era is beginning. After several more years of experience with remote controlled
telemetry receivers, perhaps standard off-the-shelf receivers will be available.
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Summary.  This paper describes the European experiments and test results obtained in L-
band (1550-1650 MHz),using the NASA ATS-6 satellite, to conduct communication and
navigation tests over the North Atlantic thus assisting in the definition of modulation
techniques to be used with an Aeronautical Satellite System, AEROSAT.

The experiments conducted by ESA and some of its member states covered voice, data
transmission and ranging measurements.

The tests were performed on board a Comet IV aircraft equipped with a slot dipole array
antenna, especially designed to operate within the coverage required in the AEROSAT
MOU (Memorandum of Understanding for the AEROSAT programme signed by Europe
(ESA), the USA (FAA) and Canada (DoT) in August 1974. The voice tests compared
DELTA-PSK with adaptive NBFM using test tapes consisting of logatoms, SCIM
sequences, and PB word lists.

An investigation of multipath noise effects on the PSK data transmission system was
carried out and led to the general conclusion that this problem is a serious one for coherent
demodulators. The DECPSK system tested exhibited a strong tendency towards a Rayleigh
channel BER situation at low antenna signal to multipath interference ratios.

The ranging results show the feasibility of achieving standard deviations of range of
around 500-600 m for the PLACE tone system with its rather short integration time of 120
ms, and 100 m for the DIOSCURES pseudo random coded system operated on a CW
basis.

1.   Introduction.  To assist in the definition of future aeronautical and maritime systems
ESA sent to NASA a joint European proposal for aeronautical and maritime experiments in
July 1972, to be conducted using the ATS-F satellite at its 94EW longitude station. Care
was taken in the preparation of these experiment proposals to ensure compatibility with the
NASA PLACE equipment; the idea being that transmissions could be used simultaneously
by several experimenters. This feature became all the more attractive when a decision was 



made by NASA in 1973 to officially limit the L-band use of the satellite to 300 hours in its
first year of operation.

On May 30th 1974, the ATS-F satellite was successfully launched into synchronous orbit
and, upon being declared operational at 94EW, was renamed ATS-6. The NASA Rosman
Ground station contained the ESA equipment racks which interfaced with the C-band up
and down link equipments, and was used to access the satellite for all the experiments
described.

The ESA experimental programme involved the use of four separate instrumented mobile
elements. For the first phase, August 28th-October 1st a COMET IV aircraft, based at
FAA-NAFEC, Atlantic City, N.J., was used for experiments over the Western Atlantic
together with the Norwegian ship “MV SKIENFJORD” which crossed the Atlantic twice
during the month of September 1974 on a normal cargo voyage from Norway to the USA
and back.

For the second phase (February 21st to April 5th 1975) the COMET IV aircraft operated
over the mid-Atlantic and was joined by the nuclear ship “OTTO HAHN”. The base of
operations was the islands of the Azores in order to cover the low elevation angles (down
to 0E) most economically.

Four signals were passed through the satellite transponder; a quadrature modulated tone
ranging and low speed access channel, a narrow band frequency modulation voice channel,
a 1200 or 2400 b/s bi-phase shift keying data channel, and a 25.6 kb/s Time Division
Multiplex channel; also bi-phase PSK.

However, for the multipath tests an unmodulated carrier was transponded by the satellite,
usually replacing one of the above channels in the set. The frequency plan was carefully
chosen to be an intermodulation free set for the forward link since the satellite transmitter
was of the hard limiting type.

2.   Experiment Objectives.  These were as follows:

• comparison of NBFM and Delta-PSK voice modems over a range of elevation angles,
carrier to noise density ratios, and signal to multipath noise interference ratios.

• evaluation of a DECPSK 1200/2400 b/s data transmission system over a range of
elevation angles, carrier to noise density ratios, and signal to multipath noise
interference ratios.

• evaluation of the multipath fading frequency spectra and amplitude distributions for
various elevation angles and signal to multipath noise ratios.



• evaluation of a side-tone ranging system operated on a burst or TDMA basis and a
general comparison with a PRNS system.

• demonstration tests, performed jointly with the FAA and the USCG, to show the
practical advantages of the system in future air traffic control and SAR applications.

3.   Instrumentation.  A detailed description of the instrumentation used in these
experiments is contained in ref 1. It should be noted that the aircraft antenna received
particular attention in the design and development phase. This Royal Aircraft
Establishment project enabled ESA to rent the COMET IV aircraft equipped with the
necessary antenna system (ref 2); the Comet was instrumented by ESA-ESTEC. The
ATS-6 satellite is described in ref 3.

4.   Voice Experiment

4.1   Voice Evaluation.  Experiments. Two candidates for the AEROSAT system were
tested; these were the digitally companded delta voice transmission system developed by
TRT in France under contract to the French Civil Aviation Authorities, (ref. 4), and the
analogue Narrow Band Frequency Modulation transmission system developed by the Bell
Aerospace Company, U.S.A., under contract to NASA-GSFC as part of the PLACE study,
(ref. 5).
The companded delta voice transmission system was transmitted at the 19.2 kb/s rate using
a PSK modulation on the carrier.

The dynamic range of the modem was very large, having about 40 dB input dynamic range
for the 10% error case. This is a reasonable threshold, which for 19.2 kb/s, corresponds to
a C/No of 44.0 dB-Hz and 95% intelligibility.

This large companding range was important because of the large peak to RMS power
density distribution in the average voice in addition to the variations of talker level, loud to
soft, which are normally experienced.

The digital voice system has the advantage that it can be easily digitally multiplexed with
data and pseudo random digitally encoded ranging signals, forming one serial data stream
comprising a number of channels. These can be transponded through a satellite hard
limiting repeater without the intermodulation product losses associated with a multicarrier
transmission. Such a system has been developed by TRT and is referred to as the TDM
system in this report. It has also been called the Dioscures system, (Ref. 6).

The Narrow Band Frequency modulation system which was tested is an efficient analogue
voice transmission system developed by ESTEC. It is similar to the Adaptive NBFM
developed by Bell Aerospace for NASA.



The voice is pre-emphasised from 300 Hz to 3000 Hz at 6 dB/octave and clipped to give a
peak to rms ratio of about 12 dB for a mean level talker, then phase-modulated at 70 MHz
with an index set at 1.45 rad. with a 1 kHz tone set to equivalent mean talker level. The 70
MHz modulated signal is then up-converted to C-band for transmission from Rosman.

The demodulator is fed from a 10 MHz signal, down converted in the receiver, limited by
a band pass limiter, and fed to a modulation tracking P.L.L. demodulator. The recovered
audio signal is then de-emphasized between 300 Hz and 3000 Hz at 6 dB/octave. Note that
there is no expansion corresponding to the clipping performed in the demodulator. There
are two reasons for this: the first is that the demodulator has no knowledge of the envelope
of the voice signal which would be required to operate the expander, and the second is that
a peak to RMS ratio of 12 dB is only exceeded for about 1% of the time for voice signals.
Hence the distortion introduced by the voice clipper has only a negligible effect on the
transmission quality of the system.

4.2   Results of the Voice Tests.  The two types of voice modem were subjected to
laboratory tests prior to each test phase to check and optimize their performance.

The flight tests consisted of 20-30 minute test runs at a constant heading, so that the
conditions, such as the antenna gain and multipath fading, would not vary. The carrier-to-
noise density ratio C/No was set at the beginning of each run by adjusting the level of the
attenuator installed between the antenna and pre-amplifier. The Delta and the NBFM were
transmitted simultaneously at equal power levels in order to ensure simularity of test
conditions. In the Atlantic City and Azores campaigns the elevation angles investigated lay
between 2.5 and 20 degrees. The intelligibility curves were plotted with various symbols
to indicate the groups of elevation angles.

The test method consisted of transmitting a common test tape through both systems
simultaneously. Demodulation was performed in the respective receiving chains on the
aircraft, these being branched from a common preamplifier chain after the aircraft antenna.

The test material consisted of logatoms, a syllabic test in the French language, (Ref. 7),
Phonetically Balanced (PB) word tests, (Ref. 8) and SCIM tests. The latter consists of
short bursts of pseudo speech and noise, which are then analysed by spectral analysis over
9 contiguous bands covering the spectrum. The articulation index is derived from a
weighted signal to noise measurement from the 9 bands. The details of the SCIM signal
and the analysis are contained in Ref. 9.

The logatom tests provided data in the form of Articulation Indices (AI), Intelligibility, and
Speech Quality or “how pleasant the channel was to listen to”. The results are plotted in 



Figures 4.1 to 4.6 and are subdivided into different data symbols showing the results in 5
groups of elevation angle from 2.5 up to 22.5 degrees.

Of the three testing methods the logatoms provided the most versatile tool for our purposes
giving Articulation Index, Intelligibility, and Speech Quality measurements,

It is fortunate that a requirement on the Articulation Index (AI) for the AEROSAT system
is imposed in the M.O.U. This value has been set at 0.6 and has been indicated on the
relevant graphs. Taking first the complete group of measurements and considering the
imposed AI in figures 4.1 & 4.2, the 19.2 db/s delta modulation system requires a C/No of
43-44 dB-Hz, and the NBFM requires a C/No of 46-48 dB-Hz to reach this value.

Taking secondly the group of measurements related to intelligibility, the values obtained at
the CNR corresponding to an AI of 0.6 were both 95% for 44 dB-Hz with delta and 47
dB-Hz for NBFM. In both cases this is within a few percent of the standard curve
correlating AI with intelligibility shown in Ref. 9. The intelligibility curves are both
reasonably flat above the threshold region in both systems indicating that system
background noise does not affect intelligibility too greatly, even though both systems
exhibit different types or sounds of noise to the listener.

The speech quality measurement which is really a subjective test on “how pleasant a
system is to listen to” gave results of 85% and 83% respectively at C/No values of 44 dB-
Hz for Delta and 47 dB-Hz for NBFM, see Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Here again, there was a good correlation between the results of the two systems based on
the AI and the intelligibility measurements. With regard to the measurement of speech
quality it is important to note that the effect of the background noise is predominant on the
listener and excessive noise can be extremely tiring when listened to for long periods.

To summarise the logatom analysis, the Delta system has about 3 dB advantage over the
NBFM in all three aspects of the measurements.

The second type of test was the SCIM test, the results being analysed for ESA by NASA-
GSFC. For both the delta and the NBFM the SCIM AI values showed a linear relation
with increasing CNR above system threshold. Again the criteria of an AI of 0.6 was taken
as a reference value for comparison, requiring a C/No of 44-46 dB-Hz for the Delta system
and 46-48 dB for the NBFM system.

Examination of figures 4.7 and 4.8 shows that the spread of data points is far larger on the
NBFM system, particularly at the low elevation angles. This indicates that the NBFM
phase lock loop detector probably translates phase errors due to multipath into detected



speech errors, the loop being a modulation tracking type. The Delta-PSK system, whilst
having a coherent detector, has a relatively high tolerance of errors. For example when the
C/No value representing 10% BER has been reached the multipath errors are not translated
into detected speech errors as the system remains above “speech threshold”, i.e. AI ~0.6
C/No ÷ 44 dB-Hz.

Another point of interest is that the correlation between SCIM AI and logatom AI is very
good, being within 1 dB. This shows that SCIM is useful in assessing digital voice
modulation techniques such as the delta system; this point was previously rather
controversial. This is very important, since the SCIM signal could eventually be analysed
on board the aircraft in real time, if the aircraft is equipped with a data reduction system
based on a powerful minicomputer.

The third method of voice system assessment was the use of test tapes containing
phonetically balanced word lists PB. These were transmitted through the system and
recorded on board the aircraft. They were then sent to the US Transportation Systems
Centre, which arranged for the analysis to be performed by a specialist contractor.

The idea behind the above analysis was to establish a direct comparison between US and
European candidate modems in order to eventually select one or two favoured types for
assessment in the Aerosat evaluation period under the auspices of the Co-ordinated
Programme. The PB test list of words is sometimes called the American National
Standards List. The output of the PB test is a measure of Articulation Index and these
results are plotted on Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

Here again, the tendency is to show the superiority of the Delta system over the NBFM,
the spread of data points on the latter being quite large at low and medium elevation
angles. The distinct threshold effect on the Delta system is very apparent at a CNR of
around 43 dB-Hz.

In general, our conclusions are that the digitally companded Delta modulation system
phase shift keyed on the RF carrier is a more effective method of speech transmission than
NBFM, where the speech is compressed prior to modulation. This is particularly true
under conditions of sea multipath fading. The dispersion of the word intelligibility on the
Delta system is far less, thus ensuring a reasonable degree of service at C/No’s of 44 dB-
Hz and above.

5.   Data Transmission.  The experiment consisted of transmitting a pseudorandom coded
data stream at speeds of 1200 b/s for the Atlantic City phase and 2400 b/s for the Azores
phase. This differentially encoded data stream was phase shift keyed on the carrier, using a
double balanced mixer at an intermediate frequency of 70 MHz and then heterodyned to



the C-band uplink frequency in the Rosman Ground Station up-converter. After translation
to L-band in the ATS-6 transponder, it was then transmitted over the service area, where it
was received, demodulated and decoded for bit error rate analysis in the aircraft.

The type of demodulator used in the ESRO experimental aircraft was a coherent type,
consisting of a Costas Loop which fed an Integrate and Dump bit detector followed by a
Pseudo-random code synchronizer and Bit Error Counter and Display unit. During the
experiment the Bit Error Rate and Carrier to Noise Density Ratio were available for
observation on a Chart Recorder and recorded together with error per second counts,
aircraft attitude parameters, and time and position on a punch tape recorder.

One of the main objectives of this experiment was to see if the multipath interference from
all causes was likely to cause a limitation of the achievable probability of error over that
set by system limitations, such as thermal noise.

The sea multipath effects are twofold, the first being intersymbol interference due to the
coherent reflection off the sea surface of the PSK modulated RF carrier. The second is the
non-coherent of diffuse sea reflection of the signal causing a Rayleigh distributed
interference, which effectively sets the S/N in the channel. If large enough, this dominates
the thermal noise and limits the probability of error in the channel (Ref. 10). Reflections
off the aircraft structure are specular in nature but really fall into the composite antenna-
airframe characteristic which was previously discussed. The time delay of the coherent
component for the satellite at zenith is a maximum of 67 µs and represents a loss of 16%
of the 2400 b/s period; however, the multipath rejection of the aircraft is greater than
30 dB for this case and can therefore be neglected. The diffuse or noise-like interference
has the effect of increasing the noise in the channel by the ratio of the aircraft antenna
pattern multipath discrimination to the diffuse reflection coefficient of the sea. Since the
product of these quantities is fixed for any particular aircraft heading, satellite elevation
angle and sea state, this type of multipath interference is irreducible.

The Diffuse or Rayleigh multipath noise affects the coherent demodulator in two distinct
ways. Firstly an increase in S/N in the loop filter bandwidth, causing imperfect carrier
synchronization; and secondly the increase in the S/N in the data bandwidth, which
reduces the efficiency of the bit and message synchronizers. In the case of this aeronautical
experiment the differential doppler shift is less than 35 Hz, which is less than the phase
lock loop bandwidth of 100 Hz at nominal signal input level. The fading bandwidth of the
diffuse multipath is a function of wave slope and has been found to have a bandwidth
greater than a hundred hertz which more than covers the loop filter bandwidth 2BL, see
Ref 1.



5.1   Results of the Tests.  The technique used for the tests was to fly the aircraft on a
constant heading for periods of 20-30 minutes at various elevation angles in the range 3E
to 20E, while recording the number of errors per second. The heading of the aircraft,
together with the latitude and longitude information, was recorded on the punch paper tape
system together with time. This was to permit reference to the antenna measurements
(Ref. 1) from which the ratio of signal to multipath rejection ratio S/I could be deduced.
For the purpose of this report, 1200 b/s data has been extrapolated to 2400 b/s by the
addition of 3 dB to the measured C/No, thereby enabling direct comparison of the data
collected, in the two campaigns.

The test data has been plotted in groups of elevation angle with an indication of increasing
or decreasing S/I. The results are shown in Figs. 5.1 to 5.4. C/No is derived from the
product of E/N (per bit) x 10 log10 (Bit Rate). Each data point is the average of 20 minutes
of measurement for the lowest BER ~ 1 x 10-5

The test-data shows that the deviation of the measured data from the laboratory
measurements increases with a decrease in elevation angle and with a decrease in S/I. The
two indications are a result of the multipath noise in the channel. Ref. 10 shows the
probability of error in the Rayleigh channel to be

where BER = bit error rate

Er/No = the ratio of multipath signal to noise ratio in the channel

Thus the BER decreases linearly with E/No in the Rayleigh channel, whereas in the
channel where only thermal or Gauossian noise is present the BER rate for a differentially
encoded PSK signal with coherent detection is

BER = ½ exp - E/No

Here the BER decreases exponentially with increasing E/No or signal to noise ratio.

The situation existing in this experiment lies between these two bounds. This is called a
Ricean channel, comprising a constant signal vector representing the direct path added to a
Rayleigh distributed vector representing the multipath noise plus a Gaussian distributed
vector representing the thermal noise.



Both the Rayleigh and the Gaussian BER curves are plotted on each figure of measured
BER for reference. In the case of the Gaussian BER curve 1 dB is added for margin, to
correspond to actual laboratory measurements on the Data Modem flown.
Correspondingly, the Rayleigh BER curves have been modified accordingly, since it is
assumed that the detection efficiency of the integrate and dump bit detector operates as
efficiently as on Gaussian noise.

The consequences of the results are the following: With the slot dipole array antenna flown
on the Comet, which represents a class of reasonable low cost, feasible antennas for the L-
band Aerosat service at the present time, the multipath noise rejection is not sufficient to
permit the achievement of coherent data detections on a PSK signal at the 1200 or 2400
b/s rate down to 10E elevation angle with the C/No limit of 48 dB-Hz. A consequence of
this for Aerosat is the mandatory use of encoding of the data transmission, assuming the
carrier to noise density limitation of 48 dB-Hz for the channel, if a message error rate of 1
x 10-5 is finally required.

6.   Ranging Tests.  Use has been made of the NASA PLACE ranging system in order to
perform ranging measurements with the mobiles, Ref. 5.

The tone frequencies were 8575, 8550, 8400 and 7350 Hz. These are in fact of relatively
high frequency and all are used for fine ranging. The difference frequencies are used for
ambiguity resolution, viz, 25, 175, 1225 Hz.

In addition, a 600 b/s data channel is transmitted in phase quadrature on the same carrier.
This is used to sequentially interrogate different mobiles, each mobile having a unique
address code. In each mobile the range tones are received continuously along with the
600 b/s data.

The process for the ground station to interrogate a mobile is the following: The computer
assigns a mobile by adding a mobile address in the data format to an address giving the
exact place where the reply from this mobile has to be made.

At its first reply, the mobile replies by means of a pure CW carrier during one slot interval
in order to give time to the computer aided phase locked loop to lock at the ground station.
When lock is acquired at the ground station, the computer memorises the frequency
received by the mobile and when this mobile is expected to reply once more, the computer
sets the VCXO frequency of the phase locked loop to the original frequency.

The second reply comprises a 27 ms CW burst followed by a 133 ms of range tones and
data status information, the last 40 ms being free of transmission in order to provide a
guard time to prevent simultaneous reception at the ground station of two signals.



The 27 ms CW carrier burst is necessary for the phase locked loop to acquire rapidly and
to be locked when the ranging measurement starts. Each mobile was interrogated at
intervals of 10 replies per format, i.e. every 6.4 s.

Due to the fact that a measurement was made every 6.4 s. and that both the mobile and the
spacecraft are moving, it has been assumed that the resulting displacement in a relatively
low period of time was a straight line and therefore a linear regression method was used to
establish the standard deviation of the range measurement.

6.1   Tone Ranging Results.  The results of the aircraft tests are presented in Table 6.1
and show the two way range Rosman 6 aircraft 6 Rosman.

TABLE 6.1  AIRCRAFT RANGING RESULTS - PLACE TONES

The carrier to noise density C/No shown is, however, only that measured in the aircraft,
the return link being operated at a relatively high C/No. Each data point in the table
consists of a burst of 343 cycles of transponded tone, each burst taking place at 6.4 s.
intervals, so that 32 data points cover an elapsed time of 3.31 minutes. The data validation
criteria taken was that the correlation co-efficient for the linear regression should be better
than 99% to avoid “system jumps” corrupting the data: as a result of this strict criterion a
lot of the ranging data had to be rejected. The correlation of increasing ranging standard
deviation with decreasing elevation angle was not absolutely established, although the
trend was identified, leading us to believe that the same type of multipath noise corruption
which affects the performance of the data channel is responsible. The C/No seems to play
very much a secondary part, since the expected precision at 44 dB-Hz is about 100 m due
to Gaussian noise alone. The PRNS system, (Ref. 13), gave results of about 100 m
standard deviation under similar conditions.



7.   Aeronautical and SAR Demonstrations.  In order to demonstrate the capability of
the AEROSAT system to potential users, airlines and aeronautical authorities, a series of
tests using the satellite to relay operational voice and data messages was performed
(Ref 11). The operational centre for the aeronautical demonstration was the NAFEC
facility of the FAA, whilst the operational centre for the search and rescue (SAR) was the
USCG HQ at Washington D.C., both centres being patched on telephone lines to the
NASA Rosman Ground Station.

In the aeronautical demonstrations, voice and data messages were passed to the ESRO
Comet and the FAA KC-135 aircraft.

For the SAR demonstration, performed about 100 miles North of the Azores, the DFVLR
buoy (ref 12) was placed in the water and transmitted its AMVER-coded signal at 64 b/s
FSK via the satellite to the Rosman ground station. Rosman alerted the USCG HQ at
Washington D.C. which then coordinated via satellite links the Comet aircraft and the
USCG ship Gallatin in the search for the buoy. The aircraft obtained a fix on the buoy after
a 2-hour search, then vectored the Gallatin onto this fix, which was then refined by the
direction-finder on the Gallatin. The buoy was picked out of the water about one hour after
the aircraft fix. The wind force at the time was BFT 6. This was the first time that a SAR
operation had been started and conducted using satellite communications.

8.   Conclusions.  The voice tests compared DELTA-PSK with adaptive NBFM from test
material consisting of logatoms, SCIM sequences, and PB word lists. The winning
candidate was clearly DELTA-PSK; partly because of transmission efficiency but mostly
because of the capability to be unaffected by multipath noise at the lower elevation angles,
since it can provide AEROSAT MOU voice link quality at 10-1 BER.

An investigation of multipath noise and its effects on the PSK data transmission system
was performed leading to the general conclusion that this problem is a serious one for
coherent demodulators of the phase-lock type. The DECPSK system tested exhibited a
strong tendency towards a Rayleigh channel BER situation at low antenna signal to
interference ratios.

The MOU requirement for BER of 1 x 10-5 required C/No’s in excess of 48 dB-Hz for the
10 degree elevation angle contour measurements. The solution to this problem is clearly
encoding of the data message, allowing perhaps a reduction in the data error rate to 10-4 or
even to 10-3, which can then provide adequate data link performance over an AEROSAT
48 dB-Hz channel.

A fading analysis ref 1 shows that a 5 dB margin is adequate for the AEROSAT service;
when the aircraft are equipped with the slot dipole class of antenna system. However, the



margin could be reduced for future generations of the system when phased arrays on the
aircraft might reduce the multipath fading to negligible proportions.

The ranging results show the feasibility of achieving standard deviations of range of
around 500-600 m for the PLACE tone system with its rather short integration time of
120 ms. A standard deviation of 100 m has been measured on the pseudo-random coded
system operated on a CW basis (Ref 12). This latter, however, could be operated on a
TDMA basis with a consequential increase in error due to a shorter measurement time
from each aircraft.
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THE JOINT AEROSAT EVALUATION PROGRAMME

OSKAR L. GEIGNER
AEROSAT Coordination Office

Executive Summary.  The Joint AEROSAT Evaluation Programme has been established
by several European States, the United States and Canada in response to recommendations
of the 7th Air Navigation Conference of the International Civil Aviation Organisation
(IACO) held in April 1972 in Montreal. This group of 11 States has agreed to conduct a
single international progranne of experimentation and evaluation in order to facilitate the
application of satellite technology to international civil aviation needs. The institutional
arrangement devised for such a joint international programme is defined in a Memorandum
of Understanding, which was executed in 1974 between the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), the European Space Agency (ESA), representing the European
States, and Canada, with provisions for participation by other countries in the future. An
AEROSAT Council was established to oversee this international cooperative effort. The
authority and responsibility for the day-to-day implementation of the Coordinated
Programme rests with the AEROSAT Coordination Office (ACO), which was established
in June 1975.

The joint international effort extending over the next ten years will consist of a programme
of experimentation and evaluation comprising:

1. a Space Segment Capability of two geostationary satellites in orbit and a ground-based
satellite control facility.

2. a Coordinated Programme consisting of ground facilities (Aeronautical Services Earth
Terminals and Aeronautical Satellite Communication Centers), aircraft avionics and a
coordinated test, evaluation and demonstration programme.

The Space Segment and the satellite control facility will be provided by COMSAT (for the
U.S.) ESA and Canada as co-owners consistent with the performance specification
attached to the M.O.U. The ground facilities and the avionics will be financed, developed
and installed individually by each signatory of the M.O.U. on the basis of commonly
developed and agreed interface specifications and selected system configurations. The test
evaluation and demonstration programme will be conducted and financed by each
signatory on the basis of an agreed joint programme under the direction of the ACO.



Although several aeronautical communication experiments have been conducted with
satellites, AEROSAT will be the first dedicated satellite capability to serve the interests of
Civil Aviation. The prime objective of this programme is to provide the data and
experience necessary to determine the merits of proceeding into an operational system. In
particular, the AEROSAT System will be used by the participating nations to evaluate
competitive technical and viable operational concepts for the avionics and ground
segments as well as to develop the technical and operational standards for an international
system. At the conclusion of the AEROSAT Programme there will exist sufficient
comparative system data for the sponsoring nations and the user community to reach a
decision in ICAO with respect to a future operational system capability, configuration and
other factors.

In order to achieve the objectives of the programme the following elements will be
provided to support the coordinated test, evaluation and demonstration programme:

1. A space segment capability of two satellites in geostationary orbit at 15E West and
40E West Longitude and a ground based satellite control facility.

2. A ground segment consisting of earth terminals, communication centers, ATC Centers,
test sets and interfaces with other users.

3. An avionics segment consisting of equipment for installation in experimental and
airline aircraft.

The essential characteristics of the system are:

1. Provision of air/ground voice and data communications service as well as dependent
and independent surveillance service. Independent surveillance is based upon ranging
through two satellites and pressure altitude data transmitted from the aircraft.

2. Provision of wideband (10 MHz) experimental channels for two-way ranging and
communication experiments.

3. Use of L-band and VHF-band for voice, data and surveillance service and L-band for
wideband experiments for the satellite-aircraft links. Use of C-band for voice, data,
surveillance and wideband experiments for the satellite-ground and use of C-band for
aircraft to satellite wideband experiments. (illustrated in figure 1)

4. Nominal gain of aircraft antenna 4 dB and a noise temperature of 1000EK for the
L-band avionics and -2 dB and a noise temperature of 1100EK for the VHF avionics.



5. Coverage for the L-band forward link subdivided in zones as given in figure 2. All
other links are earth coverage.

The execution of the coordinated test, evaluation and demonstration programme using the
aeronautical space segment capability and the other elements of the coordinated
programme is the most complex part of the joint AERSAT programme.

The complexity comes from the fact that:

1. agreements have to be reached by the participants of this international cooperative
programme in order to specify the ground facilities and the aircraft avionics in a
manner that compatability is assured.

2. the evaluation and test progranme must be planned and carried out in a manner that the
test results of the participants are directly comparable so that an objective assessment
can be made to permit determination of the most attractive technical and operational
solution leading to a proposal for standardization within ICAO.

The coordinated test, evaluation and demonstration programme is subdivided into
communication experiments which are primarily of technical nature and relate to
propagation effects, (e.g. multipath, scintillation), and channel performance (e.g.
modulation, multiplexing, antenna performance) and operational system concept
evaluations. For the execution of the programme it is highly desirable to reduce the number
of candidate configurations which undergo evaluation under operational conditions. The
following parameters will have to be taken into account when selecting operational system
concepts for evaluation.

1. Potential requirements of a first generation operational system (e.g. number of
simultaneous system users, geographic distribution of traffic, type of communication
etc.).

2. Satellite Configurations (e.g. earth coverage, spot beams).

3. Ground System Configurations (e.g. number of ground facilities functioning as
controlling ASET/ASCC’s).

4. Signal multiplexing (e.g. ranging + supervisory information/ data + voice).

5. Multiple access techniques (e.g.frequency division or time division multiple access).



6. Selection of Modems for voice, data and surveillance (e.g. quadraphase modulation,
delta voice modulation etc.).

For the selection of candidate operational system concepts testing in the joint AEROSAT
evaluation programme advantage will be taken of the results achieved by the ATS-5 and
ATS-6 test programme, simulation studies and laboratory tests as well as theoretical
studies. The aim is to limit the total number of operational system concepts requiring
special provision on the avionics and ground facilities. In particular, the avionics
installation in commercial aircraft must not be overly complex nor require frequent
modifications but at the same time must be flexible enough to accommodate testing of all
the candidate operational systems.

Conclusion.  The joint AEROSAT Evaluation Programme is in an early stage of
development. Because the programme is a joint programme of ESA, FAA and Canada it is
necessary that the system be configured to satisfy the requirements of interest to each
participant individually as well as collectively. It is generally recognized that there is little
technical risk in designing and launching a satellite and to develop avionics equipment and
ground facilities once appropriately specified. The complexity of the programme is
associated with the selection of a system giving the flexibility to permit experimentation
and evaluation of competitive technical approaches and usable operational concepts.

The complexity of the programme is furthermore associated with the requirement to
achieve agreement by the signatories of the M.O.U. on technical characteristics to assure
compatibility between the system elements and to select a limited number of system
concepts to undergo evaluation. Finally the complexity of the programme is associated
with the planning of the tests and evaluations in order to assure that the results obtained
individually by the participants are directly comparable. This achievement is a fundamental
requirement to reach the programme objective i.e. to arrive at one agreed proposal of
technical characteristics and operational procedures for ICAO adoption.



Fig. 1  AEROSAT Frequency Plan

Fig. 2  Atlantic Coverage



THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ON-BOARD DATA HANDLING
SYSTEM BY A PROGRAMMABLE MODULAR CONCEPT

HORST FRÖLICH
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Friedrichshafen, Federal Republic of Germany

Summary.  The implementation of On-Board Data Handling Systems by individually
tailored electronics leads to high development costs and risk. In order to overcome these
shortcomings for future applications of on-board tasks, a complete modular concept has
been developed for control, data acquisition, data reduction and telemetry encoding in
onboard aerospace vehicles.

This highly flexible concept consisting of a large spectrum of real time peripherals and
different central processing units has meanwhile proven its high flexibility in a wide
spectrum of applications. The system is freely programmable and supported by extensive
software for program development and testing. The application software can be developed
on host computers of different types.

The paper gives a description of the system. By the example of an application in an
aerospace telemetry and control system the advantage of using this modular approach is
demonstrated.

1.   Introduction.  In recent years a certain evolution has taken place in the
implementation of on-board data handling systems in the aerospace field. With the advent
of microprocessors and large scale integrated circuits a new basis was given for more
flexible system designs. Flexibility due to system programmability, which originally had an
high impact on cost, as expensive on-board computers were required, is now feasible
without that cost impact. New methods how to handle the engineering problems during the
design of a data handling system were introduced. The implementation of a system, widely
based on proven modular hardware, facilitates the engineering work and transfers the
engineers workload to more challenging areas as system engineering, software
development and system integration.

Before implementing a multi-purpose on-board data handling system as described herein, it
is necessary to analyse common requirements of different types of applications. Modular
concepts with inherent processing capability must be designed as a whole, i.e. the
controlling unit and the real time peripherals must be integrated and clearly defined in one



system concept. Clear electrical and mechanical interface definitions between control unit
and process peripherals have to be part of the system description.

Based on past investigations [1] and on experience gained in the area of aerospace
developments and with the aim in mind to implement an as much as possible low cost
approach, a system has been defined and implemented the main features and potential
applications of which are presented herein.

2.   Data Handling System Requirements

2.1   General.

A data handling system concept should be

1. adaptable in a non-autonomous configuration to multi-purpose on-board computers
2. modular in design
3. ruggedized
4. reliable.

It should have for most applications
1. low power consumption
2. low weight and volume.

The functional requirements to be fulfilled are basically to acquire, store and process data
and to control peripheral processes. For that purpose a freely programmable Data Handling
System (DHS) is required. Furthermore, at least, a possibility must exist to reprogram the
system during in-flight via telecommand link and to use it for PCM-data encoding in
telemetry applications. Asynchronous tasks, which have to be performed on external
requests in real time should be possible, so that the system must have a respective
powerful interrupt capability. Direct memory access and extended arithmetic and logic
function capability should also be system inherent. For reasons of modularity and transfer
speed of data words, a parallel bus concept must be favoured. For cost reasons two
technological approaches should exist, one for the application in space missions with high
reliability requirements, one for application in other missions like in aircraft and tank data
handling. These approaches should be functionally identical.

2.2   Detailed Functional Requirements.   After extensive evaluations of a variety of
different missions [2] the following functional requirements were established, valid for a
respective data handling system.



Typical transfer rate on the data bus 500 k Bit/sec
Typical execution times: for ADD/SUB <  10 µs

for MULT/DIV <100 µs
for logic functions <  10 µs

Transfer rate on the bus <  10 µs
Program jump into subroutines <    5 µs
Storage capacity >    1 K words
Power consumption <    5 W
Weight <    2 kg
Volume <    2 · 103 cm3

The spectrum of necessary functional modules was determined to be:

central processor, data storage module, A/D resp. D/A converters, synchro-to-digital
converters, multiplexers, real time clock, digital inputs and digital outputs (serial and
parallel), counters, PCM data serializer, programmable amplifiers,

only to mention the most recurring ones.

3.   System Implementation

3.1   General System Configuration.  On the basis of the derived system requirements,
the complete data handling system “MUDAS” has been implemented. “MUDAS” stands
for Modular Universal Data Acquisition System. The system philosophy more generally
spoken, has similarities to ‘CAMAC’ [3] which is a commercial standard for real time
process peripherals and their interfacing to a computer.

In the basic MUDAS system configuration (Fig. 1), 32 peripheral modules can be
controlled at maximum by a central control unit via parallel bidirectional dataway.

Any type of module function can be realized since only mechanical layout and the
electrical interface to the common dataway is defined in the MUDAS standard. The central
unit can be either a MUDAS Dataprocessor or any type of on-board computer. The
MUDAS dataway is a centralized real time bus consisting of a 16 bit bidirectional data
bus, a control bus and four power lines. The signal timing on the bus and the pin
assignment are standardized. The instruction word has 9 bits, three of which determine the
function of the module, one indicates the direction of transfer, and five are available to
address the modules. The module address is decoded in the dataway - controller and
passed to the modules on single address lines.

The complete bus is characterized by Table 1.



The modules execute the desired functions controlled via the MUDAS dataway. A module
consists of a dataway coupler meeting the dataway specifications, a functional unit
performing the required functions and a process coupler for adaptation to peripherals.
Most of the modules are realized with one board of the MUDAS standard, several boards
are provided for more complex modules.

There are three types of data transfers between the central processor and the modules.
Read and write cycles are programmed I/O transfers. Different types of interrupt transfers
are used to handle module alarms.

At the beginning of a programmed write cycle (see Fig.2), the dataway controller provides
simultaneously the 16 bit data word, the address N for the respective module, the 3
function bits for different possible module functions, and the transfer direction bit on the
bus. Read and write cycle are characterized by the transfer status bit either being ‘high’
resp. ‘low’. After one time unit (1 µs) the function strobe FS is raised to high level by the
processor, at this time the data are valid. If the module is ready to accept the data, it
transmits the acknowledgement signal FSA, where upon the dataway controller recalls FS
and the module FSA respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the timing on the data bus, based on a 1 MHz clock frequency. Read cycle
means that a data word is being transferred from a specific module to the central
processor. In ‘write’ cycle data words are transferred in the opposite direction.

Each module having an alarm control logic can trigger an interrupt in the processor. The
order of priority is fixed by a series arrangement of the modules generating an alarm. A
module alarm is passed on to the processor regardless of the present status of the system.
As soon as the alarm can be processed, an alarm acknowledgement signal ALA is issued
as a global address.

3.2   The Data Processors.  There are existing three different data processors of different
complexity. The first one of this series is a simple one (on one board) and only suited for
pure logical functions, data handling and data exchange. A second one is already able to
treat arithmetic operations. A third type of processor (DP 430) is being described herin.
This one has also extended arithmetic with hard wired multiply/ divide capability.

Hardware.   The DP 430 consists of an arithmetic and logic unit a register block, interrupt
logic, a DMA control device, data I/O interface and associated gating and timing circuitry
(Fig. 3). Fig.4 shows the hardware arrangement of Fig.3.

The Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU), controlled by a separate control logic, performs full
arithmetic, logical and shift operations. Three registers (A, E, MD) store the temporary and



final results of an ALU operation. The register block consists of 16 registers which are
program accessible. 15 registers are used as accumulators and register Ro contains the
program counter.

The S-Register stores during an instruction cycle the instruction that is to be executed by
the ALU and the run down control respectively.

There are four flags which can be cleared and set under program control. Three flags
indicate internal events e.g. carry and overflow. An external condition line EC can either
be used for interrupt or for an external extension of the flag register. The fourth flag can be
set by external events only.

All necessary timing and control signals derived from an internal, adjustable oscillator are
generated by the Control Logic Unit. External accessible inputs and outputs are provided
for control and monitoring of the actual state of the Data Processor. The interrupt logic
controls the interrupts which can be direct or indirect, initiated by an instruction or by
external conditions.

The data processor has a simple direct memory access capability for block data transfer
from the memory to a module and vice versa. The DMA request and the transfer direction
must be defined by the module.

The dataway coupler handles data, I/O instructions and control signals for data transfer
with peripheral devices. It consists of a 16 bit bidirectional data bus, an address decoder
which provides 32 single address lines for peripheral units, a three bit parallel functional
bus and four transfer control and timing signals.

The memory is connected to the main bus via a standard memory interface. The 16 bit
information is handled as data or as memory address, that means a maximum of 64 k
words are addressable. Due to the asynchronous timing, any memory type, independent of
access time, can be interfaced with the Data Processor.

Essential Characteristics of the DP 430

• Type General purpose, program controlled
• Logic CMOs
• Operation Binary parallel
• Word length 16 bits
• Hardware registers 16 x 16 bit RAM
• Arithmetic Two’s complement, fixed point
• Instruction set 30 basic instructions



logic and full arithmetic facility
• Execution times Branch 5 - 7µs

(at 1 MHz) Add/Subtract 7 µs
I/O transfer 9 µs
Multiply 27 µs
Divide 49 µs

• Clock Adjustable up to 1 MHz
• Program interrupt 3 interrupts
• Input/Output 1 module bus (16 bits,parallel, tristate)

1 memory bus (16 bits, parallel, tristate)
• Word rate Module transfer 110 kHzmax.

Direct Memory Access 250 kHz max.
• Memory Semiconductor or Core Memory up to

64 k addressable
• Dimension 4 pluggable PCB’s with 122 x 105 mm2

• Weight 240 g (memory excluded)
• Power consumption less than 1 W at 1 MHz
• Power supply 10 V
• Temperature range -40EC to +100EC (operating).

Instruction Set.  The basic instruction set (Table 2) of the processor can be classified into

transfer instructions (to and from the modules)
 set instructions
 branch instructions
 register handling and execute instructions*
 load and store instructions
 substitute instructions

* The register execute instructions EFA, EFB are corresponding with the ALU
(Arithmetic and Logic Unit) and initialize 32 different arithmetic operations (for
example add/subtr.), whereas EFLA and EFLB initialize resp. logical operations in the
ALU (see Table 2).

Software-Aids for DP 430.  A software development system with which data processor
programs can be set up and logically tested on host computers is available for the MUDAS
Data Processor. The software development system consists of an assembler, an output
program, a simulator, a debugger and a dump program. While the assembler and the output
program are essential in order to set up a data processor program, the simulator, debugger
and dump program are to be regarded as test aids that are normally part of the monitoring
software of process control computers.



The assembler converts the data processor program as set up by a user in a mnemonic
code, into the data processor code and files this code in an auxiliary memory. The auxiliary
memory can be either resident in the computer system’s core memory or simulated on a
magnetic disc.

The Output Program codes bit by bit the data processor instruction words in the ASCII
code with a parity bit, onto a paper tape or a magnetic tape. The paper tape or magnetic
tape then acts as a data carrier for the PROM programming maschine. The data format is
determined by the type of PROM programming facility and the PROM used.

The simulator is to simulate the data processor itself and executes the data processor
program filed by the assembler in the auxiliary memory. Data transfers and the clearing or
setting of flags can be simulated, as well as alarms and interrupts. The simulator takes the
instruction under the program address in the auxiliary memory and executes it in the same
way as the data processor would do. After execution of the instruction, the register
contents and the flag status are printed on the high-speed printer. If halts have been set at
certain program addresses with the aid of the correction program, before beginning the
simulation, the run-down of the simulation will be interrupted at each halt address. The
control instruction interpreter (housekeeping program) can now be used either to set new
halts or clear old ones , to modify the contents of registers or program memories or merely
to dump the memory and register contents. Dump programs for memory and register read-
out during software development and debug-programs to change the register contents of
the processor are available.

Apart from these already developed programs the development of a mathematical program
library and of a real time operating system is under way.

3.3   The Peripheral Modules.  Each module which meets the interface specification of
the bus can be plugged into a mother board by means of a MIL-strip connector or if this
connector is not tolerated in special applications this connector can be replaced by
soldered wire or socket connectors. The mother board contains the data bus and all
necessary interconnections between modules and processor. The number of standard
modules developed are for example:

A/D converters
D/A converters
Synchro to digital converters
Multiplexer
Parallel/serial input/output modules
Counters
Real time clock



Telemetry encoder
Amplifier modules

Special-to-type modules can easily be incorporated in the system if the interface to the data
bus and the proper timing is met by the designer.

3.4   Technology and Mechanical Dimensions.  The MUDAS modules are built-up of
one or more daughter boards with the dimensions 122 x 105 mm2. The preferred
interconnection between daughter boards and the mother boards is performed by MIL-strip
connectors with 81 pins.

The thickness of PCB’s is 1 mm. Weight of one board is approx. 60 gr.

Especially for power reasons C-MOS logic is used wherever possible. Therefore the signal
levels on the dataway are specified to 10 Volts.

The modules can be equipped with parts that are obtainable in qualified form according to
specifications noted in PPL 12 or MIL-Stand.883 Class A,B or C and JANTX and
MIL-ER. Since the boards are also obtainable in various quality classes, various different
quality requirements can be met for the modules and thus for the overall system.

Environmental conditions:

Operating temperature range -40EC to +100EC
Storage Temperature range -65EC to +125EC
Thermal Vacuum 10-5 Torr

(-40EC to +80EC)
Vibration:

sinus 30 g (25 Hz to 200 Hz)
random 17 G RMS (overall)

4.   Redundant System Configuration.  Reliability requirements for the overall system
may necessitate redundant configurations. Due to the modular design the system reliability
of MUDAS can be increased by both module and system redundancy. Fig.5 shows the
general block diagram of a redundant MUDAS configuration. Via dataway resp. M-Bus-
selector each of the two processors can control the two buses and can interact with two
memories. A reconfiguration of the system can be achieved either by external command or
in case of module failure under program control. Other approaches which regard only
partial redundancy can be implemented as well.



5.   Serial Bus Concept.  The parallel MUDAS bus described in chapter 3 is limited to
1 m length and is thus well suited for concentrated systems.

In case of distributed system configurations which have to perform data exchange between
each other, a serial transfer procedure is being considered as shown in Fig-6 . This serial
transfer procedure is based on specifications laid down in MIL STD 1553 A. The transfer
medium is a twisted pair resp. coax. cable. The transfer of information is on half duplex
procedure. Max. bitrate is considered to be 1 Mbit/sec. (Manchester Bi-Phase). Each data
word to be transferred (16 Bit) contains 3 synchronization and 1 parity bit. Command-
status and data-words can be transferred and are distinguished by the synchronization bit
pattern. Interrupt handling via bus is also possible. DC-isolation on the bus is attained by
pulse transformers. In case of failure in one receiving station, a short circuit protection is
provided in the transformer part. The interconnection of intelligent and nonintelligent parts
of the system can herewith be performed as well.

6.   Application of the MUDAS System.

6.1   General.  The MUDAS Data Handling System can be applied in a large field. This is
due to the fact that several different technological and mechanical alternatives are foreseen
and several processing units do exist.

In recent projects the MUDAS System is used for example as telemetry encoder in
sounding rockets, balloon gondolas and tanks; as flight data recording system in military
aircrafts. Furthermore applications in data handling systems of data collection platforms
for meteorological satellites and combined data acquisition and control for communication
satellite projects. Further applications are envisaged in the spacelab program for the
control loop of the Instrument Pointing System.

From the existing spectrum of applications one example shall be presented in more detail
below.

6.2   Example for a typical Application.  A typical application for the MUDAS Data
Handling System is described herein. One MUDAS system is configured for three parallel
tasks, one of which is data acquisition in a sounding rocket payload (‘Skylark’ type), the
second is telemetry encoding and the third is attitude control and stabilization of the
payload itself. Whereas in conventional approaches this tasks would have to be performed
by separate subsystems, the flexible modular concept of MUDAS allows a combination of
all tasks.

Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of this data handling and -processing system.



Analog signals are handled by three multiplexers of 32 channels each; the output signals of
the multiplexers are converted by a 12 bit ADC. The digital housekeeping data to be
acquired are processed via digital input module of 6 x 8 bit.

The control of the gas nozzles is been achieved via digital output. Thus 8 control nozzles
can be activated causing control moments around the lateral axis x, y resp. around the spin
axis z of the sounding rocket payload. If pregiven thresholds of the attitude sensors (rate
gyros) are exceeded after a spin decay has been performed by a yo-yo system, the
MUDAS system activates the control nozzles of the cold gas system according to a
pregiven control law.

The transfer of a serial Split Phase coded data-stream is achieved by the PCM output
module. The acquisition of attitude control data for telemetry encoding and control
processing must be performed in this combined system only once. Data are transferred
under processor control to the PCM output module and simultaneously data are processed
to derive the control signals for the nozzles to achieve attitude stabilization. The telemetry
frame is configured to transfer data by a frame frequency of 20/sec.

Subframe frequency is established to be 5/sec. Format length is 172 words. The main
frame consists of 43 words. The number of bits per word is 12 + 1 parity. Synchronization
word length is 35 bits. Bit frequency is 11,180 kbits/s.

As no reprogrammability from ground is requested for that mission, all programs are stored
in EPPROM’s (eraseable, programmable read only memories). Apart from an interface
module to switch the nozzle on and off, the whole system relies on standard MUDAS
modules.

The Program.  According to the given tasks the following program modules-have been
established:

a) Initializing Phase

After initializing of the system, ‘Clear’ and ‘Reset’ instructions are given to all
peripheral modules to create defined starting conditions. Furthermore the registers of
the processing are set into defined conditions.

b) Data Acquisition

The data acquisition either runs via a/d-converters with multiplexer inputs resp. via
digital inputs with byte oriented registers The defined timing for the sampling of all
signals and the resp. conversion has to be clearly met.



c) Data-Processing

All operations correlated with the arithmetic and logic unit have to be performed by
this program, i.e. mean value and difference value computing generation of the sync.
code and the identity words in the subframes.

d) Attitude Control

By comparing the sensor data with pregiven threshold values the attitude control law
has to be derived and the control nozzles be activated.

e) Data-Encoding

The data output via PCM-module is activated by this program.

f) Test Program

This program facilitates the check-out of the system during integration. It applies for
example test signals to the input of the multiplexers and compares the processed data
with pregiven values. Thus a fast automatic check-out is possible. The output of
signals is performed via PCM output module to the telemetry receiving station. Errors
in the system can thus be detected on module basis by no measuring effort.

This test program is presently foreseen only for integration purposes, but could easily
be extended to onboard testing as it is system inherently stored in the memory.

The time determining factor in the program is the PCM output module which sends
word requests in a fixed time interval to the data processor by interrupt procedure.
Thus a continious serial data-stream to the TM-transmitter can be achieved.

The whole program for the described task requires a 1 k/16 bit memory capacity for
approximately 1000 instruction words. It is written in assembly language simulated and
tested under the use of existing and described software aids of the system.

Conclusions.  The use of programmable modular data handling systems facilitates the
integration and set into operation of complex systems. The reduced development risk is
mainly due to the fact that clear interfaces between the process peripherals, the processor
and the outer world are established. If clear software tools and their application are
available as in the described system, an easy and direct way for implementing a great
variety of different tasks can be achieved.
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Figure 1 ‘MUDAS’ System Configuration



Figure 2  Timing On the Data Bus

Figure 3  Block Diagram of MUDAS Data Processor (DP 430)



Figure 4  MUDAS Data Processor DP 430 Arrangement of the Boards

Figure 5  Redundant MUDAS Configuration



Figure 6  Typical Arrangement of ‘Mudas’ systems interconnected by a serial bus

Figure 7  Combined Telemetry Encoding and Payload Stabilization System
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TRENDS IN THE CONTROL AND MONITORING OF FUTURE
EUROPEAN SATELLITES1

F. FIORICA
European Space Agency
ESTEC, the Netherlands

Summary.  Current and future programmes of the European Space Agency (ESA) consist
of relatively few missions but widely diversified in nature. The control and monitoring
operations can be performed using either a specialized common band or the different
payload frequency bands as assigned to each mission. The trade-off is discussed in the
paper and considerations for the choice of the most suitable band presented. Some features
of the preferred approach both for the ground and the space segments are illustrated as
well.

Introduction.  Most European satellites orbiting up to now carry scientific payloads. The
latest of the series is COS-B, successfully launched in mid 1975. The frequency band used
for communication with ground has been VHF both for spacecraft and experiments data.

Approved programmes are no longer restricted to scientific satellites but include also
application oriented missions in the field of: Telecommunications - Television
Broadcasting - Meteorology - Maritime Communication - Aeronautical Surveillance -
Earth Resources Survey.

The frequency bands used in European Scientific satellites scheduled for launch in the
present decade are VHF and S band - Telecommand is transmitted in VHF in GEOS
(ESA), IUE (joint ESA-NASA)s UK6 (United Kingdom national programme) and in
S-band in ISEE-B (ESA-NASA), EXOSAT (ESA), IRAS (Dutch national programme).
Telemetry utilizes VHF in UK6 and GEOS and S-band in IUE, ISEE-B, IRAS, EXOSAT.
A common feature of the scientific satellites is that, as far as reception and transmission is
concerned, there is no separation between mission support data and payload data. A single
Telecommunications package is thus used, housekeeping and experiments data being
multiplexed either in baseband or at RF.



The practice in current ESA application projects, most of which use the geostationary
orbit, is to use VHF during injection and to shift to the payload frequencies for routine on-
station operation; VHF is also used as a back-up. This applies to the maritime satellite
MAROTS, which has Telecommand at 11 GHz and Telemetry at 14 GHz. The same
frequencies are used in OTS, forerunner of the European Communication Satellite (ECS).
The meteorological satellite (METEOSAT) has Telecommand at S-band and Telemetry at
L-band during the operational phase.

The choice of mission support frequencies for the European Television Satellite (TVBS) is
not frozen at the moment so it can fall either on the operational Ku-band or in some
specialized band. As TVBS is likely to become a major user of the geostationary orbit over
Europe (up to 10 units foreseen by the end of next decade) the choice above is of great
importance.

Even if direct activity in the field of Earth Resources Survey will most likely be limited for
the present decade to reception of data from American satellites, considerable work has
been done which can bring in mid 80’s to the launch of both active and passive microwave
sounders. The high rate payload telemetry is likely to use millimeter waves as assigned by
the radio regulations in spite of propagation impairments.

Such frequencies are not suited for Telecommand and Telemetry, thus a specialized band
will probably be used.

The existence of a standard solution - independently of the type of mission - for the
transmission of Telecommand and Telemetry will be enquired in the paper. The impact of
such a solution both on the ground stations and on the satellite will be considered and the
preferred approach examined in some detail.

Objectives and structure of the future European Ground Network.  A big share of the
European satellites makes use of the geostationary orbit. So a prime task of the ground
network is to control and monitor geostationary spacecrafts during the transfer orbit, the
drift phase and while on-station. Thus a set of injection stations placed around the equator
with more or less complete orbit visibility is required. The payload data of the
geostationary satellites will be handled by mission dedicated stations.

The injection network, properly complemented by one high latitude station per
hemisphere, will also take care of scientific satellites in highly eccentric earth orbits. The
payload data from such satellites have usually a rate not higher than 10 Kb/s and can be
multiplexed with the housekeeping Telemetry. In this way no mission dedicated station
will be required. Should the raw data from some experiment be substantially higher, the 



best use of the spacecraft power and ground facilities can be achieved by resorting to some
amount of on-board processing.

Neither the injection network nor any network of reasonable size can have full time
visibility of low earth orbiting satellites, like e.g. required for Earth Exploration. One
solution is to resort to a space relay station, which approach has been taken by the USA.
An alternative solution is to use on-board storage of the housekeeping data and to dump
the memory when in visibility of a station; similarly a set of instructions to be executed via
an on board processor can be loaded during the pass. Even if subject to some operational
drawbacks such a solution has the advantage of not requiring the moderate gain (10 - 15
dB) steerable antenna which would be necessary in non-trivial cases (bit rates of the order
of a few Kb/s) on the spacecraft to point the relay satellite. The cost of such an antenna is
estimated to 1 MAU whereas a.20 Mbit bubble memory would cost less than one half. A
firm advantage of on board storage is, in addition, that no space relay station is involved.
Thus, on a cost basis, for moderate data rate, use of a spaceborn memory is preferred to an
orbiting relay station.

With the solution above, the equatorial injection network complemented by one or two
polar station, is enabled to cover the requirements for the control and monitoring of low
orbiting spacecrafts. Memory dump is the factor which fixes the highest data rate, to be
handled by the common network, to 100 ÷ 200 Kb/s. High eccentrical orbits will hardly
require more than 10 Kb/s and for application geostationary satellites it is not foreseen to
superate 1 Kb/s. Payload data of low orbit application satellites will be dealt with in
mission dedicated stations.

The overall ground facilities will consist of 3 elements;

The ground stations, which can be either multipurpose stations, serving several
satellites on a time sharing basis, or mission dedicated stations

The network control centre, which assignes any particular task to the most
convenient ground station and controls the flow of data between stations and
mission control centres

A multimission control center, that processes and evaluates data originating from
several satellites and sends appropriate commands to them. For the greatest
efficiency the multimission control center is collocated with the network control
center. Mission dedicated control facilities will also exist; they can be collocated
with the network control center or with a mission dedicated ground station.



As far as non dedicated stations are concerned the most precise requirements on their
number and location emanate from the geosynchrono orbit. From a bare visibility point of
view, it would be sufficient to use three stations for support to all the phases of the
geostationary satellites orbit; it is, however, more secure to use a fourth one against the
risk that a station breakdown might unduly prolong the transfer orbit. As for the location,
one station will be in Kourou, the second one in any European site with a preference for
Madrid, the choice for the remaining two sites is possible among Reunion, Singapore,
Okinawa, San Marco, Carnarvon, Pretoria,..Visibility is not the only parameter to be taken
into account but also political, economical, spectrum availability factors are to be
considered.

As mentioned before, the basic network designed to support geosynchronous missions can
be used, with the addition of few further stations, to deal also with different types of orbits.

Use of payload frequency bands.  It was illustrated before that the European ground
network has to support a wide range of missions of different nature. The operational
frequency bands assigned to these missions extend from L band into millimeter waves.
Three basic solutions can be thought of in an effort to implement a multimission ground
network for the control and monitoring of future spacecrafts:

a) Use of a unique dedicated frequency band for any type of mission or of orbit
b) Use the payload frequency band for any type of mission or of orbit
c) Use a dedicated frequency band for non-geosynchronous satellites and during the

transfer orbit of geosynchronous ones. During on station operation the latter will use
payload frequencies.

The advantages and drawbacks of each solution are in the following examined.

The main points in favour of solution (a) are:

1) It gives the highest degree of standardization and simplicity to the ground stations of
the common network. All stations will be alike and equipped with one front end or
with front ends of a single type.

2) A standard transponder and antenna can be used in the spacecrafts Separation of the
payload hardware from the platform hardware is favoured by such an approach.

3) No interference or sharing problems exist between payload frequency and the
mission control band.

4) A frequency band can be found which is near optimum from the point of view of
performances.



Against approach (a) is:

1) In mission dedicated stations it could be desirable to share the operational hardware
and the control hardware, Solution (a), on the contrary, requires a separate front end
for Telecommand and Telemetry operation.

2) Some extra weight has to be carried by the spacecraft because only limited sharing
is possible of the payload hardware.

3) Operational spacecrafts working in the dedicated frequency band would unduly
crowd the band which could be - because of its high performances - reserved to
critical phases (injection e.g.) or to more demanding missions like scientific
satellites in high eccentrical orbits. Such satellites in fact, in addition to the greater
range, will have a higher bit rate than application ones due to multiplexing,
suggested by economy in the ground stations, of housekeeping and experiments
telemetry.

Advantages of approach (b) are:

1) Mission dedicated stations could be simplified by sharing the operational and the
control hardware.

2) At spacecraft level, if one renounces to the advantages of separating the payload
hardware from the support hardware, some weight and cost saving can be achieved.
This does not however apply to antennas because the coverage required during the
transfer orbit for Telecommand and Telemetry is not compatible with the requisite
of a high gain antenna from the operational payload; thus two antennas would
anyway be necessary.

3) There is no need for any frequency band other than those required by the operational
mission.

The main drawbacks of (b) are:

1) A multiple set of ground stations, or at least a multiple set of different front ends at
each station of the common network is required for each type of mission.

2) Standardization of the on board hardware is very difficult to be achieved.
3) Interference and frequency sharing problems between payload and support

dedicated Telecommunications functions are to be considered.
4) The minimum requirements of Telecommand and Telemetry cannot be met in some

operational frequency bands (like the 20 GHz band for Earth Exploration) during the
transfer orbit. In this phase the spacecraft antenna is bound to be low - or negative -
gain due to coverage requirements.



Solution (c) has the following advantages:

1) As far as ground stations are concerned, option (c) has both the advantages of (a)
and (b). Ground stations belonging to the common network will use only one type of
front end. Mission dedicated stations are not bound to use additional front ends for
Telecommand and Telemetry.

2) The dedicated high performance frequency band is used only during critical phases
or for the most demanding missions and is left available during routine operation of
application geostationary satellites.

3) This solution follows the line pursued up to now in ESA projects and guarantees
continuity in the design approach.

Disadvantages of (c) are:

1) It entails the highest degree of complication for the spacecraft which has to carry the
hardware related to two frequency bands.

2) Interference problems between payload data and support data may arise in the
operational phase.

3) If it is desired to deal with Telecommand and Telemetry in the stations of the
common network during the operational phase, separate front ends are to be used at
the payload frequencies.

In the course of the discussion a few elements have been individualised on which to base
the choice among the three solutions. Shortly, the factors to be weighed are.

introduction of multiple front ends in the ground stations of the common network
against possible introduction of an additional front end in mission dedicated ground
stations.

separation of the payload hardware from the support hardware and possibility of
using a standard transponder and antenna, against some weight reduction in the
satellite.

capability of meeting the requirements in terms of spacecraft range and of bit rate

utilization of the radio spectrum

Some basic cost and complexity considerations bring to the conclusion that the
introduction of multiple front ends is such a heavy burden as to discourage use of solution
(b) for the multimission oriented European network. The introduction of one additional
front end at the Telemetry and Telecommand dedicated frequency band is not considered



to have a big impact in the economy of the mission dedicated ground stations. Further,
access from the latter to the spacecraft platform is an optional feature. Thus, from the point
of view of the ground stations complexity, even if solution (c) is preferred no strong
objections exist against solution (a), while solution (b) is rejected.

For reasons of operational reliability, sub-system reliability, subsystem cost and to avoid
program problems due to an interaction between the payload and the support subsystems,
an independent subsystem for Telecommand and Telemetry is strongly preferred. This
allows the use of a standard transponder and antenna for any type of mission. A strong
point is in this way made in favour of solution (a) which overcomes the modest weight
advantage of solution (b). From the on-board point of view, solution (c) is the worst one,
because the support hardware has to be, at least partially, duplicated.

In the higher portion of radio spectrum the link budget is affected both from physical
parameters (rain and water vapour absorption) and hardware constraints (difficulties in the
generation of the RF power and scarce availability of low noise devices). This is a great
handicap for solution (b); the impact on solution (c) is less because in the operational
phase a directional antenna can be used on the spacecraft. Solution (a), on the contrary,
allows the optimization of the link budget by a proper choice of the frequency band,
common to all missions, to be used for Telecommand and Telemetry.

From the point of view of spectrum utilization solutions (b) and (c) are undoubtedly better
than (a) which can suffer from crowding of the dedicated frequency band. This is not
however an actual danger: up to 300 satellites can be supported in an arc of geostationary
orbit 30 degrees wide using only 10 MHz of the S band; this applies for Telemetry which
is more frequency demanding than Telecommand.

The above figure was computed in the assumptions of a 400 KHz channel width
(compatible with a frequency stability of 10-5, with the maximum Doppler shift, with a
major ranging tone of 100 KHz and with bit rates up to 50 Kb/s), of a ground station
antenna of 9m. in diameter, and of an angular separation between satellites of twice the
Wound antenna beam width.

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it is concluded that it is convenient to use only
one dedicated frequency band for the control and monitoring of all spacecraft it any phase
of the mission. A suboptimum solution is to use still a common band but with the
exception of on-station operation of geosynchronous satellites for which the payload band
can be shared.



Choice of the frequency band.  In order to answer the question of which band is most
suitable as the common band, both technical and frequency regulatory factors must be
taken into account.

As already pointed out, technical considerations discourage the use of frequencies higher
than 5 or 6 GHz. Problems related to the less favourable physical environment and to the
availability of suitable hardware, both for the spacecraft and for the ground stations, were
already mentioned; the difficulties increase with increasing frequency. It is worth to add
that the beam width tends to become too narrow and the accuracy required in the
manufacture of the ground antennas too high.

The Radio Regulations of the “International Telecommunications Union” (ITU) make a
distinction between “Space Operation” and “Space Research” services. The bands of
interest for the applications being considered are:

Space Research
136 - 137 MHz  (Downlink)
148 - 149.9 MHz  (Uplink)
2025 - 2120 MHz  (Uplink)
2200 - 2300 MHz  (Downlink)

Space Operation
137 - 138 MHz  (Downlink)
148 - 149.9 MHz  (Uplink)
1427 - 1429 MHz  (Uplink)
1525 - 1535 MHz  (Downlink)

The bands 2025 - 2110 MHz and 2200 - 2290 MHz are not allowed for use in Europe with
the exception of Spain. Use of the 148 - 149.9 MHz band is subject to agreement with
interested administrations and results difficult in numerous areas.

Thus, basically the selection is among VHF, L-band and S-band as the Telecommand and
Telemetry frequency band, with or - preferably - without the option to shift to the payload
frequencies during routine operation of geosynchronous application satellites.

The following factors are in favour of VHF:

There is a set of European stations operating in the band

The spacecraft transponder hardware is the cheapest, the lightest and no
development effort is necessary.



For small and simple spacecrafts the VHF antenna is very simple and cheap. A
basically omnidirectional coverage is possible. It is. however, seldom necessary.

The first generation of geostationary satellites is based on VHF injection. Continuity
of the design would be safeguarded.

Disadvantages of VHF are:

Even if the requirements of the geostationary orbit can be met in VHF,
performances are not sufficient for the most demanding missions. This is due to the
high sky noise temperature (1500EK typical) to the moderate gain achievable with
VHF ground antennas, to the effect of the ionosphere on the rotation of the plane of
polarisation (Faraday rotation) and on the propagation delay (inaccurate ranging)
which is maximum in VHF.

The control of the antenna pattern in large spacecrafts becomes critical. A case by
case design and testing is necessary, to be repeated if during the development of the
spacecraft modifications in the structure become necessary.

The channel width in VHF (30 KHz) and the limited width of the whole band (two
MHz in the optimistic hypothesis that ITU will agree on the extension of the 136-
137 MHz band to Space operation) limit the number of simultaneous satellites that
can be supported and originate difficulties for high bit rates (memory dump). Little
benefit can be expected from the angular separation of the satellites due to the wide
beam width of the ground antennas.

A difficult situation already exists for the sharing of the uplink.

NASA schedules to close its VHF stations in Spring 1978. Thus in the near future
no support or backup from NASA can be expected.

CCIR recommendations are likely to limit use of frequencies for Telecommand and
Telemetry to the range 1 - 20 GHz, which would ease the World Administrative
Radio Conference (WARC) in 1979 to decide to abandon the Space operation part
of the band at least.

Other users of the VHF band are exercising pressure on space services to leave the
band.

Many scientific satellites are joint NASA-ESA projects. At least for these, S band
support would be needed which, considering also the high performance potential of



S band, may end in a network using two frequency bands (VHF + S-band). The
majority of European scientific satellites under development use S-band as well.

The main advantages of S-band are:

Its performances are near optimum both from a physical and hardware point of
view.
As the spacecraft is several wavelengths in dimension, a certain protection against
the details of the structure is available in the antenna design, which means that some
amount of antenna standardization is possible. Further, there is some scope in
pattern and gain control, thus an on-board antenna gain up to 0 dBi (to be compared
with a figure of -6 to -10 dBi in VHF) can be achieved by suitable restriction of the
coverage to the angle of interest (±30E to ±60E from the spacecraft equator or
cardioid coverage).

Only one frequency is needed to cover both scientific and application satellites.

Spaceborne and ground equipments are rather readily available.

NASA compatibility is possible for support and backup.

The disadvantages of the use of S-band as a common band for Telecommand and
Telemetry are:

In the ITU Radio Regulations, provisions should be made for use of the band for
“Space Operation” in addition to the present use for “Space Research”. Such a
change might encounter heavy opposition.

Agreement is to be reached with NASA which is the major user of the band. No
great difficulties are however foreseen.

Some projects under development should change from VHF to S band design for
second generation spacecrafts.

Some effort is needed in the refinement of the design of a European S-band
transponder having standardization and state of art performances as a goal. The
transponder will in any case be more expensive than a VHF one.



Advantages of L band are:

Optimum performances as for S-band.

Same comments as for S-band apply to the spacecraft antenna design.

Spaceborn equipments have been developed for use in Marots and Meteosat.

No regulations problems exist for use of L band frequencies and they are readily
available on many sites in Europe and around the world. Drawbacks of the use of L-
band are:

Still two bands have to be used: one (L-band) for support to application missions
and a second one (S-band) for scientific satellites. The inconvenience is however,
less serious than for VHF, because, due to the relative vicinity of the two bands in
the radio spectrum, a significant part of the ground equipment can be shared.

Europe would be practically alone in the world as a user of L band for
Telecommand and Telemetry. No great external support can therefore be expected.

Some development effort is necessary for the realization of an L-band transponder
which will, in any case, be more expensive than a VHF transponder.

Some current projects have to shift from VHF to L band for second generation
spacecrafts.

As a result of the above considerations, S-band is the major candidate as a common band
for the control and monitoring of future spacecrafts, L-band will be used in case frequency
regulation problems could not be solved, existing VHF facilities will be kept operational
for a few years to support current programmes based on VHF injection.

Conclusions.  Two main conclusions were reached during the discussions above.

The first one is that a specialized frequency band should be dedicated to the control and
monitoring of future European satellites, regardless of the type of mission and in any phase
of the orbit. As an option, which is not however encouraged, the possibility to shift from
the dedicated band to the payload band is considered for the routine operation of
geosynchronous application satellites.

The second conclusion concerns the actual choice of the common frequency band. A
strong preference was shown in the paper for widespread use of S-band. The solution is,



however dependent on a positive outcome of frequency regulation problems. The back-up
is to use S-band for scientific satellites and L-band for operational missions, which
solution was however shown to be subject to some drawbacks.

Recommendations in line with these conclusions will be shortly issued to ESA responsible
bodies as a result of a comprehensive study to which the author is participating.

What is the likelihood that these recommendations are followed? It is the author’s opinion
that use of a specialized band is not subject to controversy because it is in line with current
practice; a greater stress is however likely to be placed on the option of using payload
frequencies on-station, which could be selected in the end.

Some resistance can be expected from the project groups to abandon VHF. But, if our
vision of the frequency regulatory problems is correct, they will finally accept this solution
specially if faced with realization problems of VHF antennas for bigger spacecrafts.

As a support to the discussion on the trade-off some points were covered which may be
valuable in themselves. The main ones are reminded in the following.

Housekeeping data are multiplexed with payload data in scientific satellites.

Four stations will cover all the requirements of the geostationary orbit. Properly
complemented such stations can support other mission types as well.

The maximum expected Telemetry bit rates are 1 Kb/s for application satellites,
10 Kb/s for scientific satellites, 100 - 200 Kb/s for memory dump of housekeeping
data from Earth Exploration satellites.

For highly eccentrical orbits, on-board pre-processing is preferred to an increase in
the bit rate.

For low altitude satellites on-board storage is preferred to the use of space relay
stations.

A centralization of the network control center and the multimission control center is
advised.

The support communication hardware should be kept as separate as possible from
the payload hardware in the spacecraft .

An onmidirectional pattern for the satellite antenna is seldon necessary.



Standardization of a transponder for Telecommand, Telemetry (and Ranging) should
be pursued.

At S-band the channel width required for housekeeping Telemetry is of the order of
400 KHz including the effect of Doppler drift and carrier instability.

At S-band up to 300 missions can be implemented sharing a bandwidth of 10 MHz
and an arc of 30E of the geostationary orbIt.
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Summary  For a variety of reasons, industrial plant control systems have been
increasingly complex and expensive. Economic and reliability considerations have initiated
a trend toward distributing control system functions among communicating components,
utilizing the new microprocessor and communication technologies.

Any new technology brings new capabilities, but also new engineering design
considerations and trade-offs. This paper attempts to outline some of the important system
design issues.

Introduction  The history of industrial process control system technology can be viewed
as a succession of phases, each triggered by some major advance in component
technology. Each new phase was accompanied by promises of new capabilities, lower
costs, higher reliability, and easier maintenance. For the most part the promises of each
new technology were fulfilled, but industrial control engineers found to their dismay that
each new technology also brought with it unanticipated new problems.

Let’s take a brief look at the previous phases of industrial control system technology.

Twenty years ago, control instrumentation was distributed throughout the industrial plant,
and in areas of high concentration was often collected onto local control panels for the
convenience of plant operators. Most of the instruments were pneumatic, but some were
hydraulic or electric. There was little communication between control panels because of
the difficulty of transmitting pneumatic or hydraulic signals over long distance, and the
expense and relatively low reliability of electric devices based on vacuum tubes (remember
them?).

Then came the transistor, which made possible solid-state electronic instrumentation,
which in turn led to reduced control panel size and replacement of cumbersome pneumatic
switches, relays, and gauges with less expensive and more reliable electric equivalents.
The ability to transmit electric control signals reliably over long distances led to control
connections between different plant areas and consolidation of local control panels into



centralized control rooms, which often reduced the number of people required to operate
the plant. On the other hand, a major reason for centralized control rooms might also have
been that solid-state electronics didn’t last too long in hot, wet, and/or dirty plant
environments. Another problem was that each instrument manufacturer used a different
electric control signal, making interconnection difficult. And to master the engineering and
maintenance of a system required an education in grounding, electrical noise, wiring
practice, and multimeters--not that this was difficult, just different.

By 1965, further advances in semiconductor technology made possible digital computers
with significant new functional capabilities: process monitoring and alarming, supervisory
control, direct digital control, control by mathematical models and linear programs, data
gathering and reporting. These machines were rather delicate mechanically and
electrically, and could only survive even in a control room environment by adding several
tons of air conditioning. (Fortunately, the previous phase of industrial control technology
had provided control rooms.)

Operation and maintenance required an education in parity checks, diagnostics, circuit
boards, and oscilloscopes, as well as reeducation in grounding, wiring practice, and
electrical noise (especially static electricity). System engineering required careful planning
of core, drum, and disk sizes, as well as provision for failure of the computer (and the air
conditioner) through redundancy or backup equipment.

Software was mainly the concern and responsibility of the computer vendor. The cost of a
system was sufficiently high (typically 500,000 pre-inflation dollars) that a few man-years
of programming did not make an appreciable difference in system cost.

And there was little commonality in hardware or software between vendors, making it
difficult to interconnect systems.

About 1970, minicomputers began arriving in large numbers as a result of integrated circuit
technology. Minicomputers really didn’t offer any new functional capability, they just cost
a lot less. They also came without much software, and customers found they had to learn
about interrupts, device drivers, power failure/restart, assemblers, linkers, and loaders.
There was still not much commonality of hardware or software, except that nearly all
minicomputers supported FORTRAN.

Also about 1970, communications technology began growing rapidly. First, asynchronous,
then synchronous communication links were established between industrial plant
computers and central corporate business computers. Industrial control engineers had to
become familiar with baud rates, protocols, modems, leased lines, dial-up 



networks, and IBM 360’s. The lack of effective standards in communications is well-
known.

Today, microprocessors and communication technology have made possible distributed
control systems, which promise greatly improved reliability, flexibility, and cost-
effectiveness; they are now being installed in industrial plants. Perhaps it would be wise to
try to look ahead, and see what new considerations distributed systems might bring.

Industrial Control System Requirements  It is important to keep in mind the purposes of
industrial control systems. In the final analysis, improved control system technology is not
an end in itself, but only a means to improved plant profits.

Comparing a new control system technology with an existing one to determine whether
any profit improvement will occur involves answering two major questions:

1. Will the new technology improve productivity? That is, we must judge whether the
new technology is likely to cause more product to be produced, or higher quality
product to be produced, or both. This can be done by examining the functional
capabilities to determine whether existing control functions can be performed better in
any sense (faster, more accurately, etc.), or whether the new technology makes
possible new functions which were previously impossible or uneconomic to
implement. An analysis of this sort involves a careful definition of the functional
hierarchy of the system and the interfaces between each level; approaches are given in
(1,2). It is usually worthwhile to make such an analysis when considering new
technologies, as many functions of the existing technologies might otherwise be taken
for granted and ignored. For example, the successive phases of digital computers have
not yet eliminated analog strip chart recorders.

2. Will the new technology reduce overall system design, installation, operation,
maintenance, and modification costs? This question will be pursued through the
remainder of this paper as various aspects of distributed systems are examined.

Similar concerns were raised at the 1975 International Telemetering Conference (3,4). In
general, there will be in each area an initial cost or investment for the industrial user to
learn the requirements of the new technology (i.e., how different is it), plus the ongoing
costs to apply that knowledge.

Architecture  The first problem in distributed system design is to determine how to
distribute the system functions among the various physical units. There is a similar
problem in a system based on a central computer or minicomputer, that of allocating the
system functions to specific programs within the computer and deciding the priority and



residency (core or bulk storage) of each program. However, in a central computer, those
decisions may be more easily changed than in a system of distributed smaller processors,
since each processor is likely to be designed in accordance with its intended functions.

The choice of distribution of functions depends on the requirements of the industrial
application. The most common requirement is the need to guarantee an overall system
response time in a certain situation, for example, closed loop control, critical process
interrupts, or in supplying data values to a process operator console (especially if the data
has to be collected from several other devices). Unfortunately, “scheduling and resource
allocation become more difficult in a distributed environment than in a single processor
environment” (4). The main reason is that the many tasks in a single processor system do
not really operate simultaneously, but rather execute one at a time under control of a
common operating system which controls allocation of common resources according to
strategies which can be tailored to a specific application. A distributed system often has
little or no central control, which is intentional, since a failure of the central control unit
could fail the entire system.

The decision on functional distribution is very tightly related to the second major
architectural problem of distributed systems, which is how the physical units should be
interconnected--many ring, star, bus, and network schemes have been proposed. There are
many possible solutions to both problems, and each has different advantages and
disadvantages from the viewpoints of reliability, flexibility, system overhead, and failure
modes. A really excellent analysis and comparison of the various interconnection schemes
is given in (5).

Assuming that the functional requirements are met, the major architectural consideration
becomes the effect of gross failures in the system. This concerns total failure of a physical
unit or communication path on the overall industrial control functions. More subtle failure
modes are discussed below.

Communications  The heart of a distributed system is its physical communications
system. Its characteristics have a large influence on the reliability, flexibility, and
performance of the distributed system.

Actually there are two levels of communication to be considered (7,8):

1. Low-level communication between physical units through the physical communication
system; and

2. High-level communication between distributed control functions.



To illustrate, suppose we have a distributed system with some number of devices
connected to a communication network:

(a) An operator console application function resident in device 06 wishes to invoke a
control function resident in device 13 for the purpose of filling a tank, so it initiates a
high-level communication transaction to send a message to the control function.

(b) The low-level communication system takes the high-level message and adds low-level
information (such as device addresses and data check bits) to form a low-level
message. The low-level message is then transmitted to device 13, which contains the
control function.

(c) If the low-level transaction is unsuccessful for some reason, the low-level
communication system will try it again; however, the high-level application functions
will hot be aware or involved in the retries. If the low-level transaction is successful,
low-level acknowledgement is transmitted from device 13 to device 06 to the operator
console function.

At this point, the low-level transaction is complete, but the high-level transaction is not
complete, since the operator console function has not yet received the expected high-level
acknowledgement from the control function. Suppose it never comes--how long should the
operator console function wait before giving up? And what action should it take next, since
it doesn’t know whether the control function (1) did not receive the message, or (2)
received the message, filled the tank, but was unable to reply? If the second situation
existed, an attempted retry of the highlevel communication might result in an attempt to fill
the tank twice.

The points to be made from the above example are that two levels of communication exist
in a distributed system, each with its own protocol and problems, and that ambiguities may
occasionally arise which are impossible to resolve, at least within a short time frame (7). In
fact, as pointed out in another excellent recent paper (6), the common practice of placing a
time limit on transactions to prevent infinite waits actually increases the number of
possible ambiguities.

Both levels of communication also have to cope with the problem of a device or function
which transmits messages when it is not supposed to, thereby interfering with the
communications of others. This is known as the “babbling idiot” problem.

Design of the Distributed Modules  Each module should, as much as possible, be
designed to carry out its application functions even in the event of failure or loss of
communication with other modules in the system, perhaps by automatic functional



reconfiguration (4). However, as was discovered at Bell Laboratories (7) and on the
ARPANET, this characteristic may make it virtually impossible to turn the system off!

Eventually a failed module will be repaired (or somehow heal itself), and it must then be
brought back into the system. High-level and low-level resynchronization information may
have to be communicated in both directions between the restored module and the rest of
the system. It is apparently very difficult to do this automatically; many systems require
manual intervention and reinitialization of the entire system. In the industrial environment,
however, automatic restoration is usually required, which means that a module must be
designed to store, transmit, and receive such information when necessary.

Handling power failures and restarts involves similar considerations. In a single computer
system, the whole system stopped if the power to the computer failed. In a distributed
system, especially if it is dispersed over a wide area, some of the modules might
experience a power failure while others do not. Thus the design of the distributed system
modules must consider the possibility of randomly losing and regaining communication
with any or all of the other modules.

In a single processor system all tasks can be synchronized against a single clock; in a
distributed system, many of the modules may have individual clocks, so periodic
resynchronization of the system with respect to clock time is another consideration.

Instrumentation of Distributed Systems  How does one determine the state of a system
of many distributed processors? Which modules or communication paths are alive, dead,
or sick? Single processor systems have a single hardware panel on which the status of all
the processors in the system (i.e., one) can be displayed, and often have an on-line utility
program which can report on and allow interaction with the scheduling of all the tasks in
the system. With a distributed system, particularly if the modules are widely dispersed, this
need would seem to be even more important (9).

Good instrumentation practice would require that such instrumentation be totally
independent of the distributed system itself, but this would mean in effect installing a
second distributed system, which would be uneconomic. Where such instrumentation is
provided, it will probably use portions of the distributed system being measured (certainly
the communication system), so it is important to understand what kinds of system failures
also cause a failure of the instrumentation.

Modification of Distributed Systems  Very often multiple copies of application and
system configuration information reside in several different modules, and often in different
forms. This is done to improve the operating performance of the system, by avoiding the
need to transmit such information continuously to all modules which need it. (This



situation also occurs within single processor systems, but to a lesser extent, since the
information can be placed in common core or bulk memory which can be rapidly accessed
by all programs.)

Sooner or later it will be necessary to modify or augment such information because of
application or design changes, and the implications of updating multiple copies have been
previously described (10). Ideally this would be accomplished by catching the entire
system in a quiescent state, freezing it temporarily while all the multiple copies are
modified, and then releasing the system to operate on the new information. This is actually
what is done on existing single processor systems, usually in a few seconds or less, since
one task can easily take over the whole system, examine the status of all other tasks, and if
an acceptable state is found, make the modifications. In a distributed system of
independent processors, however, this may be much more difficult for reasons mentioned
above, so the mechanism for accomplishing such changes should be an important
consideration.

A related consideration is how to make modifications to the software in any particular
physical unit of a distributed system. With central computer systems, operations such as
generation, software configuration, addition or deletion of programs and files, and patching
could be performed on-line or off-line with varying degrees of ease, depending on the size
and sophistication of the system. Most processors in a distributed system will probably not
have these capabilities, but there may exist one processor on the system capable of
generating and “down-loading” software for the others. The extent of the software
modification capability, the mechanism for effecting the changes (especially if many copies
of the same software exist in the system), and the documentation control are still important
considerations.

When adding new modules to the system, it is necessary to make a now physical
connection into the existing communication network. How this is accomplished, and any
possible disruptions to the system, should be considered.

Finally, if it is desired to interconnect distributed systems of different manufacture, the
previous experience with new technologies would ,lead us to expect that this would not be
easily accomplished.

Conclusions  Distributed control systems offer many potential benefits to industrial plants,
and we are all eager to partake of them. To ease the transition into this new technology, it
is helpful to try to anticipate any new considerations for installation, operation,
maintenance, and modification. Since there are relatively few installations at present,-
additional experience will reveal aspects which were overlooked in this paper. These. will
probably present even more interesting design challenges in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Distributed digital control systems have appeared structurally desirable for many years.
The concepts of hierarchial control and distributed risk were advanced as necessary
structural considerations in the control of large scale systems almost coincidentally with
the advent of modern electronic instrumentation and digital process control computers.

The logarithmic growth patterns of semiconductor technology over the last two decades
and the availability of microprocessors and other manifestations of large scale integrated
circuitry have finally converted the distributed digital control system from a structurally
desirable nicety to an economic inevitability.

This paper examines the relevance of distributed digital control systems in the rigorous
industrial environment of energy, utility, and process control applications. Design
considerations leading to minimization of total installed system costs while retaining the
necessary system flexibility to allow user reconfiguration to meet changing process or
product needs are delineated.

The twin problems of reliability and maintainability are examined in the context of
allowable structural degradation concepts which must be inherent in the design of any
distributed system.

I.   INTRODUCTION

During the period 1960 through 1973, the U.S. demand for energy and energy related raw
materials (oil, gas, and metallurgical coal) in terms of their energy equivalents increased at
a steady rate of 4% per year 1. This increase is closely correlated with similar increases in
standard of living enjoyed by the American public during this period. The oil embargo of
1973 has caused revolutionary changes in operating practices, production economics, and
control needs of both the feedstock dependent process industries and the energy converting
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and distributing utility companies. The initial impact of these changes is the escalation of
energy and feedstock costs and a corresponding emphasis on conservation and optional
utilization. The result of these conservation moves has been an initial decrease in absolute
energy consumption in 1974 and early 1975 with a projected continuing demand growth at
a more modest 3% compound rate. The supply/demand picture is summarized graphically
in Figures 1 and 2.

Conventional conservation measures have obviously not been enough to allow us to
continue to support an expanding standard of living at our historical rate. In the process
industries, the typical refinery still consumes as much as 20% of its feedstock as an
internal process energy source. For a large 800,000 barrel per day refinery, this loss
represents as much as $1,600,000.00 per day at a crude price of $10 per barrel. If this is
projected to a total 1976 base of 21 million barrels per day, the U.S. refinery energy losses
alone exceed $33,600,000.00 daily. Similar inefficiencies in conservation, transportation
and processing of other feedstocks and energy sources are readily identified.

Improvements in overall plant and control station efficiency are being approached from
two equally important directions: optimization of plant design and, secondly, optimization
of plant operation through enhanced control and information systems. The former
technique involves increased use of process vessel insulation, recycle heat and heat
recovery schemes in process plants and various design enhancements to improve the
overall thermal efficiency of steam and power generation equipment.

It is this change in environment coincident with the continuing evolution of
microelectronics, particularly the advent of the true microcomputer that has forced the
development of today’s new generation of control systems with distributed digital
architecture.

II.   CONTROL SYSTEMS NEEDS

Regardless of system structure, process and energy management control systems have
certain elemental needs. These needs are shown in tabular form in Figure 3. The basic
requirements of providing safe operation, plant regulation, and information is notably
overlaid by a fourth requirement: that of reliability. One of the main contributory factors to
the net efficiency of any operating plant, regardless of industry, is the availability of the
plant itself and its inherent ability to operate uniformly in the face of a widely varying
environment. To fully serve these plant reliability needs, the availability of the control and
information system must be at least an order of magnitude better than the plant itself. An
illustration of this requirement is shown in Figure 4, a plot of relative utility (subjective/
worth) of a control or information system to its users versus downtime 2.
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This plot implies a corresponding reduction “value” to less than half of a fully available
“ideal” system with 1-1/2% downtime for fully redundant control systems or with as little
as 0.25% downtime with non-redundant configurations. This plot represents the views of
operating personnel where the process itself has a characteristic availability of between 80
and 95 percent. Note that the systems studied did not include safety related functions
where the reliability demands are even more significant.

The hierarchial aspects of control and information system needs are also shown in
Figure 3. An arbitrary assignment of three levels is utilized with the first, or reflexive, level
encompassing such functions as safety systems, interlocks, direct modulating control,
indication and display systems, and from a reliability need standpoint, those aspects of the
system structure that yield inherent availability. On the highest, the third, level are the
needs that require more “intelligent” functions or design features such as incipient plant
failure predication, fault diagnosis, optimizing and self organizing control, management
information and plant performance calculations. It is on this level that the systems
designers requirement to “predict possible system failure modes and provide for them”
meets its greatest challenge in the implementation of system structures that meet the
criterion of graceful degradation or allowable system failure levels to enable planned
maintenance concurrent with continued near-optimal plant operation.

III.   CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE

A conventional centralized analog control system structure is illustrated in Figure 5.
Modular (by loop or control function) instruments of either a unitized (display and control
electronics together) or split architecture, are mounted in a control panel which
incorporates (in addition to the analog modulating control equipment) thermocouple
scanners, recorders, displays for analyzers such as gas chromatographs, annunciators and
alarm systems, controls for interlock and safety systems, and perhaps displays and control
consoles for higher level computer systems. The operating burden on plant staff due to the
diverse nature of this operator interface is enormous. Furthermore, even rudimentary
engonomic factors are often ignored in the system design: operators are asked to make
quantitative comparisons or judgements from data displayed in analog format and make
qualitative judgements and project trends from digital displays (e.g., thermocouple scanner
digital read-outs). This difficulty has been treated in depth in the literature 3 4. The
desirability of a consistent single interface system which satisfies both needs is
uncontested. The inefficiency of most current operator interface systems has limited the
ability of an operator to manage a process to a plant sector or group of unit operations
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consisting of at most 100 control loops. A unified interface system effectively utilizing
human factors principles can multiply this “operational bandwidth” to the extent that 200-
300 loops per operator is not inconceivable.

Another problem relative to centralized systems of this type is shown in Figure 6: the high
cost and complexity of wiring, termination, and interface to higher level computer control
systems. These costs are tabulated in Figure 7, a summary of material and labor costs for
various elements of process and utility field wiring systems. The costs of this type of
architecture in terms of field wiring is most graphically illustrated when computer
supervisory control is exercised, and may easily exceed $2,000.00 per loop even at modest
distances. This cost in itself forced the adoption of distributed digital multiplexing systems
at an early date. The cross-over point for distributed digital multiplexing was (as early as
1973) less then 64 loops at 200 ft. separation from the computer 5. Recent escalation in
material and labor costs have driven this cross-over even further down.

IV.   DISTRIBUTED DIGITAL ARCHITECTURE & APPLICATION

A conventional computer system particularly in conjunction with a remote multiplexing I/O
system provides a solution to many of the problems inherent in a conventional analog
control system.

The remote multiplexing reduces wiring costs.

The flexibility afforded by programmability, particularly in higher level languages,
allows system configuration and loop interconnection with no unique interconnect
hardware costs, and minimal documentation and design costs.

The capability for reconfiguration allows system field modification for plant changes
at minimal cost as well as correction of inevitable system configuration, wiring, and
design errors.

The computer readily supports both graphic and alphanumeric CRT based display
packages allowing optimization of displays for human factors requirements as well
as integration of digital and analog display needs.

Why, then, hasn’t the digital process control computer totally displaced conventional
analog systems since its introduction some 18 years ago? The answer lies in the
catastrophic failure mode of large centralized DDC systems and, even with full digital
back-up, the level of technician and plant engineer required for the initial design and
continued maintenance of the conventional computer.



The microprocessor and declining electronic costs have allowed a new “distributed risk”
approach that retains many of the good features of a DDC system without the failure mode
compromises and specialized support requirements of a large DDC system. A system
architecture based on this concept is shown in Figure 8. The heart of this concept is a
serial communication system. As illustrated, it incorporates single or multiple loops (multi-
level redundancy being essential for high reliability requirements such as those found in
exothermic batch reactor control or nuclear data systems) with inherent error checking and
correction features. For nuclear requirements, this system must function at a data rate of at
least 6000 16-bit transmissions per second. For this reason, Tl format was chosen with a
1.544 megahertz bit. The serial communication system is supported by an individual node
structure built around a universal bussing system (the nodebus) consisting of a single
multilayer printed circuit assembly. Both active and passive modules of a wide variety of
types can be connected to this bus. A hypothetical configuration for a modulating control
application is shown in Figure 9.

Besides the modulating control module, this configuration consists of a communication
module interfacing to the serial communication system, a data controller module which
controls transmissions from elements on the nodebus to other nodes and also supports an
independent RS232C port. Because of its programmability, it serves as a general purpose
distributed intelligence element allowing execution of complex control functions involving
more than one module in a node. An example of this type of application of the DCM is
shown in Figure 10, a computer interface node. Here the processing capability of the DCM
is exercised to “preprocess” input for a higher level control and plant management
information system computer. The multiprocessor structure allows attainment of
throughput over an order of magnitude greater than more prosaic approaches to the
distributed data acquisition problem. The structure further supports graceful degradation
by virtue of the multi-DCM configuration.

An application requiring both sequential and discrete control capability is that of the burner
control system for a coal fired utility boiler. This application is shown in block diagram
form in Figure 11. The function of this system is to insure safety and to perform sequential
logic for control of coal pulverizers, feeders, and other miscellaneous equipment.

The system, as envisioned here, allocates one independent node per pulverizer since the
boiler has multiple pulverizers and can continue operation on failure of any one of these
units. Control and operator interface on a unit basis is independent of the serial
communication system which provides for central coordination, but is not essential to
individual unit operation.

Each node is directly connected to process transmitters, relays, switches, and actuators for
its particular burner group. The operator interacts with the node through a dedicated
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operator interface of conventional design. Coordination of each node with external analog
subsystems is also performed on a local node basis via transmitted permissives and
monitoring of associated external analog signals by the node.

In addition to vastly simplifying the implementation and execution of the complex
sequential logic needed for burner control, the structure depicted has the potential of
reducing wiring and terminator costs by 50% compared to historical approaches to this
problem. These wiring and termination cost reductions are similarly apparent in computer
supervisory applications as previously mentioned. Using the data of Figure 7, the unique
wiring and termination costs for such an application for a conventional supervisory digital
control system and for a supervisory distributed digital control system are tabulated in
Figures 12 and 13 respectively The difference is $1,936.38 per loop for the assumed
conditions (200 feet from junction box to termination racks (marshalling area) and 100 feet
from marshalling area to computer in the case of the conventional system; 50 feet from
node to transducers/valves in the case of the distributed system). Note that the distributed
cost does not include the fractional cost of the serial communication system overhJd-, node
overhead and twinax wire distributed on a per loop basis. It does indicate what those costs
must be to break even.

V.   CONCLUSIONS

Both the process and utility industries have a need for more advanced control systems
today, as they are faced with the scarcity and high cost of fuels, raw materials, and
feedstocks. More stringent environmental restrictions, higher labor costs, and massive
initial plant construction costs are demanding system architectures that respond to those
needs. A recent survey 6 conducted in February of 1976 of over 80 major chemical,
petroleum, and pulp and paper companies reflected the inevitability of the distributed
digital approach. The results of this survey indicated that those polled felt that over 50% of
new control installations for paper application would be distributed digital in nature by
1983. For chemical and petroleum applications, this cross-over point was felt to be most
probable in the time frame 1981-82. This expectation is reflected in Figure 14 that shows
the transition from conventional electric analog control technology to new distributed
digital control in terms of market share.
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Summary

Low cost, high performance microprocessors are being used in several distributed
intelligence architecture to replace conventional data acquisition systems. Each distributed
topology has certain attributes which affect its suitably for data acquisition applications:
cost and position modularity, behavior in the presence of a fault, logical complexity, and
bottlenecking.

The software organization of these systems is impacted by the distribution of intelligence
and input/output, particularly in the areas of task communication, error recovery, data base
management, and operating systems structure.

A ring structure has been developed for data acquisition and control, which uses
distributed microprocessor intelligence and modified serial CAMAC protocol. A general
purpose instrument and communications control module based upon INTEL 3000
microprocessors has been built.

Introduction

The computational power of the microprocessor combined with its low cost is already
having a large impact on instrumentation used for data acquisition and control as new
functions and instrument enhancements are added using the microprocessor capability to
eliminate digital logic and reduce data for better presentation or control, Such “smart”
sensors and instruments also make system design more attractive because error recovery
and data integrity can be accommodated much more easily. Data acquisition and control
needs lead to an interconnection of sensors, actuators, and controllers. The microprocessor
is having an even more significant impact here as its computational power is used to



implement truly distributed systems. That is, both the data acquisition task itself and the
task of communication among devices may be assigned to microprocessors. Hence its
impact is double: first, increased capability in instruments, sensors, and dedicated control
systems; and second, as a communication device to link such intelligent components into a
distributed data acquisition and control system.

The most significant questions about this technology are concerned with reliability, error
recovery, allocation of tasks to components in the distributed system, and the costs of
implementation and maintenance. Furthermore, ease of use of such systems in the variety
of industrial applications they must serve is equally important. Since all of these questions
are most impacted by the structure of the distributed system, it is appropriate to examine
alternative structures for distributed systems and evaluate the impact of the structure on the
important questions listed above.

Distributed Systems-Taxonomy And Analysis

The Need for a Taxonomy

Distributed systems are new phenomena, and since few systems have been put into service
and studied, few insights into the relative merits of the various topological possibilities
have been developed. Each topology has its advocates, but without a common framework
for discussion, evaluators are reduced to discussing the specifics of a few given
realizations rather than investigating the general characteristics of classes of topologies.

Recently, however, Anderson and Jensen [AND 75] proposed a taxonomy of computer
interconnection which is a valuable first step toward the classification of distributed
systems by topology and functionality. We shall use this taxonomy as a framework for our
analysis of distributed architectures for data-acquisition.

Introduction To and Use of the Taxonomy

The Anderson/Jensen taxonomy is shown in Figure 1, The taxonomy describes three
hardware archtypes: processing elements (Ms), paths between them, and switching
elements or intervening intelligence. For our purposes, we will assume that sensors and
system-level peripherals in any data acquisition system will be controlled by processing
elements (CPU’s or microprocessors), and can thus be considered as processing elements.



FIGURE 1.  The taxonomy.

Transfer Strategy refers to the presence or absence of a switching element between PE’s
which can alter or switch the flow of a message. Direct transfer strategy implies that no
such intelligence is present.

The next level is present only for Indirect systems and defines the switching method. A
single Centralized switch or a Decentralized distributed routing scheme with several
switches may be employed.

The third level defines the nature of the paths themselves -- Dedicated (non-shared) or
Shared.

The lowest level refines the actual system architecture in terms of ten topologies which
represent the basic classes of distributed architecture.

The taxonomy is concerned only with the topology of interconnection, and evaluates the
topologies with respect to a set of broad attributes which are application-independent:

1. Cost Modularity. This attribute refers to the incremental cost of adding an additional
node (processing element or I/O sensor/ device) to the topology.

2. Place Modularity. This attribute refers to the degree to which an incrementally added
element is restricted in location and function.

3. Connection Flexibility. This attribute refers to the alternatives avaifiblefo`rconnecting
an incremental element.

4. Failure Effect. This attribute refers to the degree of fault tolerance of the topology with
respect to path, switching elements, and nodes.



5. Failure Reconfiguration. This attribute refers to the ease with which a distributed
system can be reconfigured to mask a failure to allow continued operation in a
degraded mode.

6. Bottlenecks. This attribute refers to the possible performance degradation arising from
non-uniform flow of communication in a system or from saturation of a shared
resource.

7. Logical Complexity. This attribute refers to the totality of decision which must be
made during communications, including those made by source and destination
processes and by switching entities.

The advantage of this taxonomy is that in many cases, these attributes can be specified for
entire classes of systems (i.e., fairly high in the tree). For example, all DXX systems have
chosen the poor cost modularity of dedicated paths over the risk of bottlenecking in shared
paths, while IXX systems have made the opposite choice. Whether such choices are, in
fact, justifiable in an instance, is a function of the requirements of the application.

Distributed Topologies for Data Acquisition

Data acquisition applications impose certain general constraints upon the topologies of the
systems which implement them.

First, since it may be desirable to add a sensor or display at any point within the system,
cost and place modularity are important attributes. It must be inexpensive to add the PE in
terms of interfacing, and its location and functionality must not be limited.

Second, the minimization of failure effect is important. A single sensor/PE failure must not
bring down the system, and a single path or switch failure should not either.

Third, these systems should be easily reconfigurable to mask a fault and allow gracefully
degraded operation.

Fourth, since data rates and an estimate of the maximum number of sensors are usually
known a priori, bottleneck can usually be avoided by picking an appropriate design for an
appropriate level of performance. The amount of local processing possible in the sensor/PE
will also tend to reduce the probability of a bottleneck in a communications resource.

Fifth, since the sensor/PE’s will tend to be homogeneous, communication flexibility tends
to be fairly unimportant.



Finally, since the motivation for distributed systems in data acquisition system is low cost
and high performance (fast response time), excessive logical complexity is to be avoided.

Conventional data acquisition systems like that shown in Figure 2 display several of these
characteristics. Analog and digital sensors may be added anywhere in the system at the
expense of the wire and multiplexor port. When the ports fill, however, the incremental
cost of the next sensor is high. Remote sensors may be added at an existing site in the
same manner. New sites require communications gear and a communications line which is
a high cost.

FIGURE 2  Conventional Data Acquisition System

Unless the central computer or multiplexor fail, the system is not vulnerable to catastrophic
failure, and reconfiguration is degenerate. A redundant multiplexor could be added.

The system is very simple from a logical and communications standpoint.

Which distributed architectures provide the same characteristics while offering increased
performance and potentially better reliability at reasonable cost by exploiting the flexibility
of the microprocessor?

Data acquisition systems are distinguished in that every sensor/PE is not required to
communicate with every other PE. In fact, most communicate directly with only one Or
perhaps two (a file control PE and an operator communication PE, perhaps) as shown in
Figure 3.



FIGURE 3  Generalized Distributed Data Acquisition System

Message routing, therefore, tends to be fixed and in most cases an Indirect transfer scheme
is not warranted because of cost and logical com.plexity. We shall concentrate on Direct
transfer systems and look later at two specific indirect schemes of possible interest.

Direct-Dedicated Systems (DDX)

The two DDX systems, the loop (DDL) and complete interconnection (DDQ have very
different characteristics which arise from the numbers of paths in the system.

The DDC topology is equivalent to that of conventional star connected data acquisition
systems in which a sensor communicates only with those elements with which it shares
data (the central CPU).

The DDC topology has a poor cost modularity since the addition of the nth PE requires n-1
communication interfaces and links which must be accommodated at each of the existing
sites. In a data acquisition environment, in general, there is not a requirement for all
sensor/PE’s to communicate and therefore the cost is correspondingly less, but still high.
The cost of cable installation alone in large factory data acquisition systems is significant,
and the multiplexor costs are a sizable portion of the hardware investment.

Place modularity is good, and the failure effect and failure reconfiguration is quite good,
unless of course, the processing or mass storage resource fails. Providing redundancy for
these resources is a costly and difficult job under a DDC topology.



The topology is free from bottlenecks except at the processing and mass storage nodes, but
the presence of microprocessors at the sensor will reduce the possibility of exceeding the
bandwidth of these resources.

Although the logical complexity of this topology is simple, the installation cost of large
systems is a major disadvantage. In fact, it is precisely this cost which has stimulated
interest in the newer line-sharing distributed architectures for data acquisition and control.

The DDL [FARB 72] [AEC 73] topology or loop, on the other hand, has good cost and
place modularity. A sensor/PE may be placed anywhere on the loop with a simple interface
and communicate with every other node. Since messages are passed from node to node
successively, the failure of a single node or path between two nodes can bring down the
entire ring. Thus, for unidirectional, active repeater loops, the failure effect and failure
reconfiguration attributes are poor. Passive repeater systems, in which each node simply
looks at each message as it goes by to determine whether it is addressed to that node, are
less vulnerable to PE failure, and redundant path-loop collapsing mechanisms may be
added to improve the graceful degradation of a loop. These additions increase the cost, of
course.

The logical complexity is quite low. This topology,is subject to bottlenecks if the message
traffic between adjacent or nearly nodes on the loop is high for sustained periods.

The primary advantage of this topology is the cost Csince most loops are bit or byte serial)
and the high modularity. For passive repeater loops, a PE failure can be masked by load
sharing among the remaining elements if process or task addresses are soft; that is, if they
are not bound to one processor but are kept in a table and checked by the communications
software in each PE.

Direct Shared Systems (DSX).

The direct shared memory, DSM, topology is the classic shared memory multiprocessor
architecture and is of no interest here.

The Direct shared bus, DSB, or global bus, is very attractive for miCToprocessor-based
data acquisition systems. Access to the bus is shared by the PE’s by some allocation
scheme and messages are sent directly to the
destination node.

Cost and place modularity for PE’s is good. Elements connect to the bus via a standard
interface, and it may be possible to connect the PE anywhere on the bus.



Cost and place modularity of the communications bus itself is poor in that the total
bandwidth is fixed and increasing it would require extensive changes to PE interfaces and
perhaps to the communication medium itself. However, for data acquisition systems,
acceptable bandwidth (to avoid bottlenecks) can be provided, if at all, at design time.

Failure effect for PE’s is good, provided that the failure does not hang up the bus. If soft
process addresses are used, the dropped load may be picked up by other processors.

As with DDL topologies the failure characteristics of the bus itself are poor. Replication
may be costly depending upon the width of the bus.

The primary advantages of this topology for data acquisition are the cost and place
modularity of PE’s, and PE failure characteristics.

It is clear, therefore, that of the DX topologies, DDL and DSB are the principle candidates
for data acquisition systems because of cost and place modularity for PE’s, low overall
cost arising from little logical complexity, and good fault reconfiguration characteristics for
PE’s (this is only true for passive repeater loops, however) in the presence of soft process
addresses.

Their disadvantage lies in the vulnerability of the topologies to communication path
failures. Redundancy of paths can mitigate this disadvantage, particularly in bit or byte
serial systems.

Indirect Topologies IXXX.

Of the indirect topologies, only the centrally switched loop and bus are of possible interest.

All of the distributed routing systems are too complex logically, and reconfiguration to
allow load sharing requires extensive modification of the router tables or programs. In
general, the cost/performance of these topologies for data acquisition is not acceptable.

Since there is not a high degree of switching in a data acquisition system, the investment in
a central star switch is not warranted, and its vulnerability is high. In fact, if the switch
were a PE, the topology would resemble that of a conventional system with its attendant
disadvantages as shown in Figure 2.

The centrally switched loop and bus have characteristics similar to their direct counterparts
with the exception that the central switch can be used to logically reconfigure the system in
the event of PE failure by rerouting messages destined for a failed PE to ones capable of
handling its function. This is equivalent to the soft process address technique described



earlier, but the function is implemented once, thus reducing the complexity of each PE
interface. The penalty, of course, is poor failure effect in the event of a switch failure, and
redundant switches will probably cost more than the soft process address scheme. It is
reasonable, therefore, to reject these topologies for vulnerability reasons.

Indicative of the suitability of DDL and DSB topologies for distributed data acquisition
and control systems is the fact that of those systems commercially available or proposed as
standards, all utilize one of the two topologies [ARON 71].

For example, the CAMAC standard [COST 72] developed for nuclear instrumentation is a
DSB system, and a DDL serial CAMAC standard [AEC 73] has been proposed.

The IEEE standard 488-1975 Coriginally Hewlett-Packard) [KNOB 75] is a DSB as are
FOXBORO’s INTERSPEC [FOX 73] and Honeywell’s line sharing system [BAIL 76].

The Honeywell system, shown in Figure 4, is a hybrid since all PE’s and devices residing
on branch busses are reached via the switch which repeats the message on all branches.
Main bus communication is carried out in a standard DSB manner.

FIGURE 4  Honeywell Linesharing System.

An additional motivation for these standard communication schemes for distributed
topologies is that devices and instrument manufacturers are encouraged to provide
standard interface to them, thus allowing cheaper systems. Integration of microprocessors
into instruments simplifies the task of providing multiple standard interfaces from a
protocol standpoint.



Effects of Distribution On Data Acquisition System Design

Figure 3 pictured a generalized distributed data acquisition environment with the topology
of distribution unspecified. Given the similar characteristics of the acceptable topologies,
DDL and DSB, it is possible to analyze the effect of distribution on data acquisition
systems while treating the topology as a “black box.”

These effects are primarily software and performance related and include: the interprocess
and operating system communications interface, handling of a distributed data base, error
recovery and graceful degradation, and response time and throughput.

Interprogram Communication and Operating System Interface

One form of intertask communication has been proposed which appears to be very
adaptable to distributed multicomputer systems [HANS 69]. All communication involves
transmission of data and synchronization through the exchange of messages between tasks
(including tasks and the operating system and tasks and I/O devices). It is attractive
because this is also the natural approach for task and I/O communication in a distributed
system.

In this scheme, data is communicated by inserting it into a message which is then sent to
the task needing the data. For example, a task wanting data from a common data base
sends a message to one task responsible for maintaining that data base with a request for
specific data. This data is returned in a reply message to the requesting task. Since all
accesses to the data base are through one task, the problem of simultaneous access is
essentially eliminated and moreover access is completely under the control of the one task.

Of course such a system must be very efficient for otherwise the overhead involved in
message exchange might create delays which are intolerable
in a realtime system.

A set of primitives associated with this scheme allow synchronization of multiple tasks,
prevention of lock out of high priority tasks by lower priority tasks, and release of
resources in the event of premature task abortion.

When processes are co-located in the same PE, the message discipline requires only the
source and destination process names. This approach causes several serious problems
where the processes are not co-located. The program must know the eventual location of
each process in the system, and, thus the topology becomes bolted into the application
software. The cost of application software is usually the dominate cost in real time data
acquisition and control systems, and thus such inflexibility is passed on to the user in terms



of a non-optimal topology/processor mix or large non-recurring software costs.
Furthermore, as we shall see later, this program-writing time binding of process to
processor precludes dynamic reconfiguration and load sharing under failure of a processor,
and thus adversely affects graceful degradation.

The approach of choice is to assume that no two processes are co-located and to force all
communications to use the distributed protocols, i.e. communication by unique,process
name and message. The actual process distribution is defined by process tables in each
operating system or in the hardware communications interface. Messages to local
processes are simply turned around in the protocol handier and passed back while
messages to remote processes are transmitted over the DDL or DSB. Thus, the
configuration is quite flexible; binding occurs at systems generation time, and dynamic
reconfiguration is possible if the I/O devices are distributed rather than dedicated to each
PE.

Data Base Considerations

The problems of maintaining physically and logically distributed data bases are well
known, if not solved. In these applications in which processes must access and update
remote data in a real time manner, files or records may be locked to avoid concurrent
updates or interference. When an entire file or record is transferred to a remote processor
for update and eventual rewrite, or when update data is accrued remotely over an extended
period, the lock out scheme is unworkable. To deny the real time processes access to the
existing data for long periods of time is not acceptable, but to allow processes to compute
and act on data which is no longer current may also not be acceptable.

Transferring raw data to the site of the data base and computing updates there defeats the
purpose of remote intelligence and is likely to place a heavy load on the communications
facility.

There are applications in which distributed data base maintenance is easily handled and in
which distributed intelligence is quite meaningful. Figure 3 could represent a data
acquisition environment in which the distributed processors acquire data, convert to
engineering units, alarm check and reduce data in their own local data bases. Only
summary information or alarm conditions are transmitted to the processor and/or data base
processor which controls the logger and operator communications. In this case, each local
data base is independent of the global history file.

Another application occurs in a production control environment in which local data bases
are interrogated periodically to update the global data base, and changes in the global base
are then transmitted to the remote systems affected.



There is a need for a general solution to these problems which allows a user to tailor the
distributed data base to his configuration and application. The microprocessor may help
considerably in this area because of its ability to perform complex computational tasks at
low cost and consequently may be dedicated to such tasks as management of data base
problems.

Error Recovery.  In conventional systems, input/output transfers are completed using a
handshaking synchronization scheme, and data errors on the bus are very infrequent. In
distributed I/O systems, however, errors are more likely, and thus error detection and
correction schemes employed in data communications systems must be considered. Error
correcting codes often occupy too great a fraction of the message bandwidth to be cost
effective, and for most systems and environments, retransmission of erroneous messages is
the scheme of choice.

Standard retransmission schemes exist which prevent lost or duplicate messages in the
event of communication errors [CAM 75). This is extremely important in data acquisition
applications in which counting of events is critical or in the control of a stepping motor.

The recovery from processor element crashes is simplified somewhat by the presence of
microprocessors at all nodes. Processor crashes can be detected by other processors as a
result of time out conventions on messages and the passing of “are you healthy messages?”
Thus, hot restart can be effected by resetting all message synchronization bits to their
initial states after the crashed PE is reinitialized. Note that this solution is valid only in
passive repeater DDL’s, since a crashed PE interface to the loop will disrupt
communications around the loop in an active repeater system.

Graceful Degradation. This attribute is equivalent to failure reconfiguration and the
distributed data acquisition system is constrained to the value of that attribute for
communication path failures. For processing element failures, the same topological
constraints obtain, but the software organization and distribution of resources determine
the extent to which the potential is realized.

For example, in Figure 3, the failure of a sensor/PE would disable input from those sensors
controlled by the PE. However, if the processing site were to fail, its load could be picked
up by the Operator communications PE if the following conditions held: [1] all
input/output devices needed by the processing site were distributed; (2) the operator
communication PE held a copy of the necessary tasks and had sufficient processing
capability; and finally (3) if soft process addressing were employed so that messages to the
processing site tasks would be routed to those tasks in the alternate processor.



To the extent that I/O devices are not bound to a specific PE and that soft addresses are
employed, the potential for failure masking and reconfiguration may be realized.

Throughput and Response Time

The throughput of individual processors in a distributed intelligence system will tend to
improve over uniprocessor multiprogrammed systems because extensive operating system
overhead and context switching time can be avoided by actual concurrency in the system.
System throughput will degrade, however, if there is a significant amount of interprocess
communication among processes which are not co-located because of the communication
delays.

Response time to external events will be at least as good as uniprocessor environments and
perhaps better, since a simple operating system is likely to have a much shorter response
time than sophisticated real time multi-tasking systems (50 users compared to 200-300
users). Of course, if the response processing is located remote from the processor to which
the stimulus is attached, response time will degrade significantly, but this situation is to be
avoided if at all possible and microprocessor; based sensor/PE’s will help.

Peripherals cannot use conventional methods to interrupt processors in a distributed I/O
environment. Instead, demand or LOOK AT ME messages must be transmitted to the
appropriate PE after which a data request message is sent to the peripheral. A message,
rather than single instruction I/O discipline and its attendant protocol overhead will slow
down all I/O. The alternative, dedicating the peripheral to a PE may preclude graceful
degradation in the event the PE itself fails.

Summary

We see then that the availability of microprocessors and the good modularity and
reconfigurability of DSB and passive repeater DDL topologies can provide high
performance data acquisition systems which better satisfy the requirements of these
applications than conventional systems at a lower cost.

A Microprocessor-based DDL Topology for Data Acqusition and Control

To achieve the advantages of distributed data acquisition and control in industrial
applications, it appears that a system will be composed of modules dedicated to a limited
function which in turn are interconnected and communicate with one another so as to act
like an integrated system. Since the nodes in such a system will vary from devices through
microcomputers to minicomputers, the structure for the interconnection is important if
simplicity and reliability is to be achieved [Schof 76].



As an example of the microprocessor and its use in such a system, one distributed system
has been designed and tested [Linn 75] [Schof 75]. This consists of a ring connected
network (DDL) of modules each of which may be a computer, microprocessor, smart
module, or simple I/O device. Because more than one computer exists on the ring and
because more than one device initiates communication, all messages are designed to be
general in that both source and destination address space is provided. Hence there is no
need for one device to act as the central message communication machine. In order to
maximize the simplicity of solving the device contention problem, a delay-insertion
protocol was selected for the ring. This further insures that no device can monopolize the
communication bandwidth of the ring.

The message structure is shown in Figure 5 where messages corresponding to commands,
replies, interrupts, and blocks of data transferred are shown. Message lengths are variable
in the system to accomodate special devices existing in the system, different modes of
communication, and ease of accepting future additions to the system.

The ring network uses the delay-insertion protocol mentioned in the previous section. Thus
a node may transmit a message only when it does not have its message buffer already
switched into the ring. It then sets up the message in the buffer, switches the buffer in and
then acts normally thereafter until it detects a buffer full of null characters, at which time it
removes the buffer. This has both advantages and disadvantages, the former being the
natural limiting of the rate of transmission of messages by any one node and the latter
being the delay time incurred in retriev ng the buffer in case of heavy utilization of the ring.
That is, in a critical time when message traffic is heavy, there may be long delays in
finding a sequence of null characters which permits the retrieving of the buffer so that a
sequence of critical messages from one node may be delayed intolerably.



This can be alleviated by modifying the delay-insertion protocol to a “shrinking buffer”
alternative. In this case, individual bytes in the buffer are retrieved whenever a redundant
character is detected entering a node. Thus a buffer with 15 characters could be retrieved
by detecting a number of short redundant sequences (null character sequences) rather than
one null sequence of length 15. The improvement in line utilization, throughput, and
response time is dramatic with this change in communication protocol.

Of most concern here is the use of the microprocessor as the ring interface and
communication controller. This software has several functions: monitor and pass messages
through a node (which contains a one byte buffer); detection of messages destined to the
node; insertion of messages onto the node; maintenance of a single message buffer within
the node used in the delay insertion protocol; plus handling of the global addressing of
virtual addresses in the system.

The structure of a node on the network is then as shown in Figure 6. The microprocessor-
based ring interface is responsible for both the communication protocol and the interfacing
to application programs in a computer (micro or mini-computer) or to modules connected
to the ring (set of analog input/output modules for example). The extent to which special
purpose microprocessor I/O hardware would be necessary for the interface is dependent
upon the speed of communication around the ring.

The ring transmits bits within a byte synchronously, and messages (a sequence of bytes
asynchronously. To facilitate a configuration independent software system, a virtual
address system is provided. An address space is divided into pages (128 bytes/page) and
this space addressed by page number and displacement. Pages may reside in any
microprocessor or computer on the ring and may be moved upon demand. Software in the
communication microprocessor at each node permits application programs to access data
on any page, request pages, lock pages in place, transmit pages, etc. Application software
can thus be created using data base stored on these pages along with standard software
modules also stored on pages and later distributed around the system with no change to the
software. A by-product of this organization is that all long messages are standard in that
they consist of transmission of a page of the virtual space. This simplifies the
communication software in the interface microprocessor.

The extensive byte manipulation requirements of the communication application are much
better met in later generation microprocessors. Normal length command and control
messages are less than 20 bytes in length and correspond then to less than 200 bits per
message (some are much less). Transmission of a 128 byte page in the long messages
corresponds to approximately 1300 bits. With a fast microprocessor acting as the ring
interface, approximately 1000 command and control messages per second or
approximately 100 long page transfer messages per second can be transmitted. In a typical



application, the two mix of course and vary from second to second. Nonetheless, the
combination of the messages leads to a bit rate for transmission of less than 200
kilobits/second. It is quite feasible to raise this rate to a more or less standard rate of 250
kilobits/second with little effort and to a megabit/second or more with a hardware assist in
the interface (the microprocessor computing rate cannot respond this quickly unless even
faster microprocessors were used. Nonetheless, the data rates are quite within the current
technological limits. In evaluation of one application involving a great deal of data
acquisition, control, and operator communication, line utilizations of around 40-50% were
found to adequately satisfy the application needs and these were well within the capability
of the distributed microprocessor network above. Furthermore, it has been found possible
to implement microprocessor interfaces without special hardware which can respond
quickly enough to satisfy currently available distributed I/O speed specifications.

The ring structure described above is a modification of serial CAMAC [AEC 73] and
serves as the serial highway as shown in Figure 7. Current research underway at Case
Western Reserve University is focused on discovering to what extent a single
microprogrammable module based upon INTEL 3000 microprocessors can realize all of
the modified CAMAC control and interface functions [BAK 76]:

1) Mastery of the Serial Highway’(Serial Driver).
2) Serial Highway Interface (Direct Connection of an instrument and/or controller to the

serial highway).
3) Mastery of the Data Highway (Crate Controller).
4) Instrumentation Interface (Crate Module).
5) Interface of an arbitrary Processing Element to either the Serial or Data Highway.

The design of the dataway interface is complete. The significant elements of the design
are: use of a bit sliced microprocessor, a pipeline architecture, a vector interrupt scheme,
and a micro program suspendable clock. Each of these elements of the design was
necessitated by the timing standard for dataway operations. A complete operation
including address decoding, function decoding, and data removal from or placement onto
the bus must take no longer than 1 microsecond.

The dataway read and write data paths are each 24 bits wide, and one of the standard 8 bit
microprocessors would require three I/O instruction sequences to read or write on the
dataway. This design contains a 24 bit wide implementation of the Intel 3000
microprocessor system; this allows the dataway to be read or written with a single micro
instruction.



FIGURE 7  Modified CAMC Linesharing Scheme

To reduce the micro instruction cycle to its minimum. A pipelined architecture has been
chosen. The Intel 3000 system allows an implementation in which the determination of the
next micro instruction can occur simultaneously with the execution of data transfers or
ALU functions. This is accomplished by adding a register of edge triggered D flip flops,
the pipeline, to the standard Intel 3000 system.

The design of an instrumentation interface is also complete. This interface provides for
both input and output connections to digital TTL level signals in measurement or control
instrumentation. All Intel 3000 CP functions can operate on this instrumentation interface.
This, therefore, allows a micro program to read, write, clear, selectively set, and
selectively clear signals in the instrumentation. The instrumentation can access parallel
outputs, signal the microprocessor, and enter parallel inputs.

An instrument control module combining the dataway interface and the instrumentation
interface has been designed. At present this design includes two identical instrumentation
interfaces and during the module, execution of a dataway command the dataway address
line, Al, selects between them. This design seems the most logical consequence of the
CAMAC standard’s specification of command operations. However, a change to this
design is being considered which would place a bidirectional data port in one of the two
instrumentation interfaces. The intention of such a change is to create an interfacing facility
which is both a status/control interface and a data interface. This change will allow the
instrumentation control module to interface to the Unibus or a floppy disk as readily as it
now interfaces to A to D or D to A converters. Figure 8 shows the block diagram of this
instrument control module.



Figure 8
Block Diagram of an Instrument Control Module

This design is being implemented experimentally by substituting the main memory of a TI
960 computer for the module’s micro processor memory. With such an implementation,
the interfacing abilities of this instrumentation control module can be easily verified. The
completed design and planned implementation focuses on two of the six functional
elements of a CAMAC system: the dataway interface and instrumentation interface.
Control of these two interfaces is readily accomplished with an Intel 3000 microprocessor
system, and the instrumentation control module design which combines these two
interfaces is a flexible and useful tool.

It is hoped that by microprogram modification and by slightly modifying the input/output
structure, the remaining three functions can also be realized using these standard building
blocks. Since the data highway timing is the most critical in the system, the INTEL 3000
microprocessors should handle the remaining tasks easily.

Conclusions

The microprocessor is such a versatile element that the attractiveness of distributed data
acquisition and control systems for industrial applications seems a certainty. Furthermore,
such systems will strip some of the faster, more time critical, more reliability-critical
applications out of process control computer systems. The net result will be a
simplification of process control computer systems together with an extension of
economical applications.
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PRODUCTION COUNTING USING A COMPUTER NETWORK

DONALD E. KNOOP and MARK C. LOESSEL
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Whirlpool Corp.

Summary.  The advent of microprocessors has made possible the development of low
cost intelligent terminals for industrial applications. Several of these “smart” terminals can
be connected to a communications network which is controlled by a it “master” computer.
Such a computer network has been developed at Whirlpool Research for use in production
counting for inventory control purposes.

This paper discusses the design, development, installation and debugging of the production
counting system. The advantages and limitations of this type of computer network are
discussed in the context of the industrial environment.

Introduction.  Improved industrial data acquisition is possible with new developments in
electronics and computers. In particular, faster and more accurate in-process inventory
control has been obtained for a reasonable cost using a network of intelligent terminals on
the factory floor with a host minicomputer system.

Historically mechanical and electro-mechanical means were used for maintaining piece
counts on production machines such as metal presses. Such counts had to be read and
recorded by the operator or some other person with the associated loss of accuracy and
timeliness. The counts could be in error if provision were not made for subtracting rework
And scrap parts. Estimates of the numbers of parts per container often replaced the use of
counters. A centralized counting system replaced the individual machine counters to
provide information on a timely basis. This system still had the problem of scrap and
rework parts and provided no knowledge of the counts per container. The cost of the
system was high due to the large number of graphical output terminals and a separate pair
of wires to each machine. If the central system was down all counting was terminated.

What was needed, it was agreed, is a system that has local counting at the presses with a
central system to periodically poll the local terminals or “operator boxes” to provide timely
information for inventory and other purposes. Solid state logic was initially proposed to be
used for the local operator boxes with a star communications system connecting all boxes
with a central minicomputer.



Two new electronic developments -- microprocessors and UART’s (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitters) -- provided increased flexibility and reliability for a
similar or reduced cost. This paper describes this system  -- its design and implementation
for production counting.

The distributive system concepts presented may have wider application to other industrial
needs.

System Design.  This distributive system consists of three major elements as shown in
Figure 1 -- a minicomputer system, a number of operator boxes (one per press), and a
communication system. The operator boxes include switch inputs, a microcomputer, a
power supply, and a part of the communications system all packaged in a single NEMA
enclosure (shown in Figure 2), installed at the press site. The operator boxes and
communication system are discussed in detail below.

The minicomputer system is interfaced to the network and to several remote keyboard
printer terminals located it the factory. The minicomputer is programmed to provide
several functions including:

Communications Control
Operator Box Polling
Error Detecting
Data Processing
Report Generation

The mini system is supported by a card reader and a magnetic disk, which stores the
system monitor and inventory control programs and serves as a backup for the count data
in the event of loss of main memory.

Operator Boxes.  The operator boxes are the intelligent terminals located at each press.
The boxes provide the following functions:

Inputs (press and panel switches)
Count Storage (press, scrap, and rework)
Container Information (counts and tote number)
Sequence Logic
Power Up and Reset
Clock
Communications



All of these functions must be provided with the restrictions of factory environment, low
cost, and independent operation for at least a day to prevent information loss during central
system downtime.

Two approaches were considered in meeting the above requirements -- IC logic using
binary counters and secondly, microcomputers. The latter approach was chosen due to
advantages of: smaller number of components, more flexibility for changes, and lower
costs.

Hardware.  A 4-bit microprocessor was selected on a price/performance basis. A single
256X8 bit PROM (programmable read only memory) was judged adequate for an
optimized program and a single RAM (random access memory) was required for count
storage. A two phase clock was designed using a TV crystal for reference with count
down and phase logic added. A multiplexing scheme was designed to allow input of the
large number of switch lines (30). A local power supply, rather than a single central
supply, was decided upon to maintain box autonomous operation in the event of central
system problems or power distribution line faults. Power fail detection, reset and restart
circuitry was also added to the box. Several of the timing and interface circuits have
become available as single chip integrated circuits. (The communications hardware is
discussed below.)

Software.  The use of a stored program allows a more flexible approach to system design.
It is relatively easy to change a sequence of instructions as compared to changing wired
logic. The program was designed to minimize as much as possible the amount of
peripheral IC’s needed. Therefore, be, sides doing its intended function of counting and
storing, the software also provides such functions as: debouncing the switch inputs,
checking for operator input errors, controlling the communications, and providing time
delays. A few modifications had to be made during the system development to meet
changing system requirements. Minor programming changes sufficed in most cases.

Communication System.  The communication system permits a single central
minicomputer to communicate with the many operator boxes. The considerations for such
a system include:

Number of Lines
Noise Immunity
Distance
Simple Protocol
Error Detection
Baud Rate



A simplified block diagram of the communication system is shown in Figure 3. The basic
elements of this system are discussed below.

UART.  Serial data transmission was decided upon to reduce the number of
communication lines. However, since computers normally have parallel output, a parallel
to serial conversion means is required. A shift register could have been used but for a
slight additional cost a UART was employed. The UART additionally provides full double
buffering, parity checking, and 8-bit character formatting. The UART was clocked using
the computer clock. A crystal controlled clock was used to insure that transmitting and
receiving ends have sufficiently close frequencies to prevent framing errors. The UART’s
add parity information to the transmitted characters and check parity, framing, and overrun
on the received characters. The minicomputer requests retransmission if any errors are
received.

Line Driver/Receiver.  Since the UART output is low power TTL, a line driver wis
needed to boost the power level into the line to provide high threshold,’long distance
communication through a factory. The receivers are differential input for maximum
common mode rejection. The use of the driver/ receiver pair provides good switching
characteristics, hence baud rate, while retaining fairly low impedances for maximum
electromagnetic noise rejection.

Cabling.  The intraplant cabling between the operator boxes and the minicomputer could
be a separate cable for a single loop, each additional receiver further loads the line
resulting in signal loss or very large wire size with high capacitance and reduced
bandwidth. In addition, if the single cable is down for any reason, the whole system is
down. Separate cables for each box would be cost prohibitive, so a compromise was
reached of using several cables with several boxes on each cable. The number of boxes per
cable are a function of the required baud rate and the electrical characteristics of the cable
and receiver/transmitter pair. For this application, number 22 shielded pair cable was
selected. The last box in each line was terminated in its characteristic impedance.

Protocol.  Each operator box has a seven bit address. Communication in all cases is
initiated by the minicomputer to an individual box by transmitting the box address as a
single character over the required cable. All boxes on that cable receive the address and
convert it from serial to parallel. If the seven bit address matches the box hardwired code,
a data request signal is sent to the microcomputer, which then responds by sending the
counts and other information according to a prescribed message format. In this case the
message is 9 characters in length. The minicomputer waits for a response from the box
which creates an interrupt. If the box fails to respond, it is polled twice more before an
error message is printed. If transmission or parity errors are detected by the UART, the
minicomputer also repolls and prints an error message. The minicomputer has the ability to



reset all the counts (RAM memory) in addressed boxes. This is accomplished by sending
out a high eighth bit with the seven box address bits.

The choice of this fairly simple protocol dictates that separate transmit and receive pairs (4
lines total) are required for each loop. If a single pair were used for both transmit and
receive, one box ‘ could accidently poll another by sending the right bit pattern in its count
message. Methods to overcome this problem appeared to be more expensive and complex
than having a four wire system.

Installation and Troubleshooting.  The system was tested before-installation to verify
that cable lengths somewhat longer than those required in the plant, and the multiple drop
scheme, would not degrade transmission. Each of the operator boxes was functionally
tested using a custom test box containing a microcomputer which simulated the
minicomputer communication. The test box can be used to poll and reset any desired box
by setting the box address on thumbwheel switches and using pushbuttons for the control.
The message received from the box is displayed on an LED array for checking.

Installation in the plant proceeded with the typical problems such as miswirings, shorted
cables, and operator box assembly mistakes. No design changes, however, were required;
the system performed just as it was designed to do.

Oscilloscope measurements on the communication lines showed good waveforms despite
the adverse factory environment. Grounding and noise problems were resolved by
connecting all operator box DC commons, which are also the communication line
commons, to earth ground with a capacitor rather than directly. All cable shields were
directly connected to earth ground.

The system has been in operation for more than a year. The usual number of component
failures occured during the first few months of operation, but in most cases replacement of
one of the four PC cards remedied the problem. No microprocessor chips or memory chips
have failed to date. One program change was required shortly after installation. This was
accomplished by reporgramming the PROM’s on site and reinstalling them. Most
problems are handled by factory electricians with minimum additional training.

Conclusions.  Microcomputers provide a cost effective means for dedicated local
intelligence in the industrial setting. Microcomputers provide advantages of
reprogrammability, simplified assembly and maintenance, reliability and cost effectiveness.
In this application, i.e., production counting, the microprocessor performed primarily a
data acquisition task, but the application to other areas such as machine control and testing
is also possible.



A distributive system composed of many microcomputer terminals (operator boxes) and a
single central minicomputer with a communications system was used in this production
counting application. Local intelligence in each terminal allows independent operation for
a period of time without information loss; while the central larger computer serves to
periodically gather all the terminal data and process it for centralized timely reporting.

The use of UART’s, receiver/drivers, and shielded cable for a communication system was
very effective. The system described in this paper allows a fairly high transmission rate at
a low cost. A multiloop system with several terminal drops per loop was used to optimize
system cost and reliability. The number of drops per line is a tradeoff between message
length and line length. A four wire communication cable was used in this application to
keep the communication hardware and protocol as simply as possible, although a two wire
system is feasible.

In summary it has been shown that:

1) Microcomputers provide a good means for local intelligence in a factory.

2) A distributive system optimizes local autonomy with centralized computing power
and immediate data accessability.

3) Multidrop shielded cabling with UART’s and line receivers and drivers provides an
effective, low cost communications network.

FIGURE 1. - PRODUCTION COUNT SYSTEM



FIGURE 2. - OPERATOR BOX

FIGURE 3. - COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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A DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR AUTOMOTIVE
IMPACT TESTS1

A. S. HU, S. P. BEAN and J. J. MAURE
Physical Science Laboratory
New Mexico State University

Summary.  Automotive impact tests require the transmission oflarge amount of
measurement data through drag cables. The traditional practice of using FM technique is
tedious and expensive. An on-board PCM system which accepts 112 analog inputs and 91
bi-level inputs has been used successfully at the Daisy Impact Sled Test Track located at
the Holloman AFB. This system utilizes a two-conductor pair drag cable. It can also be
telemetered by pulse modulating a radio frequency carrier.

Introduction.  Instrumented human subjects or anthropomorphic test dummies are widely
used in biomechanics research in order to obtain knowledge on the mechanisms of human
impact injury and on specifying injury threshold. This knowledge is the design basis for
vehicle safety equipment and for specifying the limiting forces and accelerations which
may be imposed on a human subject during an impact required by the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Specifications.

Previously reported impact test instrumentation systems [1], [2] used analog data
acquisition and recording techniques, where a digitizer was used immediately prior to
feeding the digital computer. This arrangement required a large amount of manual labor to
calibrate, adjust, and record the large number of data channels. An on-board PCM system
which accepts 112 analog inputs and 91 bi-level inputs has been used successfully at the
Daisy Impact Sled Test Facility located at the Holloman AFB. The purpose of this paper is
to present this PCM system which is used to instrument the entire impact test. This
includes the instrumentation of the test subject, sled, seats, belts, etc.

Sled Impact System.  The Daisy Sled, a decelerating impact test facility, consists of two
tubular rails separated by a distance of 5 feet and extending for a length of 200 feet. The
sled is supported on each rail by two bronze slippers. Sled propulsion is provided by a 40-
ft pneumatic piston which accelerates the sled from one end of the track.



A water cylinder brake located at the other end of the track provides the deceleration
impact. The stopping distance is adjustable up to 48 inches and the deceleration impact
profile is pre-programmed by selecting proper orifice sizes. Figure 1 shows the sled with
an anthropomorphic test dummy as test subject.

Figure 1.  The impact sled.

Sensors.  Impact tests are expensive. It is desirable to make as much data measurements
as possible in each test. In a thoroughly instrumented impact test, up to 40 sensors may be
used for the test subject and the test vehicle (or sledY. For example, nine accelerometers
may be used to measure the head kinematics and ten accelerometers may be used to
monitor the impact of the chest. Other commonly used sensors include subminiature rate
gyros, load cells, potentiometers, inductive devices, etc.

Most of the sensors are constructed in a balanced-bridge configuration with very low
sensitivity. When these signals are carried through a few hundred feet of “whip cable”
consisting of multiple conductors, the noise level is generally high unless on-board
amplification is used.

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) established four filter classes for the data
measurement [3]. They are designated as classes 1000, 600, 180, and 60. Each class
applies to a different type of data channel. For example, class 1000 is used for the
occupant head acceleration while class 60 is used for the sled acceleration.

Inter-Range-Instrumentation-Group (IRIG) format B timing signal is normally recorded on
both the instrumentation tape and the high-speed camera film. A data zero-time reference
is also provided by an electromagnetic pickup device triggered at a prescribed location



along the track immediately prior to impact. This device provided a sharp pulse for the
electrical instruments and a flash of light for photographic instruments.

Data System.  The electronic data train used to sense, amplify, filter, digitize, encode,
record, playback, decode, and input the computer is shown in Figure 2. It is designed for
automatic data flow to reduce manual labor and to improve system accuracy. Although
high speed photography is simple and useful, film data’reduction is expensive. However, a
few photographic data are required to provide initial conditions and final trimming
conditions for the electronic sensor data.

Figure 2a shows the data acquisition and recording schematic. Sensor signals are amplified
and filtered by integrated instrumentation amplifier boards. They are designed to provide
quick gain and frequency changes by selecting a gain resistor and a filter capacitor
respectively.

Conditioned signals from all channels are combined by the Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM)
encoder which directly samples and digitizes all the analog data prior to transmission.
Through this technique, all the sensor data are able to be transmitted and recorded over a
single link (drag cable) since all data are time-multiplexed in the PCM approach. High
accuracy and self-calibration are also provided because of the encoding process. The
sampling rate varies depending on the particular sensor signal frequency spectrum. For
example, accelerometers mounted on the head of the subject are sampled at 2000
samples/sec while the seatback deflections are sampled at 500 samples/sec.

Errors associated with analog-to-digital conversion are below 0.2%. However, the 7-bit
words (one other bit for parity) are limited by the quantization error of 0.78%.

Because of the simplicity of the PCM system, the drag cable contains only two conductors
and the tape recorder only requires two tracks (one for IRIG time code and one for data).
However, a redundant system consisting of two additional wires and two additional
recording tracks is used for backup purposes.

Figure 2b shows how the test run raw data are played back immediately after the impact.
These “quick-look” data provide the test conductor sufficient information to decide
whether the test run was valid and provide a basis for performance evaluation of the data
processing program.

Figure 2c shows how the field recorded PCM magnetic tape is reformatted into a 7-track
digital computer compatible tape which, in turn, is filed for record.



Figure 2d shows the data processing procedure which provides three outputs for each test
run, i.e., a set of output listings, a set of output plots, and a set of punched cards of
selected variables for statistical analysis.

The PCM Encoder.  The Pulse-Code-Modulation (PCM) data system used at the Daisy
Track was originally designed for a missile program. It accepts as many as 112 analog
inputs and 91 bi-level inputs. Each analog input channel accepts and encodes any input
from 0 to 5 volts. Signals less than zero volts are encoded as zero and signals greater than
5 volts are encoded as 5 volts. For each bi-level input channel, signals of 3.03 volts or
higher are considered as a binary “one”, and signals of 2.97 volts or lower are considered
as a binary “zero”. Overvoltage is protected up to ± 40vdc. Overvoltage on a channel does
not affect any other channel accuracy. Input impedance of the encoder is greater than 10
megohm shunted by a maximum of 40 pico-farad capacitance.

The nominal bit rate is 304,000 bits per second. The bit rate error is less than ± 0.5%.
Each sample of the analog input voltage is digitized into a seven bit binary word.
Following each 7-bit word, there is a parity bit which ensures that each 8-bit word contains
an odd number of binary “ones” for error detecting purposes.

Frame synchronization is provided to allow the use of a standard PCM decommutator for
resolving the transmitted bit stream into individual data words. Each frame consists of one
16-bit synchronization word followed by seventy four 8-bit data words for a total of 608
bits per frame. Figure 3 illustrates the prime (main) frame arrangement. The prime frame
rate is 500 frames per second. Ten analog data words, frames A1X through A10X, are
sampled at 1000 samples per second super-commutation rate. This sampling rate can be
doubled again by cross-strapping four words to a channel, e.g. words WD-2, WD-21,
WD-40, and WD-59, for 2000 samples per second. The channel and sampling rate
arrangement is flexible for various experiments.

Eight words are reserved for sub-frames SF-1 through SF-8. The subframe pattern is
transmitted during frame number one (word number 1) and repeated at intervals of 20
frames as shown in Figure 3. The sub-frame synchronization code is an 8-bit word. Figure
4 shows the sub-frame arrangement.

Output format of this encoder is a serial NRZ-level (IRIG standard) with the “one” level
represented by 2 ± 0.1 volts and the “zero” level represented by 2 ± 0.1 volts. Information
bits are transmitted in order of decreasing signifcance (most significant bit first). The
output circuit is also protected against open or short circuit. The output impedance is less
than 1000 ohms with up to 50 pico-farad loading. The serial NRZ-level output is filtered
through a low pass filter having a maximally linear phase response characteristic.
Mechanical specifications of the encoder include: size 4"x4"x3", weight 55 ounces.



Conclusions.  Advantages of the PCM system over the FM system, in the impact sled
tests, have been demonstrated. The PCM system requires only one magnetic tape track and
one pair drag cable while the FM system requires one tape track and one drag cable
conductor per data channel. Furthermore, the PCM system has very simple calibration
procedure and is simple for feeding into digital computers. In the car-to-barrier or car-to-
car crash test runs, the PCM data can easily be telemetered to a remote site by pulse
modulating a radio frequency carrier while the FM data must be telemetered by FM/FM
technique if the use of drag cable is to be avoided. The PCM system transmission is
virtually immune to noise.
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Fig. 2.  Data acquisition, recording, and processing systems.



Fig. 3.  PCM Main frame arrangement.

Fig. 4.  PCM sub-frame arrangement
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